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clielan, meaning of G. 70 and n.

chliakadi, an ofering G. F. 68

Cfakittarajadeva, k., grant of 173, f.

Chidambaram, Ckibrakdba ... ... 220, 225

Chintdmani, Seska, Sanskrit sckolar 249, f., 253

cMranjtva, an immortal G. F. 54

Okitor, Okitrakdta, inscrip ... 196

Okitrakdta, Okitor inscrip. 196 ; or Ckidam-

baram, shrine, destroyed 220, 225

Okoja, kings, names of 23; and Pallavas 145,

f.; and Okdlukyas’ in tke lltk, cen. 217, ff.;

or Okojis, Dasyus * 229

Christ and Krishna ... ... ... 15

clhiiramdf a sweet preparation... •«. G. F. 56

city, and caste ••• ••• 138, f

.

Cochin, tn., and A. de Souza ... 238, 241, f.

Ookala, bard, wrote a treatise on music ... 185

coins, in Ajmer 183; of Ajayadeva and Soma-

ladevi ... ... ... ... 209, n,

colours, and music 195

comets ... ... ••• ... ••• G. F. 53

commerce, English inBengalll4; and Karik§.lal48

Comorin c. • •• §•• 141 and n., 142
Contributions to Panjabi Lexicography,

Series III., contd. from Vol. XL, p. 310

41, ff.; 92,€.; 150,^.; 176, 197, ff.;

212, f.; 242, f.; 267,^.
Contributions to the Study of Ancient Hindu

Music 157,t.; 186,€.; 254,:^.

Cooke, H., Tice-govemor of Bombay under
Charles II 75

Coorg, sandalwood from 149
copper-plate grants, from Haidarahad 72;

Telegu-Ohoda 140
Correa, Gaspar, author of the Lendas da
Lidza .t. ••• ,,, ,,, 238, ’f.

corn, as an offering G. F. 61

Covenanters, the ... 73'

Crane, Sir F., and G. Boughton 116

Ouddapah dist., Chola grants from 147

Cunningham, Gen. Sir A., and Ajayadeva ^s

coins ... ... 209,.ffa

DaMstdri) a work published in 1815 9i.^

Da^aratha, Dasaratha 275 n., 276, ff., 282, 28

5

D^dhicha, Dahiya family, to which Jayatra-

simha belonged ... 85, f,

Dakshindtya Biahmanas to which the Seshas

belonged ... 247

Dakshini Pandits at Benares 7, ff.

Dandi and Bhamaha 90, ff

.

Dandin, author, and Alamkara literature 204,

f.; 207, f.; The Xyasakdra, and Bhdmaha 232, ff\

ddravi, stringed instruments 188, f.

Darsa sacrifice .
- ... 293

Dasaratha, k., and the Ajivikas ... 88 , 286

Dastur Aspendi^rji Kamdm 175 and n

;

Da9aratha 275 n. 276, ff., 282, 285

Dasyus, thieves, applied to the Oliojas ... 229

Dattatraya, sage ... ... ... G. F. 44

Davalshah Pir, shrine ... G. P, 62

Davids, Prof. Rhys, and Asoka Edicts 37, ff.

Day, Capt,, on music 157, 161, 187, 189 n., 191

and n.

Deccan, the, P^riyatra 228

Delhi, the Siw§.lik pillar inscrip. in, 18; Jogini

or Yoginipura 85, f

Devadhara, name in the ManglSn^ inscrip,... 86

Devaladevi, q. to Arnoraja * ... 196

DevapSla of Dh^rd, his Harsandd inscrip. 20

Devanandin, Pfijyapada, author ... 233

Divas and Asuras 194, f.

Dhanamjapya, author ... 77, 79, 119

Dhdrd Arasa, Dhdrdvarsha, a Sinda 219 and n.

Dhdrd-Jagandtha plundered YIngi ... 217, f.

Dharasena kings ... 128

Dharma and Buddha ... 299

Bharmamangalt poems ... ... ... 299

dharmartha, for charity .*# 85

Dharma-SMra, the, and the Ajivikas ... 296

Dharyd Pir ... G. F. 40
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son of Aditi 295

Dhliaiik, c. legend of ••• .o* **.0. F, 58, f.

dhodli, cow’s mouth, stream ••• ••• G. F. 40

Dhundhalimal, a reclilse of Dhhank.*. G. F. 58

Dhruvadevi, DhrnvasvSmini,* q. ... ... 3

DhvanyMoka, treatise on Alaihkdra liter-

ature •a. .e» .ee .at a«a 205,

Dhvanyalokalochana^ writer ... ... 141 and n.

Dignaga, author, date of 244 • contemporary

with KMidasa ... ... ... ... 257

Fire, domestic ... 113

Firoz, Sassanian k., and the HUnas 267

Fochu, Pucho, OiCus riv. ••• ... 266

Folklore Notes from Gujarat and the Xonkan,

Appendix 37—72
family, Aryan Constitution of, and caste 110,

funeral, repasts 112, f.; customs of the Hdnas 267

dikslid, initiation day 46, 53 n., 80,

diseases of cattle ... ... G. F, 68,

Divyas'firicJiaritaf a work which treats of the

Cholas 220,

Bods, Doclias, Paramara clan... ... ... 18

Dorn Joao III., k, of Portugal ... 238, 241

Draviclas, in S. India 228, f.; and Aryans 230, f.

dramas, on the Rdmdyancit list of ... 140,

Drona, mt. ... G. F. 56

Durgaprasdd, Mahamahop^dhyaya, Pandit,

and the poet Maydr^ja ... 139,

Durgardja, k 183

Durvinita, k., and Devanandin ... ... 233

Dvadsdha sacrifice ... 46, 48, 63 n. 77, 79

Dvdrakd, tn., and Ramesrara ... 9

Dwarka, holy c. ... G. F, 38, 42, 62

Edicts of Asoka 37, ff.; 170,

Edinburgh, and Ah, Shipman... ... 73, f.

Egypt and caste 135

EkadandissrAjivika ... 288, 290

Bkdntiha‘dharma^ religion, rise of ... ... 14

Ekatrika^ Sama verses ... 52 and n.

English commerce in Bengal ... 114

Epigraphic Notes and Questions, contd. from

Yol, XL, p. 240—XII, Sahasrdm-Rdpndth-

Brahmagiri Edict of Asoka 170, XIII,

A New Kshatrapa Inscrip. ... 173

Era of Lakshmana Sena, k. of Bengal 167, S,

fairs G. F. 63, fg.

famine in Hindustan 231, f.

Fell, Oapt., and the Hdnsi stone inscrip, of

Prithviraja 17

figures of speech in Alathkdra literature 204, :g.

GadhiDcmidmichariiamf a work by ^aihkai’a

Bhatta CD

Gaga, Yisvesvara Bhatta, Pandit ... 12

gagarbediiim, a charm ... »•» G. F. 69

Gandika, riv ••• G. F. 37

G^dhara, co., and music ... 164

gdndhdra, gdndlidra-grdma musical terms

254, 264, f.

ganesMo, burglar’s instrument ... G. F. 51

Gangaikonclachojapuram, c. and Yikramdditya

YI. 218

Ganges, riv G. F. 37, ff., 46

Gangetio region, wealth from 149

Ganpati, g. G. E. 71

gdnthids, an offering G. F. 69

I

GdrgyanarAyana, commentator ... 117 and n.

Gaw'i-pujan, holiday kept by women G. F, 49

Gautama and sacrifices 77, 80; 122; and the

Godavari G. F. 37

Gautamiputra Sdtakarni k. ... 166

Gavdm Ayana, general name for the Yedic

Calendar 47, 53 n., 78, 83, f Jyoti-

shtoma ... ... ... ... ...117, t., 123

Gaya inscrip ... 167

Gebalashd Pir, Shrine G, F. 61

genealogical tables, of the Sesha family 247

n., 263; of the kings of Anfcarvedi... 252 n.

gMnis, measures », ... G. F. 57 and n.

Ghatiy^l§» inscrip, ... ... ... 183

ghosts r*. ... ... G. F, 40 andn.; 43

Giridhara, contemporary of Krishna Sesha... 252

Girnar, inscrip, 126 ; 207; kunds G. F. 39, 42,

fE., 46

go, cow=intercalary days. 48, 49 and n#;

cattle a*. ... ... ... ... 292

Gobinda-das, writer ... ... ... 300

goblins ... G. F, 40 and n.

Godavari, riv, and Gautama ... G, F. 37, f., 45

Godlings, heroic... ••• ... G. P. 54, fE.

Gopin^tha, Sesha, Sanskrit scholar ... 251, 253

Gorakhdev, g. •«. *•• •«« G. P. 70
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gordnis, Tinmamed girls, and married women

Gr. F. 49, surdsanis .«• 72 and n.

GoYardlian, mt. • §•• ••• ... G. F. 44

Goviodracliandra, k. o£ Tandava 247, f., 251, f.

Govindagupfca, k., and Gliandragupta ... 3

Govinda, Seska, commentator ... 243,252

graha-shdnti, vdstim ceremony ... G. F. 68

grdmobi Tillage ... ••• ... ... 131

grama^ musical term .o. 254, f., 203, 264, f.

Grammar, Persian, in Sanskrit 4,

Greeks, and caste ... 112, 114, 135, 138

Grosset, M., J, and Hindu music 157, 158 n.,

187, 188 n.

gujalcalpa, nargudikcdpa, medicinal prepara-

tion G. F, 52

Gurjaras, GOjars, and Khasas ... ...181

Gujarat and the Konkan, the Folklore of,

Appendix 37—72
Gupta, kings 2 ; and tke Hdnas 267

Gupta-Yakataka copper-plate grant ... ... 214

Himalayas, sacred mts. ... G. F, 43, 45

Hindu music, ancient, contributions to tbe

study of 157,^.,185,fe., 25i,fc;

Hindu Pantheon, Moores 44

Hinduization of the Aborigines : swelling

of the Ohandalla caste 75, f

.

Hindus, and pilgrim tax 11 ;
f.; and Maham-

madans 18; and caste 102, f.,

139.3 230, and Jains 231

Hindustan, and the Aryans 227; and the

Dravidians 229, f.; famine in ... 231

Hipkins, Mr., on ancient Hindu music

191, f., 257, IK., 261
Hiuen Tsiang, in S. India 144; 229
History of Alamkara Literature 124, ff., 204, fe.

Hoernle, Dr., on the Guptas 1, £., 15, f

.

homa ceremony ... G. F. 47, 6S, 70
Hormuzd, Bhrihaspati, planet, temple of ... 99

ETultzsch, Prof., on inscrips. 23, on the Cho-
las 218, 219 n., 226; and the Ajivikas 289, 29(>

Hadoti, in R6.jput4n§., and the Dods 18

Haidarahad, copper-plate grant from ... 72

Haliddavasana, tn. of the Koliyans 40

Haiiijamana, Hanjamana, tn. referred to in

three SiEhara grants of the 10th, 11th,

and 12th centuries ... 173
^

Hansi, Asika, stone inscrip, of PribhTiraja

[Yikrama] Samvat 1224 17, fp,- 183

Hanum^n, g legends of, etc. G.F,44,54— 56,

59-63
Haradatta, author of the Padamanjari 246
Hdi4, Bao Batan Singh, Raj^ of BUndi,

116

299

234

237

and Sir F. Crane

Haridatta, author of the Manasd-MCtngal

Hari Dikshita, commentator ...

Harshachania, the

Harsaud^ stone inscrip, of Devapala

Hehbdr plate inscrips. ...

Helar^ja, commentator...
... ...

Heliodorus, Greek ambassador, mentioned in

“scrip

Heliodorus, son of Dion of TaksbafflS^ a
Bbagarata

Hemacbandra, on KumSirap§,la
,,, jgj

Herodotus, on caste in Egypt
Hidimba, giantess G. p, 44 ^ ^
?wy«dds, eunucbs

G. F.

Hfhia, GadhiS), coins ... ... ... 211
Hdnas of the Oxus Yalley 265, ff

Husen-per shrine G, 59

Ibbetson, Sir D., on Caste 101, 106

107, 113
Iconography, Planetary, of the Sipasiaus,

according to tbe DaUstdn 99, f.

Ilanjdtcbenni, IlaSjenni or Ilaiyon, father
of Karikaia 14y

immigration, Brahman, into S. India 227, fE.

India, and Sanskrit literature 7 ; S., and
Buddhism etc. 88, 90—82; The Castes in

101, £E., 129, fE.; bronzes from 128; visited
by Hiuen Tsiang 141, 229; S., and the W.
Chaiukyas 146. f.; Progress Report of the
Linguistic Survey of, up to the year 1911
179, fi.; Brahman immigration into 227, fE.-

8., the Temples of 238, fE ; invaded by the
HAnas 267 ; Maps and Atlases of ... 297 , f,

Indra, g. 26, fE.; 31 ; an Aditya ...290, 293, 295, f,

Tndramahotsaoa, Ujjani, festival ... G, F. 47
Inscriptions, some unpublished,—contd. from

Vol. XL., p. 176—, 3 The HfiasI Stone
Inscription of Prithviraja [Tikrama]--
Saihvat 1224 17, fE; 4. AnAvada Stone,
of Sarahgadeva 20, f; 6. The Bansw6.yfi
Plates of Bhojadeva 201 ; 6 Nadol Plates
of PratApasihiha 202 ,

f.
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Inscription, the Manglana stone of Jayatra-

simha ... 85, ff.

Inscriptions, Gupta 2, 3; 214, ff.; Asoka

]3, f ;
y^nad 21, of S. India 90; f.; Gir-

nar 126, 207; Chola, etc. 145; in Cambo-

dia 156; Nasik Cave 165, f; of Asoka-

valla 167, Sahasram etc. 170, a new
Kshatrapa 173; of Durgaraja, in Ajmer

182, f.; Ohitor etc. 196; in Dhod temple

209, B. Oh^lukya 217, ff.; 226, f.; Sra-

vana Belgoja 231, f.; Mysore etc. 233; at

Mankuwar 241; and the word ‘Bhagavata^

272; and the Ajtvikas ... ... 286,289

Iranians, and the Planets 99

Ii’uhgov^l dynasty ... 149

ishttf food 47

Italy, and the Aryans 138

JagannAtha, rhetorician, and Alamkara lit-

erature ... 206, 208

Jaina, faith, and the Ajivikas 88—90, 286,

, 296 ;
and Caste 135; and Buddhism 231;

temples, grants to 203 ;
Prakrits, grammar

of 249 ;
shrines G. F. 45

Jaitrasimha, Jayatrasimha ... 85, £,

Jajaya, named in Mangldn^ inscrip. ... ... 86

Jalalu’ddin, title of Akbar I ... ... ... 4

jaloisava, water festival G. P. 41

janas 2i,nd. jati ,,, 130

jangades, temple guards 241 and n., 242

jattf caste ... ... ... ••• 129, f*

Jatilavarman, inscrip, of I** ••• 23

Jayachandra, RAfchor of Kanauj ... ... 209

Jayadeva, author of the Gita Govinda ... 20

Jayadeva, reputed founder of Ajmer ... 183

Jayahgonda—Ohoja, surname of two kings..^ 23

Jayantabhattia, author of the Tattvachandra 250

Jayasimha, ChMukya k., and Bhoja the

Param§,ra ... ... 201

Jayatrasimha, his Mangll-na stone inscrip. 85,

JaynarAyan, Bengali author 300

Jetavanac. ... 39

Jhampadi, goddess G. F. 51

Jinamandana, writer, on KumArapSla ... 196

Jinendrabuddhi, and Bhamaba ... 234; 246

Jogini, c. Delhi 85

Jones, Sir Wm., and Hindu music ...157, 185, ff.

Jumna, Yamuna, riv. ... ... G. F. 37, 38, 43

Jyotisham—Ayana, year with intercalary

period 83

Jyotishtoma, the Gavam-Ayana 77, 83, 117,

Kachharis of KAchhar, Hindu tribe ... ... 76
Kadab grant of Govinda III 200
Kadambari, by P. Y. Kane, book-notice ... 244

Kadaram, captured by Rdj^ndrachola II. 226, f.

Kailasa, mt, ... G. F. 45

Kaivan, Sani, planet, temple of 99

Kakhadi, Aparakakhadi 166

Kalachuri, princes of Chedi 142; or Kalacuris

of MabAkosala, Haihayas of Ratnapura,
coins of ... 210, f.

Kal-bbairav, g ; legend of ... G. F. 70, 71

KalakachArya, probably the famous Jaina

teacher, and the Ajivikas ... 286, t., 296

KalidAsa, and Kamandaki 156

K&lidasa and the HOnas of the Osus Yalley

265,

I

KMidAsa, on music 158, f.; and Alamkdra

literature 207, £.; and SamkarAoharya, soli-

cisms of 214; date of 216

Kalika hill, near Girnar G. F. 46

Kalinga, and the Aryanised Dravidas ... 230

KaUinatha, commentator 163, 164 and n.; on
music 262 n.

a magic tree ... ... G, F, 46

KalyAna, K, of Antarvedi, patron of Krish]^

Sesba ... 252 <fen.

KamalAkara, Sesha, commentator ... ... 252

Kamalalaya, Sk., TiruvArur 222 n.

hdman, an evil art G. F. 63

Kamandaki and KalidAsa 156

Kanarese practice of using place names as

surnames ... ... ... 72

Kanarese co , and Buddhism... ... 89

Kanchanadevi, wife of Arnoxaja ... „ 196

KAnchi and KarikAla 146; and EAmanuja

227; Dravidacap. 229; or Koil .»• ... 231

Kan^t tribe ... ... ... ««. 180,

f

Kanhabini, vil. in the Nasik cave insorip,,

and the modern K^vnai
^

... ... ... 165

KanyAkumari, tn., inscrip, from ... ... 23

Kapila, sage ••• «•* G. F. 37

Karikala and His Times 144, E*

Karnatik system of music ... ... 157

karsha, measure of one tola 85

Kartikey, g ... G. F. 50

Kasatia, g« ... ... ... G« F. 48

K^shi, Kasbipuri, Benares ... G. F. 38, 70

Kashmir, home of Vallabha 266

Kasi, tn., and RAmesvara ... ••• 9

Kasi RAm, author ... ... «•* 299
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125

144, ft.

... 144

... 300

... 166

... 237

16

99 n.

286, ff.. 296

231

.. G. F. 69

180, f

..G. P.41, 68

.. Q.F. 61

.. G. P. 67

G. P. 69, 60

175

100

1S6

... 182

167, ff.

17, f.

... 300

IjiTi-

288, f.

174, f •

Xaty&yana and Taramchi ’ suggesbed idea-

tity of

K^v6ri, Ponni, riv.

Klivirippiimpatbiiiani, ancient Pug^r

kaviwdlds, songs

K^vnai, the ancient Kanhahini

KdvydsharSa, date of •••

Kdvydlamkdra'-sutrcirvriUi, a workby Vamana 1

Kdvydlanhdray a work by Bh^maha .4« 90, 92

KdvyaprdkdSa, book notice

kerges, vultures

Eern, Prof., on the Ajivikas .»•

Eh^ndavana, forest, burnt

kharavd, cattle disease ... «•«

Khas, ancient Khasa tribe

Khaty khdt-muhurty ceremony

Ehetola, cobra g. .«•

Kliodiar Nata temple ••• «*•

Ehojas of Keshod

Khor^ssan, home of the Parsees ...

hliuristar, temple refectory

Khushi'o Eoshirwan, Shah, the Sassanian

Khw&ja Mu^inu^ddin Ohisti of Ajmer

Kielhorn, Dr. and the Jena Kings ...

Kilhana, Gtlhilauta k. ...

kirtan, songs

Kisa—Samkichchha a founder of the

kas *«. ... ... .«•

Kissa^i’SanJdnt Persian poem ... ...

Kodolia, in Gujarat, Hanuman temple at G. P. 65

Kohala, writer on music 160 and n.

Kondala, Kuntala 226
Kongudyn 232

Konkan, find of feildhara grants in 170; and
Bhoja the Pararaira ... 201

Konkan and Gujaratee folklore notes, appen-

<iix 37-72

korada, term for several kinds of grain 85, f.

kori, garment, or earthen jar 60 and n.
Korumilli inscrip, of R^jaraja NarSndra ... 217
JsoshtJiahaSf granaries

]^7

Krimikantha, nickname applied to a Chola

k. 223,ff.
Krishna and Christ 15; temple of 18; 299,

^*5 F. 44
Krisinschandra, Kajd of Nadiya, patron of

.

learning

Krishna-d§»s, poet ^QO
Krishna Sesha, Sanskrit Scholar ... 246
Krishn^srama ® Sri, maJiant ..

Krishna Jajurv^da, the quoted 81; 120, f

8

Krittivasa, poet * — 299

Kshatrapa inscrip., a new one ... ... 173

Kshatriyas, Dahiv^ 87; 103, 107

Kshemendra and Panini *«• ••• 125, 256, f

,

kudit hudiydnavan, household, family, etc. ... 72

kulerttt an ofEering ... G. P. 69

Kulottungachola I., alias of Raj6ndrach61a

II 218, 220, 224, ff.

Kumarad^sa, author of the JdnaM-haranay

and the Ajivikas 289

Kumaragupta and Baladitya 2, 3

;

patron of

Yasubandhu ... 15, 244

KOmarapala, k. of Anhilwdrii, at war with

ArnoiAja 195, f , Kumarap^ladeva... ... 203

humhif kutumbi, occupational term 72

kundalauy circle ... ... G. P. 65 and n.

kundSf sacred G. P. 39

Kuntala, Kondala, co., and Vikramaditya VI. 226

Kdrattalvan and Ramdnuja 221, f.

kidapa, band of musicians 159

kutumbi^ a family man, and kunibiy kudL G. F. 72

lakes, sacred G, P. 42

Lakkad Pir, shrine of G. P. 60

Lakshmana 275 n., 277, 279, 282, ff.

Lakshmana Sena, K, of Bengal, and his Era.

167, ff

.

Idma7i’div0y a lamp G- P. 50 and n.

Lanka, Ceylon 18 ; and Sita 277, 283; G. F.

43, f., 54, 56

la^si, an offering G. P. 48

L§.tyayana, and the Vedic Calendar ... 48, 51, f.

77, ff S3

Lau Sen, hero 299

Laukihamjayanjali 31, ff.; a note on it ... 213

Lavanadadi, unidentified viL, mentioned in

grant ... 203

Levi, M. Sylvain, works by 155; on Asoka

Edicts ... 170

Lexicography Panjabi, contributions to, contd.

from Vol. XL. 310. 41, ff.; 92, ff.
; 150, ff.,

176, ff 197, ff ; 212, f.; 242, f .; 267, ff.

Ley, 3rd Earl of Marlborough, in Bombay... 74

Leyden plate inscrips. 146, ff

Lilapur, vil. legend of G. F, 65

Linguistic Survey of India, Progress Report

of, up to the year 1911 ... ... 179, ff.

Literature, Alaiiakara q. v. ... 124, ff.; 204, ff.

Literature, Sanskrit, maxims current in 33, ff.

Lohara, name in Mangld»n^ inscrip 86
luhdho r^hali, desired ascent ••• ... 1 18

Lucas, Sir Gervase, Gov. of Bombay 75
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Lunar years 57, ff.; 61, :S.; 71, 77, 79, iff.

Luvaria, viL, legend of G. F, 62

madder, cultivated at Malvern Chase ••• 73

Madhuria, co„ Marudia •a* ••• •## 230

madhyama, madhyamagramai musical term 162,

f 189 n.; 192, 193 and n.; 254, f 259, 263,

Madura, and the Br^hmanas 231

Magadi, and VShgi aaa aaa aaa 232

Magas, Sdkadvipi BrSihmans 183

MIgha, early writer and Alanikara literature

208 ; 232

MdghanaTbdirSrdvakdchdrai and the Buddhists 89

Mah, Ohandramas, planet, temple of ... 100

MahdbJidrata" age of 126; and Ai’yan im-

migration 228 ; 230; 299

Mahad-uMTia, great Litany of Itigvedio

hymns ... ... ••• ••• ... 48

Mahakali M^t^, goddess ... .«• G. F. 44

Maharashtra Brahmans, at Benares ... 7, 12, 13

Mahavir, Arjun, names of ••• ... G. F. 69

Mah^vrata day ... *.« ... ... 120, 123

Mahendraditya, BAladitya ... ... ... 2

Mahesa Thakkur, scholar of the 16th cen. 9

Mahesvar, ancient Mahishmati ... ... 142

Mahimahhatfca, writer, and Alaxhkara litera-

ture ... ... ... ... ... 206

Mahishmati, Mahesvar, cap. of Chedi ... 142

Mahmdd Sultdn, raided Sanjan 176

Maitreya-rakshita, commentator ... ... 246

Maih'aydniya-SamJiita, quoted. ... 124 n.

M^ijjaamikA, seige of 272

Makkhali Gosala, a founder of the A.jivikas

288,

M§.lavaSj and Dttamahhadras 182, f,

Malhana, his grant ••• 183

MalhAr inscrip 210

malidddt a sweet preparation G, F. 66

Malika-i-Maghfdra Anjahllni, posthumous

title of q. Victoria ... 72

Mallinatha, on music 168, f.; 266, f.

Malvern Chase, and the Cultivation of madder 73

Miilwd confederacy and Jayasimha 201

Mammata, rhetorician and Alanik&ra litera^

ture ... .*« ... 206, t.

Manas^. snake goddess 299

Mi/ndalik, author of the UjgSdghdta ... 7, 8, 10, 13

Mandasor inscrip ... ... 207

Mangal-gdyaks, singers ... ... ... 299

MangalshA Pir, shrine of ... ... G. F. 60

Manishiw, Bahrdm i«« ... 99 n.

Mankuwar, Buddha image at 244

M4n-sarovar, sacred lake ... G. F. 39, 42, 60

Manu, the world ... • 296

maps and atlases of India ... ... 297, f.

Maranjadaiyan, k 24, f

.

Marathas and Rajputs ... 72

Maravarman, Pandya name 23, f.

mdrjand, and m'drchhand, musical terms ... 169

mariiage, and caste 109, ff., 113 ; G. F, 37 n.,

50, 61, 66, 71

MArtanda, broken egg ... 296

Marudia, Dravidian g. and Marut 230

Maskarins, and Ajivikas 290

Masulipatam* Masoli, and the Cholas *299

Mata, Matas Matrik^s G. F. 44, f.; 63, 65, fE. 70,

Matahga, writer, on music 168, 160, 193 and

n., 260

Matanga-hJiaratam, a work by Lakshmana-

Bhaskara 158

MathurA, Ajayadeva coins in te* 209

Manrya period and the Ajivikas 289

maxims, popular, current in Sanskrit litera-

ture ... ••• 33,

mdyd^ illusion G. F. 68 and n.

MAydraja, Sanskrit poet 139, f^.

Mazhanada, BrAhmana section »» ... 231

Medantaka, MertA, near Ajmer 183

Medhatithi, author of the Mantt^hMsliya, on

Hindus ... ... ... ... ... ... 76

MMkota, in TirunArAyanapuram ... 224, 231

Menal, in Mewar, inscrip. at ... 209

Menander invaded India ... 272

M^ru, mt., gold from 149 ; G. F. 45, f.

Merutuhga, writer, on KumArapAla 195

Merta, Medantaka ... 183

meteors, origin of ««• G. F. 52, f.

MinhAj-ud-Din Saraj, author of the TahaqdU

... ... ... 167i

misd, amisd, words in Asoka edicts, note on 170

MithilA, tn ... 275 n.

Jditra, an Aditya... ... .. ... 290, 295

Mlechchhas, barbarians, as Hindus 76

Mohammedans, in SanjAn 175 ;
and learning

in Bengal ... 298, fE;

mohan, form of black art ... G. F. 50

vfhOtOf a measure ... ... ... 240 and n.

Molaga, BrAhmana section ... 231, f.

Moor’s Hindu Pantheon ••• 44

Moslems, and the Zenana system *155

mountains, sacred ..G. F. 43,

Movaiya, vil, legends of ... •*. G. F. 66

mss., numerous, at Benares ... ... •».7,11
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Muhammad Bakht y^r raided Nadia... 167, £.

Muhammadans and Hindus ... 18

Mukunda Rto, author of the CMndi-mangal 299

Mulla Pirdz, Parsi scholar 99

Murari, poet 141 and n., 143

Mdrti-Nayaiiar, Saiva devotee, and Pdndya 147

Music, Ancient Hindu, Contributions to the

study of 157,ff.,185,ff.,254,ff.

Mussulmans and Hindus 113

Mysore, Dravidian centre 228 1 232 ; inscrip.

233, f

.

Nadia^ raided by Muhammad Ba^t-y4r

167, f.

Nadol plate inscrip, of Pratliprasimha ..202 f

.

NaddiadagikSi, Nadllii, viL mentioned in

grant ... ... ... ... ... 203

Ndgabhata II., and Ndhad rav 183

Ndgapanchamif religious holiday G. P. 49 and n.

Nagarj, where the Sildprdkdra originally was

13 n.

Mgari, characters, in the Hlbnsi stone, and

other inscrips. 17; 20 ; 201, f.

N^aijuni cave insoripa., and the Ajivikas

Nai4yana Sesha, Sanskrit scholar, 249, author

of the 84Mi-ratndkara 250; two men of the

name ... ... ... ... 252, f.

N^rdyan Bhatta, Pandit 7, ff.; his pupils 10, if.

Narbada, riv. ••• ••• G. P. 37

nargudtkalpa, gujakalpa, a medicine G. P. 52

Nai*ottama, k. of Tandava, patron of Kyishna

^esha ... ... ... ... ... 252

Nai’sinha Mehta, saint G. P. 47
Nd»sik Cave Inscriptions, four villages men-

tioned in 165, f.; and the town of Pushkar. 182

Natrdyatas, the Dahiva Kshatidyas 87
navamuthium, preparation of wheat ... G. P, 49
Nesfield, Mr., on caste 101, 104, ff.

Niddna-Sdtra, and the Vedic Calendar 48,

f., 52, 77, 80 andn., 81, 84, 123. n., 117, ff.

Nila-Pir, shrine of G. P. 60
Nilgiris, and other sacred mts. ...G. P. 43

, 45

Nirgranthas, the Ajivikas 90; ascetics 286,288, f.

nirriti, destruction 228

Nirvana Era 168, 169 and n.

Nripatuhga, author 236 and n.

Nydsakara, the, and Dan(Jin q, v, ... 232, if.

286, 289

N^d Sesha, commentator 252
Ndgoji Bhatta, Pandit 12; author of the

Sabdenduiekharci 247 and n,

Ndhad-rdv, Padihar k., a leper, perhaps Naga-
bhata II

,
or Ndgabhata, a Pratihara feuda-

tory *.• ... ... 283
Nahid, Sukra, planet, temple of ... ... 100
NairHya, from Mrriti, :=:the S. West ... 228
nakshairas 5O, 51 and n.
Nalaka ... ••• ,,,

Namah^Odra Chandala caste 75
Nanda-Yachchha, a founder of the Ajivikas

288, f

.

Nandi^hJiarata, the

Nannayabhatta, Telugu poet ... ... 217
Narada, writer, on music ... 254, 264
Ndradt-^ikshd, a work on music ... 162, f., 194
Narasiikba Sesha, author of the Govinddrnava

„ 247,fE.,25i
Narasimhagupta, or Bdldditya 2 ; and Vasn-

bandhu... ... 24 ,

Narasinahavarma II., Pallava k, Rajasimha-

... 9S

Narasimhavarman I., Pallava k
Nardyana, g, and the Ajivikas... 286, ff. • 29<

Oddhras, and Andhras .. •„ ... ... 299

Ojha, P., Gaxuri-Shanker, found the Ajdri

inscrip. 196

Oldenberg, M. and Asoka edicts 37
Oshama hill, Gondal dist., famous for tem-

ples ••• ... .,. ,,, G. P« 44
Oxus, Vahku, Vahkshd, Talley, and the

Hlinas 265, E; or Chax G. F. 49

Paohapattana, tn. on the Sutlej
; and Pani-

chapura 18
Padmaprabha, writer, and the Ajivikas ... 89
Pahdri languages

Paikaristan, image temples ... ... 99
Paifchan, Pratishthana, tn 8
Paleacate, Pulicat and Af. deSouza ... 238, 241
Palitdnd, mt., and Bhima G. F. 57
Pallavanisvaram, temple in Kdvirippdmpatti-
13am ... ... ,,, ,,, 14i4if f,

Pallavas, in S. India, 91, f.; 229; and Cholas

145,1$
Pamchapura, 17, and Pdchapattana... 18 and n."

Pampa, sacred lake .. G. P. 42 and n.

Fmchardtra system, or Tdsudeva religion ... 14
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Panditaraja Jagannatha,-Sanskrit scholar 24(7,251

Pandita Sesha, commentator ... ... ... 252

Pandits, Dakshini, at Benares ... 7,

Pandya kings 23, f

.

P^nini, grammarian, as a poet 125 and n, 127

and n.; 223, and Patanjali 237 ,*245

and n.
;
commentaries on ... 216, 249 ; 290

Fanis, the Dravidas 229

Panjaba Shah, fakir leader ... 182

Panjabi Lexicography, Contributions to.

Series III., contd, from Vol. XL; p. 310

41, 92, S.; 150, ; 176, ; 197 212, f.

;

242, f.; 267, ff.

panotis evil influence ... G. F. 56 and n.

strenuous exertion ... 170,1

Paramto inscrips. 2C1

Paramartha, and the Guptas ... ... , 2, 3

Pdrasz-prakdia^ three treatises of the name... 4

pardao^ a coin ... ... 240 and n., 241, f.

Pariyatra, ancient name for the Deccan ... 228

Parsees, settled at Sanjan ... ... 174, -E,

Patanjali, commentator 125, f.; and Panani

237; 245; his Malidhhashya 292; and the

Maskarins 290

P^thak, Prof. K. B,, and the Guptas. 1, 2; 15

Paterson, J. B., and Hindu music 157, 161,

187, 189 n., 192

Patrabhunja, cap. of Antarvedi 252

Pattinapp§«li, quoted ... 148

Pavaiya sect ••• ••• G. P. 60

payas, celestial preparation ... ... G. F. 54

perideipnon, Greek funeral repast ... ... 112

Periyanambi, tutor to Eamdnuja ... 221, f.

Persian, Grammar in Sanskrit 4, ££.; customs 112

Perubbatta, Sanskrit Scholar ... ... 250

Peshawar, Pissore 116 n.; and Buddha relics 156

Peukelaotis, Pushkalavati, tn. ... ... 266

Phirinda, a patron of Nardyana Sesha ... 262

Pilaji, a patron of Krishna Sesha 252

pilgrimage, places of G. F, 45

Pillai, Prof. Sundaram, of Travancore ... 21

Pillar-edict VII. of Asoka, and the Ajivikas

286, 289

Pir shrines ... ... ...G. F. 59, f.; 64, f.

Pis^cha languages 179,

Pis^jipadaka, Sanskrit, Pisaohipadraka, mo-

dem Sanjegaon, vil. in Nasik cave inscrip, 165

Pissore, Peshawar »•« •*. ... 116

place names as surnames, a Kanarese practice 27

Planetary iconography of the Sip^sians,

according to the Dabistdn ... ... 99* f.

Plato at. ••• ... 135

Plutarch, and marriage llv}

Pochu, Foehn, the Yahkd or Oxus riv. ... 266

poets, who refer to Kavirippilmpattipam 144

Polonnarewa, bronzes from 128

Ponni, Kaveri riv. ... 144 n.

posthumous titles 72

Frabandha-Chintdmant, a work by Meni-

tuhga, mentions Kumarapala 195

Prajapati ... 26, 28; 46; 82, f ; 291, 293, ft.

Prakrit, dialects, origin of, 230 ; Jaina gram-

mar ... 249

Pratapasimha, feudatory prince, his Xaclol

plate inscrip ... 202 ,
f

.

Pratiharenduraja, commentator^ and Alam-

kara literature 206

Pratisbtbana, Paithau, tn on the Godavari,

site of Barnesvarans College S9

pmtoli, pol, gateway 17

pregnancy, legend G, F. 63; customs ... 72

‘ priests, and caste ... 102, f., 109, 136, f,

Piinsep, on Ajayadeva’s coins 209, 210 a.nd ix.

Prithivipati II., Gahga-Bdna k,, inscrips. of 145

Prithviraja, Chdham^na k., his Hansi Stone

Inscription of [Vikrama] Samvat 1224

17, flc.;S6

Prithwi Mj, Ohohan k., legend of ... G. F. 62

profession as the foundation of caste 104, 109

prytanies, Greek repasts ... ... ... 112

Ptolemy, supposed reference to Ktoripphm-

pattinam ... I.. ... 144, t.

Pug^r, Kavirippdmpattinam 144; 149

Pfljyapada, name of Bevanandin ... 233, 235

Pulakesin II., Chalukya prince 72

Pulicat, Paleacate ... ... ... 2ot)

pmya, spiritual merit 170, f

.

pumchcMri, the quai’ter outside the town ... 149

Puragupta, k. ... ... ... 2

Pdrnam^sa sacrifice 293

puroMt, domestic chaplain ... 103

purohita, Agni 228

Furushottama ^esha, Sanskrit scholar 251, 253

Pushkaldvati, tn., the Greek Penkelaotis ... 266

Pushkar, w. of Ajmer, sacred Hindu town,

182 ;
three places of the name 183

Pythagoras, and music • •• #•» ««• 163

race, as the foundation of caste ... 108, f.

B4ghavabhatta, author ••• ... ... 158

Rdga-vibodliay Sanskrit work, and music 157, 160

Baghu, and the Hhnas ... 266
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Ragliunandan, poet 299

Rai Laklimaniali of Nadi^ 167, f.

rain, rains, G. F. 46, 52 and n., 53, 59, 65,

67, f.

RajadMraja I., snrnamed Jayangonda Choja

23, f.

Rajak^sarivarman Rd/jarajadeva, k., identified

with R^jaraja II. ... ... ••• 23, f.

Rdjanaka Allata, completed tke Kdvyaprahlia 16

Rajaraja I., snrnamed Jayangonda-Choja ... 23

Raj d,raja I., Kaliiiga k. 217, f.

Rajar^jachodagonja, k., inscrip, of ...218, f.; 226

Rajaraja Nar6adra of Rajamundry k.... 217,

1

Rajasekhara, poet ... 140, f., 143

Rajasimhavarma, Pallava k., identified wibk

Rajavarma 92

Rajastliani language 180

Rajbai, female saint G. F. 62, f.

Rajballahh, R^ja of Bikr6<mpiir, iSth century,

patron of learning 300

Rajendrachola I,, Gangaikonda k, ...217, f., 227

Rajendrachoja II., alias of Kulottungaohola

I. ...’ 218, 224, fiS.

Rajpntd^n^, home of the Malavas 183 ;
Ajaya*

deva coins in 209, and Hdna coins 211

Rajputs and Marathas ... ««« ... 72

Rakrilagomin, father of Bhamaha 236

Eania 299

Ramabhadradikshita, dramatist ... 143 n.

Ramachandra, author 247, f.; two of the

name ... ... 249;.253

Rdmacharitamdnasa, and the Edmdyam 273, jS.

Ramakrishna Bhatta, Pandit 10, 12

Ramakrishna Sesha, commentator ... 252

Rtoanuja, sage, and the Cholas ...220, iff.; 227

Rdmdyana and the Rdmacharitamdnasa 273, ff.

Rdmdyana, age of 126; dramas 140, 142, f .;

and Aryan immigration 228; 230; 299; and
Hanuman G, F. 64

Rl»ma Sesha, Sanskrit author ... 261, 263

Ramesvara Bhatta, Pandit 8, his students ...9, IB

Ramstipfindi, grant of Yimaldditya 217

Randal, goddess G. F. 49, 72

Bangacharya, Prof.
,
and the Kdvydlankdra 90, ff

.

Rao, Mr, Gopinatha, and the Travancore

Series 21, ff.

Rapson, Prof, on coins 210
districts I74

Rathors (Gl;ha?v§.ls) of Kananj, their coins... 209
Ratnakara Sesha, a commentator 252
Tatri-saitra-nydya, a session 120
Havana 279, f.; 283, f.; as an Ajivika r.. 289, f.

Rayyaka, writer, and Alamkara literature 206, 208

Religion of the Iranian Peoples, book notice 215

RetU'Shadaha, period 80

rezeSt beasts of pasture ... ... 240

Big-Veda, and Aryan immigration ... 227, 220'

Eishi^panchami, religions holiday kept by

women G. F. 49

Risley, Sir H., on caste 101, 108, f.

rites, performed by men ... ... G. F.50

Rituyajis, astronomical school 124 n.; Ritu-

ydjins ... 292’

Romans, and marriage 110, ff,

Budrdbhisheka, Jalajatra ceremony ... G. F, 47

Rudradtoan, his Girni-r inscrip 207

Rudrasimha, a Kohtrapa, inscrip, of 173

Rndrata, author, and Alamkara, literature 125-

and n., 204, 206, ff,

Rfipaka, metaphor ... ... 124 n,, 126, 127

Rupnagar, ancient Vasera ... ... ... 182

Rfipnath Edict of Asoka 170, ff.

Rfipsimha, Kishangarh dyn., and Rupnagar... 182

SabdAlamkdras,.number, and historical treat-

ment of... 207, f.

saddrraia,, tax to provide food 86

sddhana-, magic ... .'>* ... G. F. 55

Sadhyas, and the Vedic Calendar ... 82, f.

Sahasr§.in—ROpnath—Brahmagiri Edict of

Asoka *•* .•* ... 170, ff,

Sahasrura^kalpUf a heaven 89

sajdta^ relative, etc ... 130

Sakadvipi Brahmans, Magas, in Pushkar ... 183

Sdkamedha sacrifices 124 n., 291, f,, 294, f

.

SAketa, beseiged by Menander 272

SdkMs, branches 47

Sakkarakottam, Chakrakotta 219, 226

Saktyas, and the Yodic Calendar 82, f., 117, f,

Sd»lanlvayanins, astronomical school 77

Salmalipadra, Samalipada ... 166

samadAi, religious suicide ... G. F. 41
Samalipada, Samalipada, Sk. fetoalipadra,

modern SAmanagaon, vil. in Nasik cave
inscrip.., 105

Saman chants ... 263

Samanagaon, ancient Samalipada 165
Samghams, TamiJ, the first and third... 229; 232

SamgUa-darpanaj quoted 190

SamgUa-Ndrdyana, a work on music ••• 157

Samgita-pdrijdia, Sanskrit work, and music

157, 160 and n.
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Bamgita-^rdtndkara^ Sanskrit work and music

157, 159

Sam]iai-&ola&ry8, date of 200 ; solecisms in ... 2U
Sampad^tmaja, Selvappillai ... 224

samsdri, Telugu, family man ... 72

samsihd, forms or rites ... ... 49 n.

Samthar, sacred lake G. P. 42

Samudragupta, as a composer... ... 126

Samvatsara, true year 79, 83, 84

Sanchi inscrip ... ... 3

Sanj^n, Parsee colony, and Hanjamana 174, f.

Sanjaya, author ... 299

Sdnjegaon, ancient Pisdjipadaka 165, f.

Sankara, philosopher, and caste ... ... 103

Sankara Bhatta, Pandit ... ... ... 13

Sankhayana, commentator ... 84

Sanskrit, Persian Grammar in 4, f£.; litera-

ture, and Benares 7, 12 j
in the Hansi

stone inscrip. 17 ;
in the Anavada 20 ;

litera-

ture, popular maxims current in 33, f£.; in

the Manglana insorip. 85 ;
poems 125 ;

prose

126; treatises on music 157, f.; 185, 190

and n.; 255, 259, 265; in the Banswara

plates of Bhojadeva 201; in the N^dol plate

of Pratapdsimha 202; lang., the study of

245, f.; text of the JEldmdyana, etc., 273,

:E.; 281 ; learning in Bengali literature 298* S.

S^ntin^tha temple, Cambay, Ms. in 4 n.

S^o Thome, and A. de Souza •i« ••• ••• 238

Sapadalaksha, modern Ajmer... 180, f., 195, f.

Sarahgadeva, his Anayada inscrip. ... ... 20

Sariputta 38, 40

S‘togadeva, on mnsic ...254, 257, 259, 260 andn.

Sarhgadhara Sesha, commentator 252

sattras or ayanas, sessional sacrifices 83, f,, 119, f

.

Sdtvatas, Sourasenoi, Yadava tribe, and the

EJcdntiJca-dharma • •• ••• ••• 14

Satyavrata feamasrami, Tedic scholar, and

maxims ... ... ... ... ... 33

Savana year ... ... ... 63, fi., 71, 77,

Sayana and the Vedic calendar ... ••• 30

scale, musical, European 255, f Indian, etc.

258, 262 n., 263, 265

Scarrington, in Nottingham, seat of the

Shipman family ... ••• 73

Schroeder, Mr, von,’ on caste ... ... ... 103

seals, the Bhitari, and others, found at

Basarh ... • •• ••• ••• •tlj

seasons, change of G. F. 46

set, a measure of fifteen seers ••• ••• 85

Selyappillai,t, Sampad^tmaja, temple built by

Ramanuja ... it. 223, f.

Sen, Garu Prashad, and caste 108

Sena kings in Bengal ... ... 167, £.

Senart, Emile, on Asoka edicts 37, 38 and n.,

172, f.

Seraman Yeruncheral Athan, Ch^ra k., de-

feated by Karikala »•# ••• ••• ... 147

&sha, of Benares ... 13, 245,

Sesha-saila, Tirupati hill 225

settlement foundation ceremonies ...G. F. 67, f

.

shadja, note 162, f., 186 n.

Shadja-grdma 187, 189 n., 254, fE., 259, f., 262,

263 and n., 265

Shadja-sddhdfana ... ... ... 263, f.

Shah Jahan, translated King John 44; and

G. Broughton 115

Shamsu-d-Din Altamsh, k. of Delhi ... 85, f,

Shastri, Haraprasad ••• ••• ••• X

Sherring Mr. on caste ... ... ... 102 n., 103

Shetrunja, Shatrunjaya, mt., Jain shrines in

G. P. 45

Shidistan, temples of the planets 99

Shihahu-d-Din Ghfir, conquered Prithvirdja 18

Shili-sdiem, holiday kept by women ... G. P. 49

Shipman, Sir Ab., first governor of Bombay

73,

Shitala, goddess of smallpox G. F. 66, 69

Shitaldipujan, holidays kept by women G. P. 49

shrdddha ceremonies G. P. 37, 38, 4o

shrines, Jain, in mt, Shetrunja ... G. P. 45

sidereal lunar year 57, ff., 65, fi, 71

SHahlra grants, three, mention the town of

Bamjamana ... ... ... 173,

sil^prak^ra, pdjd stone wall ... 13

silicermunfi, Roman funeral repast 112

Siihhabhhpala, on music ... 194, f., 262 n.

Singh a, perhaps Singhana, supposed Andhra k,

159 n.

Sinnamandr plate insorip 23

Sinhastha year, auspicious for marriages

G. F. 37 n.

Sipasians, the planetary iconography of 99, f

.

Sita 275, ff., 280 n., 282, 289, f., 299 ; riy. G. P. 46

&va in Bengali literature 299

Siva-Bhagavata, in Patanjali^s MaTidbhashya,

book-notice 272

Siva Dewald at Polonniruwa, bronzes from... 128

Sivaji, Mardth^, and G^ga Bhatta ... ... 12

Skandagupta, Vikra miditya 2; and Vasu-

bandhu 244 ; expelled the Blnnas 267

Besha, a pun ... ... ... 127, f.

small-pox ... ... ... ... G. F, 66, 69, f.

solar sidereal year ... 65, 71, 77, 80,
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solecisms, in Samkar^cMrya and Kalidasa .»• 214

Soma, g 26, 28, 29, 32, 45, 293, £.

Soma, Soman§.tlia, and mnsio 157, 160 ; 185,

187 and n.

Somaladevi, coins of 183; and those of

Ajayadeva 209,

Suma-vikrayin, thirteenth priest 45

Soin^svara II, W. Chalukya k. 226

Soiirasenoi, Saurasenas, Satvatas ... ... 14

Souza, Martim Afonso, de, 12th Governor of

Portuguese India, An Account of the Ex-

pedition to the Temples of S. India, under-

taken by him 238,

speech, figures of, in Alamkara literature

204,

Srdddhai ceremony 9, f., 112, f.

Sravana Bejgola insorip, 231, f,

Sr^vasti, tn., and Buddha ... ... 288, f.

Sri-kevaya-matd, goddess ... 85

Srinardyanapura, Tirunarayanapura, tn.; and

Ramanuja 224

irinkhaldbandhat figure of speech ... ... 127

Srirangam, tn. and E^manuja .. 221, f., 227, 231

irut is, svaras, musical terms 164 and n. 185,

£f. 254, 256, ff.

stcmlhan, form of black art ... ... G. P. 50
stars, origin of G. E. 62
Study of ancient Hindu music. Contributions

to 157,ff.;185,e;2o4,ff.
Subandhu (oha), Brahmanic poet, and Vasu-
bandhu 1, 2; and Yasbnbandhn and
Dinnd,ga 15 ; on figures of speech ... 127

SOdras 105; and marriage etc. Ill, f,- settled

in Tonclai-Mandalam .116
suktimiikidvali, work which mentions the poet

Mayfirdja
239^

SvMiratndkafa, rare Sanskrit work, by
yanaSesha

Surdnis, gordnis p 73 n.
Surat, and the English 74,, F.; and G. Broi^gh-

“
114, £F.

surnames, Kanarese practice of using place
names as such... ...

^ftab

Slitrdlamkdra, a work criticised by prof, S

... 155
Devi

sHtras and the Yedio calendar
suttees, temple to, G. F.

svaras, and smtis, musical terms
^varga, a heaven

wally, near Surat, and the English

26,48

... 69

... 164

170, f.

... 74

Swargaroh, hill G. F. 45

synodic lunar year 61, fi:., 71

Tabaqdt’i'Na^iri and Lakshmana Sena ... 167

Tagara, Ter 72

Tagore, Rdja S. M. and ancient Hindu music

157, 161, 187, jff., 191, 1, 195, 255 n
Tailapa, murdered Yakpati-Muuja 201

Takakusu, Dr., and the Guptas 2,15

Takshasila, Ta-cba-Siii-lo, tn 266,272

Tamil, literature and K5.viripptlmpatbinain

144; 146; co., and die Chalukya- Oholas 224;

inscrips, etc. 226, f
. ; language, of the first

and third Sanghams 229, 231, f,

Tandava, unidentified tn., 247, f 251, genea-
logical table of its kings ... 252 and n.

Tapaschits, astronomical school 84, 11 7 and

n., 118, 123

g

Taranatha, and maxims 33
Temples, of S. India, an expedition to, under-

taken by M, A. do Souza 238, if;

G F. 44, ft*.

Ter, Tagara, in tho Sholapur dist., tn. men-
tioned in hiscrip.

Tevur, Tripura

ThAna, Silahtli’a grant found near ... 173, f,

Thomas, Dr. F. W., on Asoka Edicts 170,' f.

Tikakara, name applied to Bhartrihari ... 2 1*5

Tinnevelly dist., bronzes from ... ... 128
Tir, Temiiam, Budba, ‘Utarid, planet, temple

and n,
Tirabhirkhti, dist., coal from 3
Tirumala, temple, or Tremelle, in Tirupati ... 239
Tirunar%aw^^ram, or Milkdta, tn„ and

"

Ramanuja 22], 223, Yadavagiri, firfnaraya-^

* ••• .«« X
Tirupati, visited by Ramanuja 224. f,j famous

for its temple
239

Tirupparangunjam, inserip. ... 23 ^
Tiruvl,lahg4du grant ^46
Tiruvarnr, sk., Kamaiaiaya 222 n 223
Tiruvidhi festivals ...

titles, posthumous
^2

Tod, Lieut. Ool., and the Hansi Ston7inscrip
of Prithvli6,ja

Tondai-Mandalam, Shdra settlement ... 146
Tondahhr, Tonnur, tn. and RamSnuja 224 f

132! f!
trade, and commerce under Earikfila ... 148
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Travancore Archaeological Series 21, ff.

Tremella temple, raided 238; or Tirumala

239, 241

Trevandrum Museum, inscrip, in ... 23, f.

TrikadruJca^ period 50 and n., 51, 120

Trilochana-Pallava, and KarikMa 146

Tripura, Tevur, later Chedi cap. ••• ••• 142

Trisahku, and Visvamitra ••• ••• 232

TuJasi Das, author of the Rdmaeharitamdnasa

273, fE.

Tyagariya, g. ••• ••• ••• 223

ucliclidtan, form of black art G. E. 50

UdaySndiram plate inscrips. 145

Udbhata, writer, and Alaxkkara literature

204, 206,

Ujani festival ... ... ... ...G. F. 68, f.

Ujjain, tn. in Malwa, Avanti 146; charter

201 ; tn., and Bhadrabahu 231

Djjani, Indramahotsava, festival ... G. E. 47

vJcardi, earth • •• ••• ••• G. P. 50 and n.

itjcthya^ form of sacrifice 52 and n., 78 and

n., 79, 294

Umarkhed, vil. in Parbhdni diet., and the

family name Umbarakheda • •• ... 72

upamd, simile, earliest definition of ... 127, f.

upasad, vow of fasting 46, 49 n., 82, 84

Uraiyfir, ancient Obola cap. ... ... 145

Urandai, ancient Oboja cap. ... • •• ... 149

urdhvdyana, lengthened year ... ««• ... 117

XJrga-Pdndya, and the Aryans ... 229

urja, strength ... ... 47

Ushavadata, Kshatrapa... • •• 182, f.

Utpala, on the Ajivikas 286, ff. , 290; 296

utprekshd, figure of speech ... • •• 127, f.

Uttamabhadras, and the Malavas f «• ... 182

XJttamasoladSva, k #«• ... 22

Vachhda-solanki, vil,, legend of G. P. 64

mddn, an offering ... ... G.F. o
J>

GO

Yadanlay, Beadala • «« ... 241

Vdhadadeva, minister of Kumarap&ladeva ••• 203

vdhlika, saffron * ••• 256

Vahlika-desa, Bactria 266

Yaidyandtha Payaguude, Annain Bhatta ... 12

Yaisali, modern Basarh... • «# ... ... 3

Yaishnavaism in Bengal ••• ... ... 300

Yaisvaddva sacrifices ••• 124 n., 291, ff.

Yaisvaswat Manu, the first man ••• G. P. 46

Yaisyas .«• «•! ... 105

VajrasHioM, a work dealing with caste ... 134

mkkal^ vakkalMmav, (Mysore,) household,

householder ... 72

Ydkpati-Munja, uncle to Jayasimha, mur-

dered ... 201

Tallabha, writer... ... ... 266 and n
, 267

TaUanadeva, a Chahamdna, grandson of

Prithviraja, Lord of Ranthamhhor... 85,

Vdlmiki, author of the Udmayana ... 273,

Vamana, author of the Kdvydlamkdra-sutra^

vritti 1, fiE,; 127; 204, f., 207, f; 232

Ttoanasthali, modern Vanthali 173

Yanapati, Kalinga minister, inscrip, of ... 217

Yatiaushadhidarpana, the Ayurvedic Materia

Medica, book notice 184

Yankfi, Yankshfi, Oxus riv. ... 266 and n., 267

Yanthali F ancient V^manasfchali, in Jund-

gadh, Kshatrapa inscrip, found at 173

vdnzidpand^ barrenness ... «•« G. P. 58

Vaqas, isl. off S. India 241

Yardhamihira, contemporary of Kdliddsa

156; 207; and the Ajivikas 286, ff.

Varamchi, and Kdtyayana, suggested identi-

ty of «** ... ... ... * 125 and n.; 245

varga, group, class 49 n.

varnas, 102, 108

Yaruna, an Aditya ... ... ...290, 294, f.

Yarunapraghasa sacrifices 124 n., 291, f., 294

vasMkaran, form of black art G. P. 50

Yasishtha, sage ... ••• ••• ••• G. P. 43

vdstu ceremony ... G. P. 41

Yastubandhu and Suhandhu 15

vdstun, grahorshdnti ceremony ... G. P. 68

Vasu, Mr., Magendranath, and the Laksh-

mana Sena era 169

Yasubandhu, who was his patron ... ...I, ff.

Yasudeva, or PdScharitra religion ... 14, f.

Yasus, gods ... ... ••• ••• .«• 293

Yajapadraka, vil. mentioned in the Banswdrd

mscrxp* ... ••• ... .. 201

vdtki, cup ... ••• ... G. P, 66

Yatteluttu, inscrip. ... 23, f.

Yavera, Yavveraa, modern Bupnagar ... 182

Yayiragaram, Yajrakara, tn., and Odhird-

- j^ndra ... ... ... ... ...219, 226, f.

Yaijasuta, Bhima, g. * G. P. 57

Yeddngaraya, author of the Pdrasi-prakdda,

an astronomical work ••• ... 4

Vedas, the, and caste ... ... ... ••• 102

Yedic Calendar, The Intercalary Month 26,

ff.; 45, ff.; II. The Calendar 48, ff., 77, ff.;

III. The Ayanas or Sattras.,. 83, f., 117, ff.
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Vedic, hymns 13, and caste, etc. 130, f*, 138;

literature, and figures of speech 124; gods,

etc,, and the Idityas 290, 293

Vln^d kings, inscrips, of •••

Vehgi, andthe Chdlukyas, etc. 217, 226

f ;
and Magadi

Yehkatis^ara,

Yenkateswaraswami, g. in the Tirumala tem-

ple ••• ••• •••

Yennil, battle at •••

YSrachoda, insorip. of ««• •••

Yibhishana, lord of the demons

fipas, relations

Victoria, q. her posthumous title

239

146, f

.

218,

17, f.

130

... 72

Yi^vamitra, Yisv^mitra...275 and n., 276, 279, 285

Yidyanagara, Bijapur ... 248

Yidyanidhi Kavindra, Pandit 10, ff.

Vidyanivasa, Pandit ... ... ««• ...9, e.

Yidyapati, poet ... ••• ... 299

Yigrahardja, alias Yisaledava k. ... ... 182

Yihdri—Sri—Krishnaddsa—Misra, author of

the Fdrast-^raJcdsa ... 4

Yijaydditya, W. Ohdlukya k., date of ... 146

Yi^aydditya, W. Ohdlukya prince ... 217, ff.

Ygayaditya, B. Chdlukya k. ... ... 217, ff.

Yijayanagar, Bisnega .... 238, 240, 241 n.

Yikramdditya and Chandragnpta II. etc

16; and Brahmanism ••• ••• ... 244

Yikramdditya II,, contemporary with Kali-

dasa ••• ••• ... 267

Vikramiditya II., W. Chalukya k. ...217, f., 226

Yikramapura, birthplace of Lakshmana Sena

168, f.

Yikramasiniha, Paramara Kajd of Am .. 196

mkriid, changing notes.. ... 191

villages, fonr, in Nasik cave inscrips. .. 165, E
YimaEditya, E. Chalukya k., mentioned in

the Kadab grant 200; 217
Yindhyas, Sacred mts.,.. ... G. I*. 43^ 45
Yindhyavdsa, Brahm& scholar, and Buddha-

mitra 244
Yiranandi, author of the AcMrasdra .. 88 f.

Yirarajindra, Chola k 217, £E., 226
Viresvaia Sesha, Sanskrit scholar 247 and n.,

250, f., 253
Yisaladeva, Chihamana k 13
Yisaladeva, bhohd,n k., alias of Vigrahardja... 182
Tishnu, in Bengali literature 299

Yishnu-bhdgavatas 272

Yishnu Sesha, scholar ... 247, f., 253

Yishnuvardhana, Yitthala, converted by

Rdmdnuja ... ... ••• ••• ••• 224

Yisishtha... 275 n., 276, 279, 282

viivajit day 71, 78, 120, f.

Yisvdmitra, sage, Yi^vdmitra, and Trisahku

the Chanddla 232; 275 n., 276, 279, 285

Yisvanath Ndrayan Rao Sahib, and the Bhatta

ITdrayan family 7••• ••• 9

Yisvasriks, school of astronomers 82, 1, 118, 124

Yisvavasu, writer on mnsic ... 164

Yitthala, Vishiiuvardhana ... 244. f.

vivutha, vivdsa, words in an Asoka insorip,. 172

Yoddna, Rajptit clan 203

vows, women's ... G. F. 48

Vriddha^ravahas, ascetics ... 286, 288

Yrikodara, wolf- bellied, title of Bhima G*. P. 57

vrindabheddh, musical term ... 159

Yritra, g. ... 293, 295

Fydkarana-Mstm tlaQi si,Ti6i the Sesha family

247, £.

Yydsa, sage ».• ... G. P. 71

wells, curative ... G. F. 42

White Huns, Hdnas ••• ... ... 266 and n.

Tadavagiri, tn., Tirunarayanapura 224
Tama, the other world 296

yamaka, figure of speech 127, f, 206, f

Yamyd dik, yama dik^ S. India ••• 228
Ydska, author of the Nirukta ••• ••• 127
Tasodhavala, k. of Chandravati ... 196
Yasovarman, poet king ... 141 and n.

ydtrds, songs of ... ... 300
years, various kinds 45, 48, ff.; Savana 53 ff.;

sidereal lunar 67, ft,; synodic lunar 61, ff.;

sidereal solar 65, ff.; 71; 77
Yoginipura, Jogini, Delhi ... 86

Zalzal, 8th. cen., musician ... *•* 265
Zenana system and the Moslems ... 155
Zinzuwada, vil., well and shrine at, G. E. 39. 63 f
Zodiac, signs of ... G. E. 46 f.

ZunzS, Saint
••• G. E. 63
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WHO WAS THE PATRON OF VASUBANDHU?
BY D. B. BHANDABKAB, M.A., POONA.

!M!. Ml. Haraprasad Shastri wSiS the first to draw attontioxi to the heiRisticli occurrisg ir

Vamana’s Kdcydlamhdra^sutra-vritti^ which speaks of a son of Chandragupta, In the last June

number ol this Journal, Prof. K. B. Pafchak has brought the same passage to the notice of

scholars, apparently not knowing that it had already been done, but his paper is interesting because

the view he therein sets forth is different from that of M. M. Haraprasad Shastri. The interest of

this subject was increased by tlie letter of Dr. Hoernle, which has appeared in the last September

number, [n this number has been published another letter on the same subject, vis,, from M. M.
Haraprasad Shastri, in which he defends the view originally propounded by him. As the whole

discussion has become very interesting, I feel tempted to state here my own view of the matter^

In fact, the more I think of the hemistich, the more it appears historically important to me.

In the first place, it is of paramount importance to settle the correct reading of the

explanatory note which Ydmana adds to the hemistich quoted by him. According to some MSS.
it is According to others it is

exactly the same, but, instead of Vasuhmdhi,^ they have cka Subandhu,"^ And so the question

arises : which is the cori’ect reading ? In my opinion Vasubandhu^ is the correct reading. For

If we suppose for the moment that aha Subandhu° is the correct reading, the word oka becomes

devoid of any significance. The passage cited above is followed by Yamana’s farther note

^ ^ Here also the

word cha occurs, but here this word is perfectly appropriate and intelligible, as it obviously

joins this sentence to the preceding. But it becomes meaningless in the first passage, if

we suppose that ch^i Siibandhu° is the correct reading, I have, therefore, no doubt that

VasuhandhvP represents the correct reading. And as Subandhu, being a Brahmanio poet, was

better known to the scribes than the Buddhist monk Yasubandhu and as the form of the

letter v is even to this day found extremely similar to that of ch in old MSS., it is perfectly

intelligible how VaBubandhvP came to be written cha Subandhu"^, There is another consider-

ation also which supports the reading Vasiibandhu^ and not cha Snhandhu^, In the tenth of

the prefatory verses of the Ydsavadattd^ Subandhu wails that on the death of Yikramaditya, love or

poetry was gone. But he speaks of Yikramaditya in such a way as to clearly show that the former

was never a contemporary of the latter but that the latter was so much prior to the former that he

had come to be looked upon as the traditional patron of poets. The wail is exactly like that which

was given expression to by much later poets. This, on the contrary, is strong evidence, in my opinion,

for putting Subandhu not earlier than a. d. 500, i,e,, at least a hundred years later than

Chandragupta II, if we suppose with Dr. Bhandarkar and others that he was the traditional
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Vikramaditya. I therefore firmly believe that Vasubandhu° and not cha Sttbandhu must be the

correct reading. And the objection that ‘^a Buddhist monk would not accept office ” can very well

be answered by saying with Dr. Hoernle that the term s^cliivya does not necessarily refer to the

ministerial office but may simply mean ‘‘ companionship’’ or '' friendship.
”

In this connection it is important to read the following, which has been gleaned by

Dr. Takakusu from Paramartha’s Life of “ King Vikraraaditya of Ayodhya,

North India, was first a patron of the Sariikhya School, but afterwards a patron of the Bnddhism

on account of Vasubandhu’s success in religious activity. He sent his Crown Prince (Billadiiya)

to Yasubandhu to learn Buddhism, and the queen too became one of his disciples. When he came

to the throne, king Baladilya, in conjunction with his Queen-mother, invited Vasubandhu to

Ayodhya and favoured him with special patronage.”^ Now, who were this Yikraniaditya and his

Crown Prince Baladitya? Dr. Takakusu takes Y ikramaditya to refer to Skandagupta, and says

simply that Baladitya was his successor, whosoever he may be. Mr. Y, A. Smith identifies them

with Skandagupta and his nephew BalMitya, known as Narasimhagnpta from the Bhitari seal, thus

setting aside the distinct statement of Paramartha that Baladitya w’as the son and not nephew of

Yikramaditya.2 Prof. Paihak agrees with both Dr. Takakusu and Mr. Smith in taking this

Yikramaditya to - be Skandagupta but regards Baladitya whom he, like the latter, identifies

with Narasimhagnpta, as the immediate successor of Skandagupta, setting aside Puragnpta, father

of Narasimhagupta mentioned in the Bhitari seal, I think it is not justifiable to accept Paraniartha’s

testimony only partially, or to frame any theory contrary to the evidence of the Bliitari seal. In

my opinion, the Yikramaditya alluded to by Paramartha can be no other than Chandragupta II*

Skandagupta was not the only Gupta prince who bore the title of YikramMLtya, Chandragupta II

also 'was styled Yikramaditya. And that he is the Yikramaditya referred to by Paramartha

is rendered certain by the hemistich quoted by Yamana and the note appended to it by him. For

YUmana distinctly gives us to understand that the patron of Yasubandhu was a son of Chandra-

gupta. Thus we require a king, who, according to Yamana, was Chandragupta, and, according to

Paramartha, Yikramaditya. Chandragupta II only can answer to this description, as he is

Chandragupta and had, we know, the title Yikramaditya, Any other conclusion would lead us to

confusion as Prof. Pathak’s, I am afraid, does. For, following Dr. Takakusu in taking Vikramfidi-

tya to be Skandagupta, he accepts Yasubandhu’s date, a, t>, 420-503, proposed by the former

and yet says with Yamana that the son of Chandragupta, who is represented to have just ascended
the throne and who according to him is Kiimaragupta, was also the patron of Yasubandhu. Kumara-
gupta, we know from the Bilsad inscription,^ must have come to the throne not later than o. e;

96= A. n, 414, the date of this inscription, i.e., Vasubandhu had distinguished himself as a literate

six years earlier than a, d, 420, the date of his birth, according to Dr; Takakusu, which Pi^of. Pathak
accepts. ~ The conclusion, in my opinion, is therefore irrefeistible thatthe Yikramaditya mentioned by
Paramartha is Chandragupta II, and not Skandagupta. And the question now arises : who was the
son of this Chandragupta-Yikram^dilya, who has been referred to as Baladitya by Paramartha ? Can
it be Chandraprakasa ? After having seen that he is of the Gupta family it will not be difficult to
reject such a supposition. Knowing as we do what the names of the imperial Guptas were like,
it is inconceivable that Ohaudraprakusa could have been the proper name of any Gupta sovereign.
Can it then be Kumdragupta ? This question, I am afraid, cannot satisfactorily and with certainty
be answered. But I think he was probably not Kumaragupta. For he is already known to us as
MahendrSditya and cannot in all likelihood be Baladitya. Who can this Baladitya then be ? In this
connection it is worth while to turn our attention to certain inscribed clay seals, which the late

1 Jour. R. As. Society, {or 1905, p. 44. a ;Early Hisiory of India, pp. 292-3.
* Corjptts Tuscrlj^tmmm Indicarum, Vol. iii, p. 42 ff.
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Dr. Bloch discovered during his excavations at Basarh, the ancient Yaisali, nearly eleven years
sago.^ The most important of these seals bears the following inscription

(1) MaMrdjddhirdja ^ruChandragupta*
(2) patnt Mahdi'dja^srUGovindagupta*

(,3) mdt& Mahddect srt^Dhrvr

(4) vasvdmint^

Here the great queen Dhrnvasvamini is mentioned as the wife of the Mahdrdjddhirdja
Cbandragupta and mother of the Mahdrdja Govindagnpta. The names Chandragupta and Dhruva-
svamini are an unmistakable indication of their being Chandragupta II and his wife Dhruvadevi,
whose names we find mentioned in the Gupta inscriptions. As the names df both Chandragupta
and his son Govindagupta are mentioned in the seal, both must be supposed to be living at that
time if the seal is to be supposed to have any significance. Every queen belonging to a dynasty in

power is the wife of one king and mother of another, and there is nothing special in the fact if both
did not live and were not kings at one and the same time. I am therefore inclined to believe

that Chandragupta and Govindagnpta were both living when the seal of Dhrnvasvamini was
impressed on the clay piece. Chandragupta, as he is called Mahdrdjddhirdja^ was, of course, the

paramount sovereign, and Govindagupta was holding some province under him, probably the

district about Basarh, as the title Mahdrdja shows. But let us proceed a step further and ask why,
if Kumaragupta was also a son of Chandragupta and Dhruvadevi, his name is omitted and that of

Govindagupta alone mentioned. The name of the latter only is specified because I think he was

Tuvardja. For in the seal of a queen it is natural to expect the names of her husband the king and

her son who is heir-apparent to the throne.

Now, it is worthy of pote that none of the seals found at Basarh speak of any place or district

except Yaisali and Tirabhukhti, the district of which Yaisali was the headquarters. It is

therefore difficult to avoid the couclusiou that the seals were not attached to letters come from

outside Basarh, whatever Dr, Bloch has said to the contrary. Again, if they had really come from
other districts, they would not have been all found together in one room, as was actually the case,

but would have come to light in the different parts excavated, I suspect that the place where the

seals were found was that of a potter who was, perhaps, the only person entrusted in Yaisali for

preparing seals. When these seals were prepared, he must have naturally caught hold of some stray

pieces of clay and impressed them with the seals to test them. This explains, I think, why some

clay pieces have more than one seal impressed on them, which are apparently nnconnected with one

another. That this place belonged to some potter, receives confirmation from the fact that “ the seals

were found mixed up with fragments of pottery.

I

have, therefore, no doubt that the seals here

found all belonged to officials and private individuals connected with and residing in Yais^lt.

Some of the seals of the former class have the following on them : Bri^Yuvardja^bhattdraka-

padtya’^umdrdmdty-ddhiharamsya—^* Of the office of the KumSramatya of His Highness the

Crown Prince ” and (2) Yuvardja^lihaUdraTca-padiya-haUddhtkaranasya—** Of the Military office

of His Highness the Crown Prince,” This shows that the district of Tirabhukti with Yaisali as its

capital, was held by the Crown Prince during the reign of Chandragupta II, to whose time aU the

seals belong, as Dr. Bloch rightly supposes. This also is quite in keeping with the supposition

made above that Govindagnpta’s name is mentioned in his mother’s seal also, because he was the

ruler of the province round about Basarh. All things considered, Govindagupta appears to be the

Chandragupta^tanaya alluded to in the verse quoted by Yamana and also the Baladitya, son of

YikramMitya (Chandragupta II), mentioned by Paramartha.

The latest date for Chandragupta II is g.e. 93=a,d. 411, supplied by a Sanchi inscription, and

the earliest date for Kumaragupta is, as stated above, a.d. 414. Qovindagupta-Baladitya has,

therefore, to be placed between a.d. 411-14. It is difficult to say why he had such a short reign.

He may have been ousted by his brother Kumaragupta or he may have died a natural death and

without any heir.

* Jrch<»ol, Swrvey of IndtOf Annual Rej^rt for 1903-4, p. lOl if.
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PERSIAN grammar IN SANSKRIT.

BT PEOB*. V* S. GHATE, M.A.* POONA,

Two treatises bearing the name of Pdra^-prakdia have been already noticed. One is

the PdrasirpraMk of Vedahgaraya dealing with astrological topics,^ such as the me ods or

coBTerting Hindu into Mahomedan dates and vice vend. The book is appaiently intended for

astrologers knowing Sanskrit but not Persian. It is dated 1565 Saka _ a.o. 1643, and was

written to please the then Moghul Emperor Shah Jahan.'
^ , , ....

AnotL book of the same name but by a different anther deals with Parasi words explained m

Sanskrit. The author is VMn-Sri-Krishna.dasa-M ika, who wrote the work for the Moghul

Emperor Akbar.2 The same author wrote another treatise bearing the same name, but dealing with

the grammar of the Persian language.^ The colophon at the end of the MS. runs thus: —

Iti Sri-maM-mahendra4rimad-Jkabara-ma-hdrite VihdrUri-Krishna-ddsa-knie Pdrasiha-

hUshdpdh PraUee Irit-prakaranam samdptam. The same colophon with the different names of

the praharams or chapters is found at the end of the corresponding chapters in the^ work, except at

the end of the chapters on Indeclinables, where we have vihdri-kpte Hama

ddsa-viracMte which must be very probably the scribe’s mistake. Krite dama is

very probably Krishna,

That this Akbar, for whom the work was written, cannot be any other than the great emperor,

follows from the fact that he was reputed to have encouraged Sanskrit learning and Sanskrit

Pandits, and in his reign many translations of Sanskrit works into Persian were made
;
while nothing

like this is known regarding the second Akbar, one of the nominal emperors succeeding to the throne

after the death of Aurangzeb, The point is, however, quite settled by the date of the MS. I have

before me, which is Samvat 1852 or a.d. 1717; whereas Akbar II ruled from a.o. ISOfJ to

A.n. 1837.4 The same is confirmed by the following internal evidence. On page 7 of the MS. in

the chapter on Syntax, the author gives two illustrations— Hazarate Bdhe Jaldluddtn dasta-g'ira

Sam merd dar dmadunid (Oh, Akbarshali, the glory of religion, be the supporter of my hand, here

and in the next world). A few lines below, we have Sdha Jaldluddm azaddlaVMud Kaliijagard

Satyayuga Kardd (King Akbar, the glory of religion, turned the Kali-yuga into the Satya-ynga, by

the force of his justice). ISfow, here, the author must be referring to the emperor by whom he was

asked to write the work
;
and the title Jalaluddin or the glory of religion has been applied to none

but the great Akbar, who was conspicuous by his toleration of all religions and sects,'"

This work is evidently written for the use of Sanskrit Pandits not knowing Persian. It aims

at enabling the Pandit of the day to have some elementary knowledge of the language just sufficient

for the purpose of ordinary conversation and other practical purposes.^ This is quite clear from the

cursory and slipshod manner of dealing with the different topics and the choice of instances from
words of everyday use. The author being himself a Sanskrit Pandit and writing for men of the same
class, makes use of the technical terms of Sanskrit grammar, not employing even a single Persian
term. He remarks to the same effect just at the beginning of the work— atra mmjM—graliah\
IvacMd-apehshayd samskrita-samjnayd eva hdrya-siddhervaksliyamdnatvdL' (No technical terms

^ the Search of Sanskrit MSS., for 1882-83 The MS. is, at present, in th^
1 See Dr. Bhandarkar’s Report

Deccan College Collection of MSS.
2 See Dr. Peteiaou's Be^cri for 1884-88. The MS. is preserved in the temple of Sintinatha Camb«Ts A MS. of this I have recently secured from Mr. ©opal Moreshwar Sathe of Pooka ot, wi,- i,

observations are hased. . .

Jroona, on which my
* See p. 828 of The MahowM$dtm Dynasties, by S. Xanepoole.
« See Blphinstone’s Eislory of India, p. 538 ; also Bloobmann’s Atni MtaH.Yol i p 183 Ti.,-. , ^

to Prof. Shaikh of the Dekkan College, to whom I am also indebted for the meaning^ of sekeral^P«
« The first leaf of the MS. has on its blank side a title in Persian ohamfi,™

®f“®l ««ian words.

ptaJMa. ’ (A light of Persian accidence and syntax.)
^erphvanako ph&raaM-
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are required to be understood here, as our purpose is served, where necessary, by the Sanskrit

technical terms.) The author is not content with showing his Sanskritism in this respect only. In

the main arrangement of the subject, also, he follows the order of Sanskrit grammar (as we have

it, for instance, in Bhattoji Dikshit’s SiddMnta-haumydi)» Thus the first topic is the Samdhi^

which he has disposed of, with one remark, Na sarndM-lcdryam Fdrasika-hhdshdydmcha^ which is

followed by arbhdt prakrityd tisTithati iti prahriii-sandJiireva atra halavdn^ all this meaning that

there is no samdhiy as such, in the Persian language, or in other words, the hiatus prevails. As for

visarga-^anidhi, the author remarks that there is nothing like visarga in the language.

Two points are noteworthy as regards the method of treatment. First, the author imitates

Sanskrit writers in first giving very short statements corresponding to sutras or aphorisms and next

their full explanations followed by illustrations. Thus, in the chapter on declension, while

explaining the form of the nominative plural, the author proceeds thus : dphtdb jas iti sthite *'jaso

Jid^^ Parasdha-sahddt parasya jaso hd-ddeso hhaavti dpMdbhd. (We have the noun dphidh ‘the sun '

-f the termination yas
; then the rule is *

'kd takes the place of yas ’
;

t.g„ after a noun in the

Persian language, Tid is substituted for yas. Thus the form of the nominative plural of dphtdb

is dphtdhhd,)

The second point to be noted is that the author, all through the work, takes the Sanskrit

language as the basis, as it were, and attempts to derive everything^ Persian therefrom. Thus, as

the illustration above shows, the author would not give all the. terminations of declension in the

Persian language and say that a noun is thus declined, bat he takes his stand on the Sanskrrifc

terminationjas^ and says in Sanskrit technical terms that hd is substituted lot jas. This procedure

he follows everywhere, and though in some cases ridiculous, it becomes very interesting and

instructive in certain cases, where a striking analogy between the two languages is easily marked.

Thus, for instance, in the chapter on numerals, the author says : “ ekasya yaka^ eka-sabdasya

yaka iti ddeso hhavati Pdrastha^bhdshdydm (in Persian, yaha is substituted for eka). So also, for

dvi (two), we have dd
;
for tri (three), se ( perhaps analogous to tisri ) ;

for ckatur (four), shahar or

ehdr (which is exactly the Marathi word for four)
;
for panchan (five) panj

;
for skash (six) sas

;
for

saptan (seven) haphta
;
for ashtan (eight) hasta

;
for navati (nine) nuh] and so on.

After having disposed of the samdhi, as said above, the author deals with the following topics

in order : numerals (sahkhyd-prakctrand), declension of nouns (sabda^prakaraud)

^

indeclinables

(avyaya-prakarana). After this, he remarks, Pdrasika-bhdshdydth strt~praiyayd na drisyanie

(in Persian, there are no terminations to form feminines). Then he proceeds to syntax (kdraha-

prakarana^i in which he illustrates the various meanings of the cases. In connection with

the Instrumental Case, he remarks : Pdrasika-bhdshdydih kartari tritiyd na drisyate \
anukta-^

kariurahhdmt j ukte kartari prathamd vihkaktireva hhavati (in Persian, we never have the

Instrumental used to denote the agent, as the agent or doer of the action is never indirectly

expressed
;
and as for the directly expressed agent, the nominative is always used). And to the

same effect we find the remark made towards the end of the same chapter, ‘ Pdrasike karmani

dhhydta-pratyayo na dl'isyate' (no verbal termination of the Passive is met with in Persian).

Next comes the chapter on compounds, which he mentions to be six, i,6 ,
Avyaytbkdva

^

Tatpurusha^ Dvandva, Bahuvrthi, Karmadhdrayaj and Dvigu, In Persian, as in Sanskrit

compound words, case-terminations are omitted. Thus, ‘ Ahbarkdhard hukum-hukarneakbarsah^

(Akbar’s order). Here also the dissolutions of the compounds are given in Sanskrit Thus,

had feal yasya sa bad-feal duh-karmd iti arthah (oue whose actions are bad). So also nek-amal

means ‘ one whose actions are good. ' No Dvandva (copulative) compound as such is met with in

Persian. An instance of the Avyaijibhdva compound is jdyebemagas = (Sanskrit) nir makshiham^

which means ‘ a place without even a fly.’
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Thea comes the chapter on Tad-dhita or secondary suffixes, wherein we come across many

interesting words. The author begins thus 'Apatyezdddh \ ndmnah apatydrthe zddah pratyayo

bhivati Pdrastkchbhdskdydm I
sdhasya apatyain ^dharzddah (the termination zddah is added

to nouns, to denote a son. Thus Mhxzdda = a son ol the emperor). The termination t is

added in the sense of ^born therein’ ;
thus we ha^e, Kabuli Gandhdri, liitmi, Arabi, Pherahgi,

Chtnt, Smdustdnt, and so on. The same termination is also added in the sense of ‘following the

religion laid down by’; thus we hare (= Maliammadena prayukto dharmo asya

Ddudi (following the religion of Daud or David), Isdyi (from tsa = Jesus), Musdyt (from

Mus^ = Moses), and so on. The termination van is added in the sense of ‘ the protector of’; thus,

Jilavdn (elephant-keeper), gdmvdn (a cow-herd), bdgavdn (a garden-keeper). Many more suffixes

are mentioned with illustrations and their Sanskrit equivalents, but, for want of space, I must be

content with mentioning only a few more interesting words. Thus, ddnii*mand (learned),

hunar-mand (accomplished), (earthen), hhdk4 (dusty), bdd4 (yfindy, cf. Sk. Vdta), dhan4

(of iron), chob4 (wooden), (minerals), nabdd-dt (vegetables), haivdn-dt (animals), zar—gar

(gold-smith), dhm^gar (iron-smith), sab^-faroa (vegetable-seller), kohdn-faros (one who sells

saddles), sahga-tards (one who works in stone), bustards (one who makes idols), sanddk-chah (a

small box), deg^hah (a small cooking pot), zana-h (a contemptible woman), ^ rind-h (a contempti-

ble fellow), deramtax (later),® zdd^tar (sooner), hhub-iar (more beautiful), muldyamrtar (softer),

suhuh-tar (lighter).® The chapter is closed with the remark yathd^darkanam Taddhita-pratyaydh

vidheydh (the secondary suffixes are to be made use of, as they are met with).

Then comes the chapter on verbs. There is no dual number in Persian, says the author, as

already remarked by him in connection with nouns. There is no Atmanepada also. Here, also,

he gives the Sanskrit terminations, tip^ anti, etc.
;
and then says that these are changed to the

corresponding terminations in Per&ian, So also with regard to the roots. He first mentions the

Sanskrit root and then remarks that it is changed to the corresponding root in Persian. Thus,

hhd^dhdtoh iavad iti ddeio bhavati variamdnddau vibhaktau paratah (bhd is changed to savad, when

followed by the terminations of the present tense, etc.). In giving the Persian equivalents for

Sanskrit roots, the author has sometimes not been very careful. Thus he gives Persian dkdmad
for Sanskrit pd

;
but I think it more corresponds to Sanskrit d-cham in form as well as

in meaning. So also niavnad more corresponds to ni-shtd than to upa^visa, whose equivalent it is

stated to be by the author. In one place, the author has committed a grammatical blunder which would

not have us entertain a high opinion of his knowledge of Sanskrit. Persian gupht is the equivalent

for Sanskrit brd. Then explaining the future form, he says, khdhad-gupkt bravishyati iti arthah,

forgetting that bravishyati is not allowed by Sanskrit grammar. In some cases the resemblance

between Sanskrit and Persian roots bearing the same sense, is interesting. Thus
Sk. lih = Per. lesid Sk, kkdd = Per, hhorad
Sk. grah = Per. girad Sk, d-yd = Per. dyad
Sk. vas = Per, bdsad Sk, mri = Per, mirad
Skfc chi = Per, cMnad Sk. krisha =: Per. kasha
Sk. bandh = Per, handad Sk, tap = Per. tdbady and some more.

In this chapter on verbs, the author has given a long list of roots with their forms in the
different tenses, and here, too, the principle which has guided him in the choice of roots is practical
utility. One point to be noted in this connection is that the prefix of the present tense is always
given by the author to be me instead of mi

;

thus we have meiavad, megiristand, etc.; mi is
the older and more Persian way ; while me is more Indian

;
and this is as we should expect in the

case of the writer of this book.

^ Of. the Sanskrit suffix, fcain a similar sense. • Cf. the Sanskrit forming the comparative degree.
® Cf, Sanskrit * tvhhaga-tara. *
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The next and the last chapter deals with krit or primary suffixes. Thus, the termination a\

(ahan stated in the sutra by the author) is added to roots to form nouns denoting agent.

Thus :—Per. Imnandah = Sk. Icartd (doer), Per, Sinvandah = Sk. srotd (one whp hears), and so

on. So ,
also we have, ddam-hh)r (ddarrud mehhorad = one who eats men, z.e., a

demon), haldWior (lit. one who eats what is lawfully obtained), hardm-khor (lit. one who
earns his livelihood by unlawful means), and so on. The chapter and the treatise are

closed with the remark, yathddarsanadi p'atyay dgama-ddesa-mrna-’Vikdra-^dsa-viparyaya'Vibhdshd^

vidhayah sani{Jsj,hhhyd) sabd doyaya-kdraha-samdsadaddhit-dkliyata-kritsu yathdkdmani Tcalpanhjdh,

which means that suffixes, augments, substitutes, and other changes are to be understood

everywhere, as they are met with in the language.

DAKSHINI PANDITS AT BENARES.
BY MAHAMAHOPADHYATA HARAPRASAD SHASTJRI, M. A., CJ.B., CALCUTTA.

Benares is in Northern India, yet the Pandits of the South have the greatest influence

there, and this influence they are not only exerting at the present moment but have exerted for

centuries past. Benares is the home of Kanaiijiya and Sarbarija Brahmans but their influence

in the city and its environs does not count for much in matters relating to religion and culture.

This appears to be rather strange and the riddle quite worth solution.

If anyone examines the manuscripts available at Benares,—and these count by thousands and

tens of thousands,—he will be struck not only by the enormous quantity of modern Sanskrit

literature but also by the fact that most of this was written at Benares, and by Pandits from the

South, specially by a few distinguished families of Mahurdshtra Brahmans.

To trace the origin of this influence of the South at Benares would really be the history of

Sanskrit literature for the last four centuries in all provinces of India with the exception of

Bengal and Eastern India, which have a history of their own. The great Pan#, who

infused southern ideals at Benares in all matters relating to Hindu life and Hindu religion

in preference to northern ideals current in Kanauj, Kasi, Mithila and Bengal, was Narayan

Bhatta, an intellectual giant who not only wrote a vast number of Sanskrit works but organised

the colony of Southern Brahmans at Benare?, travelled far and wide and founded a family of

Pandits who hold their pre-eminence even up to the present moment. An authentic history of

Bhatta Nardyaiia’s family is likely to clear much of the obscurity in which the history of Sanskrit

literature during the Muhammadan period is now iiiTolved. Eao Sahib Visvanath Ndiiyan

Mandalik has done a great service by publishing in his edition of the VyavaMra-mayukha a genea-

logy of this family. But genealogy is not history, and it is well known that historical works are

very rare in India. Though histories are rare, biographies of historical persons rarer, and

biographies of scholars rarer still. In the present case we have got a history of this family written

by a distinguished member of the family themselves. The woik is entitled GddJiivammnucharitam

and the author is Samkara Bhatta, the second son of Nardyana Bhatta and a man as distinguished

in learning as his father. By the courtesy and good offices of my lafce lameated colleague Mah^-

mahopadhyaya Govinda Sastri of Benares, I have a copy of that work made for me. The first leaf

is missing and the work comes abruptly to an end. It is full of inaccuracies and omissions. The

abrupt closing does not detract much from its historical value, for in the last chapters, Samkara

was indulging in grief over the loss of a promising nephew, but the loss of the first leaf is a serious

one as it prevents our seeing the real founder of the family.

But this loss has to a certain extent been made up by Mandalik, who says iu his Upodghdta
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Alaadalik got this from ^7 Bamakrishua. So Govinda-BliaUa, belonging to the

Gadhi or Visvamitra Gotf^a and a Rigvedl Brahman studying Asv^alayana 'Sdlckd^ was a Pandit

well known in Southern India, but his fame did not spread in the Ilforth. We also note from

Nardyana*s commentary on Yrittaraindkara written in a.d. 1545 that Govinda’s father was

Ahgadeva-BhatU and his father N^gapasa^ Go^inda flourished about the middle of the 15th

century when the Bahmanis were fightinghard with the Hindu empire of Vidy^nagara (Vijayanagar).

But his son Ramesvara flourished in troubled times. The Bahmani empire came to an end and

was parcelled into five different sultanates during the eighties of the century. Ramesvara was a

young man then, just finishing his education. The second leaf of the Gddhivammnucharita opens

with a panegyric on Ramesvara Bhafta. He was handsome in appearance^ bold in speech, patient,

pious, charitable, affable, and very learned. He was strong in Mimdmsd, in Grammar, in Logic,

and in Philosophy. He wrote a poem entitled Rdmahatiihala in order to eclipse the fame of

Sriharsha’s N^aishadha, The book has not yet been found. Aufrecht does not speak of any other

work by Ramesvara. But Ramesrara had a number of very distinguished pupils of whom I will

speak later on. He seems to have written other works as hinted in an obscure passage in

Gddhivamdniicharita after speaking of Rdinakuidhala, The passage is given in exactly this form

in my manuscript *

^ wrr^niriRr II \v 11

A great opportunity presented itself to Ramesvara in early life, of teaching the various 'Sdstras,

There was in his neighbourhood a learned Samnydsi who taught many pupils. His name was

Sri-Krishnasrama. But he was raised to the dignity of the makant or the head of the monastic

establishment to which he belonged. His multifarious duties now interfered with the study of his

pupils, and they flocked to Rdtnesvara for their education, at Pratishthana or Paithan on the

Godavari. Ramesvara’s College on the sacred river, the poet says, looked like a camp of Rdma
;

for the poet throughout speaks of Ramesvara as au incarnation of Rfima* Ramesvara was very

strict in his observances of caste rules. He introduced the Mmamantra in Brahmanic worship.

His influence increased in the country and the Sultan of the newly formed Kizam Shahi Domi-
nions was anxious to secure him to his side by granting him rights, privileges, and other favours.

Learned Pandits always claimed the power of working miracles, and the claim was accepted not
only by Hindus but often also by Muhammadans. Zdfar Malik was at this time an influential officer

in the Ahmednagar State, and his influence was the greatest in the district of Pratishthana. One
of his youthful sons was suddenly smitten with leprosy. Medical aid of all sorts was invoked, but
was of no avail. The young man was seriously thinking of committing suicide by a fall from a
height when some one advised him to take the broken victuals of Ramesvara. Ramesvara was at
first very unwilling to offer him such things without a command from the High

;
but that command

soon came in the form of a dream. Ramesvara made the young Muhammadan observe Hindu
regulations and gave him what was considered a medicine. The young man recovered and the fame
of Rlmesvara was at its height. Nizam Shah wrote under his golden seal a letter to RAmesvara,
invibiug him to court. The messenger arrived at Pratishthana and Ramesvara though unwilling,
at last consented to go. But the result of the interview is not given. But the fact that he did
go appears from a description of his journey to KolhApur in order to worship the great goddess
MahA-Lakshmt. On his way he had a great adventure with the ghost of a learned Brahman, whom
he subdued and who escorted him to KolhApur, the condition being that RAmesvara would burn
a blanket belonging to the ghost and the ghost would become his son. The pilgrimage to Kolhapur
iing over, Ramesvara journeyed to Vidyfmagar, then under the rule of the famous Krishnardya.

RAmesvara lived at the house of Krislma-BhabU om tat sat, a class friend of his and a spiritual
of the RAjA. The RAjA hearing from all sides of the learning of RAmesvara was anxious to make
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a gift of elephants, horses, etc., to him, but Ramesvara knew that a gift of elephants and horses is

not allowed in Saslras, Unwiiling to accept it, he left the place one fine morning for a pilgrim-

age to Dvarakil. On the way a son was born to him in the month of Chaitra in the Saka year

3435, e., March 1514. This boy later on became famous as Narayana-BhatU. Baoesvara"

lived for four years at Dviiraka, teaching MahdbMshya and Suresvaravdj'iiha. Then he came

back to Pratishth?ina where he was given a great ovation. He lived there for four years and then

left it for good for Kasi. A second son Sridhara was born on the way and a third at Benares.

All the three were married at Benares. Ramesvara was advanced in years when Narayana

was born
;

so when he came to Benares, he was a pretty old man.

His principal students were :

—

(i) Ananta Bhatta, Chittala of Konkan.

(ii) Damodara Sarasvati.

(iii) Madhava Sarasvati.

The last two were great travellers and great teachers. Madhava was the teacher of Madhusu-

dana Sarasvati.

(iv) Mahesa Thakkur, an inhabitant of Tirhoob or Mithila, wrote a commentary on.

Pakshadharamisra’s works entitled Tattva-chintdmany-dloha'dar-pana. He is the founder of the

present Darbhanga Raj family. It is said that he got the Rdj as a gift from the last king of Miihila

belonging to the Brahman dynasty of which the first king was Kamesa. -The grant is said to have

been confirmed by Sher Shah and Akbar. A letter written by Mahesa Thakkur to Tarkika

Chudamani, which is another name of Raghunatha Siromani, is to be found in a copy of Vaivasvata

siddhdnta, composed at Nadia in A. d. 1529 now deposited in the library of the Asiatic Society of

Bengal. His mother was Dhira, his father was Cbandrapati, and his elder brothers were Mahadeva

Bhagiratha, and Damodara. He was the leading spirit of Mithila in the 3 6bh century.

(v) Govinda Dvivedi of Gajarat. He studied the Mahdbkdshya aloug with Sridhara, second son

of the teacher.

(vi)
,

(vii) Achurya Bhatta Tulasi and Visvanatha Tulasi. Both becam'e teachers of Vedanta^

in Southern India.

(viii) Sankara Misra Sarma of Kanauj. Commented upon the Gtta* Govinda at the

request of Salinatha, perhaps another commentator. Tne commentary was entitled Rasama^jart^

(See Aufrecht’s Cat. Cat.)

Besides these, Ramesvara had students from Dravlda, Gurjara, Kanyakubja, Western India,

Mfilava, Braja, MithiLl, Himalayan regions, Karaata, TJtkala, Kauihkana, Gauda, Andhra,

Mathura, Kamarupa, and other parts of India.

Ramesvara died in good old age and his wife became a Sati.

Narayana-Bhat^ had now become a great teacher. He learned all the 'Sdsti'as

Smriti, and the six Barsams from his father. He wrote the TristhaU-Setu for the conduct of

worship in the three places of pilgrimage: Gaya, Kast, and Prayaga. He held constant disputa-

tions with the Pandits of Eastern India on points of religious interest, and he was always suc-

cessful in supporting the ideas of Southern India. An instance is given in the manuscript :

—

\\\\U

At a Brdddha ceremony at Dehli in the house of Todar Mai, he worsted in disputation all

the Pandits of Gauda and Mithila with Vidyanivasa at their head. Todar Mai was a patron

of Sanskrit literature, having caused excellent compilations in Smriti^ JyolisJiat Vaidyaka, and

other Sdsiras. He was long the Subahdar of Bengal, It is not unnatural, therefore, that he

should invite Bengal Pandits at a Brdddha. Yidyanivasa was then the leading Pandit at Navadvipa.
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He was a Banerji. His father Vidya-vachaspati is described as one whose feet were constantly

rubbed by the crown
j
ewels of Eajas. Vidyaniv^sa’s sons were all well-known Pandits. His-

second son was the author of BMshd-parichchheda^ a standard work of Nyaya all over India.

His third son was in high favour with Bblva Simha, the son of Man Siihha of Amber. Even Yidya-

nivasa had to yield his palm to Bhatta Narfiyana and the point at dispute was one of vital

importance to modern Brahmanism. The ancient Rishis declare that at the performance of

a 'Srdddha, live Brahmans are to be fed with the cooked food offered to the manes. Bengal holds

that this is impossible in the Kaliynga as there are no Brahmans worthy to feed. And so they

feed symbolical Brahmans (Brahmans made of Icusd—grass). The southern people hold that the

injunctions of the Sdstras should be respected, and live Brahmans are to be fed.

Among his principal students were

Brahmendra Sarasvati and Narayana Sarasvati. The first presented an address to Vidyanidhi

Kavindra (of whom later on), about 1G40. The latter wrote many Yeddnta works about the end of

the 3 6th century (See Cat Cat.).

Narayana wrote two great works on SmritL One is DKarma-Pramtti^ current in Southern

India, and the other, Frayogaratna, current in Northera India. He wrote a commentary on Vrit-

taratndhara in 1545 (see Ind, Of, pages 303-4) and not in 1680, as Aufrecht says. He wrote

an independent work on prosody entitled Vrittaratndvali and also a PraJcnta Vivrlti of Abliijndna

'Sdhuntala, Besides these already mentioned. Cat. Cat. registers 28 other works, some of which

are undoubtedly parts of Tristhali-setu and Prayogaratna, Among these are Mimdmsd works
a commentary on 'Sastra-Pipihd and Kdrikas on Madhavachilrya’s Kdlanirnaya. He wrote on
a yariety of topics in such as consecration of gardens, tanks, wells, etc., phallic em-
blems of Siva, images of gods, and so forth.

As a Grihastha he seems to have been peculiarly averse to the renunciation of the world.

Though a teacher of Yeddnta, he often had disputations with celebrated monks. H© is said to

have defeated in arguments, Nrsimhasrama, the writer of so many Veddnta works, Upendrasrama
who was universally regarded as the first man of his time, and even Madhusudau Sarasvati,

whose fame rests on his successful assailment of the N aiyayikas. Pandits all over India looked
upon him as their patron, and he spared neither money nor pains to help them. This position

was held for a long time by his son Sankara and after Sankara, by Vidyanidhi Kavindra
Tradition says that he often worked miracles. Once upon a time, there was a severe drought
in India, and at the request of the Great Moghul he brought down rain in twenty-four hours
The Great Moghul pleased with his wonderful powers granted him permission to re-erect the
temple of Yisvesara at Benares destroyed about lOO years before. The spacious and beautifully

ornamented temple destroyed by Aurangzib’s Snbahdar about 1670 and converted into a mosque
is pointed out as the temple erected by Bhatfa-Narayana, Mandalik supports this tradition, but
the GddM-vanisd Anucharita is silent on the point.

Not only was he a yoluminous writer, but he was a great collector of manuscripts. Manu-
scripts copied by him and copied under his directions are often found in different libraries. He
died at a ripe old age, leaving three sons well established in the world, and a number of grandsons
many of whom became famous writers in the I7th century,

NjirEyana’s eldest son was B^makrishna, who wrote JivaUpitriha^^nirnaya, K6U-Mmddi-
paddhati^ Asvi^stuti^vydkhydna {GddMvamdnucharita)^ Jyotishtoma-paddhaii (Mandalik), Ananta
•QvaUodydpana-prayoga, Mdsika4rdddha-mrnaya, Rivalinga^pratisTithd’^vid'hi, Ydstu-sdntUprayoga
aud Rudror-endna-paddhatz (Aufrecht). His principal student was Trimalla Bhatta. He died at
the age of 52, leaving three sons, Dinakara, Kamaltora, and Lakshmana. His wife Uma died a
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The third son oi Narayana was Govinda who died at the age of 48. He was very fond of

his mother, whom he served all through life, following her shortly after her death. He left four

sons Lakshxni Bhafta, Indra Bhatfa, Rama Bhatta and Brahma Bhatta. The second son of

Narayana Bhatta was Sankara Bhatta. His disciples were ;

—

(i) Mallari Bhatta

(ii) Bhattoji Dikshifca, the author of the Siddhdnta-KaumudL He taught through

his son Damodara :

—

(
i ) Kshirabdhirama

(ii) Abhayahkara

(iii) Yisvanatha Dante

He wrote "Dharmddvaita-nirnayacTiandnkd, M.imdmB&-hdla^raMsa, Vidhi-rasdyana-dHsham

V?'afamayi(lcha, 'Sdstra-dt^pilcd-prahdaa, Sarva-dharma-prahdsa and Erdddha-^halpa-sdra. Of these

Dvaitanirnaya is very well known. Sankara does not speak much of himself in his work. He
simply says that in his old age he was very much distressed by the loss of a dear nephew of his.

The book as a matter of course does not record his death. That he was a very prominent figure at

Benares is evidenced by Kavindra-chandrodayd, It calls him the head of the Pandit community of

India and a great patron of learning. We do not know when he died,—we know from

Prdyakhiita-mayulcJia of his son Nilakantha that he had four sons, D^modara, Nrisimha,

Nilakahtha (all of whom he mentions in his GddliP) and Rafiganatha. Perhaps Rahganatha was

dead when the book was written.

Leaving the Gadhi family now to pursue their career of authorship with the greatest vigour in

the seventeenth century, I now proceed to give an account of the man who wielded the greatest

influence in India during the middle of the seventeenth century. This is Yidy^nidhi Kavindra. He
was a Saninydsi, but he was a very rich man. He had a Bhanddri or treasurer named Krishna-

Bhatta. Both the master and servant were good poets and men of the highest Hindu culture.

They migrated from the banks of the Goddvari, perhaps owing to the annexation of the remnant of

Nizam Shahi dominions by the Great Moghul Shah Jehan. Kavindra is mentioned as wielding the

highest influence after Bhatta Narayana and Sankara for the good not only of Pandits and

Brahmans but of Hindus in general. Shah Jehan gave him the title of Sarvavidydnidhdna. So

he is known as Sarvavidydnidkdna-Kavtndra-Sarasvatu He was a great collector of manuscripts.

It is not known how many thousands of manuscrips he collected, but all the manuscripts of his

library bear in large, bold, and beautiful Devan^ari character his signature Sarvavidydnidhdna^

Kaviyidra-'Sarasvati, That signature is a guarantee for the correctness and accuracy of the

manuscript. It is not known when and bow the library was broken up, but the manuscripts of his

library can now be procured in Benares, and they are preferred by all Pandits to other manuscripts.

At that time Hindus suffered great hardship owing to the exaction of a pilgrim tax from all

votaries that came to Benares and Prayaga. Kavindra, as the acknowledged head of the Pandits

of Benares, was greatly moved by the hardship of his co-religionists. He journeyed to Agra with a

large following and proceeded to the Diwdnam, and there he pleaded the cause of the . Hindu

pilgrims with so much force of eloquence that all the noblemen of the court from Irak, Ir^u*

Badakshan, Balkh, Kabul, Kandahar, Kashmere, Panjab, and Sindh were struck with wonder. Shah

Jehan and Dara Shikoh relented and abolished the tax. That was a day of great rejoicing

throughout Hindu India.,, It was on this occasion that the title of Sarvavidydnidhdna was

conferred upon him. When he came back to Benares with his new title and with the prestige of

success, addresses poured upon him from all parts of India. About a hundred of these in Sanskrit

were collected together by his Bhandari, who also presented one with 35 verses ^ and two copies of
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the collected addresses are to be found in the Asiatic Society's Library. The addresses are both in

prose and poetry. Some are long and some are very short. One of the most notable persons in

presenting an address was Visvanatha TarkapanchSnana. Another address was by Ganesa of the

Dharmadhikari family of Benares. Brahmendra Sarasvati was another. Bhaiysi Bhatta was a

fourth. Pandit Viresvara of Kurmachala also presented an address.

These addresses set forth the excellences of Vidyanidhi. Some praise his liberality, some his

eloquence, some his boldness, others again his deep knowledge of the Sdsiras. One sets forth the

various 'Sdsiras he had studied, and another the various acts of charity to which he contributed.

The most touching of the addresses is that which was presented by the students at Benares who
looked npon him as their Earthly Providence.

After Bhatta N^rayana, Sankara and Yidyanidhi, the man who exerted his influence all over

India was Giga Bhatta or Visvesvara Bhatta. He came at a time when the Mar^thas were a fighting

and rising nation. The political importance of the Maratbas had its reflex influence on the colony

of Pandits of the Maharashtra country at Benares. The Maratha peoples looked upon them as their

law-givers and they also felt a pride in their being of the Maharashtra extraction. Gaga-Bhatta
was the son of Dinakara Bhatta and grandson of Eamakpishna Bhatta and great grandson of
Narayana Bhatta. His father and his uncles wrote many books specially in Sfnriti, His cousins^ too
were writers of note, but he outdid them all. He completed a series of Smriti works, left unfinished
by his father Dinakara Bhatta. He wrote a commentary on the Jaimini Sutras, Kumarila
wrote his commentary on Sabara-BJidshyaj in verse, for one quarter of the first chapter only, G^ga-
Bha{ta continued the work, and wrote a commentary in verse for the whole work. This commen.
tary is entitled Bivdrkoda^a, But G%^ Bhatta is not so much known for his erudite works
as for the influence he exerted on Society. He it. was who restored Sivaji the founder of MaratbS
greatness, to the Kshatriya caste and performed his AhMsheka ceremony as an independent sovereign.
Sivaji greatly revered him for his learning and piety. He it was who first raised the question of
caste elevation, which at the present moment is exercising the minds of all Hindus. He had a
load voice and his eloquence was greatly admired. He was a MirndmaU of the first class and a
great writer on Smnti, He wrote on AlmSihdra and even on Veddnta^

His great successor was Nagoji Bhatta, who lived to a great age and whose influence over
the people of Benares was very great. There is no branch of Sanskrit literature in which he
did not distingnish himself as a commentator. His commentaries on works of the Panini School
of grammar are of the highest authority. He wrote on Alaihhdra. He wrote on the Ttrthas
He wrote on hth. He wrote on yoga. He wrote on Mxmdmsd. He wrote on Mmdyana. He

He wrote on yeddnta. He always encouraged students, and stories of
mgoji^s encouragement of students may yet he heard in Beneres.

.

Even at his old age he enjoyed
ife heartily and mixed with all classes of men. He died about the time when Benares came

majority in the Governor-Generars Council about 1775.
e aja of Prat^pgarh in Oudh gave him his livelihood and he gratefully acknowledges his

obligation to the R^ja in the opening verse of every one of his works.
His pupil and successor was Vaidyanatha Payagu^de, otherwise called Annam Bhaffa, also a

writer on Vydharana and SmriK His commentary on the VyamUra-Khanda of
Mtidhshard IS still the standard work of 4he Benares School of and as such very much
respected m the civil courts of British India.

^

In 1791 the Benares Sanskrit College was established and the Dakshini Brahmanas were its

sTaff of tC^^Cdlege^^^^
the' Dakshini element preponderates in the
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The seven Dakshint families that swayed the Uindu Society at Benares during the last four
hundred years are :

—

(i) The Sesha family—though they came from the Tailanga country they are to all Intents
and purposes now Maharashtra Brahmauas.

(ii) The DhartnSdhikari family which appears from the genealogy given by Man^alik to have
<50me to Benares about the same time as the G^dhig,

(iii) The Gadhi or Bhatta family, ol which KSmesvara came to Benares in 1522 and about
whom and whose family something has been said in the first part of the paper.

(iv) The Bharadvaja family.—The founder of this family was Mahadeva, the son-in-law of

ISfilakantha Bhatta, son of Sankara Bhatta. He was the author of Binalcart, the commentary on
BiddMntd-Muhtdvali. It is not known when they came to Benares, but since MahAdeva’s time they
always held a high position among the Pandits of Benares, the last representatives being

Mahamahopadhyaya Damodara Sdstri of the Benares and MahamahopAdhyAya Govinda Sastri of

the Calcutta Sanskrit College.

(V) The Payagiinde family, of which Vaidyanatha was the most prominent figure.

(vi) Ohaturdhara or 0howdhuri family, which did much in advancing the cause of Hinduism
at Benares. Mlakantha Ohaturdhara wrote a commentary on the whole of the Malidhhdrata,

(vii) The Puntamkar family.—Mahadeva of this family wrote a large commentary on BhavA-

nanda Siddhanta-vagisas, commentary on the BtdMti,

It would be interesting to collect all the Sanskrit works written by different members of

these six families for the last four hundred years.

They will be an extensive library—they will show the direction in which Hindu Society moved,

and they will also incidentally give us much information about the political history of India

from Hindu sources, which is not much available at the present day.

MISOELLAISTEA.

the origin OP THE BHAKTI SCHOOL.

[The following is a very brief summary of the

lecture delivered by Dr. R. G. Bhandarkar in

July last at the Literary and Philosophical Club,

Poona. The views herein expressed have been

aet forth at full length and with all the necessary

evidence in the introductory part of the Taishnava

section of his work on the Bhakiimdrga, which he

has recently contributed to the Grundriss der

Ixido-Arischen Philologie und Altertumskunde.

—

D. R. B.]

The ancient Vedic hymns containing prayers to

the different gods were in later times succeeded

by others in which the poets endeavoured to

grapple with the problems about man, the world,

and god. Speculation of this kind was continued

in the times of the Upanishads and the main

doctrines arrived at concerned the freedom of the

human heart from passion and the existence of

the supreme Lord of all possessing personality

and of BrahmA which was the impersonal essence

of all things. The first part in later times

developed itself into Buddhism, Jainism, and

such other atheistic systems setting forth mere
moral elevation or righteousness as the goal to

be attained. The second part was taken up by the

BhaJcti or Bhagavata School. We have epi-

graphieal evidence of the existence of the schooL

during the three or four centuries before Christ.

The age of inscriptions is determined by the form

of the characters in which they are engraved.

The earliest inscriptions known to us are those of

Asoka, who ascended the throne about 258 b.o.,

as is determined by the occurrence of the names

of five contemporaneous Greek princes. The first

of the inscriptions indicative of the existence of

the Bhakti School must have been engraved about

the beginning of the second century before

Christ. It speaks of a pwjti stone wall

prdkdra) for the worship of Bhagamt Samkat-

shana and Vasudeva.^ Another, a few years

later, mentions the erection of a flagstaff with

an image of Garuda at the top in honour of

YAsudeva, the god of gods, by Heliodora (Helio-

doros) a resident of Takshasila, an ambassador of

1 The stone is now in the Victoria Hall, Udaipur. But it was found at Ghosfindt, to which place it was

removed from Nagari, where it is believed to have been originally lying As, Boc., Vol. Ivi, P^fc I,

p. 77 ffj.
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Aiiitalikita (Antalkidas) who was a Bliagavata,

2 .e., worshipper of Bhagavat or belonging to the

Bhagavata School.^ A third inscription of about

the beginning of the first century before Christ

existing at Nanaghdt contains an adoration of

Samkarshana and Vasudeva.-^ Patanjali, the

author of the Mahdhhdshya on Pd-nini, who wrote

about 150 before Christ speaks of Yasudeva as the

worshipful one. A Buddhistic work of the third

century before Christ mentions Yasudeva and

Baladeva as the deities worshipped by specific

sects. The Malidblidrata is a work containing a

collection of pieces of yaried antiquity, some

pre-Christian and others post-Ohristian, and it is

difficult to determine the age of any particular

piece
;
but, with the help of the dates supplied us

by the inscriptions and the two books mentioned

above, we are in a position to determine when a

certain specific religion that it speaks of in a

section of the 12tli book arose. That religion is

the Bhlntilca-dharma or the religion of single-

minded devotion or monotheism. It prevailed

among a tribe of the Yadavas known by the name

of Satvatas. The origin of this religion is traced

to certain Rishis, and from them it was trans-

mitted to others until it reached Brihaspati, who
had for his pupil a prince of the name of

Yasu-TJparichara. This last instituted a horse

sacrifice in which Brihaspati was the priest. No
animals were killed on the occasion, and the

oblations were prepared in accordance with the

precepts of the Aranyakas, which works contain

the TJpanUhads. Hari was the god worshipped.

He took away the oblation o:ffered to him without

showing himself to Brihaspati. He was, however,

seen by Yasu-Upaidchara, Brihaspati was angry,

when three persons explained to him that Hari
was to be seen only by those who adored him
and were devoted to him. They themselves bad
once gone to the White Island (^veta‘dv^pa) to

see Hari or N^iAyana, performed austerities fora
hundred years, but were told that Hari was not
to he seen by them, as they were not his devotees

and performed only austerities. This story shows
that a new reformed religion had sprung up,
which, like Buddhism, condemned animal sacid-

fices and the practice of austerities, but, unlike

it, set forth the adoi'ation of Grod as the way to

emancipation. Then Narada is mentioned as

having gone to the same White Island ;*and, as

he was a devotee, Nai4yana showed himself to

him and explained the Bhfiigavata religion, which

prevailed among the Sfi/tvatas. The Supreme

God according to this faith is Yasudeva; from

him sprang Samkarshana or the individual soul

;

from him Pradyumna or the mind ; and from him

Aniruddha or egoism. By certain devotional

practices, men attain Yasudeva through the inter-

mediate stages of Aniruddha, etc. This Bkdntilca

religion was, it is further stated, revealed in the

Hari-gitd or the Bkagavad-gitd, at the time when

the armies of the Pandavas and Kurus stood face

to face and Arjuna’s heart failed him. The
Ehdntika-dharma of the Satvatas was, therefore,

the system taught in the Bhagavad-gitd ; and the

theistic reform we have spoken of as opposed to

the moral reform of Buddha is that eiffiected by

that work.

The main problem of this work was how
to achieve freedom from passion. A man is

horn to act. He acts with certain desires
;

these

desires become strengthened in him by frequent

actions and he becomes a slave to .them. There-

fore Gttd teaches that actions should he done,

not from the desire of attaining any fruit from

them, hut because the Brahman or the uni-

versal order requires him to do them, i, e., the

action should be performed as a duty or it sJiould

he dedicated to God and performed to propitiate

Him.
Now to perform an act because it is a duty or

to please God is a matter of the greatest diffi-

culty to an ordinary man who is full of desires

and passions, hut he is able to conquer these by

the grace ofGod when he adores Him incessantly

by hhakti or devotion. Bliahti or devotion to

God is, therefore, the way to attain God and

serenity or fireedom from passions.

The Yasudeva religion or the Pdncliardtra

system, as it was afterwards called, was based on

the Bhagavad-gitd. Megasbhenes mentions Heracles

as the god worshipped by the Sourasenoi, in whose

country was situated Methora or Muthura and

the River Johares or Jamna flowed. The Sou-

rasenoi correspond to Saurasenas, i.e. here the

Satvatas, and thus Vfisudeva to Heracles ; and

thus the religion of Yasudeva flourished on the

evidence of Magesthenes, in the fourth century

before the Christian era.

Jour. R. A$. Soc. for 1909, p. 1087 if; for 1910 p. 141 f ;
Jour. Bomb. As. Soc., Vol. xxiii, p, 104 ff.

Arch. Surv., West. Indian Yol. v, p. 60.
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Soon after, Yasudeva was identified with

Krishna whose name had been handed down as

that of a holy seer and who was the founder of a

Gotra or family. In later times, he was identi-

fied with Nar^ana who had become an object of

worship as the source of all Naras or men and as

lying on the primeval waters; and in still later

times, with Yishinu, who was originally a solar

deity but had afterwards acquired the attributes

of supreme godhead. About the first century of

the Christian era, the boy god of a wandering

tribe of cow-berds of the name of Abbiras came

to be identified with YasudcTa. In the course
of their wanderings eastward from Syria or Asia
Minor, they brought with them probably tradi-
tions of the birth of Christ in the stable, the
massacre of innocents, etc., and the name Christ
itself. This name became recognised as Krishna,
as this word is often pronounced by some Indians
as Krisbto or Kushto. And thus the traditional

legends brought by the Abhiras became engraft-
ed on the story of Vasudeva-Krishna of India.
These are the five elements that constitute the

Yaishnavism of modern India.

OOERESPOKDElSrCE.
My dear Mr. Bhandarkar,
Many thanks for your drawing attention to

my notes on the dates of Subandhu and Dinn^a
and sending me an advance proof of Dr. Hoernle’s

letter dated I3th June 1911. Dr. Hoernle says,

“I have no prints or manuscripts of Yamana’s
work at hand, but it would seem that M. M.
Haraprasad’s reading of Subandhu is a mere
conjecture not supported by any manuscript evi-

dence.^’ When I wrote the note, I had the

Kdvyanidld edition of the KdvydlamkdrasMravritti

before me. That edition is based on two manu-
scripts, one from Jaipur and the other from Bena-

res. The Jaipur manuscript had Vastuhandhu,

while the Benai’cs manuscript had StibandJiit. So

iff! my note I said, ** there may be an objection to

this that in some manuscripts the word is not
* Subandhu ’ but * Yastubundhu.” Thus I had some
manuscript evidence to support me when I wrote

that paper. Since the appearance of Mr. Patbak’s

paper on ‘Kumaragupta, the patron of Yasuban-
dhu,’ I have consulted the only manuscript avail-

able in Calcutta, namely, the Sanskrit College

manuscript Alam>kdra No. 24. It has Subandhu
with a little waving at the lower end of the right

hand vertical line which I take to be the sub-

script TJ; though in the same page there is an
instance of a more pronounced subscript U» In
Anandarama Barua’s edition it is Vastuhandhu,

The Yidydviliisa Press edition of Vamana’s
work, published at Benares under the supervision

of Dr. Thibaut, it is Subandhu, The edition is

based on thi’ee manuscripts, though difEerences of

reading are not given. The three manuscripts all

come from Southern India. Two belong to the

two learned editors and the third to Ydtsya
Sundard(Chiiryya of Vitthalapura. So I have five

manuscripts to support the reading Subandhu.

I have not seen the Y^nivil^sa Press edition

used by Mr, P^thak, It would be interesting in

this connection to consult other* manuscripts of

the work which are to be found in other parts of

India and Europe. Mr. R. Narasimhachar of
Bangalore says, in his letter to me dated the
28th October 1911, that with regard to Dr,
Hoernle s letter in the Indian Antiquary for
September, he had referred Dr. Hoernle to some
manuscripts in which the reading Subandhu is

clearly given.

Heading carefully the verses which preface
Siibandhu’s story of Yasavadatta, it appears
patent to everyone who is acquainted with Suban-
dhn’s punning style that he himself mentions
Chandraprak^sa in its slisMa form Himakaro-
dyota in the 5th verse. Per in that verse he
says that the good man, who makes other people’s

merits appreciated, becomes more fortunatV and
popular. The moonshine, which makes the

kumuda flower blossom, bears enhanced beauty.

Now moonshine Himakarodyota is Chandra
prakdsa. So it is a proper name, and I am glad
that Dr. Hoernle agrees with me.

Dr, Hoernle has done a service in pointing out

that the hemistich in Tamana’s work must have

been written shortly after the death of Chand-
ragupta, that is, about A. D. 413, though 1 think

shortly before, as a reigning prince would not be

described as Chandraguptahtanaya. In that case,

by the showing of Dr. Takakusu, the hemistich

cannot refer to Yasubandhu who lived for SO

years between A. d. 420 and 500, and Mr.

Ptoak depends on that eminent Japanese

Scholar for referring the verse to Yasubandhu.

Dr. Hoernle doubts that there was a civil war

after the death of Chandragupta.

But the prefatory verses of Vdsavadattd give

a support to my contentions. In the sixth vei’se

Subandhu is very bitter against khalas—the

wicked—who ax’e more mischievous than snakes.

In his usual punning way he says that serpents

2iirenakula'‘dveshi—enemy to weasles; at the same

time na-kula-dvesht—not enYiovLS to the family;

while the wicked are Sa-‘kula>dvesM—hard even

to the family of their victims. In the seventh he
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compares tlie wicked with owls, wlio have an eye

even in the darkest of darkness. Then again iQ the

eighth, he says that the wicked though they des-

troy the merits of others become the more sinful;

iust as clouds which cover the rays of the moon

become darker therebv. What do all these

signify ? The word kaHruTc in the eighth verse

again means Ghandraprahdicit though the un-

historical commentators do not say so. The tenth

verse is well-known throughout India and is

in the mouth of every Pandit. It says

that on the death of Yikramaditya, love of Art

and Poetry is gone. Upstarts are flourishing;

everybody’s hand is on his neighbour s throat.

What does this mean, unless it means a re-

volution in which the author did not fare well

on the death of Chandragupta-Vikram^ditya ?

I agree with Dr. Hoernle that history does not

speak of such a revolution. But does history

record all the revolutions in India? Has the

history of India advanced so far? If not, may
not these wailings of a sensitive poet signify a

change for the worse ? Read the ^hemistich

with tlie prefatory verses of Vdsavadatid, and tbe

inference is irresistible that the changes of the

times were ruinous to Subandhu and his party.

The word Sachiva may have derivative

meaning of companionship or friendship, for the

word comes from Saclid, meaning sdha^ a word
common in the Vedas. So the word Amdtya also

comes from Aindmha. But the radical meaning
was long lost sight of. Kdlidasa, who flourished

within a century after Subandhu, uses the word
Sachiva always in the sense of ministers.

Tena dhur~jagato gurvi sachiveshu nichihsliipe,^

Grihini sachivah sakM mithali, etc.

Mr. Patihak translates dtslityd kriidrtlia-

srama as deserving congratulation on the success

of his e:ffiorts. If it were the phrase disMyd
mrdhase, it would have meant congratulation;

but simply dishtyd means “fortunately.” He was
successful in his endeavour, not in obtaining sover-

eignty, because, that is not the subject treated of

here; but he was successful in giving encou-

ragement to literary men, that is, in being

dSraya'* to kritadhiyah or men of talent.

Calcutta. Habapeasad Sbastei.

BOOK-NOTIGE.

KAvyapbakUa with pRAutPA AND Uddtota: edited

by Vasudeva Shabtei Abhyankab. AnandSsrama

Sanskrit Series, Poonx, No. 66.
^

Slowly and steadily has the AnamUsrama
Press been putting forth its work, at so much
a day, and already our shelves are groaning with

the weight of the volumes it has published. We
have used the word groaning intentionally. The
varieties of types in which the volumes are print-

ed are often rather too big and make the volumes

more bulky and heavy than they ought to be, and,

therefore, less handy. The Shastri and the

Pandit might perhaps be thereby enabled to

spare the use of spectacles for some time longer

than they would otherwise be, at least in reading

these volumes. But their case is different. They
have got only a few books to possess. Other
scholars already feel the want of shelf-room for

the numerous books they are obliged to have iu

these days of multiplication of books.

The present volume is the latest in the Anan-
dasrama Senes. KdvyapraMsa is a classic of

Alamkdra literature and there has been no end
to the writing of commentaries on it. Yet only
a few years ago there were no good editions of

either the text or of good commentaries on it

available in print. Mahesachandra’s first edition,

satisfactory as it was, was then out of print.

Kamalakari, a not very satisfactory commentary,
was available only in a lithographed edition.

The only edition which students of the work
could avail themselves of was the one with
Mahesvara’s commentary. But the commentary
was far from satisfactory. Then followed
Yliman§,ch^rya*s edition, in which the text was, as
in a variorum edition, smothered in the excerpts
from various commentaries.

Perhaps the best commentary on the Kdvya-
prakdSa is the Pradtpa with its two commen-
taries, the Prabhd of TaidyanS<tha and the
Uddyoia of Nfigojibhafeta. The Nirnayasagar
Press gave us some time ago an edition nf the

Pradipa with the Prabba, but unfortunately
without the Vritti or the explanatory prose
portion of the text. Of Nagojibhatta’s commen-
tary only the portions dealing with’ Ulldsas I, II,
TIf, and X were available in the editions of those
Ulhhas published by the late Prof. Chandorkar
for^ the sake of the B. A. students of Bombay
University. The present edition, therefore, of
the KdvyaprahdSa with the Pradipa and the
complete tiddyota is quite welcome. It would
have been still more welcome had Mr.H.N. Apte,
who has got the management of the Series in his
hands, seen his way to include explanations
of the instances cited in the text from the
UddJiaranaohandrikd of Vaidyanatha. Nagoji-
bhatta does give explanations, but not so fully.
In the publications issuing from the Anandas-

iraa learned critical introductions by the
editors, dealing with such matters as the date
and position of a book and its author in the
literature to which they relate, are not to be
looked for. But it is ’^better to have no such
iutroducbion than to have an unscholarly or
uncritical one. The present editor does not
seem to be aware even of the fact that the
Kdvyaprakd§a was left incomplete towards the
end^ by Mammata and was completed hy
Rajanaka Allata But a correct text, correctly
printed, of a work not already printed at all or
printed incorrectly, is what we have a right tO'

expect from the Press ; and we have certainly gob
that in the volume before us, and that in itself is
a great deal. Eor the sake of correctness of
spelling, however, we would have wished that the
word *’* Uddyota'' had not been printed as
“ Udyota, ” as it has been iu so many places.
(Of. Koth Rechtschreibang in Veda, pp. Xol-2*
Z.D MG. XLVIIL) The list of Errata {suchand)
too IS not as complete as it should have been.

Bombay,
Shridhab R. Bhandabkab,
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SOME UNPUBLISHED INSCRIPTIONS.

BY D. R. BHANDARKAB, M.A.; POOlirA.

(Continued from Yol. XL, p. 176)

3.—Htosl Stone Inscription of Pyithviraja [Vikrama]—Samvat 1224.

A translation, withoat a transcript, of this inscription by Captain E. Fell has been published in

Asiatic Researches^ Vol, XV
, pp. 448-6, and a summary of it with full and elaborate remarks

thereon by Lieutenant-Colonel Tod in the Transactions, Royal As. Soc., Vol. I, p. 154. But
none of these attempts has proved successful, and a correct and accurate account together with a

transcript of it is still a desideratum. No excuse is, therefore, needed to publish this record.

The inscription was originally found at Hansi in the Panjab, but regarding its exact

original fiud-sopt there, Tod says as follows : “The inscription, which I obtained through the

kindness of iny friend Colonel Skinner, had been saved from the general wreck of these halls, by

the materials being taken to erect a small Mnsleman place of worship; and this slab was built

into the wall in a reversed position. It was afterwards presented to Marquis Hastings
;
bnt

as it reached this nobleman at a very busy period of his career in 1818, I know not what became

of it.”^ The inscription stone, strange to say, is now lying in the Royal Scottish Museum at

Edinburgh. Two excel’ ent photographs of- it had been sent four years ago by a person connected

with this Museum to a Par si gentleman in Poona, called Mr. Frenchman, who made them over

to me. And it is from those photographs that I edit the inscription.

The inscription contains 22 lines of writing. The cliaracters are N%ari. Attention may

be drawn to the sign for ri occurring in ^nlisha-yutlia-paiibhih, line 12, The language is

Sanskrit
;
and the inscription is partly in prose and partly in verse. The yersee are numbered,

bub very great carelessness is shown in this respect. It is full of solecisms. We thus have

rahgdni instead of rahgdn in line 2, vijaya-vara~l:areh instead of vijaya-^vara-lcarinah in line 8,

and so on. In respect of orthography, the only points that call for notice are: (1) the use of

V for b and (2) the doubling of a consonant in conjunction with a preceding r. With regard to

lexicography we have only to note the dest word gadha employed in line 11,

The record opens with an obeisance to some goddess whose name is unspecified. This

shows that the inscription slab was originally in the temple of a goddess. Then follows a

verse which invokes the blessings of the god Murari. Verse 2 informs us that there was a

king of the Ohaharndna lineage called Prithviraja and his maternal uncle was one Kilhana,

who, according to the next verse, belonged to the Guhilauta dynasty. The verse following tells

us that thinking of Hammira who had become the cause of anxiety to the world, the king put

Kilhana in charge of the fort of Asika, doubtless Hansi. From verse 5 we learn that Kilhana

erected a praiol% i.e., a pol, or gateway which with its flags set Hammira as it were at defiance.

And near the gateway were constructed two kosJithakas or granaries (verse 6). Then we have

a prose line (lines 9-10) speaking of a letter sent to him by Vibhisbana. Verse 7 with which

the letter begins, says: ‘Uhe lord of demons (Vibhisbana) who has obtained a boon from Rama,

the crest-jewel of the lineage of Ragbu, respectfully speaks thus to Kilhana staying in the fort

(gadha) of Asi. ’’ The next verse says: “ In the work of building the bridge we both assisted

the leaders of the monkeys and bears. And you yourself (Kilhana) have written saying that

to you the lord of Paihchapura, a string of pearls and this city had been given by the Omni-

present (Rama).” In the verse following Prithviraja is compared to Rama and Killiana to

Hanuman. In verse 10 Vibhisbana bestows nothing but conventional praise on Kilhana. Verse

* Iransaiitios^.s, Boy. As. Soc., Yol. I, p. 135,
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11 refers to his having burnt Pamchapura, and captured but not killed its lord. Verse 12

again is simply eulogistic, but, in the verse following with which the letter ends, Vibhishana

requests Kilhana to accept the string of pearls or even Lafika but piomise safety to him.

Then again follows a prose line (lines 19-20) which by the way informs us that this string of

pearls was presented by the ocean to Ramabhadra when he was intent upon constructing the

bridge. Verses 14-15 state that there was one Valha who belonged to the Doda race and who

was a subordinate of Kilhana and that his son was Lakshmaiia under whose auspices the

prajasti was composed. This is followed by the date which is Thursday the 7th of the bright

half of Magha of the (Vikrama) year 1224.

It will be seen from the above account that this inscription is z. prakasti or panegyric, and

its object is to describe Eilhaua’s conquest of Pamchapura and its chief. Kilhana was a mater-

nal uncle and feudatory of the Cbahamana sovereign Prifch vlraja. This Prithviraja is not the

celebrated Prithviraja who fought with and was captured by Shihaba-d-Din Ghur in A. 3). 1192, as

Tod supposes. Because, for this Prithviraja we have dates ranging only from A.n. 1182-92,

whereas the date of our inscription is v.b. 1224= ad. 1167, Prithviraja of this record must

therefore be the same as the Prithviraja who preceded Somesvara. Kilhana, we are expressly

told, w’-as put in charge of the fort of Asi or Asika, i.e., Haosi, to check the progress of Hammira,

of course the Muhammadan eniperois. There can be no doubt that the Muhammadans

were at this time attempting to pour into India. This is also clear from the Delhi-Siwalik pillar

inscription of v.e. 1220= a. d. 1164 wherein the Chahamana Visaladeva is represented to have*^
A

exterminated the Mlechchhas and made Aryiivarta what its name signifies, f.e., an abode of the

Aryans,® It was, therefores urgently necessary to put a stop to this by appointing a brave and

clever personage to the charge of the Hansi fort, especially as it was on the route to India.

Tod says: Aaigarh or Astiurg is celebrated as the scene of contest between the Hindus and

early Mahammedans. It was by this route, that most of Shali^buddin’s attempts were made to

wrest the throne of Bind horn. Prithviraja; and often did the warriors of the mountains of

Cdhul find their graves before Asi. Even now it presents the appearance of a great sepulchre

all around but especially to the west. The route was by Fdchapattan, the town of purity, on

the Sutlej, to Bhatner and Fateh-dbdd^ to Ast and Delhi,*^^ From these words of Tod’s the

importance of fortifying and maintaining the fort of Hansi towards the close of the Chahamana

supremacy is quite clear; and what is equally clear is the necessity of keeping a strong hold on

Pachapattana on the Sutlej mentioned by Tod, which can be no other than Pamchapura of our

inscription. Probably the chief of Pamchapura about this time did not owe fealty to the

Chahamana dynasty, and it was, therefore, absolutely indispensable to put him down and take

possession of his city. This explains why the capture of Pamchapura and its chief is considered

so important in the inscription.

The praiasti was composed by one Lakshamana, who was, we are told, a Doda by race.

The Dodas have been given a place by Tod in his list of thirty-six royal races of Rajasth^n,^

bat he tells nothing about them. I believe they are the same as the Dods or Dodias, a clan of

the Paramaras, The province in Rajputana now called Hadoti was originally held by them and
was wrested from them by the Khichis of Gagrona, who in their turn had to give it up to the

Hudas after whom the province was so called. In the time of Mahmud Ghazni, Merat,

Bulaudsahr, were held by the pods, of whom Haradafcta was the most pre-eminent. Dods
are now found as Jdgirddrs near Liv^ in Tonk.

® Above, Vol XIX, p, 218.
" ® Transactions, Tioy, As, Soc,, Vol. I, p, 135.

* Jnnats and Antiquities of BA/asiMn, Vol. T, p. 108 (S, K, Lahiri & Co’s edition. J.
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Text.®

1 aff“ ii^snT:ii Hraritrfhfi' 7rlt3rrtH?T^ ^ ^-
2 1 ir«i>it5if^r^«r7f®r 'nfrafwsr^^rr tnr^
3 fSr R[?]5l5=<T[f IwTUgtrft: l| \ 1! STR: >|vt(Trs(T »i#Tr%: I ?R»ni^jm«Rtr

fltrL^iT: (D-
4 11 ^ II »iff«lrm5^^PT»i¥^sfra?:’es^7 1 4 li ^ ii »i?trrfwff-

?;^tRi%p5f (D-
5 ^tRTrH^wjf 1 gffrsmszi

6 s^st II V II ffrfe?7ft5‘^gw^

<11? t[»Riff

^

7 i [^^] m?: gr ?r ?r »ii^>Tr f^ffgf?fr^r5rT^f|sairarRJr9tffr

1
1

'< II ( I

)

8 srrtrrr Rgcs^irtTr r%sm[gT]5r>:" U5a^*?iraf 5{?r 1

9 ^Rfr; fSpRfOR^r iRfRf g:4^3sr5^«f^5rTtr^ [^«rat] *r m II ||

flr^ r%f^ tR^r jihr-

10 firwr^ ?r5ir% Rgrr^r^5figf%«Tr fgnl'sr^'ir'jrsr It ?igr«rr n

flraiR^ ( II

)

11 ?:r*re«i TRif5r[vjir]RS5«ftrtT® ’trsr^: I f^s3tTuNigr[ q-]f%!f

12 «sftf^f5TT NRt ll«ll Uprrg^ HT^t ^PH-

13 HTfURwr R«ra1- 1 ?fRrRR5U f^[ 7r]ar f^2«rr f^[w]^R^5i un'^ sTr t^r f r^nf%^

[tK !![<:*]

u H?ncr^ u^mr ft^rr i w?frrt%i^^ HgrRf?i5Rr*rs II [^*] II ^wlTrp=gR

^ 5RfH t ( II

)

...
10 ^TRi" ST S^fl?T »P=^«TTni”r: II ( ^^ ) II m^TSl^^lNT II^ f?ir; “srf^EN IW

16 f[5u]w ggr^^it^f^NTT; I tjwws^siTrhpf 3?r ^sf: H’eBrr^^n^ H^stnTfg’T^’Tri^ »if?rr

i^sr?f55?R IK® (U) ^ .

17 ^c?crr?rai%wf [*?r^]?rT *rTf^*f§^r^5f?T hr ^fRfR htt: i smr

HHSSRIW !T'Tft-( I ) .. P ^
18 NTRfd IK^ ( ^^ ) >1 S’T:^ LR 3 ^ gRHT*.«r

I T^^’^rsrfrwgCT ..... ..

19 ^\wHSrr>T2l*l 1 1 [ t^'ii'h^.®! ^gNT^RfH^* THTNItR RHUTIHIJH’ snTWRT

Hcrrgsft^R ^ ( II )

20 flfRRftH 11 11 3TPr R ¥ir^rR% ^^fSTTR

"RH sRtfgiSTRR^l^-C ID .. .. .

21 ^?RHT^wj5'mr ^ ?re»i®rnsr: IK C ) 11 hr !rHf^*TR*R?*ip.gmf rhtt: [G Tr®tfT

RTRfnWt ^ II [ X't* 3E

22 ( II ) STR^ HURT -g^f (II) ^iT^HSl II

® From a photograph. ® Expressed by a symbol. Bead ^S<Tf

l^^Rf-

8 This ought to be f%Hf5“r^NH. IJiit will not suit the metre. * Read

10 Read
11 This ought to be ft3n!RT3Tf<"r:. but will not suit the metre.

. o jo «

1* The meaning of this line is not clear to me. ® Read IRffH and H*H .

H Read “siHTfT^ HRftRT.

*• Read 'h^W®- “ HstrWi but this will not suit the metre.
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4.—Anavad4 stone inscription of Sfi^rangadeva [Vikrama]—Samvat 1348.

This inscription was found early in 1904 when some excavations vere being carried on by the

Irrigation Department of the Baroda State at Anavada, the old AnahilapaUka, nearly three miles

from Patan in the Kadi division. It is now deposited, I am told, in the hacheri of the Yahivatdar.

The record consists of twenty-four lines covering a space of 1' ^ broad by 1' high.

The initial letters of the first seven lines have peeled off, but in all other respects the stone is

very well preserved. The characters are N%ari. The language is Sanskrit, and excepting

the verse at the commencement the whole of the record is in prose. As regards orthography

it is sufficient to note (1) that a consonant following r is doubled and (2) that the sign for v

is employed for & only once in °m=udvibhrate in line 1. In respect of lexicography may

be noticed the words : (1) 'prekshani(na)ha and (2) sthitaka both occurring in line 7, and (3)

vyakii in lines 9 and 21. The first means “theatricals/^ the second “ a grant in perpetuity/*

and the third ‘^specification of details.’’ In lines 7, 9, and 10 occurs the word jpalamdna^ the

meaning of which is uncertain. It occurs in other inscriptions also, e.
,
in a Chaulukya

copper-plate grant of v. s. 1280 (above, Yol. YI, p. 197, Plate II, line 3), where it appears to

be equivalent to pirva-pradatta of the other grants of the same dynasty. Is palamdna^ there-

fore, a mistake for pdlyamdna ?

The inscription opens with the well-known stanza with which Jayadeva’s Gita-Govinda com-

mences. Then follows the date, which is Sunday the 13th of the bright half of Ashfidha in

the [Vikramaj year 1348. KiihdX iimQ Mahdrdjddhirdj

a

Saramgadeva was reigning at Ana-
hilvataka

;
his M&hdsamdhivigrahilca Mahdmdtya Madhnsudana was doing all the business of the

seal, relating to the drawing of documents, etc., and the Panch {Tanchakula') consisted of Mahaniia

Pethada, and others, Pethada being appointed by the king as keeper of the seal at Palha^apura

(Palanpur ). The inscription then proceeds to record the gifts that were made on the aforesaid

date as well as previously, for the worship, offering, and theatricals before the god Krishna. The pre-

vious grants are first specified. They are
: (1) drammas 180 in perpetuity by Karana, (2) drammas

72 from the customs-house in perpetuity, (3) drammas 72, (4) drammas 86, and (5) drammas

48, four being for each amdvdsyd day by Seth Devala, accruing from his Sikiri (?). The
new gifts were made by the five-fold people of the town (^pamchamuhha-nagara

)

consisting

of (1) the Panch, (2) the Brahma^as who are called Purohitas here, (3) the Mahajanas, of whom
some were Sddhu (Sahukar), some 'SreshiM (Seth), Thakkura, Soni (goldsmiths), .Kams^ras *

(braziers), and so forth, (4) Taniiyarakas (Yanjaras), and (5) Nau-vittakas (ship-owners).

The new grants were : (1) half a dramma paid by the seller on one dhad^ of madder (mdnjishthd),

(2) one dramma paid both by the seller and buyer on one dhadd of solonum Melongena {Hingudt),

(3) some portion from each cart filled with grain, the nature of which is not clear, and /'4) one
palt from a ghadd or jar of gJit by the seller.

It has been stated above that our inscription commences with the initial benedictory stanza

of the well-known GUa-Govinda^ The Gtta-Govinda, we know, was composed by Jayadeva,
wbo is supposed to have flourished in the last quarter of the 12th century and lived
during the reign of Lakshmanasena.23 And the fact that the stanza is quoted as the
invocatory verse in our inscription shows that “the work had already within a century
become gfuasi-sacred/’ Again, it appears from our inscription that there was a temple of
Krishna existing in AnavSda long before the time of king Sarangadeva to whose reign it

refers itself and who no doubt belonged to the Yaghel^ dynasty. This is worthy of note, as
we have not yet found any ancient temple dedicated to Krishna and hardly any reference
given to^such a one in old inscriptions. The only reference I know of is furnished by a
Harsanda stone inscription of Devap^la of Dhtlr^ dated v. s. 1275, which speaks of an
image of Kyishna being put up by one Kesava near a temple of Sambha.^s

*a Journal and Proceedings oSihe As. Bqc. Beng , Tol. II, No. 5 (May, 1903), pp. 167-9.
Above, Tol XX, p. 312, 1. 14.
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Text."*

1 1 1 ^ |53in5 g’fw ^s#-

2 (% ) [ t* ] [% ]5 ffw-® WPT^' ?5rrVf?r^%

8

(5Hlfr)R: u [^\* ] 371*11$^^ ’ifr!Tf«rft?JTf?-7rr!^^awfnT-

4 ( wrf^ )^ rRTTf'TwnisfrfWf^ Rfrarf^r® ’wr>ir-

5 ( )[ =3fr ^r ^>fe?r55rs3rriH:R: TfbT«THi^r5tr#^r%

"6 ( ^ )[^] ?frf^r qrE^f ] <75^35^1 h? »

’

sfr^5T^ii^'?’^3n??r%qT^-® %^-
^

7 ( ’sTr ) [^Is'T'TffTSTr [g^l-siTit^ STR’® ^r ^irf^ irf

8 [ ^ ] T^rrjrgfBCiTl^^r^sT tisrr fRT?rs5T%g-?m?r5r ^-(ll)
9 ^prqrf^r ^rar U 3ufrgriTPriTR>w^r3R2f®=* h i® r%r?r^ 5 rnrr f(o)

10 j^f^aprratr flara% 5 ^rm =wo arr^ir^: ®^RW»rrsT3Tr5Jff?i €r%K®*-
11 ^f^5orqrr[ sri ] s gsir ?r«iT sr^rmT^m^® ^ R?T5r^ 5 v jtr aiw
12 5 <far%?T^gnst^ft^ 11 ^rnra gf^Trjfrovr-

13 5c°ff>TC I ^fr® Rr[*c]'TC 1 *ff'srrrt«ar I jCr® fR?r*§ I ht® stirt 1 ?rr° I’lr 1 ?rr»»if^-

14 I
?o

1 Hfs i I tf?5 1 5iro 1 gr® I
=wo arm^

15 ?rr» 1 ?rro iTTHff 1 5n’T[^3 1 ! 5^ro sat^rr l ^r® I ar^aijc-

16 ttw I gr® TT^rf 1 ^° RfTOTf I jtt ot® %?rT 1 >T®ro »iT>fr 1 ^r® srrL II ]-

17 I
^0 1 ^r® 1 ?rr® SEtfir t ’CT't 1 ht® 1 ^M® 1 ^®’5tw-

18 1 ^rr» ^»T?: 1 ^?rr® srstar I i;»ft» ?tw I ^rr® %?r 1 fcr 1 nr® s^r
l ?fr®sir»T'Trw-

19 Jiff^ ^ri=i5?R?r®r'T 1 Harr ^*i[?5i]^f^arri:=Ji4 ^nRrrsnf^TT^fiT^

20 ntof Rsr^srrRr t^T^s^rinFnit X'lrqiWT^r^rfrft^” ^frfisar-

21 S3if%?r: II X ^ ®ll rlr%f ^rffi ri^r fr^fi \ ?®5\

22 ^?r^5Tff^> ffcT: II ^®r5rM? ^ »ira3r \ srr^sT ^ Trawr 71® I ®®35rl?r^r x rC n >
23 ffr \ f%%5n' I ^'ifcff^rtr arr'^sr^eiK^ arr^^r'W^'i’srf

24 ^saj! 'TlWifra^g N

TEAVBNOORE AROHEOLOGIOAL SERIES.

BT K. Y. STJBBAHMANTA AITBE, B.A., OOTACAMUND.

Iw the aatire state o£ Trareaeore ia the Madras Presideaej, the Archseologic.il Departiaent

has beea ia existence since the days of the late Professor Sandaram Pillai, who pnblished some of

the inscriptions of the VenSd kings first in the Madras Mail and eveatnally in the pages of this

Journal. After his death, the Archseological Survey does not appear to have come to an end.

Prom Mr. Nagamiah’s Manual of Travencore, pp. 176-7, it is clear that all the inscriptions of the

State, which are 450 ia number, have been already examined ia a rough way.

When Mr. Gopinatha Rao was appointed Superintendent of Archeeology in the Stats a few

years ago, it was thought he would direct his energies to the publication of accurate transcripts

and translations of the inscriptions of the State which had all been tentatively examined before his

appointment was contemplated. We shall now see how he has discharged the duties entrusted to

him. Eleven numbers of the Travenoore Archaeological Series have already been issued and more

are promised. So that, judging from the quantity of work turned out, his achievement is oeriainly

commendable.

SA From the original stone. Read ^ Read

27 Read ^ There is some space left between the letters Y and Tfl.

22 Read Bead HR. si Read qT?R'IfR°.

S3 Real 9T5ftRqT?R'Tr^’-
*’ Real RRRfTfR’. si is probably a mistake for

AS Read ®® Read STRTYrfYrRr. ®‘ R a'^-

*s 5r?r is probably a mistake for -,[51 Re>d wj°.
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Let ns now examine the quality. In the first place as regards transliteration, an epigraphist

is free to choose any system he likes, provided he uses it throughout. Irt this publication, proper

care does not appear to have been taken to correct the diacritical and printer’s mistakes. I have

been able to notice a number of instances^ where distinction has not been made between i and i

r and r
;

ii, and n. It may be thought that these are minor points which one need not

trouble oneself about. The importance of a correct system of transliteration has been recognised

by schi lars, and it cannot be over'^stimated, Hpigrapbical publications, to be of any real value,,

should, as far as possible, be free from errors of this kind. Else they mislead the readers*

instead of helping them.

A perusal of these publfeations will convince any one that their editor has criticised the

views of others, very often without proper grounds. I propose to consider some of the argumenla

with which he assails the opinions of others.

On page 180, Mr. Qopinatha Eao writer, **Mr. Yenkayya has separated th-e compound

iiruvayiru vdykhavu^iya jpirdfiiydrt found in several inscriptions which describe the mother of

Uttamasolad^va into iiruvaytrw:dyhlc€t and Udaiyapirdiiiydr* By itself the first part means

practically nothing and the second has introduced a fi,ctitions queen in South Indian history^

The mistake is perpetuated in his Annii(d Rejtort^ jea^r after year, by his successor, Mr. Krishna-

sastri who also believes that the name of the mother of Uttamasola was Udaiyapir^ttiyar^

S uch an expression myiruvdyhliavudaiya occurs in many places in Tamil literature^ as for

example, Rama is called Kousalaitan mani-vayiru vdyttavane by Kulas^khara-Perumal in his

Perumdl TirumoliJ^^

The charge here made against Mrr Yenkayya is certainly clear enough, and no one can-

mistake it. It is, that he has by an unwarranted separation of the word’s tiruvayiruvdyhkavudai’-

ya pzrdttiydr introduced into the history of the Chdlas a fictitious queen. In so doing he did not

even perceive that the first part had no sense whatsoever. I admit that the charge would be a grave

oneif it were true and Mr. Yenkayya deserves to be taken to task for it. On the other hand,

if it could be satisfactorily proved that the charge is a false one, I think it is the duty of

Mr. Gopmatha Rao to acknowledge his blunder.

The passage referred to by Mr^ Gopinatha Rao occurs in the inscriptio-ns of the 1 1th

century a.B., and it is impossible even for a beginner in South Indian Epigraphy to confound

ka and ta in these records. The passage which actually occurs in the inscriptions examined by
Mr. Yenkayya is Uttamasflladivarauttiruvayiru^vdytta UdaiyapirdtHydr Sembiyan mddSviydr.

Unfortunately for Mr. Gopinatha Rao, the records that mention the mother of Uttamasdladeva are

not few. All these numerous records, without even a single exception, read as stated by me
just now ;

and its meaning has been taken by Mr. Yenkayya to be Udaiyapiraftiydr Sembiyan
mild^viyar, the mother of Uttama^oladeva.” To be more literal, it only means “ Udaiyapiratfciyar

Sembiyantndd^viyar who had obtained in her blessed womb UttamasoladSva,” It is this reading

and this translation that are being perpetuated’^ by M/. Krishna^astri in his Annual Reports^

I doubt if any one would say that a meaning other than what Mr, Yenkayya has given to the
passage is possible.

If we separate the phrase as suggested by Mr. Gopinatha Rao into iiruvayiruvdykkavudaiya
and pirdbtiydr, the fi!rst part must necessarily go with TJttamasoladevarai which precedes it and
the second with what follows. The meaning would then be ** Pirattiydr Sembiyanmdd^viyar who-

would have to obtain in her blessed womb UttamaB61ad6va,” a statement of what is to happen and
not what has already occurred.

1 A few of the mistakes in diacritical marks and types are pointed ont here. The w ooonring in Pamttiramd'^
nihka^ (p. 162), BanaMrtii (p, 159), Tatmir pandal (p. 168), ought to be fi and the n in Parar^hi (p. 156), a d
mangala^ fpp. 1^-170) ought to be n. The t of Jatila (p. 155) pirGttiydr (p. 162) should he t.

'

The lengths of
foweli in Anaimalai (p. 153), VtJaydbhighSa (p. 167), and in several other words in pp. 162, 164 and 167 are not
properly indicated

; thffaldiu in p. 167 must be tinga} kdiu,
* The words in italics are translite^j^ons of passages given by Mr. Gopinatha Hao in Tamil*
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In pp, 168-69 of Lis Tra-oencore Archmlogical Series, Mr, Gepiaatlia Rao publishes, with
a short introdiictiou, a fragmentary inscription from Kany^kumari, with text and translation.

Here the king's name has been read as RajakSsarivarman Eajarajad^va, and this king has been

adeatifiei with Rajaraja IL The date assigned for the record is a,d. 116?.

The preserved portion of the iuscrij.tion commences wi^th the words pernmhugat^ KMrdja*
kesarivarmxn, etc.y which is invariably how the Mstorical introduction of Mjadhiraja I beginning

with TihgMrtara ends. The geographical terms occurring in the record also furnish some
Internal evidence as to its date. Tne high regnal year must also have befen utilised in arriving at

the date of the king. The fact that the watershed erected during ihe king’s reign was called after

Jayahgoiida-Ohbla is another point which an epigraphist would not omit to consider. It may be

said here that the surname Jayahgonda-Cbola was first borne by Rajaraja I and after him by Rajldlii-

raja f. Besides, there is a considerable difference between the characters of the time of Rajadhiraja I

and those of Rajariija IL All these must have been taken into a'ccomitin fixing the approximate date

of the king. But we have direct evidence to show that the record does not belong to Rajarfija II but

only to Rajadhirfija I. The very same inscription was copied in 1896 by Dr. Huitzsch, the Madras

Oovernmeut Epigrnphist and in the list for that year the king’s name is correctly given as

Rjljak^sarivarman Rajadhiraja with ddhi in brackets whkdi goes to show that the syllables ddU are

mutilated. Having snspectad that the king’s namshid bean misread, I solicited the permission of

the Assistant Aroheeulogicai Superintendent, Southern Circle, to have a look at the impression of this

inscription. On comparing the published transcript with Dr. Hultzsch’s impression, I found that

they are both identical, as the text of Mr. Gopinatha Rao from the west wall of the temple is

identical with Dr. Haltzsch’s Ko. 96 of 1896 which is also on the same wall. The only difference

is that the words ninreL are omitted in Mr. Gopinatha Rao’s text oat of

carelessness or oversight 3 It must ba said that the passage is incomplete without these words and

that the words pannirvkM nthmum have no connection whatsoever with the western boundary with

which they are forced to go in the translation.

When Mr. Gopiuatha Rao identified the king with Rajaraja II, it must have struck him thaf

the latter was a Parak^sarivarman and not lUjakSsarivarman as given in the record under notice.

The difference surely called for some remark which we do not find in his introduction. Lastly,

assuming that the record is o .e of Rxjaraja II, he assigned a.i>. 1167 for it. iblow this yields

A.D. 1136 for the accession of Rajaraja II It may be pointed oat that this date ie again ten

years earlier than the actual date of his coronation.

Ho. VII of the Travemore Arohceological Series is, according to the editor, one intended to

supply the want of Vatteluttn inscriptions with plates. Here, he has, by the mere identity of the

name Maraiijadaiyan occurring in the four records, vh., the Anaimalai inscription of a, d. 769.-70

the Madras Mnseura plates of Jat.lavarman and the Tirupparauguniam and Trevandrum Museum

epigraphs, arrived at the conclusion that all these must be referred to one and the same king. On

page 155, he says that if the table given above, i e., that furnished by the 'Sinnamaniir plates is

examined closely, it becomes apparent that the Paudyas alternately bore the names Maravarman and

Jatilavarman (Sadaiyan), just in the same way the Ghola kings called themselves Rajak^sari and

Pa'rakbsari. In my opinion, the available facts do not warrant such a surmise. It is a well-

known custom in Hindu families, observable even at the piesent day, that the eldest son takes the

name of the grandfather. But if a king had two or more sons who ruled one after the other, it

seems unlikely that the names Sadaiyan and M^ran could have been borne alternately. In the

very list referred to by the editor, we find that Ho. 6, Maravarman Brivallabha had two sons: No. 7

Varaguna and No. 8 Paranfcaka II. These reigned one after another. According to Mr. Gopina-

tha Rao, Ho. 7, the immediate successor of Ho. 6, should have been a Sadaiyan and his younger

brother Ho. 8 Parantaka II, a MAravarman and the latter’s son Ho. 9 Rajasimha, a Sadaiyan. But

the plates report that Ho. 8 was a 'Sadaiyan and No . 9 a Maravarman and this completely upsets tlio

3 otlier minor difieieiiees are that while all tlie r’s in EBJakisaHvarmardna and RSjar^adivax>oQmtmg in liiw 1

and the ^’s in tivaramuaaiyd.r {lines 1 and 6) are in Grantha in Dr. Hnltzsch’s impression, thege are represented

in Tamil in Mr. Gopinatha Kao’s transcript. A k is also omitted at the beginning of line 5.
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theory advanced by the editor. The only way now to get out of the difficulty is to suppose that

all the sons of a Maravarman called themselves Sadaiyan. But this, it must he observed^

contrary to Indian custom. At any rate, the instance pointed out clearly shows that we arc no^

warranted to postulate that every alternate* Pandya sovereign had the same title.

There could be no difierence of opinion on one point, and this is that there wnre more kings

than one of the name Marahjadaiyan and Sadaiyamaran in the Paudya genealogy, 1 may also say

that this is admitted by Mr. Gopinatha Eao when he attempts to acsount for the fact in his theory.

The identity of MaraSjadaiyan of any particular record with any king in the Pandya pedigree-

should therefore be based ©n either internal evidence or by the n.ention of known evtnts in the

records. I take it that this is exactly what prevented Mr. Yenkayya from identifying the Mar an-

jadaiyan of the Tirupparai gunram record with Jatilavarman of the Madras Museum plates. I

perceive no ambiguity in his language when he states that the identification of Mai.ahjaaaijau

must be based upon better evidence than the mere identity of the second portion of tiie two names,,

though Mr, Gopinaiha Rao confesses that he dees net quit® grasp the reason set forth in this. NoWy

with reference to the Tirupparangunram inscription, even admitting that the name Maranjar aiyaia

(which is only a title or surname if it is similar to Efijakesari or Pavakesari) was the proper

name of the king, yet because it was the proper name shaved by several kings of the Pandya

genealogy, the name alone does not in the least help us to identify him with a particular Maronja-

daiyan in the list, unless there be some other evidence to support tbe identification. It may be

that Mr. Gopinatha Eao has “ no difficulty whatsoever in accept.ng the identity of the king

mentioned in all the three inscriptions, the Madras Museum plates, the Tirupparafjgunram and the

Trevaiidrum Museum stone inscriptions with the king of the same name found in the Anainialai record,*’

for the reason that “the latter half o-f tbe name Maraiijadaiyan is the proper name of the king in

all these.*' When the inscription itself is not dated in any known era and does not give sufficient

clue to the identification of the king mentioned in it with any in the list of Pandya sovereigns

belonging to the same period ai.d having the same name, tbe identiScation must be made by

excluding all the other possibilities
;

else the identification is not worth tbe name. I do not find

bow Mr. Gopinatha Rao has excluded other kings bearing the same name from being identical

with tbe Maranjadaiyan of the Tiruppaiafigunram record.

It is worth while to go into the grounds which, as be says, enabled him to satisfactorily refer all

these inscriptions to one s-overeign. They are (1) palaeography and (2) the name Maranjadaiyan.

The second having been disposed of, it only remains to see the validity of the first. If a

number of inscriptions in YaUeluttu characters of unquestionable date referring to ibis period*

had been obtained and their palaeography studied, we would be at liberty to adduce that as a

ground for placing a record in a certain period, Palaeography by itself can only indicate the

approximate and not the exaqt time. So far as I am aware, except the four records under
reference,, none belonging to any king earlier than tbe time of the Ghola RajarAja I have been
printed excluding the Ambasamudram inscription of Varaguna-Maharaja. Such being the case,

there is not mneb force in tbe argument that palaeographical indications show that a Vatteluttu
inscription belongs to A. i>. 770 or thereabout. If at least we are assured that Vatteluttu
paljuography was different 25 years before and 25 years after a. n., 770, the reason may carry
some weight. As we have already seen that Mr. Gopinatha Rao’s knowledge of the palaeography
of Tamil inscription has not prevented him from mistak-ng an inscription of RAjadhiraja I for one
of Rajaraja II in spite of other conclusive evidence to the contrary, we naturally lose faith in his«

pal^ographical comparison of tbe fewer and more complicated Vatteluttu inscriptions. Besides, the
letters of tbe Anaimalai record assume a slanting position, while those of the Trevandruroi
inscription are straight, Tbe latter present pcints of resemblance to the Varaguna-Maharaja
record of AmMsamudram. These three are available for comparison, as they are printed with jplates.
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The way in. which Mr. Gopinatha Rao creates a queen for his Maranjadaiyan seems to be very

queer. I use the word “ creates ’’ because the record itself does not warrant his conclusion. His

whole argument hangs on what he believes to be the use of the honorific plural form of the third

personal pronoun avaulchnu in. the Tirupparahgunram inscription. Eis argument may be stated

thus :

—

Srittaa Ganapati, the minister of the king, is referred to in this inscription in the third person

singular. A certain IjTakkan Korri is mentioned as the wife of a person whom the record introduces

with the honorific plural ” avorliu. She cannot, therefore, be the wife of Saltan Ganapati, who

is always referred to in the record by the third person singular. The only other possibility is that

•he must be the queen of Maranjadaiyan, and for him the “ honorific plural ” is appropriate.

It is easy to prove that ITakkan Korri is the wife of Sattan Ganapati and not the queen of

Msirahjadaiyan. Her elevation to the rank of a Panclya queen is due to Mr. Gopinatha Rao’s

misconception that avarhu is the honorific plural of the third personal pronoun. I have only to

.•how him that the word avarhu is the mere third personal pronoun singular. It is made up of avan.

Third personal pronoun singular + Dative sign Jcu,

Rules of grammar require that when these two combine without the intervention of what are

called kdriyaf\ the compound assumes the form avarhu^ the consonant n changing into r.

Similar instances are :

—

en 4- hu = erhu (first person singular),

nm + leu = nirhu (second persons ).

The dative case of nouns is also formed similarly, e, g*,—

vadugan + ku = tadugarhu,

j>dnan 4- hu = pdnarlcw.

nalchan 4- = naJcharhi,

If the kdriyai intervenes, the form becomes quite ordinary, as :

—

avan 4- hu = avan -f « 4- = avanulclcu^

vaiugan 4- hu =: vadagan u hu = vaduganuhhu.

The honorific plural is formed as follows :

—

avar + hu = avarhhit (without the intervention of idrtyai).

avar 4- hu = avarukku (with kdrlyai).

vadugar 4- hu = vaiugarhhu (withoTit sdriijal) = vadugaruhhu (with sdrigai)
;

similarly, for pdnan or pdiiaVy sdtlan or sdttcbT^ nahhaii or nalzhaT or ncthhanar.

It must only be pointed out that the spelling of the dative of the honorific plural of tbs

third personal pronoun is avarhhu with single r and double /c and that the spelling of the thi^d

personal pronoun, singular, dative is avav.hu with t and single km

The inscription has the form avarhu with r and single k and as such it is only the dative of the

third personal pronoun, singular There is absolutely no differnce between the two singular dative

loxms avarhu and avanuhhUm And as Mr. Gopinatha Rao seems to concede that if the third persmi

singular is used, Nakkan Korri would be the wife of Rattan Ganapati, I think I have satisfactorily

shown that she is not the queen of Maranjadaiyan. ^That this mistake should have been committed

after the inscription has been correctly read and translated previously, perhaps shows that the

editor takes a peculiar pleasure in differing from others. One other point that could have been

considered is that if Nakkan Korri were the Pandya queen, she would have been termed

Pfindimfid^viyar, Nambirattiyaror Deviyar Nakkan Korriy fir as is quite common in inscriptions.
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THE VEDIO CALENDAR.

BT B. SHAMASASTET, B.A., M.R.A.S., M.E.S.A., MYSORE.

The Intercalary Month.

The term ** Yedic Calendar” may appear at the outset to be an anachronism, for the reason

that there are no clear references to any kind of calendar in the Vedas proper. Even in th«

Brahmanas, references to a calendar are so vague that it is hardly possible to form a clear

conception of the precise nature of the calendar that was in use. But coming to the Sutras, espe-

cially those of the SamavSda, we iind precise data to determine the various systems of calendar

in observance during the Sutra period. One might, therefore, be led to think that the term

Sutraic Calendar” would be preferable to that of “ Vedic Calendar. ” But it should be borne

in mind that the various systems of calendar described in the Sutras are not the result of an

observation of the heavens in a day, but are the outcome of the experience gained and adjustments

made by many successive calculators of time. Nor are allusions to a calendar altogether wanting

even in the Vedas. The description of the New Year’s Day as occurring on the Ekashtaka day,

*. e., the eighth day of the dark half of the month of Miigha (corresponding to December-January)

in the times with which we are dealing, as well as the distinct references to a thirteenth month
which must necessarily have been an additional mouth intercalated for the purpose of keeping the

beginning of the year more or less close to its natural time, go a long way to prove that the Vedi®

poets kept a systematised calendar based upon snentific principles. The beginning of the year om
the EkashUka day is thus described iu the Atharvav^da, III 10 :

—

*‘(1) She first shone out; she became a milch-cow at Yama’s
;

let her, rich in milk, yield

(duK) to us each further summer !

(2) The night which the gods rejoice to meet as a milch cow coming unite them, which is

the spouse (patnt') of the year, let her be very auspicious to us !

«(3) Thou, 0 night, whom we worship as model {pratimtl') ol the year, do thou unto our

iong-lLved progeny with abundance of wealth.

*'(4) This same is she that first shone out
; among these other ones she goes about, haying

entered
;
great greatnesses are within her

;
the bride {vadhu), the new generatrix hath conquered.

“ (8) Hither hath come the year, thy spouse, 0 sole Ashtaka
;
do thou unite our long-lived

progeny with abundance of wealth !

“ (13) Thou whose son is Indra, whose son is S6ma, daughter art thou of Prajapati
;

fully

thou our desires
;
accept our oblation !

A similar hymn with important variations is also found in the YajarvMa, Taittiriya-SamhitA
IV. 3.11

*ir vsr»ir "gif?! iifirCT i

^ tjfrf
II ^ II

irsiRCr tr<Rr% II ^ II

srni sttM 9?5 wsrr^ni: i

JTSTT^^
il ^ ||

nnrtf ^srnir: II v ||

?iTiref 7*^ 1

7=^ sirffrerirfST vrstp II li
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^^35=^^ !T3rriT?fr:^tt TRlzilt STr?^'}-: II ^ II

srft3^% ^^ smrf^ I

ft- 'nwt ^rmPTr 'rnTrerrr "TTg^^^ir II ® H

^r^rar st^ft »Tf^»iTfrm5i I

tsf SJRT^ ^r ^5CPTr»T>TTe^^: |l <r |1

3T5rr35Tni55Tr *rr>T5ti^ 1751151^ I

3F31 ^wr ^r »rr ira^ H ^ 11

ar^w airs »rr^ 1

*t«rr ^ arsjinrfa *11 !t®=?K' 11 il

tT=^ cf'g- ^fT »ir «T^t»ftf?rfri5

1

=^ 1

T^ft^r ^trr: ^nrr'T^'i'hfJrwNi^n: 11 ^M1

sit?rw »r^: sTW sf5®!rTrt^r »Tft»iFf ^prft 1

^sfi%s sETftY^ n II

?rr srw sj^g-c^rr 1

gr *r: T^i^? u 11

'FTW safff^^r^rr^ ft^jT^i'rr ^i^rtffr^: i

^ninT«T^ ^^Y^^FTPir stotst?:^ armr: 11 \v II

^igrf Tasfr JT*T^«i*iTnr?^ ^f^r JT*rpn»i 1

iT^r ?Ffr art'IHt sa^s^sff'^f af artatf^r S8fl»l5arsc. 1 1 1

1

“ (1) It is she that first shone out
;
having entered into this (eartK), she goes about

;
(like)

a bride, newly married (to the New Year), she has become the generatrix (of the days that follow)

;

three are the great lights that associate with her.

“ (2) Extolled in metres, these two shining dawns, coming out of the same womb, and being

the wives of the sun, go about all-knowing, making a flag, free from old age, and impregnated with

abundant seed.

** (3) Three dawns haye reached the path of the sacrifice
;
three lights [[the fire, the sun, and

the moon] have also approached it; of them, one protects the offspring, one the vigour, and one

the rite of those who like to please the gods.

“(4) She who is the fourth has passed into the four sets of Sama-chants [mne-versed >

fifteen-versed, seventeeu-versed, and twenty-one-versed chants], maintaining the two wings

Thalves] of the sacrifice [t. e., the year] as known to the sages, and giving rise to the reat >**^7

composed of GSyatri, Trishtubh, Jagati, and Annshtnbh metres ;
and she has preserved h:s

heaven [the solstice].

“ (5) With five (dayi) the Creator has made this
;
he has also crefited five and five sisters

of them ;
taking various forms and being clothed in sacrificial splendour, five of them rnn wit

great speed. „ i, i *i,

« (6) Thirty sisters [days] partake of the rite, spreading out the same flag; they make the

seasous ; being wise and all-knowing and residing in the metres, they go a on wi grea

Clothed in splendour, this shining night takes to herself the rites addressed to the snn

above : even the various kinds of beasts, on awakening, see her on the ap o i». mo .

(8) This eighth day, bearing the troubles of pregnancy, has brought forth this great ’

with his help the gods repelled the enemies ;
iu virtue of his own might, he as ecorae

the destroyer of the A suras.
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** (9) 0 sole Ashtakas, ye gave a sister to me hitherto without a sister
;
ye speak the truth

;

listen to this prayer : just as ye are pleased with the behaviour of this (Indra), so may ye be pleased

with mine
;
do not send me away to any one else

!

(10) This all-knowing dawn stepped into my mind and has taken a firm hold of it
;
just as

ye are pleased with this (^Indra), so may ye be pleased with me
;

do not send me away to

any one else

;

*‘(11) The five mornings, the five milkings, and the five seasons follow the cow with five

names; the five quarters regulated by the fifteen-versed chant and possessed of the same

characteristics as the five mornings follow this single light [the dawn].

(12) {Of the five mornings) the first is the womb of the dawn : one bears the magnificence

of the waters
;
one presides at the rites addressed to the sun

; one presides over the heat
;
and one

the sun controls.

“ (l3) She that first shone out has become a cow at Yama’s
;
let her, rich in milk, yield to

us each further summer !

“(14) Foremost among the lights, clothed in brilliant splendour, has arrived this illumin-

ating dawn with various colours, like a flag of the sacrificial fire
;
O ever-youthful dawn, conducive

to the performance of unchanging rites, and grey with old age, thou hast arrived !

“(15) The wife of the seasons, the first (dawn) has arrived, leading the days and being the

mother of creatures
;
though one, thou hast become many

;
free from old age, thou causest the rest

to grow old.
”

Likewise the T^dyamahabr^hmana describes the Ekashtaka as the wife of the year :—V. 9 2.

<r«rr^ wptr ^ f
** What is called the Ekashtaka {day) is the wife of the year

;
when the night of this day

arrives, (prajdpaH) lies with her. Hence, commencing with the (true) beginning of the year,

(sacrificers) observe the rite of initiation.

The important points to be particularly noticed in the above passages are (1) the beginning of

the year, probably solar, on the eighth day of the dark half of the month M%ba
; (2) the designa-

tion of this day by such names as ‘ a cow, ’
* dawn, ’

* Prajapati’s daughter,’ and * Surya *
; (3) the

association or a kind of secret marriage of the dawn with three lights, the fire, the moon, and the

sun, as pointed out by Sayana in his commentary on verse 1 ; (4) the birth of the days of

the following year or cycle of years, as well as of Indra and S6ma from the marriage of the dawn
with the sun

; (5) the celebration of the dawn by the four well-known Sama-chants; namely, the

nine-versed chant, the fifteen-versed chant, the seventeen-versed chant, and the twenty-one-versed

chant, each of which is, as we shall see, intended to signify as many intercalary days as the number

of verses contained in it
; (6) the destruction of enemies and Asuras brought about by Indra, the

son of the dawn.

As regards the first point, it is true that we are told nowhere in the Vedas themselves that

the word Ekashtaka means the eighth day of the dark half of the month of Magha
;

still, on the

authority of Apastamba and other Sutra-writers, who have defined it as such, we may take
it to mean that particular day. From the next three points we have to understand that, at the

commencement of every year or cycle of years, it was the usual custom with the Y^dic poets to

celebrate a symbolical marriage of the New Year’s Day with the sun in order to enable the new
year to beget its 720 children,! %,e,, its days and nights, or, in other words, to perpetuate an
auspicious flow of time for themselves. This seems to be the sum and substance of the celebrated
marriage hymns,2 in which the marriage procession of Sflrya or the dawn to be wedded to the sun is

® R. V. X, 85; and A. V. xiv, 1, 2.
1 B. V. i, 164 10, IX.
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the subject of a long and mystic description, and which are eren now recited on the occasions of

marriages performed as a rule after the winter solstice and before the summer solstice. The

recognition of the dawn first by Soma, the moon, next by Gandharva,® one of the 27 mhshairat,

then by Agni, and lastly by men, seems to signify the association of the dawn first with the synodic

lunar year of 354 days, next with the sidereal lunar year of 351 days containing 18 months each

of 27 days corresponding to the 27 nakshatras or Gandharvas, then with the Savana year of 860

days, dedicated to the sacrificial fire-god from whom the dawn or the twenty-first day, based upon

the difference between the SaVana year and the Julian solar year of 365^ days, is believed to have

come under the protection or observance of men. The fact of making the dawn the object of praise

in the Chatusht6mas or four sets of Ssima-chants seems to render probable the above explanation

of the two obscure verses of the marriage-hymn,* The five mornings which are said to precede the

brilliant dawn in verse 11 seem to he five days added after the end of the Savana year. As regards

the destruction of enemies and Asnras by Indra, we shall presently see that they are not real

enemies or Asnras, bnt intercalary days regarded as such.

Thus while the YajurvSda connects the mornings and the mystic cows with the Ohatnshtdmas,

thereby implying the final nnmber of intercalary days to be twenty-one, their number is distinctlj

stated as three times seven in the Sama-vSda.

srm stprsr i

m m--

First they (the sages) came to know the sacred

name of the cows ;
they came to know the

sacred names to be three times seven
5

knowing them, they extolled the morning (ksMh) j

then the red cows became famous. ”

There are two more verses which express the same idea

sra 8T»T^ wNTfiS I

sTET jfin «Trl^]R*S.

^ U Sfima, ii, 1, 17, 3.

»S|Teg|
<»r II

Sama, vi, 2, 2, 7.

« He, being purified, hath made the mornings shine

;

and it is he who gave the rivers room to flow

;

making the three times seven pour out the milky

stream, S6ma, the oheerer, yields whatever the heart finds sweet.
”

“ The three times seven milch-kine in the loftiest

heaven have for this Soma poured the genuine

milky draught
;
four other beauteous worlds

hath he made for his adornment when he

waxed in strength through holy rites. ” ______
» 74;a»«neve*e*hMWl 18, 40 j and also Taittiritia 1, 7, 7- * *> 40-41 , A. V. siv. 2, 3,
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For reasons to be pointed out further on, I presume that the four worlds referred to in the

above verse are four solar years, and that the twenty-one cows or mornings a-re the fntercalary days

made up of the four times five days and a quarter which is the difference between a Savaaa and a

solar year. I do not, however, contend that it is clear from the above passages themselves that the

twenty-one cows or mornings are intended to signify so many intercalary days and intercalary days

alone. Still, I believe that scholars will agree with me in holding that, so far as the beginning of

the year on the Ekashtaka day is concerned, these passages leave no doubt whatever. The

Ekashtaka day is clearly a lunar day; and the year that was practically observed by the

Yedic poets was the Savaaa year of 360 days. The number of days from one Ekashtaka or the

eighth day of the dark half of the month of M»gha to the next Ekashtaka is 354. Accordingly, if

the Savana year of 360 days, having once begun (on the Ekashtaka day, is to begin again, on that

same day, there must necessarily be an adjustment of the difference of six days between the lunar

and the Savana years by the addition of one month to the lunar year in every five years. If instead

of the Savana year, they adopted a solar or a sidereal year, even then they must necessarily have

adjusted the respective differences between the lunar and the solar or between the lunar and the

sidereal years by intercalation in the form of days or months. Accordingly, we find clear references

to a thirteenth intercalary month not only in the YajurvMa and the AtharvavMa, but also in the
Kigveda. The RigvMa i,, 25, 8, thus alludes to the intercalary month :

«He, who, accepting the rites {dedicated to him), knows the twelve months and their

productions, and that which is suppfementarily engendered/^

In his translation of the RigvMa, Professor H. H. Wilson remarked as follows

^ ^ who knows what is upoy additionally or subordinately produced. The
expression is obscure, but in connection with the preceding, who knows the twelve
months, we cannot doubt the correctness of the scholiast's conclusion, that the thirteenth
the supplementary or intercalary month of the Hindu luni-solar year, is alluded to; that
‘the thirteenth or additional month which is produced of itself, in connection with the year/

” The passage is important, as indicating
the concurrent use of lunar and solar years at this period and the method of adjustino the one to
the other."

Notwithstanding Sayana's interpretation of the word upajayate in the sense of ‘a supplement-
ary moath/ it is doubtful wheth&r the word indicates a complete interoalaty month or aa
intercalated period less than a month

; for we shall presently see that before the custom of adiustinff
the lunar and the solar reckoning by the addition of a complete month came into vogue the usual
practice was to adjust them by adding as many days as formed the difference between any two kinds
0 years or sets of years. Still, it is certain that some sort of intercalation, either in the form of amonth or in the form of a period less than a month, is what is implied in the above Terse of the^gveda. But oommg to the AtharvavSda, we see therein a clear description of a thirteenth
intercalary month :

—

'5^ ^
n

“H. rto m*™. th, tl,irt»>lh m»lh, f.b,i»tod «I 4.,, „d >igU,. u„,„, tMrtemembers against that god, angered, is this offence. ” A. V., XIII, 3. 8

ffRT are:
1
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“ Weakling by name arfc thou, the thirteenth month, Indra’s house.” A. V., v. 6.

III the Kr.shua-Yajurveda, i. 4:. 14, the twelve mouths together with a thirteenth intercalated

month are thus enumerated :

—

^r-

Thou art the mouth of Madhu,5 the month of Madhava, the month of Sukra, the month of

Suchi, the month of Nabhas, the month of hTabhasja, the month of Isha, the month of tTrja, the

month of Sahas, the month of Sahasya, the month of Tapas, and the month of Tapasya; and thou

art caught hold of in a wooden vessel; thou art the month Saihsarpa [a creeping month]
;
and

thou art the receptacle of sins.’^

The Erfibrnana portion contained in the Krishna-YajarvSda, vi. 5, 3, 12, comments on this

passage as follows: —

7f?r^ iTfirT^r%Tn™r. f ’srfTftT f

“ Clearly do3s the Adhvaryu first go to the south; clearly the Pratiprasthfitri priest to the

north. Hence does the sun go to the south for six months
;
and to the north for six months. He

says :
* Thou art caught in a wooden vessel *

;
thou art Samsarpa [a creeping month] and a

receptacle for sins.’ They say that there is also a thirteenth month
;

it is that thirteenth month

which he pleases thereby.”

The symbolical practice connected with this passage is this :—The Adhvaryu priest fills

thirteen wooden vessels with Soma-juica
;
and with the help of another priest, called Pratiprasthatri,

he makes offerings therefrom to the seasons. While performing the rite, the Adhvaryu goes to the

south and the Pratiprasthatri to the north, imitating the southern and northern movements of the

sun respectively. As will be seen, it was in the middle of the year, during the summer or the

winter solstice, according as the year began with the winter or the summer solstice, that the

intercalary period was inserted, delaying the sun^s turning movement so long and occupying that

period in performing the initiatory rites. Hence the reference in this passage to the sun’s northern

and southern movements, and to the thirteenth month during which the commencement of those

turning movements is delayed. The fact of representing the months by Soma-vessels is clearly

stated in the Malbrayamya-Samhita, iii, 10. 4. 5,

ft nm f
Twelve are the vessels

;
the pressing stone, called JJpdmusavana is the thirteenth • the dis-

cussion they hold, by asking whether there ought to be a vessel or no vessel {to represent a thirteenth

month')^ is a discussion as to whether there is a thirteenth month or no* thirteenth month.”

Rigarding the sacrificial function observed during a thirteenth month, the Tandyamaha Brih-

mana, x, 3. 2, says :

—

’Trar I %
1^

I

ft ft wjflw *ir5T nt

The months observed the vow of Ujiasads [sessions] vfith the intention that their father fthe

year] might prosper. They, however, prospered merely by observing the initiatory rites, and

initiated the thirteenth month daring the period of the tow of Upasads [sessions]. Therefore

the thirteenth month became their follower. Hence whoever undergoes the rite of initiation during

the period of the vow of Upasads [sessions] becomes the follower {of the rest of the priests).

Accordingly they declare a thirteenth month as existent and also as non-existent.”

* Madhu corresponds to Gbaitra ; Madhava to Tai^^kha ; and so on.
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Again, the Maitriijaniya-Sambita i. 5. 6, sajs ;

—

The thirteenth lunaT day is to be j-ropitiatecl by the immolation of a beast sacred to Agni and

Soma. There is the thirteenth month
;

it is that thirteenth month which he catches hold of by this

offering/^

These and other references to the New Year’s Day and the thirteenth month intercalated

solely for the purpose of keeping the seasons or the months in their proper places in the year, are

enough to show that the Vedic poets kept a calendar with far more scientific precision than wa

are pleased to credit them with. Whether we will or no, the fact cannot be denied that the idea of

a thirteenth month, an intercalated month, could not haye dawned upon the mind of the Yedie

poets unless they had been quite familiar with the true lengths of sereral kinds of years. There is

also reason to believe that, before the system of adjusting the difference between any two kinds of

years by the insertion of an intercalary month was begun, the practice was to adjust them

by adding sets of intercalary days, such as 9, 11, 12, 21, and so on. That such was the custom, is

clear from the following passage of the Kathasakha-Brahmana, quoted in the Smutitattva.^

BT5Kr*i?r?r

ar^strsff

% fr?5rrf

3Tn^irc55r‘'!!Trn^*m. 'rr'rri^ gr^'ss’w. qpT5n^5jwir

: 5^ qrqffrqHqrisfqRriT h qftiszt’T h 5 ffrtq5KT5rrm%. stsit-

arm »R5»n%jr

53V&5iTar?pr fffr jrf«f5ra[fr?>yrr»rfq?Jt«?i fcRrqq^'rqmra qraNres

‘‘ Being at a lower level being less than a month], the half-months desired that

they might grow into months. They approached the twelve days’ sacrifice. Having appointed a

Brahmana as a thirteenth priest [in addition to the twelve priests] and having washed off {the sins')

on him, they got up. Hence it is that he [the thirteenth month or the priest who represents it] is

homeless and dependent for his existence upon others. Hence there ought to be a thirteenth Brahma^a
priest in every twelve days’ sacrifice. This is a passage from the Brdhmam of the Katha School.

‘‘This passage is thus commented upon by Jayasvaram Having represented the thirteenth,

‘ dirty,’ month by a Brahman priest, those half-months collected the twelve-days’ sacrifice, [i <3.,

converted it into a month’s sacrifice]. Haying washed off in that ‘ dirty ’ month,—if it is asked

what was that which they washed off on the ‘ dirty ’ month, we have to understand the word ardti,

? enemies ’ ;—haying washed off the enemies, the sins, they got up, 2
. f., they, rose up free from

the „ burden of, sin. From the descriptive statement , of washing off the sins, it follows that

the sacrificial performance which can possibly be observed in the subsequent month should neither

be undertaken during the ‘ dirty ’ month nor be given up. The inference of a rule from ,a

.descriptive statement is reasonable inasmuch as the sense of the descriptive statement can otherwise
have no application whatever.^ Hence the performance of obligatory, casual, expiatory, and other
religious rites is prohibited in a * dirty’ month. *It is homeless ’

; i.e,, like Chaitra and other
months, it has not a fixed place of its own in the year. ‘ Dependent for its existence upon others,’

the thirteenth month comes into ei^isteiice, owing to the waxing and. waning of the ,moon, in the
intervals of months. ”

(Ta he continued.)

6 Smritiiaiva, OalcTitta «d.i IC95, p. 782 ,

’ Here the rule is that the saorifice should neither be performed in the * dirty* month nor be given up, but
should be performed in the subsequent month. The statement is that of washing off the sins in the dirty month.
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“ LAUKIKAl^YATAITJALI TWO HAITDFULS OF POPULAR MAXIMS CURRENT
m SANSKRIT LITERATURE, COLLECTED BY COLONEL G. A. JACOB.

BY PEOF. VANAMALI CHAKBAYAETTI, M A., VEDANTATIETHA; GAUHATI.

Colonel Jacob is a good worker in the cause of Sanskrit studies. His ‘Concordance to

tke principal Upanishads and the Bliagavadgttd ’ "will ever remain a monument of patient industry.

His editions of the TedCinta^dra and tlie Eleven Upanishads are equally Tvell-known. He

is never satisfied with an untraced quotation, and he is doing yeoman service by publishing

the results of his studies, now and then, in the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society. When

such a man compiles a hook on the popular maxims current in Sanskrit literature, it deserves

to be studied with all attention^ Indeed, the author has begun a most useful work as a pioneer

of the subject of maxim-hunting, and it is with the hope of rousing the attention of the Indian

Sanskritists to this subject, that I write this review.

The first ‘ Handful ’ seems to have been excessively well received by the learned world in

England. For the Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society says in its July number, 1901—“ The

modestly styled ‘ Handful ^ is only one more example of the laborious care and love of

accuracy for which the author is distinguished.”

The author begins by criticising the work of his predecessors in the same field. These prede-

cessors were the illustrious T^ran^tha, who is said to have given a list of 151 Kydyas in his

Vdohaspatya Encyclopoedia and Satyavrata Samasrami, the celebrated Vedic scholar of Bengal

[ cf. pp. ii (preface), i, v, 2, 14. ]. These scholars did not give detailed references to the books

in which the maxims occur, and undoubtedly Colonel Jacob deserves our sincere thanks for giving

them. He has also pointed out some real mistakes in Tdrandtha, We are grateful for

this too. But we are really sorry that he should have thought it fit sometimes to use too

strong language of abuse, for sucb language about one scholar from another serves no useful

purpose; it looks too much like prejudice. Prof. A. Venis renders a maxim wrongly (p. 81,

Yol. I ) ;
the author simply points out the mistake. Tard-ndtha commits a mistake and he says

his explanation is rubbish and nonsensical.

We shall now point out a few inaccuracies and mistakes into which Colonel Jacob has

himself fallen with the hope that these will be corrected in subsequent editions.

P, V., Yol. I

—

In explaining the the author quotes Bhdmati ( pp. 880-1, Bihhoiheca

Jndica edition ) ‘^ ^
’ and adds in a foot-note “ The printed text wrongly reads ‘ We submit

that the suggested correction is uncalled for and that the true reading must be either (1)

(^Bibliotheca Jndica) or (2) ,r5?I^'r5^;((S'aJis)br!i College MSS.) or (S) sr (Asiahc

Society’s MSS.). We would prefer the reading of the Sanskrit College MSS., which keeps the gnr

observed in and aTgrjpJTtf^:. We wonder that Colonel Jacob should have omitted to

mention the MSS. that authorised him to make the emendation; for, surely, the critical Western

savant cannot be supposed to have corrected mto in the fashion of the uncritical

Indian scribe.

Yol, I, pp. 11 and 1 2—
In explaining the the author says, “ A crow alighted on a Palmyra tree, and

at the same moment some of the fruit (fiic.) fell ou its head and killed it. ’ We have seen plenty

of rrr^ trees in Bengal, but we could scarcely understand bow a tdla fruit may fall upon tbehead

of a bird, that has alighted on the tree. Of course, the true explanation of the Sanskrit text

quoted seems to be that the crow came and alighted on the ground, at the foot of the tree, and

then the fruit fell and killed it.
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Again p. 12

—

“ TKe Marathi pandits in adopting the Nyaya have changed its meaning/^ The explanation

given by Molesworth ( i, e, the Maratha pandit explanation ), is the explanation prevalent in

all parts of Bengal. It is identical with the 2nd explanation given by ( Nilakantha).

Principal Y. S. Apte explains it as follows :

—

** It takes its origin from the nnexpected and sudden fall of a palm-fruit upon the head of

a crow ( so as to* kill it ) at the very moment of its sitting on a branch of that tree . . .

{Sansh'iUEnglish Dictionary

^

p. 651.)

Prof. Bidhubhusan Goswami has copied this incorrect explanation in his notes on the Kirdia^

Cantos 1 and 2.

Yol. I., p. 15 and Yol. II, p. 29-r

The maxim ought to have ended with in the first case-ending (of. pp, 32, 33 where the

compiler rightly rejects the word ** Here is Colonel Jacob’s translation of the maxim

;

“ Leaving the milk suitable to the dyspeptic, he enjoys the sour gruel,” This is wrong. The real

translation would run as follows :— Just as a man suffering from loss of appetite may prefer

sour gruel to milk, ” It means that when a man prefers the lower pleasure to the higher, he

must be supposed to be in an abnormal state of mind, like the patient who prefers sour gruel to

the sweet milk.

This maxim occurs also iu the Atmatattvaviveha] as, <<

(p. 41, Madanmohan’s edition Samvat 1906, Calcutta)^

Yol. I, p. 32—

The Colonel’s explanation is merely a reproduction of Gough’s rendering of the maxim in

the Sarvadarsanasamgraha, and it must be said that Gough seems not to have understood the-

thing clearly. Here is the explanation : Cutting off the tongue while trying to get a fine

plantain.” This gives no meaning, at least the wording does not. The correct explanation

would be

Cutting off the tongue with the desire of eating a large plantain [which on account of its-

great size, could not be contained in the mouth if the tongue were to remain intact].

Yol. I, p.. 46

—

^ The strength of a community is greater than that of a member of it.” The real meaning may
be thus expressed :—The meaning ( lit, force }; of the whole word is stronger than the meaning
(Ut, force). of the component parts thereof. This is not a iu the sense in which Colonel

Jacob takes the word. It applies to interpretation of texts. It directs that in finding out the

meaning of a text, we are to prefer the ordinary meaning of the word to its derivative meaning,

of course if there be nothing in the context repugnant thereto, cf. (Yol. IT,

p. 39 ). (In Yol. Ill of the ‘ Handfuls,’ this mistake has been corrected ).

Yol. I, p. 47—
“ If I am right in supposing Anandagiri to- have been a disciple of the great Sankara who

died about A,3>. 820, then the early part of the eighth century would be the latest date that could

be assigned to Amara.”

Xuaudagiri, or AnaudajnSna, as he more frequently styles himself, was a disciple of Suddh-
ananda, Anaudajhana saysin his.introduction to his commentary on the Sdrtraka-hhdshpa ( from
which Colonel Jacob is quoting )

:

—

SCT; 1;
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In the colophons of t^he same work we read: « fRf

Moreover, Anandajndna sajs tliat

the of Sankara had many commentaries in his time : he actually quotes three or four

interpretations of 'SloJca 2 of the introduction. Thus, this Ananda can never be identified wiili

Ananda the disciple of Sankara.

It is strange that exactly twenty years before Colonel Jacob’s publ cation, Mr. Kailasachandra

Siqha had committed the same mistake with reference to the identity and time of Aiiandajuana

{vide his Gitd Introduction).

YoL I, p. 48—
i^prrfr \

In 1900, Colonel Jacob was '‘not quite clear as to the drift of the saying.” In 1902, he became

wiser, and wrote, '‘It means that ‘the Palasa tree is not cleft when the axe is applied to the Khadira

tree,’ and is used to indicate that two objects are essentially distinct^ and stand on separate bases ”

(p. V. Introduction, Yol. II). Colonel Jacob’s translation is all right, but his explanatory note
is rather yague. The maxim is meant as an illustration of the well-known doctrine of the

of cause and effect.

Yol. I, p. 48—
5Tff I

Colonel Jacob “ should like more light on this saying.” We give below what little light we

can. The q-fc is the jujube fruit and h-unda here means a vessel containing the jujnbe fiuit. The
hunda (^ ) is an a place where something is kept) and the jujube is the 3TT^ a

thing which is kept in something). The principle means that you cannot put the and the

in the same case. There could be no in such cases.

Yol. I, p. 49— ^
This also is a maxim of which the meaning is unknown to Col. Jacob. We give the meaning

below:—

A lady borrows some ornaments from another and therewith decorates her person. A third

party on seeing her, will say that she has is the owner of ) these ornaments. Similar is

the case with the expression for an action cr

has no ;
it is only %^U (

including rrgT% ), that have a i%qq-. So

is wrong. But it is justified on the The action has borrouJed,

so to say, a fiODi tl^at which produced the action, and as a lady in borrowed ornam-

ents is supposed to be in possession of them similarly the action of also may be suiiposed

to have the ' cow ’ for its Rq'Sf; though the cow was really the f^»r of the 553
-

1% that produced

the

Yol. II, p. 10^

This maxim is very well known to those who have read any Sanskrit grammar written in

Sanskrit. Colonel Jacob seems to have misunderstood it. Kielhorii thus translates it rightly ;
—

That which has undergone a change in regard to one of its parts is by no means [in consequence

of this change) something else (than what it was before the change had taken place)

—

(^FarihhdsJi^

enduaekhara p. 179.)

Yoh II, p. 12—

“ The maxim of the reproduction in the effect of certain qualities, m the i^roporiion in which

they exist in the producing cause.” That portion of the above translation which we have printed in

italics seems to be redundant* I do not know whether the word in Nrisimha Sarasvati’s

explanation or the word in the original suggested this import of foreign matter into tie

explanation of the maxim.
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Vol. II, p. 15—
i

Colonel Jacob rejects the explanation given by tlie native scholar Raghniiathavarman in his

L'liikilii-nydyci^Samgraha as ‘‘extremely far-fetched and unsatisfactory. We» however, think

that Raghunatha is nearer the truth. The Bengalis have a similar idiom. It means that you put

your feet (covered with shoes), on the neck of your opponent and thus^compel him by sheer force to

come to your side. The real point in the comparison is the utter impossibility of escape,

in the words of Udayana. The opponent has no alternative to fall upon*

VoL II, p. 19—

This maxim has been taken from the Atmataitvaviveka of Udayana, a book which is written in

the most difficult philosophical language and which even the erudite native pandits find it difficult

to understanl. We caunot withhold our genuine admiration from a European scholar who can hunt

up a maxim in a hook like this, of which the conteats, from the nature of the case, must present

almost iusarmDuntable difficulties to him. This is patient research and surely here we have to learn

from onr western, contemporaries. Colonel Jacob’s translation is given below

‘‘ Thou ridiculest the man who iahing his gold ties it up in a corner of his garment and then

thyself taking the gold tiest it up in the skirt of the sky I
” This, of course, is wrong. For taking

read throwing away ( ) and omit it and in. The reference is to a foolish man who laughs

at another fool because the latter ties up a knot in the garment after he has thrown of! his gold*

(for the safety of which the knot is made) though he himself ties up the gold in the sky, i,e,,

fancies that the sky is a safe place for the deposit of the gold, provided only he makes the movements^
of making a knot in the air.

Vol. II, p. 24—

«A thing does not become imperceptible, because perceived by one who has ascended a
mountain peak, The language used by the compiler is not very clear. We should rather say
A thing is not to be regarded as imperceptible, because it could be perceived only after ascending:
a mountain peak, i.e.j because certain conditions must be fulfilled before it is perceived.

Vol. II, p. 25—
I

Colonel Jacob says : “ The maxim of the nnion, of man and lion, ” He apparently does not
remember the reference to the of Vishnu. The body of is partly human,
partly leonine.

’

Vol. II. p. 27—
«T wiiresf q-frq-: srqri^' i

“ The lamp will not throw light on an object before it is [lighted and] brought in. Perhaps-
equivalent to ‘ eatch your hare before cooking it. V e give the correct translation bdow

A lamp cannot illuminate an object, before it is brought in connection (contact or relation)
with that objjot. This is a philosophical maxim,

Vol. II, p, 34

—

“ This seeme to belong to the same category as the The
pomts out the want of adequate motive or giffspi ;

but the present Nyfiya points out the utter
impossibility of a thing.

Vol. II, p. 3r

—

^ I

^

‘ He who causes a thing to be done by another is himself the real doer of it,^’ For hm^elfth^
teal read surely
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Yol I, pp. 36-37—

is derived from a root, meaning to worship. is thus literally an object of worship—a god.

As i= the god, so is the offering. ” Compare ihe Bengali proverb Thus

it is not the same as ‘ tit-for-tat’ or * Roland for an Oliver.’

This review has been written mainly with the intention of drawing the attention of the Indian

Sanskritists to the useful subject of ma:tim-hanting. It is a field for patient and honest research.

Let onr countrymen, who are now engaged in teaching Sanskrit in our Colleges, apply themselves

to this task, and their labours will be amply rewarded.

ASOKA’S BHABRA EDICT AISTD ITS REFERENCES TO TIPITAKA PASSAGES.
by prof, dharmanakba kosambi, harvard university.

In the Bhabra edict king Asoka suggests certain sacred texts ( dhamma-jpaliydydni ) as good

to be studied not only by monks and nuns, but also by lay-brothers ( updsaM ) and lay-sisters

i^updsikd). These texts are, according to the readings of Emile Senart {Les inscriptiom d4

IHyadasi^ 2. 199, Paris, 1886^, as follows;

—

1. Vinaya samukase ^

2. Aliya-VQsdui
]

3. Andgata-hhaydni ;

4. Muni~gdihd \

5. Moneya sdtt
;

6. JJpafisa-pasine ;

7. Laglftilovdde^

Considering the great antiquity of the edicts of Asoka, it is evidently a matter of much inter-

est and moment that the above mentioned texts should be surely and correctly identified with

the specific passages of the canonical books.

Number 1 has not been identified, and I am unable to offer any useful suggestion regarding it.

Numbers 2-5, With the help of the previous studies of Senart and Oldenberg, Professor

Ehys Davids gives the desired identification of numbers 2-5 in his Buddhist India (London, 1903),

at page 169. Using the Pfili text Society’s editions of the Nihdya Texts as the basis of reference,

the intended identifications are as follows ;

—

2. Aryia-vasdni^Sangiti-sutta of the (then unpublished) Bigha^mMya, FoL 3^

3. Andgata’bhaydni-Ahguttara-niMya, Yol. 3, pp, 105-108, sutta 79 ;

4. Muni-gdthd=i Sutm-nipdtix, stanzas 207-221, p. 36 ;

5. Moneyya-sutta^ Anguitara^nikayct, Yol. l,p. 2/3^ Itivuttaha^ p* 56,

Number 6, the questions of Upatissa _(= Sarlputta) : he does not attempt to determine j^reoise-

ly, since many passages might jnstly bear that title.

Number 7. There are two Rahuiovada-suttas, both in the Majjhiraa-nikaya, namely, the one

at Yol. 1, pages 414-420, and the other at Yol, 1, pages 420-426. The words of the edict

expressly state that the admonition uttered by the Exalted Enlightened One to Rahula concerned

itself with the subject of falsehood {Ldghxlovdde musdvddam adfiigkhya Bhagavatd Budhena

hhdsite). Now it is precisely a falsehood or musdodda, of which the opening paragraphs of mtta

€1 treat (seep. 414,1. 10, p. 415, 1, 19^, and it is accordingly clear thskt sutia 61 is the one

intended by Asoka. It was thus identified by Oldenberg and Senart.

With regard to numbers 4 and 7,1 see no reason to differ from the views above stated.

There remain therefore numbers 2, 8, 5 and 6 to be discussed

.

Number 2, Aliya-^vasdni, The first question to settle is this:

—

Shall Asoka’s aUya-vasdni be equated with artya-^vdsdf ‘ the holy ways of living’, or with

^xriya-tumsd

j

‘the lineages or traditional ways of the holy ’?
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Now we find described in the Sahgiti-mtta, not only the dasa ariya-vdsd {Digha, Yol. 3,

p. 269), but also the catldro ariya-vaihsd (Digha, Vol. 3, p. 224). And since this mtta is in fact

(like adhydya S3 of Udydga-yarvan of Mahd-bhdraia, Vmrc^mti) a true ‘ One-more ’ or ' Ang-

uttara’ tuita, we may properly expect to find both descriptions in the Anguttara-nihuya •, and so

indeed we do find them—the dasa ariyavdsd in the Dasaka-niy^dta, Vol 5, p. 29, and the ehattdro

ariyavaiiisd in the Chatukka-nipdta, Vol, 2, p. 27. The Sahgiii-suita is put into the mouth of

SSriputta (see BtgJia, Vol. 3, p. 209), while both Ahguttara-suitas are put into the mouth of

Buddha, WhieheTer way we decide our first question, the identification should be—not with cue

of the Dtgha passages, but—with one of the Anguitara passages, since the edict implies that the

altya-vasdni are the words of Bu<idha,

Prof. Rhys Davids in 18S8 (J. i?. A. 5.1898, p. 640) says: ** Ko. 2 is no doubt the

passage on the ten Ariyavdsd but in 1899 (^Sacred Boohs of the Buddists, Yol. 2, p. xiii) he

equates it rrith Artya-vdsdni probably not having in mind our present difficulty
;
and in his

Buddhist India (1908) he prints the title ‘‘ Ariya-vasdni**^ Vincent A. Smith iu his Asoha (2nd

ed., Oxford, 1909, p. 154), renders the title by ‘The Supernatural Powers of the Aryas/ following

Senart’s suggestion given at Yol. 2, p. 208 (cf. p. 205). Senart gives it with all due indication

of his own doubts, thus ; “ les pouvoirs surnaturels (?) des Aryas.’* Perhaps he had vaguely in

mind the vasts or masteries. But to read an exhortation to the study of acquiring powers like

magical powers or the like into an edict of Asoka would be entirely out of keeping with the spirit

of the edicts as a whole, for these are in general the simplest expositions of matters touching the

very fundamentals of the moral law.

But even if we take aliyavasdni as meaning the dasa ariyavdsd or ‘ ten holy ways of living
^

(of A'guttarai Yol. 5, p. 29), it would seem that these “ ways ” are too numerous and artificially

elaborate to be suitable for Asoka ’s purpose. They involve matters quite beyond the laity, and

the tenth (suvimuUa-panno) implies nothing less than Arhatship. The Dtgha text later on

(Yol. 3, p. 291) recurs to the ten ariyavdsd^ and calls them ‘Lard to master' duppativiijhd
;

although this, I admit, may be said of the simplest essentials of morality. The four ariyavamsd

(of Ahgutiara, Yol. 2, p. 27), on the other hand, are in the hightest degree worthy to be recom-

mended by the Emperor as fit subjects of study for all, both monks and laity. The text applies

to ariyavamsd, the adjectives ‘ noble,' ‘ancient' {aggahiid, pordvd^, and others. And the

Aiguttara commentary (Colombo ed., 1898-1009, p. 530, 1. 31) grosses the word vamsd^ by

tantiyo, ‘ lines by paveniyo, * successions ’ or also ‘ old customs by ahjasd, ‘ straight roads op

ways (to the goal of the religion) and by vaiumani^ ‘ courses *: according to which vamso might

mean either * ancient and noble family ’ or also ‘ time-honoured course of conduct.' If vaihso means
‘ family * then it seems to carry nearly the same meaning as ‘ household ' in the English version

of St. Paul’s phrase, ‘them who are of the household of faith' (Galatians vi, 10). The practical

UBO of vmhsd in this sutta is to designate four households or else four courses of conduct, as

typical illustrations of which the sutta givis four descriptions of a monk
;
to wit, (1) a monk

who is content with simple clothing, (2) one who is content with the simplest food got in a

proper way, (3) one who is satisfied with the humblest habitation, and (4) one who delights in
meditation.

1 Tte P^li vamso, like tko Sanskrit varhgah, is masculine. But of keterogreneous nouns there are not a few in
P^li. Thus in this very edict we have dhamma^^aliy&ydni as equivalent to the usual masoulioe plural parydyd ;

at stanza 188, occurs pabbatdni vandni (jAajaud in the PaUsamhhidd {the numerous archaisms of
which deserve a careful study) we actually find, at 1.84 chamri ariyavayhsdni the precise equivalent of the form
which appears in the Bhabra edict. As for the lack of the anusv&ra in aliya-vasdni, it may be a dialectic peculi^
arity ; or it may be set down as a stone-cutter’s blunder (see Senart, 2, 349, 831, and the end of Rook-ediot.
"STo. 14')-

' * "7
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The foregoing considerations justify us in equating Aliyavasdni with the chatiaro ariyavamsd

(or better, with the chattari ariyavamsdni, as the Patisambhidd calls them) rather than with the

dasa ariyavdsct^ But this justification is reinforced by a weighty consideration, and that is the

importance and distinction, which attached to the ariyavamd text, or to the substance of that test,

at so early a time as the reduction of the Fatisamhhidd, and which the text continued to enjoy

down to the time of Buddhaghosha (say a. d, 410) and his successors. In the Papsambhidd
(1*84), these four ariyavamsdni are set down with the four saiipatihdnd and other famous fours.

Buddhaghosha, in his Jhguttara commentary, devotes almost ten full pages (521 to 531) to this

sutta, and begins (p. 521, 1. 34) by calling it the Great Ariyavamsa-suitania and saying that it

was preached by Buddha himself to an assembly of forty thousand monks at Jetavana.

Buddhaghosha had previously made several allusions to the Ariyavamd in his Yisuddhimagga.

“the Saya u Pye^’ has published the text of this work, and also Dhammapala’s commentary thereon,

at the P. G. Mundyne Press (Rangoon, 1909-1910), and to his editions the following citations

refer. Thus at the very beginning of the chapter on the Pure Practices or dhutahgas, he gives

the advantages of following them, and among them this, that a man gets a firm footing in the

ariyavam^d (text, p. 50, 1. 7). The commentary (p. 82, 1. 23) reflects distinctly the phraseology

of the AhguttaraJiQXt. At p. 54, 1. 5, the text says that simplicity of clothing puts a man in the

first ariyavamsa, according thus with the text of the Angiittara passage. At p. 56, L 11, the text

gives a little story beginning, ‘‘In a certain village there was preaching on the Ariyavamd^^ (so

the comm., p. 88, 1.1). And at the end of the exquisite story translated in fi. 0, Warren's

Buddhism (p, 434) under the Biblical title, and hate not his father and mother, p, 79, 1. 15 of the

text, the admiring mother is represented as saying that the Buddha must have had in mind just

such a monk as her son when he preached the Aryavama course of conduct. Without implying

that Buddhaghosha wrote the Jdtaka commentary, we may add that this same famous course of

conduct is mentioned as something which Upananda preached but did not practice in ddlaltafToil, 2,

p, 441, and Yol, 3, p. 382. In short, the evidence is ample to show that the text about the four

ariyavamd was one of great distinction and very wide notoriety.

Plumber 3, Anugaia-hhaydnu Four sutias with this name appear in the Aiiguttara-nilcdya,

namely, suttas 77-80 of Yol. 3, pages 100-110. The first of these
(
No. 77) is a series of admoni-

tions to lead a heedful and strenuous life in view of five possible kinds of danger, and is meant for

the monk who is a forest hermit. The second ( No. 78 ) is a series of admonitions to the same

effect, in view of the coming on of age, disease,, famine, war, or schism. The third ( No. 79 ) is

a prophecy of the dangers to- arise in the future, with suitable admonitions to the monks to be on

their guard and strive earnestly to avoid them. One of these dangers is that incompetent monks might

attempt to teach the higher doctrine (abhidhammahathd),—a strange sutia for Asoka to urge upon

the attention of lay sisters. The fourth sutia (
No. 80 ) is like the third, except that the dangers

to the religion concern luxury in clothing, food, and dwellings and the promiscuous living

together of monks and nunsj and so forth. This last danger makes it unsuitable as a discourse

to the laity.

Professor Davids picks out third sutia (No. 79) for identification with Asoka’s Andgata^

bhaydni. For the reason indicated in the previous paragraph, this seems to me wrong. And the

like holds for the fourth. The first sutta ( No. 77 ) is meant for a forest hermit and so I think

that it is not intended by the author of the edict. There remains, therefore, only the second.

Number 5, Moneya-sdie, This, Professor Davids, identifies with the Moneyya-sutta which i&

found in the Ahguttarc^nikdya, Yol. 1, p. 273, and ( with much less satisfactory detail ) also at

liivutiaka number ( not page J 67, The hdya^moneyya and vacM'^moneyya are quite in accord witE

what we expect to find in the edict ;
but it is not so with the mano-moneyya, which implies attain*-

ments quite beyond the laity.

I would indentify A^oka^s Moneya-sute with the Ndlaka'^uiia ( iii. 11 ) of the Butta^rdpdta^

pp. 128-134 of PausbblPa edition. Stanzas 1-20 are a mere setting or narrative introduction.
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At stanza 22, N*alaka says to Buddha

“ 0 wise one (
muni ), to me declare thou, being asked,

The state of wisdom (
moneyya), the Kighest state.’’

Upon which Buddha proceeds to set forth to NMaka the factors of the simple life, simplicity

in food and dwelling, chastity, harmlessness—the very things, in short, which constitute the

fundamentals of the morality, which Asoka enjoins. In this same sutta^ the word moneyya recurs

in stanzas 20, 23, and 38 ;
and muni^ at 20, 25, 30, 33, and 45 ;

and mona is found at 40 and 45.

The discourse is preached to Nalaka and at his request, and is therefore called Ndlaka-suita in the

text
;
but it was doubtless called also by the name of its subject, that is to say moneyya.

Examples of such double names for a single text are by no means rare, and a systematic search

would probably reveal many. Several may be given. At YisuddM-magga, p. 279, 1. 26, Buddha-

ghosha cites some clauses from a sidta of the Saihyutta, Vol. 5, p. 115-121, which, in the colophon,

at p. 128, is called Metia-mita
;
but Buddhaghosha calls it Haliddavasana-sutta, because it was

preached at Haliddavasana, a town of the Koliyans. Again, at page 193, lines 7 and 13, he cites

two passages from suttas in the Anguttara; at Yol. 3, pages 312 and 314, which, in the colophon, at

page 329, are called, the first, from its subject, Anussati, and the second, from the preacher,

kachcMna, Buddhaghosha calls them respectively Gedha-sutta and Samhddhokdsa-sutta, These

names are taken from words that figure prominently in the suttas^ and were quite likely older and

more widely known than those of the artificial and bungling colophons. Other examples have

been noted by Professor Lanman, in the proceedings of the American Academy for 1909, Vol.

44, p. 670, under the heading Pali Book-iitle8» Thus the story which is called AndabJdta-jdtaka

in FausboU’s text (Vol. 1, p. 295 ), and the scene of which is sculptured on a medallion of the

Bharhut tope, is named “ Tam bramano avayesi jataJcam ” upon the medallion, the name being

taken from the first line of a stanza of the Jdtaka ( p. 298, 1. 23 ).

Finally, in Buddhaghosha’s beautiful story (at Visuddhimaggat p. 79, 1. 15) to which we have

already referred, this Ndlaha-sutta is coupled with other sutta, the BathavinUa, the TuvaUaha, and

the Mahd-Ariyavamsa, The first is presumably the text at Majihima^nikdyai Yol. 1, p. 145 ;
and

the second is the text at Sutta-niydta, p. 170. The Ariyavamsa is, as we saw above, a sutia of

great distinction
;
and the putting of the others with it clearly implies that they too were well-

known texts. This consideration is therefore one of weight in favour of our identification,

Number 6, Upatzsa-pasine. The Questions of Upatissa. Since Upatissa is a name for the

great disciple Sariputta, this title would be a fit one for any text which answers questions put by

Sariputta, Now sutta lY. 16 of sutta-nipdta (p. 176) consists of eight stanzas addressed by

way of question to Buddha by Sariputta, and of thirteen addressed by Buddha to his chief disciple

in reply. Questions and answers alike concern the simple and righteous life, are free from abstract

matters, and are wholly appropriate for the purpose of the edict. In the text the sutta is called

Sdriputta-suiiaf that is, it is called, like Ndlaka^^sutta, after the name of the man to whom it is

addressed. As we saw above, this fact does not in the least militate against our identifying the

text with that which the edict calls Questions of Upatissa. The Sutta-nipdta^ mostly in verse, is

a very old and illustrious text, and it thus meets well the conditions of the problem. But I do not

put forward this solution as a final one.

The identifications, as revised to date, accordingly, are :

—

1. Vinaya Samukase
;

2. AUya-vasdni=Jrtya~vamsdj Anguttara, Yol. 2, p, 27 ;

3. Andgatad}haydni=:Andgata bJiaydni, Anguttara, Yol. 3, p, 103; Butta 78
;

4. Mum-gdtM= Muni-sutta, Sutta-nipdta, i, 12, p. 86 ;

5. Moneya-Bikte^Ndldka^sutta, JSutta-nipdta, iii. 11, p. 131-134
;

6. Upatisa-pasine^ Sdriputta’-sutta, Sutta-nipdta, iv. 16 p. 176-179
;

7. Zaghulovdde^ Bdhulovdda^sutta, Majjhima-nihdya, ii. 2. 1, Yol, 1, p. 414^,

i My best tbants are dtie to Prof. C. B. Lanman of Harvard IJniTer.sity who has revised the English of my
paper and the order of the arguments and has made some additions.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY.

SERIES III.

BT H. A. ROSE, I.C.S.

(Continued from VoL XL, p, BIO,)

LathAyit: a synonym for thuladdr q. v. (nsed by the Jats in the sooth o£ the District.)

Karnal S, R., p. 92. Cf. halhwd,

Ii^tM ; a pipe of a hukka, Sirmur trans-Giri.

Lathwa : a special village officer elected by the peasants themselves. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83

p. 321. Cf. halhciyit,

Laukra: fox. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 124.

Leh : a crevasse in a glacier.

Deliii or Liu : ? Fyrus haccata, Simla S. R., 1883, p. xliii.

Lekha ehokklia: accounts,
,
lehhd johJid,

Longa ; a petticoat. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 124.

Leva : a cotton cover for night. Sirmur trans-Girx.

Lha
: (1) a scar or slip on a hillside: (2) in Tibetan, a demon or local divinity =^ar.

Lipti ; wild thyme. Simla S. R., 1883, p. 44.

Lishak : adj. bright.

Lishakpa : to lighten (of clouds).

Lobia: a vegetable (DoUchos sinensis)^ KarnM S. R., 1872-80, p. 123.

Logro : clothes. Bauria argoU

Lohd. ; the valley beyond; us riri hi, lohe men, beyond that ridge, in the dip behind it.

Kangra Gloss.

Lohtllu : a plough share.

Lohka: small.

Lohri: a festival held on 1st Magh, at which lighted torches are carried about. Ohamba,

Lohri: thief
;
of. nauria rdla. Bauria argoi*

Lohpi Lokro : a jackal. Bauria argot.

Loia ; a woollen coat. Sirmur trans-Giri.

Lojh: Symplocos crataegoides, a tree, leaves fed to sheep and goats. Simla S. R.,1883,p. xliv.

Lokro : a jackal, see Ion and cf , lonhri, fox : Bauria argoU Ex. Lokro mdr dwiye. * Let

m kill a jackal*.

Loli : a curl or ringlet of hair.

Lonai, lunai : reaping.

Lonftva, lonftda: a reaper.

Lonchi: a fish (Wallago attu). Karn&l S. R., p. 8.

LondiA : dog, Bauria argot,

Lonkri: fox. Cf. lokro.

Lonth : branches of trees cut with the leaves on for making a dam in a stream or canal,

Kangra Gloss.

Lo;p : adj. hidden, disappeared.

Lotri ; a small brass water pot. Sirmur trans-Giri.

how&ta ; shoes with leather soles and woollen tops, also called chinjdr, Simla S. R., 1883,

p. xlv.

Ludi : a big kite.

Lugfia : a shawl = chddar, Bauria argots

Lukjin chMppan: hide-and-seek. Sirsa S, B., 1879^83, p. 206.
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Lunga : a mode of culture, which consists in steeping the seed and forcing it under warm

grass to germinate. The seed, with the tender shoots is then thrown into the soil, which has

preYiously been flooded to receive it. Cf, much. KSngra S. R., p* 2(>.

IjUD&I: reaping = londi,

Lut : hirpes, ringworm : Jullundur, see P. Py., p. 690.

Liltia lotri q. v. Sirmur cis-Giri,

Lwela : afternoon.

: not—in imperatives ; Bauria argot : as hoi md. ‘ Do not speak.’

Machiii^tl: a variety of cobra. Jullundur S. R., p. 12.

Machlio : a bed. Bauria argot.

Madhari: = dhuigdlu q. v,

Mag: the barred-headed goose and the grey goose. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 14>

Magda : a sandy loam soil. Gurgaon S. R., 1872-83, p. 6.

Maghl » see Uttarain. Festival in honour of ancestors in Pangi : held on 1st Magh. They

give roti to the Halis in the name of a deceased son.

MSrh : meat. Bauria argot.

MaMjal : a seine used in still water. Karnal S. R., p. 7,

M^Msir: a fish (^Barbus mosal). Karnal S. R., p. 8.

Mahchapul : a mixture oimah and hult, two kinds of pulse. Kangra S. R.j p. 28^

Mahie^ ; a male buffalo.

Mahi ; a heavy horizontal block of wood, drawn by oxen to smooth the surface of a field.

Kangra S. R., p. 29.

Mahlftndhi : see mdlundi.

Maiiora : a cattle-shed. Gurgaon.

Mahr : a collector of revenue, for a village. Bilaspur.

Mail^ni : the money paid by land-owners for the sheep’s droppings when folded on their laud.

Kangra R. (Lyall), p, 39.

Ma’in or Jhol s a clod-crusher—the mairaoi the Punjab plains. Simla S. R., 1883, p. xlv.

Maira kalari : the mazra (sandy loam) land with an admixture of saltpetre. Hoshiarpur

S. B., p. 69,

Maira retar : very sandy m<dra (sandy loam). Hoshiarpur S. B,
, p, 69.

Majori : the top of the culm (tilu) of munj together with the sheathing petiole (munj) of

the mdnj. Karnal S. R., p. 14.

Majra : a small outlying hamlet in the village area in which are settled cultivators who till the

surrounding land. Cf. garhi. Karnal S. R., p. 76.

Makai; an altar bnilt by the sugar press where 5 ganderis and a little of the first juice

expressed and IJ seers of the first gur made are offered up, and then given to a Brahman. Karnal

S. R., 1872-80, p. 182.

Makiya : constable. Bauria argot.

Makkar sankr^iit : the 1st day of M^gh. Ohamba.

Makol : white clay — see golend.

Makrab : a grass— with a blossom like a wood-louse, Rohtak.

M€lkri : a flat piece of wood with a socket in its highest end to which minah is tied. Karnal

S. B. 1872-80, p. 161.

MAlrto : the material from which drained sugar is made. Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 82.

Mala : withies. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 163.
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Malain : a wliole dried up plant of rice. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 186.

Maiaran ;
the dam of a kul (canal) in Kullu. Of. dang- Kangra S. R., p. 92.

Maleksh: a devil = dainty a devil regarded as impure. Ohamba,

Malerna : to manure. Kangra Gloss.

Malik kandah. : ‘master of the flock’, = mahlundhi
;
see mdlundu

Malmala mawkish : Rohtak.

Md.lu.zidi; the captain or leader of a flock, a term used by Gaddi shepherds.

Maskti ; a box. Simla S. R., 1883, p. xlv.

Manru : Quercus dilaiata, its leaves are cut in winter as fodder : hard wood, and used for

charcoal. Simla S. R., 1883, p. xliii.

Mend (?) : Simla S. R., 1883, p. xlv.

Methun : Fenugreek, Simla S. R., 1883, p. xxxix.

Md.n: (1) chastity: if a. betrothal is broken off by the boy he must pay the girl Rs. 6 for

her man : (2) recon eiliation, so a due or fee of Rs. 6 paid (a) by a man to his first wife on taking

a second and (b) to a wife who is divorced. Pangi.

Mdnak : the connecting rod fastened to the beam to which the oxen are fastened in a sugar

press. Of. ihamba. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 161,

Manakh : man. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 124,

Mand: ground-floor : also used trans-Giri.

Mand chlial : cKhal in an island in a river. Hoshiarpnr S. R,, p. 70.

Mand ghasstl
;
gliusBu in an island in a river. Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 70.

Mandal: a handle. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p, 160.

Mandhauna : the cloth on which mdp full of grain Is emptied. Of, risdna, Karnal S, R.,

1872-80, p. 174,

Mtog ; demand. Of. kliich„ Sirsa S. B., 1879-83, p. 189.

Mangalft mnklil ; a ceremony corresponding to the baptism of the Sikhs and Bishnois,

Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 164.

Mangari : a fish (clarias magur ). Of. mungri, Karnal S. R., p. 8.

Mtogi : a milk pot with a round brim. Ql,jhdb, Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 121*

Manjhi ; first floor roof. Sirmur trans-Giri.

Manni: a high stony ridge near the end of the Siwalik range in the Dasuya tahsil.

Hoshiarpur S, R., p. 4.

Mangni : a millet (Panicum zialicum'), Kangra S. R., p. 25.

M^ni : the big flat stone in front of a bauli where people stand to draw water, bathe, etc.

Manj ; in the middle. Kangra Gloss.

Manj : a ladder
,
see sdnp-

Manjah : a hoe for weeding. Kdngra S. R., p. 29,

Mantori : (Knllu) a burning ghdi—see Uraih.

Manu : a man as distinguished from an animal, a form of manukh.

Manukh, a man : Kangra, Of. manakh and manu.

Manttkli : a man. Bauria argots

Mar: a clod-crusher, Jubbal.

Mapa : a village headman . Bauria argot-

Maraloia : a large and sweet mango fruit, with a small stone. Used principally for making

preserves (rnaraha). Hoshiarpur S. R., p, 15,
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Maraili : adj. savage.

Marayan : straw. Sirsa S. B., 1879-83, p. 230.

Margoza: see ak-lcd-mdma.

Marl: the shriae of Gdga Pir (the greatest of the snake-kings). Karnal 8. R., 1872-80^

p. 151.

Mari naklina : to beat. Bauria argot,

Marila : a little of the crop left for the poor. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 172.

Martali ; see ttraih. Of. marthidl,

Marthiai : a place where corpses are burnt : mantoru torn in Kullu,

Mam: an unirrigated land. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 94.

Mase kiwen : with some difficulty.

Maser sass: mother-in-law’s sister: wife’s maternal aunt.

Match : (^sio) (? much) a kind of harrow without teeth, used to make soil into soft mud
before sowing rice, Kangra Gloss.

Matha ; s. m. forehead; matke hajjt^ modest (of a woman) : mathcl telmd, to bow.

MatMk: the bank over which water is to be lifted. Karnal S. R,, 1872-80, p. 171.

Matkana: a small enp made of pottery. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 121.

Matri ; * motherly, ’ a title of Devi Adshakti at Kacheri. Matri Deora is another temple on

the ridge above Kacheri village called Tikkar in Chamba.

Matti kAdna: a form of worship which consists in scooping out a little hollow in the earth

by the shrine and flinging the soil on to a heap. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 145.

Matwftia : sweet—of water, which causes a crop to All profusely, but with a weak stalk.

Rohiak.

Matwaia ; hard, a sort of water, the crops irrigated by it are generally good, Gurgaon
S. R., 1872-83, p. 8.

Mawa : (Rass/a laiifoliai ) a tree. Hoshiarpur 8. R., p. 13.

{To be continued,)

MISCELLANEA.

MOOB’S HINDU PANTHEON.
The author of the Hindu Pantheon (1810)

rightly deemed his Plate XVII, a representation

of MahSdeo and PArvati, to be the gem of his

book. * The painting or drawing from which
Plate 17 is engraved is, I think,’ he wrote, * the
most beautiful and highly finished thing I ever

saw. I purchased it at Poona for forty rupees
(five pounds), but for some time the seller

demanded a hundred (twelve guineas) for it.’

That painting was exhibited as No. 1163 a,

the Indian Court of the Festival of Empire,
1911, by Major E. C. Moor of the Rosary, Great
Dealings, Ipswich, the author’s grandson, who
also showed a number of objects, the originals

from which the plates of images, etc., in the
Hindu Pantheon were engraved.

The mythological Collection is for sale and
might be purchased for a museum.

V. A. S.

NOTES AND QUERIES.

SHAH JAHAN TEANSLATED AS KING JOHN.
A GOOD ‘HOBSON-JOBSON.’

1634. “.tod that we might leave nothing
undone, which might advaniSge his resolutions,
according to the order of the late Mogul!, he
changed his name from Currone [Kurram] to
Phaw J*ehan, or King John, thinking by that,

in some sort, to appease the people’s hatred.’^

Herbert, Bescription of the Persian Monarchy,
now being the Orientall Indyes, p. 31, in the
course of a very inaccurate account of the Eiur
peror Shah Jahan.

R, C.
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THE VEDIC CALEXHAB.

BY E. SHAMASHASTEY,BX,M.E.A.S., M.B.S.A., MYSOHE.

( Continued from ^age 32.)

The meaning o! the above passage is this ;—Giving up a practice of adding t'welve days to the

synodic lunar year of 354 days in order to adjust it to the sidereal solar year of 366 days, the Yedic

poets allowed the twelve days to accumulate to the extent of a month in the course o£ two and a

half years, and then performed their sacrifice at the close of the thirteenth month with thirteen

priests, of whom the thirteenth priest represented the thirteenth month, the ‘ dirty ^ month, and

took up the sins of the sacrificer for the gold that was presented to him.

In the Aitai'eya-Brdhmam, i, 12, the thi^eenth priest is called Soma-vikrayin, * seller

of Soma. ’ This passage, with a brief commentary upon it by Baghunandana Bhattacharja, the

author of the Smrititattva, runs as follows^ :

—

The gods bought the king Soma in the eastern direction. Thence he is (generally) bought in

the eastern direction. They bought him from the thirteenth month. Thence the thirteenth month

is found unfit {for any religious worh to he done in it)
;
a seller of Soma is {likewise) found unfit

{for intercourse)^ for such a man is a defaulter.’^ The meaning of the passage is this ;—“ Because

the intercalated month is the seller of Soma, therefore it has no proper existence like other months.

Although it has its own existence, it is yet regarded as having no proper existence inasmuch as no

rites are performed in it. The seller of S6ma is like other priests employed for the performance

of sacrifice.
”

As regards the sinful nature of intercalated months, the author of the Smrititativay quotes the

following passage® :

—

'* (The intercalated month) contained in the body of the year, is sinful, is destructive of the

good results of sacrifices, is infested by Nairrita, Yatadhana, and other evil spirits, and is of

a disagreeable name. This and other passages are found in astrological works. The word

vindmaha means ‘ that which has a disagreeable name ’
;

for it has Malimlucha and other

(disgusting) names.’*

The three passages quoted above throw a flood of light on the nature of the conception which

the Vedic poets entertained regarding the intercalary days and months. We have to understand

the three important points specified in these passages :

—

(1) At first the Vedic poets nsed to adjust their lunar year with the sidereal solar year by

adding twelve days to the former, but in the course of time they gave up that custom and began to

intercalate one month to every third lunar year.

» BmritUativa, p. 782.
Idid, p. 778.
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(2) Instead of performing any sacrifice during the intercalated period, they spent that period

in performing such accessory rites as are called Upasad or sessions and I)iksM or rites of initiation.

(S) They regarded the intercalated days as being infested by eyil spirits and enemies. It is

therefore probable that the apparent acts of sorcery undertaken in connection with every kind of

sacrifice in order to drive out or to destroy ‘ those who hated the poets and whom the poets hated %
are acts intended to symbolise the fact of getting rid of an intercalated period. Since an

intercalated period is regarded, not only as being burdened with dirt or sin, but also as being

infested by Varuna, Nirriti, and other good or evil spirits with nooses in their hands to bind their

victims, it is probable that, during an intercalated period, the Yedic poets regarded themselves, not

only as being burdened with sin, but also as being bound with the noose (jpdsa) of Varuna

or Nirriti. It also follows that the removal of sin or of Varuna’ s fetters at the close of a period of

twelve or twenty-one days, is a technical expression of the Vedic poets implying the intercalary

nature of those days. The removal of guilt at the close of the twelve intercalated days is thus

referred to in the Aitareya^Brdkmana^ IV. 4, 24

^ ^t^r^^rrfr

'ijfr ar

“ The Dv^asaha consists of thrice three days together with the tenth day and two Atiratra days.

After having undergone the ceremony of initiation during twelve days one becomes fit for performing

the sacrifice. During the twelve days he undergoes the Upasad or the vow of fasting. By means
of them he shakes off all guilt from his body. He who has such a knowledge becomes purified and
clean, and enters the deities after having, during (these) twelve days, been born anew and shaken off

(all guilt) from his body. The Dv^as^ha consists (on the whole) of thirty-six days.

The thirty-six days referred to in this passage are three sets of twelve days each, constituting

the difference between three lunar and three sidereal solar years. The AiharvavUa = (Rig. v. vii,

103. 1 ) IV. 15. 13, also speaks of the twelve days’ vow as follows ;—

>

I

** Having lain for a year, BrShmans performing a vow, the frogs have spoken forth a

voice quickened hj parjanya [the raining clouds].
”

So also the same says IV. 11. 11 ;

—

q-rrr jr^r^rS: ti

ft ^^5 H

Twelve, indeed, they declare those nights of the vow of Prajlpati
j whoso knows the

Brahman within them—that verily is the vow of the draught-ox, ”

The release from Varuna’s fetters at the close of twenty-one days is thus referred to in the

Atharva^^ida^ iv. 16. 6 t

—

^ ^ i

RR3 ^ II

“ what fetters of thine, 0 Varuqa, seven by seven, stand triply relaxed, shining—let them all

bind him that speaks untruth; whoso is truth-speaking, let them let him go,
’’

I presume that the expression of three times seven milch kine pouring their milky draught, as
referred to in the two verses of the Sdmaveda quoted above, implies the same idea as that of an
intercalated period of twenty-one days. From the consideration of these and other similar passages
too numerous to be quoted here, we may conclude that expressions such as ‘ the milking of
the kine,’ ' the destruction of evil spirits or of enemies,’ and 'the release from the fetters

of Varuna or of Nirriti, ’ are Vedic expressiofs implying the passing off of an intercalated period.
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I think that the symbolical acts of cutting off the branch of a Palasa tree, and of separating the
calves from the cows for the purpose of milking them during the night, and of destroying the evil

spirits and enemies, as described in the very beginning of the Black Yajurveda, are also meant to

signify the passing off of an intercalated period. Among the Chinese the twelve months of the year

are called the twelve branches
;

and it is probable that the Yedic poets, too, called the months,

whether ordinary or intercalary, by the name of sdkhds or branches. As already pointed out in the

above pages and also in my essay entitled Gavdm-Ayana : the Yedic Era, published in 1908, the

term ‘ cow ’ is a name given to the New Year’s ‘Day as well as to the intercalated day
;

and her * calves * must therefore mean the days of the subsequent year or cj^cle of years. We have

also seen how the symbolical act of burning the evil spirits and enemies signifies the passing off of

an intercalated period. Accordingly the first two Amivdhs or paragraphs of the first kdnda of the

Black TajarvMa may possibly refer to the cutting off of an intercalated branch or month, and to

the separation of some New Years’ Days or bissextile intercalated days, termed ‘ cows,’ from their

calves or the consecutive days of the subsequent year or cycle of years. In order to see whether the

passage gives this meaning or not, it is necessary that we should examine the interpretation given

to it by Bhatta BhAskara and other commentators. The passage runs as follows, i. 1. 1 :

—

f?r?r jrrsncf^r: |r%- q-ft ^ f
?*rr5r (!)• ^ ?:¥r:

In accordance with the commentary of Bhatta BhAskara and others on these passages, they

can be translated thus :

—

** 0 Branch, thou art for isha [food], and for drja [strength]
;
0 calves, ye are swift runners

like the wind, and ye come hack again
; 0 cows, may the bright sun lead you for the purpose of

our best sacrificial rites; 0 inviolable cows, yield the share of the gods, ye who are possessed of

strength, milk, and calves, and who are free from consumption and other diseases. May the thief

have no power over you ;
may the slaughterer not touch you

;
may the thunderbolt of Rudra quit

you on all sides
;
be ye firm in the possession of this cowherd

;
preserve ye the numerous cows

of the sacrificer
;
0 sword, thou art the announcer of the sacrifice

;
burnt is the devil and burnt

are the enemies, ”

Here the sacrificer is required to repeat the first four words of the original, and to cut off a

branch of the PalAsa tree for use in the sacrifice. The next four words are addressed to calves

which are to be sepaiated from their mothers, the cows. The following sentences up to ‘burnt is

the devil ’ are addressed to cows. Then comes the symbolical act of burning the evil spirits and

enemies. These symbolical acts, which are usually performed by sacrificers in connection with all

full-moon and new-moon sacrifices, appear to render the explanation of the commentators

plausible and perhaps representative of the only meaning intended by the poet. But when we try

to make the detached thoughts and acts into a connected whole, we feel the difficulty. So long as

we accept the interpretation of the commentators, we fail to understand the aim of the poet who

gave expressions to these thoughts and devised the symbolic acts ; the thoughts and acts are

so disconnected that they appear to have originated in some disordered mind. But if we take the

* branch ’ in the sense of an intercalated month which is to be placed between the months of Isha

and tJrja (i.svina and Karttika) and is to be symbolically burnt as an evil spirit and an enemy,

and if we take the calves as the days of an ordinary year whose wife is elsewhere said to be the

eighth day of the dark half of the month of MAgha and is called a cow bringing forth the days or

calves of the next year, the disjointed thoughts arrange themselves into a connected whole. It is

probable that it was the lack of proper astronomical terms to designate the various parts of the year

that led the Yedic poets to talk of them in terms of the branches of a tree and cows and calves.
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Whether or not the meaning of the first two paragraphs of the Krislim-Yajur7)idaiQ, as I have

presumed it to be, this much is certain, that the Vedic poets were quite familiar with various hinds

of years and knew how to adjust them with each other, and that the detailed description of calendars

giyen in the Sutras is but a copy of Yedic calendars and not a later invention.

II.—The Calendar.

Having thus proved the existence of a calendar during the Yedic times, I may now proceed to

frame that calendar and its various forms out of the materials scattered here and there in

the Sutras and Brahmanas. The general name by which the various forms of the Yedic calendar

were known seems to have been Gavam-Ayana. It is only one of many forms of the Yedic

calendar that I attempted to explain in my essay entitled * Gavdm-Ayana,' the Vedic Era^ published

in 1908. Therein I have pointed out
: (1) that the word go, ‘ cow,’ means the intercalary day, i

that day which is the product of the four quarter-days at the end of four successive solar years,

each of 365Jdays; (2) that the term Gavam-Ayana or “Cows’ Walk” means a series of such

intercalary days, on each of which the Vedic poets regularly performed cyclic sacrifices
;
and

(3) that in the Mahad^Uktha or Great Litany of RigvSdic hymns they kept a record of 460 or 465

intercalated days as having elapsed.

As the evidence I adduced in support of this theory is of an indirect and hypothetical nature,

scholars have hesitated to accept it, and have opined that the passages which I explained in the light

of this theory could bear other and perhaps more rational interpretations, and that my theory was

rather an ingenious contrivance than a discovery of the real design of the Yedic poets. Probably

no theory that is not based upon direct evidence is ever accepted
;

mine can be no exception, and

would share the fate of other theories if, like them, it had no direct evidence to support it. But

the Eiddna-S^tra of the Sdma-v4da seems to supply the want. From this Sfitra we learn

that Gavam-Ayana is a name given to the year which contained some intercalated days inserted

either in its middle or at its close. It appears that the number of days intercalated differed with

different schools of Yedic astronomers, and depended upon the difference between any two kinds of

years selected for adjustment with each other. The school which had adopted the synodic lunar

year of 354 days and the sidereal solar year of 366 days seems to have added to every lunar year a

Dvadasaha or period of twelve days, during which they performed a sacrifice with recitation of a

Sama-chant of twelve verses on the last day. W ith the school which had adopted the sidereal lunar

year of 351 days,^.^., the year of thirteen months of 27 days each, and adjusted it with the Savana
year of 360 days, the number of days added was nine. Those who had adopted the Savana year of

360 days and adjusted it with the solar year of 365J days, seem to have been adding 21 days to

every fourth Savana year. In this way there seems to have been during the Yedic period a variety

of different astronomical schools, whose chief religious function was the performance of a grand
sacrifice during each period of their respective intercalary days. A regular account of the * cows

’

or intercalary days which each school counted and observed is found preserved under the general

title of Gavam-Ayana, ** the walk of cows or intercalary days.” The term Gavam-Ayana seems
to have been originally intended to be a name of only the intercalary days

;
but in the course of

time it appears to have also been used to signify that year which contained intercalary days added
to it, no matter whether the number of days so added, or counted as having been added, amounted
to a year or more than a year. These and other important points connected with the Yedic calendar

are clearly explained both in the Eiddna^Sutra and in the Sro/uta^S'utTO, of Latyayana
;
and it is

a matter for regret that, important as these works are for elucidating the much-vexed question
of Yedio chronology, they have so long escaped the notice of oriental scholars. It is true that
the Sutras in general abound in elliptical and technical obscurities which sometimes render their
meaning uncertain and vague

j
stilj, so far as their main idea or purport is concerned, they leave

us in no doubt whatever.
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The pas&age of the hidana-Sntra in which a few forms of Gavam-Ayana are defined runs
as follows, T. 11, 12

’

20 :

^ 'srs-f^r-s^r ?rm*fisrf^;r%s?iT2TnTff^: «rr^R^ »Tr€^ ?R3r

srepii^*^ I

»iwrH?i!T^??rTraj^^: iim'Tr^ifH. %qf Jr^nr: ^ ftRpfT ?Tr^: ?r?i
!T»nT^?rrrH^!r

. rjsrt: %
^5rr: ’qrfSr^r sr '^n'^

f^)- spir m^fPmr-

r%^f 5=^ipraf5rt- i f ^ g^nrf^fSTT! 8?fT g

3RT ^nif^ HT^tTs 5>Tr4*iT*iltt4ilrai? 7^?^^ ?(^ ^5^:
?«Ti% 5?ftfiRf ^ »ri ^ ^Hif?srrN-5??r ^ninRzrrf^g^ ??Tr^ s^rRw.

JTR- RrpTJif^g^=?Ri^ «mr% f^i^^r^Nznssw ff^.

aT«r 'sr^rws’wr: <s[c^tr^: gpTr^prr; ^ qsiiRr irmr^^w: 3RT>m«iTr: 's^fTOnr

^T: JRT*R^ JTStHRSJTpla'fH ^Rsrrfigg^ ^JrPR^ThriR^f

I

sjtr^s^tra^sKH* I ^r ?rr^ arrff car; ^!5w%rim^tffRnf^psnf%

woiwr? *T^^2'Tr?rg^5Tf^sfrni *T?>Tr f ^Rr. ^rN'f^Rr^crn’^-

^r: t «r®’T^^r= ^r ^rsRRra-- I :[5sWr h^.-

—

^?arW ^€?r^ fttrr: I

II

w^itfwrRr 5rft?i ’Tr5^?r5t'?T

f¥>N- <T«iPT Rrrt =^?iiiK?wi' II ff?r.

3TtiTm^5^rsrrHn'%?^^?=ER:^ Nn^TR r̂ arif^i ctg»Trarf^i^#it
ST^ ’^RTR ERTT ^Rrrr. ?5wrgir >Rf?r:—

«rRfT*% tRw
^r*sfr Rw stT 'qisRRfr i

smT^t^T

II

arawaN'^t

s^rNf wi«r
HRtwr ^ firwosiW 11

Hsrr fRn% i

?i«fif^^r5fw?rRrf%i% II

?Rji sjpai: ^HT^^nfrEr^^ar^^rTfr5fg7jft:?r^T?^^ irfi^Swis nRff^R'giRrg# ^
srn^^w-spTg^ R*g<=hiA-^i|-ar*44 f^frrO

Then the years of the classes : the classes (are) of five years. In them the sage hy his

wisdom will know the sessions of the ritual,^® and the basic forma (of the sacrificial rites)^^ and the

vows or ceremonies (to he observed) in them.

i» From ’ETRHrS’T^ ^for °^:)—and perhaps farther—seems to he a metrical otnotation from some

other work ; with one or two words separated, and one omitted.—J. F . Fleet.

« Forpo is not fairly to be rendered by* oyole.’ Oyole is yaga or chahrax vwtga is a ‘ group, class.’—J. F.

Fleet.

la Pposod • lit. * the sitting down, waiting tor the arrival of the final sacrifloial day. ’

»» SaiiMthd; lit. 'a staying or abiding together.’
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{The year^ which is less (than the Sdvana year) by 86 (days)
;
ihat which is less by 9

{days)
;
that which is less by 6 (days)

;
then the Savana year (of 860 days)

;
then the year which is

greater than the Savana year by 18 days. The sidereal year (o/* 351 days) has a thirteenth month

(of 27 days)* Then the two kinds of years : the lunar and the Savana. Then the year which is

greater than the Savana year by 18 days: one has to observe (it) on every 88th or 37th

full-moon,

“ He has to know the four forms of Gavam-Ayana, Of them, the sidereal year (of 824 days)

is the iirst
;

its months are of 27 days each, because there are 27 nahshairas. The mode

of observing it (is this): in the place of each first [period of six days called] Abhijplava (of eve7'y

month of 80 days) before the central day (of the yea7')^ one should observe [a period of only three

days known as] Trihadriika {likewise in the place) of each last (Abhiplava) after the central

day. Some say that they {the Ti^ilcadruka days) are so devised as to be of the same form as the

AhhipUwa days
;
they have their place here

;
nor is their observance opposed to that of the Ahhiplava

days. It is also known that, like the Smrasdman days,^® the unit of three days [the

Trikadruka days] is devised as a special period of three days. The three Trikadruka days, as well as

the five days of the six Ahhiplava days are observed together in the sacrificial session of seventeen

nights.i® Others say that the Trikadruka days are the same as the Svarasdman days. And thus

the usual form of the calendar days and their rites is not lost
;
for the Trikadruka days have their

own independent place in all sacrificial sessions.

‘'Then (the year of 351 days) which is less (than the Sdvanayear) by nine days thus it

has thirteen months (each of27 days). He has to omit nine days in the two intercalary months

{saihhhdrya the sixth and the seventh month, each of §0 days]
;
four days (are to he omitted)

before the central day of the year, and five days after it. This is how it is done : in the place of

Ahhiplava (of the sixth month of 80 days) heiox% ihQ QmixsX day, only two days known

as jyhlis and gOf are to be observed
;
and in the place of the last Ahhiplava (of the seventh month)

after the central day, only one day, known as jyStis, is to he observed. Ho centra] day occurs in

the year (of 851 days)
;
for it is counted in its latter half.

“Then the lunar years (of 854 days) which are less (than the Savana year) by six days in

the first half (of this year) there are six months, beginning with one which is full [i. e., consists of

30 days] and ending with one which is deficient contains only 29 days]
;
in the latter (half

there are six months), beginning with one which is deficient and ending with one which is full.

This is how it is observed ; in the deficient months before the central day, in the place of each first

Ahhiplava one should observe (only) five days of Ahhiplava
;

(likewise in the place) of each last

(Ahhiplavc^ in the deficient months after the central day.

Trikadruka is tke name given to a tinit of three days, of which the first day is called ‘light*, the
second ‘cow’, and the third do/ws, * life*. is the rame given to a unit of six days, of which the
first three days are named like the Trikadruka days and the last throe days are called gO, dyus, aiidjyotis,

Svarasdman is a name given to the three days before and after the central day of a sacrificial session,
Special Sdma-chants are sung on these six days. If the Trikadruka days were considered as identical with the
Svarasdman days, which are strictly observed immediately before and after the central day of a sacrificial session,
the other days of the session would be counted in periods of six days each. This appears to be the meaning of ‘ an
independent place for the Trikadruka days.*

The 17 nights seem to me to be the nights of 6 Svarasdman days plus 6 IVihadruha days plus 5 Ahhiplava
days.—J. P. Fleet,

See Calendar, Form II. below.

[I do not see how samhhdrya can be fairly rendered by ‘intercalary'. It means ‘that which may be
brought together*, and seems to mean, rather, ‘the two months which are susceptible of contraction by shorten-*
ing*.—J. F. Fleet,]

I® See Calend^-r, Form IH, below.
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“The Sa^ana year {of B60 days)-^ has beea explained. It is this same sidereal year of the
sun.2i jg known to pass through (each of) the nak&liatras in a fixed number of days ; he
remains in each nahsJialra for thirteen and thirteen days, together with a third part of a day and
two ont'of nine kalds or parts of a day-and-night p. of a whole day] ; these halds or parts

amount in a year to o4, and are equal to six times nine halds [L e,, 6 days] : thus it consists of

366 (days) as contrasted with the (Sdvam year) consisting of 360 (days). There are two verses

about this ;

—

“ ‘ Twenty-seven are the mansions in the king’s p*. the Sun’s] dominion
;

thirteen and
thirteen days he resides in each nahsliatra x thirteen days and one-third of a day

;
thus dividing

four times ten days into three (equal) parts, he traverses the broad and ancient path of thrice nine

stations in the course of forty periods, each of nine nights. ’

** Then the year of the sun (of 878 days)^^ which is greater (than the Sdvana year) by
eighteen days

;
this indeed is made by his transverse motion it is well known that the sun

always goes to the North for six months and nine days, and likewise to the South. Accordingly

there are the following verses :

—

Who knows that year in which the solar, the iHnar, and the sidereal months are not lost

,

who knows that ? In the year measured by 87 or 38 (full-moons), the solar, the knar, and the

sidereal months are not lost. The sun goes to the South for twenty-seven times seven days, and
likewise to the North for twenty-seven times seven days.

** This is how this year is observed :—In the two intercalary months, one should intercalate

eighteen days
;
nine days before the central day of the year and nine days after it

j
three

Trihadruha days and six Abhijplava days before the central day, and six Abhiplava days and three

Trihadruka days after the central day.
”

Similar forms of calendar, together with some more varieties, are also described in the

Brauta^S^tra of Latyayana, iv. 8, 1—7. This is what he says :

—

l«rarr^ i

“ Varieties of the movements of the heavenly luminaries. In the calendar pertaining to these

movements, that which is observed at the beginning (of each month) before the central day, is

observed at the close (of each month) after the central day. In the place of the first six

Abhiplava days in each month, only three Trihadruha days are observed. Thus this sidereal lunar

year is less (than the Sdvana year) by 36 days, since its months consist of 27 days each,

“In the place of the first six Abhiplava days of the sixth month (of the Sdvana year), there

are observed only two days, known z,^jy6tis and go; and in the second part of the year, which is

See Calendar, Form I., and for tiie year of S63 days, see Form IV . below,

[The text.treats here in a somewhat obsonre manner of both, the Sfivana year of 330 days md the sidereal

solar year of 386 days. The latter is not mentioned as one of the five classes of years in the beginning of the

passage. The text seems to suggest tliat the Sdvana year, before being regarded as » 30 days x 12, was a

sidereal year of 27 x 13^ days, and that the year of 363 days, = 27 x isf, was a refinement of it, as a result of

experience showing that the sun required | of a day more time to pass through each nakshatra.—J , F. Fleet.

*2 See Calendar, Form IV. below.

23 The motion from South to North and baek again, which the sun seems to have in passing from solstice to

solstice, is transverse, at right angles, to his actual motion fromWest to East tbrongb the F. Fleet,

2* See Note 18, above.
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merely a repetition of the first part, only one day, known &sJy3Us,is observed in the place of the

last sis Abhiplava days {of the seventh month)-, thus it iahss (than the Sdvana year) hjidne

days, and is a sidereal year having a thirteenth month.25

“ In the place of the first six days in all the even months, only five Abhiplava

days are observed ;
this is less (than the Sdvana year) by six days, and is lunar.2«

“ In the beginning of the sixth month, one should intercalate three Trihadruka days and

six Abhiplava days
;
^ thus it is greater (than the Sdvana year) by 18 days, and is productive of

a full-moon ;
and it is caused by the transverse motion of the sun.”28

Besides the three forms of calendar mentioned above, which are similar to those described in

the Niddna-sufra, a few more varieties also are noticed in the Lfttydyana Srauia sdtra. As some

of these varieties are referred to, though only briefly, in the Erishna-Tajurveda, it need not be

said that they existed during the Yedic period, and that they are not the later contrivances of

Sutra writers. It is therefore necessary that we should understand them as clearly as possible.

The Ldtyayana-Sdtra continues in iv. 8, 8-20

q?r: I
\

^ ; I
^ i i

I

Omissions (of days) month after month.^® Just as the last day (in each month in the first

half of the year) is omitted, so the first day (in each month) in the repeated part of the year [e.e.,

the second part] is omitted. Having treated as TJhthya days the sixth day in each of the three

Abhiplava periods of six days, they observe the sixth day of the last Abhiplava^ [z, e., the fourth

Abhiplava] as an Agnishtoma day.^^^

** On the sixth day of the fourth Abhiplava period of each 'month, they have to recite a set of

Sama-verseS called ElcatrihaP- In view of immolating a sacrificial animal, they make the last

(2 .6 ., the fourth) Abhiplava consist o£ only five days, and immolate a sacrificial animal on the sixth

day. Having made the first Abhiplava consist of only five days, they immolate a sacrificial animal

at the close of the month. Some teachers make all the months deficient by one day : they make
the first Abhiplava of each month consist of only five days.^^ the junction of Abhiplava and
Fnshiya days,^^ they reckon the last day of the (fourth) Abhiplava period and the first day of

Prishthya one day [z.6., they treat the two as a single day]. In the last month the

twelfth month], they make the last day of the last but one Abhiplava the first day of the last

as See Calendai;, Forms I and II. ae Form III.
at That is, nine days before the central day and nine days after it. 2b gge Calendar, Form IV.
2» This is what is called ayanaf/h, which is described in the Krishi^a-TaJurvHa , VII, 5, 6.

It should be noted here that according to this school a month is made to consist of four Ahhiplavas of six
days each and a Frishihya of six days closing the month. According to the commentary of Agnisv^min on this
Sfitra, it is the Uhfhya days that are omitted. Accordingly, three days are omitted in each month, thus making
it consist of 27 days. See Calendar, Form V. below.

^ AgnisT^min quotes a passage on the authority of which the day with the Ekatrikastdma is omitted.
Hence, according to this school, the month seems to consist of only 29 days. See Calendar, Form VI. below

32 See Calendar, Form VII. below.
83 Like Abhiplavot FtisUhya is also a name given to a period of six days which are called

; (1) BathAntara,
(2) Byihat, (3) Vairdpa, (4) Vair&ja, (5) &4kvara, and (6) Baivata, after the names of the S&ma-verses recited on
those days. In some schools, the last six days of each month are observed as Prishthya,
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Abliiplava,^^ If so if they omit one day in each month of the year], they should undergo the

vow of initiation for their sacrifice on the eleventh day of the bright half of the month, and spend

thirteen days in vow (before they perform their sacrifice on the fourteenth, le., the EMsfitalcd day

of the dark half of the month]. Or they have to spend seventeen days in vow.^^

Calendar—Form I.

[Abbreviations : J = j^oiis
;
G = ;

A =

S^vana Year of 360 Days.

1st Month.

J. G. 1. G. A.
j

J-

Abliiplava I ... ... ••

1

'

1 1

1

2 3 4

i

5 6

« ii ...

•‘'l

7 8 9 10 11 12

Ill ... e • < 18 U 16 17

1

18

» IV • •• 19 20
21

j

22 23 24

« V • • • ... ... 25 26 27 28 29 so

2nd Month.

1

J. G. A. G. 1. J.

Abhiplava I • Cj* •«« ... 1
2 3 4 5

1

6

II • * . ... 7 8 9
1

11 12

„ in « »« 13 14 15 16 17 18

» IV • •• • • • ! 19 20 21 22 23 24

„ V • •• « •« « a « 25 26 27 28 29 30

The twelfth month, when recast in the form of G-av^m-Ayana, consists of three Abhi^jghvas of six days

each and a period of X>vMasdha or twelve days. In order to make this month also consist of 29 days, they make

the last day of the second Abhiplava the first day of the third Abhi'plava. See Calendar, Form VIII.

®5 As each month of the year is made to consist of 29 days (total 348), the deficiency in the year amounts to

twelve or seventeen days according as we take the S^vana year of 3S0 days or a solar year of 365 days for

comparison. It is clear, therefore, that the twelve or seventeen days regarded as Dfkshd-dwys are no other than

intercalary days required to make up the year in observance. Compare AHarSya-BrdhmaT^a iv< 4, 24 ; an

AtliarvavMa, iv, 11, 11; iv 15, 13 ; and iv, 16, 6, quoted above.
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3rd M nth.

J. G. 1. G. J.

Abhiplava I • t • ... 1 2 3 4 H 6

.. n ... • • • ... 7 8 9 10 B 12

« III ... A.. ... 13 14 15 16 17 18

» IV • •• ... ... 19 20 21 22 23 24

» V «• • • •• ... 25 26 27 28 29 30

4tli Month.

J. G. 1. G. 1
A. J.

Abhiplaya I 4 « . • e« • •• 1 2 3 4 5 6

» ii • • • ... • •f 7 8 9 10 11 12

„ in • »c • • • • « • 13 14 15 16 17 18

IV ••• • •• «• * 19 20 21 22 23 24

V ... • •• • •f 25 26 27 28 29 30

6th Month.B G. B G. A. J.

Abbiplaya I • •• 2 3 4 5 6

„ n A.. r .• 7 8 9 10 11 12

.. Ill f •• ... 13 14 15 16 17 18

« IV • *. « f » 19 20 21 22 23 24

» V •ff * • f • 25 26 27 28 29 80
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Pth Moutli.

J. G. A. G. A. 1 J.
1

Abhiplava I 1 2
1

3^ 5- 6*

11
i 1

N * 9 10 11 12

„ in n 14 IG B Is

!

„ IV 19 20 21

j

22 23 24

^ a*. 25 2*6 27 28 2B 30t

7tb Mbntk.

1

s,
\

a. A. G. A, d.

j

Abhipkva I ... 1 I 2

i 1

3 4 5 G

» II OD 9 H 11 12

Ill 13 15 16
17

j

18

IV 21 22
1

23 24

} }
V ... *9. 2S» 26^ 27* 28* 30

8fch Month.

J. G. A.
1

O.
j

A.
j

J.

Abliiplava I 2 3 4 6 6

II

1

’ 8
1

9
1

1

11 12

1

,, ni
:

i

13

i

14 15 16 , 17
1

18

IV 21 22 23 24

« V 25 26 B 28 29 30

* In order to convert this year into the sidereal Innar year of 351 days, the days marls^ed with an asterisk in
the 6th and 7th months are omitted; see also Calendar, Form II.

t This is the Vishnvat or central day of the year.
—Instead of heing" called the last week in^eaoh month seems to have been called by others#

as Prishthya, the days being named Sathantara, Bjihatt, TairApa, Yairaja, Sakvara, and Eaivata respectively.
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9th Month.

J.
;

1

1m G* A. J.

Abliiplaval 1 2 8 4 5 0

« ii 7 8 9 11 12

» nr 13 14 15 17 18

„ IV 19 20 21 22 23 24

» V ...
25 26

1

27 28
1

29
1

1

30

10th Month.

1

G.
1

1. G. 1. J.

Abhiplava I 1
2

j

3 4 5 6

n 7

1

8 9 10 12

„ III 13 14 15 16 18

« IV 19 20 21 22 28 24

„ V 25 26 27 28 29 30

11th Month.

B1 G. A. G.

t

J.

Abhiplava I 2 3 4 5 0

5j 11 ••• ••• 7
'

8 9 10 11 12

SJ III , ,, ,,, , 13 14 15 16

i

17 18

IV
^

19 20 f 21 22 23
1

24

V51 » 25
j

26 27 28 29 30



Calendar—Form II.

Sidereal Luuar Year of 351 days.
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6th Month.

J. G. A. G.
1

J.

Abhiplaya I • 0 . ... ... 1 2 3 ... •• • * «

» II ... ... ... 4 5 6 7 8 9

„ III ... ••• ... 10 1 12 13 14 15

„ IV ... ... ... 16 17 18 19 20 21

.. V ... ... ... 22 28 24 25 26 27

7th Month.a G. 1 . G. 1. J.

Abbiplava I B 2 3 ... ...

„ ii ... ... • •• ... 4 5 6 7 8 9

„ III... ... ... ... 10 11 13 14 15

„ lY ... ... 16 17 18 19 20 21

• j
^ ... ... 22 23 24 25 26 27

Still Month.

J. G. i. G. A J.

Abbiplaya I ... ... a • 1 2 3 • ••

... • 4 9 • •« 4 5 6 8 9

yf m ••• ... • * 10 11 12 13 14 15

„ IV... ••• ... 16 17 18 19 20 21

„ V ... ... ... ... 22 23 24 25 26 27
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9th Month

J. G. 1. G. A.

1

^

Abhlplaya 1 ... 1 2 3 ... ...

„ II ... ... u •» ... 4 5 6 7 8 9

„ III ... ..0 « « a ... 10 11 12 13 14 15

... ... •• 16 17 18 19 20 21

5, y ... ... ... ... 22 23 24 25 26 27

10th Month.

J. G. A. G. 1. J.

Abhiplaval ...B 2 3
1

• ** ... ...

„ II ... ... ... 4 5 6 8 9

„ III... • •• ... 10 11 12 18 14 15

„ lY... • • « ]6 17 18 19 20 21

,, V. ... ... ... 22 23 24 25 26 27

iJth Month.

J. G. i. G. A., J.

Abhiplaya I ... ... ... ... 1 2 3 »«. ... ...

„ II ... ... ... • • V 4 5 6 7 8 9

„ m... ... • • 10 11 12 13 14 15

» lY... ... ... ... 16 17 18 19 20 21

„ Y ... ... «« • ..

.

28 24 25 26 27
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12tli Month.

J. G. 1.
!

A. J.

Abliiplaya I 1 2

1

3 — ••• ...

n 4 5 6 7
8

j

9

>5 HI ,,, ... «•. 10 11
:

12 18 14
1

„ IT
1

10 17 18 19 20 21

VT ••• ••• 22 23 24 25 26 27

Calendar—Form III.

Synodic Lunar Year of 354 days.

1st Month.

J. G, 1. G, 1. J.

AbLiplaya I « • • ... ... 2 3 4 5 6

99 II ««• ... 90 .
7 8 9 10 11 12

99 III • « « •*. .«• « 18 14 15 16 17 18

99 lY ... ... 19 20 21 22 23 24

39 V •••

1

25 26 27 28 29
1

30

2nd Month.

i

J. G. A. G. i.. J.
1

1

AbMplava I, • •• ... ... m 2 3 4 5

»> II ••• * ». 6 m 8 9 10 11

99 III « A# • •• ... 12. 14 15 16 17

39 IT ... ... • 90 18 19 20 21 22 23

99 T ... 24 25 26 27 28 29
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3rd Month.

J. G. A. G. A. J,

Abhiplava I ... 1 2 3 4 5 6

n ... ... •• 7 8 9 10 11 12

„ III V • « ... 13 14 15 16 17 18

IV ... * •« 19 20 21 22 23 24

.. V ... ... 2S 27 28 29 30

4tli Month.

J. G. 1. G. A. J.

Abhiplava I ... ... ... .«» 1 2 3 4 5

„ II ... • t « ... 6 8 9 10 11

„ III • ff f ... 12 la 14 15 16 17

IV ... * • 1 ... 18 19 20 21 22 23

» V a U 25 26 27 28 29

6th Month.

J. G. A. G. A. J.

Abhiplava I ... 1 2 3 4 5 6

„ n ... ... ... 8 9
^

10 11 12

„ III • • f 13 14 15 16 17 18

» IV • • t ... 19 20 21 22 23 24

» V • t* ... 25 26 27 2& 29 30
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eth Month.

J. G. A.
1

i. J.

Abhiplaya I ... ... ... 1 2 8
1

4 5
!

n ... « »• 6
1

7 8 9
1

10 ' 11

„ III « •# 12
i

1

18

1

14 15

i

16 17

IV ... ... 18 19 mm 21 22 23

V ... ... ... 24 25 26 27
1

28
j

29

7tl3i Month.

1 j
1

G. 1. G.

1

A. J.

Abhiplaya I ... ... ... 1

1

2

1

3 4
;

i

5 6

» 11 ... 7

.

8 9 10 11 12

Ill • «« ... ... 13 14 15 16 17 18

IV ... « • • • « 19 20 21 22 23 24

» V ... • • • 25 26 27 28 29 30

8th Month*

J. G. 1. G.
j

A. J.

Abhiplaya I ... • • * 4«. 2 4 5 6

.. II ... • « • 7 1 8

i

9 10 11 12

.. Ill ... ••• 18 14 15 16 17 18

i-i<1
... ... ... 19 20 21 22

1

23 24

V ... ... 25 26 27 28 29
i

i

...
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9th Month.

J. a. A. G. A. J.

A^bbiplava I • • ... ... 1 2 3 4 5 6

n ... 7 8 9 10 11 12

Ill ... ... 13 14 16 17 18

IV ... ... 19 20 B 22 23 24

V « • • ... #•« 25 26 27 28 29 30

lOfch Month,

J. G. 1. G. A. J.

Abbiplava I ... ... ... 1 2 3 4 5 6

II »•« ... 8 9 10 11 12

Ill • «« ••• IS 14 15 16 17 18

« IV «• « « ft ... 19 20 21 22 23 24

» V ... ... 25 26 27 28 29

11th Month*

J. G. L G. A. J.

Abbiplava I ... • « » ... 1 2 3 4 5 6

„ II .. • 9 • 9 ... 7 8 9 10 n 12

Ill ... •• 18 14 15 16 17 18

IV • « ... ... 19 20 21 22 23 24

„ V « • ... ... 25 26 27 28 29 30
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12th Month.

J. G. 1.
!

1

G.
1

1. J.

Abhiplara I 1 2 3 4 5 6

ii 7 8 9
1

1

10
11

^

12

,, XXX •«. ••• 13 14 16 17
j

18

„ IV 19 20 21
i

22

i

23 24

,, V ••• ••• 25 26 27 28 29
i

1

• m*

]Sf,B ,—Instead of being called Ahhiplata, the last j^eriod of sis days in each month seems to

bare been observed by others as Prislithya days,

A7^^^_^pparently the months 7 to 12 should run 20, 80, 29, 30, 29, 80 (not 80, 29, 80,29,30, 29)

—

J. F. Fleet.
Calendar—Form IV.

Sidereal Solar Year of 366 days with an Interealation of 18 days.

1st Month,

I. G, A. G. 1. J.

Abhiplava I ... • • • ... 1 2

1

3 4 5 6

9» II ... • •• «#• 8 9 10 33 12

JJ III ... • • 9 ... 13 16 17 18

J*
IV ... ... 19 20 23 24

Y ... ... 25 26 27 28 29 80

2nd Month.

J. G. 1. G. 1. J.

Abhiplava I ... ...

1

1 4 5 6

II ... • # > ... 7 8
1

9 10 11 32

III ... ... ... 13 14 i 15
i

17 38

IV ... ...
i

* **

!

19 20 21
[

22 23 24

9t V ... B 25 26 27 28 29 SO
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3rd Month.

J. a. 1. G. 1. J.

Abhiplava I ... ... 1 2 S 4 5

n ... ... 8 9 10 11 12

III 13 14 15 16 17 18

» IV ... ... 19 20 21 22 23 24

» V ... ... 25 26 27 28 29 so

4tli Month.

J. G. 1 G. A. J.

Abhiplava I ... f* 1 2 3 4 5 6

,, n • •• .•* 7 8 9 10 11 32

,, III ... 13 14 15 16 17 is'

IV • •• • fl V ... 19 20 21 22 23 24

,, V •• •«. 25 26 27 28 29 30

5th Month.

J. G. A. G. A. J.

Abhiplava I 1 2 3 4 5 6

II ... • • ... 7 8 9 10 11

J-

12

Ill ... • •0 13 14 15 16 17 18

IV • •• • •• 19 20 21 22 23 24

» V ... ... 25 26 27 28 29 30
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fth Jlfunth.

o\

1

G. i. <3. BB G. 1

.r~ ‘

AbhipLiva I 1 1 2
j

o 4 5 6
I

7 8 9

.. II 10 11 B 13 14 15
1

... • I ...

1

„ III 36 1 17

1

19
j

20 21 ... » 4 « ...

HDBli 22 23
1

24
1

1

26 27 ' — ... ...

V 80 31 32 33 ...

1

“ ’

„ TI
1

34 35 36 37 38 39’*' 40 41 42

vii 43 44 45 m BBBB
7tb Moni

J. G. 1. m 1. J.

Abhiplava I ... 1 2 3 4 5 6

jj 11 t«. ••• •••

]

7 8 9 10 11 12

lit ••• ««• ••• 13 14 15 16 17 18

» IV 19 20
1

21 22 23 24

„ V 25 26 27
1

28 29 30

8th llonth.

J. G. 1. G. 1. J.

Abhiplava I
'

1 2

1

• 8 4 5 6

1) H ... ... ... 7 8 9 10 11 12

HI ... 13 14 15 16 17
1

18

IVf « •• • 19
[

20 21 22 23 24

V
}l » ... * . 25 26 -27 28 ..

j

30
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9th Month.

J. G, 1. G. A. J.

AbhiplaYa I ... ... ... 2 3 4 6 6

II • •• ... • •• 8 9 10 11 12

99 III • ft* ... • *

»

13 14 15 16 17 18

lY • • • ••• ... 19 20 21 22 23 24

»»
y ... 25 26 27 28 29 30

lOth Month.

9 G- L G. A. J.

Abbiplava I • t. ... 2 3 4 5 6

a9 II • • ft • ft* 7 8 9 10 11 12

III • ft* 18 14 15 16 17 18

*> IV • ft • 19 20 21 22 23 24

$> T • •ft • « 25 26 27 28 29 30

nth Month.

J. G. 1. G. 1. J.

Abbiplava I €ft « ... X 2 3 4 5 6

II •• • • •ft • »

.

7 8 9 10 11 12

III • • » ftftft ... 13 14 15 16 17 18

»>
IV «»• • ftft 19 20 21 22 23 24

y ... •* 25 26 27 28 29 30
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12tli Month.

J. G. 1. G. A, J.

Abhiplava I 2 B 4 5 6

II .I*
•••! 8 9 10 11 12

,,
III ••• •• 18 14 15 16 17 18

,, I'V^ «•« ••• 19 20 21 22 28 ! 24

V,, T «« ••• ••• 25 26 27 28 29 30

( i ) The asterisk in the sixth month marks the Vishuvat or central day of the year.

( ii ) Here, also, Prishthya days may have been substituted for Abhiplava days at the close of

each month.
Calendar—Form V.

1 2 3 4 5 6

Abhiplava I D G. 1. G.
A

A. u.

,,
II ... J. G. B G. B u.

„ III B G.
A

A. Gr. B u.

IV B G.
A

A. G. A. Agni.

Prishthya I E. B. V, Vr. S. ^ Eai.

Jsfote ,—Similarly the other months, only Prishthyaj taking the place of tb

the second half of the year.

Calendar—^Porm VI,

e first Ab iiiplava in

1 2 3 4 5 6

Abhiplava I ... ... J. G. 1 G. A. J.

,, II ••• J. G.
J

A. G. A. J.

„ III H Q.
A

A. G.
A

A. J.

TV
,, A. T G.

A

A. G.
A

A. j^katrika.

prishthya I B. B. m Vr. s. Eai.

* This day is not counted j
similarly the other months.
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Caleudat—Form VII.

1 2 S 4 a 6

Abhiplaya I ... 0. G. B G. 1. j.

n • a* ... • •• G.
A

A. G. A. j.

» III nee J. G. H G.
A

A. J.

» IV • •• • • •m G. k G.
A

A. J.

Prisbthya I ... ... ... •• E. B. V. Vr. S, Bai.

Calendar—Form VIII,

Month 11. 1 2 3 4 5 6

Abhiplaval ... • «» ... 4 •B G.
A

A G. 1. J.

..
II ••• B G.

A

A. G.
A

A. J.

» III • • • ... ... G.
A

A. G. A. J.

„ IV ... ««• **B G.
a

A. G.
A

A. J.

Pyiehthya I **• ••• • •• E. B. V. B s. Eai*

Calendar—-Form VIII.

Month 12. m 2 3 4 5 6

Abhiplava I • • •B G. A G.
A

A. J.

II ... • •• J, G. A. G. A. J.

„ III ... ... B G. B G. A.
1

• !•*

Tte DvddasSka

^

R. B. B Vr. s. Bai.

01 02 03 04 M. G.

0^ to 0* = Four Ohandoma days ; M = HahSrrata
; U = Udayantya day.
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Calendar—Eorm IX.

The sitrana year with twenty-one intercalary days inserted between the
sixth and seventh months.

Abhipla^a I

11

in

Prishthja days

1 2 3

7 8 9

13 14 15

19 20 21

25 26 27 29 30

”4. ci- T)«: u+v,^n Three Svaras^ma Central Three Svaras^ma Six fVishthya
Abhijit Six Priahthya days , , V2sva3it. , d4vs.

JlnKl 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

Ahhiplava. I

II

IV

Prishthja days

G. A. G. 1 .

3 4 5

8 9 10 11

14 15 16
i

17

20 21 2S 23

:26 27 28 29

Names for

324 =

351 =

354 =

.360 =

the different kinds of years as suggested by Dr. J. F, Fleet :

—

: 27 X 12 “ Sidereal lunar year of 324 days.

: 27 X 13 Sidereal lunar year of 351 days,

I 30 X 6 + 59 .X 6 ...
“ Synodic lunar year.

= 30 X 12 or 27 x IS-^. The best possible term for this is the original one,

Savana year.
”

= 27 X 13| ...
“ Sidereal solar year ”

= 189 -i- 189 “ Pseudo-solstitial year of 378 days.
’’

... “ Vague solar year.

‘Julian solar year.”—This term involves an anachronism^

but it is customary and explains at once, what is mcant^

.{To he continued,
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MISCELLANEA.
THE ANTIQUITY OW THE KANAEESE

PHACTICB OP TAKINO SIMPLY THE NAMES
OP PLACES AS SUPN4MES.

We liare a ®opp€r-p]ate grant from Haidarabad

in the Nizam’s territory re-edited by Dr. Fleet,

above, Vol. YI. pp. 73-4. It is dated Saka 534

expired, and refers itself to tlier reign of tlie

Chalukya prince Pnlakesin II, Lines 14-15 speak

of the grantee as follows :

—

Here the most interesting point is that the

family name of the grantee Jyestha is given. It

is Umbarakheda. Umbarakheda is unquestion-
ably the name of a village, and this reminds tis

of the practice of the Kanarese BiAhmanas of

adopting,, as family names, the names of villages

and towns, without the addition of any termi-

nation such as kar or wdlld, which is employed
in Maharashtra or Gujaidt and which signifies

“ (originally) residing in/’ This is highly impor-
tant, for we can now definitely say that this

practice which is prevalent to this day in the
ICanarese-speaking districts can be traced back
to the beginning of the 7th century a. n.

Now this Umbarakheda, I think, is most
probably Umarkhed in the Parbhdni district of
the Nizam’s territory, where an old stone and
mud fort, partly ruined, still exists.^ Tagara,.
where the grantee lived, and which is referred to
in ancient inscriptions and the writings of
foreigners, has been identified by Dr. Fleets with
Ter, 30 miles east of B^rsi in the Sholapur
district. Both Ter and Umarkhed are in the
Nizam’s dominions, and are not more than 80
miles distant from each other.

D. E. Bhandabkar.

FAJPUTS AND MAEATHAS.
I HAVE' read with interest Mr.K E. Fnthoven’s

aote anfe. Tol. XL. p. 280
, a^d write to endorse

what he states therein. I have ere this made
enquiries at many of the Mar^tha centres in the
South of India, and I have always been impres-
sed wdth the fact that Kunbi is an occupational
term and does not represent a caste or tribe.

Kunbi is, I think, the contracted form of
Kutumb!, a family-man. Molesworth does not,
unfortunately, derive the word Kunbi, but I have
little doubt it is the shortened form of Kutumbl.
It is possible that the word is from hidi, a hut
or cottage. The analogous Tamil word is Mr
or kudiydnavan, both of which are current. The
former means ( according to Winslow^

)
‘ a house-

hold’, or ^a family’, and the latter, *a house-
holder or cultivator,, an agriculturist,’ thence

subject,^ and is synonymous with kudiiTi^

thamkdran. The eighteen servile castes depen-
dent on the ktidiydnavans are called kvdimahkal,
and include the washerman, the barber, the
potter, the goldsmith or silversmith^ brazier,
mason, blacksmith, oil-monger,, carpenter, salt
dealer, betel-seller, garland maker, the chank-
blower, the !p'djdri, the tailor, the fisherman, the
palli (agnculturar labourer) and the grave-
digger. The barber is, in a special sense, termed
lc%id%m.agan. In the Mysore State, the terms
vahkal and vakkalddavar are used in a similar
manner. In some Telugu districts of this Presi-
dency, the term samsdri (lit., family-man) ie used
in a like sense. The term and its Dravi-
dian anologies may, therefore, I think, be appro-
priately translated into the English word
^husbandman’, the word Imsland itself coming
(according to Webster) from hus, house, and
huandi^ dwelling, and hence one inhabiting a
house,

0. Hayavadana Rao.
Madbas, 1

7th November, 191L J

POSTHUMOUS TITLES.

PosTKTTMOTjalionorifie titles are still commonly
given to deceased personages of high standingm Indian literary worts and are extended
occasionally even to very well-known Europeans

JNOriS AHD QUERIES.

I &ts ofBomains i» the STizarn’e Territory, p. 35,

A Victoria, after
death, IS Malika-i-MagbfiiyaAnjahaDf. Will some-
Indian scholar kindly supply other instances in
the case of Europeans ?

R. 0. Temple.

S. As. Soc. tor ISOl, July numbaj!.
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SIR ABRAHAM SHIPMAN,

The First Governor of Bombay^

BY COL. J. BIDOTJLPH.

Among tbe shadowy figures that flit across the early pages of our Indian history, few are

more shadowy and less substantial than that of Sir Abraham Shipman, The Dictionary

of National Biography knows him not. His name is forgotten. Yet he was a brave soldier of

some merit, whose unmarked grave is in Indian soil ; of sufficient distinction to be selected

as the first Commander-in-Ohief of royal troops in India, and the first Governor of Bombay,

though he did not live to take charge of his Governorship.

Abraham Shipman was a yonnger son of the family of that name, seated at Scarrington in

Nottinghamshire through the whole of the 16th and 17th centuries. He was the yonnger

brother of William Shipman who held Scarrington in the reign of Charles I, and who was

one of the knights and gentlemen of the county who signed an address to the county

representatives in Parliament (1st July 1642) concerning the differences that had arisen

between the Parliament and the King. We may be pretty certain that the two brothers were

present at the raising of the Royal Standard at Nottingham (22ud August 1642), as the

family adhered to the royal cause throughout the Civil Wars, One of the family, John Ship-

man, was Mayor of Nottingham in 1705, and again in 1714,

We first hear of Abraham Shipman in 1636, when he was concerned, as his brother’s

agent, in a scheme to grow madder in Malvern Chase
; for which William Shipman held a royal

license. The undertaking was probably unsnccessful, as three years later, we find Abraham

Shipman adopting the profession of arms.

In 1638 Charles I became involved in his quarrel with the Scotch General Assembly

about the Prayer Book, In March 1639, the Covenanters under Leslie seized Edinburgh-

Sterling and other royal castles by surprise. Charles marched to the Border with an English

force. A negotiation took place on the banks of the Tweed, in June, when it was agreed

that the castles should be restored to the King,

In the following January, Captain Abraham Shipman, with one hundred men, was des-

patched from London, in Captain Slingsby’s ship, to reinforce the garrison of Edinburgh

Castle, then held by Patrick Euthven, Lord Ettrick, for the King. A few weeks later we find

the King writing to Lord Ettrick suggesting that Shipman should leave his men at Lord

Ettriok’s disposal and come away, as affairs appeared to be se^.tling down. To which Lord

Ettrick replied, beseeching the King to leave Shipman with him, ‘‘ for it there should be occa-

^*sion of service I might find the want of such as he is: for I find his judgement and behaviour

so far exceeding ordinary worth that I shall account it a great unhappiness to part with him.

in these times of danger.” To which the King replied that Captain Shipman might remain in

Edinburgh, and receive the same pay as other Captains there.

In September, the townsmen rose and blockaded the castle, forcing the garrison to sur-

render for want of water. Sir Patrick Drummond in a letter to Sir John Hay relates that the

General, David Scrimgeour and Captain Shipman, had gone by coach to Berwick. The rest of

the garrison were allowed to march out ‘‘with drums beating and colours flying, and so to Leith

(to embark) guarded by 600 Scotsmen, otherwise those of the good town would have torn them

“ to pieces. They all showed much resolution bat marched with feeble bodies, all the garrison

so spoiled for want of drink that most of them can never be men again : Lord Ettrick is

” extremely extenuated, but Shipman in very good case.”
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In fche following year, Shipman, waiting on the King to ask for service, was knighted

by mistake in the following curious manner : Thomas Smith writing to Algernon, Earl of

Northumberland (August 1641), says, “Captain Shipman who went to Edinburgh last year

“is also knighted by mischance: for the King being moved by some friend of his in the

“ Bedchamber to grant him the making of a Knight, his Majesty coming forth and his head,

“as it seems, troubled with business, Shipman knelt down to kiss the King’s hand
;
the King

“ drew out Ms sword and knighted him, whereat the poor man was not a little troubled, and his lady

“ is since more among her musk melons.” Whatever this allusion to the melons may refer to, it

shows that Shipman was married at this time.

In the following year, the war broke out between the King and Parliament, and Shipman joined

the Royal Army. His name appears among the Captains in Sir Nicholas Byron’s regiment, and

he was, no doubt, present atEdgehill where Byron was wounded. In the same regiment was

his younger brother John Shipman, as Ensign. John Shipman had served on the Irish exp edi*

tion of 1640, as Ensign to Colonel Charles Essex
;
but, on the outbreak of the Civil War, he

refused to follow his Colonel and joined his brother with the Royal Army. Essex was killed at

Edgehill on the Parliamentary side.

How Shipman fared during the war does not appear
;
but when the war was over and the

Commonwealth was busy hunting down the more prominent supporters of the royal cause, he

was summoned before the Council of State, and committed to the Tower
(
April 1651 ).

After a year’s imprisonment he was released on bail, and we hear no more of him till the

restoration of the Monarchy was regarded as certain. In April 1660 he petitioned Charles II.

who was at Breda, to be granted the office of Chief Armourer of the Tower, then in possession

of one Ansley, a fanatic. He stated that he had served the late King and his Majesty through

the late wars, and had had great losses and hardship. This petition met with a speedy response

from the King, still in Holland, in the shape of a warrant, granting to Sir Abraham for thirty-one

years, the reversion ol the keepership of the lighthouse at Dungeness, when the fifty years

lease granted by James T. to Sir Edward Howard should expire. In the following January

the grant was confirmed.

About this time Shipman married Marie, 5th daughter of Montagu, afterwards Earl of

Lindsay^ and widow of Dr. John Hewett who was executed by Cromwell in June 1658.

On the marriage of Charles II. to the Infanta of Portugal, an expedition was prepared to

take over the island and harbour of Bombay which formed part of the Infanta’s dowry. In

March 1662 the expedition, consisting of five men-of-war, under James Ley, 3rd Earl of Marl-

borough, sailed with four hundred soldiers, exclusive of officers, under Sir Abraham Shipman,

who was nominated Governor and Oommander-in-Chief, and reached Bombay in September,

The soldiers were divided into four companies, respectively commanded by Sir Abraham
Shipman, who was to receive £2 per day ; Colonel John Hungerford at twelve shillings

a day
;

Captain John Shipman and Captain Charles Povey each at eight shillings a day.

The Portuguese disputed the meaning of the treaty, and of the orders sent out from Lisbon*

and refused to cede the island.^ The Earl of Marlborough therefore conveyed the troops

to Surat, and put them ashore at Swally, but their presence occasioned so much apprehen-

sion, that Sir George Oxenden, the East India Company’s representative at Surat, persuaded

Marlborough to re-embark them. Shipman and his men were therefore landed on the barren,

uninhabited island of Anjediva near Carwar, pending settlement of the question about

i See Clarendon, 3 See Pepy’s Diary, 15th May 165S>
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Bombay, while Marlborough and the meL-of-war refcnrned to England. In bis attempt

to leave the men at Snrat, Marlborough mentioned that they were daily dying for

want of refreshment, and a number of the force had perished before they landed oa
Anjediva.

All through the years 1663, 1664, Shipman and his men remained cooped up on this

wretched spot, gradually succumbing to want of provisions, bad water, exposure, disease,

and their own intemperance* Towards the end of 1663, Shipman visited Goa to negotiate the

surrender of Bombay, but without success. With equal ill-success he tried to induce the

East India Company’s officials at Surat to take over the King’s rights to Bombay. On the

6th April 1664 he died.

Just before his death he received from England a commission from the King, dated 23rd

N’ovember, 1668, notifying a settlement of the dispute with Portugal, and authorizing him to

take possession of Bombay. In it he is styled ‘ Knight of the Golden Ensign, and Gentle-

man of onr Privy Council.’ His last act, the day before he died, was to sign a formal com-*

mission constituting his Secretary, Mr. Humphry Cooke, Vice-Governor, the other Captains

of Companies being already dead.

0a the 14th January 1665, the Portuguese Viceroy signed a treaty with Cooke for

the surrender of the Island of Bombay, shorn of the dependencies mentioned in the marriage

treaty, and on the 18th February, Bombay was handed over to Mr. Cooke. A muster of the

troops taken on the 3rd March showed that one ensign, four sergeants, six corporals, four

drummers, one surgeon, one surgeon’s-mate, two gunners, one gunner’s-mate, one gunsmith,

and ninety-seven privates alone survived. The rest had left their bones in Anjediva.

Shipman^s will, executed just before leaving England, was proved on 18fch July 1665. In

it he left to his two children, William and Elizabeth, the reversion of the charge of the

Dungeness lighthouse. But William was apparently dead before this, as the will was

proved by Elizabeth only. He had apparently iaken some money with him to India, as,

during his stay in Anjediva, he engaged in a trading venture. One of the first acts of

Sir Gervase Lucas, who had been appointed by the King in place of Cooke, who was deposed

for making an improper treaty with the Portuguese, was to force Mr. Cooke to surrender Ship-

man’s estate that he had taken possession of, and to refund the sum of £663 which he had

charged the executrix with, as commission. Nine years later (May 1674) we find Elizabeth

Shipman petitioning the King, complaining that she was still kept out of the enjoyment of

the lighthouse, in spite of the King’s grant tc her father and his assigns.

Principal Authorities,

Calendar of State Papers (Domestic) ;
Thoroton’s History of Nottinghamshire ;

Army Lists

of the Roundheads and Cavaliers, 1642 (Chatto and Windus, 1874), Bruce’s Annals of the East

India Company; a description of the Port and Island of Bombay, 1724.

A SHORT NOTE ON THE HINDDIZATION OP THE ABORIGINES

:

THE SWELLING OP THE CHANDALA CASTE.

BY PROF. YANAMALI CHIKBATABTTI, M.A., GAT7HATI.

(1) The Popular erroneous view that Non-Hiiidus cannot become

Hindus by Conversion.

The common folk in this country entertain the belief that the Hindu religion and socieiy

have always been a closed community^ into which no non-Hindu might ever enter. A Hindu

must be 5orw, and not made by conversion*
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(2) A less erroneous -view that Non-Hindus may become Hindus, but they

must form new and separate Castes,

According to a more moderate form of this view shared by many educated people, each

separate recognised caste is a closed body, into which no outsider may enter. It is acknow-

ledged that Hinduism was a proselytising religion in its palmy days, but this assertion is quali-

fied by the remark that whenever a non-Hindu or non-Aryan element entered the fold of

Hinduism, it invariably formed a separate caste ; the old recognized castes would never admit

new members. The people like the AJioms of Assam, the KdchhCtris of Kachhar and th^

KocJies of the various parts of Eastern Bengal and Assam are well-known instances in which

the newly converted tribes have formed new castes.

(3) The true view that Non-Hindus might become Hindus by Conversion and

be incorporated into the recognized Castes.

Yet the truth seems to be that Hinduism was fully a proselytising religion and that the

caste was more elastic and accommodating in earlier times. It is borne out by ethnological

and epigraphical, besides other kinds of evidence, that sometimes the barbarians or Mlechchhas

were admitted into the recognized castes of the Hindu religion and society. Mr, D. E.

Bhandarkar has brought together very valuable testimony to this effect in his learned article

on the Foreign elements in the Hindu population*’ in a recent issue of this Journal.

Medhatithi supports the third view.

In this short note, I shall bring forward a passage from Medhiltithi’s Manu-^hhdsTiya

which supports this view and which has hitherto escaped the notice of scholars and ethnolo-

gists. It runs thus :

—

sift trsrr

sr

fST ?Tr \—Manu-bMshya, 11, 28.

“ If some pious king belonging to the Kshatrzya or some other caste should defeat the

IHechchhas (barbarians^ aborigines) aud establish a settlement of the four castes [in their

territories] and accept the MlechchhaSf thus defeated, as Ohanddlas [as a part of the Hindu
Society] as is the case in Arydvarta^ then that country also becomes fit for sacrifices. For no
land is impure of itself. A land becomes so only by contact.”

This passage is not only important from the historical and ethnographical points of view,

but it is also remarkable for its liberal spirit, which became so rare in subsequent Smriti litera-

ture. It is curious that Herr Julius Jolly should have failed to realize the true value of this

passage and consequently considered it unfit for insertion in his ManutthdsahgraJia. Here
MedMtithi explicitly states it as a matter of history, well-known in his days, that some Mlech-

chhas were actually converted to Hinduism aud recognized as members of a well-known caste

(fiJianddla) in northern India. .

The majority of the Chaijdaias of South-Eastern Bengal were originally

Non-Aryan Converts to Hinduism,

It may be mentioned in passing, that it is only on the theory of the conversion of

non-Aryans into Hindus of the lower castes, that we can satisfactorily account for the great
preponderance of the Namahgifdra (CJianddla) population in some of the south-eastern districts

of Bengal (vide K. 0. Butt’s Cmlization in Ancient India, Vol. Ill, Bk, IV. Ch, 9, pp. 155-

157, where a similar view is taken).
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THE VEDIC CALENDAR.

BY R. SHAHASHASTliT, B.A., M.E.A.S., M.R.S.A., MYSORE.

(Continued from p, 71.)

" The school of Salahkayanins observe full and deficient months alternately in the first half

of the year, and deficient and full months alternately in the second half of the yeai*.’^

These are some of the forms of the calendar ke])t by the Yedic poets. Of these
: (1) the

sidereal lunar year of 351 days, Tvith D or 15 days intercalated according as it was to be adjusted

to the savana year of 360 days or to the sidereal solar year of 366 days, (^2) the synodic lunar year

of 354 days, with 12 days intercalated to adjust it to the sidereal solar jear, and (f) the cycle of

three savana years each of 360 days, with 18 days intercalated in every third or fourth siivana

year for the purpose of adjusting it to the sidereal solar year of 366 days, are the principal forms

which deserve our attention. The rest of the forms noticed in the Sranta- Sutra of Latyajana

differ from each other in the rituals assigned to the days of the month.

The most important of these three principal forms is the synodic lunar year of 354 days, with

the 12 intercalated days, or the Dvadasaha period as it is usually styled in the Vedic literature.

Regarding this addition of 12 days to the lunar year the Nidana-Sutra VI 6, says:

—

?rf^5rfr[r%. % f f| ^ra^crft Wfefrfor. srfot-

“ As regards the gift of the entire property of the sacrificer ;—These functions [ ^.5., the gifts

of the entire property ] are the marked features of the period of twelve days
;

for Gautama says

that it is here (in the period of IB days) that the year is attained. And Dhanamjapya says that

after the lapse of the twelve days the functions of the ( new ) year are begun,”

This intercalary period of 12 days seems to have been inserted by some in the middle of the

year and by others at its close. From the famous Atharvavela, verse IV 15. 3 (see p. 3 above),

it is clear that the period of 12 days, or the vow of 12 nights as it is styled therein, was added at

the close of the year. As regards its insertion in the middle of the year, the Srauta-Sutra of

Latyayana lY, 5. 3-5, furnishes clear proof : the passage runs as follows

‘'An Atirdtra day on which twenty-four Sama verses are recited, then the period of nine days,

then the day of Mahavrata, and then the final Atirdtra day, are severally observed in their respect-

ive places (^in the year)

\

the rest of the days of the year are observed in the Jyotishtoma way.

Or one may insert the twelve days by treating two days as the days termed go and dytis^ and by

observing the period of ten days as made up of sis Prishthya days and four of the six AbJdpla?:a

days.^^ This period of twelve days is what is generated by the year. Its birth is proclaimed by

blowing a conch-shell.”

What is meant by the above passage is this :—The first day of the twelve days is observed as

an Atirdtra day, with the recitation of twenty-four Sama verses, in the beginning of the year; the

period of nine days is inserted in the middle of the year
;
the remaining two days are observed as

the day of the Mahavrata or great vow and as a final Atirdtra day at the close of the year. This

is what is meant by observance of the twelve days in their respective places. Others seem to have

been observing the same period by treating two days as go and dyus, six days as Prishthya days,

and the remaining four days as the first four days of the six Ahhiplava days. The blowing of a

56 u’hose wbo observed the twelve days in this way seem to have been adding them at the close of the yeaz.
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concli-sliell seems to have been to inform the people of the arrival of the twelve days of vow, when

it was obligatory for each sacrificer, and perhaps for the people also, to observe the rites of Dihslid

or initiation, in order to get rid of the sins of the year.

It is true that it is not clearly stated in the above passage that the period of nine days was

inserted in the middle of the year
;

still, from the names given to the nine days and from the

commentary of Agnisvamin on LAtyayana-Srauta-Sutra IV 6. 12, we can clearly understand

that nine out of the twelve days were inserted at the middle of the year
;
the commentary says;—

“The day called Abhijit, three Svarasdman days, the central day, the three Svarasdman days^

again repeated in the reverse order, and a Visvajii day, constitute the period of nine days.”

It should be noticed here how the central day of the year is plainly stated to form part of the

nine days. It follows, therefore, that the period of nine days was inserted in the middle of the

year. It must also be borne in mind that whenever a day or days is or are called Abhijit^ ViSvajit

or Svarasdman, it or they must be regarded as falling in the middle of the year.

Again, the other sutra, in the commentary on which Agnisvamin distinctly says that the

period of nine days was inserted in the middle of the year, is one which deserves our particular

attention. It is also desirable that we should consider the chapter in which this sutra occurs

together with the chapter which precedes it. In these two chapters (IV, 6, 5-6) Latyilyaiia

describes the various forms of the rites and recitations assigned to the days of Gavam-Ayana.

While describing the form of the rites to be performed on the Svarasdman days which form part of

the period of nine days, he refers to a school of sacrificers who are said to have been observing

twenty-one days instead of nine days in the middle of the year. This sdtra IV 6. 12, with

Agnisvtoin’s commentary on it, runs as follows :

—

f

^

^ sr^r-

^mix^m^x^m'kpx:

“ Instead of the period of nine days, which is spoken of as a period inserted in the middle of

the year and which is composed of one day called Abhijit, three Svarasdman days, one day termed

DivdMrtya the central day], again three Svarasdman days, and one day, other

insert twenty-one days : after the Abhijit day and before the three Svarasdman days, they insert

six days known as Vnshthya days
;
again after having observed the three Svarasdman days {after

the central day) they insert six Pvishlhya days before the Yuvajit day. Also they treat the

Svarasdman days in the Ukthya way. This matter is found discussed in the Brdhmana :—They
debate as to whether the Svarasdman days are to be treated in the Ukthya way or in the Agni-

shtoma^’ way. After saying that, the Brdkmam goes on to state ;—They say that the fulcrum-like

support of the year is the central day which is treated in the Agnishtoma way, and the two days

called Abhijit and Yiivajii which are also treated in the Agnishtoma way. The other days are

AgnisMoma and Ukthya are two forms of saoridoe : the former is a simple one*cIay saoridoe in which a
he-g*oat, sacred to Agni, is immolated and twelve hymnal verses are chanted ; the latter requires the immolation
of a second victim; a he-goat to Indra and igni, and the chanting of fifteen verses.
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observed in the Ukthya wav. Others say that all the days should be treated only in the Agnishtoma

way.—By the word ‘ only ’ used in the statement, it is the Agnishtoma way that is ruled in

preference to the Ukthya way. The rale being thus stated, there still arises the doubt as to whether

the Svarasaman days are to he observed only in the Agnishtoma way or in either of the two

ways, the Agnishtoma and the Ukthya ways. It is not, however, a rule that the Svarastman days

are to be observed only in the Agnishtoma way
; nor is it an alternative that they may be observed

either in the Agnishtoma way or in the Ukthya way. But it is a matter differing according to

diSerent schools: those who intercalate twenty-one days observe them in the Ukthya way, while

those who insert nine days treat them only in the Agnishtoma way. The author of the Nidana-

Sutra also says (Y, 7 ):—"Then the Svarasdman days; those who insert nine days treat them in

the Agnishtoma way
;
while those who intercalate twenty-one days observe them in the Ukthya

way.^s Whoever treats them otherwise is to be regarded as a man devoid of knowledge/’

The essential points that we have to consider, setting aside the other details discussed in ihe

above passage, are the intercalation of nine days and that of twenty-one days in the middle of the

year. The period of nine days has already been shown to be a period which forms part of twelve

days inserted either in the middle of the year or at its close. But we are not expressly told of the

particular form of the year which with the addition of 12 or 21 days would, as stated by Dhanam-

japya (see under Nidana-Sutra VI. 6), results in a Samvatsara or true or almost true year. Still

from the consideration of the data contained in the sutras themselves, it is easy to determine them.

W e know that the purpose of intercalation is to adjust any two kinds of years so that the seasonal

and other characteristics are as well defined in the one as in the other. We also know that, of the

various kinds of years, those which were the first to be recognised were such as consist of twelve or

thirteen months, each of which is well marked by the recurrence of certain celestial phenomena.

The sidereal lunar month of 27 days, for example, seems to have been adopted because it is marked

(though not quite exactly) by the moon’s completion of a round through the heavens. Likewise, the

synodic Innar month of 29|- days is marked by the occurrence of full or new moon. It is the

consideration of the recurrence of seasonal characteristics that led the ancients to assign to the year

twelve or thirteen months, during which they expected, in virtue of long experience, a complete

round of all the seasons. But it is well known that neither the sidereal lunar year of 351 days, nor

the synodic lunar year of 354 days, nor even the savana year of 360 days, is in exact agreement

with the round of the seasons. Hence it is that the ancients seem to have been led to discover the

sidereal and the solar years, in the course of which the seasons fairly will complete a round, and

that they began to adjust the years of their fiirst selection with the sidereal solar year. Now, we may

confine ourselves to four of the five and know that there are four kinds of years mentioned in tlie

Niduna-Sutra the sidereal lunar year of 351 days; the synodic lunar year of 354 days
;
the savana

year of 360 days; and the sidereal solar year of 366 days. Of these, it cannot be the year of 351 days

to which the Yedic poets added 12 intercalary days; for, with the addition of 12 days, it amounts

to only 363 days, which is less than a true year, while with the addition of 21 days it gives 372

days which is more than a true year. It is true that the so-called Gavum-Ayana year described in

all the Srauta-Sutras consists of 360 or 361 days, in the middle of which were put nine days bearing

the same names with the nine days which formed part of the Dvildasaha or period of twelve days.

Hence we might be led to think that that year in which twelve days were intercalated might be

a vague year of 348 days, which, with the addition of 12 days, would make a year of 360 days

termed Gavfim-Ayana. But no year of 348 days is mentioned in any of the Srauta-Sutras. And

as regards the school of Yedic poets who, according to Latyayana lY, 8, 15, adopted a month of

« See Calendar Form IX., p. 71 above. 39 There is also a fifth, of 324 days
;
see p. 50 above.—Dr, Fleet,
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29 days and a year of 34-3 days, we are told by Latyayana himself that they 'vrere observing

17 Dtkshd-d&ys or days of initiation, before they commenced their sacrifice on theNew Year’s Day.

Also, the so-called Gavam-A\ ana year is not, as I have pointed ont in chapter III of my Vedic

Erat a true year, but an imaginary year, made np of all those twenty-first days in a cycle of four

savana years which had been so far counted as often as they occurred. Hence it cannot be the

savana year in the middle of which nine of twelve dajs were inserted. It follows, therefore, that

it is the synodic lunar year of 354 days to which the addition of 12 days must have been made, in

order to adjust it with the sidereal solar year of SG6 days. As regards the year to which the

addition of 21 days was made, it appears to be a cycle of three savana years each of 860 days,

followed by a year of 360 21 = 881 days, with the result that four savana years, each of 360

days, with the addition of 21 days, were rendered equal to four Julian solar years each of 865|

days. That the Vedic poets had been observing such a cycle of years with 21 intercalary days is

almost expressly stated in the following pai*sfige of the Nidana-Sutra, X, 1

^ fr^r€ ^rnrr??-

On the day immediately before the twenty-first day, they sit at their sacrificial session.

On the following day they put the last day [^.e., the 21sfc day] in its entirety. The period of 21

days and that of 12 days are {of adjusting the years). The last [?>., the 21st day]

is based upon the period of five days
;
the original periods of five days are accompanied by an

odd portion {of a day), Lo ! I shall observe only five days; by my doing so the parts of the

year are undisturbed/'

In another place the Niddna- Sutra, VIII, 11, says that the odd portion of a day accompany-

ing the five days is neither more nor less than a quarter of a day. The passage in which this idea

is implied runs as follows

urg'sre? sT«Tr=2r^f^ 5^
5|i«T»rff*nirr arqrfi- k ?flr-

“How is the night observed as part of the sacrifice performed during the Seasonal Six days?

Sauchivrikshi says that it need not be observed, for tbe reason that its origin is such. Also, it is

inferred rather than prescribed in the Ealpa texts. How then are the A^fwadays^® to commingle

with the night? Verily it is merely on account of Us completion that the night has to be observed

here, for the period of six days has become complete. Also it is the one-fourth part of the night

that has grown {into a whole datf). Gautama says that it is to be observed and that it is prescrib-

ed ill the Kalpa texts. The night forms part of tbe sacrificial days which constitute the Ahina

period ;
the sixth day arrives at tbe close of the night."

From these passages it is clear that the Vedic poets were quite aware the fact of a solar year

being greater than the savana year by five days and a quarter. This they seem to have found out by

closely observing the fluctuations in tbe seasons, which they must have necessarily experienced so

long as they had used a year of only 354 or 360 days. It is this inevitable change of the seasons

in the lunar and the savana years that is implied in the term liitu-shadaha, meaning the six days

capable of keeping the seasons in their proper places in the year. It should also be noted how tbe

sixth day of the Seasonal Six days is termed an abnormal growth of a quarter of a day in the

An Ahfna saorifioa extends as far as 11 days, and sessional sacrifices from the 12th day onwards t NidA&a,
ix, 6 ; on the 11th day the night falls : Nidilna, ix. 8.
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above passage. There is also a passage m the Krishna’ Yajurveda in which it is clearlj stated
that the five days after the close of the sdvana year are such as have the power of creating the
seasons. The passage, YIl, 3, 10, runs as follows:

—

^ ^ ^^ ^nrcf 5rni%. w h ct^
4w^HT^%?TnTsp5r.

ST Hfw q-^RTsfri^. sTTfffRRiRzrcr sRf^ ^
fTffr I ^ sRf^?rr>s^^rL^^ ^-ir^ 3?^ ipi*

: 3T^?r5jt|jTwi’>smfl?^^qri^ ^ f^Fqx«f%qr
^qrsR ^>=r^^^ sr^nf^%.

** The year {of860 days) was of yore undifferentiated
;

it desired that it might create the

seasons
;

it saw the five nights, caught hold of them, and sacrificed by them
; then it created the

seasons: whoever with this knowledge sacrifices by the five nights becomes endowed with

children. The seasons, once created, did not regularly return again
; they saw the five nights,

caught hold of them, and sacrificed by them
;

then they regularly returned : whoever with this

knowledge sacrifices by the five nights gets rid of his sin, his powerful enemy [ i.e., the intercalary

days burdened with sin]. Sanch^ya, the son of Sarvasena, desired that he might be possessed of

cattle
; he caught hold of the five nights and sacrificed by them ; then be obtained a thousand

head of cattle : whoever with this knowledge sacrifices by the five nights obtains a thousand head

of cattle. Babara, the son of Pravahani, desired that he might be possessed of eloquence
; he

caught hold of the five nights and sacrificed by them
;
then he became an orator: whoever with

this knowledge sacrifices by the five nights uudoubtedly becomes an orator
;
him they call the lord

of speech. Four nights are less
;

six nights are more ; the sacrificial period of Jive nights is neither

less nor more

:

whoever with this knoledge sacrifices by the five nights acquires the merits of a

sacrifice performed neither in less nor in greater time. Five are the nights aad five are the seasons

which compose a year
: ( whoever observes them ) gets a firm footing in the seasons of the year.”

If we read the above three passages along with Agnisvamin’s commentary on L^tyayana's

aphorism, lY. 6. 12, and the two verses of the SEmaveda, 11. 1, 17. 8, and VI. 2. 2. 7, together

with the verses of the Atharvavdda, lY, 15. 18, and lY, 16, 6, all of which are quoted above, we

cau clearly understand that, when the Yedic poets recognised the failure of the synodic lunar and

the savaua years to keep pace with the course of the seasons, some of them seem to have

discovered the sidereal solar year of 866 days, and regarded it as capable of agreeing with a round

of the seasons. Others, with more accurate observation, seem to have been divided in their

opinion, and to have taken a vague solar year of 365 days according to some, and a more true

solar year of 865J days according toothers, as the one fairly agreeing with the course of the seasons.

Those who observed the synodic lunar year of 354 days seem to have been passing 12 days in

Dtkshd or vow of initiation after its close and before the commencement of the sidereal solar year.

Of those who followed the savana year of 360 days, some seem to have been adjusting it with a

solar year of 865 days by adding five days to it, as exclaimed by the speaker in the Nidana-Sutra:

** Lo I I observe only five days, thereby making the two wings of the year undisturbed,” But

those who were still more accurate in their observation appear to have framed a cycle of four

savana-and-solar years, and to have adjusted the sEvana year with a solar year of 865J days by

adding 5i x 4 21 days to every fourth savana year. As we have already seen, this period of

21 days has been called by various names: some called these days the thrice seven milch-kine

pouring their genuine milky draught for the nourishiiaent of Soma, the moon ;
others seem to have

regarded them as the 21 fetters of Yaruna, to be got rid of by the observance of the rite^.of
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Dtkshd and Upasad* There is no reason to doubt that it is these twenty-one days which, a sstated

by AgniSY§.inin, were inserted in the middle of the year as an alternative for the twelve days inserted

by others. We may therefore take it for granted that the statement of the TdndyamaMhrdhmana^

XXV. 18. 1, that «five times fifty periods of 21 days make one thousand years of the Visvasriks^*^

is one which was based upon an actual practice, and was not a mere theoretical problem as has

been held by one critic of my views.^^

Besides the period of 1000 years, the Tdndyamahdhhrdhma'na mentions three minor periods^

naming the priestly astronomers who observed them. Prajapati seems to have been the first to

observe for verification three cyclic years with twenty-one intercalary days in the course of twelve

solar years. The passage in which this is mentioned, xxv. 6. 1.2, runs as follows -

^ srwrqr^f % 5rirrTf%-

Three sets of nine, three sets of fifteen, three sets of seventeen, three sets of twenty-one,

made up the period of twelve years for Prajdpati. With this (observation), Prajapati attained the

means of producing all (the years). Those who follow this procedure will have the means of

producing all ( the years

Likewise, the period of 36 years which the school of the Saktyas are stated to have observed

is thus described in the same work, xxv. 7. 1.

** Nine sets of nine, nine sets of fifteen, nine sets of seventeen, nine sets of twenty-one, made up

thirty-six years for the Saktyas :

—

Likewise, a third minor period of a hundred years of the SMhyas is thus described in the

same work, xxv. 8. 1. 2

ef!%^8T^|qrgrrw.

“ Twenty-five sets of nine, twenty-five sets of fifteen, twenty-five sets of seventeen, twenty-five

Sets of twenty-one, made up the one hundred years of the Sadhjas. The Sadhyas were gods earlier

than other gods
;
they observed this session of one hundred years

;
they prospered thereby

;
and

they all attained the heavenly world with their cows and men. Verily do those who observe like-

wise reach the heavenly world.

So far as numerical riddles are concerned, there is no difference between the above three

passages and the one in which the period of a thousand years of the Visvasriks has been described

in the Tdndyamahdbrdhmam. Hence the above three passages may be interpreted in the same way
as I have explained the last passage in my Vedic Era. Three, nine, ox twenty-five sets of nine

periods of five days each or of forty-five days, which form the difference between four lunar and
solar years, are equivalent to 12,36, or 100 solar years respectively. Similarly, three, nine, or
twenty-five sets of such 15 days as remain after we deduct a month from 45 days in every cycle of
^our luni-solar years, are equivalent to 12, 36, or 100 years respectively. Likewise, three, nine, or
twenty-five seta of 17 days which form the difference between four of Jupiter^s years and
four solar years, are equivalent to 12, 36, or 100 years respectively.^^ Since twenty-one days form
the difference between four Savana years and four solar years, three, nine, or twenty-fiye times
twenty-one days are equivalent to 12, 36, or 100 solar years respectively^3.

« J. R. A. S., 1909, p. 478.

** ?
praoMoally, impossible that there can have been any Jupiter’s years in Vedio times. Knoh better omit

tins, which seems quite superfluous. If there wen any Jupiter’s years then, they wonld he the beliaoal-risinff
years, each of 399 days.—Dr. Fleet.

These oyolio periods are also mentioned in almost all the Srauta-Sfitras 5 see, ^wh^htyam, 28. 5-8.
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It should be noted how the periods of 12, 36, 100, and 1000 years are connected with

Prajapati, the Saktyas, the Sadhyas, and the YisTasriks, respectively. If the above four passages

had been meant to be mere formulse rather than traditional statements of the actual practice of

Prajapati and the three priestly schools, then there would have been no necessity to mention them.

There is no reason why the author of the TdndyamahdbTdhmana should go so far as to connect a

formula, if it was a mere formula at all, with the Sadhyas, whom he has clearly described as a

school of ancient priests. It follows therefore, that the periods of 12, 36, 100, and 1000 years are

years of the Yedic era, actually counted by Prajapati and the three successive priestly schools iu

terms of the number of times they intercalated twenty-one days or cows.** It is thus clear that the

Yedic poets were quite familiar with the true solar year of 365| days and were adjusting the

savana year to it by adding 21 days once in every four years, and that they kept an account of the

number of intercalations, calling it the Gavto-Ayana or Cows’ Walk.” If there is still any

doubt as to the precise significance of the term Gavam-Ayana, it will be removed by the evidence

which I may perhaps set forth in a subsequent article on the Yedic era and chronology.

Ill—The Ayanas or Sattras.

The word Ayana literally means ‘ going, movement and when combined with such words as

gavctnii ‘of cows’, and jyotisJidm, ^ of lights’, it means ^ the movement of cows’ and ‘the

movement of ( the heavenly ) lights ’. We have already seen how the Yedic poets used to call the

first day of their Shadaha or six-days’ period by the name jy6tis^ * light and the second day by

the name yd, ‘ cow It follows, therefore, that the terms Gavdfn-Jyana and Jyoiishdm-Ayana

mean ‘ the march of days’. The question is : what days ? ordinary days or special days ? Almost

all oriental scholars seem to regard the days as ordinary ones. And the sacrificial year of 360

or 361 days described in all the Srauta-Sutras under the name of Gavam-Ayaua, with special chants,

recitations, and rites for each day, has been accordingly taken by them to mean an ordinary year.

But there is evidence to indicate that this is not the sense in which the Yedic poets used the

term. We have already seeu how, in describing the four forms of Gavam-Ayana, the author of the

Nidana-Sutra has specified the suppression and intercalation of days as the chief feature of the

Ayanas, We are told to suppress or omit nine days from the savana year of 360 days in order to

form a sidereal lunar year of 351 days, which is a year of 13 months each of 27 days. We are

also told of the synodic lunar year of 354 days with an impliance of 12 intercalated days, and of

the cycle of 37 or 38 months with 18 intercalated days, towards their adjustment with the sidereal

solar year of 366 days. We are not told, however, the precise meaning of the term Gavam-Ayana.

Prom the way in which the author of the sutra has explained the four forms of Gavam-Ayana,

we may interpret it in three different ways : we may take it to mean the four ordinary years, the

sidereal lunar year of 351 days, the synodic lunar year of 354 days, the savana year of 360

days, and the sidereal solar year of 366 days
;
or we may take it to mean the suppressed period of

nine days, and the intercalary periods of 12, 18, and 21 days, of which the intercalary period of 21

days is, as we have already seen, mentioned in a later chapter of the same sutra.^® But Latyayana

seems to take the term in the sense of an intercalary period : in chapters 6 to 7 of the fourth book

of his Srauta-Sutra, he proposes to discuss the varieties of Gav^m-Ayana, and describes the rites

and recitations pertaining to the periods of 12 and 21 days
;
while in the 8th chapter of the same

book, he proceeds to discuss the varieties of Jyotisham-Ayana, and enumerates the various kinds

of years and the intercalary days necessary to adjust them. Prom this it is clear that of the three

terms, Samvatsara, Jyotisham-Ayana, and Gav^m-Ayana, the first means an ordinary year of 351,

It is probable that though based upon different units of intercalary days, these three cycles are here

expressed in terms of the unit of twenty-one intercalary days, as though these cyclic years were consecutive

years.

« See Chapter II, aboye.
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354, or 360 days, the second the year with an intercalary period, and the third an intercalary period

made up of any number of intercalary days. That the terms Samyatsara and Gayam-Ayana are

by no means synonymous, is also clear from what Sahkhayana says about the repetition of Gay^m-

Ayana. He says (xiii- 27. 6)— when the number of years is

great, repetition of Gayam-Ayana is to be observed.’’ It is clear that, if the terms Samyatsara

and Gayam-Ayana had been synonymous, there would have been no necessity for such a remark.

I need not point out how the sutra would be meaningless if the two terms Samyatsara and Gavam-

Ayana were taken synonymously. Nor can we take the term Gavam-Ayana in the sense of a year

with an intercalary period ;
for in that case the sutra would mean that, when the number of years

is great, all those years with their intercalary periods should be repeated,—a statement which is

unpractical. It follows, therefore, that the term Gavam-Ayana means an intercalary period and an

intercalary period alone, no matter what may be the number of days constituting that period.

For the formation of Gavam-Ayana, two units of intercalary periods seem to have been selected

;

they are (1) a period of 11 or 12 days inserted at the close of every year, and (2) a period of 21

days inserted in the middle of every fourth year.^® The sacrifices that were performed during either

of the two intercalary periods are called Sattras or sessional sacrifices. It appears that when such

sessional sacrifices were not performed,—say, for about a hundred years—a sacrificial session

extending for 100 X 11 or 100 x 12 days, or 25 x 21 days, was held once for all. We shall see

presently that, instead of holding the session during as many days as constituted the intercalary

periods left in abeyance, they seem to have limited the number of days by substituting one day for

each intercalary period. Thus a session of 100 days or of 25 days seems to have answered the pur-

pose of 100 X 12 days or of 25 x 21 days in a hundred years. Also it appears that when one or

more such single intercalary days were being celebrated, all the past intercalary days were recalled

and celebrated along with the new ones, and that the whole session was termed Gavfim-Ayana.

Those who had different units of intercalary days seem to have followed the same procedure, with

the difference that, instead of substituting single days for their units of intercalation, they used to

hold their sacrificial session for as many days as there were in all their units of intercalation.

The three sacrificial sessions of the Tapaschits, for example, consist of four, twelve, or thirty-six years

corresponding to the 360 days composing a Gavam-Ayana year. These three sessions are so

arranged that twenty-four, seventy-two, or two-hundred and sixteen months form the first half of

the session, and the same number of months form the second half, This is what the Nidfina-Sutra,

X. 9, says about them :

—

w't

filr* Rr;gn% s^r:#r^r-*

^‘r%. ^ ^

^r*TFTr
“ This is what they call the major session of the Tapaschits. Four years are spent in per-

forming the Initiatory rites
;
four years in Upasads

;
and four in pressing the Soma plant. Its

arrangement is thus :—
- They may repeat the Gavam-Ayana fgur times ( for each of the three

sets of four years making twelve years)
\
or else the two wings or parts of the original Gavam?

Ayana may be so lengthened that twenty-three Ayana months fall in the first wing or part of the

session and twenty-two months in the second part.^^”

(To he continued^)

^6 See Nid^na-Sutra, x, 1, quoted above.
These forty-five months, together with the sixth, tbe seventh, and the last (i. e., twelfth) monih of the

original Gav^m-Ayana year inseited in all such cases, amount to forty-eight months or f^ur GavSm-Ayana
years.—Gargyanaxayana’s Commentary on Ahaldyana, xii. 5, 14.

^
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MANGLANA STONE INBCEIPTION OF JAYATRASIMHA

;

(VIKRAAIA--)SAMYAT 1272.

BT PANDIT EAHA KABNA, JODHPUR.
The stone bearing this inscription was originally found near a step-well situated outside the

village of Manglana, 19 miles west of Marotb, the principal town of the district of the same name,
in the Jodhpur State. Thence it was brought to the Historical Department of the State, and was,

with the kind permission of tho late Maharajd Sahib of Jodhpur, sent to the Ajmer Museum,
where it is at present.

The inscription is incised on a marble stone, and covers a space of 2' 3" high by 1' 3|'' broad,
containing 15 lines of writing. The average size of the letters is The characters are of the

northern class of alphabets. The language is Sanskrit which is grammatically inaccurate, and
terms of local dialect have also been used in some places, e, g,, daumdra (1. 5.), Tcorada (1, 7).

Its text is a mixture of both prose and poetry. The first line contains a verse, and then comes in

a prose portion, which continues till the 9th line. In line 10, one-half of an old verse is quoted^

Line 11 contains a verse from the FaTickatantra, while there are two newly composed Aryd verses

in 12th and 13th lines. These verses are in Prakrit language which is also grammatically incorrect.

Rules of metre Lave also been violated. Then again the prose portion comes in till the 14th line.

The last line, or line 15, contains a verse from the well-known Mangaldshtalia^ sung at the time of

marriage, etc. With respect to Orthography, the following may be noted. The sign for v has

been used throughout for those of both v and b. In some places s has been used for ^ sh for M,
and n for n. Attention may also be drawn to the old and rare forms of the two vowels i and e

and the consonant iTi, Consonants following r have in some places been doubled while in others

they have not been so done, e^g., ^vorvvastJia (I,!), Durjjodhana—ptirvva (1.5), but not in

maryddd (1. 7), Icarska (1. 8), &c.

The inscription records the fact of a step-well having been constructed and certain cesses

levied in connection therewith by Jayatrasimha (corrupted form of Jaitrasimha) of the Dadhioha»

i, e,, Dahija, family, during the reign of VallanadeYa,lord of Ea^thambhor, when-Shamsu-d-

Din Altamsh of the Slave dynasty was ruling over Delhi from a.d. 1211 to 1236,

The inscription opens with a verse expressing obeisance to the god Nrlsimha (1, 1). Then

is mentioned a goddess named Sri-Kevaya-matil. There is a temple dedicated to this goddess and

situated on a hill adjacent to the village named Kiusariyd in the Parbatsar district. In the city of

Jogini, now known as Delhi, there ruled an emperor named Samasadana (Shamsu-d-Din ) of the

Gora (Ghur) family, lord of Garjana (Gazni) and bearing the title of Hannra. At that time

Vallanadeva held sway over the fort of Ranastambhapura (Ranthambhor) (11. 2-3), Under him

there lived in Mangalanaka, the great Rajput (mahd rdjaputra) Mahamandalesvara Sri-Jayatrasirh-

hadeva of the Dadhicha (Dahija) family, son of Padamasihadeva and grandson of Kaduvaraja.

He caused a step-well to be built in the Daumdra-lMmi and to the east of a locality called Hari-

Durjjodhana. Daumdra is a term of the local dialect. In MErwari, scarcity of water is called

dumdra^ so the term Daumdra-bhumi undoubtedly refers to the country of Marwar or the land of

water-scarcity. Hari-Durjjodhana is at present called Haxiyajuna alias Swdipura—a village

nearly four miles from Manglana. The words svayam-eva used in the text are indicative of the fact

that no monetary aid was availed of, L no subscription was called in, for the purpose of cons-

tructing the said step-well (11. 4-6). He levied the following cesses, dharmdrtka (i. e., for the sake

of charity) on each plough used and oil-mill worked within the limits of village Mangldua :

—

1 aez of 'korada corn on each plough and

3 karsha of oil on each oil-mill..

and karsha are measures of weight equivalent to nearly 15 seers and 1 tola, respectively. The

term korada is again borrowed from the local dialect. In Mdxwar munga (Phaseolus mango),
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viotJia (Phaseoks aconitifolius), chand (gram or Cicer arietinum), and gavdra (Cyanopsis psoralio-

ides) are called korada. The object in levying these cesses appears to be to provide food in charity

{saddvrata) to the hungry passers-by and light to the wayfarers (IL 6-7). With a view to its

continuity in future, the management of these cesses was placed in the hands of the pancTia or

trustees of the village. Their names are :—Jajaya, Lohara, Alhaiaa, Bhopatiya, Devadhara,

etc. These were most probably the headmen of the village at that time (1.8). Then follow the

imprecatory and benedictory words, which are followed by the date : Sunday, Asvini-nakshatra, the

11th of the dark half of the month of Jyeshtha of the Y. S. 1272 (
= a. d. 1215) (L 10). In

line 13 we are told that the step-well was constructed by the sdtradMra (mason) Asala, and the

stones were worked and shaped by the mason JShada. The prasastt was composed by Kayastha

Suhada of the Naigama lineage (1. 14). The inscription closes with an invocation to the rivers

Ganga, etc., for our good.

We thus see that at the time when this inscription was incised on stone, Shamsa-d-Din was

ruling over Delhi from a.d. 1211 to 1236 as has been noted supra. He was brother-in-law to

Aram Shah. Aram Shah had hardly ruled over Delhi for one year when Shamsu-d-Dia

usurped the throne. It is stated that ^amsu-d-Dm was bought by Qutbu-d-Din for a thousand of

rupees. In this inscription Delhi is called by the name of Jogini or Yoginipura. The same name

is met with in Bingala-bJidsM (or unpolished language) poetry. In the Hammira-mahdkdvya

of Nayachandra-suri, the same name vk., Yoginipura is found used for Delhi, e. y., in the

verse

n*i!TVnr»nwnjt 'frrnErmf^ i

I V I li

In Mdrwar,^' is often used for y, e. g., jogi for yogt.

The name of the ruler of Eanthambhor is given as Vallanadeva, but no mention is made of

the race to which he belonged. We know from other sources that the descendants of the famous

Oh^hamana Prithviraja were holding sway over Ranthamblior during that period. So the said

Yallanadeva must have belonged to the Obahamana race. The genealogy of the rulers of

Eanthambhor is described in the Hammera-mahdkdvy

a

referred to above. The name of Prithvi-

raja's son Govindarflja is first given and then the name of the latter's son Ballauadevai is

mentioned. This is evident from the following verse occurring in that work :

—

I

ii.

The time when BOana of the Hammira-mahdhdvya flourished exactly coincides with that of the

Yallanadeva of our inscription. No doubt can, therefore, be reasonably entertained as to

Yallanadeva of our inscription being a Chahamana and a grandson of the celebrated

Ppithvirftja.

We also learn from this inscription that the dominions of Yallanadeva extended from

Eanthambhor to Manglana in Marwar. Jayatrasiibha (or Jaitrasimha), the hero of our inscrip-

tion, was a Dadhicha Kshatriya by caste, which is now-a-days known as Dahiya. Another

inscription of the Dahiy^ Kshatriya has been found in the temple of Kevaya-mata in Kinsariyfi, as

already noted above, and a paper on the same has been sent by me for publication in the JEJpigra-

phia Indica, The DahiyS Kshatriyas recognise Dadhmat-devi as their family-goddess, just as the

1 Mr. Nilakantha Jan^rdana Ktrtan^, in his introductory note on the J3^atnmira-mahdk6,vya, published in

1879 by the Education Society’s Press, writes thns
** After Govindar^ja, Bfilhana succeeded to the throne.’^ Mark the minor difference between B&llana and

B^lha^gta

.
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Bahirua Brahmanas do^ ^hose temple is sitnati d near the two villages of Gotha and Manglod in the

Nagor district of the Jodhpnr State. In this temple also an old inscription of Gupta.Saihvat 289
(equivalent to a. n. 607) has been discovered and sent for publication by me in the same jonrnal*

In this inscription Jayatrasiihha is styled as Hahamanda'eitara, '^hkh epithet goes to prove
that he was Chahamana Vallanadeva’s feudatory. The Dahiva K&hatriyas held feudatory lands in

the Parbatsar district in V. S. 1053 or thereabout. They were in flourishing condition till Y. S.

1330. When thereafter, they were deprived of their land is not known. Now they hold no land

and are Ada or ordinary R^jpAts. They have also fallen in status on account of marrying their

widows and they are consequently called Ndtrdyatas,

Text2.

\^ li® [ 11
* ] [ <ir 3 ?r® 5i«r C ?5r ]

sffs# [^ 3 [ ^ ]- ®

^- ( I ) ilx n =sfr I sfhT!=^tr

| ^ [qf^3

[ ^ ] pnnt? ( • )-

V. f^siaiCTs^ 1 ^»iiianas»i ^ ^

^ ( [fir ] )[^roPr] i «{«ir

®. jrahra®® %«ir fH®® \ *»% [ wrssr ] ^ \ ijsirr gqr [«tt3

"ri®® ^ uRr

Iss®® ^ jn?n®® ? 3}fg7r?55;®« »]M [ ^rsrar 55?^ H>r-

Rirar%^-

<iror?«t®9 ar®9 sr^<TTS5^ »rti§^® [ <% g*® 3^
grgf^* its«« wgigs*® %-

3 It is represented by a symbol.

* From origual stone.

4 Read l%f^J%g>g^lTOrgfS||
5 Rt*ad qf^. « Read

7 Bead g^Rigig^:! 9 Read

^ Metre : Anushtubh. w Read qszH’t.

11 Read q^rqrcT. 12 Read

M Bead’ifigg^^r M Bead

1* Bead 1® Read

w Read 18 Read g?ri%?.

19 Bead 5rgwf%f® 20 Read "gsrgfgj^n^.
» Bead qsRTf^gr.

23 Read

29 Bead gregr.
2t Read ^THnf-

26 Read ^g:^|gr°
2» Read Wff^-

27 Bead %.** 23 Bead

29 Bead gt^cgr%. 23 Read

81 Bead gffKST?T«i:g?r.
22 Read ^rnSW*

83 Bead 24 Read

86 Bead ggrT: 1
88 Bead gf^nragtf.

87 Bead 86 Bead

89 Bead sj:.
*0 Read gg^.

« Bead fTTi^gggat.
*2 Bead gf^sg^.

68 Bead gg^. 64 B'ad grgg.

*6 Bead 8]|g:
68 Eea-: ' %.
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^ [11*3 ^
«q*i ^

f^'q^ir^ t% srr^5® q§j% ^gr?r’trrranq^'^ i ?!»

fw K [ I
*

] ^-
®.R‘ N *1^ 5^ ’sruno I w^f^rNr^NR^^®* I ^*95qfHR5^

[1*3 q?*ral?!

\3. ^'irsr 1^5^ H^fl tqr?r [ i * 3 srattRiYs ^ ( 1 ) ^rfi- ?r? ^ srifr?*® | ^ i

^^rh*® qf^ra*’ rivn fewR?
\v. sTRi"®! qit’51®® i 5 ’»fts?#sT II *fRniO
^%€r'® ’ET^

—

«fr” q^ftqzrr [1*3 f^r %?R^r qfi^qjtV® Rrar’^ rt’® ?j*»i!

tnR*r« ” qrw Jnffrf^®^

THE AJIVIKAS, A SECT OF BUDDHIST BHIKSHUS,
BY K. B. PATHAK, B.A., HTJBLI.

Thk Buddhist emperor Asoka and h'ls grandson Da^aratha dedicated certain cave-dwelHnga

to the sect of the Ijivikas. Mr. V. A. Smith, in his £arly History of India, p. 166, tells us that

the members of this sect went about naked and were noted for ascetic practices of the most rigorous

kind. In his opinion the Ajiyikas had little or nothing in common with the Buddhists and

were intimately connected with the Jainas. It will, therefore, be very interesting for Sanskrit

scholars to know what a distinguished Digambara Jaina author, who lived at a time when

Buddhism still prevailed in Southern India, has to say regarding this sect.

The Jaina work entitled AchdrasAra, which is in verse^ and its Eanuada commentary which

is in prose, were both composed by Viranandi on Monday the first of the bright half of Jydshfha

in the cyclic year Srfmukha and Saka 1070, as we learn from the colophon r—
Svasti griman-Mighachcahdra-tramdya-dSeara-sripddco-prasdd-dsddit-dtma-prabhdva-samasla-

vidyd’pi abhdva-saleata-dig~vartti'srimad~ ViranmhM-siddhdmta-okaTeraoartitgalu i^aha varsha 1076

§rimu.Ma-ndma saihvatsara Jyeshta ^ukla 1 S6mavdrad aih la tdm mddid AchdrasdrakTce Karnndtaha

vrittiycoh mddidaparu I.

« B ad vreej.

« Read
61 Read
6» Bead
65 Read aTTS^f^t.
67 Read
6* Read

43 Read erU-
60 Read
63 Read 5§5'.

64 Bead
1

1

66 Read 2^;
68 Read
60 Read

61 Bead j«?. Read fgfr.

<8 Metre : Aryfi; but mark violation of metrical rules in the latter

Pr&fcrit rules.

portion as well asrrf

6* Metre ; AryS,. Here also rules of metre and Prakrit are violated.

** When rendered in Sanskrit, both ArySs would read as follows ;

—

•• Eead°urncra“
»» Bead

,

7® Read
7* Read
7» Read *nir.

ST «sr f^i5R5% ^i%r*r 1

67 Read
I

7® Bead R.
76 Bead 5Sr%<l'.

7* Read
7® Read "ur^:.

** Bead s[^r>
” Read
74 Read
77 Read ^mr*

»® Read •4 Read ^ II

.
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There are numerous references to Buddhism in the AcMras&ra. This clearly shows that in

the Kanarese country there were namerous followers of Buddha in Saka 1076. We read :

Achctrasdra III, 46,

Aclidrasdra III, 59.

The most interesting fact preserved for ns by Yiranandi is that in his time there was a very

influential sect of Buddhist mendicants called Ajivakas, who subsisted on Hmji, and whose
intensely severe austerities called forth the admiration of their Jaina contemporaries. Though
wanting, as Buddhists, in righteousness as defined in the Jaina scriptures and thus incapable of

attaining in the Jaina sense, the Ajivakas were nevertheless considered by the author of the

Achdrasdra so great as to be able to reach the heaven called Sahasrdra-hal^a in Jaina cosmo-

graphy. Viranandi says :

—

Achdrasdra.. XI, 127.

Commentary.
Parivrdt 1

^anvrdjakam I Brahmalcalp-dmtam I Brahmakalpam-laram | aty-ugrdchdra-^vdn api i

bettitt apya negartteyanvUan ddodam | Ajiiahahx Banddlia-hhcdam appa hdmji BJiiJcshu I Sahasrata-

^aZjo-^vVam 1 sahasrdra-Jcalpam-haram { darsan.-^jjhitah\ samyakivam illadam\ ydti\ p6huth\\ ||

Translation.

An ascetic, though practising very severe austerities goes up to the heaven called Brahma-
kalpa. All Ajtvaka, a Bhikshu of a Buddhist sect, subsisting upon hdifijz\ goes up to the heaven

called Sahasrara-kalpa [in Jaina cosmography].

There are two paper manuscripts of the Achdrasdra. One belongs to the LakshmisSna-Matha

at Kolhapur and is dated Saka 1692; and the other is the property of the Jaina community of

Sirol in the Kolblipur State^ and was copied by a famous Jaina nun named Anantamati in Saka

1666. Both manuscripts are written in Old Kanarese characters. The form Ajivaka occurs in

both* The correct form should be Ajtvika, a believer in the non-existence of the soul, from a-jiva,

of and |fs^. Pimini IV, 460. Anantamati’s manuscript reads ledji for JcdmJij Baudda,

for Bauddha and pokhtim for pohuni. The reading kdmji is supported by the authority of Madhava-

chandra, who in his comments on the 545th Gdthd of the Trilnka-sdray says :

—

i ?r i grfnir^f-

The Mdghanandi-krdvdkdchdra, which belongs to the middle of the 13th century speaks

of the Buddhists as meat-eatera who defended their practice by saying that what is dropped in a

plate is holy and sanctioned by the Sutras :

—

Pdtre patiiaih pavitradi suir-'ohiam id sihdu Baudd{ddJi)ar adagaih izmharu.

Mdyh.^ Chap. VI, Siro] MS., p. 714b.

As regards the Ajivakas, we are told that they will be born as inferior gods in the heaven

called Achyuta-kalpa. ' _
Mdgh.y Chap. II, Sirol MS., p. 669.

The Mdglianandi-srdvakdchdra is frequently quoted by Padmaprabha-traividya, who may

therefore be assigned to the end of the iBth century. In the last chapter of his Yithsatiprarupaniy

Padmaprabha thus explains the first part of the Gdthd in the Trilola-sdra, referred to above :

—

i

Ajtvd {
arnbila-Ulm umbaru I Achyiita-pad-otii \

AchyutaAcalpa-paryyamta [»i] puttuvaru^

The Ajivas, eaters of hMiji food, will be born in the Aehyuta-kalpa.
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The conclusion, that we can safely draw from the passages cited abore, is that the Ajivakas

were well-known to the Jaina authors of the later Chjllukj'a and Yjidava periods as a sect of

Buddhist Bhikshus who lived solely or chiefly on hdmji,

[All references to Ajivakas have been culled together in my paper on this sect {Jour, Bomb,

As. Soc., Vol. XXI,[pp. 403-5). The Jainas have no doubt called them to be a sect of the Buddhist

Bhikshus, as Professor Pathak has conclusively shown us. But the Buddhists also appear in their

turn to have shown them to be Nirgrantbas, for the latter have actually been once called Ajivakas in

the Bivyavaddna (Cowel and Neil, p. 427). The truth of the matter is that they were neither

Buddhists nor Jainas even in much later times, but formed a distinct sect
;
and consequently Pio-

fessor Hultzsch is not correct in taking Ajivakas mentioned in some of the South Indian Inscriptions

to be Jainas (Vol. I, pp. 88, 89, 92 and 108).^D.E,B.]

BHAMAHA AND DANDI.

BT E. NARASIMHAGHAR, M. A., M. R. A. S., BANGALORE.

It may not be generally known that I was the first to give publicity to the discovery of

Bhamaha’s work on Rhetoric known as Kdvydlahhdra. In the introduction to my edition of

Nagavarma's Kdvijdvalokanam, a Kannada work on poetics composed by a Jaina author in the

middle of the i2th century, which was published in 1903, 1 wrote as follows^ :

—

We shall next proceed to consider the Sanskrit writers on poetics whom Ndgavarma took as
’

his authorities in writing the Kdvydvalohanam. In verse 961 he supplies us with the important

information that in writing his work he followed in the footsteps of Vamana, Rudrata, Bbamaha

and Dandi Next to him [Bharata] in point of time comes Bhamaha,

whose priority to Dandi is proved by tbe latter criticising his views in the first chapter of the

Kdvyddaria. He is one of the greatest authorities on poetics, his views being quoted by almost

all the subsequent writers of note on the subject. His work has not, however, been hitherto

discovered, though Sanskrit scholars have made every effort to trace out a copy of it. In fact,

Dr. Biihler believed that the work was lost, and other orientalists have also been under the same

impression. In these circumstances, it will no doubt be welcome news to students of Sanskrit

literature that Professor Rangacharya, M. A., of the Madras Presidency College, has had the good

fortune to come upon a manuscript of this valuable and long-sought-for work. At my request he

was so kind as to lend me the manuscript for a few days, and I take this opportunity to thank
him heartily for his kindness and courtesy. The manuscript contains some mistakes and there are

also a few gaps here and there. In the opening verse the author calls the work K^dvydlanhdra,

It is a short treatise consisting of about four hundred verses, mostly in the Anushtubh metre, and
is divided into six parichchhedas or chapters, the subjects treated of being—-kinds of compositioi).

and their peculiarities, rhetorical ornaments, faults in composition, and some points in logic and
grammar, a knowledge of which is indispensable for correct composition. The only information

that the work gives about the author is that he w^s the son of Rakrila-Gomin. According to

Dr. Biihlir, he was a Kashmirian. The work bears no date, but the author probably belongs to

the early part of the 6th century,’’

Since the above was written, several scholars have given expression to their views about
Bhamaha and his work. Mr. M. T. Narasimhiengar^ has mentioned some points which, he thinks,
“clearly establish his contention that Bhamaha should be placed after Dandin.” Messrs. Kane^ and
Pathak^ have expressed the opinion that Mr. M. T. Narasimhiengar has conclusively proved that

1 Pp. 19-21.

^ ibid. 1908, p. 545.

2 Jowr. B. As. Soo., 1905, p. 535 ff.

* JouT. Bomb. As. Soo., xxiii, p. 19.
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Bhanaha is Utsr than Danii. O.i the contrary, Mr. K. P. Trivedi.^ Professor Rinsackarya® and
Pandit Ansatacharya’ hold the same tiew as tnyseif with regard to the priority of Ehiimaha to

Uandi. These scholars hare aatscipated me in mentioning several points which, I also thought,

6 Midel to prove that Bhaniha was anterior to Dauli. "Withoat entering into any discussion of

the arguments advanced for and against by the scholars in the works referred to, I shall content

myself at present with giving the opinion of one of the old. commentators on Daiyiin's Kacyddarja
with regard to the question at issue. In Ins ei.tion of Kdo^dlurij, Professor Eaagacharya has

given two CO nmeutaries on the work, oue ajonynous and the other by an author of the name of

Tarunavachaspati, Tnough the latter does not furnish any clue to his period, still there can be

no doubt that his commentary is at least several hundred years old. His opinion, as embodying
the tradition prevailing at his time, ought to carry considerable weight. His commentary on
I, 29, II. 235 and IV. 4 or Kdc<jddaria runs thus:

—

II 1.29

hthI’T ‘ ’ fRT II iff

sTf II aTernTr^°rrfjr sr, ri:°nr'^

ii .. .. ^
( 5 ) ^ i

3r«Tr U H- 235

|h ?55iTras^Pi^Ht?rTiiJT—

I

s?? =f fr fsr:’— ii

( c J 5if^ff2f?r??rfrf^s^ f tef?fr i

9Fi%^!rrf Ii
IV. 4.

51 fTirq, ffJrgTfTffrtfrJTrf RrsTTrf^frf ; 57Tf-^gr% It

We thus learn that Taruuavachaspati was clearly of opiuion that Bhamaha preceded Dandi.

I would add here a word about the Nyhakdra alluded to and criticised by Bhamaha.

Professor Pathak® thinks that the Nydsakdra referred to by Bhamaha is no other than JinSndra-

buddhi, the author of the KdUkdvivctranapaiickiM^ aud concludes that Bhamaha lived after

Jineudrahuddhi about the middle of the 8th centnry. Butin the quotation that he gives from

Jinendrabuddhrs work there is no reference at all to the word Vntrahantd to which Bhamaha takes

exception ( ). There is enough evidence to show that there were other early

Nydsihdras besides Prabhachaadra, the author of the 'Sdkitdyana-riydsa^ and Jinendrabaddhi. In

the very Mysore inscription quoted by the Professor on page 21, we are told that Pujyapada wrote

a l<^ydsa on Paiiini—WTi^^rr^r^ST This statement is borne

out by Vr ttavihl'a, a Kannada author of the middle of the 12th century, who says that Pfijyapada

wrote a tiled or gloss on Paaini—Pdainiijahhe tiham haredam FUji/apd la-^vratindram. The period

assigued to Pujyapada by Mr. Eice is the close of the 5th century. There is nothing improbable

in supposing that he might be the Nydsabdra referred to by Bhamaha. Unfortunately, a copy

of this Kyasa has not yet been met with. Farther, a Kyasa is alluded to by B^ua in his Marsha*

charitaP As Bana flourished in the early part of the 7th centnry, the Nydsa referred to by him

could not be Jinendrabuddhi's, if the date assigned to the latter by Professor Pathak, namely,

A, n. 700, is to be accepted. It will thus be seen that Professor Pathak’s argument for placing

Bhtoaha in the middle of the 8th century is not quite conclusive.

In th'S connection I would also say a word or two about Daijdin^s time. Most scholars are

agreed that Dandi flourished in the 6th century. In commenting on

qT^^rsl'Rf^T^Rr II

5n% grrf^^? eR^rReq^ill^ir II in. 114.

the well-known instance of prahiltkd or enigma in Dandin's work, TarunavSehaspati explains it as

meaning Kanohi rnlei over by the Pallava kings.i® As we know from inscriptions that the

s Introduction to Fratdtparudra-yas^bhushanam, p. 32 ff. « Introduction to KtXvyddarsa, p. 6.

» Issuea of the JSmhmavddin, for 1911. * Jour, Bomb. As. Soo., Vol. xxiii, p. 13 ff. ® Ibid. p. 9A
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Pallavas were the paramount rulers of Southern India up to the middle of the 8oh century^

there is nothing improbable or fanciful in the explanation given by Tarunavachaspati. It may

therefore be taken for granted that Dan^li flourished during the period of the Pallava supremacy

The next poiut that has to be determined is, in which Pallava king's reign did Dandi probably

flourish 1 I venture to think that Dandi has vouchsafed to us a clue to the solution of this

question. In II. 279 of Kdvyddjirsa he mentions a 'Saiva king of the name of Rrijavarma who^

judging from the way in which he is introduced, must have been a contemporary of the author.

Among the Pallava kings of Kanchi, Nara&imhavarma II had another name Rajasimhavarma.i^

He is represented as a devout Sai^a and as a builder of several Siva temples. His period is the

last quarter of the 7th century. I would identify the Rajavarma of Dandi with this Pallava kingi,

Rajasimhavarma. Professor Rangacharya al&o mentions, in relation to I. 5 of Kdvyddarsa^ a

tradition which says that the work was composed by Dandi for giving lessons in rhetoric to a

royal prince at Kaiichi, This prince was probably Rajasimhavarma’s son. If the above identi-

fication is correct, Dandlu’s period wo aid be the last quarter of the 7th century instead of the

usually accepted 6th century.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY,

SERIES III.

BY H. A. EOSE, I.C.S.

(Continued from p. 44*)

Mftwas; the fifteenth of a month ou which the people feed the Brahmans in honour of their

ancestors. Earnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 148.

Msgh : rain, used generally by Gaddis who distinguish steady drizzle or fine rain as jharri

or aaggi and light passing showers as hurah.

Meli, maid : the female of the Icart^ q*, v*

MeMra, mlienhd.ra : a place where buffaloes are tied up in the jangle sometimes applied to

the grazing ground,

MEelirAl : a headman's circle : Mahlog.

MeRyAra : a shed for buffaloes. Kangra S. R., p. 44.

Hel punnd* ; to make friends.

Molft : a sort of cursing committee. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 175.

Mep : an earthen vessel used in measuring grain on a threshing floor. Hoshiarpur S. R.,

p.99.

M5r : floor of the ground floor.

Morati : a variety of sugarcane having a thick, short, soft cane, and broad leaves, Cf. merthu
Harnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 180.

MertM:a variety of sugarcane having a thick, short, soft cane, and broad leaves, OF^meratt.

Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 180.

Mez: a flat heavy piece. of wood with which land is gone over. Gurgaon S. R., 1872-83,

p. 69.

MiAra, m^l : a big field roller,the sohdga of the plains.

Middhna : to trample, crush.

Mizghun : me, to me. In Kulu monies to me
;
monnay from me.

Bo«>6av Qmfittwr, Vol. i, Part ix, p
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Minna : a ceremony afc weddings, performed by the bride or bridegroom’s mother • she takes a

S-wicked lamp made of flour, places it on a tray, and while her brother stands on a stool, waves

it up and down his body from head to foot. Of, drata. Karnal S. R., 1872-60# p. 129,

Miasna ; to give to a Brahman, Karnal S. E., 1872-80, p. 122.

Missa : snout. Chamla Gazetteer, p. 138,

Misri : a large mango fruit, sweet as sugar (jnisri)^ Hoshiarpur S. R,, p. 15,

MithS,iina : a place where clay is dug— see galena^

Mitn^ ntarn^ : to give an oracle. JubbaL

Moda : the produce of cultivation of the preceding year. Mahlog.

a shaven mendicaut. Sirsa S, R., 1879-83, p. 124,

Modi: a weighmau, Cf, tolali, Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 81.

Moll : a fish (notopterus kapirat), Karnfil S. R.» p. 8,

Moliand: the head of a canal, Karnfil S. R., 1872-80, p, 170.

Moh!ta eh^M: an uuirrigated land capable of being watered by a well, Ludhiana 8, B.,

1878-

33, p,

Mohra : a man who pulls out the canes on the other side and passes them back, Hoshiarpur,

S. R.,p, 82.

MotLrO. : a tree, a kind of oak : found between 5,000 and 8,000 feet above sea-level. Ohamba,

Mohti : a fish, found after the rains. It runs up after the heavy floods in the rain, and

grows to a large size. Very commonly found 5 lbs. in weight. It has a curious habit of rising

constantly to the surface of the water, and turning over, showing its very broad silvery side.

Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83 p. 17.

Mok : the freight for carrying grain from one place to other by boats. Sirsa S. B.,

1879-

83, p. 190,

Mokh : a cattle disease. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 134.

Mol : a long pestle for pounding rice in the ohd or wooden mortar. Kangra Gloss.

Mona : the block of the plough. Ludhiana S. R,, 1878-83, p. 99,

Mona : a light country plough, fairly well adapted to the light soils of the district,

Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 72.

Monia: the system of leaving the roots of the cane in ground where fresh alluvial

deposits can be depended on, and so produce two or three and sometimes more years in successicn,

Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 81.

Mongate : a large mital plate. Sirmur.

llonkhar : foot and mouth disease. Cf. morkhur^ rora and chdpla. Ludhiana S R., 1876-

83, p. 134.

Mor or sira : a wedding cap. Sirsa S, R., 1879-83, p. 166.

Mori: window. Sirmur.

Mori ; a stake of karil wood. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 312.

Mori-gad : a stake-planter. Sirsa S, R., 1879-83, p. 312.

Morkhur ; foot and mouth disease. Cf. monhhar^ rora and chipla^ Ludhiana S. R,, 1878

83, p. 134.

Moti : the same as the maira laud, but with a larger proportion of clay
;

it gives wonderful

crops with good rain, but is liable to fail in dry years. It is, in fact, much the same as the rcU

land. Of. rara oxi^palhiali^ Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 70.

Mowa : Basia longifoUa* Kangra S. B., p. 21,

Mr^li marelan; a tree (lycmm europmum}, Rohtak. (Of. mardl, P. Py., p. 726).
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iynua.1 : abuse* Kfmgra Gloss.

Much: (1) a curved heavy piece of wood, like the mdhi^hxki used only on muddy lands*

(2) a mode of culture, see Imgd, Kangra S. 11., pp. 26 and 29.

Muchchhna : to obtain money from, unfairly or dishonestly, to swindle, extort money.

Muddha^ : s. m. a spindle full of spun cotton.

MUdi : a liola to which there were hereditary claimants. Kangra S. E. (Lyall), pp. 32-33.

Madphal ; a weed which infests rice-fields. Sirsa S. E.,, 1879-83, p. 16.

Mudhkhera : a cess—a fee of Es. 5, paid at each daughter’s wedding. Of, thcmapatti^

Ferozepore S, E., 1889-91, p, 10.

Mudyfi-ri: a tenant who pays a fixed share, muda of grain, as rent, whatever portion may
be agreed on. Muda is also applied to the money payment by a tenant when the rent is paid in

cash. Ghurah.

Muger : a species of bamboo. Of. wagher (a species of betel leaf). Kangra S. E., p. 20.
. Mulwahr : the youngest son’s share in the inheritance, i. e., the family house. Churak
Mhiid : the 'panydri plough. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 162.

Munda : shaven. Sirsa S. E., 1879-83, p. 124.

Mhuda: the sugarcane grown a second year from the old roots. Karnal S. E. 1872-80,

p. 181.

Munda-va^4 : a rule of inheritance=::y)apfa-7id Kangra S, E., p. 98.

MuDdi: a beardless red wheat with a slightly higher stalk and a larger graia than the
common kind. Ludhiana S, R., 1878-83, p. 113.

Mundld* : a square haw (^. ??.) = 22|- square yards.

Mdiidla : an awn of wheat. Karnfil S. R.^ 1872-80, p. 189,

BTaadri : a white beardless variety of wheat. Jullundar S. R., p. 125 Cf kanku
Hoshinrpnr S. R., p. 74.

• . «*.

mngon kj kantM : a necklace of beads. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 157.
lyCangri : a fish (clarias magur). Cf. mangari. Karnal S, R., p. 8.

Muntl ; fern, muni = Jdhat,

Mur : adv. again.

Murda sho : a class o-f mulldhs, ash corpse. Jullucdur S. R., p. 68.

Musna, mohna s to steal. Kangra Gloss.

Mathi : a man who follows the plough in the farrows. GL burn, Karnal S R 1872-80
p.l69.

Muthpura: a grass. Karnal S. R., p. 13.

IS^abia : the famine, 1833 (sambat 1890). Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 19.
mbtl: the Spiti name for the wild sheep

;
in books commonly called durrel. KSngra Gloss

: a break o-r rush of water from one field to another, Kangra Gloss.
Kaohor : water which escapes out of one field into a lower one. Kdngra Gloss.
Ifad : marsh and cultivated with rice

;
see jokar,

Wadai, nidai ? weeding. Kangra Gloss.

KaddiVa : a weeder. Kangra Gloss.

Madd : marshy land. Kangra Gloss,

Naddilm : wood:cock--seey«Z^l’nV

mg : a general name for panydri and patha. Karnfil S. R., 1872-80, p. 162.
Wagdi : the placing of an offering with a lighted lamp on it on some moonlit night while

e moon is still on the wax at a place where -four roads meet. Of. langrz, Karnfil S. R 1872-80
p. 146-.

’ ’’ ’
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Hagpan : prickly pear. Rolitak,

TJagphan : a tree {Oimntia dUlenii). Karnal S, R,, p. 9.

3!Tag-phani : Cactus indicus, Giirgaon S. R., 1S72-8J3, p. 14.

INTagta : the black-backed goose. Ludhiana S. R., 187S-S3, p. 14,

ITalilnS. : to run. Bauria argot. Ex. dda Jana'tdfa jae

:

the bullock is runnings

IXaMrwa; guinea-worm. Sirsa S R., 1879-SD, p. 151.

2Tain : a chisel. Simla S. R., 1883, p. 45.

ITakardada : the great-great-grandfather. Ludhiana S. R., 1878 S3, p. 305.

ITakhar : theft. Ludhiana S, R-, 1878-83, p. 150.

I^akkjind hon§.: to be worried, distressed,

IXakorli : a vent or passage for water from a field. Kangra Gloss,

Hal : a thinner variety of bamboo, Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 16.

HM : a bamboo stem or pole. Kangra Gloss.

HM or nagaltlii=3atli-i : q. v. Sirmur r/§-G:ri.

Hal : a species of bamboo, found in upland villages ; its cylinder contains harisloch^n,

Kangra S R., p. 20,

Hala : a sacred coloured string, which the father of the bridegroom sends to the bride’s house

with other things for tying her hair up. KarnM S. R., 1872-80, p, 130.

Hamed-lr : the officer on a l-old who manages the cultivation, Kangra S. R. (Ljall), p. 33.

Hauotar: husband’s sister’s son. Kangra Gloss.

Har : a thong for the cart. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 163.

Ha.ra : a silver tassel on the petticoat over the right hip. Karnal S. R,, 1672 80, p. 125,

Hara.5 Arundo donax.< Hoshiarpur S. B., p. 17.

Hare! : themandl pheasant : see nilgir.

Hari dandle lit, horned wheat; a bearded wheat having whitish ears from three to four

Inches long
;

its grain also is white, thick and soft. Sirsa S, R., 1870-83, p. 285.

Harka : an os-whip. Kama! S. R., p. 116.

Harmot: a good loamy soil- Gurgaou S. R., 1872-83, p. 6.

Harsal: Arundo harJca. Gurgaon S. R.,1872-S3, p. 14.

Hasna : to run away. Bauria argot.

Hasonoli : unmixed, pure (of oil or other things). Kangra Gloss,

Hat : a jewel (? a nose-ring), Karnal S. R., p. 82.

Haun; a bath or made reservoir, a spring. Kangra Gloss.

Haunda: the subscriptions towards the expenses of a wedding. Sirsa, S. R„ 1879-83, p. 1.

Hauiai: weeding. Karmll S. R., 1872-80, p. 171,

Hauri
:

jackal. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 124.

Hauria, thief
;
see loliri.

Hebainfi. : to wait for. Kangra Gloss.

Heota : a custom by which all the branches of a family contribute towards the expenses of a

marriage in any of its component households. Karnal S, R,, 1872-80, p, 185.

Hesari: the flower of the sugarcane. KarnS»l S. R., 1872-80, p. 181.

Hetal: barley tax; an unassigned grain assessment ; Spiti, Kangra S. R., p. 114,

Hewar (?) : a tree not bearing fruit. Simla S. R„ 1883, p. 43.

Hiai ; the manured land near a village-site or in the neighbourhood of outlying houses or

4;attle pens. Cf, lahri, Hoshiarpur S. B., p. 69.
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the spring harvest. Kangra Gloss.

NiS-ngna : to send on duty
;
used of chaprdsis, begdris, kulUs, etc. Kangra Gloss.

:Nidai :
weeding,

Efighar : used by shepherds to describe the grassy slopes on the high Himalayas above the

line of forest, or a sheep-run in such a locality : = kawtn^ opposed to gdhr^ q. v , ; Karigra Glo&s.

Wijli: sight.

ITikar : adj. disdainful, unappreciative.

Nikhornft : to separate,

ISTil : the mandl pheasant : see ntlgir,

Kllgir : Lit, blue king; the mandl pheasant, also called nil only, or narel, Kangra Gloss,

Sfimbar : a tree {acacia leucophlaea) syn. raunu} (? = nimhar and Yeru, J)y. p.,. 82U

Eohtak,

Klmehak: a well curb, Karnal S. E., 1872-80, p. 158.

Niora : vegetables. Kangra Gloss.

Mrna : breakfast (eaten at 6 a.m.); adv. without taking food. Keonthal,

Nitha : low, K&ngra Gloss.

EoMri : a light early breakfast, Kangra Gloss.

ITowari : early breakfast, see under datidld.

Nukunda : a good variety of rice. Kangra S. R., p. 26.

Htllln : a system of cultivation, in which a spring crop, usually wheat, is taken, then the

ground lies fallow for nearly a year, during which it is repeatedly ploughed and rolled. Cf. Banwin

and nMn. Jullundur S. R., p. 118.

Euriss the fairies, a somewhat vaguely-dedned class of malevolent spirits, who attack

women only
;
especially on moonlit nights, giving them a choking sensation in the throat and

knocking them down. Karnal 3. E,, 1872-80, p. 152,

Kdrin : a system of cultivation, in which a spring crop, usually wheat, is taken, then the

ground lies fallow for nearly a year, during which it is repeatedly ploughed and rolled. CL
Bdnwin and nUltn, Jullundur S. 11., p. 118.

lE^fyaini: a basin into which the end of the higher channel is discharged. Karnal S. E., 1872-

80, p. m.
Kyar : fodder, Karnal S', R., 1.872-80, p. 164,

Nyarw^Ia: the man who feeds the bullocks. Cf. bdJdi, Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 168*

Obrd> : cow-shed : the ‘people keep their cattle in the lower storey of their houses,, and live in

the upper. Chamba.

Obri ; an inner room as opposed to- ovdn, q, v,

Od ; the vertical lanthora wheel on which hangs the mdL Of. hdr. Karnal S. R., 1872-

80, p. 160.

Odd.la : the bark of a creeper used as string to fasten on slate roofing, etc. Kangra Gloss.

Odh ; land in the shade of trees in which little or nothing grows. Kangra Gloss.

Odhi : the feeding basbet of a water-mill. Kangra Gloss.

Oes : the mouth or opening into a duct from q,MI (canal). Kangra S. R., p. 0»2’.

Ogal : a wooden bar used to barricade the door from inside : also used trans^^Q^ln.

OgMrna : to uncover, remove, a lid. Kangra Gloss.

Ogli : a store-house on the ground floor with a stone floor and walls and without any doo«’v

grain is poured into it through a hole, caUod Ul^ in the roof. Sirmur,
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OgrAkar : a collector of debts, revenue, etc. Kingra Gloss.

OgwAra : a small garden plot in front of a house, Kangra Gloss,

Oki: a kind of tree. Kangra S, R , Barnes, § 286.

Okal : a long pestle : see mcL

OkkwS^l ; a paved way : see charidt*

Olna : to mix (as rice and ddl) before eating, Kangra Gloss,

Onehrna : to overturn, pour out. Kangra Gloss.

Ongala : the consideration paid to the owner of plough oxen lent on condition of payment of

so much grain by the borrower out of the harvest. Kangra Gloss.

OpAha : a tenant farmer residing in the village, but not on the land he cultivates. Cf, adheo

and hirsdn, Kangra S. R. Review, p. 8. and 44.

Opat: the whole of anything, often applied to the gross produce of a held. Kangra Gloss.

Opra : the tenant-farmer residing in another village. Of. halchdk, hhairi and dudharchdr

^jpdku, Kangra S. R. Review, p. 8. (? oprdj opdhu Lyall p. 45).

OprAkna : up, above. Kangra Gloss.

Oprerna: to wave over the head; at marriages, or when a man comes home after a long

absence, his relations do this with pice which they give to a hamin^ or in the case of a sick man,

with bread which they throw to dogs, etc. Kangra Gloss.

Opri : to be attributed to the influence of a malevolent deity. Cf. japet, Kama! S. R.,

1872-80, p. 145,

Or, ur : (1) a young rice plant grown in a nursery : (2) a system of transplanting young

plants. Kangra S. R., p. 26.

Or^i, ori ; (1) mustard : (2) see also under ort (2)^ Kangra S. R., p. 24.

Orl
: (1) a nursery of rice before it is planted out

: (2) a shed for sheep and goats, Kangra

8. R., p. 44 : the real orts are small huts with a yard in front, built by zaminddrs for Gaddis to put

up in winter for the sake of manure. An ora is a small place built of few stones in the Dhars in

which the young lambs or kids are kept. Kangra Gloss.

Orli: a fish trap of basket-work set in a passage in a dam. Kangra Gloss,

Orna : a drill. Karndl 8. R., 1872-80, p. 169.

Orna: a wrap. Kama! S. R., 1872-80 p. 124,

Orra : the putting of the grain to be offered to the malignant deity by the head of the

sufferer during the night and offering it next day. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 146,

Oru, auru : the receipt which i^he zaminddrs used to get from a kdrMr for revenue.

Osra : a rota. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 169.

Osra: rotation. Karnal, S. R., p. 114.

Ota : dim. of t\ a small screw or partly wall, Ambala.

Otar : unirrigated, Kangra Gloss.

Othla : high. Kangra Gloss.

OvAn : an outer room, the door of which leads outside. 0pp. to ohH, Kangra Gloss.

Pabhan: much the same asjabar (moist low-lying land, very good for sugarcane and rice).

The principal rice-growing land. Ci. chagar and chliamh. Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 70.

Pabta : a fish (callichrous Mmaculatus), Karnal S. R., p. 8.

Pacbheli : a bracelet. Cf, chhan^ ladngni^ and chura^ Karnal S. R.» 1872-80, p. 125.

Pachna : to gash. Karnal, S, R., P. 10.

Paohotri . 5 thimt^ per topa
;

a cess taken from a tenant by the proprietor in some parts

of Palam. Kdngra Gloss.

Padam ; a variety of cobra snake. ^Jullundur S, R.; p. 12.
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Pagri-Meh : a poll-tax : Hissar S, B., p. 11.

Pagvai3.tJ. : a rule of iaberitaace, Tvliereby all the legitimate sons of one father get equal shares

without reference to the number of sons born of each wife or mother. Cf. munde-vand. Kangra

S. R., p. 98.

Pahal : the ceremony of initiation performed by Bishnots, Sirsa S. R., 1879-88, p, 138.

Pahra : a responsible man at the head of a channel. Sirsa S. R., 1879-88, p. 406.

Paili : s. f., a cultivated field.

PMnd : the bottom of a field, as opposed to the iupdU where the water enters. Kangra Glosa^

Painb. : the grey pelican. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 16.

Paintalis pachwanja: rent paid in kind; the proprietor taking 45 and the tenants 65

niauads in the 100. Hoshiarpur S, R., p. 60.

Pair: the threshing floor. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 172.

Pajpi : a place made of wooden pUnks on which idols are placed in a row opposite to

the sinjlulsan which is of metal : also called pird or piri.

Pakhala : strange, ignorant of the country. Kangra Gloss.

Pakka plr : the hole in which the cylinder of the well is to be sunk, dug in stiff soil.

Jullundur S, R., p. 100.

Pakkha : a waterproof screen put over carta to protect their contents from rain. Sirsa S. E.,

1879-83, p. 15,

Pakru: a bird. Cf. pancld.

Pal : a piece of coarse cloth placed over a reed mat to refine coarse sugar. Hoshiarpur

S. R., p. 83.

Pal, peru : a large wicker bamboo receptacle for grain, cask-shaped.

Paia : fodder of the jliar,

P^la : the broken leaves of the jharheri tree, which form a very valuable fodder. Karnal.

S, R., p. 12.

PaUna: the string round the spindle of a spinning wheel.

Paleo ; a first watering, Rohtak,

Paleo: the irrigation of the land for ploughing, or sowing, or both, when there has been no>

rain, Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 170.

Pallew^ia : a wealthy person, a man of means.

Palna : a cradle. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 164.

P^lsara :
a man appointed by a rdjd to the charge of the whole administration of a hoiM^

Kangra S. E., p. 80.

Palba : a metal spatula for turning bread. Of. honcha and hhurGlina, Karnui S. R.,

1872-80, p. 121.

Palwa : a grass (^Andropogon annulatum)* Karnal S, R., p, 13.

Palwa: a fish (oulUchrous egerionii), Karnal S* E., p. 8.

Panapalat: periodical exchange of holdings. Gurgaon S, E, 1872-83, p. 86,

Pauchak : an inauspicious day of a month. Karnal S. E,, 1872-80, p. 137.

Panchi : a bird
;
pdltru is also common. Kangra Gloss.

Panchotra : see Icarda,

Panchpaya : a large mango fruit, said to weigh five quarters of a Icaclia ser, equal to ono

po'jad avoirdupois. Hoshiarpur S. R., p, 15,

Pand ; matting of bamboo or date leaves. Kangra Gloss.

{To he continued^)
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MISCELLANEA.

THE PLANETAEY ICONOGEAPHT OF THE
SIPASIAXS, ACCOEDIEG TO

THE DABISTAN*.

That curious work—tbe Bdbistdn or ‘ Scliool of

Manners ’—was translated into Gujarati and pub-

lished at Bombay in 1315 under the imprimatur

of Mulla Firllz, the notable Parsi scholar of that

time. In the first section {najar^ seven copper-

plate figures are inserted in spaces left for them

in the type. These are the regents of the

Planets, among the SipAsiAns, a sect of IrAnians,
;

the author says. As Shea and Troyer’s trans- .

tation ^ is not very well known, the following
|

extract, describing these figures, may interest

some readers

:

—J. Bctsgess.

It is stated in the Akliarisidn that the Sip-

asian tenets were, that the stars and the heavens

are the shadows of the incorporeal e:^*ulgences;

on this account they erected the temples of the

seven planets, and had talismans formed of

metal or stone, suitable to each star
;
all which

talismans were placed in their proper abode,

under a suitable aspect ; they also set apart a

portion of time for their worship and handed

down the mode of serving them. When they

performed the rites of these holy statues, they

burned before them the suitable incense at the

appointed season, and held their power in high

veneration. Their temples were called Paika-

ristan, or * image temples \ and ShidistAn ‘the

abodes of the forms of the luminous bodies.’

“ It is stated in the AJcharistdn, that the image

of the regent KaivAn (feani) was cut out of

black stone, in a human shape, with an ape-like

head ;
his body like a man’s, with a hog’s tail,

and a crown on his head in the right hand a

sieve ;
in the left a serpent. His temple was

also of black stone, and his officiating ministers

were negroes, Ahyssinians and persons of black

complexions : they wore blue garments, and on

their fingers rings of iron: they offered up

storax and such like perfumes, and generally

dressed and oiEered np pungent viands; they

administered myrobalans also similar gums

and drugs. Villagers and husbandmen who had

left abodes, nobles, doctors, anchorites, mathe-

maticians, enchanters, soothsayers and persons

of that description lived in the vicinity of this

temple, where these sciences were taught, and

their maintenance allowed them : they first paid

adoration in the temple and afterwards waited

on the king. All persons ranked among the

servants of the regent Kaivau were presented to

the king through the medium of the chiefs and

officers of this temple, who were always selected

from the greatest families in Iran. The words

Shah and Timsar are appeliations of honour,

signifying dignity, just as Srf in Hindi, and

Huzrat in Arabic.

“The image of the regent Hornauzd (Bhrihas-

pati) was of an earthy colour, in the shape of a

man, with a vulture’s- face; on ln*s head a

crown, on which were the faces of a cock and
a dragon

;
in the right hand a crown or tuiban;

in the left a crystal [bottle or] ewer. The
ministers of this temple were of a teiu-ene hue,

dressed in yellow and white ; they wore rings of

silver and signets of cornelian; the incense con-

sisted of laurel-berries and such like ; the

viands prepai’ed by them were sweet. Learned

men, judges, imans, eminent vazirs, distinguish-

ed men, nobles, magistrates and scribes dwelt

in the street attached to this temple, where they

devoted themselves to their peculiar pursuits,

but principally giving themselves up to the

science of theology.

“ The temple of the regent BahrAm ® (Mangal)

and his image were of red stone : he was represent-

ed in a human form,^ wearing on his head a red

crown : his right hand was of the same colour and

hanging down
;
his left, yellow and raised up ; in

the right was a blood-stained sword, and an iron

verge in the left. The ministers of this temple

were dressed in red garments; his attendants

were Turks -with rings of copper on their hands;

the fumigations made before him consisted of

sandarach and such like ;
the viands used here

were bitter.
* Princes, champions, soldiers, mili-

tary men, and Turks dwelt in his street. Per-

sons of this description, through the agency of

the directors of the temple, were admitted to

the king’s presence. The bestowers of charity

J Three volumes, Paris, 1843. In the following extract, I have substituted, in most oases, the verDacu^

names of the planets for the European.—J. B,

3 Eerges, a bird feeding on carcasses, and living a hundred years.

» Bahrlm is also called Manishram, * The drawing shows a short beard and moustaohes.
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dwelt in the vicinity of this temple; capital

punishments were here inflicted, and the prison

for criminals was also in that street.

The image of the world-enlightening solar

regent was the largest of the idols; his dome

was built of gold plated bricks ;
the interior

inlaid with rubies, diamonds, cornelian and such

like. The image of the Great Light [AftS/b]

was formed of burnished gold, in the likeness

of a man with two heads, on each of which was

a precious crown set with rubies ; and in each

diadem were seven sdrun or peaks. He was

seated on a powerful steed ;
his face resembling

that of a man, but he had a dragon’s tail ;
®

in the right hand a rod of gold, a collar of

diamonds around his neck. The ministers of

this temple were dressed in yellow robes of gold

tissue, and a girdle set with Tubies, diamonds,

and other solar stones : the fumigations consisted

of sandal-wood and such like: they generally

served up acid viands. In his quarter were the

families of kings and emperors, chiefs, men of

might, nobles, chieftains, governors, rulers of

countries, and men of science * visitors of this

description were introduced to the king by the

chiefs of the temple.

**The exterior of Nabid’s® (Sukra’s) temple

was of white marble and the interior of crystal,

the form of the idol was that of a red man,

wearing a seven-peaked crown on the head ; in

the right hand a flask of oil, and in the left a

comb : before him was burnt saffron and such like;

his ministers were clad in fine white robes, and

wore pearl-studded crowns, and diamond rings

on their fingers. Men were not permitted to

enter this temple at night. Matrons and their

daughters performed the necessary offices and

service, except on the night of the king’s going

thex'e, as then no females approached, but men
only had access to it. Here the ministering

attendants served up rich viands. Ladies of the

highest rank, practising austerities, worshippers

of God, belonging to the place or who came from

a distance, goldsmiths, painters, and musicians

dwelt around this temple, through the chiefs

and directors of which they were presented to

the king : hut the women and ladies of rank were

introduced to the queen by the female direc-

tresses of the temple.

** The dome and image of the regent Tir ^

(Budha) was of blue stone ; his body that of a
fish, with a boar’s face : the right arm black,

the other white : on his head a crown : he had a
tail like that of a fish

;
in his right hand a pen,

and in the left an inkhorn. The substances

burnt in tbis temple were gum mastic and the
like. His ministers were clad in blue, wearing
on their fingers rings of gold. At their feasts

they served up acidulous viands. Yazirs, phi-

losophers, astrologers, physicians, farriers, ac-

countants, revenue-collectors, ministers, secre-

taries, merchants, architects, tailors, fine writers

and such like, were stationed there, and through
the agency of the directors of the temple, had
access to the king : the knowledge requisite for

such sciences and pursuits was also communicat-
ed there.

** The temple of the regent MAh (Ohandramas)
was of a green stone ; his image that of a man
seated on a white ox ; on his head a diadem in

the front of which were three peaks : on the

hands were bracelets, and a collar round the

neck. In his right hand an amulet of rubies,

and in the left a branch of sweet basil : his

ministers were clad in green and white, and wore
rings of silver. The substances burnt before

this image were gum arahio and such like drugs.

His attendants served up salted viands. Spies,

ambassadors, couriers, news-reporters, voyagers,

and the generality of ti’avellers and such like

persons resided in his street, and were presented

to the king through the directors of the temple.

Besides the peculiar ministers and attendants,

there were attached to each temple several royal

commissioners and officers, engaged in the execu-

tion of the king’s orders ; and in such matters as

were connected with the image of that temple.

In the Khuristar or ** refectory ” of each temple,

the board was spread the whole day with vari-

ous kinds of viands and beverages always ready.

No one was repulsed, so that whoever chose

partook of them. In like manner, in the quar-

ter adjacent to each temple, was an hospital,

where the sick under the idol’s protection were

attended by the physician of that hospital.

Thus there were also places provided for travel-

lers, who on their arrival in the city, repaired

to the quarter appropriated to the temple to

which they belonged.” ®

The SipAsiAns are represented as an early

Persian sect, styled also YazadiAn, AbAdiAn,

HushiAn, Anushkan, AzarhdshangiAn and A^riAn.

c The figure represents Sfirya, Pers. Aft&b, with two tails, and his foot like a claw; the horse has the usual tail,

• N4htd appears also under the name of Perehengtram, * Tir, also Teiairtm, Pers. 'IltArid*

^Shea and Troyer’s translation, Yol, i, pp, 35?41.
'
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THE CASTES IN INDIA.

BY E. SENABT OE THE IXSTITUT DE PEANCE.

(Translated in part from the French)

BY RET. A. HEGGLIN, S. J.; BOMBAY.

[In the following pages we give to the readers of the Indian Antiquary^ the translation of

part of a work on Caste which is justly entitled to particular notice. The title of the work is : Lee
Castes dans VInde. Emile Senart, Membre de ITnstitut, Paris, Ernest Lerous, Editeur, 28, Rue
Bonaparte, 28, 1896,

The author is a great and enthusiastic French Orientalist, well known by a series of

original works on topics drawn from the Pali and the Sanskrit. His book, Les Castes dans VInde

containing 22 pages of preface and 257 pages of text in 0., is divided into three chapters, each

subdivided into paragraphs. The first chapter, inscribed Le Fresent, treats the caste-system

in its present features
;
the second entitled Le Fosse, shows the system in the light thrown upon

it by the standard works of Sanskrit literature. These two chapters form the basis on which the

author builds up his theory on the origins of the caste-system in the third chapter. For

European readers, who have never been in India, they are most instructive, and, we think, even

indispensable
;
but Indian readers, who are either members of castes themselves, or, are at least

familiar with the working of the caste-system and with the traditional views of the past regarding

it, will have no difficulty in finding their way through the third chapter, without having read the

preceding two.

We, therefore, confine ourselves to a translation of the third chapter which is headed Les

OrigineSy and in which the chief interest of the book lies. The solution of the riddle of the

caste-system as a historical institution, which Monsieur Senart sets forth in this chapter, has

certainly the charm of originality, if not of an all-round satisfactory and final explanation, as far as

such can be reached in so complex a problem.

With these few remarks of introduction, we now give the translation of the third chapter.

—

Ed.]

Chapter III.—The Origins.

I.—The systems of explanation. The Traffitionalists,

II..—Profession as the foundation of Caste. Mr* Nesfield and Mr, [ Sir DenzilJ Ibbetson.

III.—^Race as the foundation of Caste. Mr. [ Sir Herbert ] Risley,

ly.—Caste and the Aryan constitution of the family.

V.—Genesis of the Indian Caste,

VI.—General survey, Caste and the Indian mind.

From the day when it aroused the attention of men of an inquisitive mind, the problem of

the origin of the castes has often been treated and from various standpoints. Many systems have

been set forth. I think, I may shorten their list without much scruple.

I leave aside from the very beginning those explanations which are too general, or too hasty,

or which are not based upon close study, nor do sufficiently master the ground occupied by the

problem.

Various groups may be formed amongst those attempts which are recent enough to* be

completely informed, it will be sufficient to fix their tendencies by examples. This will not be a

matter of mere curiosity. This summary view will furnish the occasion of clearing the gromxd, and

we shall come nearer probable aolutions, even if it were only by way of successive eliminatiott,
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I.—The Systems of Explanation,

If the Hindus have mixed up the two notions and the two terms* of class and caste, their

erroneous views have been followed amongst us with sad docility. I mean foremost the Indianists.

Representatives of the philological school as they are, they obey an almost irresistible tendency in

viewing the problem under this traditional aspect. The Brahminical theory is, as it were, their

proper atmosphere. The literary chronology is their invariable starting point,

Eaithful to a principle which, it seems, works a priori but the dangers and weakness of which

in its application to India, I have already indicated, most have, in fact, admitted that the series of

the literary monuments must correspond with the historical evolution and exactly reflect its phases.

The Brdhmams which, in the order of time, are more closely connected with the hymns, cannot

contain anything which is not the prolongation, or normal development of the data contained in

them. Hence this dilemma : Either the existence of the castes is attested in the Vedas, or—in the

contrary supposition—they were necessarily established in the period which separates the

composition of the hymns to which they would be unknown, from the composition of the Brdhmanas

which suppose their existence, to which is added this corollary, always implied, yet always active,

that their origins must be justified by means of elements expressly contained in the hymns.

Nobody, as far as I know, or almost nobody, has freed himself of this postulate. They

thought, they were bound to consider as the certain starting point the divisions which, in

the opinion of all, are exhibited in the Vedas, and which, according to some, were complete and real

castes, according to others, social classes. The former were all the more eager to find the castes in

the hymns, as they justly felt how difficult it is to ascribe to them, according to the ordinary method

too recent an origin
;
and the latter concluded from the silence of the hymns, that the epoch, to

which they go back, did not know anything of them, and that, therefore, the genesis could begin

only later. But both are agreed to consider as primitive and indissoluble the tie which connects

the four varnas with the very rising of the institution of the castes.

Under this impression they are fain to believe to have done enough, when they have drawn a

reasonable explanation from general considerations supported by approximate analogies. From

the pretensions and the interests of the priestly class, aided by an alliance with the secular power

seen also elsewhere, they have originated, through the working of a clearer design carried on with

perseverance, this state of division into factions maintained by severe regulations as they appear

through the prism of the law-books. The lines of such constructions are commonly somewhat

indistinct
;
they may be seductive by their regularity, by the convenient appeal which they make to

current notions. But so much clearness is not without danger.

Being masters of the analysis which derives the whole Indo-European vocabulary from some
hundreds of roots, certain explorers of the language really thought, they were touching, in those

languages which have preserved most of etymological transparency, the first stammerings of human
speech. They estimated that the distance to be covered from there to the source, was not, or almost

not worth considering. Among the explanations to which caste has given rise, there are some

which remind one of this easy optimism. It has exerted its ravages even upon such minds as

seemed to be perfectly armed against them.

Mr. Sherring, for instance, has devoted vast labours to the direct study of the contemporary

castes,^ When, one day, he thought of settling his general views on the matter, of summing
np his opinion on the * Natural History of Caste,’2 he set down the terms of the problem with a
firmness which was not such as to discourage the hopes roused by the very Ititle of his work. It

is strange that a preconceived system should have been able to render so many observations and so

* 'Natural History of Castes,' in the Calcutta
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much learning sterile. Mr. Sherring has shown us in the caste only the result of the cunning policy

of ambitious priests, manufacturing all anew the constitution of ihe Hindu world and modelling it

to their own profit.

The comparison of the Jesuits and their theocratic aims plays, as a rule, a really excessive part

in these explanations. We find it even with one of the latest representatives of the philological

school. Mr. von Schroeder,^ at first, does not seem to be inclined to exaggerating the Brahminical

system
;
he feels that the quadruple division into priests, warriors, etc., can only correspond to a

distinction of classes. Nevertheless, he derives the castes from them and, above all, from the

particular constitution of the Brahmins. If we were to believe him, the ?'egi?ne would be connected

with the yictorious reaction of Brahmanism against expiring Buddhism. Its formation, therefore,

would thus be brought down to the period in which there appeared the man in whom that

movement, very hypothetical as it is, personifies itself, down to Sankara, the orthodox philosopher

of the eighth century.

These are the systems which I shall call traditionalistic. They repeat themselves, transform

themselves without a great effort of renewal. However ingenious they may be in some of their

parties, their analysis could scarcely be productive of a result. Both,^ for instance, has explained

the first progress of the sacerdotal caste by the importance which the purokit^ or domestic

chaplain of the chieftains acsquired little by little. Whilst spreading in the plains of India, the

Aryan tribes would split themselves into numerous factions, they would be broken up
;
by this the

royal families would have lost both in power and in authority
;
they would sink down to the rank

of a simple nobility
;
the Kshatriyas would be the bullion of ancient kings. Their weakness

would have created the empire of the Brahmins. All the views of so excellent and well-informed

a mind have their value. But this is of interest only for the history of the classes, not for the

genesis of the castes.

To mix up the classes with the castes is, in my opinion, to bring confusion into the whole

question, I have given several reasons for it. Class and caste correspond neitbner in their extent,

nor in their characters, nor in their innate tendencies. Each one, even amongst the castes which

would be involved in the same class, is clearly distinguished from its relatives
;

it isolates itself

with a roughness which is not softened by the feeling of a higher union. The class serves

political ambitions
;
the caste obeys narrow scruples, traditional customs, at most certain local

influences which have, as a rule, no connection with the interests of the class. Above all, the caste

aims at safe-guarding an integrity, the preoccupation of which shows itself suspicious even with the

lowest. It is the distant echo of the struggles of classes, which, transmitted by the legend,

resounds in the tradition. The two institutions may have become linked together by the

reaction of the systems upon the facts
;
they are, none the less, essentially independent.

The hierarchical division of the population into classes is an almost universal fact; the

regime of the caste is a phenomenon, that is unique. That Brahminical ambition may have

profited by it in order the better to establish its domination, is possible—it is not evident. Theocracy

has not for its necessary basis the regime of castes. If theory has mixed up the two orders of ideas

this is a secondary fact
;
we have seen it by the very criticism of the tradition. To understand the

historical development, it is necessary to distinguish them carefully, reserving, of course,

the inquiry how the two notions could finally have been linked together. Priestly speculation has

placed an artificial system between the facts and our vision. Let us be on our guard not to take

as the sight the curtain which is hiding it from us.

It may appear very simple to derive, after the Brahminical fashion, an infinite number of groups

from a successive division of large primitive categories. How is it not seen, that this parcelling

» Indian*i JuHteratur and CuHur, pp. 152, p. 410. * Zeitsehrift der JD. M, Gr.^ I, p. 81 as.
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out dra'ws its inspiration from interests and inclinations directly opposed to the class-spirit which

ought rather eyer to tighten the union ? Ruled by varying principles of unification : geographical,

professional, sectarian, etc., caste invariably shows itself insensible to considerations of a general

nature. Class-spirit does not account for any one of those particularities, for any one of those

scruples, which make the originality of caste, and which even between groups that, after all, would

be traced back to one common class, raise up so many and so high barriers.

These systems, therefore, put the question wrongly; they start from an arbitrary principle

which they do not prove, and which, on application, reveals an evident insufficiency. Nor is this all.

Their excessive respect for the pretended testimonies of literature forces them to bring down the

beginnings of the regime to too late a period, when everything indicates that the life of India was

already strongly established on its final footing. A new improbability ! An institution so universal

in Hindu society, gifted with a vitality so supple as to appear indestructible, cannot fail

to be connected with the very roots of national development, If it had sprung up late, it would,

being destined to so large a sway, have left at least more definite traces of its beginnings.

One feature is common to all systems of this category, they lose sight too much of the real

facts
;
they deprive themselves of the comparisons and ideas called forth by the life of populations

which are imperfectly, or recently assimilated with dominant Hinduism.

This preoccupation, on the contrary, takes a place of honour in works which follow other

directions, and which start either from sociological doctrines, or from anthropology.

II.—Profession as the Foundation of Caste.

Mr. Nesfield is led by views of general ethnography
;
his belief in positive classifications is of

a rigidjity which is surprising in a time so rid of all dogmatism. Yet he has at least a perfect

outspokenness in his conclusions
;
if one can hesitate to follow him, at least every one knows

where he is going.

The communion of profession is, in bis eyes, the foundation of the caste
;

this is the hearth

round which it has taken shape. He does not admit any other origin
;
he deliberately excludes

all influence of race, of religion. To distinguish in India the currents of different populations^

Aryan and aboriginal, is to him an illusion, pure and simple. The flood of invasion has lost itself

early in the mass
;
union was brought about very fast

;
the process was already accomplished more

than a thousand years before the Christian era. The constitution of the caste alone could throw

into it a dissolvant by means of professional specification.

The castes, moreover, have been developed—in his view—according to an absolute order ; it is

the order which follows the march of human progress, in life, in agriculture, in industries; the

social rank assigned to e^ch man was precisely that which the profession to which he gave himself,

possessed in this, series.® Thus he discerns two great divisions between the trades-castes : the

first corresponds to the trades which are anterior to metallurgy, it is the lowest ;
the second which

is higher, represents the metallurgical industries, or is contemporaneous with their flourishing.

He has spent a singular ingeniousness to establish on analogous grounds—within the interior of

the groups to which 'it belongs—the superiority of each caste, as fixed, according to him, by

Hindu usage. The castes thus yise one above the other accordingly as they are chiefly connected

•with hunting, fishing, pastoral life, landed property*, handicrafts, commerce, servile employments,

priestly functions. To make use of his pwn words :
‘‘ Each castje, or group of castes represents

the one or the other of these progressive stages of cultiyre, which have marked the industrial

de'yelopment of mankind, not oyily in India, but in all countries of the world. The rank which

® Nesfield, 5 9,
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each caste occupies, high or low on the ladder, depends on the industry which each one represents

according as it belongs to a period of advanced, or primitive culture. In this way, the natural
history of human industries supplies the key for the hierarchy as well as for the formation of

Hindu castes.”®

Proceeding from there, Mr. Nesfield shows to us the different professions issuing from the

tribe, in order to constitute themselves into partial unities, and these unities rising on the social

ladder in conformity to the trades on which they live/ Sprung from the tribe the fragments of

which it re-constructs according to a new principle, the caste has preserved persistent recollections

of its origins. It has borrowed from the ancient type of the tribe the narrow rules of marriage and
tlie severe prohibition of every contact with similar grouj^s.

The caste, therefore, would be the outcome of the regular evolution of the social life taken at

its lowest level and followed in its slow progress. I do not pretend to clear up how h-e can recon-

cile this thesis with the relatively late date to which, by the way, he refers the constitution of

castes. What probability is there that, one thousand years before our era, the Hindus were still

barbarians, destitute of the most humble elements of civilisation ?

Still less can I understand how Mr. Nesfield manages, from this point of view, to reserve to

the Brahmins so decisive a part in this genesis. In fact, he asserts that “ The Brahmin was the

first caste in the order of time
;

all the others were formed after this model, gradually extending

from the king or warrior to the tribes given to bunting and fishing, the condition of which is

scarcely above that of savages.” The exclusiveness of all the castes takes its inspiration from the

Brahmins, by the contagion of example, by the necessity of self-defence.® The Brahmin is the

founder of the system. The Brahmin® has invented, to his own profit, the rule which alone perfect-

ly constitute the castes, the rule which prohibits to marry a woman of another caste. This is a

singular contradiction to what he says later, when he derives the marriage regulation from the

traditional usages of the tribe.

He is, however, no dupe of the dogmatism of Brahminic books. In bis eyes, “ the four castes

have never had in India another existence than to-day ; as a tradition that makes authority.”

Borrowed from the Indo-Iranian past, it has scarcely any other merit but that of connecting the

variety of castes with the differences of occupation. The Yaisyas and the Sudras, in particular,

have never been anything more than some sort of rubric destined to include a mass of heterogeneous

elements/® But evidently, and although not being able to resist the seduction which the positivist

constructions exercised upon his mind, Mr. Nesfield has really felt that his theory—for want of

a corrective—^proved too much and would have to be applied to all countries. There is also no

doubt that, notwithstanding his natural independence, he was influenced by the prestige of

tradition. At any rate, the concession which he makes to it, far from being inherent in his system,

disturbs its whole arrangement. The originality of his thesis lies elsewhere. If others had before

him assigned one part of action, in the genesis of the castes, to professional specialisation, nobody

had so deliberately reduced to it the whole evolution. He has, likewise, more than anybody else,

connected its characteristic details with the reminiscences of the tribe. In taking his stand on the

new ground of ethnography, he has enlarged the perspectives and prepared a wider foundation for

interpretation.

Several of the views, which he has sown incidentally, could disappear without leaving

a perceptible gap. The fusion of the different elements of population was, according to him,

accomplished at a very early age, the perfect unity of the whole was assured from an ancient period.

« Nesfield, Caste Systerrit p. 88.

« Nesfield, Caste System^ § 171-2,

Nesfield, 1. c. § 11.

T Nesfield, Caste System, g. 177-8, pp. 180-2.

• Nesfield, Caste System, § 469, 190.
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His conviction, on this point, however ardent it be, might of course give rise to many objections

&nd restrictions, but it is not at all connected indissolubly with his opinion on the professional

origin of the caste. The same may be said of the etymological deductions of the legendary facts

in which he pretends to lay hold on the history of many of the castes, from its very beginning, in

the exact moment in which they separate in successive swarms from the original tribes. The

information is here more varied, and the combination more brilliant, than the method rigorous.

Perhaps Mr. Nesfield has too much studied the caste from its outward and actual aspect. H@

has commenced with daily experience
;

this is an advantage, it is also a danger. His: theory has

so much taken possession of his mind that he has been naturally carried away to present it to us

in a deductive explanation, rather than to follow the demonstration, step by step. Will he convert

many inquirers to a thesis which derives so peculiar a historical phenomenon from such general

speculative constructions ?

In giving the first place, on one hand, to the profession, on the other, to the organization of

the tribe, he has at least faithfully summed up an impression which manifests itself in most

observers of contemporary life. All are struck by that entanglement of more or less extended

ethnical groups, of which I have sought to give some idea, and of which it is important that neither

the complication, nor the mobility, should be lost out of sight. They see them how they in number

less gradations, approach more or less the type of the caste, how they approach it the nearer

the more completely the community of profession has been substituted for the bond of origin
;
and,

naturally, this double observation reflects upon their theoretical conclusions.

Less decisive, less minutely worked out than that of Mr.. Nesfield, tke thesis of Mr. D. Ibbet-

son^i is based upon the same data. Being of a less systematic turn of mind and more impressed

by shades variable enough to discourage general theories, he wraps himself up with reservations.

Still he sums up his views, and the stages which he discerns in the history of the caste are as

follows ;— (1) the organization of the tribe,, which is common to all primitive societies
; (2)

the guilds founded on the heredity of occupation
; (3) the exaltation peculiar to India of sacerdotal

ministry
; (4) the exaltation of the levitio blood by the importance attached to heredity

; (5)

the strengthening of the principle by the elaboration of a series of entirely artificial laws, drawn from

Hindu beliefs, which regulate marriage and fix the limits in which it can be contracted, declare

certain professions and certain foods impure and determine the conditions and the degrees

of contacts allowed between the castes.

We see which place is also here taken by the profession and the constitution of the tribe. Only,,

this time, the part of the Brahmins has been inverted. Anxious to consolidate a power which, at first

was founded on their knowledge of religion, but for which this foundation was becoming too weak, they

found, according to Ibbetson, a valuable hint in the division of the people into tribes, in the theory

of heredity of occupations which had sprung from it
;
they made their profit by it. From it

they drew this network of restrictions and of incapacities which entangle a high-caste Hindu from

his birth.i2 Thus the Brahmins are represented as dependent upon the spontaneous organizatiou of

the country.

This system may appear more logical than that of Nesfield
;
more still, perhaps, it proceeds

from a quite gratuitous conjecture which is not supported by any attempt of proof, And what

shall we say of such a conception of the most essential and most characteristic rules of the caste T

These rules which are so strict, which exercise so absolute a dominion on conscience, would be

nothing but an artificial and late invention contrived with a party-spirit.

“ BenzU Charles Jelf Ibbetson, Ee^oH on iM Omsm of the Funfab (1881)^ Calcutta 1883, § 341, eto,
Ibbetson f 212.
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The edifice is faulty in its very basis by the unmeasured importance which Mr. Ibbetson, on

this point in accord with Mr. Nesfield, attributes to the professional community* If the caste bad

really in this its primitive bond, it would have shown less tendency to break up and to dislocate

itself
;
the agent whi<ih would have unified it at the beginning, would have maintained its cohesion.

Experience, on the contrary, shows how the prejudices of caste kept at a distance people, whom,

the same occupation carried on in the same places, should bring together.^3 \Ye hare seen what a

variety of professions may separate members of the same caste, and this not only in the lower, but

even in the best qualified classes* The giving np of the prevailing professions is by itself in no way

a sufficient cause of exclusion. The occupations are graduated upon a ladder of respectability, but

their degrees are fixed by notions of religious purity. All professions which do not entail

pollution, or at least an increase of impurity, are open to every caste. Mr. Nesfield^^ states himself

that one can meet Brahmins who practise all professions, except those which imply a ceremonial

defilement and, consequently, loss of caste.’* If the most despised castes split themselves into new

sections which disdain the primitive stock, the reason is not, because these sections adopt a different

occupation, but it is simply, because they renounce such detail of their hereditary occupations, as,

according to the prejudices in vogue, bring on defilement. Such is the case for certain groups of

sweepers.^®

It is true that many castes pay some kind of worship to the instruments appertaining to their

profession.^® The fisherman sacrifices a goat to his new boat; the shepherd besmears the tails and

the horns of his animals with ochre
;
the labourer spreads an oblation, mixed with sugar, ghi and

rice upon his plough at the spot where it turns the first clod
;
the artisan consecrates his tools

;

the warrior pays homage to his weapons
;
the writer to his pen and to bis inkstand. Curious as

they may be, what do such usages prove ? Given to various occupations, people of the same caste

may render this sort of respect to the most diverse symbols.

Many castes borrow their name from their principal occupation ; but it is nothing more than

a general denomination ;
its extension does not at all necessarily answer that of the caste. Bania

merchant is, like Brahmin, or Ksbatriya, a term in which one may only very improperly see a

caste-name. In the same province it will comprise many different sections, which, having the right

neither of intermarrying, nor of eating together, form the real castes. The cultivating castes count by

tens in the same district, and the Kayasthas, or writers of Bengal, in spite of a common professional

name, are in reality divided into as many castes, distinguished by geographical, or patronymic names,

as there exist among them groups bound to particular usages and a special jurisdiction. It is the

same everywhere.

It may be that, in certain cases, a professional local title embraces a group altogether united

into one single caste. This will be the exception. The bond of profession is frail in the extreme
;

unity is dislocated by the action of the smallest trifle. The pivot of the caste is not there.

Sprang from the speciality of occupations, it would not be more than a guild, as the guilds of

the middle ages, or those of the Roman world. Who could mix up these two institutions ? The

one, being limited to artisans alone, enclosed in a regular system, confined in its action to the

economical functions, the necessities, or interests of which have created it
;
the other, penetrating

the whole social condition, regulating the duties of all, intruding itself and acting everywhere and

at all levels, governing private life even in its innermost machinery ? That castes and ancient

guilds have certain points in common, nothing could be more plain, both are corporations.

Nobody denies that community of profession has contributed to unite or limit certain castes of

labourers or artisans. One may certainly see sometimes individuals drawn within the orbit of anew

Ibbetson# $ 568. ** Nesfiold, 133 ; cf, also i 183.

M Neafi6ld,n61.

Ibbetson, § 154.
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caste, and new small dWisians eTolved under the influence of profession,!^ many otheT

factors have, in a similar way, exercised the like action 7

There exist in certain Slavonic countries, in Russia and elsewhere,!® or at least, there

were existing still at a recent date—village-communities exclusively given to a single profession-

villages of shoe-makers and villages of blacksmiths, or leather-dressers, communities of joiners and

potters, even of bird-catchers and beggars. Now, these villages are not assemblies of artisans who

have melted into a community, but communities that exercise the same industry. It is not the

profession which ends in a grouping, but the grouping which ends in the community of profession

that has suggested it. "Why should it not be the same in India ?

To assign to community of profession its place among the factors that have acted on

the destiny of the caste, and to make of it the unique and sufficient source of the regime^ are two

things, ils much as the first proposition is at first probable, the second is inadmissible.

A Hindu,!® a judge who has the living sense and familiar practice of the situation, Guru Prashad

Sen, in trying to sum up the permanent features of the caste, has been able completely to neglect

profession. Where shall we look for the essence of caste, unless in the rules, the absolute

maintenance of which secures its perpetuity, the infringement of which, even if it be light, entails

loss of caste lor the individual and dissolution for the group ? These rules have no connection with

the profession, or only an indirect one through the medium of scruples of purity. The soul of the

caste is elsewhere.

III.—Race as thie Foundation of Caste,

This soul of caste, Mr, Risley is seeking in the race, in the oppositions that arise from

racial diversity; he is thus in direct contradiction with Mr. Nesfield, To believe him, the actual

hierarchy would be the social consecration of the ethnographical scale, from the Aryans that

remained pure in their highest castes down to the humblest aborigines that are penned up in the

low castes. This time race is substituted for profession as the generative principle. “ The nasal

index” is the formula for the proportions of the nose
;
this, it appears, is the most certain criterion

of the race. Mr. Risley ends with this affirmation which looks strange, apparently, at least : “ It

is scarcely an exaggeration to set down as a law of the organization of the castes in the East-Indies

that the social rank of a man varies, in the inverse ratio of the size of his noseJ’^o "V^ho would

not remain a little sceptical 7

I do not pride myself to discuss the measurements and classifications of Mr. Risley. At least

it must be coufessed that up to the present the theories which have pretended to outline the ethno-

graphical situation in India, have sunk into the quicksands of inextricable contradictions and

difficulties. This is quite enough to set the ignorant at defiance. So perfect a harmony, there

being given the deep and very accidental mixtures of so many elements, and Mr. Risley admits them

himself, would really be marvellous. Mr. Nesfield is no less decisive on the rigorous concordance

which he discovers between the social rank and the supposed series of industrial evolution. By
what miracle would the two principles, sprung from absolutely different sources, fit together so

perfectly ? I let them grapple with each other. I can do so the better, since neither the one

nor the other, in the theory of their able advocates, really bears upon the fundamental question
;

they touch less the origin of the castes than the rule of their hierarchy.

Alleging as an authority the ancient use of the word varna and the signification which is

usually assigned to it in the more modern classical language, Mr, Risley sees in the inborn opposition

between the conquering and the conquered—the white and the black race—the germ of a distinction

Nesfield, § loS-9.

15 Calcutta JReview, July X890, p. 49 ss.

Heam, Aryan Household, pp. 241-2.

M Bisley, MJuiograipk^ Gloss-^ p. xijxiv*
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of castes. The endogamous laws are the foundation of the regime. In the presence of a despised

population the Aryans would have erected this rampart, in order to protect the purity of a blood

of which they were proud« The casie is for Mr. XesSeld an ai^air of professioD, for Hislej

an affair of marriage. Analogy, imitation of this primitive grouping, spreading from place to

place with the authority lent to it by the sanction of the leading classes, would have multiplied to

no end the ramifications, derived alternately and in accord with the cases, from diverse causes, or

occasions : as community of language, neighbourhood, identity of profession, beliefs or social

relations.

If by a round-about way, he finally falls back pretty closely to the orthodox system of the

Brahmins ,2^ the predominance step by step acquired by the priesthood would be the princif al source

of the whole evolution.^s Although vitiated by simplification carried to the extreme, the theory

of the mixed castes remains for him23 a precious testimony of that incessant crossing of populations,

the mixing of which in varying degrees is the capital cause which to his mind has multiplied the

splitting into minor sections.

If strictly speaking, the endogamous rule of the caste belongs properly to India, the exogamoua

rules, the parallel action of which we have stated, are much more general. In unequal degrees and

under varying forms, exogamy is an universal law. Under shifting names the exogamous groups

appear on the summit and at the basis of Hindu society; epon}mic gotras with the Brahmins, clans

united by the totem with the aboriginal populations, meet, take stiength from, and sometimes melt

into each other
;
the inferior classes are ever eager of assimilating their old organization to the

Brahminical legislation, the adoption of which becomes for them a title of nobility.

At this point we find with Mr. Bisley, as with Mr. NTesfield, a very keen sense of the action

which the traditions and customs of autochthonous tribes have exercised on the final condition of the

castes. But if they agree in deriving numbers of castes from the successive dismemberment of

autochthonous tribes, the part which each of them assigns to the institutions of the trite, or more

exactly, of the aboriginal tribe, is singularly unequal
j
Mr. Ne&field draws frcm them the original

source of several of the laws which regulate the caste, the rule of endogamy for instance

;

Mr. Bifeley seeks in them almost only curious analogies with the customs which the Aryan element

on its side has brought with it, such as the exogamous restrictions
;
but facts so universal fail to

mean or prove anything.

Too timid theories which do not dare to emancipate themselves from Hindu tradition, remain

powerless. We must be no less on our guard against theories which are too vague, too compre-

hensive. If community of occupation were sufficient to found the ref,me of caste, it ought to be

in force in many other countries besides India. The objection is obvious. It condemns no less

the system which is satisfied, without historical concatenation, in a general way to characterize the

laws of caste as a survival of the ancient organization of tribe cr clan.

Shall we appeal to the common features of an organization which is so natural to the archaic

periods of human sociability that is found with the most different races ? We remain in the vague-^.

we prove nothing. If we think exclusively, or even principally of the organization of the aborigi-

nal tribes of India, if we admit that it has reacted with so decisive a force upon the general condi-

tion of the Hindu world, that an ambitious class of priests would have seized upon it and made of

it a weapon for fight, we upset the probable course of history and ascribe to factors which are too

minute, a power out of proportion. Everything indicates that the determining action in the

march of Indian civilisation belongs to the Aryan elements
;

the aboriginal elements have only

exercised a modifying, partial and subordinate action.

Bisley, p. xxxir, is. ^ Bisley, cp. dt. See Art, *Braliman.’ pp^ cU xriii.xxxri-vix.
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Does that mean that this connecting of caste with tribe is sterile ? I see in it, on the conti ary,

a new, a capital, idea provided that the facts are grappled with somewhat closely, and that the

dazzling efect of commodious generalities does not male us lose sight of lie necessary concatena-

tion of historical realities. So I feel dispensed from entering into the detail of speculations which

recent researches on the primitive legal organization have incidentally devoted to caste. Even

those which have wisely confined themselves to the Aryan doniain,£^ being too summary, have

scarcely entered into the quicksand of evolution. We shall make use of them occasionally. But

we wanted before all to point out the danger of too abstract statements.

Caste exists only in India. Therefore we have to look for its key in the situation which is

special to India. Without closing our eyes to other information we must seek light from the facts

themselves, from the analysis of the characteristical elements of the regime, such as observation

exhibits them in the present and helps to reconstitute in the past.

IV*.—Caste and the Aryan Constitutioii of the Family.

Caste is the frame of the whole Brahminical organization. It is in order to come within

the pale of Brahministn that the aboriginal populations constitute themselves in caste and accept

the strict regulations of caste, and the phenomenon goes back high into the past. ITow,

Brahminism may have taken up foreign elements, it may in the course of history have had

to undergo exterior influences. It remains on the whole the representative in India of Aryan

tradition. Without excluding in any way the eventuality of subsidiary actions, we are justified

first to look out for Aryan sources of an institution which appears to us so closely blended with

Brahminical doctrine and life.

The history of the old Aryan societies rests on the evolution, varying according to the places,

of the ancient family constitution, such as its physiognomy may be guessed from the comparison of

features scattered in the different branches of the race.

By the notion of kinship which penetrates it, by the jurisdiction which regulates rather

tyrannically private life, marriage, food, ceremonial usages, by th^ customary practice of certain

particular worships, by its corporative orgauiza ion, caste, in fact, recalls to our mind the

family group, such as may be dimly discerned in its vaiious degrees in the family,—the gens and

the tribe. Its original features are no less pronounced. There are, however, on clot’er inspection,

hardly any of them of which we do not perceive the germ in the past, even if the common elements

have not developed elsewhere in the same line, or spread equally far. At bottom this is the same

phenomenon of which India gives us many other examples. In almost all the matters which call

forth comparison with the kin branches of the Aryan stock we strike, at the same time, against

minute coincidences and deep divergencies. Kinship is seen even in elements which, evidently

have been cast here in a new mould.

Of the rules which conlrol marriage in caste, the exogamic laws which exclude every union

between people belonging to the same section, gotras or clans of different sorts are marked by

their rigour. These rules have exercised a wide inflaence in all primitive socuties. It quickly

dwindled down in those surroundings where a more advanced political constitution was flourishing.

The principle was certainly familiar to the Aryan race as to others. According to the testimony

of Plutarch,25 the Bornans in the ancient period never married women of their blood. Amongst
the matrons who are known to us, it has been remarked that actually none bears the same gentile
name as her husband, Gotra is properly Brahminical

;
the part which it plays, is certainly ancient.

The exogamic rule is rooted, one cannot doubt it, in the remotest past of the immigrants. It is

I think, for instauoQ of Mr. Hearn, The Aryati jShusehold,

Cp. Koralerskey, Famille ei Vro^rieU Primi^lvee, p. 19
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so really primitive, under this form of goira, that it is anterior to caste, it extends beyond the

caste-frame, the same gotras go through a number of different castes. The regime oi the caste,

therefore, has been super-added to it. The two institutions have been melted together as well as

possible
;
they in no way belong necessarily together. This is exactly what happened at Athens,

when the establishment of * demos ’ assigned to different districts families which belonged to one

gens, to one single genos.

The endogamic law, however, strikes us most, the law which only authorizes a union between

betrothed of the same caste. It is hardly less spread than the exogamic law in the primitive

phases of human societies. It has left very apparent traces far beyond the range of Aryan

peoples
; it is linked with a whole array of facts and sentiments that reveal its origin.

At Athens at the time of Demosthenes, it was necessary, in order to belong to a phratry

{pTiratria^f to be born of a legitimate marriage in one of the families which made it up. In

Greece, at Home, in Germany, the laws, or the customs grant the sanction of the legal marriage

only to a union contracted with a woman of equal rank, who is a free citizen.^®

Everybody has present in his mind the struggle which for centuries the plebeians had to

maintain at Rome in order to conquer the jus connulii, the right of marrying women of patrician

rank. It is currently taken for a political conflict between rival classes. It means quite another

thing. It is not merely from pride of nobility, but in the name of a sacred right, that the patri-

cian genfes, being of pure race and having remained faithful to the integrity of the ancient religion,

rejected the alliance of impure plebeians who were of mixed origin and destitute of family rites. The

patricians were guided by the same principle which, in a new frame, inspires to-day the endogamic

law of caste. But in India, under the regime of caste, it is always aggravating itself and narrow-

ing the avenues
;
the strife of classes at Borne, under a political regime, lowers the barriers

j
it soon

widens the circle to the whole category of citizens without further distinction. At this point

and even in so opposed conditions, analogy continues in curious prolongations. The connuhium goes

beyond the city
;

it is granted successively to several friendly populations. Is this not, in the

main, the exact counterpart of what happens in India, when sections of caste accept or refuse mar-

riage with other sections ? when this circle varies, according to localities and circumstances, with a

facility which seems to ruin the rigour of the general precept ? A late parallelism which, in two

currents, else so divergent as the Hindu caste and the Roman city, seems to attest the kinship of the

origins.

Even in theory, a man of higher caste may marry women even of the lowest caste* It was not

otherwise at Rome, or at Athens. The duty of marrying a woman of equal rank, did not exclude

their unions with women of an inferior stock, strangers, or freed women. Quite similar is in the

Hindu family the case of a Sudra woman. Excluded by the theory, she is not excluded in the

practice, but she cannot give birth to children that are the equals of their father. We know, why.

On both sides there is between husband and wife, an insuperable obstacle—^the religious inequality.

According to Manu the gods do not eat the offering prepared by a Sudra. In Rome the

presence of a stranger at a sacrifice of the gens was sufficient to give offence to the gods.^s The

Sudra woman is a stranger
;
she does not belong to the race, which, by the investiture with the

sacred thread, is born to the fulness of religious life. And if it is permitted to higher castes to marry

a Siidra woman at the side of the legitimate wife who possesses the full right, the union must be

celebrated without the hallowed prayers.29 In the Aryan conception of marriage, husband and wife

form the sacrificing couple attached to the family altar of the hearth. Upon this common

conception the endogamy of the Hindu caste rests ultimately just as the limitations imposed on. the

classical family.

Of. Heam, 1. c., pp, 156-7.

Fustel de Coulanges, La ciU Antique, p. 117.

2’ III, 18.

^ Ltd. Stud,, X., p.jSh
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It is prohibited to eat w‘ih people of another caste, to use dishes prepared by people of a lower

caste This is one of the oddities which are surprising to us. Its secret is not impenetrable. We

have to think of the religious function, which, at all times, was assigned to the repast by the

Aryan a.3®

Asa produce of the sacred hearth, it is the exterior sign of the family community, of

its continuity in the past and in the present
;
from this come the libations, and in India, the

daily oblations to the ancestors. Even there where, by the inevitable wear and tear of

the inst.tutions, the primitive meaning could be weakened; this signification remains clearly

alive in the funeral repast, the -perideipnon of the Greeks, the silicernium of the Homans, which, on

the occasion of the death of relatives manifests the indissoluble unity of the lineage.^i

Proofs are abounding that the repast has preserved with the Hindus a religious significance.

The Brahmin neither eats at the same time, nor from the same vessel, not only with a stranger

or an inferior, but not even with his proper wife, nor with his own sons that are not yet

initiated.32 These scruples are so really of a religious nature that it is prohibited to share the food

even of a Brahmin, if for any reason, even an accidental one that is independent of his will, he

is under the ban of some defilement.33 Even a Sudra cannot, without contamination, eat the

food of a defiled twice-born.

Impurity communicates itself
;

it, therefore, excludes from the religious function of the repast.

And this is the reason why, by sitting down at a common banquet with his caste-fellows, the sinner

who has been excluded temporarily, consecrates his rehabilitation. It is owing to the same prin-

ciple that, on the solemn marriage of the Romans, bridegrot m and bride divide a cake in presence

of the sacred fire
;
the ceremony is essential

;
it establishes the adoption of the woman into the

family religion of the husband. Let us not see in this an isolated whimsical custom
;

it could be

rightly said that the repast made in common was the characteristic act of religion in the worship,

which united the curia or plratria

The Roman repasts of the Carisiia, which united all tbe kindred excluded not only every

stranger, but every relative whose conduct appeared to make him unworthy,35 The Persians had

preserved similar usages. The daily repasts of the Frpiames had remained with the Greeks one

of the official religious rites of the city. But its menu was not indifferent. Tbe nature of the

viauds and the kind of wine which had to be served in them were defined by rules which

could depend on various causes which it is not the place here to investigate. In excluding such or

such articles of food, India did nothing but generalize the application of the principle
;
it did

not invent it altogether. This principle, too, has its analogies and its germs in the common past.

A strange thing ! The Hindus who, under other aspects, have preserved more faithfully than

anybody else, the signification of the common repast, and who, it seems, have extended it, have

receded, more than others, from the primitive type in the liturgical form of the funeral banquet,

the ISrdddha, According to the theory, instead of assembling the relatives, it is offered to

Brahmins. But they are put forth as representing the ancestors, and receive the fcod in their

name. Even so, he who offers the sacrifice, must, symbolically at least, associate with them after

the manner of the ancestors themselves. This is indeed, in spite of the new ideas which the

developed ritual has been able to introduce, the ideal prolongaticn of the family repast.

so Hearn, p, 32 ;
Fustel de Ooulanges, p, 182, Leist, Altarisches Jus Civile^ p. 201 gs.

32 Mdnava Dh. § iv., 43, Ajpost Bh, § II, 4, 9, 7 and the note of Buhler, ::

ss Vishun Bmriii, xxii, 840. Fustel de Coulmges, p. 135.

Leist, Altar, Jus Civile, p- 49-50, 263-4. Ibid.
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The Brahmins that are invited, must be eelected vsj }. ^ rare vl ich rcnunds ns of the law of

purity imposed on the primitive guests. If Brahmins are substituted lor relations, the novelty

is sufficiently explained by tie encroachment of sacerdotal power Do not the commentators

prescribe in the same way that the fine for a murder must be paid to the Brahmins ?33 Yet it bad

been paid, in the Aryan past, most certainly to the family of the murdered person. The way in

which the law-books insist upon reserving the Brdddhas to the Brahmins betrays the tendency which

they obey.3^ Qi^e place always remains eventually reserved to relations.^® It is visible, it springs

from the very restrictions that in the current practice, the 'Sruddhas were the occasion of true

common repasts. The Hindus distinguish various kinds, which are in no way connected with

fnnerals>^ Such a < purificatory Srclddka’ ( goshthi SrddUia) really appears to be the ritualistic

reflection of that caste repast which celebrates the rehabilitation of a culpable member. In incor-

porating it in the series, they remembered that a close relationship connected its meaning with the

ancient family repast.

It derives its sacredness from the sanctity of the domestic fire. In Roman antiquity the

exclusion from the religious and civil community is expressed by * the interdiction of fire,’ but also

and at the same time by ‘ the interdiction of water. *^2 seems, likewise, that in India, the associa-

tion of an extraneous fire and of polluted water renders the food, offered, or prepared by an

unworthy hand, particularly impure. I have related that higher castes aciept gruin roasted by

certain lower castes, but on condition that it contains no admixture of water
;
that the Hindus

who accepted pure milk from certain Mussulmans, would reject it with indignation, if they thought

that water was added to it. In the rites which aceomi any the exclusion from caste they fill the

vessel of the culprit with water, and a slave upsets it, with the formula: deprive such a one

of water We see that these notions have, in Aryan life, distant connections and curious

analogies. They explain, moreover, how certain texts which belong to the ancient period of sacer-

dotal literature, place in tbe same rank tbe admission to the communion of water and to marriage.^s

The sense of the common repast and of the correlative prohibitions is so forcibly marked in

the manners, that it is surprising to the contemporaneous observer who is free of every archaeo-

logical bias. *‘The communion of food,” says Mr. Ibbetson, is used as the exterior sign, the

solemn manifestation of the communion of blood.”^® The relations assemble round the same table.

The same principle, applied inversely, prohibits sharing of the same repast; and, more

generally, every contact with people who have no share in the same family rites. This tradition

has left traces not only in India, but also elsewhere. The jus oscuH, the contact by embrace,

proves kinship.^^ The germ, therefore, is ancient also in this point. The impurity even of the

corpse, is, no doubt, explained in part by this consideration that death forcibly excludes the depart-

ed from the rites. It therefore places him outside the family ;
his contact, his presence defiles the

relations in the manner of an outcaste.^s Let us remember that exclusion from caste is, by the

ceremonial itself, likened unto death ;
for both the cases funerals are celebrated. The impurity

which stains relatives on the days of mourning is a conception common to the whole Aryan anti-

quity Impurity is transmitted by contact. From the man it spreads to the woman and to the

servant It is therefore necessary to avoid carefully every staining touch, every contact with people,

ho if'they do not fall under the influence of an accidental defilement, are impure by the fact, that

Theydo not belong to the communion of the same fire and the same water. The development of this

law in the caste is perfectly logical.

S7 Leist, Altar, Jus Gentium^ p. 205.

89 M&nava Dh. S., iii. 1S9 ss.

JfdttCtva Dh, S. op. cii, loc cit iii., 254,

*8 § S2.

*5 Indische Stud, x. pp. 77, 78.

Of, Leist, Altar, Jus. Oiv, pp, 49-50, 261,

3® Hopkins^ Jour, Amer. Orient, Soc,j xiii, p. 113,

*9 Mdnava Dh. S. op. cit, loc. cit, jii., 148.

*9 Nesfieid, § 189, 190.

** Gautama Dh, 8. xx. 2 ss,

*6 Ibljetson, p, l£5.

« Deist Qraeco-ital, Mechtsgesch, p. 34 ss.
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Even the tribunal of the caste, with its limited jurisdiction, is not without antecedents. The

ancient family has a council which in Rome, Greece or Germany, surrounds and assists the father on

important occasions, notably when it is the question of judging a culpable son.<^® The exclusion

from the family is a parallel to the exclusion from the caste. On both sides it is equivalent to an

excommunication which, under its most dreaded form, is expressed in Latin with the qualification

of saoerJ^^ It produces, with the Romans, a religious and civil situation very analogous to that of the

outcaste. of the 'patita Hindu. The Latin gens acknowledges a chief who judges the quarrels

between its members. Similarly to the caste, the gentes take decisions which are respected by

the city just like the castes, they follow particular customs which are binding upon their

members.®^

On their part, some Vedic families are distinguished by certain ceremonies, by a predilection

for certain divinities,53 in which there seems to be a survival of that religious particularism which

reserved for the classical family, for the gens^ special worships and exclusive rites.

Though in several cases the veneration of a common ancestor or of an official patron suggests

in India the Graeco-Roman worship of the eponymous heroes, it cannot be said that this is a salient

trait in the caste. Owing to the more free course of speculation, religious individualism has made

advances in India which elsewhere have been checked by the coming into power of a political consti-

tution, decidedly opposed to every innovation of the cult. In India, religion could become localized,

split into endless divisions, and, on occasion, mobilized with a liberty unknown on classical ground.

It is mostly through its practice,, through its customs and their direct kinship with most antique

conceptions that the continuity of tradition is evidenced in the caste.

{To he continued^

MORE ABOUT GABRIEL BOUGHTOlSr.

BY WILLIAM FOSTER.

Since writing, in the number for September last (Yol. XL, p. 247 ff.), an account of Gabriel

Boughton, the doctor whose name is associated with the opening«up of English commerce in

Bengal, I have unexpectedly come across a hitherto unnoticed letter from him, which adds a new
and interesting fact to the little that is known of his career.

This document exists only in the form of a transcript, entered in the Surat Factory Inward

Letter Book, Volume I (
1646-47), The volume forms part of the Bombay records, but, owing to

its having been sent home temporarily for calendaring purposes, I have had the opportunity of

examining it fully. It has suffered much from damp and decay, and, although it has been skill-

fully repaired, many of the letters are wholly or in part illegible. This applies especially to

the copy ol Boughton’s letter, which comes first in the volume
;
at least half of it has perished,

including the greater part of the signature. There can, however, be no doubt as to the latter
;

the GH and the final K are plainly visible, as well as the top of the B, while there is a postscript

with two initials, the first of which is clearly G, while the second looks like B. Further, in the

same volume is a copy of a letter of November 28, 1646, from Biana ( near Agra), likewise receiv-

ed at Surat on the 22nd of the following month, which refers to ( and apparently encloses ) one
from ‘ Mr Boughton.’ Evidently the two writers travelled down together from Agra.

The date of the letter is the next point to be considered. The transcriber has unfortunately

omitted the month
;
and all that we have to go upon is that it was written upon the 4th—

Leist. Altar* Jus* Civ. p, 273 ss. Kovalevskey. JPaw. ei Prop, primit, p. 119 ss,
so Leist, Qraeco-ital R. p. 319. 6i p<usUl de Cmlange, La Cite Antique* p. 118-9.
Max Muller, cited by Hearn, p. 121 ; Ind. Stud. p. 88 ss.

68 Beoker-Marquardt. Mom^ AUerth, ii., p. 49.
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and received afc Surat on December 22nd, 1646. It commences, however, AT.tb a reference to a

previous letter of August 9th, and, allowing for the time taken in transit (uV/ .Agta), I coiicjude

that October 4th is its probable date. Bad he vrritten on Sej,umber 4th, Eoughton would most

likely have said ‘ ultimo’ instead of ‘ August ’ in mentioning his previous communication.

The letter is dated from ‘Balncke’, and the contents make it clear that this is Balkb, in

Afghan Turkistan, It may seem somewhat surprising to find two Erglishmcii (Biiighun and

the companion he mentions) in such an out of the way place as Ealkh, wbith had snieiv never

before been visited by any of their fellow countrymen; lut there is rea’ly no irtsioiy about it.

The reader will remember that Boughton had been sent up from Surat to the Cuuit of the Mogul

Emperor for the purpose of acting as physician to Asillat Khan, who was the 'Mtr FallisM and an

especial favourite of Shah Jahan, Xow, at this vtry time the mi-erial foices i.ad cor.c,nered Balkh

and were endeavouring to make themselves masteis or Eadakhtlan, thergh they were being

strongly opposed by Abdu’l-Aziz, the eon oi the frgitivc lu'cr oi that ccuniry. Asalat Khan had

etddently been sent to take part in il e ojeratiors, and Boughton, as his body jhysician, would

naturally go with him. It is less clear wl at Baines, the other Erglislmen, vas doirg in tbo^e

p^arts. There is no one of that name in the centen poraiy lists of the East India C<mpany’s ser-

vants, and indeed the fact that Boughton mentions Eaincs’ s dcsiie to be granted a salary shows

that he was not a recognized member of the service. Bcfsibly, he may have been the (unnamed)

trumpeter who, as re| orted in an Agra letter or Kovembtr 12th, 1645 ( O.C. 1961), had been sent

up from that place to the couit at Lahore on the 29ih of the preceding n onth.

After ibis preface we may proceed to examine the letter itself, premising that the words bet-

ween square brackets are conjectural insertions to cairy cn the sense where gap-'S occur in the

original. It begins as follows :—
Worplh etc.,

Since my [ last unto ] you, dated August the Sth, by a Dutch pman] whom A[ss]a]at

Okaune licensed to dep[art for] his couijt[ry], hath not lappincd ar]y[lh’ng]e worthy

[y]onr Worp®. perusall
;
only th[inke i]t requisite [to] acquaint you how that in

[my forjmer unto you I did write that Assala[t Okaunje had granted mee leave for

four or t3 [Te n:o]i ths with his brother. Key ling Ckaw[ne], to gre to the Kiiige ard

make an end of [the trouble]some bussines formerly by your W[orps] as in letter

specified
;

since which bee ha[th changed his] mind and will not peimitt my soe

[departing], notwithstanding my earnest iu[treaty
;

yet] promises m[eans] how it

shall be don[e ] if theire p[ ]sent.
”

The rest of the page is practically illegible. In many cases the beginning and end of the

line can be read, but the loss of the central portion rente rs it Impossible to make out the sense.

We gather that Sadullah Khan has departed for Kabul, after writing to some ofiScial (apparently

Mirz^ Amin, the Governor of Suiat ) to tieat the Englirh better; and 'that the Emperor has

ordered Asalat Khan to remain in Balkh as Governor during the winter, promising to recall him

in the spring. The letter pi'oceeds :—

-

‘‘This bee hopes (as doe wee); but [tis] uncertaine, by [Tca]son of the Kings waver-

ing mind, which, like a weal [her] cocke, turns with the wind. Tut this I am certaine,

[that] it is one of the unwholsomest countryes that e[ver 1] was in in my life, for

never since my en[tranc]e into this citty can I bee in perfect health
;

[also]
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Mr, Barnes, who desires his service to bee [presen] ted, with remembrance of some sallary^

what [your] Worp. etc. shall think fitting
;
and by soe doing [yon shall] oblidge

him to pray for your [Worps etc.] p[rosperi]ties. [The King is] now jornilng

towards Pissore \ where re[port says] hee stayes this winter
;
after which he [mean^ tcf

retu]rne againe to Cabull, if not to Balluch
;
[in the] which place hee intends his

residence iint[ill the ialvi]ng of Buckarrath \ the which is 250 or SOO [miles] from

this place.

Once again the letter grows unintelligible. Something is being said about the preparations^

for the Spring campaign, including the construction of a bridge of boats across the Oxus : mentioift

is made of the rebel Prince (AbduT-Aziz) being at Bokhara with a strong force s and there

appears to be a reference to some drastic executions by which Asdlat Ehan maintained order in hi&

district. Then the writer concludes with assurances of his willingness to comply with any wishes of

the * Honble. Company my masters.’ The postscript already mentioned is practically illegible.

It will be noticed that Boughton refers to some ‘ troublesome bussines ^ which the President

and Council at Surat had asked him to settle, and which was of sufficient importance to warrant

his making a special journey to court, if he could get leave from Asalat Khan to do so, Ita

nature we can only conjecture
;
but my own guess would be that it related to the recovery of the

cost of some tapestry, belonging to Sir Francis Crane, which had been sold in 1630 to Rao Ratan

Singh H^ra, Raja of Bundi. This debt was still outstanding, as the Rfijl’s grandson and suc«

cessor, Chhatarsal, professed his inability to discharge it. The Surat factors were continually

being pressed by the Company to realise the money
j
and in a letter dated January 25th, 1647

(0, C', 2023) they replied :

—

‘‘We cani!K>t yet recover any part of it, by reason of the Kings remote distance, wbc'

hath many monihes spent his time in the conquest of the kingdome of Bullock [Baikh],.

a part of Tartaria, and is at present very intent theron
;
so that nothing can be done in

the busines untill his return, Raja Chuttersall being emploid in that service. But

from him we must never expect payment nor ought but delaies and delusions
| as we

have sufficiently experimented by the last express order (sudainly after we had present-

ed the King) given him to satisfy the debt
;
which he then fairly promised should be

done at his return into his country; whither he went not long after, accompanied

by two of our house servants, unto whom he promised payment of the mony ; who

continued with hina many dales, enterteined with fair hopes of satisfaction, hut urging

him more importunately to discharge his engagements, he possitively affirmed that

hee had nothing remaniug but bis sword and his horse, and that what before he

pretended was only to please the King and content us for that time
;
wherupon, all

other means having failed, we resolved to sell his debt to the King, who only can

discompt it out of his service
;
wherin we moved Aasalutt Ckaun, who promised us his

assistance therin, but (as said) the Kings absence hindreth our further progress in the

busines.”

There is no mention here of Boughton’s help having been sought
;
but it is quite probable that

he was asked to assist, especially as his patron, Asalat Khdn, was to be the intermediary in the

matter.

* Foihawar. ® Bokhara.
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*‘Oe else the minor session of a year of the Tapaschits may be repeated four times, so that with

three such sessions the major session of twelve years is completed or else they may observe the

session in the Jyotishtoma way (i. <?., the Gavto-Ayana ) ;
or else they may hold their session

in each year seriatim (ganasanwatsarandm kalpa).'^'^

Then the sacrificial session of thirty-six years of the Sahtyas. The foodstuff used in this

sacrifice is flesh instead of cooked rice
;
for the Inner Man is the food-giving deity of this sacriflce.

Usually these two foodstuffs, flesh and rice, are the sacrificial offerings,

‘‘These long sessions are meant only for gods, for the gods (alone) are long-lived. Others

think that they are possible also for men
; according to them, many persons, such as sons, grandsons,

and sons of grandsons undergo initiation successively and press the Soma-plant. These Atiratra

days are not accompanied by the central day of the year and constitute what is called Urdkvdyana

or ‘ lengthened year/ If the Atiratra day or the central day is celebrated ( one after another)^

then the desired ascending order (fw the era or years ) is secured. N'o rule about these sessions

is laid down in the Kalpas or in the Brahmanas. Still they teach us this ancient doctrine (namely

the Gavam-Ayana and other varieties). Of ail the units of intercalary days celebrated by chanting

as many Sama-verses as the number of days in each unit, the unit of twenty-one intercalary days

is the last.”

• The most important points that are to be particularly noticed in the above passage are ; (1)

the duration of the session of the Tapaschits as compared with that of the Gavam-Ayana
; (2) the

spreading out of the session
;
(S) the question raised by the author of the Nidana-Siifcra as to the

possibility or impossibility of all the sessional sacrifices being observed by a single man, however

long-lived he might be
;
and (4) the absence of the central day of the year in these sessions. We

fihall presently see how in the place of twelve days celebrated by others, probably at the close of every

fourth year, some celebrated only a single day. It follows, therefore, that if the latter counted 360

such single days, the former would count twelve times as many days. This is what appears to have

been meant by the statement that the twelve-jears’ session ofthe Tapaschits is equal to ttvelve times the

duration of the Gavam xAyaiia. In his commentary on the Srauta-Sutra of Asvalayana, Gargya-

narayana has clearly stated that the twelve-years’ session of the Tapaschitsmay be so spread out that

seventy-two months shall fall in the first half of the session and the same number of months in the second

half.^® Likewise, the session of thirty-six years of the Tapaschits or of the Saktyas. This amounts

to saying that, just as twelve or twenty-one days are inserted in the middle of an ordinary year,

these sessions of four, twelve, or thirty-sis years are also inserted in the middle of an ordinary year.

It is clear, therefore, that all these sessions are intercalary periods, not ordinary years. Had these

and other sessions been ordinary years, the question raised by the author of the Nidana- Sutra about

the possibility of all the sessional sacrifices being performed by a single man would not have cropped

up at all
;
for it is quite possible for a man to live for d6 or flO years, so that he may commence

a sacrifice in his 20th or 24th year and bring it to a close after 86 years. It follows, therefore, that

these sessional days are not ordinary consecutive days, but periodical intercalary days. We shall

see that the Yedic poets knew that the solar year differed from the synodic lunar year by 11^ days

** This seems to refer to tlie interoalation of five daja to each year : see NidSna-Sfitra, x, J. -Por other

Tarletiea of the session of the Tapa^ehits, see G^rgjan&rtyana’s Commentary on AivaIAjana-^rauta*Sfitm»

xjS. 5, 14.

iivaliyana, xii, 5, 14,
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and that tbe SaTana year was less than the solar year by 5^ days. When these 11J days made a

twelfth day, as they would in every fourth year and when the 5| days amounted to 21 days in the course

of eyery four years, the Yedic poets performed their sessional sacrifice on the 12th or the 21st day

and counted these days apart under the name of Gavam-Ayana. Accordingly a Gavam-Ajana of

360 days is equal to 360 X 4 = 1440 years. If, instead of counting the 12th day apart, all the

12 days were counted apart, as the Tapaschits seem to have done, even then the session of 12

years would still be equal to 12 X 360 X 4 12 = 1440 years. It is clear that no man can

possibly live for 1440 years and perform the sacrifice of so long a session. Similarly, for each day

counted by the followers of the Gavam-Ayana, the Saktyas seem to have counted 36 days in every,

cycle of four years, and to have thereby counted 36 years in the coarse of 1440 years. Clearly, then

the performance of all these sessional sacrifices, and the counting of such great periods of years,

was the work, not of one man, but of generations consisting of sons, grandsons, and sons of grand-

sons and others, as stated by the author of the Nidana-Sutra. It follows, therefore, that Jaimini's

interpretation of the 250 twenty-one days’ session, or of the one thousand years’ session of the

Yisvasriks, in the sense of a session of 1,000 days, in order to make the performance of all the

sessional sacrifices possible for a single man, is entirely wrong, and quite against ancient tradition

as set forth in the Niddna-Sutra. Scholars who have been entertaining doubts about the Yedic

chronology should pay particular attention to the statement of the author of the Nidana-Sutra,

that these sessional days are all Atiratra days with no central day, and that, if the Atiratra day or

the central day is counted apart seriatim, the desired ascent {luhdM rthah) in time is secured.

This is clear proof that the Yedic poets kept an era of their own in terms of Atiratra days or of

central days.

In explaining the above passage, I stated that, corresponding to the celebration of a single day

by the followers of the Gavdm-Ayana, others, like the Tapak‘hits, celebrated twelve intercalary days

at the close of every fourth year. This statement reqnires proof
;
and that proof is contained in

the following passage of theNiddna-Sutra, lY, 12 :

—

?r*T^i^?rn%rnr

“ Then as regards the Garam-Ayana :

—

Some celebrate it in one day in the Jyotishtoma way; others spread it. also in the Jydtish-
t6ma way over twelve days, of which the first day is an Atirdtra day with the recitation of 24
verses, followed by nine days, the day of Maha-Vrata, and a final Atirdtra day; some others hold
it for twelve days made np of a period of two days termed gt and dyus, and another period of ten
days. This period of twelve days they call ‘ the growth of the year,’ and celebrate it by blowing a
conchshell.”

From the Nidana-Sutra, X, 1, we have learnt that the periods of 12 and 21 days are two inter-
calary units. From the above passage we have learnt that the session of the Gavdm-Ayana may
be celebrated in one day, »rs., the 12th day or the 21st day, or daring all the twelve days. It
appears that like the twenty-first day, which is, as we have already seen, the product of four
quarter-days at the end of four solar years, the twelfth day is also the product of the same four
quarter-days. That it is the product of four quarter-days, seems to be implied in the following
passage of the NidSna-Siltra, IX, 6 ;

“
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Then as regards the eleven nights :

—

The AMn'i period does not extend beyond eleven nights. Sessional sacrifice Is continued from
the twelfth day and onwards. He observes the Alitna period only for eleven days, lest he might
encroach upon one place {one day) more.”

The above passage clearly shows that the difference of eleven full days between the lunar and

the solar years constitutes the period of Ahma sacrifices, and that the twelfth day is an extra day,

scrupulously excluded by the sacrificer from the Ahina period. By way of distinguishing between

the two kinds of sacrifices, the AMna sacrifices and the Sattra sacrifices, the author of the Hidana-

Sutra says in IX., 9 :

—

frwr^>sCnfr ^

^ 1% fm.

** Well then I does the period of twelve days constitute the Ahina form of sacrifices, or the

sessional form ? They say that it constitutes an Ahina period
;
and they declare that one person

only should undergo the rite of initiation into it. But others say that the period of ten days con-

stitutes an AMna period Dhanamjapya says that there are three forms of

AMna sacrifices : (1) an AMna sacrifice of one day
; (2) an Ahzna sacrifice continued for several

Ahhia days
; (3) AMna sacrifices taking the form of sessional sacrifices. An AiirCitra sacrifice with

the recitation of sixteen verses, performed in the Jyotishtoma way, is an AMna sacrifice of one day;

it is so called because none of the rites usually performed in a single day are neglected here. The

twelve-days’ sacrifice constitutes the AMna sacrifice of several days
;
it is so called because none of

the days constituting the AMna period is here lost. Gavam-Ayana forms the AMna form of the

sessional sacrifices; it is so called because none of the sessional days is here lost (^zwa).”5o

This apparently meaningless discussion about the distinction between the AMna and Saitra

sacrifices ends in the lame conclusion that the word AMna means the absence of the loss of a day

or part of a day, and that it is applicable to all kinds of sessional sacrifices in which neither a day

nor part of a day is omitted. It seems probable that the eleven full days, which form the difference

between the lunar and the solar years, were originally calld AMnas or ‘ not-incomplete ’ ones, for the

reason that those eleven days are not as incomplete as the one- fourth part of a day at the end of

every solar year. It is clear, therefore, that a series of the intercalary periods of twelve days, or

a series of the twelfth Atirfitra days, is taken to constitute a Sattra called Gavam-Ayana. Similarly,

a series of the intercalary periods of twenty-one days, or a series of successive twenty-first days,

is taken to constitute another form of the Gavam-Ayana. As the 12th and 21st days are the

product of the four quarter-days at the close of any four consecutive solar years, the interval be-

tween any two successive twelfth days or twenty-first days must necessarily be four solar years.

That a sacrificial session is made up of a series of such 12th or 21st days, is clearly stated in the

Hidana-Sutra, III., 7 :

—

" The assemblage of the single days closing the AMna period constitutes sacrificial sessions.”*

That a series of successive twelfth days are termed Atiratras, is implied in the following

passage of the Nidana-Sfitra, ix., 10 :

—

5a See also ** G-avdm-Ayana : the Vedic Era,” pp. 60, 61.
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'^’CfT^ 5r?t=srg«iK- iNffw 3T?%s^rt=^tf. «r^-

^ »r5fr»r«cgr57; sfr^r^, m 3Tfra*rr^s^'

scft<^T^: !T^t-

** Then tlie Satfras :—Among them the period of 12 days is the first (icnit of a session^). In that

period are observed all the fanctions of sessional sacrifices. There are two distinguishing features of

it : between the two Atirdira days, one at the commencement and the other at the close, comes the

period of ten days. When the purpose of the sessional sacrifice is served only by a one day’s rite,

the sacrificer should perform it in the form of the Mahdvrala day, for it is seen to serve the purpose

of a single day : that place which such a single day has in the body of the year is its true place.

When be has to observe two days, be should celebrate such days as are known by the names go and

dgus
;
the very place which the two days have in the body of the year is their true place. When

he Las to observe three days, he should celebrate the three days known as Trihadruhas (1 jyoits,

2 go, 3 dgus). For four days, he has to observe four Alahdvratot, days. For five days, he should

observe the fi.rst five days of the six Abhiplava days. For six days, there come the six Ahhiplava

days. In accordance with this principle, the period of sacrificial session progresses by the addition

of single days up to forty nights. When the number of days is on the increase, the increased

number of days is observed in the same ascending order. This they call the principle of sessional

nights (rdti-isattra-ngdya)f
It is highly necessary that we should take into full consideration all that has been stated in

the above passage. W e know that a sacrificer proceeding to perform a sessional sacrifice may hold

it either for twelve days or on a single day. Now we are told that, when he wants to finish it in one

day, he should treat the day as the Mahdvraia day, which is the eleventh among the twelve days.

By saying that the very place which it has in the body of the year is its true place, the author of

the Sutra seems to imply that, when a single day is celebrated, it should be counted as the

last but one day of the year. Since this day is also one of the days which constitute

^dtrisattra or an Atirdtrasattra, session of excessive nights,' it is also called Atirdira like

the twelfth day. For purposes of ritual convenience, the eleventh day seems to have been

selected and termed the twelfth day. Next we are told of the ceremonial forms in which
two days, three days, and so on, are to be celebrated. That these days, from two to forty

and from forty and upwards, are not the days of the ordinary year, but are successive

twelfth days treated as the eleventh or the last but one day of the cyclic year, is clear from
the sessional name of Rdifisatti'a or Atirdtrasatira^ ‘ session of excessive nights', which those

days go to form. Also from what the author of the Nidana-Sutra says in another place, we
can clearly understand that the days constituting the Rdtrisattra are not the consecutive

days of an ordinary year, but are such eleventh or twelfth days of the cyclic year as were
once identical with new or full-moon days. In discussing the various forms of sacrifices and
recitations to be performed in the sacrificial session of 83 days, the author of the Nidana-
Sutm distinctly says that the days constituting a sacrificial session represent several full or
new-moons, and indicate the lapse of several years. In order to understand the meaning of

the passage, it is necessary that we should know the different plans of arranging the 88 days
with their technical names for sacrificial purposes. According to the Krishna-Yajurv^da, the
period of 33 days is split up into an Atirdti'a day, followed by three groups of five days each
and the central day followed by fifteen days. But the author of the Nid^na-Sutra makes the
"S isvajit day or the central day to occupy the 26th place in the series as shown in the adjoin-
ing table. On this central day, the priests have to recite all the six prishtha-siStras and
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all the ten stomas or collection of verses, such as nine verses, fifteen verses, seventeen verses,

twentj-one verses, twenty-seven verses, thirty-three verses, twenty-four veis^s, thirty-six

verses, forty-four verses, and forty-eight verses. We can now proceed to intt prefc the

passage, which runs as follows:

—

According to th.e Kyisli^a-Yajurveda.

[J=jyf1/zs; G = ^d : A =

1, Atirdira day*

J. G. A. G. A.

2 3 4 5

1

1

<5

7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15
1

17, Visvajit day.

\

A. A*a.
1

G, a.

18 19 20 21 22

23

1

24 25 26 27 28

29-82, Chhandoma days,

33, Aiirdtra day.

According to tlie NidanarSatra.

1, Atirdira day.

J. G. i. a. 1.

2 3 4 5 6

7 8 9 10 11

12 13 14 15 16

17 18 19 20 21

22 I 23 24 25 26

27, Visvajit day.

28 29 so 31 32

83j
Atirdira day.
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^arar^ naa: araralarfla ^€x -aV ^Nrarfarrar ^arorra^asTFiir aar%.

X, 3.

Then these rites of anoiatirig the eyes and other members of the body are intended to secure

Prajapatl [ Father Time ]* On this day the priest recites all the Stdmas or systems of chants, for

this day must not be wanting in its Stomas, its basic forms of sacrifices, and its recitations called

Pnshfuja^. This day occupies the 26th place [ leaving the Atiratra day out of count J in the

session, and does not therefore fail to represent the day of full or new-moon (Parva), Are the last

two of the three [of five days each in the first part of the session] repeated, in the

second part ?, or are they not repeated ? Sauchivtikshi says that they are not repeated, inasmuch

as their repetition is nowhere prescribed, and the central day, which with its recitations usually

occupies the middle place ( in sacrificial sessions), does not take this central place in this session.

But Gautama says that they are repeated. On this day of the session which is intended

to secure a firm footing for the sacrificer, the priest will be engaged in performing what

has already been accomplished. As regards the statement that the repetition of the Abhijplava

days is not prescribed, it is true that it is nowhere prescribed, because their repetition is

merely a mental work. As to the celebration of the day in a place other than the central place

in the session, it is merely to represent by it 'the Parva-daj [ i. e,, the new or full-moon day

with which it was once identical]. Also we have seen the celebration of the central day out-

side the central place, as for example in the session of thirteen days, corresponding to a number
of years. Prohibiting the recitation of twenty five-verses, he has enjoined the recitation of nine

verses on the fiirst day
;

for it is prescribed for a known day and the first day is a new initial day.

Others say that the chant of twenty-four verses is merely a variety, and that it may be recited on
the first day as usual. Accordingly the Brabmana says that these nights axe intended to secure

the year, and that these days of the session are exactly such as once constituted the year. Should

he recite the Sama-versesknown as Ish6vridhiya and Samanta on the third Abhiplava days, or should

he not ? They say that he should not recite them, for they are recited at the junction of Abhiplavoi

B,n.d Prishthya (ai the end of a month)
;
and here in the session of thirty-three days, there

are observed no PnsUhya days. Others say that they are to be recited because they are intended to

signify the continuous succession of various Par-ya-days, and because the succession of several (ahargam

5^ i^d^ra day ... ...

Six Tnsh&Lya days

The central day witli its recitations

Four Chanddma days ... •„

A final AHirCitra day

... 1

13 days

Ki'ishna'TaJurvHa, VII, 33.
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meaus a total sum of days ) or of a one single day and is intended to signify various Parfa-days

^ihat had already passed^. Thus it is that the manifold functions of several years are inseparably

brought into a connected whole.’*

Again, after discussing the necessity of reciting or not reciting the Sama-Yerses known as

Yanva, Apatya, and Slkvaravarna, on the Ahluplava days forming part of the session of thirty-

three days ; the author of the Nidana-Sutra says »

8 .

Thus it (the year or era) is to be attained. The manifold functions of several years are

thus brought into favourable consideration.’*

Again, in connection with the session of sixty-one days, the Nidana-Sutra says :

—

X, 4.

Then the session of sixty-one nights symmetrically corresponds to or implies a series

of years. lu the arrangement of the days of this session, the period of nine days is followed

and preceded by six FHshihya days. Thus all the functions of the years (era) are brought

into consideration.
”

From the statement that the 12 or 36 years of the Tapaschits cover so great a period of

time that no man in his life-time can hold a sessional sacrifice during it, and from the state-

ment that the sessional days represent various full or new-moon days and thereby imply a

series of years, we can clearly understand that the Gavam-Ayana and other sacrificial sessions

ai’e all based upon different systems of intercalary days. We have already seen that the two

important units of intercalai'y days are the periods of 11 days and of 21 days. Accordingly

the Xidaua-Sutra says that at the end of each year the sacrificer should celebrate eleven days,

so that all the days of the year are thereby represented, and that this process should be

repeated again and again. The passage in which this idea is conveyed runs as follows :

—

X, 5.

Then how are the sessional days treated whose ritualistic arrangement is not known ?

They say that they are to be arranged following the principle of excessive nights constituting

a session. Or else by celebrating at the close of the year ten days together with a Mahavrata

day, he should perform the sacrifice, so that all the days of the year are thereby recalled

This process he should repeat again and again.’*

From this it is clear that the Yedic poets were celebrating 11 days at the end of each

synodic lunar year of 354 days. From the Xidana-Sutra, X,5, quoted above, we have learnt

that there were others who were celebrating 5 days at the close of each SSvana year of 360

days. Again, from the same passage we can understand that the periods of 12 and 21 days

were taken as different units of intercalary periods- It follows, therefore, that there were

four schools of astronomers during the Yedic times ; a school who observed 11 days at the

end of each synodic lunar year
; a second school who celebrated 5 days at the end of each

Havana year ; a third school who observed 21 days, of course at the end of four consecutive

Havana years ;
and a fourth school who celebrated 12 days at the end of every fourth synodic
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lunar year It is clear, therefore, that the statement made at the close of the Taiitiriya-

Brahma9a,'that 250 times 21 days denoted 1000 years for the Visvasyiks, is not a theoretical

formula,' but a result arrived at by regular counting made by successive generations of priests.

Scholars may doubt the conclusion at which I have arrived in my Vedic Era, that the Vedic

poets kept an era and counted 1840 years in it. But there is, at any rate, no reason to

doubt that the Yedio poets had their own era and counted 1000 years in terms of 250 inter-

calary units of 21 days each. It remains to find out the terminus a quo of these 1,000 years

and settle the chronology of the Vedic period.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTOEY OP ALAMKABA LIITIRATURE.

BY P. V. KANE, M.A., LL.B. ; BOMBAY.

Section I.—Tlie Development of tlie Alamkftra6a.stra.

POETBV is as old as the human race. The oldest literary monuments possessed by mankind

are poetical. Figures of speech are of rare occurrence in the most ancient writings
;
still even in

the oldest of them, the simple figures of speech, such as simile and metaphor, are now and then

met with. Without these two figures no language can far advance. As Carlyle has profoundly

remarked, metaphor has exercised a vast influence in moulding the growth of languages.

The simple figures of speech are met with even in the Vedic literature.^ This verse contains

the figure AHkaycikii* But between this rare and rather unconscious employment of figures of

speech and their elaborate definitions and classifications in later days, a vast period of time must

have supervened. When a large mass of poetical mateifial had grown up, speculation was

naturally turned in the direction of laying down the canons of poetry and defining the ornaments

of it. We shall briefly indicate the existence of secular poetical material before the Christian

era and in the centuries that immediately followed it.

»» 1 he MaitrSyaniya—Samhita, however, refers to the existence of two more astronomical schools of a diffe-

rent kind. The Samhiti calls them Bitnydjis and Oh^tnrm^yay &jis. The passage in which they are referred to

mns as follows

'gr§»rFw!rr^-

Ttr % I ^ ^
gTFRgiT gr IwggPTrfgrf^ ?r»iPiara^.

M(iitray$,t).^ya-‘Samhiia 1, 10, 8.

With each oblation, he suppresses twelve and twelve nights. They (the oblations) are as many, when
counted, as there are nights in the year. He suppresses the year from the enemy. With Vai^vadevea sacrifice

he suppresses four (intercalary months) ; with Varunapraghlsa the next four i and with S^kamedha the next
four. Thesearewhathesnppreaseafrom the enemy. He who sacrifices for the seasons is a sacrificer of one
kind, while he who sacrifices for a set of four months is a sacrificer of another kind. He who knows that
what was the spring became the rains (which in turn became) the autnmn (and so on), and who accordingly
saorificed for them,—this sacrificer is one who is called to be 4 sacrificer for the seasons. He who gains the
thirteenth month and sacrificer for the thirteenfh month is one who is said to bo sacrificer for the four months.
Having Sacrificed during three ordinary (Rijfi) [months], he should omit the fourth. Then having sacrificed
during (the next) two ordinary (months), he should omit the third. As to the three years there are, in them
there are thirty-six full moons, as to the two, in them there are twnty-four. As to those (days ) which except
(an intercalary month) in the thirty-six full-moons, he takes them. to these latter twenty-four months. This
is verily the thirteenth month, He gains it and sacrifices for it.

1 Ahhr^teva yurhsa eti yratichi garid,rug~wa sanaye dhm&ndm
| J&yeva yatya ^t§ati suvAsd, UsTid Tiasreva ni riv>ti4

apsah |1 Rig. I, 124, 7. This verse contains four similes. J)v& supar^A sayuj4> sakh&y^ BarntmaHi vriJeshaoh
panshasvajdie

[ TayoranyahjgiTPda^n svAdvattyanaSnam-anyo abhiehAlcastti l| Rig. 1. 164. 20. This contains the
figure Bfipaka. ChatvAn iri^gA irayo ttsya pAdA due Hrske sapta hastAso asya

\ TridhA laddho vrithabho rcravUi
Maho devo pfiaHydnA uMa 11 pig. IT. 58. 3. This verse contains the figure Ati^ayokti.
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Panini bimself appeals to have been a joet. We are told by KsLerrieiidia n Lis Surfttia-

iilal:a that Panini excelled id tL« Upajati nietre.s NaiDi.MidLu, wheu coiomeLtiiig upon RuUrata’s

Kdvydlauihiira tells us that Panini composed a Maldkdvya named Fdtdlanjaya,^ He then quotes

some words from that work, and gives a whole verse from Panini.'^ The tiarhyaJhara-^addhati

and the SiibhdsMtdvali both ascribe a number of verses to Panini. ^ It is enrions that many of the

verses ascribed to Panini in the above two anthologies as well as the verse quoted by Namisadhu

are in the Upajdii metre. Great caution is necessary in admitting the evidence of writers belong-

ing to the llth century a.d. with respect to Panini who fiourlshed at least fifteen hundred years

earlier. It is possible that the poet Panini may be quite distinct from the grammarian Panini.

But as long as no positive proof ot th.s is lorthconiing, we may provisionally say that Panini, the

grammarian, was also a poet, the moie so because a number of critical writers like Kshemendra

and Namisadhu refer to him as such.®

The Tdriikas of Katyayana lurnisli us with positive proof of the fact that the class of compo-

sitions known as Ahhydyihds was much in vogue in his day or even earlier,7 Although the identity

of Yararuchi and Katjayana is not beyond the paie of discussion, still it is highly probable.^

Fatanjali speaks of a Kdrya composed by Yararuchi,® A number of verses are ascribed to

Yararuchi in the BubhdslaidvalL So in the fourth century b.c. Sanskrit poems had been composed.

In the time of PatBniali (^. e., 2nd century b.c.) poetical activity appears to have been very

considerable. While commenting upon the Vdrtila ^ Liibdhhydyikdbhyo hahulam' Patanjali

mentions by name three works belonging to the Akhydyikd class of composition, ev>., Yasavadatt^

Sumanottara and Bhaimaratbi.^® Fatanjali seems also to refer to two poems dealing with the

death of Kamsa and the humiliation of Bali.^^ Besides, the Mahdbhdshja contains a large number

of quotations drawn from the works of poets and writers that were prior to him, some of which

possess great beauty and historic interest, A few of the most interesting quotations are given

beiow.^2

2 BprihaTi^iyaiva-chariiaih PdT^Uier-rpa^&tibhi^ 1 Chamaik0rai}casd.rd'b}Uri=iUdy6.nasyeva jdtibhib |1 SuvTitta

III. 30.

3 TafM hi PdnineJi Pdi&lavijaye Mahdku.vye—^ sandhyQA’adh^ifii yrihya kare'ija^ ityatra gfikyeii hivohjabCide^ali

on Rndrata II. 8,

^ Tathd tasy-aiva kaveli^* Claie ^ rdhardtre parimandaMandarh garjanti yat prdvrishi kdlamegMli \ apasyat

vatsahisiiv=: endu-bunbath tach-chharvart gaur^iva kumkaroti II on Endrata II. 8.

® See Prof. Peterson's Introduction fo SuhhdshitOxalic pp. 54-58. The verse * Vp6^hardge7}.a vilolatdrakam,^

etc., occurs in the Dhvunydloku, p, 35, and the verse ‘ Aindmih dhanuh p&ndupayodharena ’ oconrsin th& Kdvydlarii-'

kdra-sOAra of Vamana IV, 3*27 (under Akshepa),

6 As the poet Pknini in the two verses qnoted by Namisadhu on Rndrata II. 8, uses nngrEmmatioal forms

and ), it is almost certain that he cannot'be the grammarian P&nini >—D. B. B.

’’ Vide the VdxUka * Lubdkhy&yikOMyo hahulam ’ on P^ini IV. 3,87.

* The JSrihaihatJidmanjart identifies the two:—* TasydJiam VasudaiiO^ydth j$,fah jSrufadhard5ku?/ic7j
|
Kdigdyano

Vararuchis~eh^>ety’anvartha^k}'iiO,hvayali '
jl I. 2-15.

3 * Tai iena kriiam na cha Una xrokiain Tdrarurham kdvyatn '
1 Malidbhdsliya II, p. 315 (Kielhom).

* Adhikritya krite granthe ity ^ atra akhlyikCibhyo hdhuiamlnb vakiavyahi Vdsavadatid Siunanoitard I l!^a

cha hhamti I BhaimaraUt '
| Jf. B., VoL II, p. 313.

ir KwMavadhamr&chashte KamsaHh ghdtayaii Balihandham’6xha$Me JBalhh bandhayati, I M, JB^j Vol. II, p. 34.

AsUdviiiyo 6 8aihkarshay>a^dviityasyahal(t}h Kri$hi}.asya vardhatdtn
|
Vol. I, p.42$ ;

Jaghdna Kaihsaih kilaVdsudevah] Vol, IT, 119 ;
Jandrdanastv&tma’Chaturtha era I Vol. III. p. 143.;

mayUrah pratinarnritUi
f
and ^advaUtvarh naravara narnrUishi Itriskfafi I Vol. III. 338; Ainia‘inhharii‘’charati

yutham*asevamdnah I Vol. II. p. 102; Buhhukshitaih napraiibhdti kinichii
j
Vol. I. p. 444 ; A xandntdd’odahdrMt

prlyahh pdfitkam^anuvrajet
f
Tol, I. p. 340 : KdXali paehati bhvWni Idlah sa}hharati prctjdh I Vol. II, j). 167 ^Esheme

subUkslie kvttas^hchaydni purdni rdjtidm vinayatiH kepam I
Vol. II, p. 438 ; cti jivantam-dnando narani varsha-iatdd

api 1 Vol- 1, p, 277 ; Varatanu sampravadanti kukkuidb I Vol. I, P 2S3. Of theae etc, occurs in Mdwdyay,a

Tuddha—kdnda (123 .2.) where it is referred to as a popular verse ( lai^kikt gdthd). The last quotation is ascribed

to ErmSradiisa, who might have been prompted by the same desire that produced the Fdrhdbhyttdaya^
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Next to Fatanjali Tve may mention the Mmayaija and the MaMlhdrata, Although the

greatest divergence of opinion prevails as to the dates of these two epics, we shall not be far wrong

if we say that the two epics date in their extant form from at least the beginning of the Christian

era. Both of them contain here and there highly poetical passages. Many verses are quoted from

the Mahuhhdrata by writers on poetics, such as Anandavardhana. The Rdmdyam specially abounds

in elaborate descriptions and long-drawn metaphors. In this connection, the highly poetical

description of the sea^s in YuddliaMnda (IV, 110 ff.), the imaginative description of the sky in

Sundara-M'fida ( LVII, 1-4 ) and the elaborate Rdpaha in Ayodhijd-kd'nda (LIX, 28ff.) may be

noted. The muse of such masters of classical Sanskrit as Kalidasa and Bhavabhuti drew her ins-

piration from the two epics. It is not an empty boast that MaMbhdrata when it says

that 'the imagination of the poets is fired by this best of liihdsa' or that ‘the best of poets

depend upon this story We find the Daianijoa advising the authors of dramas to borrow their

plots from the Mmdyana^ the BrihaUlathd and other works.^^

Recent epigrapbical researches have shown that in the first centuries of the Christian era, India

produced highly elaborated Sanskrit prose as well as poetry. One of the inscriptions from Girnar

belonging to the 2nd century a,d,, contains a piece of prose, which not only exhibits very long

compounds, but also Anuprdsa and various kinds of TJpamd and Bdpaha. In that inscription

MaJidkshatrapa Rudradaman is praised as one who forcibly destroyed all warriors who did not

submit to him through pride caused by the fact that they were styled ‘ heroes ’ in the presence of

all Kshatriyas and as one ‘ who obtained much fame by his mastery of the sciences of Grammar^

Mirhasa, Music and Logic.*^’' In the same inscription a reference is made to ‘ prose and poetry

which were full of figures of speech, which looked fine on account of containing poetic conventions

and that were clear, to the point, pleasing, striking and charming.*^® An inscription belonging to the

4th century A. d. contains a prose which rivals the style of Bana^® and in which king Samndragupta

is praised as one to whom the title ‘ Kavir^ja * was applied on account of the composition of many
Mvyas that were the source of inspiration to learned men.’^^o in the same inscription Samudra-

gupta’s fame is compared to the white waters of the Ganges running quickly when freed from

confinement in the matted hair of Siva.si

From the foregoing statement it will he clear that in the centuries preceding and immediately

following the Christian era a vast mass of poetical material had been accumulated in Sanskrit for

the cultivation of the science of poetics. We shall presently see that the elaboration of the canons
of poetry and the figures of speech commenced with the beginning of the Christian era or even
earlier. The composition of new poems and the evolution of rules of poetry henceforward proceed-
ed hand in hand.

‘ Bdscmiatii-iva ^henaughaii*=:nfiiyanta7Hszivciii ch(ytinihhib‘ i
*

*

^ Itih6>sotiamtidcsiasmtj^S^yanU havihitddhayaljL i
’ Adi^Br. II, 385 j Jcavi-varaili sarvairesdlchydna'mcsi

uyo^tvyate | ' J5£d., II. $80.

Iiy«=^ddyt=:aie8harnKSii'ha vastu-vib7ieda~J6,id7h Mdmdyay>ddi cha vibhdvya BrihatJcathdTii cha
I

iitd-antf netri-ragdniiffuiii^ydt i chiMrii kathdmesuchita—eTidru-vachah-^rapanchaihl] 1,61.
‘Barvakshatrdvishkriia^vtra’Sabdc^'dtotsekdvidkeydndTh Taudheydndrh ^rasahyctsddakena’^JSp Jnd Vol

viii, p. 44.
**

I.S t-
vidydnd^h mdhattndrh pdrana-dMmv^a-viJndna-pmyogdvdpta-vipula

18
Bphuta^ayhu-madhwa-chiira-Hnta^Sahdasamaydddr-dlaohhrita-gadya-padya’ (the rest is destroyed)--^

19

samiddhasya 'oigrahavatoloTs-inugrahmya Dtootda-Fant^a-Jtidra-Anta^fca-samasya sv<f-5riuya-6a?a-vv£ta.dne^a-wa»*as)ati-viJ;?ai-a-2}rati/ajTOawa-
5a%«-yi/dpri^dyuIfta-|)WrusAas^<i---Dr. i'leet’s Qupia Inscrs., p. 8, 1. 25.

21
praiishthita’Jcavirdja’Sabdasya, 1, 27,

^ai^poyairnl
PasuyateHjaHntar-guhd-iihMha^parimohsha^ pdi}4u Qdn-
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The earliest extant definition of any figure of speech is perhaps that of Uf,am£l (simile)

contained in the A irukta of \ aska.22 This definition of Ujjaind is as good as that of Mammata^Sj
viz , Sddharmyain^z Ui>amd bhede. It is a general rule that the Vpamdna (standard of comparison)

should be more 'ivell-knoivn and possess more qualities than the Vpaiimja (object of comparison)

and it is a blemish if the Vpamdna is much inferior to the Vparneija* Yaska refers to the general

rule in the footnote in the \jydyaBd, etc.' and points out that in the Tedas the Upamdna
is often much inferior to the Upameya. He instances Jligvtda N. 4. C, in which the Asiins are

compared to thieves*-^

Paniiii often rehrs to 'Upamdna^ VpameyaBmCi Sd711anya {common property or ground of

comparison).24

In the Veddnta-sutras ol Badarujana we find that Vpamd and Eujpalca (metaphor) are men-
tioned by name.

In the Kdfya-'Sdstra of Bbarata we are told that there are only four ornaments 01 poetry, vh,,

Upamd, Eupaka, Dipala and Yamaka.'^^ We shall see later on when we come to the chronology

of Alamkdra writers that Bharata’s work cannot, at all events, be placed later than cOO a.i>.

The Buddha-charita of Asvaghosha app^ears to have been written at a time W'hen some theory

of poetics must have been already in existence. Each canto has at the end of it a verse or

verses in a metre other than the prevailing one. The author everywhere makes frantic efforts at

a jingle of words
;
gives us such examples of alliteration as Hari^turoga-turangavat— iurahgali

(Y. 87.); and is very fond of the figure Tathdsamkhya.^'^ The Biiddhu-chanta mtisfc have been

written not later than the 5th century of the Christian era, as it was translated into Chinese in the

5th century a.d. and into Tibetan in the 7th or 8th century (Preface, p. v).

Subandhu in his Vdsavadaitd has a number of allusions to an art of Poetry and to the figures

of speech. He boasts of his skill in employing a Alesha (pun, paronomasia) in each letter.28 He
speaks of the soul of poetry

;
of the composition of an excellent poet in which the expletives itt

and hi do not occur and which is divided into sections called ' Uchchhvdsas ' and skilfully

employs §hsha {pun) and the metre called VahtraP and of the figures ^rinkhald-handha (of

words), Utprekskd and Akshepa,^^ Subandhu is not later than the 6th century a.d., as he (p, 331)

is quoted by Vamana in his Kdvydlanikdra^sdtra-vriiti (I. 3. 25) with very slight variations and is

referred to by Blna in the introduction to his Harskacharita, So, long before the 6tb century a.d.

such figures as JSlesha, Akshepa^ Utprekshd, SfihkhalMandha had been named and defined.

In the days of Bana rhetoric appears to have made great strides, In the Kddaiiibari he speaks

of such puzzles as the Ahsliarachyutaka, Mdtrdchyutaka, Bindu?nati, and PraheliM* Sana knows

the difference between Katlid and Akhydyil:iu He speaks of writers of Akhydyikds which were

divided into UchcliJivdsas and contained Vakira metres here and there.^^ He speaks of a number

22 Aih-d.tac=Upam& yad^atat tat-sadrisammti GO.rgyast=iad^O.$dih ’karma §y0.yas& vCl ytmena ftalcliydiaia-

mmn vvk kantydhisahi vd prahkydiaih fd wpamimiietathdpi kaniyasdjydi/dtnsam I Ninihta HI.
33 TanOtyaJeva taskard mnargd rasandhkir da§abliirs=zalhyadhUdm

2* Mark the following Sutras of P£nini Fjoarndtidni Sdmdrtya-vachanaili (11. 1.55); TJpamiiam

dihhih sdfudnydpraydge (II. 1.56).

25 Anumdfiikamtssapyasekeshd?/! Sartra-rtipaka-njiyasta’Sn'ihitet^dariayaii cha II (I. 4. 1) ;
Atayeva cli-opamd

StiryakCidivai (III. 2.18.).

2s Upamd dtpakaih ch^srzaiva Tupakanh yamakaui iaihd I Kdvyasyvssaite ky^ala7hkdrd^csc}iaiv0.rah parihirtiidhtt

H^dtya-idstra (16.41).

s’f For example, V. 42 ; IX. 16.

^ Pratyaksham’Uesha‘maya-‘p?od}audha''vinydsa’vaidagd’hya-nidhi ins=:nihmid]iam I

20 AgraJienrsdpi kdvyajitajnena (p. 129, ¥dn,t~vildsa Sanskrit series) } sai'^kavi’kdvya'handha iv^dnavdbaddha^

iu-hi-nipdtah (p. 158) ; XHrghdchchhvdsa^raehan-dhdani mile^a-vakira-ghatand^pat^ sat^'kdvya’-virachanam^iva

(p. 238).

so Bfinkhaldhafidho varij,agrathandsu 'Uipr&Hli^Akshepa^ Kdtydda’thkdn^diu (p. 146).

s^ Vc}ichhidhsdntQ^pyT=:^%kh%m\d yQ vakin yeshdrh Barasvatii Katham-AkhydyiMkdrd na te vmidyd'fy kavUv(&'

rdlt il i-^Earshacharita,
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of figures of speech such as Upamdj Dipal^di Sl^shcij Jdti (or Si^alhcwohti), Utprehshdf^^ etc. We
know that Buna lived in the first half of the 7th ceiitarj a.d.

The Bhdttiluimja devotes four sargas (10-13) to the illustratioa of topics that rightly belong to

the art of poetry. The author gives examples of two Jlamhdras of word, viz., Anuprasa and Yamaha

and of thirty-six Alamlcdras of Sense, He must have had before him some work defining the figures

of speech. He tells us that he lived under king Dharasena of Valabhi. We know four Yalabhi

khia’S who bore the name Dharasena, Therefore Bhatti must have flourished at some time between

ahoiit oOO and CoO A.d„ the dates of the first and the fourth Dharasenas.

In this section we have tried to prove that the simple figures of speech, such as Upamd and

were named and defined long before the Christian era and that the centuries immediately

following that era witnessed the evolution of a number of figures of speech. From the 7th century

onwards we have a host of writers on the Alamhara-Sdstra, whose dates can be obtained with great

exactness, he contuiued,)

MISCELLANEA.
INDIAN AND CEYLONESE BEONZES.

The six fine bronzes from the Tinnevelly

District, Madras, exhibited in the Indian Court

at the Festival of Empire, 1911 (case 69, Nos. 438-

443) by Lord Ampthill throw light on the origin

of the remarkable set of similar images found in

1907 and 1903 by the Archsaological Survey,

Ceylon, in a trench outside the Siva Dewal^ at

Polonnaruwa.®* Those images evidently belonged

to the Saiva temple, which is absurdly known as

the Daladd Mclligdwa, or ‘Shrine of the Tooth
Relic,’ and had been hidden in the ground out-

side on the occasion of some revolution {Hist, of

Fine Art in India and CeylotiiP, 51, note 2), They
have been fully described by the Honourable
Mr. P. Arunaclialam in SpoUa Zeylanica, Sept.

1909, and selections from the find have been
published by Dr, Coomaraswanay and the writer

of this note. They are heavy, massive castings,

the largest being three feet high, and the best are

of high artistic quality. Lord AmpthilTs set is

exactly similar to the Ceylonese images and, like

tliePolonnaruwa find, includes a spirited Dancing
Siva (Nataraja) and figures of Tamil saints.

When the Ceylonese bronzes were discovered

the question naturally arose whether they had
been executed in the island or on the mainland.

Dr. A. Willey, F. R. B., sometime Director of

the Colombo Museum, declared that ‘they are

Polonndruwa bronzes for better or for worse,

and certainly not imported from India, but

unfortunately did not assign reasons for his

strongly expressed opinion. On the other hand,

Mr. H. C. P. Bell, the experienced Archaeological

Commissioner of Ceylon, is convinced that the

Polonndruwa bronzes came from India. The
discovery of Lord AmpthilTs set in the Tinne-

velly District strongly confirms Mr. Bell’s view,

and it may well be that the Polonnaruwa cast-

ings were produced in that district. The Saiva

religion is a Tamil importation into Ceylon,

and it is antecedently more probable that costly

and artistic Saiva images should have been made
on the mainland rather than in the Buddhist

island,

Y. A, S,

BOOK-NOTICE.
TA-rANC-Hsi-Tu-CHi. Original text, with preface
and variants collected from ancient manuscripts and
modern texts, two Vols.^ in Japanese and Chinese
characters. College of Literature, Imperial Univer-
sity, Kyoto, Japan.

Two small, but very well printed and nicely
bound volumes contain the original ancient text
of the Ta-T'ang-Hsi-yii-chi or in Japanese, the
Tai-To-Sai-iU-M, being the first publication of
the Faculty of Letters in the Imperial University
of Kyoto. The work is in two parts, the first con-
taining the text with a preface in Japanese, and
the other all the variants, which the Editors have

been able to find from the collation of tlie

oldest MSS., which exist in the ancient monas-
teries of Japan, with text already published up-
to-date in China, Corea, and Japan. The second
volume contains identification of personal and
place names by Beal, Julien and Watters. The
object of the work is to preserve this ancient
text. We congratulate the University on the
appearance of what the Editors call “this modest
fruit of our labour.

’’

R. C. Temple.

Maranti han n^ojjmla-Bi^aJihOpamairzsnavaih ^ad&rthaiTf=supaxi0.ditOjh hatMh 1 Mrantara'^lesha^gha-
snjdtayo Mahdsrajai^thampaha'ipushyakaifessiva II i

—

Kddambari^
S3 Three of Lord AmpthUVs bronzes have been reproduced by the Indian Society in Meven Flates re^present-

wg tmK's oj Indian chiefly in Fngllsh cdlkctions (Griggs and Sons, for 1911).
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TEE CASTES IX IXDIA.

BY E. SEisABT OF THE INSTITCT BE FEAlJsCE.

(
Translated in part from the French )

BY BEY. A. HEGGLXX S. J.; BOMBAY.

{Continued from p. 114,)

V*—Genesis of the Indian Caste,

TTb are approaching the knotty point of this research. The similarities which I have recorded
have been, for the most part, already recognized and noted. They are only examples—indications.
Their number could be easily enlarged. The essential thing is to weigh their signification.

Erery evidence is leading us back to the old family constitution
; the true name of caste is

jdti which means ‘ race’. However, we must state the matter more exactly. The family was not

the only social organism, at the time when the Aryans of India went apart to follow their own
destinies. It was comprised in larger corporations : the clan, the tribe. Their existence is certain

though the facts, variable and vague, are not easily brought under strict definitions,

Disciissicns have been going on, and this rather in a confused way, on the reciprocal relation

of the different groups, on the order in which they have been formed. One thing at least is clear.

These concentrical circles which include an area ever widening are conceived in the Aryan world
after one and the same type. Thus it could be held that the clan and the tribe, whatever their

names be in the different countries, are only the enlargement of the family
;
they copy its organi-

zation while extending it, 54 Their genealogy, in reality, concerns us little. The fact is, that

their respective constitution is strictly analogous. In speaking of the family constitution I have

the constitution of the tribe and of the clan equally in \dew.

The terms, here in use, agree very well
;
gens, curia, tribus, in Rome

;
family, phratria, pliyle

^

in Greece
;

family, gotra, caste, in India. It is the more instructive, because, in the origin, if we
judge it by all analogies, the most essential difference between clan and tribe, as between section and
caste, amounts to ibis, that the group which is more restricted, is exogamic

;
the group which is

larger, endogamic. The political organization, at the pretty late time in which the classical coun-

tries are well known to us, has only shaken, or displaced certain customs
;
and for instance, in the

case of the endogamic law, replaced the one tribe by the whole of the city. What is surprising is to

find that the directing principles, on both sides, have survived, iu so visible traces, the separation

—

which, therefore, must be very old—of the ethnical branches in which we follow severally their

destinies.

If the caste covers exactly the whole domain of the old gentile right, this can be neither a for-

tuitous agreement nor a modern resurrection. Still less is it doe to chance that its practices have

exact relations with the primitive notions and continue their spirit. The whole is complete, well

connected, closely soldered with the past and that in a matter which supremely rules life and the

most private concerns. It, therefore, is an organic institution which draws its sap from very deep

sources.

The guilds of the middle ages remind us, by more than one custom, of the known traits of

ancient organization. Who would dare to assert that they are their direct heirs ? Customs, which

under the sway of new ideas and a complete moral revolution, could only have survived by losing in

the public consciousness, their signification and their proper life, may have found their way into

them again through more or less obscure windings ;
I am willing to admit that the patronage of

a saint is the reflection of the eponymism of the antique heroes, that the repast which, on certain

5* Heam, p, 136 ss. i Tmt Mter, iws. civ, p. 45 j 83-3,
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feast-days, united their members, may be a remembrance ol the family repast
;
but with all that

there exists apparently no continued transmission from one type to the other, no immediate

iiiiation* Nothing in the guilds corresponds to the solid cohesion of a family corporation. They

are not only open to every new-comer, if he but fulfils the requisite condition, they impose no fetter

upon the civil and private life of their members. The resemblances are, in some way, accidental

and fragmentary. It is likely that the repasts at which, in our country districts, even nowadays,

the relatives and friends of the departed person meet after a burial, are not without connexion

with the funeral repasts of antiquity. What does it matter, if in this long way, the custom has lost

its original meaning ?

Of quite another order is the relationship which connects the caste with the ancient system

of the family community. There is from the one to the other a real continuity, a direct

transmission of life.

Does this mean that India has simply preserved a primitive type of the Aryan constitution ?

Such, assuredly, is not my thought. The premises being the same, if caste could spring from them

in India, there sprang up quite a different regime in the classical countries. But caste has remain-

ed thoroughly impregnated with notions which fasten it to the Aryan background. How could they

fail to expand into an original institution, under the unique conditions in which they happened to

be transplanted on the soil of India ? Their physiognomy has been so much altered, as to render

the more primitive types at first unrecognizable in the caste
;

it is, nevertheless, their legitimate

heir. But we have done nothing, as long as we have not laid hold of the mechanism which

brought about this transformation.

The Vedic hymns are too little explicit on the details of exterior and social life. But, at least,

we notice in them, that the Aryan population was divided in a number of tribes or peoples (Janas),

subdivided into clans united by ties of relationship (^vigas), which again were broken up into

families.

The terminology of the Rig- Veda is, in this regard, pretty vague
;
the general fact is clear.^^

Sajdta, %,e., relative, or * companion of race, appears in the Atharva-Yeda to designate the

companions of elan (uig). Jana, which assumes a wider signification, reminds us of the Avestic
equivalent of clan, the Zantu and of the jdti, or the caste. A series of terms, vrd, vrijana, vrdja,

vrdta, seem to be synonyms or sub-divisions, it may be, of the clan, or of the people. The Aryan po-
pulation, therefore, lived at the time to which the hymns belong, under an organization which was
ruled by the traditions of the tribe and of lower or similar groupings. Even the variety of the.

names indicates that this organization was rather floating
;
hence it was the more pliable to adapt

itself to the definite forms into which the circumstances in India chanced to model them.
It is easy to discern several of the factors, which have contributed, each on its part, to push it

into the road on which it has been developed.

Thehfe of the invaders necessarily remained, in the course of their slow conquest, if not nom-
adic, at least very unstable. There are tribes, the wanderings of which we can follow. This mobility
was very unfavourable to the organization of a political rale, but very favourable for the main-
tenance of old institutions. The hazards of local strife, moreover, could not fail to re-acfc on the
condition of the hordes. In many cases they were dislocated.

miist guarding the tradition of inherited customs, the fragments were reconstituted under
the wtion of new necessities and of new interests, topographical, or others. The ezolusire rigidity
o

^

e genealogical bond had thns to snfier some harm. The door was half opened to rariabie
principles of grouping.

0/. Zimmer, p.lSSss,
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The population in the East bas rarely that •degree ‘of fixity to \Tbich we hare been accarstomed

by the experience of the West. In this matter the absence or a strongly established state is m
succession cause an-d eSect. India Isas preserved, don’n to onr days, somethirg of this mobility.

At all times, towns ha^^ been an exception there. It is natural tliat we scarcely get traces of

them in an ancient period. Even later the laige captals vliich were founded in India, had no

•strong roots
;
they have often liTod an ephemeral existence.

The village, the grdm&^ from the ¥edic hymns down to this time, has been almost the only

.frameworh: of Hindu life. As it appears in the hymns, it is rather pastoral, than agricultural^

Synonyms, as vHj^na^ which cannot be separated from vraja, ‘ pasturage,’ conjure up the same

cmages. And likewise Tl>e word is not used m the Big-VecI^, except k its etymological

sense of '‘stable’. If yet we find it afterwards regularly denoting theoponym clan, this use is,

without doubt, ancient. The Rig’-Veds, makes no allusion to it 4 this shnply proves once more what,

perilous illusion it is to draw positive conclusions from the silence of the hymns. This applicatioa

of the word, however, is only justified by an intermediate stage. Very near to vrijana by its primi-

tive meaning, it must have passed through an analogoits evolution ,* it, too, must have been a synonym,

at least an approximate one, of grdrm or viiiage.

The Hindu village has an altogether autonomous life. In several countries, it is actually

a -corporati-on, and its territory common property : an organization which has given rise to frequent

parallels with the village communities of the Slavs. Some have been led to look upon the village

as the equivalent of the primitive ckn ; under a more fixed form it would have perpetuated the

comraunity of Wood, the community of goods and jnrisdk-tion. I do not decide, whether the village

eommunities are of ancient origin everywhere in India, whether they have not in many cases and

under the sway of special conditions accidentally reconstructed a primitive social type. They, at

least, are witness to a powerful tradition of corporative life. Similarly, there reigns over a vast

region, the system of those family communities (joint Jhinzlg), wher-e several generations remaia

grouped without division and under a patriarchal authority. The Indian mind is stubbornly

-conservative of old institutions. This is not alL I have spoken of those Russian villages, where

the community of property aud the living together on the same soil have had as their result the

professional community. The same fact has happened in India, too. This cannot be doubted, when

we think of the numerous villages of potmakers, of leather-dressers, of smiths, to which literature,

especially Buddhist literature, makes so frequent allusions. The community of profession could

the better propagate in this way, if a bond of consanguinity originally united the members of the

village. Now Brahmin villages are always mentioned. Parentage, therefore, influenced the

groupings, at least often
;
for, certainly for the Brahmins, parentage was the essential tie, not

identity of profession; they lived far less on their ritual functions, than on agricultural and,

especially, pastoral industry. This does not stand in the way that their example should

nevertheless, through a superficial analogy, favour round them the community of profession in less

noble and less respected groups.

The mass of Aryan immigrants, therefore, settled in closed villages, ruled more or less, by

a notion of real or supposed parentage, in any case forming a corporation in which the clan

survived in a modified frame. The more general this organization was, the more, also, was it sure

to countenance an equivalent constitution for the bodies of the tradesmen themselves. Little

numerous and little specialised in the pastoral life, these were called to a necessary growth by the

economical development and the advance of culture. The representatives of the mechanic profes-

sions, necessarily scattered amongst the people who claimed their services, could not, in ^e midst

of a universally corporative organization, be assured of a tolerable existence, unless adapting

themselves to the common type.
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It is lieie that the religious ideas interTene.

Scruples of purity did not allow the inhabitants of the Aryan villages to pursue certain pro-

fessions nor even to receive, in their communion, compatriots who were pursuing them. Amongst

these excluded, the same niceties, establishing a scale of impurity between different trades, were

tending to muUiply the partitions. The religious sentiment made them the more insuj erable, the

more carefully it was fostered. The Brahminic theocracy provided this with an energy and

a perseverance that are unique. In admitting that the })ricst]y class, at first, has not established

the absolute formulas of its dominion without some protest, it certainly has early laid their

foundation. From the highest periods of literature its pretensions are set forth in exalted terms.

The hierarchy of the classes could not create alhanew the regijne of the castes,—this is derived

from a more spontaneous division and corresponds to a partition into much smaller groups—it

could help it on. It had given the example and spread the custom of a division, which, if larger, was

in certain respects, scarcely less rigid. It had, especially, two indirect consequences : by the

domination which it granted to the Brahmins, it preserved for religious scruples a rigidity which

re-echoed in the severity of the caste rules ; it served as a basis to that hierarchy which has become

an integral part of the system and facilitated its establishment by lending singular strength to the

notions of purity which, on the whole, state the degrees of social rank.

If the triumphant theocracy fixed the regme of the caste in its systematic form, the caste

borrowed its cause of existence and the mechanism of its genesis directly from the very elements in

which this theocracy itself originated. Thus the scale of castes, determined, or at least inspired

bv the Brahmins and maintained by them, could take the place of the more ancient state
]
the less

precise organization of the classes was absorbed into the new regime*

In classical antiquity the slow fusion of the classes is, at the same time, the stimulant and the

result of the civil and political idea which is springing up. In India the theocratic power puts

a stop to any such evolution. India has risen neither to the idea of the state, nor to the idfa of

the fatherland. Instead of extending, the frame is contracting. In the republics of antiquity

the notion of classes has a tendency to melt into the wider idea of the city
;
in India it asserts and

tends to confine itself in the narrow partitions of the caste. Let us not forget that the Aryan

immigrants were spreading in India over an immense area: groupings too widely scattered were

doomed to crumble. From this circumstance the particularistic inclinations were drawing an

increase of strength.

I cannot persuade myself that the caste has sprang from the autochthonous tribe. Its regmei

has been too keenly patronised by the Brahmins ; they raised it to the height of a dogma* To all

its constituent elements the other Aryan branches o:ffer striking analogies, some of them all the

more decisive, as the similarity is not so prominent in the outward aspect as in the afi&nity of leading

ideas. When aborigmal tribes enter the Brahminical frame, and however apt their rather unsettled

organization might make them to fit new exigencies, we see how they are forced in the passage, to

submit to many a touching-up. For a long time they keep their mark of origin. One may discern

persevering in them more than one element of foreign origin, which is a little jirring on the whole,

for instance, the clans with a totem. How can we believe that the Brahmins should have borrowed

from the vanquished population for whom they never ceased to manifest the most humiliating con-

tempt, the complicated rules of purity in the name of which they show themselves so particular both

as to food and as to personal intercourse ? That they should have so willingly appropriated a social

organization not spontaneously sprung from traditions of their own ?

It, sometimes, has been too easily granted that the natives were by themselves in posses-

sion of this whole system.^^ They could, by origin, possess certainof its features; still it is

5* NeaSeld, § 189,
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necessary not to forget, that we are here exposed to more than one misunderstanding. The imi-

tation of the Brahminical rules has filtered through even into populations which have, otherwise,

remained very barbarous. They show a very strong inclination towards adopting them.

Whilst keeping the least orthodox customs, they endeavour to obtain a clergy of Brahmins,

which is very much despised for the help it gives them, and very disdainful itself towards its

sheep, but the patronage of which they hold in high esteem, in spite of The Brahminical

marriage rite has been implanted even in tribes, 'wbieb do not call Brahmins to their ceremo-

nies.^® So very low a caste, as the Kamushis,-^^ in which the exogamic limit is marked by the

ioU7?it has, nevertheless, borrowed from the Brahmins not only its genealogical legend, but

also the prohibition of the marriage of widows. To ascribe to the aborigines the fatbership of

such restrictions is to upset the terms. In the primitive stages organization and custom look

easily alike fi'om one race to the other ; the social mechanism is too rudimentary to be much

diversified. We have carefully to be on our guard, lest we take late borrowings for an inheri-

ted good.

Everything, however, induces us to anticipate that the vicinity, the intermixture of the

aborigines bas not been without some influence upon the establishment of the caste, an

indirect influence it may be, but a strong one. The collision of the Aryans with populations

which they despised for their colour and their barbarity, could not but enhance in them the

pride of race, strengthen their innate scruples with regard to degrading contacts, double the rigour

of the endogamic laws, in a word, favour all the usages and all the inclinations which led to the

caste. Among these I want to include that spirit of exclusiveness and hierarchy which crowns the

system, and which properly transfers it from the family ground into the social and semi-political

domain.

Too numerous to be entirely turned into slaves, the ancient masters of the soil had to submit

to the ascendancy of the more gifted conquerors : but even there, where they completely lost their

independence, they preserved, in the main, their native organization. Enveloped in a sort of

transformation, rather than reduced by a centralized power, they certainly contributed to maintain,

la the whole of the country, this so peculiar character of instability and fluctuation. The tribes

continued jostling each other, as so many half-autonomous little nationalities. The aboriginal

population, thus opposed to the formation of an organised political regime, an enormous obstacle

which has never been surmounted
;
by its examples it served the cause of archaic institutions

;
in every

yray it thus favoured the upkeeping of the social condition under which the conqueror had first

pushed on his expansion.

Later on, the mixture of the two races could not but act in the same direction; it lent the

strength of habits and of hereditary instincts to these precedents. Bid not the old frame become

stronger in proportion as the doors of Hinduism opened by and by to a greater number of new-comers ?

Although modified into a system of castes under the impulse of special conditions, which I am

endeavouring to set forth, the tribal organism remains in their respective state of culture, a rather

natural meeting point for both the conquerors and the conquered.

Nowhere in antiquity have the Aryans shown much taste for the manual professions. The

Greeks and the Romans left them to the slaves, or to intermediate cla:ses, freed men and simple

domiciled. Settled in villages, that first followed entirely pastoral pursuits, the Aryans were in

India still less induced, than elsewhere, to take to manual professions. These had, in general, to

remain, the allotment, either of the aborigines or of populations, which their hybrid, or suspected

origin, relegated to the same level.

55 Ibhetson, pp. 153-4. 55 Ihbetson, ^ 293. 5‘ Focna Craffetteer, I. pp. 410, 423.
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In becoming trades-people, both brought Tvith them their traditions and the desire of

assimilating themselves to the analogous organization of the superior race. The fear of defilement

closed a number of professions to the Aryans
;
this fear was penetrating and became generalized

in this inferior population under the religious influence of the immigrants and their priests. It

could not fail to multiply amongst them small divisions, scaled after the degree of reputed impurity

ascribed to their occupations
;
this is the very thing which happens still now before our eyes. Thus

the aborigines, too numerous to fall individually, at least as a general rule, into the condition of

domestic slaves, and confined by the circumstances to the manual professions, were led, both by their

own tradition and by the ideas which they received from the Aryan influence, to unite in new

groupings of which profession appeared to be the bond.

This movement accentuated and completed the parallel movement, which, under different

conditions, though under the sway of several common ideas, must, as we have seen, have arisen amongst

the Aryans themselves. On neither side was community of profession, the principle of aggrega-

tion
;
we see how it could assume this appearance not only for ns, but little by little, even in the

eyes of the Hindus. It is useless to add that, when come to this point in the age of secondary

formations, when the wear and tear of evolution obliterates the oldest ideas and the first motive

powers, or is dulling their consciousness, a deceitful analogy could really develop it into an

autonomous factor of grouping. Rut that was only the last terminus of a long course
;

it bad

sprung from quite different sources.

Outside the natural action of exterior social or historical elements, we must take into

account moral agents, primitive inclinations, and essential beliefs. Unhappily, springs of so subtle

a nature and of a continuous, but not well determined influence, cannot be easily set forth.

I have* touched some of them by the way. The Hindu mind is very religious and very

speculative
;
an obstinate guardian of traditions, it is singularly insensible to the joys of action and

to the solicitations of material progress. It offered a ground predestined for a social organization,

made of very archaic elements, which would pay obedience to an overpowerful priestly authority,

and which consecrated immutability as a duty and the established hierarchy as a natural law.

This regime especially fits in a striking way with the most popular, perhaps, the most

characteristic, and certainly the most permanent, of the dogmas, that rule the religious life of India,

with transmigration. The immobility of the frames, within which caste confines life, justifies and

explains itself by a doctrine, which is founding the terrestrial condition of each one upon the

balance of his anterior actions, good and bad. The destiny of each man is fixed by the past
; it

must, in the present, be determined and immovable. The scale of social ranks faithfully

corresponds to the infinite scale of moral merits and moral deficiency.

All, or almost all sects, sprung from Hinduism, have accepted metempsychosis as a certitude

that admits of no discussion
;

all, or almost all have accepted caste without revolt. Buddhism
makes, from the standpoint of religions profession, no difference between the castes. All are

admitted without difficulty, and without distinction into the body of monks, all are called to
salvation. Logically these premises ought to end with the suppression of castes. But it is not so.
The direct polemic arises only slowly and then—for instance in a book entirely devoted to this
subject, in the YajrasicM—it takes the special form of an attack levelled against the privileges of
the class of the Brahmins, It is a strife for influence between two rival clergies, not a systematic
protestation against a regime without which eveu the Buddhists did not conceive the social
existence.

Several ascetical sects, likewise, suppress caste practically; they admit and bring together,
without reserve, all postulants in their religious order. With several this equality is symbolized
at the consecration of the adepts, by the solemn destruction of the sacred chord. How could the
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sappression of every family-tie and the renunciation of the world be better expressed ? This is the

equivalent of those funeral ceremonies which, as I have said, signalize the exclusion from the caste.

And though, what they aim at is, not to overthrow a system which is the very foundation of the

national life, but to create, in the interior of this immense circle, a more or less extended group of

saints, who escape from the world and break all its ties. For the mass of the adherents, caste

subsists uncontested
;
in a number of cases the new community of faith operates as a lever for the

creation of new sections.

We are no longer in those times in which it could be allowed to represent Buddhism or

Jainism as attempts of a social reform directed against the regime of the castes.^s The
illogical resignation, with which they have submitted to it, shows, on the contrary, how at the

period of their foundation, it was deeply rooted in the Hindu conscience, wedded to those

beliefs, those elementary notions, as the doctrine of moral merit, of metempsychosis, of final

liberation, the inheritance of which they received without protest,

VI.—Greneral Survey, Caste and the Indian ifiOnd,

For a long time it has been believed, on the testimony of Plato and Herodot, that Egypt had been

ruled by the system of castes. This view has now been given up by the best authorized judges.

It appears that it is decidedly contradicted by the indigenous monuments. The Greeks, little

accustomed to vast hereditary organisms tied together by the privilege of rank, or the community

of occupation, conld easily exaggerate their importance, or their extent, where they met with

their more or less strict types. Up to the present, India alone has shown a universal system

of castes, in the sense in which we have stated and defined. At best, one may find elsewhere

accidental traces, germs of analogous institutions
;
they are nowhere generalised, or arranged

in a system,

Greece has known, in Lacedaemon and elsewhere, several cases of hereditary functions

and trades. Notwithstanding the uncertainties which obscure their interpretation, the names

borne by the four Ionian tribes (phyle) of Attica, are really professional names : soldiers,

goatherds, artisans.^® These are assuredly no castes. The example, at least, proves that the

Aryan tradition could, under the influence of a favourable situation, incline towards caste. It

is good to retain this lesson. A social fact, which sways an immense country, which is wound *

up with its whole past, has necessarily more than one cause. If we mean to confine it in one

single too precise deduction, we are sni*e to go astray. Currents so powerful are formed

of numerous affluents. The true explanation, I am convinced of it, must assign its part to

each one of the agents, which, one after the other, have been pushed to the front in too

systematic and too exclusive a spirit. There have been many other countries in which an

immigrant race has found itself in juxtaposition with occupants, whom it has vanquished and

dispossessed, and this situation has not given there rise to caste. Other populations have

known strong distinctions of class, and caste has remained unknown to them. Theocracy has

grown in other grounds also. The regime must therefore in India result from the combined

action of several factors. I hope that I have discerned the principal ones. Let us endeavour

to take in, with one glance, the epitome of this history.

We take the Aryans at their entry in India. They live under the sway of old laws,

common to all the branches of the race. They are divided into tribes, clans and families,
‘

more or less large ;
the groups are equally governed by a corporative organization, the general

features of which are identical with all, the bond of which is consanguinity more and more

5* Of. Oldenberg, Bouddha^ EVenoli transl., Fouoher, p, 155. ff,

Schonaanii, Grieoh, AUeTth,ed, 1861, 1, p. 327 ss.
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narrowing down. The age of pure and simple equality between clan and clan, tribe and tribe,,

is gone. Military prestige and priestly prestige have commenced their worh. Certain

groups, raised by the splendonr of warrior powers, proud of a more brilliant or better ascer-

tained descent, enriched, more than others, by the fortune of arms, have joined together in a

class of nobility which is claiming the power. The religions rites have become complicated

so as to require a special ability and a tecbnical preparation, both for the carrying out of the

ceremonies and for the composition of chants
;
a priestly class has arisen, which bases its

pretensions upon, more or less, legendary genealogies, connecting its branches with illustrious

sacriScers of the past. The rest of the Aryans are mixed up in a single category, within which

the diSerent groups move with autonomy, and according to their corporative laws. Eeligious

notions rule the whole life from the beginning
j

priesthood, already powerful, is here

increasing the prestige and vigour of the religious scruples.

The Aryans are advancing in their new dominion. They come into collision with a

dark-coloured race, inferior in culture, which they drive back. This opposition, the care for their

security, the contempt of the vanquished : enhance in the conquerors the inborn exclusivism,

exalt all belief and all prejudices, that protect the purity of the divisions into which they are split.

The autochthonous population is thrown into one confused mass, which only ties of subordination

of a rather loose nature connect with their masters. The religious ideas, brought by the invaders,

penetrate, more or less, into this mass, but never sufficiently to raise it to their own level. Still

in spreading over vast areas, where their settlements are seldom enclosed by any natural limits,

the invaders become dispersed
j
shaken by the hazards of the straggle, the primitive groups are

severed. The rigour of the genealogical principle, which united them, is thus compromised
;
to form

anew, the scattered parts follow geographical proximities, or other conveniences.

Slowly the necessities of a less movable existence begin to be felt. Life becomes more sedentary

in villages of pastoral and agricultural industry; and these, at first, are founded according to

relationship
;
for the laws of the family and of the clan preserve a- sovereign authority

;
they

continue to observe the traditional customs that are sanctioned by religion. The more fixed habits

develop the needs and the professions of a civilization, which has got ripe for more refined exigencies.

The workmen of every description are, in their turn, caught in the network, be it that the community

of residence brings on the community of occupation, or, that the scattered representatives of the same

profession, in places sufficiently near to keep some contact, obey an imperious necessity in modelling

themselves upon the only type of organization known around them.

With time two facts have asserted themselves : more or less acknowledged mixtures have

taken place between the races
;
the Aryan notions of purity have found their way into this hybrid

population and even into the purely aboriginal tribes. From this rise two orders of scruples which mul-

tiply the sub-divisions, according to the more or less pronounced impurity, either of descent, or of

professions. While the ancient principles of family life remain in force, the factors of grouping are

diversified: occupation, religion, neighbourhood and others still, at the side of the primitive

principle of consanguinity, the mask of which they more or less put on. The groups are

increasing in number and intersecting. Under the double action of their own traditions and of

the ideas which they borrow from the Aryan civilization, even the aboriginal tribes, as they by and
by give up their isolated and savage life, accelerate the influx of new sub-divisions. Now caste

exists. We see how—in its different gradations—^it has slowly substituted itself for the family

regime of which it is the heir.

A political power could have subordinated these organisms to tbe domain of a regular system.

But no political constitution does dawn. Even the thought of it does not appear. Why should

we wonder at this ? The priestly power cannot be favourable to it
;

for it would be the loser by it
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now its action is very strong and very steady
;

it paralyses the exercise of power even in the

military aristocracy. The configuration of the country does not create natural nucleuses for

concentration : every boundary there is fioating. Pastoral life has long maintained a spirit of

severe tradition
;
no ardent taste for any action impairs it. The vanquished population is

numerous
;
more repressed, than absorbed, it is slowly invaded by the sacerdotal propaganda

rather than subjected by a rude conquest. With some temperaments, it preserves much of its

ancient organization, especially there, where it is confined and isolated, Pj the masses t^Lich it

interposes, by the example of its very rudimentary institutions, even by the facility with which

these institutions are melting into the still rather rudimentary organizaticn of the immigrants, it

opposes one obstacle more to the constitution of a true political power. Therefore, there is no

beginning of a state.

In this confusion the sacerdotal class alone has preserved a solid esprit de corps
;

it alone is

in possession of an altogether moral, but very efficacious power. This potver it uses to strengthen

and to extend ils privileges
;

it further rcahes use of it to establish £cme sort of oicer and of

cohesion under its supremacy. It generalises and codifies the state of fact in an ideal system

which it is endeavouring to pass as a law, the legal recime of the caste. It amalgamates in the

caste the actual situation with the tenacious traditions of the past, when the hierarchy of

classes laid the fcundations of its power, since then so largely increased.

Sprung from a mixture of arbitrary pretensions and authentic facts, this system becomes, in its

turn, a force. Not only the Bralmiins carry it as a dogma into the paits of the country, the

assimilation of which takes place at a later date
;

it, everywhere, is reacting by the ideas upon

practice, owing to the immense authority attached to its ]>atrons. The speculative ideal tends to

impose itself as the strict rule of duty. But there was too great a distance between the facts and the

theory, as that they ever could be brought completely to fit together.

What interests us, is to trace the way, which the institution has followed in its spontaneons

growth. I, therefore, may stop here.

Caste, in my opinion, is the normal prolongation of the ancient Aryan institutions as

remodelled by the vicissitudes into which they were involved by the new conditions and

surroundings they met in India. It would be inexplicable without this traditional basis, as it

would be unintelligible without the alloys, that have been mixed with it, without the circumstances

that have kneaded it.

I should like to be understood well. I do not pretend to assert, that the regime of castes, as

we observe it at present, with the endless sections, so different in nature and cohesion it includes,

contains nothing but the logical, purely organical development of primitive Aryan elements only.

Groups of varied origin, of variable structure, have entered the caste regime at all times, and still

are multiplying in it : clans of invaders, that mark the route of successive conquests
;
aboriginal

tribes come forth late from their wild isolation
;
accidental fractionings, either of proper castes

or of similar groups. More still : such mixtures, which, complicated by multiple combinations,

give so disconcerting, so shadowy a physiognomy to the caste of our days, undoubtedly, happened,

already quite early. If they have been going on asserting themselves more and more, they have

begun from the period, when the regime was forming. I have already said it
; I repeat it with a

purpose : by condensing a general conclusion in a brief formula, you run the risk of appearing to

exaggerate your principle, you ran the risk of falsifying a thesis in itself. Just by stretching it to the

extreme, be it by an effort to precise too categorically, or by a desire to lay more stress on views,

you consider now. I should not wish to be suspected of any such enticement, being strongly on mj

guard against it.

What I think is this, that the Aryans of India, whatever influences they may have undergone

from.outside, whatever troubles the hazards of history may have brought with them, have drawn
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from their own ground the essential elements oE caste, such as it has been practised, conceived and
finally put into a system. If the regime^ under which India has lived, is neither a purely economical

organization of trades, nor a barbarous chaos of tribes and of foreign and hostile races, nor a simple

hierarchy of classes, but a mixture of all these things, united by the common inspiration that rules

the working of all the groups by the common set of ideas and characteristic prejudices, which

connect them, divide them, fix between them the precidences, it is explained by the fact, that the

family constitutions, surviving through all evolutions, ruling the Aryans first, then growing with

their influence, and imposing itself even upon the groups of independent origin, has been the

pivot of a slow transformation.

I am not heedless enough to forget that it has been penetrated by heterogeneous elements.

Moreover, after being once completed in its essential features, it has no doubt undergone the
action of analogy, like all systems, which are growing old, and in which tradition does not
longer imbibe new strength from a living consciousness of the beginnings. Besides the
various principles w-hich have been severally considered as the springs of caste, even arbitrary
change disguised under false pretences has done its work. Though accidental or secondary,
such alterations have not failed to throw some trouble into the physiognomy of the facte.
Still I do not insist upon them. If there be need, their sources will be found in some of the
details, which I have had the opportunity of setting forth by-the-bye.

Even to limit ourselves to the period of formation, how much we should like to settle
dates I What I have sail on the literary tradition, will explain that I have no precise dates to
ofier. Ancient institutions become impregnated with a new spirit only by insensible advances *

movements, which, according to ciroumstanoes, go on at an unequal pace, in different regions',
are not manifested in the evidences, until the preceding condition of things has become entirely
unrecognizable. They are obscure, because they are slow. They do not admit of any rigorous
dating. At most one might fiattec himself to determine, at which moment the Brahminical
system, which rules the caste theoretically, has received its last form. Still even this
pretension would be over ambitions. We may console ourselves, we should not he much more
advanced, by that, if it is true, the system is summing up the ideal of the dominant caste
rather than refiecting the real situation.

Even as far as regards the Veda, the value of tEe hints it affords is anjthing but definite
It wooia be necessary to know whether it really esbausls the whole of contemporaneous factswhether it presents them completely and faithfully. I do not think at all, that we may boast

'^tat is sure, is that we discover iu the Vedas still standing out in
hierarchy of dasses which was later on resolved into the regime of the castes.

Still It 13 undoubted that, in the Vedic period already the causes had begun to act, which ’
by their combined and continued working had to graft anew order on the old Aryan trunk

Wnw
classical world start from the same premises.Mow dmerent are the consequences on one side and on the other !

At the beginning the same groups exist on both sides, governed by the same beliefs, the
Greece and in Italy, these small societies combine to an organized wholeThey rise, one above the other, in a regular system. Every group preserves its full autonomyin its sphere of action; hut the higher federation which constitutes the city, comprises the

of'tS'LTekr
common action. The chaos takes shape under the handsof the Greeks. The disjointed organisms are melted into a larger unity. In proportion as it

ff+i,.
’ r •

from the common primitive constitution, cast in the mouldOl ft, »«.
J i"p.; forth

h r “ ‘•p* i-t :m „h«
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In India tlie caste continues the ancient customs : it even in several respects develops

them in their logical direction
;
bat it loses something of that impulse which had created the

primitive groups, and does not renew their spirit. Different ideas mix with—or take the

place of the genealogical bond, which had knit together the first societies. In modifying

themselves, in becoming castes, they do not find a directive principle in themselves
;
they

cross one another, each remaining isolated in its jealous autonomy. The frame is immense
without distinct borders, without organic life

; a confused mass of small independent societies

bent under a common level.

The classical language of India is distinguished from the kindred languages, by a

striking singularity. The finite verb holds hardly any place in the sentence
;
the thought is

developed by means of long compounds often vague in their relation. In place of a solid

syntactical construction, the lines or which are set forth clearly, in which the incidents

detach themselves in neatly set clauses, the sentence knows only a loose structure, where the ele-

ments of the thought, being simply in juxtaposition, are wanting in relief. The religious beliefs

of India scarcely present themselves as positive dogmas. In the fluctuating lines of an ill-defined

pantheism, the oppositions and divergences rise one moment to sink down again, like a shifting

eddy, in the moving mass. Contradictions quickly resolve into a conciliatory syncretism

wherein the vigour of schisms loses its nerve. An accommodating orthodoxy is covering all

dissents with its wide cloak. There is nowhere a categorical, united, intransigent doctrine.

0 n social ground an analogous phenomenon appears to ns in the caste system. We have

everywhere the same spectacle of a want of plastic power.

Whatever sap it may have borrowed from exterior and historical circumstances, this is

indeed the fruit of the Hindu mind. The social organization of India stands in the same

relation to the structure of the Hellenic “ city, ” in which a Hindu poem stands to a Greek

tragedy. The Hindu genius no less in practical life, than in art, rarely shows itself capable

of organization, t. e., of measure, of harmony. In caste, all its effort has been devote d to

maintain, to strengthen, a network of closed groups, without common action, without mutual

reaction, finally recognizing no other motive power, bat the unbalanced authority of a priestly

class which has absorbed the whole direction of the minds. Under the levelling hand of

Brahmanism the castes are moving, as the episodes are jostling in disorder in the vague unity

of the epic narrative. It seems sufficient if an artificial system theoretically marks such

incoherence.

The destinies of caste, if well looked at, are aninstructivechapterin the psychology of India.

MAYURAJA.
BY BHATTANATHA SVAMI2T; VIZAGAPATAM.

Majfiraja is the Sanskrit poet of whom the Catalogue Catalogorum speaks as being a poet

mentioned in the SuktimulctdvaH, Mahamahopadhyaya Pandit Durgapras^d quotes the following

verse in his elaborate preface to the Karpuramanjatii—

ii^

** No other poet of the Karachuli family was born equal to Mayucaja. How many moons
have come out of the ocean ?

1 Prof. Peterson in quoting from SariJiardvalt or SubJidushitahChrixvalt gives a different version of this verse

in Ms second Beport, p. 50.

^ II

Kin the_ first line were the reading, as in the aboTa Terse, then in the second line would
entirely lose its force. I doubt that a poet named Kulichuri who is i^lated to Mayfira ever existed. The
reading of Earihardvalt as given above, must be a mistake. In the following pages of the Eeport, Prof, Peterson
translates the above verse thus :—** But from May&ra there sprung (as his pupil) the poet Kulichuri, a single birth
which more rivalled the countless moons that night after night rise out of the ocean,” I fear this is not the
meaning of the Tei*se even according to his reading.
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Tlie authorship of this verse is attributed to the poet R^jasekhara. Probably this is the verse

ot the SuhtimuhtdvaU referred to by Prof. Aufrecht in his Catalogus Catalogonm,

In the same preface, Pandit Durgaprasad cites the following verse of Mayur%‘a from

the SulUimiihtdmU :

—

'TRnC!'

From this and other verses found in the anthologies, the Pandit concludes that Mayuraja must
hate been the author of a drama with the story of the Rdmdyana for its plot,2 But he was not

able to ascertain the name of the drama.

Now, realising the importance of the contribution made by this old poet to Sanskrit literature

and attracted by the notable style of the poet found in anthologies, I greatly wished to find out the

name of Ms work, and thus to bring to light this hidden portion of the treasure of Sanskrit

literature. For this purpose I ransacked all the works on rhetoric, notably, DasardpdmloTca

Sarasmithcmtkdbharana, Sdhitgadarpam, etc. In the course of my search I noted down the
names of all the Rdmdgana dramas. I give their names in the following table in alphabetical order*

Against the name of each drama, the name of the work in which it is referred to is also given.

No
i Work. Referred to in.

1
j

Anargharaghava ... Sahityadarpana.

2 Uttararamacharita ,,, «•« Dasarfipavaloka.

3 Udattarfighava Po. and Sahityadarpana.

4 ‘ Kundamala ... ... Sahityadarpana.

5 ' Krityaravana ... • •• ... Do.

6 Chhalitarama ... Po. Da^arupavaloka and Saras-

7 ;

i

Janakir%hava
• r. r ••

vatikanthabhara^a.
Sahityadarpana.

8 Nirdoshadasaratha (?)... • •• Sarasvatikan thlbharania.

9 Balaramdyana ... - Sahityadarpana,

10 Mahaviracharita
... • ^9 Do. Pasarupavaloka and Saras-

11 B%ha7abhyudaya
vatikanthabharana.

Sahityadarpana,

12 Bamabhinanda
• • • Do.

IB

]

Bamabhyudaya ... tar • • 1 Do. Dasarupivaloka and Dhvan-

14
1

Yalivadha ••• ... • m*
„ , .

ySloka and Lochana.
Sahityadarpana.

® See preface to £arptlraina9|;aH, p. 9 (ZAv^/amdZd).
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Of these dramas we know that AnarghardgJiava was written by Murari 3; Uttarardinacliarit>x

and Mahdvtrachartta by the illustrious. Bhavabhuti
;
Bdlardindgaria, by Rajasekiiara

; and lastly.

Edmdbhyudaya by the poet king Yaso?arman> The authorship of the remaining dramas ia

clouded in mystery. One of these, Uddttardghava, is unhesitatingly attributed to the poet Bhasa

by some learned men of Southern India. In his History of the Classical Sanslrit Literatim^ p. 67,

Mr. M. Krishnamaoharya, M,A,, B.B., AI.R.A.S., says At least the names of three of hig

[Bhdsa’s] works we have known on reliable 'authority. The develops the eminent

side of the character of Rama. The Svapnavdsavadatta occupies itself with the story of U dayana

marriage with Yasavadatta. The Kirandvalt is said to be a Xdtikd in the mode of the RatndvaliJ

Here the author says that “ on reliable authority ” he has known the names of the three dramas of

Bhasa. Bat at the same time he does not mention who is his ‘
‘ reliable authority,” \Ye can however

accept Bhasa ’s authorship of Svapnavdsai'adatta on the authority of Rajasekhara.

11

5

Moreover, Dhvanyalokalochana quotes from this drama.® As to Kiranw^ali^ I very miieh

doubt that a drama of the name of Kimndvali by Bhasa or any other poet ever existed,

ITow as to the third drama, Uddttardghavat the attribution of the authorship of this drama

to Bhasa is not supported by any evidence. Though a drama of that name is quoted in the work

on rhetoric, we do not dad a single statement in support of Bhasa’ s authorship thereof and

in fact, we find a statement in contradiction to it. Even in the Catalogue Catalogorwn the name oc

the author of the drama is not given, but the name only of the work in which it is quoted. In a

lengthy discussion on the subject, in his preface to Friyadariikd, Pandit R, Y, Krislinamdcharya

says, ^?Tr I 5T 5 “in works lik

Sdhityalarpana, only the name UddttardgJiava is heard of; but the author is not mentioned.

But from the ordinary works on rhetoric it can be shown that neither the author of the

History of the Classical Sanshrit Literature nor the editor of the Priyalarsikd is right. Moreover,

* MiirSri ii quoted by Mankba in Ms ^Tikanthacliaritai—^

«j<-2trr%5f'Tfni. 1

1

[sxv, ri]

And be is not quoted or referred to by Bbojain hisSarasmitkafithoMaTan^a or by any author previous to Bboja.

So Mur^ri may be assigned a date between A. D- 1050 and 1135.

Pandit DurgliprasM says that Murdri lived before the middle of the 9th century and gives the quotation from

Barmijaya as referring to Murari.

[xssvin, 6S.]

(See introduction to SubJid^shiiSt^valij p. 91 and Anarghardg'hava, p. 1, note,

Dnrg^prasM thinks that here the word has two meanings. But it is not so. The poet comparer

Murari or Vishnu with the author of a had drama,—the former destroyed the hero Hiranyakasipu in hia a or

lap, and the latter exhibits the murder of the hero in an aot. In Mnr^ri*s drama, the death of the hero does not

take place in any aot, Hur^ri oannot, therefore, be the poet referred to in the verse. Tne commentator Alaka

also says that there is a pun on the words and only, and not on

* See Bhvanybilolca, p. 14S (Commentary). Ya^ovarman is the patron of Bhavabhdti and Vdkpatirfija, a

Prakrit poet ;
of. Introduction, SubTidshitAvalt, p. 95.

5 This verse is taken from SiXUimuJcidvalt, See preface to Karjp'Ciramanjaft, p. 7. [Fide, above VoLsL. p. 88—

D.B.B.]

« BJivanyCdoTia.-g. 152 (Commentary).

^ Introduction to Priyadar^ihAi (Vani-Vilas Press Edition), p, XX\ I.
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It seems remarkable that the foilo'^ing statement in the well-known work Daiarupdvaloha

has not been noticed.

For example, the unlawful killing of Vali is dropped by Mayiiraja in [his] Uddttardghava,^

Thus, by a simple reference to Dmarupdvaloka, we learn that TJddttardgliava was written

by Mayuraja. So we see that Pandit DurgaprasM was right so far as he went. From the

commentary on Kdvijdnusctsana of Hemachandra p. 335, Maydraja seems to be the author of a

I'drya also.

Xqw let us consider some points first about the author Mayuraja, and then about the work

itself.

We have already shown that Mayuraja was a Rajput of the Kalaohuri clan. We know that

the Kalaohuri princes ruled the Ohedi country. This Chedidesa is at present identified with

Eerar and the northern part of Central Provinces. The capital of the country was at first

Mflhishinatl or the modern Mahes^ar.® Afterwards the town named Tripura was made the capital

This Tripura is now identified with Tevur near Jabalpore.^® So Mayuraja might have been a king

o: Chedi country with its capital Mjlbishmatt. Unfortunately, the history of the early Kalachuris is

a blauk in Indian History, and we know nothing about the princes between a. d. 580 and A. d. 875.
So one must await future research for additional information about the personal history of our

I oet king.

Kow, as regards the work itself, it will help us in fixing the approximate date of the author.

As the work is not found anywhere, we have to rely on the quotations in the Sdhiiyadarpana^

Damrfipdvalolm, etc. Damrupdmloha quotes Vddiiardghava in six different places, while the other
work Sdhityadarpana has quotations from it in only five different places, which include four of

the BaiarupdvaMa. Prom these quotations we learn that the story of the lidmdyana forms
the basis of the plot of the drama. We also learn that the poet did not closely follow it but
changed the original as he pleased. The first deviation is :

—

sr wrs *r
n

12

In tile story of tlie hunt o£ the TndydiTtinQdf Xisksliin&QS is xQsde to go drst in pursuit of the
game. Then, when Rtoa was infonned by the disguised Eakshasa that Lakshma^ia was in danger,
he went to save his brother, when Sit^ was carried away by Rlvana.

^

Secondly, we have iu the BakardpdvaloTca ;

—

From this we learn that Mayuraja omitted the story of the unlawful killing of Vali.13 ^exe
the word {**unlawfully} seems to be used for explaining the poet’s object in omitting the story
The poet perhaps wished to bring out the character of Rama without any defect.

Kow the verse etc,, quoted above, is said in the JDasar^lpdvaloJca to belong to
LddtiardgJiava^^ and in Sdhityadarpana to Kulapatyanha.^^ It appears, therefore, that the act

® Preface to Karp<iramanjart, p. 8.^0 Dr. Bhandarkar s Marly Siaiory ofihe BehJcan, 2nd Edition, p. 93.
This verse is also quoted in Sarasvaitkat^p&hharana (Barooh^s 2nd Edition), p. 380.

32 DaiarHyaha, pp, no, m. Kivysnu&dtsana of Heraaokandra, p 97,

86hUyadar$a^a (p. 275 of the H. S. Press edition).” p. 100.
p. 3?6,
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dealing with Sttdpaharana in the Uddtta^itjhavais named Kulapatyahka, The quotation

also leads to the same conclusion.

The above facts show that the plot of the Udattirdjhava deviates much more from the story oi

the Rdmdyam than the plot of Bhavabbuti^s Viracharifa. We fiadasamatter of fact that the later a

Rdmdyana drama is, the more does the story deviate from the original. The story went on

altering till in ihe Jdnaldparinay and Adhhiiadarpaja^^ the original story can scarcely

be recognised. Bhavabbufci seems to have been the first to dramatise the Rdmdyana^ as be success-

fully worked up a greater part of the story into drama, and as he does not, like Murari, Rajasekhara

and Jayaieva^^, refer to previous authors on the subject. So Mayurfija, the author of UddttardgJiam

cannot be in, tny opinion, earlier than Bhavabhuti, whose time has been fixed by Dr. Bhandarkar

to be the first half of the eighth century a.d.-°. That he was not later than Rajasekhara is obvious

from Rajasekbara^s own verse quoted by me at the beginning of this article. Rajasekhara ’s

date has been fixed on definite grounds by Pandit Durgaprasad in his preface to KarpuramaZjari to

be between a.d. 834-9592^ So Mayuraja must have fl)urished somewhere between a.d. 750

and 880.

I give below the passages of Mayuraja from TJMttardghava, which have been quoted in the

works on rhetoric, omitting the quotation, which has already been given in the course of

the article. These passages may help the public to form an opinion about the style of the author of

the yet unknown drama

m to ?rTf jfrr^pr^r ^rrorr il

[Palar&paka p. 76 ; Sdhiiydarpana, p. 265.]

\ ^r^prr gfrrf! i

\I)aki,rupaT:a, p. 79 ;
Sdhityadarpana, p. 310.]

^ ^?r:—
?nTOr^ Hfrs'ror Rfm: I^ sTOTOT ?tr?rrf^r?R::»5t|5"n: li

I

^3r:—sTfff srstfir i HTTOf5?>HPr?Jr i

r% I

^Dasarupalca, pp. 102 and 103.]

» ST^TO W5=cfr WrTO--*IWTO3T. Ijt ‘TOT'!^

>TfTO 1

[Tfaswrupaka, p. 111.]

w S&hityadarpana, p. 281.

A drama by B&mabbadradikabifea who was (according to his Mnakiparin^ya) a contemporary of

Ntlakanthadtksihta, who composed his NUaTsa/nthavijaya in 1637.

A drama by Mab^deva, son of Krishnasdiri and pupil of Bdlakrishna the teacher of Rdmabhadradikshita

Mah&deva was, therefore, a contemporary of Edmabhadradlkshita.

18 The author of Prasatmardghava, son of Mahadeva of K(iui}^lny£igoira and SumitrA Besides Trasann*

td^ghavaf he wrote Chisndrdloka and a commentary on Tattvachint^tnani^ He is quoted in S&hityadarpai^ (p. Id9}««

Babn Mon Mohan Ohakravarti assigns to Sdhityadarapam a date not later ithan the 14ith century a.i>. See X A
S. B. Vol. LX XII, part I, p. 146.

^ See Introduction to MUcUimddhava, Bombay Sanskrit Series. See'proface to Karp^fammjarii p. S*
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KARIKALA AND HIS TIMES.

Br K. V. STJBBAHKANYA AITER, B. A.; OOTAOAMUND.

of the oldesbcifcies of Southern India is KAvirippimpattinam. It is situated on the

sea coast, 12 miles south-east of Shiyali in the Tanjore district.^ In ancient times it also bore

the name PugAr. That it was near the month of the river Kaveri and had in it the temples of

Buy ivanam and Pallavanisvaratn are recorded in the Deimram songs ^ Ancient Tamil litera-

ture abounds in references to this old city and these show that it was a place of considerable

size and importance in early times. Escluding the authors of the Devdi'am^ the poets that give

a glowing description of the place, the wealth of the town, the pleasures and pastimes of its

inhabitants and the busy trade which it kept up with the outside world and the inland

countries, are not few. Chief among them may be mentioned the OhSra prince llahgovadigal,

the author of Silappaiigdram
;
Sibtalai Satfcan^r who compo'sed the Manimegalai

;
Rudrankan-

nanar and Nappudanar, the authors of three of the poems in the collection known as Fattup--

pdtiiu There are evidences in these writings to show that some of the authors visited the

place which they described, while others were its inhabitants.

Not long after the time of the Saiva saints, N^nasambandar and Appar, who are assigned

to the middle of the 7tb century A. D , the sea washed away the whole town with its boasted

splendour and glory. It was about this time that the Chinese pilgrim, Hinen Tsiang, visited

many of the important places of Southern India. This town should certainly have been

one of them if it liad then been in existence, But its identity with the southern Charitrapura,

as some take it, is doubtful. There are grounds to suppose that even in earlier times, there

was an encroachment of the sea on this portion of the east coast, when other places seem to

have been submerged in the ocean. We may perhaps trace an allusion to such any inundation

in the name TSuipuram by which the town of Shiyali was known in early times. In their

hymns na Tirukkalumalam, Ninasambandar and Appar state in clear terms that it once floathed

like a boat in the water of the sea. Several villages were destroyed, but Tonipuram is said

to have survived the elects of the event.3 The foundations of the original city of Kavirippump-
attinam must have been laid long after thefirst inundation but when it was founded, how long it

thrived as the principal town of the Ohola empire and who the sovereigns were that ruled

over it, are facts yet to be ascertained. The Greek geographer, Ptolemy, who flourished in the

second century A. D. speaks of Chctbans Emporium and this has been taken to refer to the port

of Kavirippumpatlinam. After the destruction of the city by the encroachment of the aes

perhaps at the close of the 7th century A. D., it seems to have been refounded and been again

^ SewelVs Lists of AniiquiUes, I, p. 272

2 The referenoos that ‘ Portni s&ffaram§vu HykMdUf* i.e, ^^ykkiidu (Sayavanam) at the place where the
Pouui (K-Sv^ri) joins the sea: Vdylta vtxn]rPugdr’'7nQ.di ipUHct vdvigdji sdlndu ^oUndd * ^dykk^du ^

and ^Pu^driy-Pallavanichcharam^ ocoarringin NSaasambaiidar’s hymns and Pdm^Pugdjr-Chchdjy'khd^u and Kdvirip*
3hlmpa^6^na^tu-Sdy&fcl3,(|u, found in the hymns of Appar make it clear that both ^fiykkSdn aad PallavanlSvaram
wereinKilvirippAmpatbiiiamaadthatthetovya WAS near the sea. It is worthy of note that ^dykhd^u and
^ftydva«am are synonymous. It may also be pointed out that Snndaramdrti-Nayandr who is later than the other
two Saiva saints has not contribiited any hymn on the temples at K^virippAmpattipim, though he has visited
places near it and composed hymns on them.

^
® The expression *Kadviivarai kOf^id% Icud'aTri^ai midakhuTn Kaluinala-Ti'igfir^ occurring in one of the hymns of

Ndnasamhandar, "alaiyum pervrveJjfaU-ayru Tonipuram * and * munnirin midanda* found in the verses of
Appar and Kadal-holi, midanda Tsajumala valtmagar* in the songs of Sundaramurfci furnish evidence on the point.
One other reference in Appar s D^odram which says that four or five birds are supposed to have born© th© bur*
d©n of the feet of god at Shiyali on the day when th© sea ©noroaohed on the land is also of interest.
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a place of importance till the 15th century a. d. Then it ceased to be such* partly owincr

to the silting up of the Kavlri^ and partly also to some other causes. The sandy mound.-’

found scattered over several places near the villages of Talaichchehgadn, Shijali and
Melaipperumpallam amply testify to the inundations of the sea. The fragments of brick and
tile streTvn over the fields near the now insignificant villages round the ruins of Kaverippa-

ttanam indicate the remains of the town founded in later times. Colonel Yule identifies

Fatfinam with Fattan of the Muhammadan historian Rashidu’ddin, If anything like the

remains of the original city referred to by Ptolemy in the 2nd century A. d. and said to have

been destroyed five centuries later, is to be traced at all, it must be by the axe and spado. In

other words, it is only excavation on a large scale conducted in a scientific and systematic

method, a thing much to be desired, that would enable us to have a peep into the past great-

ness of the city*

The name Pallavani&varam, by which one of the temples at Kiivirippiimpattinam was
called in the middle of the 7th century A. d., suggests that it should have been either built

by a Pallava king or that it came into existence during the time of a Pallava, whose sway was
acknowledged in that part of the country where the village was situated. It is even probable

that the temple was founded sometime earlier, and in this case, it must have existed

in an insignificant form before its construction on a grander scale was undertaken by the

Pallava king. We do not know to which of the Pallavas the construction of the temple

of Pallavanisvaram should be ascribed, but we can assign it with a good deal of probability^

to Narasiihhavarman I., the contemporary of Xanasambandar, because excepting him none

other of the line claims to have conquered the ChClas.

Such have been the fortunes of the city, which, at the time of Karik&la, one of the greatest

sovereigns of the Ohola dynasty, became the principal town of the empire. This king was not

unaware of its advantageous position for trade. Accordingly, he appears to have improved it

to a considerable extent by building warehouses and appointing officers to collect the dues to

o-overnment on the articles exported from and imported into the country.^ It is not unlikely

that the seat of Government was removed by Karikala to this place from Uraiyur, w’hicb he is

said to have abandoned, finding perhaps that it was not a central place and had not so much iu

its favour to be the capital of the empire as the flourishing port of Kavirippumpattinam.

KarikMa was certaiuly one of the most powerful Chula kings that ruled from the city and his

name is even to the present day known throughout the Tamil country, and even in the Telugu

districts that of a great monarch who looked to the welfare of the subjects entrusted to his

care and as a patron of letters.

Inscriptions that mention him are indeed very few, but certainly not fewer than those

that refer to the other great kings of the line. Except for the mere mention of him, Ohola

iascriptions do not throw much light on the events connected with his reign. This is because

we have not as yet obtained any copper-plate grant relating to the dynasty to which

KarikHa belonged, all the charters discovered hitherto being only those of the revived ChoLx

line started by Yijayalaya in about the 9th century a. n. Nor are we in possession of the facts

which brought an end to the earlier line. It is not even knowm who the last great sovereign

'was'. But there is not much doubt, however, that the Pallava expansion in the south and the

establishment of 'the Ohdlukyas were some of the causes which might have contributed to this

end, not to say the effeminacy and weakness of some of the Chula kings, who do not appear to

have persisted in maintaining their ground against the advancing northern powers. The

Udaj^ndiram plates of the Ganga-Bima king Prithivipati II. Hastimalla place Karikala

* Above, Vol. Til, p. 40. * See Patf'p.npptii 2 i,
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betweei) Killi and Kochclienganiian, while the Leyden plateB mention him prior to

Kjchcheijffannan and Killi. Both the Eastern Chalnkyas and Telngu Oholas, whose copper-

plate charters are not few, claim descent from Karikala and the importance of these will be

cliscassed later on. Though the materials furnished by inscriptions regarding his reign are

scanty, yet there is no room for complete disappointment, for the literature of the early Tamils

has on record many a reference, which could be of use to the students of history.

The exact time when this king flourished is not given either in the copper-plates which

mention him or in the Tamil works which describe his times. Scanty as the materials are

for settling the question of his date, the approximate period to which this king should he

ascribed can fairly be made out by a cousideration of certain facts and events connected with

his reign. These are

(1) The battle at Vennil, where Karikala defeated the Chcra and the Pandya kings,

(2) Karikala ruled from Kauchi, which he made new with gold.

(3) The fight with Trilochana-Palkva, whom he is said to have defeated.

(4) He brought a number of families from the Gangetic valley and settled them in the

several districts of Tonrlai-raandalam.

(.5) Karikala was an ally of Avanti and an overlord of Yajra and Maghada.

(6) He figures among the early ancestors of the Telugn-Choda chiefs and the Chdjas.

Copper-plate charters o-f the Telugu-Choda chiefs attribute to Karikala the building of

high banks to the Kaveri river and the conquest of Trilochana-Pallava.® It may be stated

that the former of these events is mentioned in the Tiruv^Iangadu granU The statement that

Karikala ruled from K}mchi making it new with gold might be taken to show either that the

Pallavas had not settled themselves yet at Kanehi, or that the Chola king’s conquest of them
gave him its possession. The conquest of Trilochana-Pallava attributed to Karikala suggests

that the latter is more probable. It is not known, however, which king among the Pallavas bore

the surname Trilocbana. Whoever he was, he is also said to have been defeated by the Western
Chalukya TijaySditya, who, in spite of the victory, is reported to have lost his life in the

encounter .s As YijayMitya, with whom the Pallava contemporary of Karikala had to fight, is

considered to be the immediate predecessor of Pulak§sin I, and as the initial date of Pulakesin

is fixed at a. n. 550, Yijayaditya has to be assigned to the earlier half of the 6th centTicy

A. D. And this must also be tbe time, when the Chola king Karikala flourished. It may be

noted that Yijayaditya was a king of northern India and came from Ayodhy^ in quest of a

dominion in the south. We are not informed if Trilochana-Pallava met his two opponents m
tbe same battle or in different encounters. If the Tamil work Tondamandalakadagam can be
relied upon, we may perhaps infer that Karikala had something to do with the kings of northern
India, whence Yijayaditya also came. Here we find that Karikala brought a number of
Sudra families from the Gangetic valley (and on that account said to belong to the Gahga-
liidd), settled them in the 24 districts Qeottam) of Tondai-mandalano, and bestowed on them
rich gifts.® This fact aud the subsequent settlement of the Western Chalukyas in southern
India on a more or less firm footing might perhaps he adduced to show that Trilochana-Pallava

had to meet the combined forces of Karikala and Yijayaditya, and that the two last were on
some terms of alliance, which are not quite plain. It is not unlikely, that some of the
northern powers joined one side or the other. In this connection it is worthy of note that
Karikala is represented in the Tamil work Bilap^adigdram as an ally of Avanti, which is

Ujjain in Malwa,io and as the overlord of Yajra and Maghadha.^i It looks as if Karikala was

® P, 17 of the Annual on Epigraphy for.1900,
* Bombay Gazeiieert Vol. I. Part II. p. 340.

Bp^'gra:phia Xndica, Vol. IV-. p. 246 and Vol.. VI, p. 105,

Magadha denotes Southern Bihar in Lower Bengal.

7 Annual Beporion Epigraphy for 1906-07, p. 67.

® Stanza 97, p. 3S,
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instrumental in permanently settling the Western Chaiufcyas in southern India* Ihe defeat of

the ChSra and the Pandya on the plains of Yenuil, and the confederacy of nine potentates and
the Pallavas in some unnamed places should have left Karikala as the undisputed lord of the
Dekkan. The Chera king defeated by him was SSraman Perunch^ral Athan. He received a
wound on his back and is said to have sought a voluntary death rather than being a monument of

disgrace to his family *^2 That even the people of the Telngu districts acknowledged his sway is

gathered from the fact that Karikala figures among the early ancestors of the Telngu Choda chiefs

and the Cholas. Inscriptions of the Oholas are found in the Cuddapah and Beliary districts.

If the date we have now arrived at for Karikala prove correct, it will be seen that

Kanakasathai Piliai was wrong in identifying him with Killi who died at Kurappalli.

His identification was based on taking Perumdvalavan as a surname both of Karikala and Killi.

Perumdvalavau means the great Ohola and as such it might be applied to any monarch of the

Chola line. To show the incorrectness of the identification, we have only to poiut out that

Kurappalli-tunjina-Killi was a contemporary of the Pandya kings Kedunjejiyan and Ugra-Peru-

valudi, who died at Madura and appear to have lived nearly a century later. It is also

worthy of note that none of the poets who were contemporaries of Karikala figures among the

contemporaries of Kurrippalli-tunjina-Killi, Ugra-Pernvaludi or Kednrjejiyan.

A word about Karik&Ia’s paretage, which deserves to be mentioned here. He was the son

of Ilahjetchenni called also Ilanjenni or Ilaiyon. This name means “ the young Chola ” or the

young prince-’^ He was perhaps the heir apparent to the Chola throne and hence was known

by that appellation. It may be noted that Ilanchenni or Ilaiyfin is something similar to

JjangS, yuvarija or llavarasu. There is nothing to warrant our presuming that Ilanjetchen|it

was a king of the Chola dominions. He seems to have distinguished himself iu the wars

undertaken by the reigning king who, we might suppose, was his elder brother. The title

UruvappahrS^u, which we find prefixed to his name, shows that he resembled a lion in prowess.

Sometimes the name Ilanjetchenni is connected with N^eydalangdnal which perhaps denotes

that the tract of country over which he was the lord, bordered on the sea and it was, most

probably, near the month of the Kav8ri river. He married a daughter of Alundur-vel.

AJundur is perhaps ideutieal with Ter- or Tiruv-AIundur near Mayaveram. He is credited

with having defeated in battle the Chera king of his day and taken from him a place called

Pamalur^*. Eudakk6-Hedunj8ral Athan might be the person vanquished by him as we know

that he was his contemporary.

From what has been said above, it will be evident that the accession of Karikala to the

Chola throne is not quite regular, as he had no claims to it, if the reigning king had any issue.

There are also grounds for inferring that on the death of Earikfila*s predecessor, there were

several claimants to the Chola throne and Karikala succeeded in getting it through the aid of

hisuncle Irumbhiar Talaiyar. The story that an elephant from Tirukkalumalam put a garland

on Earikala’s neck, carried him on its back and placed him on the Oh&la throne when he was

stationed at Karuvur perhaps tells the same fact. It is worthy of note that this story is

quite similar to another recorded about Murti-Hiiyanar, one of the Saiva devotees who was

raised to the rank of a Pandya king, when the PS ndya country bad no sovereign. If the

interpretation of the name Karikala is 'scorched leg’, it is not unlikely that in the endeavour

to get the kingdom, Karikala happened to meet with an accident in which one of his legs

was scorched*^. Karikala married the daughter of a Velir chief of Hangiir. A village of this

name is celebrated in the Vaishnava work Kalayiraprabandhatn* Inscriptions state that it wag

The poets KaULtialaiyar and Tenni-Kuyattiyiif refer to this king iu PuranApiura, stanzas 6o and Qo.

13 Fide ante Tof, XL, pp. 224 ft.
** Date of MadnraikkAncM and its kero.

”

1^ Pnram, stauzas 10 and 203.

le Another way of interpreting the name is * he (who is) death to the elephants (of his enemies).* In this case

the name shows how powerful he was. If Salikila is the name, it means ‘ the destroyer (of the erds) of the Kali

(age).*
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the headquarters of a subdivision in ancient times. Tiruven^adu and Kavirippumpattinam

were places situated in it. It seems, therefore certain, that Kil-Nahgur in the Shijali tdluha is

identical with it. It is, therefore, no wonder that Karikala had a special liking for Kavirip-

pumpattinam, that it was only three or four miles from mhgur whence his queen ^ailed,^

He might probably have witnessed the annual destruction which the Kaveri river

caused when it overflowed its banks during high floods and it may have led him to under-

take the stupendous work of constructing high hanks to the river to ^prevent the recurrence

of the evil. By the way, it may be said that the irrigation of the KavSri delta had engaged the

attention of early Oh61a kings. Of the several branches which this river has, the Vennaru and

the Arasil date back to times earlier than Karikala and most of the others are attributable

to some of the members of the Ch61a dynasty whose names they bear even at the present day,^*"

The course of the river seems to have changed at an early date giving rise to a new source of

irrigation to the country. Palankaveri was the name by which the original river was known

to distinguish it from the new, hut it is not known if this diversion of the river was due to

natural causes, or if it was the work of any particular person. Palankaveri and Kollidam

were in existence prior to the 7th century A. t>M In spite of the diversion of water in these

branches, the Kaveri seems to have carried much water and caused damage to the country

daring floods. Karikala's services to the country in undertaking to build high banks and

in opening new channels to improve the irrigation of the land, cannot be over estimated.

The banks are said to measure 1,080 feet in length, 40 to 60 feet in width, and 15*

to 18 feet in height. They successfully prevented annual destruction for nearly fifteen

centuries by the mere inertia of the storage of materials. It is not unlikely that the bunds

constructed by him were improved periodically. In all probability the ancient custom of

parcelling out a few acres of land irrigated by the source among a few families who were

required to take out fixed quantities of mud or sand from the bed and throw them on the bund

every year, was followed in the case of the Kav6ri also.

We have already referred to the impetus given by Karik&la to commerce and trade

and this will appear in better light from the translation of Pattinapp^lai appended below. The
poem was composed by Kadiyalur Rudrahkannanar, who is reported to have received the

munificent gift of sixteen laMs of,gold pieces as reward for his composition. We have also

mentioned that Karikala’s contact with the northern powers gave him an opportunity for

settling a number of people in the south. The growth of civilisation during this period seems
to have assumed a different turn. The impulse given to art and trade is specially note-

worthy. The condition of the people improved to a considerable extent and every effort was
made to increase their happiness and prosperity.

Extract from Pattinappftli.

The Ghola country was irrigated by the Kflv6ri river which never failed in its supply even
when there was no rain. The fields yielded sugarcane from th© juice of which jaggery was
prepared ; big bunches of plantains, cocoanuts and arecanuts. Mango and palm trees abounded.
There were also flower gardens covering large areas. The tanks of the country had high
bunds resembling the form of the constellation Makha. Fragrant flowers of a variety of

colours were produced near them.

The villages in the country adjoined each other and the houses had large compounds in
front where they dried paddy. Here children amused themselves by dragging threer wheeled
little oars. The doors of the houses bore tiger marks. The royal palaces were white but soiled
by the dust raised by cars and horses which were ever moving in the streets.

of the
Veijm-kuyattiy&r and Ari4ilkil6r assumed by persons indicate the existence of the two branches

It may berem^k^ that Vira£61np, KlrtimSrUndaij (1£rrbimfl|}), Uyyakkond^n and Mndigondr.n are thesurnames of some of the ChbU kings of the Kith and 11th centuries.
*

nh eentnryjl'
mention JPalahk^vdri. This and Kollidam are referred to in the BdvCram songs of the
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There were big alms houses where large quantities of rice were cooked and served to people

resorting to them. Also places where small tanks were made and grass served for cattle. Jaina

and Buddhist temples were found in one quarter of the town while in another the Brahmans

with plaited hair performed sacrifices and raised volumes of smoke. The Paradavar living near

the sea-coast ate irdl fish and boiled flesh of tortoises, wore the flowers of adumbu and dmbal and

indulged in setting goats to fight in the open and spacious courtyards. In the purachclieri^ ?. t,

the quarter outside the town low-class people reared pigs and fowls.

On holidays the Paradavar of Pugar abstained from going over the sea to catch fish, allowed

their nets to dry on the white sand in front of their low-roofed Uonses which were built on the

sea-shore. They wore the tdlai flowers and garlands, drank toddy drawn from the palmyra and

paddy and amused themselves in dancing around a post in which they invoked the presence of

god. Accompanied by their wives they bathed in the high waves of the sea to expiate their sins,

then in the fresh water of the river to remove the salt, made images and had other enjoyments

throughout the day. And in the night they abstained from drinking, stayed in their high palaces,

heard music and witnessed dramatic performances, spent some time in the moonlight and retired

with their wives to rest, removing the silk cloths which they wore and putting on thin white robes.

Just before the dawn of day they slept on the sands of the shore.

ear the wide streets of the Paradavar and on the sea-shore where the tdlai flowers abounded

there were warehouses with good guards. Things poured in here from all quarters for being

stored eventually to be shipped. These, when removed from the warehouse, were stamped with

tiger-marks and issued out on payment of a duty. Things landing from ships were similarly

stamped with tiger-marks and duty charged. The officers who raised ta3?:e3 on exports and imports

were ever busy in their work.

In the upper stories of their houses, ladies of great beauty gathered near the windows with

folded hands and joined palms to witness the festivities made for gods like miiruga, etc,, which

passed in the streets of the bazaars, to the accompaniment of music sounded by the Isulal, ydJ,

mulam, murah, etc. Their houses were storeyed, had raised pials and large court-yards where

cattle played freely. At the gates and on the tops of buildings flags were put up. Men of

learning and reputation also put up flags inviting combatants to challenge their skill.

Attached to the masts of ships, in the port of Pugar, there were other banners. In the toddy

shops in front of which fish and flesh were spread out to dry, there were flags seen hoisting.

To the city were imported horses of good gait, in ships which were propelled by the

wind; diamond and gold from Mount M6rn; sandalwood and agil from Coorg
;
pearls from

the southern ocean, coral from the eastern sea ;
the wealth of the Gangetic region

; food-stuffs

from Ceylon ;
eatables from Burma and incense from other places. Thus, the streets of Pugar

literally bore the burden of rich merchandise which were imported from several quarters.

Here were also streets inhabited by people of various creeds and tongues who had abandoned

their towns and settled in this city where they formed new acquaintances and relations. The

peHdlar who cultivated the land and who were the source of prosperity to all classes of people,

lived in great numbers.

JjTot satisfied with the wealth of his own country and what was paid to him as tribute by

the feudatory chiefs, the great Ohola i, e, Karikala whose Icalal touching the crowns of other

kings made them bright, and in whose chest the sandal paste was rubbed out by the embrace

of his wife and children, started on a tour of conquest with his elephants, horses, etc., destroyed

his enemies^ regions and killed their army in great numbers. He made the aruvdjar obey

•hia commands and the northern kings wither, caused trouble to the hudatar, cut away the pro-

geny of poduvar and destroyed the IrungdveL He destroyed the forests in the Cliola country,

inhabited them, converting them into habitable lands, increased the wealth, abandoned Urandai

with its brilliant palaces, built temples, set up families, opened small and large gates in the

huge walls of the city, stored bows and arrows and showed his anger against the Piindya who

ivus powerful in arms.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO PANJABI LEXlCOGEAPaY.
SERIES III.

BY H. A. BOSE, I.O.S.

( Oo7itinued from p, 70,)

PAndol : the water-shed ol a mountain, hill, or tract of country. Kjingra Gloss.

PAndtl : the lower stratum of clay. Ludhiana S. R., 1878 83, p. 98.

Panga: the Hat table land on the tops of hills. It requires much rain, but is slightly better

than bhet, Cf. tiha hangar. Hoshiarpur S. R , p. S9.

Pangat : a line, Kaiigra S. R. (Lyall), p. 70.

pangharna : r. n. to melt.

P&ngla : lame = hhoro. Bauria argot,

Panlifitr : the masonry apron of a well on which a man stands to puli out the bucket ;

Earnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 161.

Pani : see gandra,

PAniMr : a water-fountain, in Ohamba.

Panilifl-itL : the Iciria harm day. Gfaurah.

PAni-wata : warts. Lahore.

Panja dAlnSr : a game in which the fingers are interlocked and one player tries to twist round

the hand of the other. Jullundur S. R., p. 65.

Panja jins : the right of the State to buy up grain at harvest at fixed rates ; Kiith^r.

Panjauli : a man who collected supplies for the royal kitchen, milk, curds, wood, etc., in a

kotln, Kangra S. R., p. 80.

Pankhi : a fine blanket. Sirmfir cis-Giri.

PankM : a mat. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 157,

Panna : a ward of a Tillage community, the branch of a' family descended from a common!

ancestor, sometimes including strangers settled by it, if not numerous enough to form a panna of

their own. Kama! S. R., p. 92.

Panna mArna : to cast lots. Kama! S. E., p. 92.

Panri : a rupee. Bauria argot,

P^ntor : a-plank to turn off water from the channel of a water-mill. When not wanted, called

chadol by Gaddis. KSngra Gloss.

Pany&ra: the man who looks after the channels and lets the water successively into the

irrigation beds. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 169.

PanyAri: a broad cutting blade of wood passed through the same mortice with, the coulter

used for stiff soil. Karnal S. R„ 1872-80, p. 162.

Pappan (GMt) : a rainbow. Cf. dJianah,

PS.pri : a kind of sweet. Hissar.

Par&ch : also called opdn, grain, e,g, wheat, barley,, maize, hatku and Jcangni or any of these
in small quantities, offered to a deota on the Shankrant days by bis devotees. Kodd^ mdsh^ mad
are not included in a ^ardck,

PArachhSt ; beam. Sirmur cis-Giri.

Parah: panchdyat, Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 175.

ParAl
: (1) rice straw. (2) the outer door of a house,, leading from the dngan or inner yard.

Kangra Gloss. .

Paras : the common room in a village in which a frayeller, who has no friends, puts up (used
in the south of Karnal, Cf. chaupdl). Karnal 8. IL, p, 106.

ParAt : a large brass plate, Sirmur trans-Girl.
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FarcMnna : to divert, turn away from, mis np, satisfy, pacify,

PardMn : adi., chief, principal,

Paren : a goad for driving bullocks, etc, Kangra Gloss,

Pari; a slip with two knots iato which a seed cane is cut. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 18L
Pariband : a bracelet with a hinge and bar fastening.

Parlor : a pigeon. Baoria argot.

Parna : a fish ( Wallago atiu), Karnal S, B., p. 8.

Parent : to thread (a needle)

.

Parr: an open grassy slope. Of. ijhdt,

Parren : a handful of grain. Kangra Gloss.

Parson: a ladder : see sang.

PartL : an earthen pot. Jnbbal.

Parwa : the east or cold damp wind, which is the abomination of the cultivators. Karnal,

S. B., lS72-80,p. 167‘

ParwS* : an oblong house, with mud walls and thatched roof. Of. chhappar. Sirsa S. B,,

1379-83, p. 158.

Pasei : a long low embankment. Sirsa S. B., 1879-83, p. 234.

Passi: a soil in which the sand is very near the surface. Ludhiana S. B., 1878-83, p. 94.

Pasu: s. 111 ., cattle.

Paswaj : a cotton gown of very light texture, almost approaching to muslin, and made of

various gay colours. Kdngra S. R. (Barnes), p. 45.

Pat ; a young female goat
:
patlu, a young male—up to 2 years old—see under halsrU

Pat: the beam to which the oxen are fastened in a sugar press* Karnal S. B., 1872-80 j

p. 161.

pat ; a waist-string of silk, for fastening a small cloth between the legs. Karnal S* B.,

1872-80, p. 124.

PatSLjan : Putranjiva roxburghii
;
a tree. Hoshiarpur S. B., p. IS.

patak : the impurity till the 13th day after the death of a person. Karnal S. R., 1872-80,

p. 137.

Pataknfi. : to clean, sift anything. KSngra Gloss,

Pat&n : a place of ambush, in which to sit at night, to shoot game on a tree or in a pit,

Kangra Gloss.

Pat&n : a stretched string which the watchers of the fields of the great millets jerk so as to

swincr the great plants about and frighten the birds. Karnal S. B., 1872-80, p, 172*

PSttan : a pair of shoes. Karnal S. B., 1872-80, p. 124.

Patbijntl : s. m., a fire-fly.

Patha ; a thick, round, conical-shaped continuation of the nose let into a notch in the latter,

and secured by the coulter, which passes through it. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 162.

Pathan lag-gaya : *nhe good foundation of the well has been reached”. Ludhiana S. B.,

1878-88, p. 98.

Pathar : a mango fruit, supposed to be like a stone (patliar) in weight and the hardness of its

skin. Hoshiarpur S. B., p. 15*

Pathiali : the same as the maira land, but with a larger proportion of clay
;
it gives

wonderful crops with good rain, but is liable to fail in dry years. It is, in fact, much the same as

the rolii land. Cf. moU and rara. Hoshiarpur S. B*,P‘ ^0.

Pathr^bkal : stony and sandy land. Cf, h&tu Hoshiarpur S. B., p. 70.

PatMba ; a weight= 4 tMJsuris, Jubbal.

PatiftnS. : to sooth, Kangra Gloss.
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P&tli : a camel ailment ;
the nose gets filled with blood so that the animal cannot breathe

properly: 6irsa S. R., 1879-8B, p. 306.

Patli dMti ; a curved knife with a wooden handle. Jullundur S. R., p. 61.

Patrapherna; the ceremony of changing the stools at a wedding. Karnal S. R,, 1872- 80,

p. 134.

PatrSbhnS* : to go barefoot. Kangra Gloss.

Patrishta ; a ceremony observed on the completion of a house in Kangra.

Patroru : (1) a round cake made of flour and water with salt and cummin and spices spread

on hlyajji or leaves (Golocasia antiquorum) : (2) a festival held on Isfc Bhadon at which pulse and

bread are eaten with : Ohurah, Flour and water with salt, spices, etc,, mixed are spread oii

leaves, which are then folded and the whole is eaten on the imtroni hi, sanhrdnt in honour of

ancestcrs,

Patta : a woollen garment. Sirmur, cis-Giri,

Patta ? the money taken by the bride’s relations from the bridegroom’s father, out of which the

village menials them and there receive their fixed dues. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 132.

Patta ehogai : lit. * leaf-cropping ’
j
the term applied in Bara Bangahal to the tax paid bj

shepherds for their sheep-runs. Kangra Gloss.

Pattar: earrings worn by Musalnian women. Cf. haliydn, Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 157

Patti : a field, Cf. yattu, Kangra Gloss.

Patti kunja : a stake net. Karnal S. R., p. 7.

Pattn : a small field. Cf. ^atti.

Pattfi.-vand : see iaro^Ud,

Paty&ri = suhdg, Koti^

Pa-aii : a sort of ante-room. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 168.

Paundh : war-tax. Kangra S. R. (Lyall), p. B3.

Pawadh: a rich soil. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 6.

PecM : a band of silver tinsel tied over the turban of the bridegroom when dressed in weddin:^

garb, Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 129..

Peina : ? paina : a quarter of a bher, q. v,,

Peindi : a stepping-stone = cJidra.

Pendi ; a recess in the wall used as a shelf. Karnal S. R„ 1872-80, p. 121,

Peata : a standing place on either side of a small pool, Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 171,

Peod: the seedlings of rice taken by JMnuars and C/iamdrs for planting after the sohdga has
worked up the mud into a fine pulp. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 185.

Pera : a small and very sweet mango fruit, supposed to be in shape and taste like the sweet
meat pern, Hoshiarpur S. R.,p. 16.

Perauti; (sic) fallow and arable waste land. Of. chechar. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83. p. 1G7.
Peri : an early yellow maize. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 184.

Peria: the man who feeds the press with cane, opening out the canes in the press with an iron
spike, and driving new canes well in by beating them on the top with a leather glove faced with iron
Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 182.

Peru : see paL

Pesi ; a small cake of gur» Jullundur S. R., p. 120.

Pet5.ra i a basket for keeping, clothes, Hoshiarpur S. R.,’ p. 42.

Peti : an offering of flour, ghi and sweets offered to a deity. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 145.
Plia<J(3. : the gums.

Phailna : v. n., to spread.

Phakka ; young locust. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 255.
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Phakku : threshing floor
; the word is also applied to the fees of the cUuhtddr, carpenter or

blacksmith given thence. ^

Pliala ; the frame-work drawn by ballocks treading out corn. Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 72.
Phali ; door panel. Sirmflr cis-Giri.

' ’

Phalia : a path or passage through the hedge round a house.
Phalna: to give a he-ba£faIo to a she-baffalo. Karnfil S. B., 1872.80, p. 195.
Phalsa : a village-gate. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 169.

Phalur; a stack of straw. Cf. kimdali.

Phaman : a very tall variety of wheat growing to a height of 4 or 5 feet in good well land
The grain is large but said to be hard and not good for flour. Cf. badl-anak. Ludhiana S R
1878-83, p. 113.

PMnt; sowing the seed broadcast. Of. khindilna. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 169.
Pliarkai : a stone step, Sirmur trans-Giri.

Pharkion : wooden floor of the first storey. Sirmur trans-Griri.

PIiari3.S. : to catch, seize.

Pharojftna: to go away. Bauria argot.

Pharyaru : a hare. Kangra Gloss.

Phayrha* : adj. twisted by warping (of wood).

Phat, parr ; an open grassy slope on the side of a big mountain.

Phatti : a knife used in threshing sugar-cane. Cf. tuhlcal. Jullundur S. R., p. 108.

Phera : a handful of coru in the ear, which a blacksmith gets every time he goes out to the

fields at harvest time to sharpen the sickle. Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 61.

Phera-ghera : bringing home the bride for good and all to her husband’s house ( the muWtwa
of the plains), Kangra S, R. (Lyall), p, 70,

Phissi; a snake {Echis cannata). Jullundur S. R , p. 12,

Phitora ; evil eye. Sirsa S. R,, 1879-83, p. 165.

Phoglu : a lot, cast with marked goat’s droppings. Kangra S. R. (Lyall), p. 32.

Phraggara : light, (adj.) as of dawn, or of a candle in a dark room. Kangra Gloss,

Phtiglu : a species of bamboo. P. Dicty., p. 898, Kangra S. R., p. 20,

Phflk-pliol-a ; a tenant, probably so-called because bis tenancy only afforded livelihood for

a single soul : Palam. = athola, Kangra S, R., (Lyall), p, 44.

Phfil: the knuckle-bones and other small fragments of bone of a burnt person. Karn£

S. R., 1872-80, p. 137.

Piiulam : a kind of grain Chiiruli.

Phulgir; ht. king of flowers, the pheasant, commonly known as the argus. In Kula he is

called the jijurdna^ lit. prince of animals.

TM. r Siul : a kind of grain 1 ,
Piiulliar =

I corn /
grams.

The grain is roasted and eaten on fast days by Hindus. Churah,

Phiilri : 'consent or assent, to betrothal, FhakJii d47i=his given a promise. Pangwdl.

Phulseri : a variety of cobra snake. Jullundur S. R, p. 12.

Phnrakna : the first mouthful of rice milk, spit on the field of cotton towards the west by the

women who go round it for picking, Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 183.

Pi&zl : a tree {Asphodelus fistuloBUB). Karnal S. R.jp. 9,

Picliw§.ra : the back of a house : opposed to channd,

Pida : a small stool made of wooden frame, and covered with netted string. Of. khatola^

Karnal S. E., 1872-80, p, 121.
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Pih : the stratum on which the cylinder of the well rests. Jullundur S. p. 101.

PiM : the prmlege of driring cattle to another village for making them drink water

from Us pond or well* Sirsa S. B.> 1879-83, p. 302.

Pij : the Himalayan chamois
;
in books called gurah In Kulu it is called gurad, Kangra Gloss.

Pila : a variety of wheat
;
the best of all, Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 189.

Pilak : a very coarse cakey soil, almost barren and worse even than sand. Ludhiana S, R.,

1878-83, p. 94.

Pill : a variety oljowdr
;
it gives a sweet large grain, but is delicate. Of. aUpun. KarnaL

S. R., 1872-80, p. 186.

Pilipkati: dawn. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 122,

Pinan ; a large double-stringed bow with which ginned cotton is scutched. Of, dhunha,

KarnM S. R*, 1872-80, p. 183.

Pinjri : a bier. Of. arti. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 136,

PirSL : a wooden stool. Sirmur trans-Giri,

Pira: a small stool. Of. ptda. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 121.

Pironda : a silk cord used for tying a woman's hair. Sirmur.

Pittn& : V, n. to be beaten.

Poll : to bury, Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 150, Htoi argot.

Poli : unleavened bread
;

see under bhatoru .

Ponili : silting grain from chaff in a sieve, Kangra Gloss,

PorA ; an oblong room in front of the house : Sirmiir cis-Giri..

PosMki : an annual allowance of Rs, 20 to 30 given to a selected Jamhardar, Ludhidiia

S. R., 1878-83, p. 81.

Potia; a turban. Bauria argot,

Prikamma : circum ambulating an amsa Tree from left to right in Phagan : Karnal S. R,

18^2-S0, p, lo7,

Pukarna = paharnd : to help.

Pula
:
grass of the sar.

Ptilej : land cultivated every harvest. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p, 167,

Pulau : a kind of grain, = phulan. Church,

PCLii : a bundle of corn (about 8 sirs hachd) given to hamfns at reaping time.

Pumba : the man vyho scutches the ginned cotton. Of. telz, Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p, 183.
Pan : an assigned grain assessment. Spiti. Kangra S. R., p. 114,

Pund : a heavier description of hegdr or corvee than the satbahah {q, v,),

Pundal; melon {Trichosanthes anguina), Kangra S. R., p. 25.

Punia: fnllmoon— usually a fast, Chamba.
Punja: raw fibre. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 199.

Punke : a small white insect that attacks full-grown cane. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 126.
Purali : the straw of rice, Karnal S, R., 1872-80, p, 185.

Purali: rice-straw. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 281.

Parat : a square enclosure of flour made at a wedding by a Brahman on fresh plastered
ground. Of. mandal, Karnal S. E.,1872-80, p. 130.

Bagi : a synonym for mandwa. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p, 187,

Bahan, r§.hi
:
ploughed.

Habn : indigestion. Hissar.

Bai ; churn-stick. Of, mandhdni. Sirsa S. K, 1879-83, p. 159.
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Baj&oli jS-tra: a jaira held only once in the life-time of a chief, when he ascends hn
ancestral gaddi, Kot Ishwar Deota is taken all over Eumharsain and stays in each pargana for S

or 4 days. He does not go to pirganas Kandru and Sheoul but in all the other from

village to village the deota is taken for a Rajawall Jatra. The Jawala Jatra is held in Shadoch

only. See Jawala Jatra.

Bakar ; the dry sloping land cut up by water action. Ho&hiarpur S. R., p. 69.

Eakar : a thin coating of soil on a substratum of sand (in Dasuya). Hoshiarpur S, B., p. 70.

Bakhorar : ‘ kept, ^ opposed to hiotavy q, t\ a mistress, a woman living with a man as his wife

without marriage.

Bakkar ; stony or hard dry land.

{To he continued)

MISCELLANEA.

MELANGES B’INDIANISMB.

Pbopessos Sylvain Levi stands in the fore-

front of Indianists. His masterly Theatre In-

dians has long been out of print. His Doctrine

of Sacrifice hi the STdhmayias will not soon be

superseded. In the province of Buddhism few

can speak with greater authority. His great

achievements lie in Chinese Buddhism, of which

he has shown the signal importance in his

brilliant critique of the Siitrdlaihhctra and a

number of essays in vai*ious magazines *, some of

which, like the formation of the Divydvaddna and

yiotes Chinoises sur ITnde, are of most striking

originality, demonstrating the necessity of

examining the Chinese translations of Sanskrit*

Buddhistic works. As his own pupil, Huber, has

proved, it is not seldom that the much-vaunted

antique Pali literature finds not only its com-

plement, but often its corrective in the huge

mass of Chinese writings.

On the completion of the twenty-fifth year

of his connection with the Eeole pratique des

Halites Mitdes, his pupils and friends recently

offered Professor Sylvain Levi, a Miscellany of

papers on India and Purther-India, all of which

are of special interest to us in India. Dr. Miss

Bode, the author of the Pali Literature of Burma^

contributes a study of the legend of Rathapdla

in the Pali Apaddna and Buddhaghosha com-

mentary. Jules Bloch treats of the Greek equi-

valents of Indian proper names and names of

things, and explains the difference in the Greek

modes of transcription by the proved supposition

of numerous dialects in India, There is a sugges-

tive demonstration that R^fchiawa? was more con-

servative in its language than the Deccan. Blonay
has a brief paper on the Buddhist deity TarA.

Grammont gives us a very interesting essay on
the,metathesis in Pali and shows the diversity of

the various dialects grouped together under the

general name of Pali. The relationship between
the Slavonian and Iranian languages is touched
upon by Ouny, and one looks forward to further

contributions on the subject from the author. On
the same lines is the inquiry pursued by Emout,
who bi’ings out the affinity of the Indo-Iranian

and Italo-Celtic tongues. Social India, according

to the Sabhd-parvd^

,

is shown us by Roussel.

The section on women presents a picture hardly

to the taste of those who sigh for the golden age

of the past. The Bengali translator has not

slurred over the Alohas, I have elsewhere shown

the injustice of charging the Moslems with the

introduction of the Zenana system into India.

Either Draupadi's lament was untrue or in

ancient India a parda system was in force, the

vigour of which it is difficult to speak with

exaggeration. Perhaps the most fascinating

paper in the collection is the one entitled Raoncmo

Rao, by Ghautbiot, who traces through pages

of sustained brilliance, the origin of theBuddhist

title to the Achsemenide King-of-Kxngs. Inci-

dentally, we learn the importance and extent of

Pahlavi as used by the Indo-Scythian rulers like

Kanishka, who was to judge from his religious

symbolism was as much an Iranian as a Buddhist*

The Divydvaddna will continue to engage the

1 Indiana oftbe old school, like the present writer, find it hard to adapt themselves to the new-fangled

^arvan and dar^dm. It is not advocated that the nominative singular form should be rigidly adhered to j the

unfamiliar base-form is almost, though not quite, as fantastic as the favourite BuMho of some puritanic Palists,
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(•2) Secondly, it is wrong to infer that the Hindus had the enharmonic genus of the Greeks

CT aiijthing simlar to it, because they unanimously reckon twenty-two sniUs m their octave. In

the rrdimiiHirij Remnrlcs above, the European scale is given in cents, twelve hundred being

reckoned in the octave
;
but it would be absurd to argue therefrom that the Europeans have a genus

in which the notes ascend by single cents.

(3) Thirdly, (a) thinking that the scheme of the scale as given by Sanskrit authors was

ga ri ga ma pa dha ni sa

wLicli is ail error, as will be shown presently, and (b) finding the prevailing Hindu scale and

ihJ modern European major scale indistinguishable, -o and (c) noticing three sorts of intervals in

the classical Hindu scale, and (d) observing them (owiii.g to his erroneous scheme of the scale) to

occupy, as regards their comparatiye magnitudes, the same places as the major tone, the minor

tone,^and the semitone in the European scale, except in one instance (viz., the interval between the

fiitl/and the sixth), Sir W. Jones naturally succumbed to the temptation of looking upon the two

scales as quite identical, and made the assertions that the four-, three-, and two^srutis intervals were

respectively the major tone, the minor tone and the semitone. But the tbree-i'/^^^^s interval was a

£tumbling\dock. As this interval was identified with a tone, a srufi had to be considered as a third

of a tone : at the same time, the four-sn^iia interval being looked upon as a major tone, a svuti bad

also to be supposed to be equivalent to a quarter of a tone. If the value of a sruti, however, be

admitted to be thus uncertain, of what use could such a variable standard be ? If an inch be

sometimes a twelfth of the foot and sometimes only a sixteenth, how could it ever be of use as ^

measuring unit? Sir V. Jones seems to have thought that he had effectually got out of the dilemma

by saying ; “ they do not pretend that those minute intervals are mathematically equal, but

consider them as equal in practice. He seems to be unconscious of the fact that we cannot

possibly consider a quarter-tone and a third of a tone as equal in practice, and choose either in-

differently as the equivalent of a sruti in the classical Hindu scale and yet make the scale coincide

with the European. Thus, if we suppose a sruti to be a quarter oE a major tone, z,e., 51 cents

(see above), the value of the three-, and two-irwfzs intervals will respectively be 153 and 102 cents,

that is, even though the tv!0-sruiis interval may be allowed to pass as practically equal to the^^

diatonic semitone of 112 cents, the three-irt^^fs interval cannot be taken as equal to the minor tone of

182 cents. On the other hand, if we take a sruti as a third of a minor tone, i.e., Cl cents, the

four- and t^o~srutis intervals will respectively be 244 and 122 cents
;
and here again even though

we considered the two-sVzitis interval as practically equal to the diatonic semitone of 112 cents, the

same cannot be said of the four-irwif^s interval and the major tone of 204 cents.23 But the amount of

error becomes still more pronounced, when we remember (as will be pointed out later on) that the

old Sanskrit musicians were much more concerned about their just^s fourths and fifths than about

their seconds, and when accordingly vtg find their value on the hypothesis of Sir W, Jones.

I liave allowed the two scales to be practically tbe same, but when anybody wishes to establish the identity
in detail, aa for instance with reg^ard to major and minor tones, he must produce stronger experimental evidence
than Sir W. Jones has done.

Hereafter I shall use the name * classical Hindu scale* to mean the (Bha^'a) scale given in Sanskrit treatises.
The term * ancient or old scale’ is not suitable, for even in modern Sanskrit books it continued to be taken as the
standard, though there is reason to believe that it was not the prevailing scbIq, which in its turn could, of course, bo
expressed in terms of the standard. I know of Sanskrit books on music composed in the last few years in which
the classical Hindu scale is taken as the standard, though it is no longer the standard in practice.

32 As will be seen hereafter, the fact is that a iruti must be looked upon as practically invariable, like all
other standai-ds, with the result that the classical Hindu scale cannot be the same as the European one, even
allowing that Sir W. Jones* scheme of the former as given above is correct.

2® All the fourths and fifths of the classical scale are not just, only those with the intervals of nine and
thirteen itntis respectively being allowed to bo so {vide seq^.).
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V ilvie of tl:e

Fourth in ctrists

Value of the
, Fifth in eeiits.

Jast ...

Acc. to Sir W. Jones

498

4-59

546

702

go:;

78J

491 7(9

f
Wlini 1 = tmai'"‘r tone = 51 cents

*( Wnen i luinor tone = 60 2 8 cents

4 i. o 1 -i. ,f Wiieii 1 6V^at=I/22 octave = 54 6/il
Acc. to Sanskrit writers^ ^ ^

I
C^TKs

A glance at the table shows that whereas in. the Hindu system or 22 ^rutvs in the octave, the

error anionats to only 7 cents or abjut a third of a commaf on Sir W. Jones’ assumptions it is six

to twelve times as great.

(4) S 3 great is the anxiety of Sir William to establish the identity of the classical Hindn and

the Enropean mijor scale that, though in accordance with his (erroneous) scheme ot the former he

is forced to admit that the interval between the fifth and the sixth in that scale is a major tone

whereas it is a m'nor tone in the other, he proceeds to all—‘‘thoir sixth, I imagine, is almost

universally diminished by one sruti [thus making the two scales coincide]; for he [Somanatha]

only mentions two modes, in which all the seven n^tes are imaltererJJ^ Now even admitting that

according to Somanatha, there are only two medes in which all the seven notes are unaltered, how

does it follow that in almost all the remaining moles the sixth is altered? To take an extreme

view, the statement of Somanatha can be quite correct without a single one of the remaining ragas

hiving an altered sixth, the alterations being confined to one or more of the other notes. Sir W.

Jones' imagination that the sixth of the classical Hlnln scale is ‘ almost universally diminished

by one sriUi,’ is a mere assertion, which he makes in order to uphold his preconceived notion of the

identity or the two scales, but for the support of which he has produced no evidence.23

(5) Lastly comes the most serious error of all, which is in fact the source of all the others.

Sir W. Jones would have found, if he had been a little more careful, that he had made a mistake in

assigning proper places to the groups of srutis. All Sanskrit treatises clearly give the following as

the scheme of the shadja-gv dma :

—

[?i?l §a ri ga ma pa dha ni
[
5^ 1 Correct scheme of the shad-

4I j

But Sir TV. Jones made the mistake of putHog a/fer the notes the different groups of smiis

attached to them, whereas accordiug to roles they ought to hare been pnt ie/ore them. Thus ha

wrongly represented the scheme as follows :

so ri pa ma pa dha ni sa
1 gj^. Jones’ incorrect scheme of

J

the shadja^-grdma*

of which it was the source, has
4 1 3 i 2'S 4: s 4s Si 2

This great error together with the others mentioned above,

fonnd its way in the writings of all subsequent authors, among whom are Sir W.^ Onseiey, Mr. J. D.

Paterson, W, 0. Stafford, Capt. Willard, Col. French, Carl Engel, Baja S. M. ’Tagore, J.

Grosset, A. J, Ellis.s® A. W. Ambros^^ and Oapt. D.\y, to mention only the most important.

This propagation of elror was quite natural, as most of the writers were ignorant of Sanskrit. But

they re-iterated the words of Sir W Jones with so much force and perseverance, and with such an

appearance of independent research that a conscientious scholar like M. J. Grosset, who was the

St Somintfclia deanes only two nljas viz. m'tfcVtri and tarnUx-So.p witliall seven notes unaltered (R.V. iv 8),

bnt he admits the existenoe of other rd:/as with similarly nniltered notes CB. V. ui. o^). At thasame time the

slndeh orteeE.V.wiU easily see that the unaltered notes aoeording to Somanatha are quite different from

“k. Hi.a. .»i. ,1™ » ,l» b. tb., lb. b«™. J,,

and dha is only three Srutis and not four as Sir W. Jones made out.
ff^^ehiehie der Mwsih

s» In hU translation of SAmhoUs's Sensations of Tone, 3rd edition, p. 0..I.
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first to go back to the most aacieat of Sanskrit treatises on music, was actually misled by them.

This was very unfortunate, as he thereby missed the opportunity of correcting the prevalent error,

and actually thought Bharata to be wrong in certain places, where he was quite cor rect.ss Thus finding

the order of srutis given in the Bh. different from that given by Sir W. Jones, he thought that the

discrepancy was probably due to the exigency of the metre.29 The first person to detect the error

was Eaja S, M. Tagore, who had himself previously given currency to it in his own writings.^o But,

unfortunately, instead of acknowledging it as such, he tries to defend it and in doing so falls into

fresh errors.si Thus he says :
“ In the arrangement of the 'Sruiis, modern usage is diametrically

opposite to the classical one
;

the latter placing them before the Notes to which they respectively

belong, while the former fix their position after the Notes, Supposing a cypher to represent a

S>-uti, the classical arrangement would be like this :

—

0000 000 00 OOOO 0000 000 00

sa ri g^ pa dha ni

The modern arrangement is as follows

0000 000 00 0000 000 0 000 00

sa ri ga raa pa dha ni

“ It is difficult to determine when or by whom the alteration in the arrangement was effected.

The arrangement of the frets on the Vint and other stringed instruments accords with the

modern a3C 3ptation of the principle. It will be seen from a look at these instruments, that, in

them Gxnlhira zndi Nishtda, each of which has two ^rutis^ and is called in European music a

semitone, have, between themselves and the succeeding notes, half the space that is allotted to

those having four Srutis
;
and following the same method, Eishahha and Dhaivafa^ have, with

reference to the next succeeding Notes, each a fourth less than that of Shadja, Madh,^a7na, and

Fatichama (each of which has four hmiis). According to a rule laid down in the classical

treatises, the disposition of the notes is reversed in the case of Bdravi (literally, wooden, z, e.,

stringed) instruments, aud out of this reversed arrangement, perhaps, the modern theory about the

arrangetsmt of the position of the Srutis has been evolved.’’ Then in a footnote he adds :— Capt.

Willard, Sir W. Jones, and other eminent writers, who had carefully studied the principles of

Indian Music and were practically acquainted with it, adopted the modern disposition of the

Srutis:’

Now in this passage the only statements which are correct are (1) that the classical arrange-

ment of the srutis in the shiijx-grdni is as given there, and not as was given by former writers

and by the Rija himself in his previous works and (2) that in the classical arrangement the semi-

tones were between ri and ga, and between dha and and that in the modern arrangement they

are between ga and and between ni and s%. All else is wrong. He had no right to assert that

the erroneous scheme was *the modern acceptation of the principle,’ without quoting his authority

for it. Then he adds that the modern arrangement of the frets on the vtnd and other stringed

instruments accords with it, for, he says, that if the space between the frets sa and ri, ma and pa,
and pa and dha be taken as four units, that between the frets rl and ga, and dha and ni is three,

and that between ga and ma, and ni and sa two. I need hardly remark that all this is quite

^ J. Qrosset (7ontr£5. d Vj^bude de la Musique "SindGue, p, 84, notes 27 and 28,
39 O'pus cit. p. 85, note 34.

so *Hindu Mu&W 1874; Six Principal R6.gas, 2nd edition, 1877.
SI Musical Scales of the Siudus, 1884, pp. 93-94.
s* The reader should note carefully that I say that the semitones were between ri and ga, and dha and ni, and

not between the second and third notes, and tfie sixth and seventh notes, respectively, beoanse, as will be pointed
out hereafter, the olassioal sa was not the first of the scale in the same sense as the present day sa is.
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VfTong, as anybody with some acquaintance of the elements of acoustics can easily see.^^ The same

sort of gross mistake had been committed previously by J. B. Paterson ,3^ with this difference that

this writer saw that even with his naive rejection of fractions, whicii he resorted to with

apparent success in the first tetrachord sa—ma, he could not get anywhere near the numbers he

desired in the case of the distances between successive frets of the second tetrachord pa—«a, and

had recourse to the very ingenious suggestion that * as they considered the 2nd Tetrachord as

perfectly similar to the first, they probably made use of the same numbers to express that

similitude/ Yerily scholarship must have been comfortably unexacting in those happy old days
\

There is thus absolutely no basis for Raja S. M. Tagore’s fancied modern arrangement of the

srutis there being no authority for it. Nor does the observed difference in the position of the

semitones in the classical and the modern scales stand in need of such an hypothesis, as it is

capable of more than one other explanation as will be seen hereafter. But in putting forward

a probable explanation of the supposed displacement of the smiis, the writer says ; ' According to

a rule laid down in the classical treatises, the disposition of the notes is reversed in the case of

Ddravi (literally, wooden, L e., stringed) instruments, and out of this reversed arrangement, per-

haps, the modern theory about the arrangement of the position of the srutzs has been evolved.’ As

usual the Raja does not quote his authority, but it seems certain that he is referring to the lines

38 le we suppose witti the Raja the length of the string produ-^lng sa to be^ 90 inches, then theoretically the

lengths giviug the succeeding se^en notes of the octave Con the Ri ‘a’s aj3>c,7ip'ions aboat (I) the disposition of

the srutis in the modern Hindu scale and (2) the values of the three sorts of intervals being a major tone, a minor

tone and a diatonic semitone] will be 80, 72,671, 60, 53S, 4S and 45 inches respectively, and the difference in

lengths of strings will be as shown in the following table:—

r sa and r t 10 inches

4 iruHs < wa and pa 1% „
hpa and dha 6|

rri and ga 8 inches

8 Sruhs -s dha and ni ,,

« , , . f and ma dl inches.
2 srahs i , o

I m and sa 3 ,,

A mere glance at the table shows the error of the E&j&’s statement The fact is that there is a radical error in

represeuting musical interTals by differences in the lengths of strings prodnoing the notes. The correct way to
^ - - , - — -c XI lanrr+.Tea Thus ths 4-srufi5 intervals above are

represent them is by means of quotients of the respective lengths.

60 9 80 531' 10
.

72— c= —1 Z~iruiis — «= — c= — ;
Z’SruUs —

531 8 72 48 9 67i

90 Tl
€0

48 16
;
— c=s —. See the Preliminary Remarks
45 15

80

above.

Si On fheGrdmas or M»eicca Seales of the Bindus (Asiatic Researches, Tol. IS), reprinted in Tagore s .Hinds

Musicfrom Various Authors, and quoted in Capt. Day’s The Music and Musical Instruments of 8. India and the

Deccan. What J. D. Paterson says amounts to this :-The madhyama-grdma is formed from the shadja-grama

(see Sir W. Jones’ scheme above) by fiattening dha by one sruti, whioh thus becomes identic^ with the major

mode of Enropean diatonic scale (of course, aooording to the wrong notionsof that author and SirW How

^e a sonndi^ string 44 units in length between the nut and the bridge : then half the length or 22 units will

give the octave of the open string, representing the 22 trutis. The lengths for the different notes wiU theoreti-

oally be as follows

ISTete ... ••• •

Length of string

Difference in length of

strings of successive notes.

44 44 X — 44 X — 44 x "j* 44 x
9

44 X

8
4 —

9

41
3 —

45

1
2 —

5
3 —

14

'

15

3— 44
5

14
2 —

15

15

8 or octave.

8 1
- 44 X —

2

7
1 —
15

Beieot the fractions of the first three differences, says Me. Paterson, an i yon have the figures 4 , 3, and 2 res^
jsejeoii tuo

-a-.-.J™ —5„!ov,= Hn* n,a Tomaininv flffi

peotively. the number of trMs supposed to be there by the Hindu musicians. But the remaining ngures no nor

Lin even with the extreme liberaUty with whioh the reader has been asked to reject fractions, and the

anthOT has, therefore, recourse to the ingenious suggestion given above. Not to mention the hugeness of frac-

tions omitted, it will he at once seen that the writer’s way of representing musical intervals is radically wrong

(see the last footnote).
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^ ^ l
*® evident tlat he hag misinterpreted them,

probably becanse he had not before him the context. The passage runs as follows ;—

f^ %srr I [ at^ar ^irf : ]

ffl ’Tf^r gr^ rrrr ff% ^»irg li

ff?°r-‘ S[t^?'n?*r ^JtrfrrirfTi'

»

ft
(_SamgUa-darpana I. 49-50)

It simply means that in the case of the ‘body-vina ’ the pitch rises as you go higher and

higher (thus it is low in the chest, middle in the throat, and high in the head),®^ whereas it is jusi

the reverse in the case of a wooden vtnd, that is to say the pitch rises as you go lower and lower on

the instrument. The reader will at once see that this has bo connection whatsoever with the

supposed sliding of tlie

xVgain, ^vhen the author proceeds to defend ^Capt. Willard, Sir W. Jones, and othe? eminent

writers * by saying that they * adopted the mode^rii disposition of the Svutis^

^

he is not adhering to

facts; for a reference to the writings of Sir W. Jones will show that he was writing on the

anthurity of Sanskrit treatises, none of which speak of the so-called ^ modern disposition of the

Lastly, it is euriaas to note that even when the Eaja has made the discoYery of the correct

arrangement of the knttia in the classical scale and published it in his Musical Scales of the

Hiiulits, he gives in the Snppiemenfc to the same work a drawing, said to be executed for him by a

European friend, which, though labelled *The Primitive Sanshrit Sharja^grama^ is nothing more

or less than Sir W, Jones’ original misinterpretation of that scale.

In all this confusion of assumptions and assertions without authority or evidence, it is a

relief to bud one writer take a correct view of the nature of the sruiis. Mr. E. H. M. Bosanquet^'’

reveals a wonderful clearness of vision when be writes ;
—

‘ Are the srutis all equal in value ? The

native writers say nothing about this, but the European ones for the most part suggest that they

are not. For instance, an English reviewer recently wrote, A sruti is a quarter tone or a third

of a tone according to its position in the scale.’’ This appears to be a misapprehension arising from

the modern idea that each interval of a tone in the scale is necessarily the same. But the

language in which the different forms of the scale is [? are] described distinctly indicates that

a note rises or falls when it gains or loses a Sruti
;
consequently we may infer that the Srutis are

intended to be equal in a general sort of way, probably without any very great precision, But

so great was the influence of the writings of Sir W. Jones (probably because he was a Sanskrit

scholar) and E:ija S. M. Tagore (probably because he was a Hindu writer) that one need not be

surprised at the following criticism on his paper by Oapt. Day, wbo happens to be neither :~
* This calculation of Mr. Bosanquefc’s was male on the assumption that all the srutis were equal.

That such could not have been in reality the case, or that the employment of the system of twenty-

two never entered practically into Indian music, would seem to be from all evidence almost

certain.

Of co-nrse, this is the Hindu belief, according to which low-pitched notes proceed from the chest, those of
middle pitch from the throat, and those of high pitch from the head.

Oil the Musical Modes of the Hindus {Worhs Yol. IT, p. 188 ; reprinted in Hindu Musicfrom Various Author
2nd edn. p. l4l.)

On the Hindu Division of ike Octave, etc, Jan. 1S77 {Proceedings of ike Koyal Society of London)^ quoted in
‘Tagore’s Hindu Music from Various Authors2nd, edition.

The perfect truth of this inference will be evident in the sequel, where it will be established on the
authority of Sanskrit treatises.
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' This will be more evident by a reference to the following comparative diagram of the

primitive Sanskrit shadja-grama and the European diatonic scale, as drawn for theEajab Sir S. M.
Tagore, and published in his work upon the “Musical Scales of the Hindus’^ from data supplied

by tli3 ancient treatises, the measurements being those of a string 90 inches longS^,’

‘ The only difference, it will be seen, is in the fact that *the sixth is in the European diatonic

scale flatter than in the ancient one
; so that the ancient Sanskrit sixth had apparently the same

ratio, theoretically, as the Pythagorean sixth of the Greeks/

Of coarse, Oapt. Day is under a delusion when he says that the Raja’s diagram was drawn

‘ from data supplied by the ancient treatises/ It is, as I have said above, nothing more or less

than Sir W. Jones’ original misinterpretation of the shadja-grdma^^

Capt. Day was not the only person who was thus misled. Others were similarly led into

error, the most notable of whom was Mr. A. J. Ellis, who writes as follows^^ :—[Scales]

* ISTos. 73 and 74 are an attempt to represent the Indian Chromatic Scale from ip-dications in

Rajah Sourindro Mohun Tagore’s Musical Scales of the Hindus, Calcutta, 1884, and the

aire du Conservatoire da Bruxelles, 1878, pp. 161-169, the latter having been drawn up by

Mons, Y. Mahillon from information furnished by the Rajah. As regards the 7 fixed notes

(prahriia) of the C scale (sTiarja grdma), C, D, E, F, G, A (a comma sharper than onr )/2 B,

there seems to be no doubt of the theoretical values. As to the 12 changing notes {vihritd), the

values given can be considered only as approximative. The division of the intervals of a major

Tone of 204 cents into 4 degrees (irutis)
;
of a minor tone of 182 cents into 3 degrees

;
and of

a Semitone of 112 cents into 2 degrees, as indicated by the superscribed numbers, is also certain/^

But whether the 4 parts of a whole Tone were equal and each 51 cents, and the three parts of a

minor Tone were also equal and each equal to 60| cents, and the two parts of a Semitone were

also equal and each therebre 56 cents, is quite uncertain.’ Mr. A. J, Hipkins, who worked with

Mr, A. J. Eliis in examining an Indian vind, and the sruti-vind imagined by RSja S, M. Tagore,

shows a clearer insight into the matter, when, in a communication to Oapt. Day,^* he remarks that

the Indian scale intervals ought to be understood as they are explained by native writers—namely,

as a tone, a |-tone and a ^-tone, composed of 4, 3 and 2 srutis respectively.^3 Besides Mr. Bosanquet

he seems to be the only person who grasped the truth amidst groundless erroneous assertions.

Unfortunately as regards the disposition of the kruAis in the scale he is unaware of the mistake

made by previous writers, to which I have so often referred, and accepts it, together with its

unfailing accompaniment of a dha, sharper by a comma than the A of the European scale of just

intonation.

3® I have omitted the diagram.

*0 In justice to the Eaj\^ himself it must he admitted that he does not claim that the diagram was drawn

-^rom data supplied by the anoient treatises*, and in equal justioe to Capt. Day it must he remarked that the

E^ja unfortunately writes in a manner, which suggests that he has got the ancient Sanskrit treatises at his

baok in what he has to say. Thus in the present instanee the adjectives ' Primitive Sanskrit* applied to the scale

probably misled Capt. Day.

In his translation of Helmholtz’s work, 3rd edition, p. 521,

*4 ^The reader will at once recognise in this the same ghost, which was originally raised by Sir W. Jones and

subsequeutly owned and exhibited by E&j& S. M. Tagore, only clothed in language of apparently greater precision.

For, Sir W. Jones thought the interval between pa and dha to be a major tone, whereas that between 6F and A

^to which they were supposed to correspond) is a minor tone, the difference between the two being a comma.

A3 This again is simply a re-iteration of Sir W. Jones’ error whioh has been exposed above.

44 Music of Southern India, p, 21.

*5 Subject to a correction (whioh will he explained below) based on the authority of Sanskrit writers

themselves.
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To sum up, -we hare
; . xu i

(3)

The erroneous inference that the Hindus had the enharmomo genus, because they reck-

oned twenty-two sr«i*8 in the octave.
, . XT 7

(2) The original error of Sir 'W. Jones in placing the various sruUs (in the shadja-grama)

after the notes, instead of before them, as required by all Sanskrit treatises on music.

(3) Sir W. Jones’groundless identification of this erroneous scale with the European Diatonic

Scale of just intonation, with the exception of dka which was supposed to be a bruU sharper. Sir

W. Jones further thought, on mistaken grounds, that probably even this difference in the two

scales did not exist in practice,

(4) As a result of these errors the two statements made by the writer (1) that a aruti was

sometimes a quarter tone and sometimes a third of a tone, and (2) that the sratis were equal in

practice, without perceiving the contradiction involved therein.

(5) Acceptance of all these erroneous statements by subsequent writers without examination.

Only the suggestion that probably the sixth notes even were in practice identical in the two scales

was neglected, and the supposed augmentation of dha in the sTiadja-grdma was so often re-iterat-

ed that it came to be believed in as though based on Sanskrit texts. Similarly, the equality of

the srutk in practice, vouched for by Sir W. Jones, was lost sight of and only his other state-

ment, m., that at times a iruti was a quarter tone and at others a third of a tone continued to be

repeated.

(6) Mr. Paterson’s and K^ja S. M. Tagore’s mistaken notion that intervals in sruiis between

two notes were proportional to the differmoe in the sounding lengths of the string producing the

notes

.

(7) Recognition by Mr. Bosanquet and Mr. A. J. Hipkins that the kutis were intended to be

equal in a general sort of way.

Lastly, in this connection I may mention that quite recently a Hindu writer has been serious-

ly maintaining that a sruii is not a unit of measurement at all I

Amidst all this confusion let us see what Sanskrit treatises on music, beginning with the

oldest, vizej the Bhdrati^a-nSt^a4dsira, say in the matter.

At the very outset it may be remarked that, as noticed by Mr. Bosanquet, even with the infor-

mation available in his time the irutis must be regarded as ‘equal iu a general sort of way, probably

without any very great precision.’ As shown above, it is as absurd to speak of a sruH being

sometimes a quarter*tone and at others a third of a tone as to say that an inch is sometimes

a twelfth of a foot and sometimes a sixteenth. It is possible that quantities to be estimated may
be such that they cannot be very accurately measured with the standard unit chosen, but the

intention is clear that the standard unit is to be looked upon as invariable. Even Sir W. Jones,

with whom originated tha notion ol the variability of a sruti, admitted that the iruHs were

^usMered ^ as equitl in practice.’ It seems strange, therefore, that the writers who followed him
should have accepted just the wrong notion and ignored the other one. But if anybody be still in
doubt ab^t the huti being a unit of measurement and consequently possessed of a fixed value, it

ought to be removed by the explicit statement to that effect in the Bh, After giving the consti«»

tution of the as follows

sa ri ga ma pa dha m sa

Ss 2i 4$ is 3s 2s 4s

it adds ** But in the madhyamagrdma the panchama should be diminished by a imii. The magni-
tude of a iruH m the interval due to the sfi^rpening or flLattening [produced] by the augmentation
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or diminution of the panchama by a srutiP^^ Mataiiga, a much later author, also says the

same ;— What indeed is the magnitude of a imtil, I tell you. The pa%chama, now, as belonging

to both gramas is known to all. The inter yal due to the sharpening or flattening by its augmenta-

tion or diminution is the magnitude of a Bharata, moreover, proceeds to an exposition of

the srutis by means of an illustration, in which he asks the reader to get two exactly similar

vinds^ tuned to the shadja^grdmaj and having the same succession of seven notes ( ); then

Making one of the two vtnds madhyamagrdmiht converting its tuning to that of the madhyama-

grdma) lower the panchamahj Under the influence of the (lowered) panchama{i, e., keep-

ing it unchanged) make the very same (vtnd) ehadjagrdmiht (tuned to the shadja-grdma)^^ Thus

is one sruti diminished. Once more do the lowering just in the same way
;

so will the gdndhdra

and the nishdda enter {i,e*,oome to be in unison with) the rishahha and the dhaivata (respectively)

in the other (vind)^ owing to their being two sruits higher (than these). By lowering again just

in the same way, the dhaivata and the rishahha enter (i.e., come to be in unison with) the panchama

and the shadja (respectively), owing to their being three srutis higher (than these). It ( the vtnd )

being again lowered in the same way, the panchama, the madhyama and the shadja will enter (z, e,,

come to be in unison with) the madhyama^ the gdndhdra and the nishdda (respectively) in the other

{vind)^ owing to their being four srutis higher (than these). Thus by this illustration (or proof) should

be understood the twenty-two srutis in the two grdmasj^^^ From all this it ought to be perfectly

; 1
A. If ‘ flattening’ and ‘ sharpening,’ the arrangement of these -words in this

quotation as well as in the next (see footnote below) ought to be reversed. The former word oocurs again in

the JBht (p. 806, 1. 14), and in a quotation from Matanga’s work in Simhabhfip&la’s oomm. on the 8. B, (Calcutta

edn. p. 68), where it clearly means 'flattening,* and the modern usage is also the same. But in ^the Bh, p. 320,

UoJca 39, we have ^ 3 C ^ ^ ^he same Sloha with a slight var-

iation occurs in the l^^isradt-iihshd, and the oorceotions in the rectangular brackets are according to that

authority. The verse, as occurring in the Bh,, is out of place and is not found in A. and G . i but according to it,

and would mean 'sharpening* and ‘flattening’ respectively, i. e., just the opposite of what

is given above as the meaning. But I have nowhere else found the term used to signify 'sharpening.^

I *f5 ^ 1
I f *inT5*R«ft si^: I

*ITt^RI*Rr5^Tir 1 (Simhabhhpai^s oomm. wi the S. B., p, 43,

Calcutta).

** This could be easily done by making the pancTima consonant with the rishabha (i. e., a just fourth),

which it is not in the sha^'orgr&ma (see below for arnaonmces)^

*9 Of course, by lowering the pitch of the other strings.

To start with, both A and B were tuned to the shadja-grdma. The tuning of one of them B
was changed to that of the madhyamagrdma by simply lowering its ipanchama by the necessary amount (-uiis.,

to make it the exact fourth of the ‘^ishabha) . This amount of flattening is to be called^ a iruti, .Keep this

pitch of the panchcma constant and convert the tuning of B to that of the sha^jagrdma, which of course, will

bave to be done by lowering the other notes by the necessary quantities. It is evident that the whole B

is now tuned a irvili lower than A. Bepeat the op^ations once more, i. e,, convert the tuning of B to that

of the madhyanuigrdMa by lowering the panohama, and theu keeping this pancTiama constant once more convert

the tuning hack into that of the sha^a-grdma. It will be again necessary to lower the other notes by proper

amounts, and the whole v^n& B will now be tnued two §rutio lower than A. But at this stage it will be dis-

covered that the notes prodncedby the gdndhdra and nishdda strings ofB willbe in unison respectively with those

produced by the rishahha and dhaivata strings of A. Thus it is proved that the gdndhdra and the tdshdda

possess each of them two Gratis, Similar reasoning wiU prove that the rishahha and dhaivata possess each
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clear that a iruti is a measure of musical interval, and all srutis were intended to be equal. The
illustration by means of two vtnds, one with fixed notes and the other with variable ones, given

in the S. R., though defective from another point of view, also proves the same thing.®!

In the Bh. the twenty-two srutis have no distinctive names. In later works we find them
named, the most commonly accepted names being those given in the S. R. The Sarngita-samaya-

sdra, quoted by SimhabhupSla, gives a name to each of the sixty-sk ^utis comprised in the three
octaves.®^ Similarly there is no mention in the £h. of the so-called five (jdti) of srutis,

sit., diptd, dyatd, karund, mridu, and madhyd, found in later writers. What was intended by
this classification of hutis I am unable to say. The S. R. gives no explanation, but the

Ndradi-siksM contains some verses in this connection, which I give below without pretending to

understand them to any great extent. The notes are those used in sdman chants and mentioned
above.

^ ^ II ^ ||

|i V II

?tranifT 5 q?-iarri% II U

^ »i®.?RT5T 5 si^nfji?r n ||

feftt srr f
^!Tr??rr C ]

f

f^iirpflrsiTtira^ w ( f ) g|: ^wfrr: [°?rrl]; m\ ||

5 =^f«?5T [ H 1

^

rPlT »!*$ »Ttfftrr ^T'TT’T^ II ||

^ II II

Ndradt-siJcshd I. i,

stly, in the Bh^ we find no mention of the following characteristics, attached by later
writers to the yarions notes :

'

( ) Division into (a) uddita (msMda and gdndMra), (6) anuddtia {Hshahha and dhaivata)Md (c} svanta (sU^ja madhyama and panchxma). This classification occurs in Tdjnavalhya-™ defective verses in the Fdnintya-kTcsM, neither, of which are probably very

noioa
classification has no merit. There happened to be three kinds of

accents, and these were joined together.

altogether 2X2+2X3

^ ^ ^
«T3='?»R*rr7^?f [ |

*'
I

I cTf^ni^r^ st«rr »Tr»m-

correetioaei!SSS IT«Tsrt^:
|

x^e
authority of oae or more Mse. Th]^t edition! have the

» rpi. IT- • zr

correction is justified by the reading of G. a^rr-arsn- rs*
I

third correction is Beievident»
« S,R pp. 3e-38, U-2a

^ '

9. Re, Calcutta, p. 43,
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(2) Classification according bo supposed descent from yarious families, vtz.j (a) from the

d^vas (sJiadja, gdndhdra and irhadhyamd), (h) from the pttns [paTiclama\ (c) from the ruUs iriakci-

bJia and dkaivata), (d) from the asuras {nishdda),

(8) Castes—(a) Brdhmamis (ahadja^ madhyama and pancTmma), (5) hshatriyas (risliahha

and dliawata)f (c) vaisyas (ntshddot and gdndhdra)^ (d) iudras (antara and hdkali)* Here
again it is easy to see that the position of a note in the caste system depends upon its

richness in irwtis. Antara and kdkali (explained in another part of this essay) being only

intercalary notes are classed lowest.

(4) Colours.—The colours of the seven notes, as mentioned by Raja S. M. Tagore^^ ‘according

to Sanskrit Authorities,’ differ from those given in the S. R. which are respectively as follows:—
(1) lotus red, (2) pinjara (pale yellow—Simhabhupfila), (3) golden, (4) hunda'white, (5) black, {6>
yellow, (7) variegated. Certain authors look upon these as examples of * photisms/54 if go the

Hindus must be regarded as having not only their sense of vision thus affected by various

musical notes, but also their senses of family deseeat, of caste, of birth-place, of god^fathers (rishis),,

of presiding deities, and of metre! For, they attach all these characters to the musical notes,

(5) Birth-places. The seven dvipas correspond to an equal number of notes, and hence this

idea.

(6) Eishis or god-fathers.

(7) Presiding deities.

(8) Representative Varieties of Metre,

For all these the reader should consult the S, R,

(To he continued.)

KUMARAPALA AND ARNORAJA.

BT HAB BILAS SABDA, B.A, F.RS.L., M.BA.S.; AJMEB.

The Gujarat Chroniclers mention only one war between Kumarapfila, the successor of

Siddharfija-Jayasimha, king of Anhilwari and Arnoraja, king of Sapadalaksha, as the kingdom

of Ajmer was then called. Recent research, however, shows that two distinct wars, separated

from one another by several years, took place between the two combatants and that the incidents

of the war mentioned by the Gujarat writers belong some to the first and some to the second war-

The Prabandha-chintdmani of Merutuhga and the Dvydsraya^mahdkdvya of Hemachandra

place the war they describe at the beginning of Kumarapfila’s reign. The PrahandJiar-oUnidmani

says that prince B^-hada, son of Udayana, who had been adopted by Siddharaja-Jayasimha as his

son, despising Kumfiraplla, made himself a soldier of the king of the SapMalaksha country. He,

desiring to make war on Kumirapdla, having won over to his side all the officers in those parts

with bribes, attentions and gifts, bringing with him the king of the Sapadalaksha country, sur-

rounded with a large army, arrived on the borders of GujarfifcA

The Bvydaarya of Hemachandra says that the Raj^ of Sapddalaksha, whose name was Anna*

when he heard of the death of Jayasimha, though he had been a servant of that monarch, now

thought the time was come for making himself known Anna began to make

friends with Ballfila the king of Ujjain and the Rfijfis of the country on the west of Gujarfit,

holding out threats to them as well as promiseSv Kumarapala’s spies made known to him that

Anna Rfija was advanoing upon the western frontier of Gujarat with an army.^

'phe Musical Sealespfihe Eindus^ p. lOC ;
Universal Eistoty of Musict addenda p. vi.

« J. Combarieu—ifwstc. Its Laws and Evolution,

1 Frab(mdha-Qhmtema‘iiii by Tawny, p. 121.

~ MdswAld 142), which gives DvyMtfam^S aocotint of the war.
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Both writers are agreed that the aggressor was Arnoraja of Ajmer and that the war took place

soon after the ascension to the throne of Eumdrapdla, which event took place in Samvat 1200

(A. D. 1143.)

The Dnydiraya, in verse 84 of Canto XVI, mentions Vifcramasimha as being the Paramdra

Baja of AbO, and he is farther on stated as having led the men of Jdlor and followed Kumarapala®

esteeming that Eaja as his lord,

Jiaamandana in his K.if>mdrapdl(i“Ohantrct states that Kumarapala while returning to Gujarat

from the war with Arnoraja deposed Yikramasimha the Paramara ruler of Abu as he was disloyal

to Kumarapala and placed on the throne in his place his nephew Yasodhavala.

The inscription dated Magha sudl4th S. 1202 (A.D. 1146), recently discoYered by P. Gauri-

Shanker Ojha, the learned Superintendent of the Rajputand Museum, Ajmer, ;in Ajari (Sirolii

State), 4 miles from Findwarn, and now in the Ajmer Museum, shows that Yasodhavala was king of

Ohandravati (Abu) in that year (i. e., in SamYat 1202.) This Ajari inscription coupled with the

statement of Jinamaudana about YasodhaYala’s coming to the throne of Abu fixes the date, of the

war between Kumarapala and Arnoraja in which Vikramasiihha was present as a Yassal of

Kuniarapfila sometime between S» 1200 and S. 1202.

Kow, the Chitor inscription of Kumarapala dated SamYat 1207 (A. D. 1149-60) on a stone in

the temple of Mokaljt, the object of which is to record Kumdrapala’s visit to Chitor or Chitrakuta,

distinctly states that “ when this king (Kumarapala) had defeated the ruler of Sakambhari and

devastated the Sapadalaksha country (line 11) he went to a place named Sdlipura^ (line 12) and

having pitched his camp there, he came to view the glorious beauty of the Chitrakuta mountain
j

.... Kumarapala was delighted with what he saw there and having come to a

temple of the god Samiddhesvara • • • * . , . . he worshipped the god and his consort and

gave to the temple a village, the name of which has not been preserved (line 26)’^ etc.^

From Chitor, Kumarapdla entered Mewar, visited the temple of M^taji in the village Pdlri

near Morwan, a few miles west of Nibhahera, and placed an inscription there dated Pausha, Samvat

1207.® This shows that Kumarapdla was at Chitor in Pausha or Margasirshsa, and that the

war with Arnoraja took place in the month of Kdrtika or Asvina of that year, e. e. S. 1207.

The causes of the two wars appear also to have beeu distinct. The first war evidently took placet

because Arnoraja, who had married Siddharaja-Jayasimha’s daughter, Kduchanadevi (vide

JPnihvtrdja-vijapay Canto YII), espoused the cause of Siddhar^ja^s adopted son Bahada and wished

to place him on the throne of Gajarat in
'

place of the usurper Kumarapala, The result of this war

appears to have been indecisive, as KumSrapala hastened to make peace with Arnoraja in order to be

able to take the field against the Malwa king Ballala who had sncceeded in winning over Kumara-

pala’s two generals sent against him, and was advancing from the east towards Anhilwar^.

The second war of 8.1*207 appears to have taken place in consequence of Arnoraja’s ill-treatment

of his queen Devaladevi, sister of Kumarapala. Jinamandana in his Kumdrapdla-prabandha says

that Kum^rapUa was incited to underbake the expedition against Arnoraja by Devaladevi, who

Imd, been insulted by Arnoraja and when threatened by her with the wrath of her brother, “ the

den^n for kings,^'^ was kicked by Arnordja and told to go to her brother and tell him what she

liked. Kumirapala invaded Arnoraja’s country to avenge this insult. And as Devaladevi must
have been given to Arnoraja after the first war with Kum^rap^la, this campaign of Kumarapala
against Aruoraja must have taken place some years after the first war between them. All these

things therefore point to the fact that there were two wars between Kumarapala and Arnoraja,

the first of which took place sometime between Samvat 1200 and 1202 in which Arnoraja was the

aggressor, and the secoad in Samvat 1207 in which Kumarapala invaded the territory of ikrjaoraja.

» Ibid, p, 143 (edition A, D. 1878.)

* Now caUed SalerS., about 4 miles from the foot of the hill on which the fortress of Ohitoy stands.
9 mgigraphia Xiidica, Yol. II, p. 422; ,, e See Tod'&MjastMn, Yol. II, p. 618, (edition 1832 B.)..
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SERIES III.

BY H. A. BOSE, LC.S.

(Continuedfrom p, 179^

Sangkiri : a disease of tlie throat. Cf. gaUperd. B. G. Khan.

Sangu : companion, Jiibbal.

Sanj : small wheaten cakes for the Devis. Pdngi.

S9.iij ; jBYeniug. Karnal, S. R., 1872-80, p. 122,

Sankhelior : Ophiophagus elaps: a snake. Hoshiarpnr S. R., p, 18.

S^nkll : a gold earring with a chain. Sirsa S. R., 1879-88, p. 157.

Sauna : a part of a plough, Jullandar S. B., p. 109.

Santa : a leather rope to fix the yoke to the plough. Karnal S. R., p. 116.

Santa : a leather whip. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 163.

Santa nata: an exchange of betrothals between two families. Karnal S. R., 1872-80,

p. 127.

Santiyanasi : a tree (Argemone mexkana^ Cf. kandai and laharL Karnal S. R., p. 9.

Sann : a tenant, of any kind
;
Kulu. Kangra S. R., p. 90.

Sanwak, samak : a grass which bears a small grain collected in times of famine (panicum

colacum) : Rohtak TrrsSnwak, P. Dy., p. 1011 or sdmah wild rice, p. 998.

Sanwo ; land which has been lying fallow, Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 101.

SSlnwin : a system of cultivation, in which a spring crop, usually wheat, is taken, then the

ground lies fallow for nearly a year, during which it is repeatedly ploughed and rolled. Cf. ndUn

and nurin, Jullundur S. R., p. 118.

Saod :
good omen. Cf. saon. KarnM S. R., 1872-80, p. 154.

Saon: good omen. Cf, saod^ Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 154.

Sgtond : a loaf, made of wheat flour. Simla Hills.

Saphal : adj. fruitful.

Sappar : a rock or small precipice of rook; sMfa in Kulu. Kangra Gloss.

S&r : mere soakage of water. Karnal S, R., 1872-80, p. 159.

SS,ra : a piece of cloth worn round the loins. Cf. tamand, Hoshiarpnr S. R., p. 42.

Sarai: a platter, made of pottery, used once at feasts and thrown away, Cf. hasora^ Jcason

and saranu^ Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 121,
' n? i.

Saranu: a platter, made of pottery, used once at feasts and thrown away. Cf. hasora

aud sa<~ai.

Sarell : a large snake. Simla Hills. „ . .

SargudM: an inferior form of marriage: Ohurdh for widow-remarr.age usually, but

somatimss for virgins when the parents are very poor—aalled garib-cMra. Ohamba.

sari : the wife’s sister. Of. sdli. Qurgaon, S. R., 1872-83, App. V., p. 1.

sariya s the wife’s brother’s wife. Of. saUdj, sahhj, s&lhd, sdhyd and sdm. .

sariya; a petticoat of coloured, striped or printed ' cotton. Of. ghdyra. Sirsa

1879-83, p. 155.

SarkRa: a post^phsition ; ‘like, even.’ ' '

Saro: the wife’s brother. Of, sdld. Gncgaon S. R., 1872-83, App. V., p. 1.

Sarsam ; rape. Karndl S. B., 1872-80, p. 179.

S. Bm
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Sftru : a small mango fruit that very quickly rots Qsarjdta). Hoshi^rpur S. E., p. 15.

Sarwdiir • sctcchotTi&ff^ iffiooujct* Of. s(XTkQ>ndcit Ziudhiana S. E.j 1878*83^ p. 8*

Sasan : village service land, amounting generally to 5 or 10 acres, and enjoyed by a headman

as remuneration for his duties* Kangra S* E., p. 84.

Sasliu: mother-in-law, p* 244.

Sasra : the wife’s father’s family. QL susrdlBXid^susrdr. GurgaonS. E., 1872-83, App. V.,

p.l.

SftSTx: mother-in-law. OLlchdhhA^ Sirsa S. K., 1879-83, p, 124.

Sat: the E^ja’s share of the produce, as opposed to liaraL Kangra S. R. (Lyall.)

pp. 44 and 31.

Satanjiv : ‘ live a hundred years’ said by the friends of a man when he sneezes. KarnM S. R.,

1872-80, p. 155.

Sathahak : a lighter description of corvee than the pund degdr, consisting in carrying

messages, letters, or light parcels. Kangra S. R., (Barnes) p. 68.

SatMhuk; a man excused heavy begdr, but bound to carry messages, etc. Kangra Gloss,

Saul : savrea fo5usia

;

S4L Of. seraL Kangra S, E., p. 22.

Sath : the share of grain taken from the cultivator by the State or a landlord. Kangra Gloss,

Sathoi : a man who appraises the sa^h, or landlord’s share of the grain,

Satia: the swdsitka. Gurgaon,

Satnftja : a mixture of seven kinds of grain. Jullnndar S. E., p. 56.

Satt patauna : to be confounded, taken aback.

Satyanas : a tail thistle-like plant with a yellow flower. OLhatdra and Mteli, Sirsa S, R.

1879-88, p. 16.

^trawal: a tree. Karnai S. R., p. 9.

Saukar: a money-lender. Hoshiarpur S. E., p. 96.

Saur sauriyu: bedding, Sirsa S. R., 1879-88, p. 167.

Sawa : the stack in which the great millets are stood up to dry. Karnal S. R., 1872-80

p. 172,

Sawai : a method of charging interest t two annas in the rupee are charged for each harvest.

Jullundur S. E., p. 72.

Sawal bapa : a fish (Ophiccephalus maruUus). KarnSl S. E., p. 8.

Sawal chhota : a fish {OpMocepJialus striatus), Karnal S. E., p. 8.

Sawara : cook-house, Sirmur.

Seba : much the same as jabar (moist low-lying land, very good for sugar-cane and rice).

GLjalaL Hoshiarpur S, E., p. 70.

S^a dan : the presents given to an acMraj. Jullundur S. R., p. 67.

SaU : a porcupine. Kangra Glossi

^k: the land appertaining to a bucket or wheel when there are two wheels or buckets on the

saim well. Of. adda. Karndl S. R., 1872-80, p. 169.

Sentmofeture.

Senjtt i an iixigated I^udhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 94.

Sbo : a bridge, chiefly used by Gaddis or Kanets. Kangra Gloss*

Seok, sewak t a mm Appointed by a rdjd who managed and distributed the begdr or forced
labour in a Taotht ^Kdngra S, R., p. 80.

Steonjna: a tree (Moringa pierggaspermay. KLarn^l S*.R.,p. 9*
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Seori : a small allowance of grain from the threshing floor given to a Gujrati Brahman at
harvest. Karnal S. R., p. 88.

Sera: a fringed vizor of gold tinsel in a wedding suit. Kamal S. R., 1872-80, p. 129.

Ser9.1 : the $dl (^SJior&a robusta), Kangra S. R,, p. 22.

Serna : to wet, moisten, Kangra Gloss.

Seri : a watering. Kangra Gloss.

Sersh^M : a charge which the creditor charges the debtor in the case of his selling goods

elsewhere; it amounts to one anna in the rupee or a standard ser per rupee. Jullundur S. R., p. 72,

Seyul battL : amaranth. Kangra S. R., p. 25.

Sewal : a fish. When in condition one of the best fish for the table. Several varieties

are found. Its appearance changes greatly with the season and the water it is found in.

It spawns late in the year, and the young may be seen in countless numbers in pools at that

time. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 17.

Sewal : a ceremony at weddings performed by the bride or bridegroom’s mother
; she picks

up her petticoat and touches the bridegroom’s body all over with it. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 129

ShAfa : a rock (Kulu) *. see sapjpar,

Shagotri = hangan, Simla S. R., 1883, p, 41.

ShabbAla : the lad of the family of the bridegroom. Sirsa S, R., 1879-83, p. 168.

Shahtia: a large mango fruit, sweet as honey (shalid), Hoshiarpnr S. R., p. 15.

ShajliernA : to purify, a man, a deota^ a temple, a place, etc, Chamba,

SbAmadn : the yoke used in ploughing—generally made of darli, Simla S. R., 1883, p. 45.

SbanAn :
(S. snana) A bath or bathing. Jubbal.

Shangal : chain. Sirmflr.

ShAnt : a religious ceremony performed shortly before the marriage. The nine planets

(including the sun and moon) are worshipped, and Brahmins are fed. Jullundur S. R., p. 65.

Sbarb : a water rate levied by Firoz ShAh (10 per cent, on the yield of the irrigation)

Karnal S. R., p. 17.

Sbarda : a tax, Kuthar. Simla Hills.

Sbaruno : the full moon (pfiran mdsM) day in Bhadon : also called Rakhrflnio. Simla Hills.

Shol : a quarter of a ser of fiax per rupee paid as a tax, KuthAr.

Sbibbo-kA-tbAn ; a celebrated sbrine sacred to saint Gngga in the Kangra district,

Hoshiarpnr S. R., p. 83.

ShihAn: s. m. a tiger.

Sbir; stairs. Simla Hills.

Shir: a ladder. Sirmur,

Shirhi : a ladder. Sirmur.

Shok: grief, anxiety.

ShorAch (ShivrAtri) : a fast held on varying dates in Magh or Phagan in the Sach-

pargana of Pangi.

Shfigu.: 132 reams of paper given as revenue; Spiti, Kangra S. R., p. 114.

Sian : a figure^ representing RAdhika, wife of Krishna. Gurgaon.

' ‘Sidha: the uncooked materials for a dinner, given to a priest. KarnAlS. R., 1872-80

p:l37.

Sidl : a bier fc^ carrying a dead body. Of. arthu Sirsa, S. R., 1879-83, p. 168.

SidiAli : Rs. 12 paid to the father and Rs. 3 to the mother of the bride at a betrothal in

Pangi. The name SididU is applied to the first named payment, and the second is called gudmL
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Sidri: a store room on either side of the tamsdl (open yard). Karndl S, R., 1872^80,

p. 120.

Sijja : wet, damp. Kdngra Gloss.

Sll : the 7th o£ Chet on which day enormous crowds collect at the shrines. Cf. stli saten

and Sttld's 7th^ Karndl S. R., 1872-80, p* 150.

Sila : hedgehog. Banna argots

Sill saten: the 7th of Ohefe on which day enormons crowds collect at the shrines. Of.

»il and SitM^s 7th, Kamal S. R., 1872-80, p. 150.

Silla ; an ear of corn. Kangra Gloss.

Simbhi&Iu : a tree (vitex negundd), Kamal S. R.j p. 0.

{To he cmtinued,)

MISCELLANEA.

CAN WE FIX THE DATE OE
§A3iB:ABAGHAETA MORE ACCURATELY ?

It is a well-known fact that in his gloss on the

VedoMor^iraB SaihkaiAchArya makes mention of

some kings who are supposed to be his con-

temporaries. ^ One of these is Balavarmd, who is

twice alluded to by the philosopher, once in his

Bhdshya on Sutra IV. 3, 5 and once on SMra II.

4, 1, This Balararm^hasnot yet been identified,

but he seems in all likelihood to be the prince of

that name referred bo in the Kadab copper*plate

ckarfcer of the Rishtrakdta king, Govinda III.

It records the grant of a village by this king to

the Jaina muni Arkakirti, in remuneration for

Ms having warded ofP the evil influence of Saturn

from Vimahtditya, the governor of the Knnuhgil

district, Vimalflditya’s father was Tasovarman

and Ms grandfather Balavarman. They claimed

to belong to the Oh^nkya family. Now, the date

of the Kadab charter is Saka 735=A, D. 813,

when therefore, Vimaladitya was living. Suppos-

ing that at that time VimalAditya had reigned

for 10 years and assigning a period of IS years to

each one of his predecessors, we find that Bala-

varma was reigning from A. 3>. 767 to 785. This

brings usexactly to the time when SamkaiAchArya

is shown by Prof. K, B. Fathak to have
flourmhed. He says ;

** Bhartrihari is criticised

by Knm4rila who in Ms turn is criticised by
Samkar&chflrya ; Bharbyihari died in A.*D. 650,

and became famous throughout India nearly

half a century lat^ as I-tsing assures ns.

KumArila, who must have criticised Bhartrihari

after the latter had become famous, of^course
belongs to the fii*st half of the eighth century

;

* Gau^avaho (BO. SK. Series), Intro., p. ocxii and fl,

« Jour, Bomb, As, 8oo,, YoL XTIII, b. 219;

Samkarachflrya must for a similar reason he

assigned to the latter half of the same century.*^

And Balavarma mentioned by the Kadab plates

must have been ruling precisely in the second

half of the 8th century, or, as we have calculated,

from A. D. 767 to 785. There can thus be little

doubt as to this Balavarm^ being the con-

temporary prince of that name alluded to by

Samkarflob flrya.

This conclusion receives a remarkable con*

firmation from another source. Sir Ramkrishna

Bhandarkar says :
" At the end of a work Sanik-

shepatariraka, the author SarvajnAtman, the pupil

of Suresvara, who himself was a pupil of the

great SanakarAchArya, states that he composed it

while the prosperous king of the Kshatriya race,

the Aditya (Sun) of the race of Manu whose orders

were never disobeyed, was ruling over the

earth."® This description, as the same authority

tells us, would apply with propriety to a king

with Aditya as a component of his name and be-

longing to the race of the Ohalukyas, who, as the

inscriptions inform us, were of the MAnavya
gotra. And whom can this description fit better

than YimalAditya mentioned by the Kadab grant

referred to above ? VimalAditya was a

OhAlukya, as the same inscription tells us, and

Aditya of course forms part of his name. What is

more, he is son’s son of BalavarmA just as

SarvajnSitman was pupil’s pupil of ^amkarAchArya.

Vimaladitya is removed two generations from

Balavarml just as SarvajnAtman was from

SamkarAohArya whoso contemporary was Bala-.

varmA.
D. R. Bhandarkar.

B ’Burly of the Jyrhhm^ p, 80.
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SOME unpublished INSCRIPTIONS.

BY D. E BHANDARKAB, M.A. ; P002!lA.

6*— The Plated of Bhojadeva; [Vikrama-] SaihTat 1078.

^HE copperplates, on which the sabjoiael iaseriptioa is eagrayed, were originally in the
^ possession of a woman of the Th^tara (copper-smith) caste Hying in Banswara in RSjpntani.

They were afterwards bought for, and are now placed in, the Rajpatana Museum, Ajmer. I edit

the iuscription from a photograph kindly supplied by Pan lit Gaurishankar Ojha of Ajmer,

The record contains thirty-one lines of writing. The Characters areNagari. The language

is Sanskrit, In tespsct of orthography, attention may be drawn to (1) the use of v for b and (2)

of the palatal s' for the dental a.

The inscription is one of the Paramara king Bhoja, or, as he is herein called, the Paramabbatidr

MahdrdjddMrdja Paramesvara Bhojadeva, and records that after bathing on the festival day

(parvani) in consequence of the conquest of the Konkan, he granted a hundred nivartanm of land

on the borders of the village of Vatapadraka to a Brahmana called Bbaila, son of Vamana, who

belonged to the VBji-Madhyamdina idkhd of the Vasishtha gotra, which had only one pravara,

Vatapadraka itself was situated in the Ghjighradora district (bhoga) of the Sthali province

{mandala). The date, which is giren at the end, is the 4th of the bright half of Magha of the year

1176. Both the plates bear the sign-manual of the king.

So far only one record of Bhoja is known to us : viz,^ the Ujjain copperplate charter of V.

S 1073 = A. U, 1021. Oar inscription is another and is only two years earlier. Its importance

lies in the fact that it speaks of the conquest of the Konkan by Bhoja, which certainly must have

occurred just before the date of our plates. The full significance of this fact will be clear when we

compare it T^ith the Balag^mve inscription of A. D. 1019, which describes the Chalu]^a king

Jayasimha as a moon to the water-lily that was king Bhoja (L e., taking away the glory of Bhoja)

and as putting to flight the confederacy of Malwa.^ It thus appears that Bhoja had put himself at

the head of the Malwl confederacy and invaded the territory of the Ohalukya king Jayasimha,

commencing with seizing the Konkan shortly before our grant was issued. But this confederacy

was soon broken by Jayasimha and no permanent conquest appears to have been achieved by

Bhoja. The latter may perhaps have made this expedition to avenge the execution of his uncle

Yakpati-Munja by Tailapa, a dramatic play representing which had been acted before hizoi

as the Prabandha-chintdmani informs us.

Text. •

1 .

2. '
II [ V ] r- mmHi wan i( t

8. II [ ^* ]

9. ^isaiftWl rii

w

'
II

* Above, Vol V, p. 17.

* Expressed by asyn^l,

* Bead®5Nrr®.

» B<Md

* From a photo supplied by Pandit Qauruhanksr OJlia.

* Bead

« CMd W3>?T*WT"*
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10. ?piT«*Tn%: ^Ni°rf^5r?r75^pr »rr^ef sTYnfrTft

11. ^iHvawS I ^^renf«r‘T?*T<THinmr-

12. /^n4iq^r*T: i sfrTRa°rr*r»r5rfir5?r*Tr^® Htpii ( i

)

13. 'iwfl- TCrfr^ff^TT̂ II f ^* ] «rq?5r?tr<:=3r5iTnT*TRrvrrcrfimr I Jiresr %st

14. qTsrrtin: q^c its II [ v’*' ] 5m sr*!^ ^q^q»ir^Bc4irqf^-

[ ^g^i4 ]
Second Plate.

15.

f?!%?r*n»irawftY^’n5r^“ Pr ?q#qrf»r»rr=qYi(%q€ff r'^r»«tr-

18. »iran'WWT?»pnq3»«w^'ff^f^ aTfrqreyq^fr^sr^srr^m-^

19. q%^^qiRr5r arrqeqr^r *rf^ qRpTrf|frPri% »rfqr ?r-

20. %qrf%3ml4qr^qrqqw4fH’qrti%r>?nf%5rqrur^«q«Tf^-
21. 5r5|q^ ^igqqersjtfqrW II HTqF4 =^fR3"«rqr3'

22. WT qrf^4tq^iWgffiiqr>?>=qrfr4lgrqyTtr5q--' qr^hr^j II I
q-”

28. 5ft5#gqr.?qqr usfp^ i «req «Rq ’qfr^'^creq qff qrfi II [ H* ]

24. jnsftf fqnPr^tr sfilifqnt Wf^^^qrnfsr 1 Rrwifrarqrt^qt'qqn^

25. m^qfrqrq^n^: trquf^ 11 C ^* ] 3TiEq?^*qq>qg?rc2?R'u%^?#si frqr^-

26. qqj-srs^ffqTq 1 es^^qr^crrt^frrarpsu^^^^iTrqr^® qrq tu? qscqqr'-qftqiH-

27. lie®*] ^rsqf^errwrrfirq; qifSrWsr?^ «[?fr qrqt uqqs; ( 1 )

28. frrqpqffq q^rof^qr^q qrr& q»rw qrcrqrqr qqrts II [ <t* J ffir qrq-

?o. sg C ih^ ] fi% ll^q^x®®^ qrq
31. ?qqqnErr I 4»P5 q?T^n II

^wf r̂q ®ffHisi^?q

6.—isra^ol Plate of Pratftpasiihlia ;
[Vikrama-] Samvat 1213.

This plate, like those of Ktrfcipala (Ante^ Yol, XL., p, 144), was in the possessioa of

ih&pmncMt^ai of theVillage of X^dol in the Desuri district, Jodhpur State. When I visited the place

m 1903| all the members of the pamMyat^ fortunatelj for me, were present, and the plate was
^own to me, though on the day I had to leave the place* There was no time to take ah inked
impression, and so I had to satisfy myself only with making a transcript of the inscription*

The record contains 13 lines of writing, which cover a space of 9J" broad by 6J" high.
The Characters are X%ari. The language is Sanskrit, and excepting a benedictory verse
about the end, the whole inscription is in prose. In respect of orthography it is suflBcient
to note that (I) a consonant following r is doubled

; (2) that the dental s has been twice substituted
for the palatal a'

j {3) that the sign for v is also used for b, and (4) that avagraha has ’ been twice
employed, once in 1, 7 and another time in 1. 8. As regards lexicography attention may be drawnw pon^ya prefixed to Yodana in 1. 5, Paritya seems to stand for paurvdtya^ an ungrammatical form
aenvM from p^rm. The word trihdiha occurring in 1. 10 is also worthy of note. It appears
ioto^te some variety of a rupee.

• Eead

» Bead ®?TrRFc|°

« Bead

Bead qrra^.

” Bead q°.

>» Bead ‘’q^TT^SSr*!'’.

• Bead ^r^f.

“ Bead and

« Bead ^fSrq“....
”

«®ea4^5?g«W’, ;

>« Bead .f5fT“.

“Bead
*• Bead W^T-
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The inscription opens ’with the date : Friday, the 10th of the dark half of Margasirsha in the

[Yikrama] year 1218, when Kumarapaladeya was the paramount sovereign and Vahadadeva, the

great minister, was doing all the business of the seal, relating to the drawing up of documents, etc.

It then speaks of a grant made by his feudatory, MaJidmandalika Sri-Pratapasimha, who, we are

told, was a son of Yastaraja and grandson of Yogaraja and belonged to the Yodana family of the

eastern section. Yodana is the name of a Eajput clan, which is now well-nigh extinct.

It is, however, mentioned in an inscription found at Barlu, 34 miles north-east of Jodhpur. The

grant consists of a rupee per day allotted from the custom-house (mandapiJcd) of Badari. It was

made for the benefit of three Jaina temples, two of which were of Mahavira and Arishtanemi,

situated in Nadulad^ika, and the third of Ajitasvami-deva in Lavamdadi.

Of the localities herein specified, Naduladagika is of course FTadlai, as is clearly proved by

Inscriptions Nos. YIII and XI published in my paper “ The Ohahamanas of Marwar ” (jSjo. Ind,^

Yol, XI., pp. 36 and 43). Inscription XI also speaks of Badari, which has been identified with

Borli, 8 miles north of Nadlai. Lavamdadi I am unable to identify. The two temples of Nadlai

referred to in our inscription still exist at this place* The temple of Mahavira has now been

dedicated to Adin^th, but the Inscription No. XI found here distinctly shows that it was originally

a temple of Mahavira. The temple of Arishtanemi mentioned in our inscription is doubtless the

temple of Neminatha, locally known as Jadvaji, situated on a small hill to the south-east of

Nadlai. It was here that Inscription No. YIII was found, and in it the name of the

god, Neminathadeva, is clearly specified.

Text. 21

1. wr [I] ^ (ID n (0

5. ?igRW5?r5*n7r5=7i^<T«raf§r-®^ 1 I

6. JTfrwsTo

7. 55r5fsrr?r>s%5R^® ipr*r°rn5fr^fT»T^T^?!T?rn’( sttt ) raw

8. jpir I »nr sT^crrrfJr^rrai®

9. sft3Tf3pr?r€frft-^^%5^ iTt t?^*trorr 5w!'?nT*=>TNr »f3rpfw»r«rr-

10. Rr^r sif^ sr-

11. i jf;
i f

12. t^^rr trsifsr:'*® i

<Triios?jr%RrT>ffl% 11^^

13. 5Kr?(?«r !t

Prom the original plate,

« Bead

“ There ia acme apaoe Irft between ?T and

ST Bead °!T?tnr%?:.

^ Bead ? ĝrs ri^ cgf<ii-

Bead

« Bead

*5 Bead ^
Bead

®® Supply ^RTOFfPr:

I do not know what stands for.

** Bead

22 Bead •

2* The letters are snperftnons.

26 Bead •

2® Bead

36 Bead ••

S3 Bead

s* Bead

ss Bead

3® Bead

*6 Bead

« Bead
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OUTLINJBS OF THE HISTORY OP THE ALAMKARA LITERATURE.

BY P. Y. KANE, M.A., LL.B. 5 BOMBAY.

(Continued from p, 1B8,)

Section II.—^The meaning of the word ‘ AlaihkAra.

'

This is ibe most appropriate place to discuss the meaning of the word AlamMra, The latter

has at least two generally accepted significances, one a wider one and the other, a narrow and more

preraleut one. The word is used in a wide sense when it means * charm ^ or ‘beauty.
*

It then

includes everything that makes poetry attractive. This is the meaning of the word when it

oocurs as the title of works on rhetoric
; e.^., the Kdvydlamhdra ot Radrata, the Kdvydlamkdra-^sutra

of Yamana, etc, Vtoana in his Kdvydlmnkdra-sdtra (I. 1. 2) defines Alamhdra in this way, viz.,

Saundarpam-alaMdrah?^ The narrower meaning of the word is ‘ figure of speech. ’ This is the

sense in which the word is most often used. In the present essay we generally stick to the narrower

meaning of the word and shall give detailed accounts of those writers only who treat of figures of

speech. In a few caseS| writers on topics other than figures of speech have been dealt with, because

iheir works have some bearing on the art of poetry, of which figures of speech form only a part. In

many catalogues of Sanskrit MSS, such works as the Kdmasutra of Vatsyayana are classed under the

beading Alamhdra* We shall abstain from dilating upon such works, as can by no stretch of

language be included under Alanihdra-sdstra*

Section III.—The position of figures of speech.

Let ns now consider the place that should be assigned to figures of speech in the whole

machinery of poetry. There is a great divergence of opinion on this point. The ancient rhetoricians

attached to Alamkdras an importance which was out of all proportion to their proper worth.

Dandin’s Kdvyddarka, though it bears a proud title, is mostly taken up by the treatment of figures

of speech. Dandin does not dilate upon the soul of poetry, and appears to be unaware of the three-

fold division of Kdvya given by later writers. He defines figures of speech as ‘ those attributes

which produce charm in poetry.^3* In one place he appears to regard the Guna called SamddJii as the

all-in-all of poetry.35 It cannot be said, however, that he is quite in the dark about rasa, the soul

of poetry according to Anandavardhana and all later Alamharikas, Dandin in one place says that

all Almhkdras endow the sense with rasa,^^ He gives some prominence to rasa, by defining the

figure of speech called preyas and rasavad. Similarly Bharaaha nowhere speaks of rasa as the soul

of poetry and gives the greatest* prominence to Alamkdras. He is cognisant of rasa, hhdva, etc.,

but assigns to them a subordinate position, as Dandin does, by speaking of them under rasavad and
prsyas. The same remark applies to Udbhata. We can never affirm about the abovetnentipned

^ree writers that they never dreamt of a suggested sense (vyahgya arthd) in poetry ; for they
define Samdsdhti, Yydjastuii, Aprastutapramhsd, etc., in which some suggested sense is always
present. In ParydySkia they (especially Bhamaha and Udbhata) include what by later writers

was called dhvanL But with them the suggested sense is only an accessory to the expressed sens
(pdehya arthd)

;
they did not assign the position of honour to the vyahgya sense as Anandavardhana

and hU school do. The same remarks apply to Radrata. In the figure Bhdva as defined and
illustrated by him (YII. 3841) there is a good deal of suggested sense. According to Vamana

” The on^lsis
\ Karana^vyubyatiyd pt(nar=alaihkSira‘SaW syam=Uvam^dishu

»* Jrai>ya-sWaWtedW«*lw=^ki»ftidrdniir«o?ia*sftot«l Mvy&dariall, 1.

» Tai=etat y6 gnrfalf I K, D. 1. 100,
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the soul oE poetry is a style oE cornposifcion, which is nothing but a peculiar arrangement of words.s^

His definition oE Alamhdra is different from that oE Dandiiu He says ** Giinas are those attributes

which produce charm in poetry
;
while figures of speech enhance it (charm)/' 33 Dandin speaks of

AlamMras as those attributes which produce charm in poetry
;
while this function is assigned to

Giinas by Vamana. Dandin’s treatment is a crude one
;
he does speak of Wtis (styles), of Gums

and Alaikhuras ;
but he nowhere assigns to each its proper position. Vamana is more scientific.

He distinctly tells us what the soul of poetry is, and then says that ten Gunas pertain to this soul

of poetry (just as brarery, etc., are the qualities of the human soul) and that the business of Jla%h-

kdras is to enhance the charm of poetry. Vamana thus advances one step further than Dandin and
adumbrates the theory of rhetoric completely promulgated later on by Auandavardhana, Vamana
also is quite aware of a suggested sense in poetry; bat he assigns to it a subordinate position by
including it under the figure Vakrohti, which he defines as ^indication based upon resemblance.’^*

It was Anandavardhana who first assigned to Almhkdras their proper place and elaborated a
complete theory of rhetoric. He established in a very subtle and suggestive treatise called the

DhvanydloTca that suggested sense is the soul of poetry, that Gums (Jdddhurya—sweetness, Ojas

—strength, and a—perspicuity) are the properties of the soul of poetry as bravery is a pro-

perty of the human mind, and that figures of speech are purely ornaments which set off to advan-

tage the inherent charm of poetry, as ornaments of gold set off the beauty of the person.^® He
divided poetry into three varieties : ’DJivani (in which the vyahgya sense is most prominent, sea

Dhvanydloka’hdnhd I. 16), Guhthhvitavy%hgya (in which suggested sense is not the most prominent,

Kdrihd III. 35, p. 205), and Chitra (in which suggested sense is not manifest, Kdrikd III. 42-43,

p. 220). After establishing that the soul of poetry is suggested sense, a question naturally arises

by what process is this suggested sense obtained?’^ Anandavardhana tries at great length to

show that suggested sense is due to a function of words called Vyd^jand, which is apart from

Ahhidhd and Lahshand, Most writers on AlaihMra such as Mammata, Visranatha, Jagannfxtha

follow the lead of Anandavardhana, and speak of three functions of words, Abkidhd^ Lakshand and

Vya^jand^ But it must be borne in mind that many other schools of philosophy, especially the

Tdrhilsas, speak of only AhTiidkd and Zalsshand^ and include Vyanjand under Abkidhd or under

Ariumdna (Inference) To the modern mind, it would appear that the two functions, Ahhidhd

(primary power) and Lakshand (indication), are quite sufficient to account for all the meanings of

words, and that the Mamhdrikas introduced unnecessary intricacies by admitting the VyariJand-vriitL

But it appears to us that from the positiou taken up by Anandavardhana that Yyahgya sense is the

soul of poetry, he had no other alternative but to admit Vyanjand-vritti. The Vyahgya sense

cannot be conveyed by AhhHkd; for if it were so, it would cease to be Vyahyya and would be Vdchya

(expressed). Nor can Lahshand operate
;
for it is a secondary power of words, while the Yyahgya

sense is the one most prominently conveyed by words and because suggested sense exists even when

Jjahshand is absent and vice versd.

In connection with the theory promulgated by Anandavardhana there are one or two points

which deserve consideration. In our opinion Anandavardhana, in advocating that rasa is the

soul of poetry, was profoundly influenced by the ]Sdiya’~%dslr& of Bharata. Bharata laid down with

all the weight of his authority that the business of the drama is to evolve one or more of the eight

M K&vyasya | ViilsU^ pada-rachani^ I
Kdvy&Unikdra-sHtra 1. 2. 6-7.

» Jcaridra dharmSL )
Tad-atiiaya-Utavc^^iv^AUmUr^^^ \

Kdvydlmhladrar&Ura III. V 1-2.

VcdcreMilp I
KdvyddanhMro'BMra, IV. 3, 8.

*0 raw=arfcA(»»=jiv<ila«*baJiie ye ^'kgirmh U mritdh II Ang^xiids^tv^Alaiiiik^d j{.

II. 7, p. 78* j

Vide Tarka-dlpikt Vya^aMpi Ba^UTc9}Mi^drdarbh4it$t I Aidkiimidd cha \Y
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rams: Bringdra, Hdsgi, Karuna, Raudra, Yta, Bhaydnaha, Bibhatsa and Adbhuta.^^ What

had been admitted in the case of the drama, only a branch of poetry, was extended to the

whole domain ol the latter. The Dhmnydlolm is qaite explicit on this point. It says; “ It is well-

known in Bharata (in the work of Bharata) that the composition of poems must have rasa as their

purport, as said by its,’’ and further that rasa, etc., are the soul of both (JSfdiya and Kdvya):'*^^

These dicta of Anandavardhana did not gain universal favour at first. We know three or four

writers who entered a vigorous protest against the theories propounded by the Dhvanydlolm.

Pratihdrendur.ija (first half of 10th century A. D.) iii his comment upon Udbhata’s Alamkdra-

^dra-smhjralia tries very hard to prove that what is called dhvani by certain critics is included under

the figures of speech treated of by Udbhata^t The author of Vakrohti-Jwiia affirms that Yakrolti

(crooked or clever speech) is the soul of poetry and that dhvani should be included under Upaehdra^

vakratd, i.e., Fahrohti based upon resemblance,^® It is said by the commentator of the VyalcH-

rweha of Mahimabbatta that Bhatta-nayaka wrote a work called Hridayadarpana to demolish the

theory set up by Anandavardhana.^® But the fiercest onslaught on the Bhvanydloka was delivered

by Mahimabbatta (first half of 11th century). He wrote a work called Vyahti-vivelca to establish

that all dhvani is included under InferenceA^ The views of this writer are combated by Ala%fikdra-

sarcasva and Mammafa. Although the DhvanydloUa had soon after its birth to undergo the ordeal

of fierce criticism, still it gradually won favour and became the most authoritative work on rhetoric.

From Mimmafa to JagannStha all rhetoricians look upon Anandavardhana with the greatest

veneration and accept his theories without a word of dissent.^^

Section IV*.—^The basis of division as regards figures of speech.

The most ancient basis of classification appears to have been very simple. Figures of speech

were divided into two classes: those that depend for their charm on words alone and those in which

the beauty is seen in the sense alone. This division of the figures of speech is the only one that is

found in ancient writings on Alanikdra. Bharata does not speak of it in his Ndiya-sdstra^

Baqdin tacitly recognizes it, inasmuch as be treats of ArihdlamMras in the second Farichchheda

and of ^ahidlamhdras in the third. Both Bhamaha and Udbhata do not explicitly divide

into two varieties, but they seem to have had the twofold division in mind; for Bhilmaha

first speaks of Anuprasa and Yamaka and then of figures that are regarded by all as AlamMras of

ariha\ Udbhata similarly speaks of Punaruktavadabhasa and Anuprasa first and then of Arthdlam-

Icdras. Vamana speaks of 'Sahddlanikdras in the fourth Adhilcarana (1st Adhyaya) of his work

and of Artkdlauihdras in the second and third Adhydyas of the same AdMharana. Rudrata, Mam-
mata, Ruyyaka and most subsequent writers recognize this twofold division of figures of speech.

« MiyorMra 71. 15.

MtachHiha rasiidi-tdtparysna k&vya-nihandhanaTh Bharat6id6sV=apl sU“prasiddham=eva . ...... f

rasddayS hi dmySr^qpi taydr=Jtvitadhiltdh
| pp. 181-182 of Bhvanydloka.

u ** i^anu yatra hdvye sahridaya-hriday^dhlddinafy pradhdnabhdtasya sva-iahda’vydpdvd'sprishiatv^na
pf^iyamd^-^kcurdpasy’drihasya sad'hhdvas^tatra tathdvidh-drth’dbhivyakH^Jietuh kdvya-j’lvita-bhdtah kaiichit
mkridayair-dhoanir=ndma vyanJakatva-bh&d^Umd kdvya-dhamoi bhihitahl $a kasmdd^iha n^dpadishtah \uchyatel

ffol. 57 (Deccan College MS.).
^ Valmh&i^ivUakdjrah pmar^vaida^hya'bhanyt‘bhaj}.iti‘Suabhdvd}h Vakr^kbim-evaprddhdnydt kCivya-J^uitam^

.... IJpachdra-vakmidiihhib samastd dhvani'prapmohah svikriiah
I
Alamkdra-aarvasva, p. S.

« See p. 1 of the commentary on the VyakH-viveka (printed at Trivandrum, Madras) ** Bridaya-darpandkhyA
dhtxini-dhmikm-yrmthb^pi, ”

sarvasy^aiva dhvanefjk pmkdiayitum
(
Vyakti^vivekarh knrute pranamya MaMmd

pardm vdcham
f( firat Terse of the VyaUi-viveka .

« Mammati saya **Te rasasy^dhymS dharmdb BawyMaya iv-dtmanah I Vikanha-heiavas^^te syur^achala^
ttkitayo

If TTpakaroanii taih santani yeshgadvdren^a JdtuchU
| hdrd-divad^alaihkdrds^Uinuprdso-^

Ull&sa Till ; similarly Sauddhodani as embodied in the Almhkdrakkhara saya;
Mathkdras^it* sSbAdyat raea dimd paremmh I

” II. 2. p, 6,
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Some writers, however, propose a divisioa which is a little more elaborate. AlamMras^ accord-

ing to them, are either of iabda, or of artha, or of both. Bhoja in his Sarasvatikanthdhkaraika

enamerates twenty-four Alamkdrasol each. It is worthy of note that he regards UpamE, Eupaka,
etc., as AlamMtas of both kabda and artha (and not of artha alone, as said by almost all other

writers). Strictly speaking^ all figures are really AlamMras of bothiaSia and artAa, as no
AlamMra is possible without both of them. The reason why a particular figure is called an Arthd-

lamkdra or Babddlamkdra is that the charm prominently lies in the artha or in the hahda. Hence
to regard Upama and Riipaka'as Alamkdras of both is not right, and no other work treats them as

such except the Agnipurdna^ which regards Akshepa, Samasokti, Aprastutaprasaihsa as AldMdras
of both sabda and artha just as Bh6ja does. If we are to speak of a third class of Alamhdras at

all, dependent both on sabda and artha, the moat appropriate examples will be Punaruktavadi-

bhasa and Paramparitarupaka. But the twofold division of AlamMras is enough for all practical

purposes and has been followed by most writers, both ancient and modern.

Section V.—(1) The number of SabdAlamkftras.

The number of BabddlamMras has never been very large. Most writers, such as Dandin,,

Bhamaha, Udbhata, speak of two or three. The largest number is that mentioned by Bhoja, m.,
24. The ancient works on AlamMra paid a good deal of attention to Babddlanxkdras, but as criti-

cal insight grew, the Alanikdras of words dwindled into insignificance.

(2) Historical treatment of a few Sabdftlaihkaras.

Yamaha—Yamaka came very early into prominence. The Edmdyam contains a few Tamakaa

here and there. It is most likely that they are later additions. Even Kalidasa yielded to the

charms of Yamaka and employed it in the ninth sarga of the Eaghuvathsa, Yarahamihira in his

Brihatsanihitd has a beautiful Yamaka.^o Bharata in his Ndtya4dstra gives ten varieties of Yamaka,

and is followed very closely by the Agnipardna, Dandin speaks of Yamaka at very great

length, his treatment being perhaps the fullest that we possess. Bhamaha speaks of five varieties

only, and says that others are included in them. Vamaua gives a tolerably full treatment. But

it is remarkable that Udbhafa omits the treatment of Yamaka
,
altogether. Eudrafa ranks next

to Dandin in the thorough treatment of Yamaka. Mammal and other later writers, perhaps fol-

lowing the dictum of Anandavardhana that, as Yamaka requires a special effort on the part of the

poet, 'it is in no way accessory to rasa^ allude to Yamaka, but dismiss it in a few words<

.Alliteration is naturally charming to the ear ; but when indulged in to excess

one becomes disgusted with the jingle of words. The poets of every country resort to this device.

We saw above that in the inscription of Eudrad^man at Gtirnar (A.D. 150), AnuprAsa is employed

at every step. Kalidasa also, who is certainly earUer than the famous Mandasor inscription

(A. D. 472), is very fond of Anuprasa; hut he never uses it to excess. It is to be noted that Bha-

rata does not refer to it at all. Dandin also seems to look with disfavour on Anuprasa, says that the

a^uthern poets do not employ Anuprasa and that the Q-auda school of poets is very fond of

^h^maha speaks of two varieties of Anuprasa, while Udbhaf speaks of Ohhefcanuprasa* Vrittya-

nuprasa and Latanuprasa* Vamana, Mammata and other subsequent vmters treat of it. The

Dhmnydloka remarks that Anuprasa is of no use iu suggesting Sringdra,^ when the latter is,

principal.S3
. . ^ .

^ Taib mr&rh&B smiheddJm^hdvAs^ieMm strU/as^^a mdhbmtbhbAtdh \ Friy^hu $&n9shu eha sdkiabhdivd^

dadarkt Urbt iva susvahh&v&h fi BmdarakhiTjAa V. 1 5-17.

^ Yena 0h=tl,mTmharark$ i^idmmair=hMdharaibf famar^iratnavidrumaih ( Nirgaiais^taduragaii^cha

S&garo tdhiJsataram vir&jiiah
(I

Brihatsamhitd, 12, 2, ^

FhmakddS^bandh^ iu Jb^afe |
raseihgatvaih iasmddr^shdm na vid^ej

Bhva-h&ri&dp II. 19 ; see also II. 15*
. ^

^

. ^^‘Ittdaik 1. 5^5 Alo

prayunjate f K, D. I. 60,
,

- ^ . , .
,

. . . ..
, ,

‘ *

SringArasy’»dngmo iarp^hv^va yrahhedeshu n«J[nMpr4ira^

DAva. II. 15.
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Bharata, Bhamaha and Udbhata do not refer to Obitrabandhas at all. Dandin does

not gire a general definition of Ohitra. but he dilates upon some of its varieties, such as GomutriU^

Sarmtobhadra, etc. It is by no means to be supposed that these tricks with words were favourite

with later poets. Many of these Obitrabandhas occur as early as Bharavi, who cannot be later than

A.D. 600, as he is highly praised together with Kfilidfisa in an inscription dated A. D. 634.5^

Magha also indicates that in his day a ^iahd-Mvya was expected to show snch Chitrabandhas as

SarvatohhadrOf Chakra, Gomuinkd,^^ etc. Magba cannot be later than A. D- 750, as he is quoted

by Vfimana in his Kdvydlathkdra-sdtravrittt (under IV. 3. 10, the verse yadt, Mfigha III. 8).

It is in RudraU and Bhoja that we have perhaps the fullest treatment of them. The Kdvydnu^

idsana of Viigbhata and the VdghJiaidlaMdra give a pretty full treatment of Chitrabandhas.

Mammata and Ruyyaka refer to them, but dispose of them in a few words.

Section VI.—The number of ArthAlaihkfiras.

Unlike HahddlaMdras, the number of Arthdladikdras has generally been large and has been

subject to great fluctuations. We may safely, affirm that as a general rule, the more ancient a

writer is, the fewer is the number of figures treated of by him. Bharata speaks of only four

Alamkdras. Dandin, Bhatti, Bhamaha, Udbhata,and Vatnana treat of from thirty to forty figures.

Mammata speaks of more than sixty, while Ruyyaka adds a few more. The Chandrdloka (I3th

century) speaks of a hundred figures of speech, to which the Kuvalaydnanda adds about a score

more. This is the highest number known to us. Jagannatha prefers a smaller number of figures,

although he is later than the author of the Kuvalaydnanda* If for some slight difference a different

figure of speech were to be defined, there would be no end of figures, as remarked by Dajoidin.^/

Section VII.—Basis of Division.

In the ancient writers there is no basis of division. Dandin, Bhfimaha, Vamana and

Udbhata give no classification of the figures of sense. They generally first speak of Upamd and

some other Alwhlcdras based upon it and the rest are treated of at random
;

e, g,, Dandin puts

Vibbfivana between Vyatireka and Sarausokti. It is Rudrata who first gives a fourfold division of

ArthdlaMdras,^ Mammata seems to have had in view no scientific basis of division. The

AlaAd&dra’mrvasva gives, first of all, the figures based upon aupamya (resemblance)
;
then those

based upon viradha (contradiction)
;
then those based upon srihhhald (chain), such as KaranamSla

MMfidipaka, Ekavali ; then the figures based upon iarka-nydyat kdvya^nyiya and loka-nydya
;
then

the figures based upon the apprehension of a hidden sense; and lastly those based upon the

combination of figures such as Samkara and Sansrishti. The Ekdvali, the Pratdparudrtya and
the Sdhityadarpam generally follow this classification. Jagannatha also speaks of figures based

upon aupamya, virodha, and irihkhald. From Kdvyalihga downwards he does not mention any
express basis of classification ; but appears to have followed in the main the Alamkdra-sarvasva*

In the limited space at our disposal it is hot possible to enter on a historical treatment of

even a few figures of sense. A volume will have to be allotted to this purpose. It should be noted

fimt^ although by A. D, 600 about thirty figures had been named and defined, there is a good deal

of divergence as to the exact scope of each figure. The nomenclature of the Arthdladikdras shows
great variations. Svabbavokti is also called Jfifci by some

;
Yatbasamkhya is called Krama

; some
such as Nipnna (mentioned by Bhatfi), Leia (mentioned by Dandin) are rarely defined by

0^^ writers. The Viseshokti of Vamana is quite different from the same figure as defined by
others. Very divergent views were held as regards ilesha. We pass over the full examination of
snch p<^ts; because othermse we shall have to enter into minute technicalities of the Ala)hkdra^
kdstra, which it is not our present purpose to do.

« The Aihoje Inscription
; see Vol. VI, p. 7.

SUtk
SarvaiobTiadra’chdkra-gmiitriJ^^

I 8lokodt»voa moAdkdvyam vydhau-tadabhavad^lcOam
||

Vp.
date, see now the Vasantgadh inscription of VarmalAta (Ep. InA, Vol. IX.

Te /hddydpi vikdtmnte hu^idn Hrisygna vaJesTvuaH II X. A II. 1.
•• ArikoMydia/^led^d
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COINS OF AJAYADEYA AND SOMALADEVI.

BY PANDrx G ABRISHANKAB HIBACHAND OJHA; AJMEB.

(1) Coins of Ajayadeya.

Silver and copper coins of Ajayadeva with an effigy of a seated goddess on the obverse, and

the inscription * the reverse, are frequently met with in Bljputan^, Mathura,

and other places, Prinsep, General Sir A, Cunningham, Captain W. W, Webb, and others

have published facsimiles of them and have tried to show to what king they belong; but, in my
opinion, their efforts have not been successful,

Ajayadeva’s coins are held by Prinsep ^ to be the coins of the Esthers of KanaujV but as

there has been no king of the name of Ajayadeva amongst them, he tries to get out of this

difficulty by making an assumption, for which there is hardly any justification. Speaking of

these coins he says: “One of onr coins undoubtedly belongs to the former prince Jaya-

chandra) and it may perhaps be allowable to give the last two, figs. 7 and 8^, to Jayachandra

himself, whose proper name may have been Ajaya Chandradeva
;
the family name Chandra being

frequently omitted both in writings and inscriptions.”^

Prinsep was the first to hold Ajayadeva’s coins to be those of the KSthors. His principal

reason for this opinion evidently is that these coins bear an effigy of a seated goddess like the

coins of the Rathors. This, however, is hardly sufficient to assign these coins to the Rathors

;

for we find an effigy of a seated goddess on the coins of many dynasties besides the Rathors,

such as Tomaras, Kalachuris of Dahala, «nd Ghandels of MohobA Moreover, there is no

authority whatever for holding Jayachandra and Ajayadeva to be one and the same king, or for

holding that Chandra was the family name of these kings. In no inscription of the Rathors

(Gaharvals) of Kanauj do we find the name Ajayadeva for Jayachandra, In these circnmstances

there is no reason whatever to assign these coins to the Rathors.

Relying on the authority of Prinsep, Captain W. W. Webb^ and General Sir A. Cunning-

ham®, holding Ajayadeva to be the same person as Ajaya-Chandra (Jay-chand),® have also assigned

these coins to Jayachandra.

As a matter of fact Ajayadeva was a great Ohanhau king, who founded the city of Ajmer,

and his coins are found in various places in RSjput^na, which were under the rule of the

Chauhau kings of Ajmer. Ajayadeva’s silver coins were current® in the realm in the time of

Ajayadeva’s grandson, king Somesvara, as appears from an unpublished inscription® of

[Yikrama-j Samvat 1228=1171 A. D., existing on a pillar in the Rfitht Rani’s temple at Bhod,

in JahlUpur District, Mewap They are also mentioned in the Menal ( in Mew^r) inscription

o! fYikrtoa-} Samvat 1225= 1168 A, D.^

Owing to these reasons in A. D. 1906, while editing the Hindi translation of Tod’s MjaBihdn,

I assigned tb^se coins to the Chinhan king Ajayadeva of Ajmer in my notes, p. 400.® A perusal of

f^rithvirdja^uijaya,. the historical poem of the Ohauhans, has confirmed me in this opinion, for we

I Vol. I, p. ^2. ^ VoL xxiv. » Op. cit. Vol. I, p. 292.

* Oiirrmeieg of Mindu States p. 39, pi. iv.
1,

^

® Coins of Med, Ind., p. 87, pi ix. 17

^ Vrog. Rep. Archtsol. Survey, TP", C„ for 1906, p, 59.

* Fablished by t3ie Kbadsravil&s Press, Bankipore,
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find the foliow-ing rerses ia regard to the silver coins of Ajajadeva in the account of that

king in Sarga V of the poem :

—

gsiff « ^<Tr^rnrt I

f ^q^sr^rfii^:® 1

1

He (Ajayadeva) filled the earth with, rupakas (coins) made of durvaripi (silver), but

the poetSs filled it with rupakas (dramas) composed in suvarna (good letters).

“He took away the fame of the existing [kings] by soldiers fond of victory (jaga), but

the fame of past and future [kings] ho took away by rdpakas (coins) dear to Ajaya.”

The verses quoted above leave no doubt that these coins belong to the Chauhdn king

Ajajadeva of Ajmer.

(2) Coins of Somaladevi.

Silver and copper coins of Somaladevi are frequently met with in different places in Raj-

putana. But the question as to whose queau this Somaladevi was has not jet been settled.

The silver coins of Somaladevi, which are rare, bear on the obverse a degraded representa-

tion of tjpe * King's head, * commonlj known as Q-adhi^-k4-paisa tjpe, and on the reverse, the

fuserip^on or Nagart characters. Her copper coins have on the

obverse the eflSgj of a horseman, which generally appears on the coins of the Chauhan kings of

Ajmer, and on the reverse the inscription or

Prinsep for the first time published facsimiles of onesilver^^ and five copperi^ coins of

Somaladevi, but he read the inscription on the silver coin * and that on the copper

coins * and remarked: “ A scrutiny of the whole series (some not included in the

plate) has elicited the letters 5
the blank may be filled up with the letters

makiug the whole title an Sdmanta Pdla-deva ; or if it be thought that there is not room for

o^er letters, it may stand as sri Sdmala^devaJ*^^

Prinsep thus supposed these coins to belong to a prince called Samantapaladeva or S4mala-^

deva, which was due to the fact that the inscription was not properly deciphered.

In A.D. 1894, General Sir A, Cunningham, in his Coins of Mediosval India, published two good

specimens^® of the silver coins of Somalade^, but reading the inscription on them as Sri^Somala-

deva,'^^ assigned them to a king of that name. This reading of General Sir A. Cunningham was

also incorrect.

Later on in A. D. 1900, Prof. E. Q. Rapson read the inscriptions^® on the two silver coins

published by General Sir A. Cunningham as and respectively. This !«

the correct reading, but the question as to who this Somaladevi was remained unsettled. The learned

writer stated: ** It seems, therefore, that we have here the coins of a queen. Who this queen was

we cannot yet determine. We can only note that we know of a queen Somalladevi, wife of

da^adeva II, one of the Kalacuris of Mahakosala (Haihayas of Ratnapura), whose MalhSr

inscription is dated [Cedi-] Samvat 919= A. D. 1167-68. The arrangement of the inscription

on coins of Somaladevi, and the style of the N^gari characters are certainly those of the

» Jonar4|a’a Commentary :

II %qf i

W* ^rmr »n^ W II

*• Prinsep’a Eswys, YoL I, pi. xs7li. 17,

« Pp.eit.Vol. I,p.m
p. 53.

Op. cit. Vol. I, pi. XXV. 9-13.

15 Coins of Med. Ind,, pi. vi. 10-11.

15 Jottt. JR. As. Sec., 1900, p. 121,
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kaowa coins of the Kalacaris of Mahikosala, which belong to a period extending from c. A. D.
1060 toe. A. D. 1140 (Gann., Ooim of Med. Jnef., p. 76; cP, pi. vi. 10, with pi. Tiii. 6-11);
bat it wodd be rash fco make this suggested identification of the Somaladevi of the coins on this

evidence aloae.”^®

No advance beyond this stage was made. The facts (1) that the inscription of [Vikrama-j
Samvat 1226 (of the time of the Chanhan king Somesvara) engraved on a rock near Bijolifi

in Mewar gives the name of the queen of the Ohauhfin king Ajayadeva of Ajmer as Somalladevi

( )j (2) that these coins are generally found in places

which were under the sway of the Ohauhans, and (3) that the copper coins bear an efiigy

of a horseman on the obverse, led me in A. D. 1906 to hold in a note in my edition of the

Hindi translation of Tod’s RdjastJidn (p. 400), that these coins belong to Somaladevi, queen
of the OhauhSn king Ajayadeva of Ajmer.

This view receives full support from the celebrated poem Frithxiirdja-vljaya
; for, speaking

of Somalekha (Somaladevi), queeu of the Ghauhan kiag Ajayadeva, the poet says :

—

5T H {Sarga T.)
** Also his (Ajayadeva’s) dear consort Somalekha, though she made new rdpaleas (coins)

every day, was not touched by Tcalahha (dark spot).”

This verse immediately follows the verse ^ ®to., given above in part 1 ol

this article, and clearly shows that these coins belong to Somaladevi (Somalekha), whose
name in the Bijolhl inscription is given as Somalladevi, the queen of the Ohauhan king Ajaya-

deva of Ajmer.

These coins are the only taown coins of a queen in India, and I had first thought that

Somaladevi probably became queen regent after Ajayadeva, and these coins related to the

period of her rule. And in the note^"® in which I assigned these coins to Somaladevi, I also

said that probably she had succeeded Ajayadeva as ruler of Ajmer daring her son’s minority.

I now find, however, that the Prithvirdja-vijaya makes no mention of such an event. It only

says that she was very dear to her husband (Ajayadeva). The king therefore mai£ have

allowed her to strike coins, out of love for her, as she was very fond of designing them •

It may also be mentioned that we often get coins of Ajayadeva and Somaladevi in the

same collection. About 20 years ago, Rao Ratausluh of Parsoli (in Mewfir) Pound an earthem
pot containing 20 copper coins, all of Ajayadeva and Somaladevi only, which the Rao handed

over to me intact. These coins of Ajayadeva and Somaladevi found together, unaccompanied

with those of any other ruler, also confirm my view.

The silver and copper coins of Somaladevi are of different designs, and they both differ

from those of her husband in type
;
this is probably due to the fact that the Hindus were

never very particular about the designs of their coins and did not attach so much importance

to them as is done now. Even the Guptas, who were more particular than the others in

this matter, after their conquest of the kingdom of the Western Kshatrapas, allowed the

design of the Kshatrapa coins to stand in their new silver coins struck for the newly conquered

territory, in so much that no change was made on the obverse of thesecoins, the inscription

on the reverse alone having been changed.

Moreover, we find that the coins introduced in the 6th century A. D. by the Hunas, now
known as the ‘ Gadhia coins,’ remained current in Rijputan^, Gujarat, etc. (the designs be-

came debased as time passed), but noue of the rulers, who flourished in these regions from

the 7th to the.llth century, designed coins of his own till the time of Ajayadeva and Soma-

ladevi : even the latter, on her silver coins, has allowed the ‘ Gadhia-kfi-pais^ ’ type to remain

on the obverse. „
*

i» /o»r. jB. 1900, p. 121. ^
Jonarlja's Commeai^ry • ^

^ II » Xoa’, Sija*thSai. Hindi, p. 409.
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CONTRIBUTIONS TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY,

SERIES III.

BT H. A. BOSE, I.C.S.

(Continued from p. 200.')

Sin : a bomdarj ; tarsin, the trijunction point of three Tillages.

Singh : a snake^d. Karnal S, R., 1872-80, p. 151.

Hngh&ra ; a fish (Macrones lamarrii). KarnSl S. R., p. 8.

Singhl : a fish not very common, and very repnlsire loo’king, very dark pnrple or red.

Said to be a good table fish ; but its looks rather keep people from trying it. LndhiAna S. B.,

1878-83, p. 18,

Sing! : a fish (Saeeoiranchuefossilis).
'

XarnSl S. R., p. 8.

Sinh : a tiger. Banria arffot.

Sink : an iron spike which surmounts a shrine. KarnAl S, R„ 1872-80, p, 144,
Sir r a small running spring

; in distributing canal water the word is used to express &
measure of water about 4 inches square.

Sir : a yery poor sandy soil. Of. TeMsar. Hoshiarpur S, R., p, 70,

Sir : a small roughly terraced compartment of oultiyation. Kfingra S, R. (Lyall), p. 32,
ffirak ; a form of epidemic disease. Of. hawa and mom. LudhiSna S. R , 1878-83

^ 1S3.

Srd&ri : an allowance of Rs. 25 a day.. Hoshiarpur 8. R., p. 9.

Slrl; partnership. Sirsa Sw R., 1879-83, p. 188,

Mrlnah (serlna) : one-fortieth of the produce demand of a landlwd ; lit. one ter per
mannd. Karnal S. R., p. 103.

Sltlft’s 7tih : the 7th of Chet on which day enormous crowds collect at the shrines. Of.
sa and t&ten. Karnfil S. R„ 1872-80, p. 150.

SLul : a kind of grain parched and eaten at fasts, Ohurah.
ffiyan : any ploughing after the second (fr. seu)

;
see under iogMr.

Ske ; why ? as, shejdi ho ? why are yon going ? Bauria argot.

(Kul^
' wrumd

Softna! grazing ground. Kangra S. E., p. 8,

S<® ; moarmng; hmdhnS, ihanna, to break, to end the mourning. ChnrSh
S<«i ; a companion. Kangra Gloss.

” *'“
tt.

thron^out the Punjab: one man runs backward, and twofay to catch him, he pushing them off with open hands. Ludhilna S. r/i^S-

to catch his Ld!
Sai : a hwd dark cfey »il. Of. tutor. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p 12
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Satar : a hard dark clay soil. Of. sai, Sirsa S. B., 1879-8S, p. 12.

Sowa : fennel (FcRUtculum j>anmorium). Kangra S. B., p. 25.

Sowftna: bnflFaloes’ grazing-ground, GL sadna. Kdngra Gloss.

Sowfi.r1i ; a small plot of land in front of a house J if behind it, it is called pichmdrU. Kan*
gra Gloss.

SaA : a shallow surface drain. Of. igam. Sirsa S. R., 1879-88, p. 298.

SuArthi: self-seeking.

Subh chirtak : well-wisher.

SuohajjA i s. m. f, i., adj. clerer, capable, a good manager.

Suchcha: when all the milk of a village is devoted to the local Nag, in Pdngi, and other parts

of the Chandra Bhaga valley of Chamba, during a part of (or even the whole of) Sawan
it is called suchcha, and is not drunk

;
though it may be churned and made into ghi^ the buttermilk

being stirred and used at feasts held on certain days throughout the month.

SudhArt s. m., correction.

Sufeda : a small mango fruit of white colour. Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 1 5.

Sugal: aspring. Gf^suhrd,

Suhra, sxihr, or sugal : a spring of water; in Knlfi, jdhru, Kangra Gloss.

Sukhchain : a second class rice. Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 88.

Sukhlambari : mdfi cases. Hisar S. R, p. 2.

Sukhp&I : a palanquin. Kuthar.

(To he continued.)

MISCELLANEA.

ON SOME MATTERS CONNECTED WITH THE
LATTKIKANYAYANJALI.

My attenlaon has just been directed to a criti*

oism of my ItauJcikanydydnjali, ante, p. S3 fp, and

I write at once to crave a little space for some

remarks thereon.

I thank Prof. Chakravartti for his appreciation

of my labours (extending over half a century)

in the delightful field of Sanskrit literature, and

for his friendly criticism of the* work under i

notice. It is unfortunate, however, that he

should have made use of the old edition (Part I

having first appeared in 1900, and Part II in

1902); for had he been in possession of the later

one he would have known that I had myself

corrected some of the mistakes which he points

out, and had also offered an explanation of

similes in regard to which I was previously in

doubt. He would have found, too, that the

naughty word rubbish, ” which had been ap-

plied to a definition furnished by the learned

TOr&nAtha TarkavAchaspati, had disappeared

from the book ! I need scarcely say that I have

the highest respect for the learned writings of

that great scholar; but, as pointed out by

KumArila (in Taniravtriika,^ pp. 200, 201), even

great grammarians, authors of sutras, vdHikas,

and hhdshyas, have made mistakes, and errors

abound in liihdsas and Purdnas, The man who
hasnevermade mistakes has yet to be discovered 1

I gladly accept the Professor’s fuller interpret

tation of the nydya, inadequately

rendered by Prof. Gough, and also that of the

saying commencing with the words

in respect of which I myself went somewhat as-

tray; but I am not yet prepared to abandon

my view of the general purport of

^or does not the fact, that

TEchaspati Misra quotes it (as I have pointed out)

in conjunction (and, apparently, as synonymous )

with the saying

furnish fairly good ground for attaching

to it the meaning of ** tit*for-tat

As to the ?r% objection to

RaghunAthavarman’s interpretation was owing to

the ridiculous setting in which he placed it.,

There was no need of dragging in a iu order

to illustrate its meaning, and I am quite ready to

adopt the Professor’s explanation as perhaps

1 See wider in Part III of my Matnmi (2nd ed.).
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more suitable tbau that of Mr. Artbur Venis on

wbich I relied.

I must Join issue, however, with my learned

critic in regard to his remarks in connection with

the In explaining it I quoted

a passive from the Bth. Ind. edition of BhdmatP

part of which stands thus:—

^

VJ^^X ‘ ^

ff& H

apparent that the final clause is out of harmony

with the two preceding ones, and that instead of

^^2^: we need either or the alterna-

tive negative expression *1 ? One’s criti-

cal instinct demanded such a reading, and I can-

didly admit that, on my own authority, but not

*‘in the fashion of the uncritical Indian scribe,’’

I adopted the former of the two, and notified

the same in a footnote. But what about the

MSS ? Do they hear me out in this? The

Professor tells us that, in place of the Sf^T

of the Bib, Ind, edition, the Sanskrit

College MSS. read > whilst those of

the Asiatic Society have ^ • Of the

four in the India Office Library, one has the

farmer, and two have the latter, of the above

readings; whilst the remaining one (Ko. 1879,

comprising the text of the Kalpataru as well as

that of the Bhdmati) supports the printed text.

The negative form of the expression may, there-

fore, be confidently accepted as the right one, and

the Professor himself approves of that found in

the College MSS. Why, then, does he regard my
alteration as ** uncalled for” ? It is true that the

particle TT should have been eliminated, but

that is a comparatively small matter.

I fear that I may have no opportunity of utiliz-

ing^ the useful material now placed at my disposal,

mnce thmre is little likelihood of a demand for

a third edition ofthe Similes during my lifetime
;

moreover, at the age of 72 one must prepare to

quit the field altogether. I hope, however, that

I have aroused int^eat in ^this much-neglected,

but fascinating, branch of study; and that younger
men may be led to take it up.

G. A. Jacob.

SOLECISMS OF SAMKAEACHABYA AND
KALIDASA.

The Sanskrit language of Saihkardchdrja, the

founder of the Advaiia school, is considered to

be so chasteand idiomatic that it is inconceivable,

nay sacrilegious, to think that he has committed

any solecisms. Yet the following forms which

occur in his gloss on the Chhdndogya-Upanishad

cannot, I am afraid, be defended by any rules of

grammar. Thus iu his comment on Adhydya I,

Khanda 6, v. J, ^amkaiAchArya says; Yathd^cha

Bihrsamanii n-diyantam hhinne. According to P^ninj

Y. 4, 77, instead of Rik-sdmant we should here

have Rik^sdme. Similarly in his Bhdshya on A.

YIII, K, 8, V. 4, he uses the form gachchheydtdm

instead of gachchhetdm. Lastly, the ungram-

matical form marishye occurs at the very begin-

ning of his gloss on A, YIII, K. 12, v, 3, which

is prohibited by and ought to have been marish-

ydmi in accordance with Pdnini I. S, 61. These

solecisms are by no means surprising when they

are found even in the composition of the most

renowned poet, K&lidasa. Thus in Kumdra-

saohbhava I. 35 and Raghvrvamia XIY, 23, the

form dsa is used, which is not justified by Pdnini

II. 4, 52. Similarly, in Raghu-vam^a Y. 34 ; Y.

61 ; XIX, 50, the forms jagmivdn^ tasthivdn and

Kdmaydna have been employed by him which

cannot he correct according to P&nini III. 2, 107

and III. 1, 30.

D. B. Bhandabxab.

A GUPTA-VAKATAKA OOPPBEPLATE GEANT
I HAVE lately discovered an interesting copper-

plate grant. It consists of 2 plates, each plate

being inscribed on one side only. The characters

of the grant resemble those of the Early Gupta

Inscripbions. The legend on the seal reads

thus;—

VX^^-f^Z^HX^ II

The genealogy of the Guptas given in the

grant is as follows:

—

1. GuptS-diraja.

2. 6ri-Ghatotkacha

.

3. Mahdrija Sri-Ohandragupta I.

4. MahdiAjlidhiiAja Sri-Samudragupba.

5. MahAr^jddhir^ja Sri-Chandragupta II.
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We are farther told that Chandragapta LE.

married Kuberan^^. Their daughter was Sri-

PrabhSvati who was the crowned queen of 6ri-

Kadrasena, the great king of the Vllkdtakas.

Her son was the Yvx>ardja Sri^Divdkarasena.

Daring his minority, as is evident from the

legend on the seal, the present grant was issued

by his mother the queen regmt Piabh^vati,

la ano fiber ya*<^tialca copperplate she is spoken
of as the daughter of Devagupta. Is it possible

that Devagupta was another name of Chandra-
gupta II ?

Poona. K. B. Pathak.

BOOK-NOTICES.

The BbIiIOION o» thb Ikaniak Peoples, by C. P.

Thiele. Translated by G. K. Nariman. Bombay, 1912.

The Parsi Publishing Goy.

Mb, G. K Nariman has rendered a notable

service to his countrymen by tbe publication of

the translations contained in this little book.

It is of great consequence to the reading portion

of the Parsi community that they should have

at ready command the results of the learning and

research of such scholars as Thiele in a language

which they understand as well as Englishmen

themselves. It is, therefore, very gratifying to

all interested in the welfare of the Parsis to find

that there are amongst them those who can sup-

ply their wants in this direction, for not only

has Mr. Nariman translated the work of Thiele

from the original German, but he has added to

that great service by another in snpplementing

it with Goldziher’s Influence of Farsism on

Islam and Darmesteter's Persia, a Historical and

Literary Sketch from the French. Further he

has given, as an appendix to Thiele’s work, a

series of most useful and interesting parallels

from Buddhistic writings.

Work of this kind is beyond question of great

value to the community to which Mr. Nariman

belongs, and one cannot help hoping that he

will continue to select and translate European

books and articles by writers of tbe first class.

He canrest assured that the pages of this journal

will always be open for such work.

K. G. TebepiiS.

NAMALinoANUSASANA (Amarakosha) of Amarasimba

with the oommeatary (Amarakoshbdghfitiua) of

KAhirasvItaim, Part I, edited by Kbishnaji Govibd

Oka. Printed at tha Iiaw-priuting Press, Poona

City.

Of all the Sanskrit lexicons Amarakosha is

considered to be the best. Every Brahman boy

who learns Sanskrit haa to get this Kasha by

heart, in whatever part of India be lives. Its

popularity is further evidenced by the number of

commentaries that have bemi composed on it and

that form a literatnre by itself. So far as my
knowledge goes, we have two very good editions

of this work printed in Bombay, one with a

commentary called AmaraviveJca of Mahesvara,

edited by T^man^chlrrya Jhalakikar, the

other with the commentary of Bhfinnji Dikshita

entitled Vydkhydsudhd, and published by Pandit

Sivadatta. We have thus a critically edited text

of the Amarkosha presented to ns. These com-

mentaries too have their own use, and are, as

such, perfectly welcome. But the most ancient

and important of them all is that of Kshirasv^-

min known as Amarakoshodghdlam, An attempt

had been made by the Bengali scholar Anun-

doram Borooah to edit it together with that of

E^yamnkuta. But hardly two-thirds of the first

Kdn^ had been published when his untimely and

greatly lamented death occurred, and a complete

and reliable edition of this commentary continued

to be a great desideratum. This arduous work

has now been undertaken by Mr. K. G« Oka.

Part I of it, which contains the first two Kdndas,

is already out, and Part II is in the press, and is

expected to come out in three or four months’

tii^e. This last will contain the third Kd/n^ to-

gether with a paper on Amarasimba and Kshira-

svAmin, a list of works and authors quoted by

the latter, a glossaty of words and so forth.

The importance of Kshirasv§.min’s commentary
will be patent to anyone, who reads Anundoram
Borooah’s preface to his partially published edi-

iion of the N‘dmalmgdnu§dsana. The list of the

lexicographical, medical, and other authorities,

which the commentator quotes, is as invaluable

as it is extensive, and shows the depth and versa-

tility of his knowledge. His critical acumen

also is perceptible in the places where he sets

light the errors not only of Amarasiihha but also

ofother lexicographers. Thus on Amara II. 4, 50,

he says:

I .
Amara U. 4, 146) he ha»

the following: ^ I Tfrra--
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tlSTT-

mra SsaiTfw =sr

^«fft5san:ar5r€ttaPTaw°r^5ll

Igain. on Jmara II. 9, 51. Kshtrasmmm

comments
;

|cjnt C V^sf ] I aafTsarSTa-

Prczj^: , jpsnwr— f«pnf ?nTr i 5^
sTr^RTi^ atfr tin^rwcf i?r«fr: i

^'^«rl53 arflRTT ar^niraa

37^ UTTR 77 717 JFT^ I -

At times KsMrasv&min gives as apeep into the

lelative priority and posteriority of authors as

preseflped by traditioii in his time, and, as such,

it is of immense value. To cite one instance, on

the word monda in 11. 10, 19, of the Amardkosha

he mahes the following comment: MllUl^f

7*7: SI7 77 7i% arrOT ffir TIf: I What he

means is this. In the Dhdtu-jpdtJia of Pdnini "we

have^ fir^^RT^, and here jddya

is not given as another sense of the root mad.

But Amara has mentioned manda in the sense of

jddOf and hence Chandra’s Bhdtuvritti gives

jddya as another meaning of mad. If this inter-

pretation is correct, Kshi^asv^tmin implies that

Amara was prior to Chandra- Amara must there-

fore be taken to have flonrished prior to circa A.

B. 450 when Chandra or Ohandragomin, teacher

of Yasnr&ta,i8 supposed to have flourished. ^ This

nms quite counter to the view of Prof,Weber that

Amara could not have lived much earlier than the

11th century A. B. But Weber’s view cannot

possibly be eorrect,forthe well known line taniram

pradhdne siddhdnte from Amarahoshah&s been

quoted in the Kdiikd vivarana-panchikd hy Jinen-

^abuddhi who has been conclusively shown by
Prof. Path^ to have flounshed in the first half of

' the 8th century, This is certain and indubitable.

To tins it may be added that “Stanislas Julien

quotes a Chinese translation of the Amarako-
sha called PSn-w&i-kwo-yn, or Kii^ho-lun-yin-

yuen-^hV by Gunarata, a native of Ujjayini, who
lived under the Emperor Wou-ti of the Tcheon
dynasty (561-566^, though he does not know whe-
ther it is still in existence.” » Further, Rao Sahcb
Prabhakar R, Bhandarkar has also given cogent
reasons for supposing Aniara to have lived earlier

than K^d&sa. The word mdrjand, as shown by

him, occurs in the Amarakoshaf but not in the

technical sense assigned to it by the Bhdratlyd-

ndtya-Sdstrat but this word occurs in its tectnical

sense in Kdlidasa. Amara was thus prior to

Kalidasa, i, e,, prior to A. D. 400, the time oi

Ohandragupta II, who is now taken by several

scholars of repute to be the patron Viki'amdditya

of Kdliddsa. This view exactly tallies with what

KshlrasvSmin insinuates, viz.^ that Amara W'as

earlier than Obaiadra^omm.

The importance of E^hlrasvdmin’s commentary

does not end here. One of its unique features is the

quotations it gives from the works of Sanskrit

poets. To take one instance, in connection with

the word haldhala occurring in the AmaraJeosha

L 7, 10, he cites the following verse: f%81^

7ff7ffr 71557* 771^77- It will be

easily perceived that this verse is met with in

Bhartrihari’s ^ringdra-^ataka. But it is worthy
of note that all the printed editions of this

pataka have gff f instead of

But this verse is actually

found in the Saundarananda of Asvaghosha* in

almost the same form in which it is cited by
Kshirasvdmin, the only difference being that the

printed text has instead of

We are thus very glad to find that the edition of

Amarakosha together with Kshirasvdmin’s com-
mentary has been undertaken by Mr. Oka. So
far as Part I, which is out, is concerned, he seems
to have done his work, on the whole, satisfactor-

ily. His editio-n contains very few mdsprmts»

and is free from the errors which are discernible

in what little of this commentary was published

by Anundoram Borooab. Mr. Oka has also

succeeded in tracing many more quotations in

the original works of Sanskrit authors from

which RshirasvSimin has cited them. One defect

may, however, be mentioned. In tracing the

quotations be has mentioned only the names of

the author and his work in which they occur,

without also specifying the number of the chapter

and verse. It is sincerely hoped that this defect

will be remedied in Part II, at any rate in the

case of the quotations which are not well-known

and cannot be at once found out even though we
are informed in which works they occur.

B. R. B.

2 Jour, Bomh, Ai Soc., l^oL XX, p.
1 Jour, B. As, 8oe, fop 1905, p. 45.

1
Max Muller's India: Whcrt can it ieach us? p. 328.

Series)
™ ( The has been edited by M. Haraprasada Shastri in the BiHiotheea Indiea
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TEE CHOLAS Als^D THE CHALUKYAS lls^ THE ELEVENTH CENTURY.

BT BHATTANAIHA SVAMIK; VIZAGAPATAM.

I
T is well-lnoTvn from epigram liical records ttat the line of the Eastern Clialukyas was absorbed

in the Chtla family about A. D. 1070. As soon as the Eastern Chalnkyas gained

supremacy in the Chela kingdonij they assumed the titles of the Chola kings, perhaps because,

they had regarded the Cholas with admiration and been anxious for a long time to attain to their

status and titles. But how the Eastern Ch^lukya princes were able to occupy the Ohola throne

is a prcbltm which has not yet been solved.

The Eastern Ghalukja king YimalMitja began to reign, as stated in his Ranastipundi grant,

in A. D. 1011.1 He married Kundava, daughter of Rajanija I of the Chela family, and their

son was named after the maternal grandfather. He is the well-known Rajaraja NarSndra of

Rajahmundry. It appears that Vimaladitya and bis successors of Yehgi became feudatories of

the Cholas, for the Korumilli inscription of Rajaraja Nar^ndra^ undoubtedly acknowledges the

sujremacy of the Chblas. Ammahgi, daughter of RajnSdrachoIa I, Gahgaikonda, \Yas married

to Rajaraja Nai^ndra.^ He ascended the throne on the sixteenth of August A. P. 1022*^ and ruled

foity-one years,® The famous Telugu poet Nannayabhatta lived at the court of this king and

dedicated his Telugu BJidratami to him,®

After the death of Rajaiaja Nai^ndra, YijayMitya, another son of Vimaladitya, ruled over

the YMgi country for fifteen years from A.D. 10G2 to 1077.^ In the year A.. P. 1062 Yirar?i*

jendia, the last son of Rajendrachcla I, Gangaikonda^ ascerded the throne of the Ch6Ia country.®

An inscription of his second regnal year® refers to a battle where he defeated an army which w'as

sent into Yaigi by Yikramaditya VI of the Western Chalukya family. This battle can be, hence,

dated about A, P. 1062-1060, i* e,, soon after the death of Rajaraja Nar6ndra. Probably

Vikramadifya wanted to wrest TBgi soon after Rajaraja Nar^ndra died, but apparently

VirarajSndra helped Yijaj^ditya of the Eastern Chalukya family to succeed to his brother's

throne.

Vengi was again plundered by Phaia-Jananatha and others about A. P. 1067, for this event is-

mentioned in the inscriptions of the fifth and subsequent years of 'Virarajendfa’s reign. In an

inscription/^ Yanapati, the minister of the Kalinga king Rajaraja, (who ruled for 8 years from

Saka 991 or A, P. 1069 to Saka 998 or A. P. 107612) is said to have fought with the army of the

Chflasand to have defeated the ruler of Ylugi. This battle seems to be the same as" that

mentioned in the inscriptions of Viraraj^ndra. Mr. G. Y, Ranciamurfi Pantulu also thinks this

V^ngi king to be Yijayaditya Yll.^® In Anantavaima’s grant of Saka Samval 1040^^ R^r^a
of Kalinga is said to have defeated the Dramilas and to have thus helped Yijayaditya of Yengi.

ITow, Yanapati’s inscription and Anantavaima’s grant refer to the same fact, but seem to

contradict each other, because one makes the Kalinga king Rajaraja the enemy of the king of

TIngi and the other makes him the friend of Yijayaditya, the lord of YSngi. This apparent

absurdity will be removed if we assume that the grant of Anantavarma refers not to the king

of Y^ngi but to Yijayaditya, brother of Western Chalukya Yikramaditya YI, who also bore the

1 E^. iftcf- VI., pp. 347-361.

3 im. Vol. XIX., p. 430.

» im. p. 431.

7 Vol. XIX., p. 431.

s Sovih Ind* Iws., Vol.^lCT., p, 193,

Ep. Jwd., Vol. IV
j pp. 314-318,

1 s Ind , Vol. IV., p. SI’S, note 4*

® Aftid, Vol. XXV.} pp* 50-55.

* Ibid. pp. 129 ff.

« See the beginning of that work.

» Ep. Ind, Vol. VII., p. 9.

1® Ibid^ Nos. 30, 82, 83, and 84,

I? JAISB., Vol. LXXII,, Part I., p. 109,

I* Ante, Vol. XVSf., p. 1^1.
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title of Lord of Vengi.^^ Apparently the latter Yijayalitya wanted to take possession of Y^hgl

with the help of the Kalinga king Rajaraja, bub was defeated. If the inscriptions above referrel to

of YirarajSiidrachola also refer to the saiae fact, we may infer that Dhara-Jananitha also helped the

Western Chalukya Vijayaditya and that Virai-ajenlra helped his relative Vijayaditya, the Eistern

Chalukya king of Yehgi, and defeated Dhartl-Jananltha and R ijaraja of Kalinga. Prof. Hultzsch

is dis]Dosed to identify Yijayalitya of Anantavarmi’s grant with the Eastern Ohaliikya ruler of

Yaigi and the Chola who threatened to absorb his dominions with RljAairaohola II, alias Kiilot-

tiingachola but this cannot be justified at all.

Another event mentioned in the inscriptio us of Yirarajenira is the treaty with YikramriJifcya

YI.^7 The earliest known reference to this event is founi in the inscriptions of the fifth regnal

year of Yirarfij^ndra, and hence it may be dated A, D. 1067. Tnis treaty resultel, abenfc 1063,

in the marriage of a daughter of Yirarajenira with Vikramfi iitya YI, which is described in

Vihramdhlcadevacliarita

Yiraraj^dra seems to have died in his 8th regnal year or A. D. 1070,^9 when, according to

ViTcrarndhltadevacharitai a rebellion arose in the Onola country to prevent the succession of his son

Adhirajendrad^va. This rebellion seems to have lasted till the eni of the year A, D. 1072^ for

we do not find any of Adhirajendra’s inscriptions of that perioi. Yikramaiitya VI heard the

news and coming to Gahgaikondacholapuram secured the kingdom for his brother-in-law, about

the end of the year A. D. 1072. Mr. Krishuaswami Aiyangar thinks that Rajeiidrachola II, son

of RSjaraja Nar6ndra, who afcerwacd.s became Kul6ttuagach6U I, must have organi253d this

rebellion, but there is absolutely no evidence for this. In A. D. 1074 there was another

rebellion of Adhiraj6ndrad6va*s subjects against him, in which Adhiraj^nlradeva lost his life.3:J

AdhirajSndra was succeeded by Riij6adrach81a II in A. D. 1074-75.

Theearly history of Rljeadrachola II will be now discussed. He, like Adhirajlndra, was a

-descendant of the great Ohola king Rijenirachola I. Gangaikoala, the latter bsing his son’s son
-and the former his daughter’s son. Rij^adraohola II was the rightful heir of the Ydhgi country,
and he should have succeeded his father Rijaraja Nar^udra in A. D. 1Q32. But, insteal the
kingdom passed into the hands of his uncle Vijayaditya, already referred to, .and we shall discuss
bow this could have happened. Prof. Hiiltzsch supposes the rightful heir Kulottaugal to have
been ousted by Yijayfiditya with thelielp of YirarajSndra.SB If RijSudraohola, alias Kulottuno-a I
was so treated by Vijayaditya, the former would have overthrown the latter soon after attaFninc^
^supreme power in A. D. 1074-1075 as shown below. But such a thing did not take place. On
the contrary, the inscriptions of Verach6da and RajarajaohSdagaiiga state that Rljeadrachola 11
himself appointed his uncle Vijayaditya to govern V^hgi.

It is apparent from Avatdram (the tenth canto) of Kalihgattupparahi that Rdjendrachola II
remained in the house of his maternal grandfather till A. D. 1070. It appears from the kme
mrk that this was due to the partiality of his grandmother, Gangaikonda’s wife.25 Farther,
l^urantaki, daughter of Rlj^ndrach&ladeva, son of Rlj^ndrachbla I. Gangaikonda, bicame
Mswife.^ Thus he was related as son-in-law, besides as grandson and grandson’s son to theO^k family. These continuous relations and association in an early age with the Cufilas

« Bn S^et-sZtmarais Bynastm, 8na edition, p. 434. le South Ind. Ins., VoL III., p. 128 apd. 11
Itid. pp. 69 and 203. “V. 28 to VI. 3.

“ This w the latest knoaa regnal yhar of this king. South Ind- Im., Vol. III., p. 192 Table
VS 6 to 25. ei Jncioni India, pp. 128 and 50.

- rtiramdi^iadivachantui canto VI. rerse 28. a’ South Ind. Im., Vol. HI, p. 128.
Vol. yiX., pp. 481 and 485, and :Ep. Ind,, Vol. VI., No. 35, v. 14.« KMi^attu^a^i, canto X., t._6. Ante. Vol. XIX., p. 430.
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induced him, perhaps, to settle in their country and to be styled a member of their family. It

may be m\h this desire he left the YSngi conntry in the charge of his uncle Vijayuditya.

Moreover, a portion, most jrobably the eastern one, of the Chola hingdom seems to have been

allotted to Eajeiidrachola II when Yirarajendraehola died, Rajendrachola II seems to have been

installed as the ruler of the ''Eastern country which included the portion of the Oh6Ia Empire
allotted to him and the Y^iigi country. This event mnst have taken place in A, D. 1070, the first

regnal year of'Eajeiidrachcla II.

Eajendrachola’s inscriptions in his fourth regnal year have a detailed historical introduction

which is given below in support of the above statement. " With his arms which resembled two-

mountains (and beiiceei}) which the goddess of prosperity rested and shone, and with (Jits) sword as

(Jiis) only helps, (the Jung) overcame the treachery of (Jus) enemies
;

carried oh many herds of

eleph«aiits at Yayiragaram (Yajrakara)
;
and was pleased to levy tribute fzc^ic/2) illuminated (all)

directions from Dlifira Arasa (DhrirAvarsha)®^ at the rich Sakkarakdttam (Chakrakotta). He gently

raised, without wearying (her) in the least, the lotus-like goddess of the earth residing in the region

of the rising of the sun,—^just as (the god) Tinimal (Yishnu), having assumed the form of the

primaeval boar, had raised (the earth) on the day when (she) was submerged in the ocean (by the

demon Hiranyaksha),—and seated (het^ under the shade of his parasol, (where she) experienced

delight. (jSlg) made the wheel (of his authority) and the tiger (-banner) go in every direction

and established (Jds) fame and justice in every conntry. While valour, liberality, pride and

compassion, as {his) intimate relatives, were resplendent on the undivided earth, he took his-

seat (on the throne) with (the goddess of) victory and put on by right the jewelled crown of (his)

family. While rxileis of the earth bore his feet (on their heads)

^

he wielded the sceptre in every

(quarter ofthe) beautiful continent of the ndval tree.”-^

From this it is plain that RrjeBdrachcla II had been by this time lord of east for three years,

A he had been lord or governor of the Eastern Chola country and lord of Veiigi since 1070^

The inscriptions of Hajariijachfirlagaiiga and Yirachoda inform us that Rajendrachola II was

crowned first as the kirg of Y^ngi,®® and this confirms a part of our inference. Raj^ndxachola’s

early inscriptions found in the Tamil country also prove that he had a portion of Tamil country

under his rule. We may assume that Adhirajendra appointed him governor of the Eastern

Chola country as soon as he became king
;
this AdhirajAndra was likely to have done, because he

himself was confronted with rebellions and would have been glad if bis cousin governed a portion,

of his land. The following fact further supports this inference. A certain Sendjiati Rajaraja

Paranriparakshasa, alias Yirasola Ilangovelar, the headman of Hadar in Tirumurnadu, a sub-

division of Xlyyakkondarvalanadu, got two inscriptions cut, one in the donjiinions of Rajendra-

choladSva II in the second regnal year of that king, and the other in the dominions of

Adhirajendra in the third regnal year of that Idng.®^ In these inscriptions the rulers of these

countries are spoken of in terms of equal respect. An officer of one dominion respecting the-

king of another dominion clearly shows that the rulers of these two dominions must have been

great friends. Otherwise be would not have been allowed to cut such inscriptions in both the

countries.

The theory that Raj^ndrachcla II was crowned king of YIngi in A.D. 1070 conflicts with

the statement of Yirachoda’s inscriptions, already referred to, that Yijayaditya ruled over V^ngi

;

2T Ep, Ind,, Vol. VII., p. 7 and Vol. VI., 20,

28 Prof. Hnltzsch takek “ BfirAvaraian ” to mean “the king of But Hr. Hirfd^'ls right in

identifying Bfrtvarala with Dhfrivarsha of the Sinda family. Ep. Ind„ Vol. IX., p. 179 and note 2.

28 South Ifid. Ins., Tol. III. pp. 122-4. Ep. im?., Vol. VI , Ko. 35, v. 3, and Vol. XIX, p.

SI South Ind, Vol. HI, No. 64. 57.
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from A. D. 1062 to A. D. 1078, but as it Las been already proved that Rajendracbola II

appointed Vijaydiitya as bis viceroy, there is no real contradiction to be explained. We must

Include the first four years (A. D. 1070 to 1074) of Eajdndrach6Ia II’s reign in the fifteen

years’ reign of YijayMitya as a governor of Veugi, otherwise Viraoh6da’s accession in Saka

1001 is impossible.33 In the early years of his reign Rajendracbola II was engaged in wars in

the Central Provinces as they are called now. Hence he could not come to help his sovereign

AdhirajSndradeva at the time of the above mentioned rebellion in 1070-71. Besides he could

not rule Vengi himself and intrusted it to Vijaydditya.w.

Vijayfiditya was firmly established in this office in A. D. 1074 when the subjects of the Oh61a

empire rebelled a second time and killed their king Adliirdjendra as already stated. Even then

Rajendracbola II was not able to go iu time to save his sovereign, but went to the place after

Adhirajendra’s death and occupied the vacant throne, as stated in Kalivgattupparanip and assumed

the title of Kulottungachdla. There being no enmity between the two we have no reason to

suppose that a war between Rajdndrachola II and Adhirajendra had taken place in A. D. 1074 as

is said in the Annual Report on Rpigraphy for 1904 (page 12). BivgasuHcharita of Garudavfihana

"Srinivilsa, which, as I understand it, supplies a detailed account of AdhirSjendra’s death, also

supports my Statement that AdhirSjSndra died in a rebellion. I quote below tliat portion of the

work completely, as orientalists have not looked into it as yet, though it was written by a

contemporary disciple of the well-known philosopher Ramanuja.se

Divyasfirioliarita, canto XVIII, vv. 71-89.

'rr»3V^ il

Then began to rule a cruel ChSla king, who brought disgrace to his family and who was like

a, collection of evils caused by Kali. Intending to destroy his family, a Pandya converted him

to Saivism.

^ II

Following the advice of his cruel preceptor, the evil-minded Gh6Ia destroyed the principal

•shrine at Chitrakuta (Chidambaram) dedicated to Yishnu, the Lord of the three worlds, and

threw it into the waters of the ocean.

«T^»r II

« Alia, Vol. XIX^ p 4S1. :t ind., Vok TI, No. 85, .v. 14.
35 Vol., XIX,, p, S32.

55 This wort isiarimfced in Mysore {IQfch Apr'l 1885). A orifcioil eiifcion wibh m intcoiaobion his beai tinis -

-iahen by me.
3’' Printed copy reads *

MS. oopy reads ’ ^-^^^ii^j^yadivyaoharita reads * ’

‘gr^’R.D.O.
" ‘ MS. “ ‘

«r’ MS*
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He summoned the Vaishan T as of his country and forced every one of them to write on a

43ap3t “f^rfr^TCfTC (There is none higher than Siva) ” and present it to him before an

4»ssembly of all pandits.

titw ar?fr?=?:

'^'hcr^vTf^ »?r<T =t-

^^FSTT !ni%T5r II

When the great sage (Raman uja) heard of the harsh behaviour of the Ohola king, he

disguised himself in white attire and started from Srirahgam, saying to the god “ 0 Thou, Lord

of Sclrahgam, protect thy shrine and religion.” and left Kiirattiilvan behind {to look after

Srirahgam).

f^r%:

On his way the great sage saw, while passing tliroagh a desert, a body of soldiers, sent by

the ChSla king to obstruct {him and his cllsciples)-, he then ordered his disciples to throw charmed

aanis in the path of the army to stop it {and pursued his ^carj).

iTra?r€it !T3rre?rfi?w!rr

At every halt in his way, though with a heavy lieart, Ramanuja protected the natives of

the country, pleasing even females and SMras by his sight and by showing his glory and at last

reached Tiruudrayanapuram.

«rRt7fci»?fN’?rir3^^’:

’sfrqpr5?r? II

Being obstructed by the charm ed sands caused to be poured in the way by the great sage, the

army turned and led Periyanambi (the teacher of Bamlnuja) and Kurattdlvan, disguised as a

sanijdsin, to the royal palace from 'Sriraugam.

’fr

t

=tTS’TTf*r?twth9r^i^

gl- «rr^:?jrr%% ^^3%-. 11

On the advice of his preceptor, the Ch61a king asked them to write ‘‘RrfTvTWC «TrRir ” on

•tlie paper in the presence of pandits assembled there, but they proclaimed the truth as follows

;

1RW RKT?»Trar??*at fre»nr-

ffoy 60^c^ (?) 11

*'
‘»Tr*f ^r’

« ‘HiRff.’MS.
*6

*» Pr.

« Pv.
•

** ‘ Plf.
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There ii? no reason to suppose any other than Hari to be suiieme.’^ Having said tbie^

they took the word ‘ Siva ' to mean a measure, and Nvrote
( There is clror^a,,

which is hlghii* than that)'^ on the paper, which was put before them by the order of the-

king.

II

The king saw what was WTitten and was informed of the deceit of Kia*at1fdyan by !N’aluran.

Then the enraged king got the eyes of Kiiratty.v'aii plucked out, which seemed to be an atonement

for Kuratt»lyan*s seeing such a bigoted Saiva king.

II

Perijanambi died in the very assembly, being severely bra ten by Ibe king’s atter.danls. And
these two, Kuratt;ilvaii and tlie body ol Periyanambi, who proved to be the robbers of king’s-

iife and wealth, (for the king lost those two soon after) were expelled from the capital,

?rf W Tcr-^frraifl^^;

5j^ »rfT^f

5ipn'?r?nt'i<i^ jrfnj. ii

Kurattalyan perfonned the funeral of Periyanambi with (ihe help of') the Brahmins of the-

village Parantaka and then returned to Sriraugara, whence he sent word to the great sage

(Eamdnnja) by a spy.

^RfrwTf’* wi

tlr (-^) n

The glorious sage, who heard this horrible news from the spy, poured some water in libation*,

to VeiikatesTara, in addition to the usual libation to Savitri, at the time of libation (t, s., Sandhya),

and began a snake sacrifice for the destruction of the Ch6j[a king.

^'T%3TF^^Sr»^rm52r§5r5

1

“
’ Pr.

'»‘qir?T’Pr.

« Kamaltlaya is the Sanskrit name of Tiruv Slrur. See Stnih. Ind. Ins., Vol. II, p. 1E8, note 8. Now the name
isi^rioted to tbe tank r ear the shrine of Siva.
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Tjagarlja, the Siva god of TiruTSrfir, the pre-eminent devotee of Vishnu, ma do an inoorporal

-sound from the top of the G)para : Now, I have closed the rule of the kings of the OhSla family.”

5=iTfrfr?5gfrwffew I

i%ra'Tm’Trf

TOTT II

The god Veukatlsvara, being urged by the libation of the learned Rumumja, stabbed the

king with a weapon when he was asleep and thus resembled Narasimha who, oat of love for

Prahlada, destroyed Hiranya (

—

kaHj)v^.

Numerous worms sprang from the hole of the wound which was made in the Ohola’s neck

by the weapon of VdfikatSsvara and which could not be cured by many drugs and charms. On
that account he bore the name Krimi kapitha as a mark of his sins.

rtf s^'®®

?r jfrrffr qrPr^cr®'fr*i?rr serHr-

Trfsrr?r^“%'T'r^rr3Fii^»ir«fr II

From smells risen from the sacrificial fire, which were like to those of burning hair, RlmS-

nuja knew that the Oh6.1a’s body w as burnt in the blazing fire of a funeral pile. Then he finished

"the snake sacrifice and waited for a disciple who was to bring the news of the Oh ola’s death.

fsr^r^ralr^ft^ I

ft^fTr%r^<T?9rr^E5r^'n:i^

The disciple came and related how the Lord of the mount Vrisha (t. e,, VSnkatesvara) wound-

ed the OhSIa king and how the Ch61a king died of the growth of worms in his neck. The great

sage pleased to hear these tidings, initiated him in the Dvayaniantroit as a Purnap-itra.®*

^sir^r«r'T.3ft«'Tfr5’T»rr’s^

gr^qr^TTfiT

Afterwards Bamannja made an image of Vishnu called Selvappillai, instituted It on the

banks of the tank called Kalyfina at TirunfirSya^apuram and left fifty-two of his disciides to

•worship it there.

‘g^’E.D. 0.

'• B-D.C. ‘ D- 0-

"
‘ qrPrWfH’

'TTTqraf'cR’ io. D. c. 5q^!ir
’ M3. ’ B. D. 0.

64 Z e.j taking from friends at stivals by force clothes, etc.

66 < MS.
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If we identify the Oho la king of Diryasurklaiita with Adbiraj^ndrad^va, we can easily

leconstruct from this story the real history of Adhirajendra’s death. In his Ar.dent Ind\a,

Mr. Krislmaswanii Aiyangar identifies the Chola opponent of Ramanuja with Kulottnngachola I,

otherwise called Rajcndrachola But according to Gur v^farawpai dprahJidva, the Tinmara-

yanapura temple was built m the cyclic year Baliudhanya, Thursday, the 34th day of Makaramasa

with Pasbya-nakshatra, but the Baka year corresponding to this is stated to have been subsequent

to Saka 1012.®^ Hence it must have been either Saka 1020 or A. D. 3098, 1088 was the 28th

regnal year oi Kulottungachola I, alias Rajendrachola II. Liryaswicharita states that the temple

of Tirunardyanapuram or Melkota was built after the death of Krimikantha. If we identify

Krimikantha with Kulottunga the temple must have been built after 1119, the latest known date-

of Kulottunga The year Baluidhanya subsequent to A, D. 1119 is 1158, But Ramanuja, the

founder of Tirunarayanapurara temple, died in Baka 1059 or A. D. 1137.^^ Therefore

Kulottunga cannot be Krimikantha, If Krimikantha or the Chola Iting of Divyasuricharita is

identical with Adhiraj^ndra there is no difficulty. Moreover the expressions tadvanisakshayaharai}dya

and Ch'Ukhivayavasudkddhipatyamudrdm / adydddm in Dhyasuvicharita clearly state that a

family ended with the royal opponent of Ramanuja. Kulott unga I is the founder of the new

Ghrilukya-Ohula dynasty whose descendants ruled the Tamil country for more than five

generations."^ This fact supports the identification of Krimikantha with Adhirajendrach61ad6va

with whom the original Oh 61a family ended.

In JJysore ArcJicelo^jical Survey Report for 1907-8, the account of Ramanuja’s visit ta

Tinmarayanapuram is stated to have been due to wrongly identifying Yadavapura (Tonnur) witb

Tirauarayanapura, which is YMavagiri; the date of erection of Tirunar%anapuram temple was

interpreted to be that of Ramanuja’s visit to Tondanfir or Tonnur, where Rtoanuja met
Tishnuvardhana, or Vitthala, and, according to Gvruparampardprahhdva, converted him. it is

further written in the : “Either there must be some mistake about the date or we must
suppose that Yishnuvardhana had also taken up his residence at Tonnur when his brother Ballala I
was on the throne” for “ the year Bahudhanya, corresponding to A. D. 1099, does not fall

within the reign of Vishnuvardhana.’’?^ But D/z^T/a-s^ric^arffaclearly states that Ramanuja visited

Srinarayanapura or Tirunarayanapura and built the temple of Selvappillai or Sampad^tmaja.

No mention is made of Yishnuvardhana’s conversion in Tondanfir in this work which, being

contemporary evidence/® is more authoritative than Guruparampardprahhdva and Bdmdmijdrya’-

divyacharita. The two latter works often quote from DivyasuricTiarita. We cannot take,

therefore, Yishnuvardhana^s conversion by Ramanuja at Tonnur as a fact ; but if his conversion

is a fact^ we shall have, then, to identify the former with a YitthaJa who was ruling the district of

Tirupati many years before Ramanuja’s visit to Tirundr^yanapuram, and who was seemingly

converted by Ramanuja during his visit to Tirupati. The lo][omxigYtr^QolT)ivyasuricharita

may be quoted in this connection :

—

in'*!

II
d. s. g. xviii, 22.

Ancimi India, p. ISO.

See Quru^arampard^rabTid/va (§rte-Yaish:nava-Gran.tlia-MTidr^paka-Sabh^ edition), p. 343.

South Ind» Ins„ Tol. III., p. 131. Gurungamm^ardirahhd'va, p. 438.
See pedigree of the Oh61as in Ancient India, ts (?untpammparAprat?i4ra, p. 340.

Mysore A. S, Re:port for 1907-8, pp. 0 and 10. rs gee Divyasuricharita, canto XYII, v. 87.
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“ Having reached Tirupati, the ornament of the foot of the hill named after the lord of the

serpents (z. Sesha-saila or the Tirupati hill) he (Ramanuja) got an agrahdra from the king

Yitthala, who worshipped his feet, and established three hundred of his famous and principal

disciples in it/’

This might have happened during the time of Vishnuvardhana’s father Ereyanga (about A.D,

1062), who is said to have made conquests in the north*^^ The current form of the story of

Ramanuja’s visit to south-western India (which is elaborately described in Gur'upammpardpra^

bhdva) seems to be the invention of a later person, most probably of the author of the Yddavag-

rimdhdtmya. Therefore about A. D* 1074 Ramanuja visited Tirunarayanapuram and not

Tondanur, and this was owing to the hostility of AdhirajSndra and not Kulottunga I,

Now, the reason why Adhirajendra destroyed Chidambaram temple must be explained. In

that village, the Vishnu temple caused some kind of obstruction to the Tiruvidhi festivals of

Siva. Moreover only the Vishnu temple had a mukhamandapa and there was no room' for

building another mandapa for the Siva temple. This gave a greater importance to the Vishpu

temple which was disliked by the orthodox Saivas. Even now this difficulty exists and the Saivas

are trying to remove the Vishnu temple from the premises of the Siva temple. It seems Adhira-

jSndra had this in view in destroying the Vishnu shrine of Chidambaram, Not being able to go

against the Saivas by reconstructing the Vishnu shrine at the same place, R^m^nuja instituted

the images at Tirupati as stated in Divyasd.r%char%ta and other works. But the intended extension

of the Chidambaram Siva temple did not take place at that time owing to the untimely death of

Adhira]6ndrad6va, Kulbttunga II, the grandson of Kulottunga I, who ruled from about A. D.
1126 to A. D. 1146,77 had fulfilled the desire of AdhirajSndrad^va by Qonstructing a mandapia in

the front of the temple. It is this fact that is mentioned in Obtakfitfean's KulQttungacMlanuld

and Takhaydgapparahi. Mr, Krishnaswami Ayyangar ascribes the destruction of the Chidam-

baram temple of Vishnu to Kulottunga Besides DivyaBdricharita and Rdmdnugdrya^

divyachariia the following verse quoted by the learned Aiyangar from Prapanndmrita states

that it was Krimikantha that destroyed the Goviudaritja shrine at Chitrakutam.

I translate this verse in the words of Mr. Aiyangar. He (Mah^charya) wished to restore

the temple of Govindaraja at Chidambaram (Ohitrakuta), which had been uprooted by the Chola

Krimikantha.”7« It is impossible to identify Krimikantha with Kulottunga II, for he survived

Ramanuja by nine years; and the statement that Ramanuja returned to Srirahgam after the

death of Krimikantha is erroneous on this view.

Now, to return to onr subject. I hope I have proved that the story narrated in DwyasAvi--

cliarita shows AdhirajSndra’s death to be due to the dislike of his subjects. In this way we can

clearly explain the 27th, 28th and 29th verses of canto X of Kalihgatiupparani^ and the

expression ^ prakntivir6dkc(>hatasya (of Oh61a’s son who was killed owing to bis enmity with the

subjects)’ in Yi'kramdnkadivachariba.^'^ The word ^ Ch6lasAn6h^ is used to denote that Ahirfi-

3§adra died too young to have any children to rule after him. It cannot be called usurpation,

tfiierefore, if Kul6ttunga I, alias Raj6ndra II, a grandson of the Chola family, ascended the

Ch61a throne after AdhirajSndradSva,

Bpigrc^jphia Camatica, ‘‘Ingcriptions of Mysore District,” 14,

T8 Ibid. pp. 153, 210, 220, 316, 820 and 323.

Ante, VoL XIX, p. 332.

77 Ancient India, p. 153.

79 md, p. 820.

VikT<i^d^fikad^tm}ianta, YI, 26,
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After the death of Adhiraj^adra, Vihrama-ditya VI as well as Raj^udrachola II apparently

wanted to occupy the vacant throne of the Oholas, but the latter quickly fulfilled his object. The

other being disappointed wanted to fight with Raj^ndrachola II, but the latter withstood hiiUy,

finding an ally in S6ni6svara II, elder brother of Vikramdditya VI and the then reigning king

of the Western Ghalukyas (A. D, 1069 to 1075). A battle was fought between the contending^

prarties, but Rajendrachola II could not be dethroned though, as a result of the battle, Somesvara

II was overthrown by VikramMitya Vl.®^ The latter ascended the Kuntala throne in A, D. I07fi

whence started the Chalukya Vikramavarsha era.s® Inscriptions of the fifth year of Rajdndra-

chola II’s reign refer to this battle, stating (JSe) unsheathed (Jiis) sword', showed the strength

of ijiis) arm, and spurred (his) war steed, so that the king of Kondala (Kuntala), {whose spear

Md) a sharp point lost his wealth. Haying established (hisj fame, having put on the garland of

(the victory over') the Northern region, and having stopped the prostitution of the goddess with

the sweet and excellent lotus-fiower e., Lakshmi)- of the Southern region, and the loneliness

of the goddess of the good country whose garment is Ponni (Kangri) he put on by right (of

inheritance) the pure royal crown of jewels, while the kings of old earth bore his two feet (on their

heads) as a large crown,’ ’8^

I have already stated that after his coronation as the ruler of the Chola country he bore tlia

title Kulottunga, which means “ highest in his family, ” and which is found only in his inscriptions

subsequent to the fourth regnal year. This implies that the independent rule of the united

empire of Vidgi and the 0h61a country was attained by him alone and not by his predecessors^ and

not before 1074-75, even by him. This title cannot mean that he was called a Ghoja after

attaining supreme power, for he was already styled a member of the Oh61a family in A. D.
1071-72, as stated by Prof. Haltzsch.83 Kalihgattupparani says As a young prince of the Lunar

race, as an infant lord of the Solar race, he grew up the joy of the kings of both races, like the

fruit of the virtuous deeds of his- anoestors.”86 YihmmdnkaMvacharita styles our prince

Rajendrachola II as * ChOla Rdjiga ’ in one place (VI. 38) and ‘ Rajiga VSnginatha ^ in another

place (VI. 26). He was Ubhayakulottama®^ (the best of the two races), therefore, even before

he was crowned as ruler of the eastern country.

According to Mr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, Adhir%*gndra ascended the throne in A. D. 1070
and ruled only part of a year, for RSjtndrachola II also ascended the ChOla throne in the same year \

the capture of elephants at Vairagarvam and the capture of the fortress of Ghakrak6ttam mentioned

in his inscriptions as deeds of his heir-apparentship imply that he distinguished himself in the

expedition sent out by Virarajend-ra in A. D. 1067 ; Eulottunga’s having uplifted the lotus

goddess in the direction of the rising of the sun would only mean that R^j^ndra Kulottunga

distinguished himself as a prince in the eastern exploits of his grandfather, either during Rajendra

Chela’s, or under Virarajendra when he re-conquered Kadaram.s® la my opinion the above state-

ments are not well founded. If the above-quoted' inscriptions of Rdjarajach6daganga®^ and' Vira-

ch6da»» are taken into- consideration we must conclude that the coronation of Eajlndrachol^ II

with iie title Kul6ttunga as a ruler of the Ch6Ia country took place some time after his coronation

^ ruler of the eastern or V6figi territory. The earlier Tamil inscriptions styling him R^jendra-

chola refer to his coronation as ruler of the eastern country
;
for they describe his crown as ‘ Kula^

IMd. YI., 21 to 90. 83 Dr. Bhaadarkar^s Barty Bisiory ofDekhan, 2nd edition, pp. 85
** South Xnd. Jns., Vol IIL p. 142. 85 Ibid. p. 132.

Ante, Vol. XIX, p. 332, «T Kdlihgattu^paray.i I, 2.
«» Ancient India, pp. 49, 50, 128, 139, 131 and 233. »» Bp. Ind. Vol. VI, pp. 834 to 34?.
8® Ante, Vol. XIX, pp,423 to 436,
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manimakutam (the jewelled crown of his family)/ while the latter inscriptions styling him Knlot-
tungachola describe his crown as ^ 'pimtarutirumanimakiitam (the pure royal crown of jewels)/ and
lienee must imply another coronation. This confirms the statement that Rajandrachola II, after-

wards Kulottunga I, was crowned twice, first in A. D. 1070 as ruler of his paternal dominions

of VMgi and secondly in A. D. 1074 as emperor of the Ohola country. I have already stated that

E'ljendrachola II was not only in possession of Yengi but of a portion of the Tamil country also.

I, therefore, take the words “ (^(?) gently raised, without wearying (^e?*) in the least, the lotus-

like goddess of the earth residing in the region of the rising sun,” to mean the Yengi country

and a part of the Ohola country. If this were the description of his conquest of Kadaram, I see

no reason why it should not be mentioned in even one of his later inscriptions together with the

conquest of Chakrakottam and Yayiragaram. The conquest in the battle of Chakrakottam and the

capture of elephants at Yayiragaram are said to have taken place when he was still or

Yimiraja, only in the inscriptions of the fifth and following years of Kulottungachola I’s reign^^ and

Kalingattupparani.®^ The latter work mentions his capture of elephants without referring to

Yayir%aram. If the said battles were fonglit before his coronation in A. D. 1070 these ought to

have been stated as deeds during his Ilaiigopparuvam or heir-apparentship even in the inscriptions

of his second, third and fourth years. It seems, therefore, that after attaining supreme power in

A. D. 1075 his rule over the eastern country as a feudatory to the Cholas was treated by him as

liis period of heir-apparentship to the Ohola throne.

Mr. Y. A. Smith’s Eai'hj History of India has the following account of Kulottunga I’s

reign: Kulottunga, otherwise called BaljSndrachola II, the son of the daughter of Raj^ndra I,

(jangaikonda, ruled for forty-nine years, from 1070 to 1118. There is some obscurity concerning

tlie manner in which he attained supreme power • . . The celebrated

philosopher Ramanuja, the most venerated teacher of the Yaishnava Hindus in the South,

received his education at Kanchi and resided at Srirangam near Trichinopoly during the reign of

Kulottunga: hut owing to the hostility of the king, who professed the Saiva faith, was obliged

to retire into Mysore territory until Kulottunga’s death freed him from his anxiety.”93

light of my previous remarks this has to be revised. Kulottunga, the grandson of the Ohola king

R'^jendra I, ascended the OhOla throne by right and not by usurpation, and there is no obscurity

concerning the manner in which he attained kingly power as Mr. Y. A, Smith thinks.

BRAHMAN IMMIGRATION INTO SOUTHERN INDIA.

BY A. GOVINDAOHABTA SVAMIN, O.E., M.E.A.S., M.E.S.A., M.M.S ; MYSORE.

The word ' immigration ’ has here been purposely used by me
;

for until comparatively

recently no settlements on a large scale were made in the south by the northern Aryans, as a result

of pre-meditated and well-concerted action on the part of a whole class or tribe, directed by the

efforts of the king. The Aryan tribes seemed to have at first pressed forward from north-west

to south-east, urged by natural causes over which they had no control and against which they

•could make no stand until they reached the plains of Hindustan where they seemed to have found

a peaceful settlement for a long period of time. But soon the impulse to go farther came upon

them, due to various causes, and as there was no longer any ground on the south-eastern side they

seemed to have bent their steps westward and southward, overrunning Central India and Southern

India. The militant polity adapted to constant warfare and constant pressing forward until the

extreme south-east limit of their line of march into India from the north-west was reached, is well

rejlected in the hymns of the Rig-Veda, The peaceful establishment and consolidation of states in

SI Boui% Indi. Ins., Vol. Ill, p. 143.

9® EarVg Histoi'y of India, 2ad edition, p. 422.

92 KaliiigaUupuparais^i, Z, 23 and 24.
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Central India is described in the 'vvorks of the Sutra period. The next onward march, impelled by

other than mere natural forces, is described in the epics of the Aryan land
;
the Edmdyar.a^ describing

the earliest moTement,andthe MaMhhdrataythQ ambitious conquering march of the Aryan kings of

the north. By the term ‘ Southern India,’ I understand what is commonly known as the

Deccan, which we may take as signifying the whole land to the south of the Yindhya Mountains

known as Pariyatra in olden times, the limits of travelling. These mountains first formed

an effective barrier on the forward pushing Aryans
;
and by the wild animals that infested their

intractable wilderness and by the wilder aboriginal tribes peopling their slopes, the progress of

the northerner towards the south seems to have been checked for a long time. So much was the

loss of life and property that they had suffered at the hands of the agencies that were at work to the

^outh of their settlements in Aryavarta, that they ever after came to identify the south with death

aud called it Tdmyd dih or TamU’-dih^ or that which points to the abode of death. We also see

that their favourite line of march leading to the point where they met with the least resistance

they called Agneija^ from Agni^ whom they took for their lead. They called Acjnij puroJiita
; refer-

ring by this symbol either to the use of fire in clearing forests that were ahead of their advance, or

to the warmth, the quest of which must have determined their line of pressure. The latter seems

to me to be the true symbol, considering how they must have been pressing forward in the glacial

epoch from the Arctic regions where must have been their primitive home, only under the sure

lead of the quest of warmth. In the shape of high floods and storms, destruction must have then

come to them from the south-west, which direction they therefore called Nairrtya, from Nirriti, i,e,,

destruction. These lines of pursuit and avoidance seem to have been symbolised in the tantra

that is used in sacrifices : sTFcT. Agreeably to this surmise we find

that in the Sdntivachana is made in the purificatory ceremony, the liturgical

formula includes
I This indicates that their

advance was towards the south-east
;
because the prayer is addressed for the removal of the evil at

the south-east point : and all trouble or misfortune is sought to be throwu into the north-east.^

Before the settlement of the Aryans in India was effected, the low-lying plains of the great

rivers had been inhabited by the Dravidian race, and the first conflict of the Aryas and the

Dravidas appears to have taken place in the extreme west and north of India.

That the Dravidians had planted their settlements so far up in the north and west is borne
out by the fact that several Dravidian diaIects,suchasBr^hui, Villi, and Santfil, are found stranded
in the midst of other tongues in Baluchistan, RajputanE and Central India. But as the centre of
gravity of the Dravidian peoples, as determined by the density of their population, lies somewhere
about Mysore, we must take the south of India as the home of those peoples whence they might
have spread to the north. There is evidence for this in the literature of the Tamils. It is said
that long ago the laud had stretched farther south from Cape Comorin and all that region had
belonged to the Pandiyan king. But at one time the sea gained over it, submerging many moun-
tains and rivers, of which uoo^erfl was one :

Sfi^uSlp ptAretretr <suirs=irs

' '
' Qeo^Ap<sijfr<ssr u^sQufr(^

^

uoogii^ lUfTppi}L^<dsr

Qs/t^iei Qsir^issi go QsfreirGfr

<SUI—^GSi<SF s aiEIGlDSlLllA} LDUjQp&rQsir€mQ

QpSsrrS^^ ojrrmrL^ Q^esr^arsi/ssr Gjrri^,

9iG0uu^sirsriA—^frQsrr^ 'S?/r<5»^ (17-22),

I Th. ooxmtr.ss to Ihe north-east of their settlemeuts they called a^arijita, i.e., nnoonqueted or nnsubdtiea.
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It is said that during the time of Nilantara Tiruvil Pandyan, the submergence of the land

took place and Ugra-Pandya, his successor, vowed that he would make amends for it by annexing

the land to the north as far as the Ganges and the Himalayas. Perhaps it was in consequence

of this resolve, he led his expedition into the north and there encountered the Aryans, who bad

then been pouring into India through the passes of the Himalayas.

In their first conflicts the Aryans seem to have called these Da^yiis and Fani s, as evidenced

by the Fig-Veda, Dasyu (thief) was very likely the name given to one section of this Uravidian

race known as the Cholas or Ch61is, from which the Ooromandal coast derives its name (Q^/rgj

LDmrL^soih). Ch6la is the Tamil word a softened form perhaps of Qsirifi, That the

country itself was once called Qsrrifi is evidenced by the fact that the original name of the Oh^Js

capita], Uraiyur, was Q<3srrL^y from which also was derived Qsiri^sQsfrQ Calicut of our

English geography) perhaps a west coast settlement from the Ohola land, when, in the 11th century^

that kingdom gained its lost power, and led by Rajaraja, Ko-para-kesari, and others, extended its

dominions on all sides. The name Qs/rifi itself was perhaps given to the land by the people

from the shelly nature of its beach, deriving it from Qsrri^^^eo to have a shore in gentle

waves. But the Aryans must have mispronounced Ohola as ^ choral and misunderstood it as

meaning thief, perhaps led into that misunderstanding by the raiding propensities of those

peoples
;
and consequently re-named them Dasyu in unambiguous Samskrit. As for the word Pani'i

its nothing but the Dnividian name uszsfip reserved in words like u/ressflujissr,

which means toddy

:

or pa^^is means a native of the toddy country or the toddy-bibber.

u/rsoOT-ijLaj might have been a later adaptation of that word after closer contact with the Aryans

of the north. Thus we see that even during the Rig-Yedio times the Aryans and the Dravidians

must have come in contact with each o tlier
; it was, however, chiefly with the that the-

Aryans had to fight and the Blrj-Veda speaks of many hundreds of Dasyus sent to sleep by Indra

and many forts (99) belonging to them destroyed by the advancing Aryans, It was the Dasyus

or the Choras or the Cholas that formed the more advanced northern wing of the Dravidian

race settled along the east coast and penetrating even into the plains of Hindustan through the

low-lying lands of the Gangetic delta. Masulipatam, known as MasoU to Ptolemy, Strabo and

other classical geographers, bears clear testimony to the northward expansion of the Cholas in

early times, Hiouen Thsang, writing so late as in the 7th century A. D., places the Ohojas to the

north of the Dravidas, the latter having KancM for their capital
;
perhaps he refers by this term

to the Pallava power in the ascendant in Kanchi in those times
;
while the Ohola country itself is

described by him as deserted and wild. Perhaps the modern ’'ndhras, who inhabit the Northern

Circars and a good portion of the ceded districts and the Nizam’s dominions as far up as the

Central Indian States, might have been the product of the intermingling of the advance Dravidian

wing in the Cholas and the Kolarians, whereof the Oddhras seem to be an o:ffshoot. From the

numerical superiority of the Oddhras, the name Andra, which can be easily equated to Andhra,

might have been given to this mixture of the races. In those days the differentiation of Telngu and

Tamil does not seem to have taken place. And the Ch61as must have spoken a tougue which was

the parent of modern Telugu and more akin to Tamil. It was, in fact, the Tamil of the first

Sangham of the Tamil land. The name Dravida, given in common to all the languages of the

south, shows that at the time when that name was given, Tamil must have been the common
tongue. For Dravida is nothing but an Aryanised form of Tamil, the local name for the

language meaning nice or sweet—the linguistic equation being = damila:=z

damida = dramida =* dravida, from which Dravida was derived* As a consequence of

these early contests and the resulting intermixture of the two races, the Aryans very early became
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nnited with tlie DraYidas in the larger sense and seem to have adopted also some o^ their culture

into their religion. Agastya, a Rig-Yedic sage, is said to have introduced the worship of Mariit

along with that of Indra. Now Marut, son of Rudra, was also a god of the Drayidians known as

Marudai, afterwards included in the Puranic pantheon as Suhramamja, son of Siva, who was

identified with the Yedic Rudra. The country of the Paniyas was Uariidah (an agricultural soil)

called so after their god, and it perhaps became Aryanised into MacVmrai when closer contact was

effected in subsequent times. AYith the closer mingling of the two races after the first contests

had subsided, many of the customs belonging to the Dravidians were apparently borrowed by the

Aryans. For the immigrant Aryans seem to have soon learnt the great ethnic law that an

emigrant from northern latitudes had no chance against the most vigorous tropical races unless

the stock was maintained by constant streams of emigrants from the parent-land. But as this could

not be done, they seem to have chosen the next best alternative— of strengthening the Dravidian

soil with the Aryan seed, and devised proper marriage laws by which this was systematically effected.

Thus a Brahmana was <allowed to marry from all the four castes—in the language of the later code
j
all

the children of such a union were considered as BrMimanas according to the rule in vogue in those

early days, formulated in a Brdhmam as utpdfjayituh putrah : the son belongs to him who sows tLe

seed, i.e., the son belongs to the samez/^rnaor race, caste, in the latter sense of the word, as the

father. In this manner an intermingling seems to have taken place between the Aryans and the

non-Aryans, so much so that tbe Arya became, in the words of an English historian, “ absorbed in

the Desjva as the Lombard in the Italian, the h’rank in the Gaul, the Roman (of Roumania) in the

Slav, etc.” This conclusion rests on the evidence of anthropometry, which establishes the substantial

unity of the present-day Hindu race, especially in the North.

As a consequence of this early intermingling, the Aryan had to give up his ancient language

as the language of common life and adapt the languages of the races with whom he mingled.

Thus the children speaking the mothers^ tongues originated the various Prdkrit dialects which had

thus sprung into existence even before the time of Buddha in the 6th century B. 0. When
all Hindustan had become Aryanised, Baudhayana, who seems to have lived in Kajinga, belongs to

the 7th century B. C. Even in his days the north and the south had differentiated themselves, in

point of manners, customs, etc. It is only in this way that we can account for the remarkable fact

that the Brahmanas, living in the various parts of the country, though priding themselves on having

descended from the same identical RlsliiSj though following many common customs, still speak

diverse tongues. The mother’s tongue and the father’s religion seem to have become the law of the

land. This surmise gains in strength if we remember that emigration or change of habitat does not

of itself create a change in the spoken language of a people or a tribe or a family : for instance, a

Maharatta,a Karnataka or a Telugn family or tribe settled in Tamil or Kannada lands is, even now,

after the lapse of several centuries, found to cling to its mother tongue. Therefore to explain the

origin of Telugu, Kannada or Tamil Brahmanas we must accept this rule and infer that the earliest

settlements of Brahmanas must have been made in the Rig-Yedic times when it was not unlawful to

take native women as wives, and the children bom to them were readily accepted as equal in rank to

the fathers. These Aryanised Dravidas must have lived chiefly in Kaliiiga, near modern Orissa,

e tc., i. in the Telugu land, long before the 7th century B, C., as evidenced by the fact that great
sutraJedras like Baudhayana and Apastamba hail from that region. But farther south the Aryans
do not seem to have largely spread in those days. For Baudh^ana says:

:

From this we learn that those countries were lying on the out-skirts of Aryan settlements, and
we may also infer from the manner of the expression that the Brahmanas themselves used to go into
them for various reasons, though not settled in them in large numbers, Panini’s acquaintance with
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the geography of southern India seems to be yery meagre
;
for he makes no mention of Pandyaj

Choia, etc., which names however are added by Katy^yana in his YdrtiTcas and are distinctly

described by Patanjali, Asoka’s edicts, the Mahdbhdraia the all show their full

acquaintance with the south. Hence we have to conclude that the complete Aryanisation of the

south must have taken place after the 6th and before the 8rd century B. 0. In fact those

were the times when Buddhism had grown into a powerful prosyletising religion, sending missionaries

to all parts of the world. Certainly south India must have very early enough become subject to

the influence of the new religion. Jainism, which there is reason to believe was even anterior to

Buddhism, seems to have first made the southward march and brought down more Aryans of the

north into the Carnatic and Tamil lands, having been pressed out of its home by the spread of the

Buddhist sect. Eor we find from the Sravana Belgola inscriptions that Bhadrabahu, who was the

reputed spiritual guru of Chandragupta, came and settled here in 297 B, C. Perhaps some of the

Brahmanas also who were disturbed in their old homes in the north pressed towards the south and

settled in various places all along their route in those days. For we find that Tamil works which

are known to belong to the 1 st century A. D. at the latest and which may be referred to the 1st

century B. 0., speak distinctly of Brahmanas and Brahmanainstitutionsof sacrifice, and even refer to

the heroes of the JRdmdyam and the MahdbJidrata. Thus in Tirmm'ugajojpadai, one of the

ten idylls, we find the terms si^^<sssrrr and Q(QJ(^<sSI meaning ‘ brdhmana^ and ^ sacrifice, ^ which

distinctly refer to the presence of Brahmanas in the district of Madura (the native place of the

author of the work Sfruj(^ir and their uninterrupted performance

of sacrifices. In another place he refers to them as ^(j^iSIpuuirefnT^ a Tamil translation of the

word dvija ( f^5r: ). In another work 9pfurr(^jbsfdju<oS3L^, clear reference is made to Bhima,

brother of Arjuna, who burnt the forest of Kh^ndavana. SillajppadhtJcdramf which from clear

internal evidence of the poem, belongs to the 1st century B. 0., has <sijQujrr^^

Quireo ‘like Ayodhyd bereft of the great Rama.’

It appears there occurred twelve years’ famine in Hindustan in the 8rd century B, C., and a

large number of people emigrated from the north in consequence of it. It is said that Bhadrabahu

foretold the occurrence of the famine and led out the emigrants from Ujjain, This tradition

IS attested by the Jaina inscriptions at 'Sravana Belgola. Perhaps he brought with him numerous

Br^hmana families also. There is nothing unreasonable in such a supposition, because in those days

there seems to have been very little difference between the Jains and the Hindus in point of belief

or ritual. Only the Jina-dthshd of the ascetics was a distinguishing feature of the religion at all

repugnant to the Hindus, For even so late as A. D. 1368, in the time of Yira-Bukka-rdja, the king

is said to have brought about a union between the Jainas and the 'Srivaishnavas by making the leader

of the latter faith living in Kanchi (Koil), Srirangam, and Tirundr^yaniapuram (Melkote) sign a

document stating that the Jainas must not be looked upon as in a single respect different from them

in point of doctrine or ritual. If such could be said of two extreme forms of Hindu religion at such

a late period as A. D. 1368, we may understand how many Brahmanas in the 3rd century B. C,

could have easily called Bhadrabahu their guru. Evidence for such a large immigration is found

//rom an unexpected quarter. Among the Dravida (Tamil) Brahmanas we have a section of people called

the Great Immigration, who themselves are subdivided into Mazhanadu and

Molagu, probably from the names of the provinces where .they made their first settlements^

Brihat and Gharanam mean the great migration, and must refer to a large southward movement

caused by some such disaster as famine. Lnifi(Brr(Sl=iLeoi5iTQ is the archaic form of u>%5o!ErrQ
\

perhaps Qu3issr&r(^ is the same as the Telugu MunM nddu^ The Mazhanadu section is itself

subdivided into Kandra^^rndnikham, Mangudi and Sathiamangalamt etc., all villages along the

Western Ghats
5

for, following the examples of all colonists in tropical lands, they must have
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naturally clung to tlie higlilands and peopled the skirts of the present province of Mysore, the

districts of Malabar, Coimbatore and Madura, and spread out towards the west coast as far as

Magadi, which Mr. Venkayya identifies with Vehgit the Chera capital, and considers it as lying

near the modern Cranganore in Malabar. One section of them were called cfu^ewinh

( from the 8000 which they occupied—beiug perhaps the same as the Ashtagram divi-

sion of Mysore. Another section, the Molagu, I am unable to identify : they may be the settlers in

the dry districts of Bellary and Anantapur. At the time when these settlements were made,

Kannada does not seem to have distinguished itself from Telugu or Tamil. Throughout the period

of time when the Kongu kings ruled, the language seems to have been Tamil and the literature

of the period belongs to the Che7'a kingdom with the capital at Tehgi, Cranganore, on the

west coast. It was only during the rule of the Ohalukyas and the Yadavas of Devagiri that

Kannada became a separate tongue by differentiation from Telugu on the one hand and Tamil

on the other.

Moreover, of this twelve years’ famine, which seems to have led to the great southward movement

from the north, we have evidence of a peculiar kind, in one of the stories of the PancJia^Tantra,

The whole story seems to be a satire on the leadership of the Jaina guru Bhadrab^hu, who led the

colonists southward only to expose them to sufferings of various kinds, among which may

be included starvation and death, voluntarily sought by some in the orthodox Jaina fashion

which is technically called For we read in the Sravana Belgola inscriptions how
troops of his followers exposed themselves to slow death by starvation on the bare hill in that

place. It is exactly like the crane decoying the fish away in the story only to expose them on a

bare rock. There seems to have occurred many such prolonged droughts in the past, daring one

of which the sage VisvSmitra and his family are represented as helped to bits of beef by Trisahku,

who had become a OhandSla by reason of his sins.. The Ohhdndogyopanishad also makes mention of a

famine caused by drought in the land of the Kurus. But these famines do not seem to have led to

any great emigration to the south.

Bui from all these we must not conclude that prior to this period there were no Brahmanas at

all in the south, Tamil literature of the 3rd Sangham period, which we must take as referring to

the period between the 1st century B. 0. and 1st century A. D. (because GajSbahu of Ceylon, who
is represented as a ’eontemporary of the author of one of the classics of that period, m.,
BilappadJiiMrm^ is kkK)wn from the Mahdvaihsa to have ruled towards the end of the 2nd century

B. C.)? bears ample traces of Samskrit influence upon itself and upon its language. Nay, Tamil
tradition makes Agastya, one of the Aryan sages, the founder of its language and literature'

meaning thereby that he was the first to systematise the language. There is a tradition among
the Aryans that this Agastya crossed the Vindhyas and went to the south, and there is also an
answering tradition among the Tamils that he did come among them and became the father of their

literature.

(Tb he continued.)

DANDIN, THE NYASAKARA, AND BEAMAHA.
BY PROF. K. B. PATHAK, B.A.; POONA.

B^ne has contributed a paper on Ny^sak^ra, V^mana and M^gha to the Journal of
the Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, for 1909, p. 94. In this paper he says : “ The
JffarshachaT^ft't^ksi^ alludes to the Nyltsa in the expression as the commentator

Sankara, who 'appears to be an early writer, explains as

' Srtharshacharzta, chap. Ill, p, 96, Nirjaaya, 1st Edition. ” On
looking into the Nirfiaya^i^gara ilditxon of this work I find the reading to be not but

Dr. Fuhrer s most valuable and critical edition of the HarshaoTiarita, based on many
manuscripts, also reads, on p.4a3, f It is evident, therefore, that Mr. Kane
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Las changed this reading into by omitting the reph on His opinion abont the date

of the N^dsakdra being unsettled is, on this account, not entitled to consideration. But the word

is frequently used in the sense of a grammatical treatise or commentary. It occurs in the

following verse in this sense :

reti re »r55r5rf^^ l^nirr# ^ ir^fr I

^Nrr tTT >rr5*r^

Epigr, Carn,, Vol. VIII, Part II, p. 268.

Mr. Harasimhacharai quotes from this verse the words aiid

would have us believe that the second word this verse is the name of P-djyapada’s

commentary on P^nini. This view is amply refuted by the Hebbur plates, which describe king

Durvinita :

Epigr. Cam,, Vol. XII, p. 17.

He who was restricted to the path of eminence by the words of Deva [Devanandin] the

author of the hahddxiatdra.

In my paper^ on “Pujyapada and the authorship of the JainendraJVyd’kararid!'' I have shown

that Pujyapdda wrote the Jainendra-VydTcarana and that his other name was Devanandin* I have

.also given Yrittavillisa's verse saying that PujyapMa also wrote a commentary on P^nini. But

Vrittavilasa does not give the name of this commentary. In the passage quoted from the Hebbur

plates, the word ^Deva’ stands for ‘Devanandin.’ Jinasena speaks of the author of the Jainendra-

Vydharana as Deva

:

Adipurdm, chap, I, 52.

It is thus clear that Pujyap^da is spoken of in the Hebbur plates as and not as

5=3[THcfirc« It follows, therefore, that in the other Mysore inscription quoted above, the words

luean ** having composed a commentary called on

Panini’s work.” It may be stated here that Pdjyapdda is never spoken of as KydsaMra in

Jaina or Briihmanical literature, Yardhamana refers to him thus

:

GanaratnamahodadMt Benares Ed., p. 196.

The terms gzn^gr^and reserved for the Buddhist commentator of the Edsihd :

Idem. p. 209.

aiCT: TT? ^TTS’Jfrar: I^
Idem, p. 215.

I shall DOW proceed to deal with the objection urged by Mr. Trivedi against the identity of

Bhamaha’s Nydsahdra with the Buddhist commentator of the Kdiilcd. Mr. Trivedi says^; “ Prof.

K- B. Pathak brought to my notice that he had found the reference alluded to by Bhdmaha, viz,,

the justification of the compound in Jinendrabuddhi’s KdsiM-vwaram-^panjVcd, 1 thereupon

1 Ante, April 1912. 2 Ante, Vol. XII, p. 20. ® Introduction to his edition of Pratdpamdrtya*.
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tried to verify the reference in question, and I am indebted to the learned Sastri A. Anantacharya

for an extract, v^hich shows that there is no reference to it. Tt is obvious that

Mr, Trivedi understands Bhamaha to say that the NydsaMra justifies the compound

That this is not the correct interpretation of Bhdmaha’s words, I shall try to show. I shall give

below Bhamaha’s verses, together with the passage containing the Nydsdkdra's jndjtalca, as the

extract supplied to Mr. Trivedi from Mysore is most corrupt.

^jfrrrgnrrt^ i

^ ^ II

BhdmaTia VI, 36 and 37.

The VydsaMra-mata^ or the doctrine propounded by the NydsaMra^ by deducing a from

Panini’s sutra [II, 2, 15], alluded to by Bhamaha, is as follows

:

^ I h tfrsrrr^t^ftwr 'srsfr-

Kdsikd-mvarana^panjikd or Nydsa^

The substance of this passage is thus given by Saranadeva, who wrote in Saka 1095 :

C ) Rri 1 (2. 3 . 69)

1 ( 2 . 2 . 15

)

^r5^5!>^^^r'rr^r5f ^5Tf f^fr

DurghatavriUi, p, 37.

For a detailed explanation of the NydsaMra^

$

passage, I refer the reader to my paper^ on

Bh^maha’s attacks on Jinendrabuddhi. It will be sufficient for my present purpose to point out

that in the verses cited above Bhamaha condemns all genitive compounds like aiid

as ungrammatical, and says that such compounds should never be employed by young authors

aspiring to literary eminence. When he contrasts the with the be does

not mean to say that this particular compound is used by the f^g or justified by the

NydsaMra* Bhtoaha mentions this word as an illustration of tlxe class of genitive

compounds justified by the NydsaMra^ This is amply proved by the expression f in the

sentence f5% and by the jgr'raf discriminating between and tgr,

which applies to all genitive compounds like This interpretation of Bhamaha^s words

which perfectly harmonizes with the sense intended by the Nydsahdra himself, is upheld by such a

competent authority as Bhattoji Dikshita in an interesting passage in the PraudJiamanoramd* In
bis SiddhdntC'Tcaumudt, under Panini II, 2, 15, v^e read ?(^gRr >^[5^

I %^«3Err fpr . On this Bhattoji Dikshita remarks :

Praudhamanoramd, Benares Ed., Part I, p. 310.

Bhattoji’s grandson Hari Dikshita explains the words as

* Jour. Bomly. As, iSfco., Yol. XXIII., p. 18 ff,
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This passage in the Fra^cihamanorumd seiTes as an illuminating commentary on Bhamaha’s

Terses. The word refers to Panini himself, who uses the compounds and

But it is worth noting that Bhattoji’s ITydsaMra justifies the word
;

the Kdsihd-

l^ydsakdra justifies while Bhamaha’s Nydsahdra justifies hy one and the same

And thus if we were to accept Mr. Trivedi^s interpretation, we should be compelled to

recognise three different "RydsaMms, all commentators on Panini, and all justifying genitive

compounds iucj'^by the same method. Even then our difficulty would not end. For Bhattoji

assures ns that he applies the term to the KdHkd-Nydsalidra :

[Vlll. 2,]] ^ ^rrftr^rrJir ^r%. BTrsr^rf^ffif^ar

f ?rl^ 'tr i^c?r<T^ fi% sznwrrw
Praudliamanoramdj Benares Ed., Part 11 ,p. 614*

^ ] fr%

Idem, Part I, p. 118,

And yet Bhattoji’s Kdsilcd-Nydsakdra justifies the word while the real KdsiM-

NydsaMra, as we have seen, justifies the compound Bhattoji Diksliita certainly was

not so inconsistent as to recognise two Kdsihd-RydsaMras. The distinguished author of the

Praudhamanoramd obviously understands the Buddhist commentator of the lidsikd to justify, by

his all genitive conipoiiuds in^ including wlien the latter

says It is thus manifest that Bhattoji’s interpreta-

tion of the Rydsaldrd's words is the same as that which Bb^maha puts upon them. As the

Nydsalcdra lived about A# D. 700, Bhamaha must be assigned to the eighth century.

Bhamaha was the son of Rakrilagomin. Mr. Trivedi says that Gomin is explained by

Naighantukas as a contraction of Gosvdmin. This is not correct. The real explanation of Gomin

is given by Vardhamana at the beginning of his Ganaratnamakodadlii :

3[rr?n3?:?€T 3cr^r?r^5T ^frr^- \

1 fr%

Here Yardhamana quotes a well-known stlira from Chandra- Vydbaram :

2. 14:4]

Chandra- Vydlcarana^ German Ed., p. 74.

Rakrilagomin was Reverend Rakrila, a Buddhist, and his son Bhamaha was also a Buddhist.

Pujyapada is never called but always When Mr, Trivedi says that “many
Nyasakarasare mentioned in the Phdtuvritti ol Madhavacharya:

” he tells us something less than the truth. The MddJiaViya-dhdtuvritti frequently

mentions the Nydsalcdra,

^ F%^Fr>5SF: ^ S-F-q^: ^^F ft ^F-^F^^qT ftt.

3Iddh.-dhd, 14. Benares Ed., p. 126,

Rr ^jiT

3Iddh.^dhd. rFqn't Benares Ed., p, 214.

3^ 5=?ir?r^r<r^ i

Mddh.-dM. 25. Benares Ed,, p. 208.

Mddh.-dM. .fr^39. Benares Ed., p. 83.
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•‘aT?T [sKifij^r VI, 4. 126] f#r

Be.ares Ed., p. 311.

From the last instance it is clear that the term NydsaMra, used by itself and without any

prefix, always denotes the Buddhist commentator of the Kd^M.

Bhamaha, who attacks this Buddhist commentator, must be assigned to the eighth century.

In the following verses, Bhflmaha attacks the Kdvyddarsa. I quote from Mr. Trivedi’s text :

>iRSlriJTrf?= ww II

t . Bhamaha’s Ala)hMra II, 37 and 38.

Translation. *
- . - * - , .

-

Some great authors have divided ^qJRT into three kinds on the basis of and

3?|p^3s^rer, such as pTs^fripif, rnroTw, Our criticism is that the three kinds

may well form one group under and that the prolixity of JTrcfr'T^r ^nd other varieties, far

from being good, is useless.

The expression is very important. It is often used by SankaiAcharya’

Anandajmna says that it introduces a refutation of an opponent’s view set forth in the preceding^

passage :
- ’ ... • » .

Sdriraka-BlidsJiya

^

'Anandajndna, Anand^4rama Ed., Yol, I, p. 65.

The author criticized by Bhtoaha, in the verses quoted above, recognizes

3?rr5r5^^>W> and other varieties of so numerous that Bhamaha is heartily sick of

them. Who is this author ? We read :
‘

5Tr>-«rr I

!

'
‘

'
- Edvyddarka II, 30,

c^r5?sf %»Fr: i

^^ fl’fr : II

i?rr \

Ide?n. II, 31,

Idem. II, 32,

... ‘
^

, . ... .

'
. , Idem. II, 42.

|n addition to these four kinds Dandin enumerates twenty-nine other varieties, which, in the
opinion of Bhamaha, are perfectly useless. As regards the first three cited above, it is suggested
that this is a distinction without a difference, as all the three can be grouped into one class under
^r*rF2r5^. The justice of Bh^maha’s criticism will be at once admitted if we reflect that these-
numerous varieties are not recognised by Sanskrit writers on AlaMdra^ who succeeded Bhdmaha,
INor .can it^be. urged against this vtew, that Dandin copied these thirty-three varieties from some
previous author, since such a presumption is rebutted by the fact that Nyipatiihga® has admitted
most these vpamds into his Kavirdjamdrga II, 59-85.

NyipatTinga and the authorship of the Kavird^'dmdi,rfat** Jour, Bomb, As 8oe,, Yol, XXII, p. 81 ff.
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Haying proved that Bbaoialia criticises Dandin, I shall proceed to discuss the date of the

Kdvyiilarsa, Paianjali in his comments on Panini (III, 1, 7) sajs : ?r I
Dandin says that this authoritative statement of Patahjali is entirely disregarded by those y-ho

wish to find an example ol the welMmown line from the Mrichclihahatiha etc., merely

because the word occurs in it, though in reality it is an illustration of properly so called

> . . Kdvyddarsa II, 22G
srraiS i

Idem. II, 227.

- In his comments upon Panini (I, 4, 49) PataEjali.'does not divide into different

This deficiency has' been supplied by Bhartrihari whose classification has been adopted by the

authors of the 'Pa.fa?»ajyor? and the Mddhaviya-dhdtuvritti.' Bhartrihari says

:

II 45 II

• 5ir^rf=?F5il 1

*^gT5=?r^r«i?im ii 46 1|

2T?fr**r®tr%«rfrsrwiqT si?7'5R!2rt I
-

5rf?rt?t ii 49 n

Helargja remarks :

r^f^f U’^Ffrdv'Ti^i.r II 50 ||

ftf f^f^issr5 I

5f3T^rf3<TRrfr crsTrciir^'
1 1
5 1 1 1 ,

Vdkyapadtya III, Benares Ed,, p. 202.

^3T^frrr?rff'Tr5Rs?j)Tr'7?r'f sm [I, 4, 49]

spfrft'

Bhutiraja says ; f •
. -

,
-

.
- ... -

} •

^

Idem. p. 216.

Haradatta says :

'

qrcHTftr^- aud, after citing the above verses, continues:

5T?T ^rsfR 3iTrf?ifi% grOfTrm ; JTP^»irr^?*r

I'^srSlRr-
....

I
•

• Padamanjariy .Benares Ed., Yol. I, p. 302,

The Mddhavtya-dlidttivntiz says : .
-

.
.

sTpsr [ iT^;5r?R»r gr# ] Pmr, irr'Rfti%
and then cites Bhartrihari's verses.

' M ' I ,
‘ ^ ‘ Mddh-dM.^ Benares Ed., p. 12.

, This threefold division of is ^ot mentioned by Patanjali under Panini (I, 4, 49).

The commentators Helaraja and Bhutiraja assure us, by using the expressions and
that this threefold division of was evolved out of the st^trd by the genius of

Bhartrihari hTmself,'^ This view is ‘endorsed by Kaiyata in his remarks on the S^tra

We need not.be surprised if Dandin, - who ' quotes Patanjali, and calls him d^da, shows his

familiarity with the Ydbyayadvija and borrows these technical terms ;

jiT<% f !Tr?i: 11

.. laTTJRTT^i^sq^ll
Kdvyddaria II, 240 and 241.

Bhartrihari died in A. D. 650.' It is thus evident that Dandin fiourished in the-latter half of

the 7th century. And Bhamaha, who attacks the views of Dandin and* of the NydsoTcara, must be

assigned to the 8th century.
« - i -
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AN ACOOUNI OF THE EXPEDITION TO THE TEMPLES OF SOUTHERN

INDIA UNDERTAKEN BY MARTIM AFONSO de SOUZA,

the 12th GOVERNOR OF PORTUGUESE INDIA.

BY w. B. YABDE-VALAYLIKAB; BOMBAY.

Gaspak Correa, the author of the Lendas da India, in his narration of events that

took place daring the adoiinistrafcioii of Martim Afonso de Souza, gives an account of the

expedition undertaken by him to some of the rich temples of Southern India. Among other

things, the said narration contains a graphic description of one of the festivals of the Temple

of Tremelle, which is very amusing and reads like a romance.

Martim Afonso assumed the reius of government in May 1542. He had already made

himself famous as Oaptain-in-chief of the sea [Capitdo mor do mar^ on account of his bravery

and warlike qualities, before be was appointed Governor of Goa. He was a great favourite

with the clergy, aui the Jesuit author of the Oriente Conquistado showers high encomiums on

liim.^ His administration shows that he did not hesitate to perpetrate any atrocity under the

pretence of religion. He was, therefore, quite an apt man to undertake a predatory expedi-

tion to the pagodas of the Gentoos of the South.

Martim Afonso had received special orders to fit out this expedition from king Dom Joao

III surnamed the Pious, who had received reports from some of the Portuguese residents

ia India of great wealth to be found in a certain temple in Southern India. On assuming the

reins of office, his first care was to fit out a fleet for the projected expedition, and he carried

out the preparations for the same with the greatest secrecy. As soon as the fleet was ready

for sail on the 27th of August 1543, he sent ahead four vessels under the command of four

captains, under sealed orders, with special injuuction that the said orders were not to be

opened until the vessels were twenty leagues away from the bar of Goa. This proceeding

excited the curiosity of some of the fi lalgos^ with the result that they importuned him to be

admitted into the secret of the expedition. He thereupon gave them to understand that he

was going to Pegu to assist the Iciug of the place against the Bramas (Burmese) and that

he was promised a great treasure for the king of Portugal in return for his services.^

On the 1st September, the Governor left the city of Goa for Pangim, and the next day

he started with a fleet of 45 sail, 330 cavalry, 3,000 seamen and soldiers and a lot of musketry.

The fleet went to Cochin, where the object of the expedition, so far kept secret, leaked

out. There it came to be known that the Governor was going to rob the very rich Temple of

Tremelle situate in the port of Paleacate (Pnlicat), in the dominions of Bisnega (Vijayana-

gar)
;
that further, in order not to leave anything belonging to the Portuguese exposed on the

whole, coast of Paleacate, the Governor had already sent orders to the inhabitants of Sao

Thome (near Madras), to raze to the ground the church of the apostle, to take steps to save

the holy relics, and after palling down all other habitations, to embark with their goods in

j&e big vessels that lay there at anchor for that purpose.® The object of these orders was
plain enough in as much as after the committal of the contemplated robbery, retaliation was
certainj in which case, nothing would escape the vengeance of the people of the land.

It will be sufficient to give an idea of the great wealth of the Temple of Tremelle to state
that at the time of the civil war in the kingdom of Bisnega (iboufc 1535), the legitimate heir
to the throne, on applying to the managers of this temple for help, when be desired to take

I Ofiente Conquista^ a Jesws Chrhto, Conquista 1, divisao 1, paragv^aiphos 28. 29, 30.
® King of Portug.il, 1321-1S57. * ® 'Porlujuese grandees,
* Zmdas da India, Vol, IV, Lenda de Marii'&t Afonso de Bom/f, chap. XX S.
« IHd. char. XXXIII.
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possession of his kingdoin and expel the nsnrper, was assisted with gold coins laden on a

hundred bullocks !
®

The Temple of Tremelle is no doubt the same as that of Tirumala about which the Imperial

Gazetteer of Inlia th.Q following information:— Tirupabi, in the taluk of Chandra-

giri in North Arcot District, Madras, is celebrated throughout Southern India for the temple

on Tirumala, the holj hill, 2,500 feet high. This place, often known as Upper Tirupati, is six

miles distant from Tirupati town and situated in 13° 4tV N. and 79° 21' E. The shrine is

dedicated to Yenkateswaraswami, an incarnation of Vishnu, and is considered so holy that

formerly no Christian or Musalman was allowed eyen to ascend the hill From all

parts of India thousands of pilgrims annually flock to Tirupati with rich offerings to the idol.

Up to 1843 the temple was under the management of Government, which derived a

considerable revenue from these offerings ; but now they are made over to the maliant (trustee)

Daring the first six years of British rule the income of the temple averaged

upwards of two lakhs The hill on which the temple stands possesses a number of

the usual holy bathing places, some of which are picturesquely situated/'^

Correa says that the principal source of the immense wealth of this temple depended on

the charity offered by pilgrims who flocked there by millions on festive occasions, the chief

amongst which fell on the full moon day in the month of August. A fair was held every year

on this occasion in front of the temple, when the kings of Bisnega, from remote times, gave

free access to all kinds of merchandise without any duties whatsoever.® He then describes

this festival as follows:

—

‘T saw this festival and the fair, which is held on that day. The temple stands on a

large plain (campo). The people begin coming to this place with their baggage a fortnight

earlier. At this time, there will be seen three to four hundred thousand of horses. Here

people of all the nations of the world are to be seen and all kinds of merchandise which can be

named and all the things of the world—the whole universe—are to be found in great abund-

ance. All the coins of the world are current at this fair.

“ The plain which is full of people, covens an area of about eight leagues interspersed with

a great number of small tents, where anybody can kill, with impunity, a thief caught in the

very act of stealing.

The pilgrims, before going to the temple, wash their bodies, apply sandal paste, dress

themselves gaily and adorn themselves with ornaments of gold.

^‘The male pilgrims shave their heads clean with razors with the exception of a thin lock on the

top of the head which they twist and tie beautifully. It is said that this lock is of much use to the

fighting men, in-as-much as when they fall ou the battlefield, it serves the purpose of carrying them

by their heads hung by it instead of by their ears, nose or beard, which is considered a great

dishonour. There is a sufficient number of barbers who sit apart under the shade of some big

trees and shave each head for a single copper coin called caixa,^ It is highly surprising to see the

heaps of cut hair which fill the space under the trees as well as over them. This hair, however,

is not allowed to run to waste. There is a dealer who buys it from the barbers for a thousand

® Lendas da India, Vol. IV, Lenda de Martim Afonso de Souza, chap. XXI,

^ Imperial Gtassettesr of India, Tol. XXIII, p, 393.

« Lmdas da India, Tol, IT, Lenda de MarUm Afonso de Souza, obap, XXXI.
* Oaixa is a corruption of cash or Teas, SO of whiob make 1 fanam or panam ; i2fanams make 1 star pagoda,

wbicb was 19i carats fine and intrinsioally worth 7s. 51d. These qoins were formerly used - in the Madras

Prosidenoy.
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^ardaos^^ or more : lie gets them twisted and made into thick or thin cords, puffs for women and

many other things, out of which he makes a lot of money by selling them at the same fair.

“ On the eye as well as on the day of the festiyal and throughout the night, the pilgrims,

according to their means, present offerings to the deity, always accompanied with some coins.

The rich sometimes offer from one to fiye thousand ;pardaos; the quantity of gold coins

thus offered and lying before the temple is so great that it equals a heap of about 21 5^ bushels

(ten moios)^^ of wheat.

Kear the temple there are four big wells full of water. Besides these, some of the merchants

open wells for their private use. There are other wells opened by poor men to sell water. Rich

men open wells out of charity and count it a meritorious act just as we do with our alms, and in

this way, there is to be found an ample supply of water. Eatables of all kinds in the world are to

be had here in plenty and dishes of every sort that one can desire are to be found here. She-goats,

sheep, lambs, kids and more than a million of rezes^^ are sacrificed in front of the temple and after

their blood is offered to the deity, the carcasses are given away in charity to the poor who sell them

to butchers
;
thus there is a great abundance of meats of all kinds to be bad at this fair.

‘‘The king of Bisnega comes to this festival accompanied by abont 10,000 cavalry, 200,000

infantry, and a hundred to two hundred ladies attached to his person. The latter are conveyed in

locked palanquins elegantly gilt inside and fitted with a very fine silver net through which they

unseen could see all that passed. The vehicles are so constructed that the ladies can sit, sleep and

perform their functions (jpod^m fazer seus feitos) in them. A narration of their customs, the

opulence of their ornaments, food and lodging would be an endless story, almost incredible. The

king, while travelling, baits at several places and at each of them he is received and lodged with all

his retinue and the great lords who accompany him, in a house specially built for the occasion by

the principal man of the place, even if the king were to pass there a single day or night. The

house consists of walls of clay covered with tiles
;

its inner roof is artistically overlaid and the

whole thing is painted and finished with great perfection ; it is provided with tanks and gardens

full of aromatic herbs. It is so beautiful and comfortable that even the great king of Spain

would be much pleased to stay there for a long time. The king with all his retinue is served there

with daintiest dishes and there is so much abundance and plenty, that the host who entertains the

king a single night spends more than bOfiOO pardaos. The house is pulled down as soon as the

king goes away
;
for nobody can live in the house where the king has once lodged. In this way,

new houses are built every year for the reception of the king
;
this gives rise to competition and

rivalry among the hosts of several places, every one amongst whom tries his utmost to surpass the

rest in point of perfection and abundance
;

for the host who gives the best reception is highly

praised and honoured by the king. On the other hand, the host who, in spite of his opulence,

is careless in according to the king a reception befitting his dignity and pomp, is ordered to be tied

to four stakes and whipped barebodied, with his belly towards the ground 1”

I* And if any one does not know what a ^ardao is, let him know that rt is a round gold coin, which coin is

not sfaruck anywhere in India except in this kingdom (Vijsya-Nagar)’; it bears impressed on it on one side two
images the other the name of the king who commanded it to be struck ; those which this king (Krishna
Dava) ordared to be struck have only one image. This ooin is current all over India. Each upardao, as already
said, is worth three hundred and sixty reis.” (A Forgotten Empire^ Narrative of Domingo Faes^ p. 282.) The Fardao
was worth about Is. 6|d.

The moio is a measure of capacity used in Portugal for corn, barley, etc. It contains sixty cdgueires. One
alqueire holds X peck, 3 quarts and 1 pini

Beasts of pasture such as sheep, oxen, eto.

Lendas da India, Y ol. IV, Lenda de MavUm Afonso de Bouza, chap. XXXII.
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At Cochin the Governor resolved to go to the port of Paleacate and thence to proceed to the

Temple of Tremelle with 400 cavalry, 2,000 miisqueteers and 2,000 slaves
; the latter were

ititended to get together the Hches of the temple and carry the same every one of them a sack on

his back. Accordingly, he steered towards Cape Oomorinj doubled the same and went along the

coast up to Beadala (Vadaulay),!* where he took some native pilots on board and reached the

island of Vaqas.^s There he remained for some days awaiting the arrival of a which he had

sent to Paleacate to get some information about that port^ The btought news that there was

not sufficient water in the river of Paleaeate and that only a small ship could eater it with spring

tide. Furthermore, the Governor came to know that the news of his expedition had already reached

the Court of Blsuega, who were well prepared to defend the temple at all risks, and that even in

Spite of this, if he wete to go there with two to three thousand well armed men and ten thousand

musqueteers, not one of them would escape the people of that place who, for their multitude, could,

with handfuls of earth bury alive any number of Portuguese troops.^^ The prospect of a big haul

was thus frustrated, and one of the holiest and the richest shfines of Southern India was saved

from the iniquitous designs of Martim Afonso de Souza.

The Governor then Retreated to Quilon. In the neighbourhood of this place, at a distance of

about a league, in the interior, thefe Was a rich tettiple, the riches whereof consisted chiefly in

precious stones. The king Dom Joao III* having learned of this fact from his captains at Quilon,

had instructed the Governor to sack the temple. The time seemed very favourable to the

plunderer, as one of the jangades^^ of the temple had gone with a force of 10,000 men to Cape

Comorin to assist the king of the place against thB_much suspected Portuguese invasion.

The Governor accompanied by his men crossed the river that lay between Quilon and the

temple and went along a narrow way that led through woods and palmgroves* The natives of the

place knowing his obje''.t, offered him 50^000 mrdao$ and requested him to withdraw
;
but he

Refused their offer and proceeded on his way and having missed it at some pointj reached the temple

late in the evening.

Near the teniplej there were some huts thatched with grass. Here was a great deal of

merchandise of all sorts, especially white linen manufactured at Cape Comorin,

A high enclosure of stone wall surrounded the temple, within which the Governor rallied all

his troops and gave them strict orders not to step out of it. The natives, armed with bows and

arrows and some muskets^ gathered fast outside the wall, but they could not resist the plunderers

who far outnumbered them. The Governor entered the temple with some men of his choice and

having fastened the door behind him, learnt from the black men of the temple where the treasure

lay
;
he then ordered his slaves to dig the particular spot and after some big stones were removed, he

dismissed them
;
next, he gathered all that was found in the hole and put it into two big barrels

and wrapped them up with clothk By a stratagem the barrels were made to drip to make the

people believe that they contained nothing but water
;
but the people knew full Well that the

contents were such as could not be damaged in spite of their being in water.

The next morning, the Govetnor ordered the place to be set on fire. He did not suffer his men

to rob anything
;
for he did not want them to be overloaded with heavy burdens that would prevent

A port bf the attcibni kingdom of Vijayanagar, On the Bamnad coast, Madura district.

Near Cape Comcrin. A small ship of war with oars

LendAi da Ifidia, Yol, IV, Lenda de Martim AfoHiO de Bouzctt ohap. XLIII.
i« xhe kings and the chiefs of the land appoint, according to their usage, two tespectable gentlemen as

captains to guard their temples. They are called jangades. They have mauy men under them and perform the

duty of councillors and administrators of the temples. They get their living out of the revenue of the temples and

ate discharged by the king at his will and replaced by others. {L&nda de Martim Afonso de 8ou%a^ ohap, XIlY)i.

1** hendae da Jndiaj Voh IT, Lenda de MarHm Afanso de chap. XLIY,
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them from marching quickly
;
some of his men wanted to take away the copper tiles with which the

roof of the temple was covered
;
but they were not allowed even to touch them*

The Governor then ordered the troops to return by the same way they had come. He caused

the two barrels to be hung on poles and carried alternately by eight slaves under the strict

vigilance of Gracia de Sd.

Just at the time when the troops began to move, a rich Nair (the compeer of the jangade who

had gone to assist the king of Cape Comorin), wearing gold bracelets and earrings and armed with

sword and target, made his appearance on the spot accompanied by about a dozen Nairs finely

dressed and well armed. Unmindful of their small number, they all made a daring attack on the

Portuguese and died a heroic death without retreating even an inch. In spite of this misfortune,

the native archers pursued the Portuguese on their way through the woods and harassed them to

the utmost. At last, in the afternoon when they reached some open fields free from any woods,

the archers left them. Then the Governor and his troops took rest near a fountain of excellent

water and had some refreshment.

At about three o’clock in the afternoon, the Governor marched again with his troops quite in

a different direction and went to another big temple which was also covered with copper tiles. He
found in it a big stump of wool which was said to contain^ plenty of money. The Governor

ordered it to be rooted up and loading it on the shoulders of some black men, carried it to the bank

of the river, whence they passed to an island. There, in the presence of all his men, he broke it

open, and found in it a number of silver coins of little value, which he threw among the

troops who scrambled for them.^o

The Governor then publicly expressed his regret at undertaking this expedition which, as he

said, put him to much expense and gave much trouble to his troops and brought no gain in return

except a gold vessel worth about two thousand pardaos. He added that the king his master was

greatly deceived by the men in India in making him believe that great wealth would be found in

that temple. His meu, however, did not believe his tale, which they thought to be a gross lie

invented to avoid making payments to them, They^ therefore, bore a grudge against him and

cursed him bitterly.

The Governor fell ill at this island and was bled three times. When be got better he went to

Quilon and theuce to Cochin with his whole fleet. From Cochin he proceeded to Goa.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY.

SERIES III.

BY H. A. BOSE, I.O.S-.

(Centinued from j?. 213*)

SakRti : viscous extract of the bark of a hill-tree, generally the baihal or fdlsa used to

bring the scum to the top of boiling sugar-juice. Jullundux S. K. p* 120,

SulAni ; a prop. Jullundur S. R., p. 102,

SnlAr : leather-trousers, commonly worn by RIjpfits, etc.
;
also called ehafnkar. Kangra Gloss.

Sultfltnl : a well that reaches the real spring water. Karn^l S. R., 1872-80, p. 159.

Stoiga. : sniffers ; a class of men, generally holy fagirSy who are believed to be able to smell

Sweetwater below ground. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 178,

Sungal=ga^j& : iron scourge. Ohamba., Described in Oldham’s Sun and Serpent, p.

Suni : a fish {CrosBocUlas reh(i). Karn^ S. R„ p, 8.

Sunji-ki-r6ti : supper : see under datidVd.

Sunkar : a coarse rice. Karn^l S. R., 1872-80, p. 184.

Lendai da India, Vgl IV, Zmda de Martim Afonso de Sougat ohap, XLXY.
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Sun&i : the sticks of sani. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p« 189.

Sunna : to hear, to listen.

Sura : a reddish insect preying on the inside leaf of the arrow of sugar-cane, and thus stopping

all growth. GL gaddi, Jnilundur S. R., p. 119.

Snrnaii; a wild conTolrdus. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 17.

Surnaii : a variety of tobacco. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 191.

Snrta : a variety of sugar-cane, having a long, soft, thick, white cane
;
the best of all, but

somewhat delicate, and especially fancied by jackals. Cf. sotha. Karnd S. R., 1872-80, p. ISO,

StLsi : a hare : see daniu

Susra : father-in-law. Cf. hhaTchra, Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p, 124.

Susrar : the wife’s father’s family. Cf. suardL

Susrftl : the wife’s father’s family. Or. susrdr and sdsrd. Qurgaon S. R., 1872-80j

App. V p. 1.

Satar : the villages on the border of the smaller stream^ Hissar S. E„ p. 18.

SilAwar : trousers= 8uthdn* Sirmur cis-Giri.

Sw4ni : wife= voti—used by Rajputs; see Idrt,

Syana : literally ‘knowing ones’
j
a class of men who exercise the gift of divination under the

inspiration of some deity or other, generally a snake-god or Saiyad. Karnil S. R,, 1872-8,

p. U5
Ta.bar: a child, Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 121.

Tadia: an armlet. Karnd S. R., 1872-80, p. 133.

Tagada; jewelry. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 67.

Tagri : a waist string for fastening a small cloth between the legs. Kanill S. R., 1872-80,

p. 124.

Tagri: a waist band of silver chain, worn by boys. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 125,

Tabav : branch of a tree.

Take: clothes. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 150.

Takka: a unit of assessment, payment being made partly in cash and partly in kind.

Kuthar ? (Simla Hills.)

Takwa : a snake. Cf. harewa. Jnilundur S. R., p. 12.

Tal: a tarn or lake
;
dal is commoner. KEngra Gloss.

Talak : a sacred grove. Karnal S. R ,
1872-80, p. 156.

Tali: upper storey; but intrans-Giri it means the house of an ordinary man, i,g,^ ghar^

TAlna : to pick out, as weeds, etc. K^ngra Gloss.

Tamand : a piece of cloth worn round the loins. Cf, sdra. Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 42.

Tamba bainsi: a variety of cobra snake. Jnilundur S. R., p. 12.

Tamsftl ; an open yard in a house. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 120,

TAnbia : a cooking pot, of another kind. Sirmur trans-Giri,

Tanda: a small strand. Karnal S. R.ji^l872-80, p. 200.

Tandan : ice or icicle. (Gddi),

Taugar ; the stalks of the gram plant. Jnilundur S. R., p. 127.

Tangli: a four-pronged fork. HoshiErpur S.R,, p. 72.

Tantia : a wasp. Bauria argot.

Taola : a wooden bearing on which the chdh (wheel) of the potter rests. Of, hMU» Karnal

S, E., 1872-80, p. 200.

(To he continued.)
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MISCELLANEA.

ON btjddhaMitba, the tbaoheb ojp

VASUJBANDHU.

Dr. TAiCAKiraxr says that Vindliyav^sa was

successful in a dispute witli Baddhaxnitra, the

teacher of Tasubandhu. Yindhyavdsa liyed in

the middle of the tenth century after the Bud-

dha^sNirr^na or about AiD. 450. In AD. 448-49,

corresponding to the Gupta year 129^ during the

reign of Kumaragilpta a Bhikshu Buddhamitra

installed an image of Buddha at Mankuwar, and

in the inscription on the pedestal of the image

tells us that Buddha was not refitted in respect

of his opinions.*^ This shows that this Buddhist

Bhikshu was so famous for his learning that no

Contemporary Brahman scholar, however eminent,

could renture to attack Buddhiain. I therefore

conclude that this Bhikshu Buddhamitra of the

Afankuwar inscription was identical with the

Buddhamitra who was the teacher ofVaaubandhu,

the latter being contemporary with Eum4ragupta,

as I hare already shown.

Another inference which I draw from the ex-

pression sva-maMviruddhas'^a applied to Buddha

in this inscription is that the religious contro-

versy, in which Buddhamitra was so signally

defeated by YindhyavAsa that the reigning sove-

reign YikramAditya transferred his pati'onage

from Buddhism to Brahminismj could not have

taken place in the reign of Chandragupta-Yikramir

ditya ; as in that case the statement; that Buddha

was not refuted in respect of his opinions^ would

never have been accepted as true by the people in

the time of Kum^ragupta. We are, therefore*

justified in concluding that this religious contro-

versy took place in the time of Skandagupta-
Yikrarn&ditya and that Vasubandhu’s patrons

mentioned by Paramdrtha were Skandagupti-

Vikram4ditya and Narasimhagupta-B^Uditya*

As regards the son of Chandragupta II, whose
patronage Yasubandhu enjoyed according to the

interesting half-verse which Ydmana has pre

served for us, I have already identified this prince
with Knmaragupta. It is thus clear that Buddha*
mitra and his famous pupil Yasubandhu were
both living in the reigns of KumSiragupta and
Skandagupta; while Yasubandhu was contem*

porary with Kumaragupta, Skandagupta and
B&laditya, and died at the age of 80, shortly after

the accession of the last named prince. The date

of BSflMitya's accession is as yet far from being

settled. We are, therefore, not able to say how
old Yasubandhu was in A. D. 414, the year in

which Kum^ragupta ascended the throne. Yasu*

bandhu’s literary career, nevertheless, nearly

coincides with the first three quarters of the fifth

century 5 while Dignfi.ga, to whom I-tsing refers

as being later than Yasubandhu, must be placed

in the last quartetr of the fifth and the first quar-

ter of the sixth century (A.D. 475*525). Texts of

Bignaga’s works on logic were in existence in the

year A.D. 539, the date of the Chinese mission,

and were carried by Paramtoha to China in the

year 546, and there ti'anslated into Chinese.

K* B. Pathak.

BOOK-NOTICE.
NAttAJiBAHX, by P. Y. Kanb, M.A., LL.B„ Pleader,
High Court, Bombay, Price, Bs.3. Sold by the
Oriental Publishing Company, Girgaon, Bombay.

This is a students* edition and the editor has
spared no pains to make it useful to the students.

introduction is scholarly and the notes are

erudite. It were far better, however, if the notes

Could have been reduced to one-third its present

Pp. xv-xvi. AdbyarSja is referred to as a poet.

See, however, Pischel’s article on Adhyardja in

the (fattvAffer Nachrichien, 1901 (subsequently

translated into English and published in the

Collegian^ 1911-1912).

Notes, p. 32* has been explained

This is how Mallin&tha

explained the word in the Megha&dta Z7), It

is covered by Pa-nini, IV. 3. 112. TOlc second

explanation ^ is supported by

BbS.nuji in his commentary on the Amarahoid.
The first explanation, however, seems to be more
authoritative. For seems to have been
an adjective originally. Compare such phrases

as and

in the Bhdgavata (L 6. 27; YJII. 8. 8;
X. 49. 27). B^RRdt occurs thrice
in the Rdmdyana and twice in the Mahdbhd^
rata. As it was fashionable once to say **red
gold” and "baron bold” in English, so it

seems to have been fashionable to say f^iSjrr

or in Sanskrit. The
explanation is furnished by Sridhara as follows

:

....

Yanamali ChAkbavartti,

Principedy^SHnagat.
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ON THE SESHAS OP BENARES.

BY a P. V. BANGANATHASYAMI ABYAVAEAGHETJ OP VIZAGAPATAM.

I.

Whoever wishes to master the Sanskrit language, must completely understand the grammar
of it, for in a language like Sanskrit, in which a great many words in common use have
peculiarities of their own, ready-made grammatical forms can carry the student but a little way.

Moreover, a scientific study of the grammar of a dead language, which is not learned for use in

practical life, is certainly to be preferred to a mere empiric study. Accordingly, the grammarians
never resorted to a mere unscientific teaching of the forms as such and mixing them up uncon-
nectedly into a list, for it is said in the Mahdbhdshya :

.... PTT TR;

[For it is thus heard—Brihaspati to Indra expounded, for a thousand years of the gods, the

vocabulary of words, uttered word by word, and he did not reach the end. And Brihaspati was

the expounder, and Indra, the learner, and the time of study, a thousand years of the gods,—and

he did not reach the end I—how much less in these days. He'who is very long-lived lives but

a hundred years therefore in the setting forth of words the recitation of them

word by word is inexpedient. Hot^, then, are these words to be set forth ? Some criterion,

embracing homogeneousnesses and peculiarities, must be employed whereby with little effort,

they (the learners) may learn quantities of words.—J. R. Ballantyne,]

And so they adopted to the method of Rule ani Exception. Among the earliest attempts

to formulate such rules may be cited the work of Pacini, who is also the greatest of gramma-

rians, aahis work includes all the forms, both of the classical and Vedic literatures. VararucM,

while criticising, enriched it with his vdrtiha%. PataSjali again wrote a critical commentary on him,i

and Bhartyihari wrote a commentary on the MaMbMshya of Pata^jali. Kaiyata, in his BMs'hya--’

pradtpa, refers to this commentary;

trrf i

nmifn frnwTcfRr^ It

SCS^;m If

But Bbartrihari seems to have commented on the first three pddas only
j
for, in his Ganaraina-^

mahodadhif Vardhamina, referring to Bbartrihari as a grammarian, says :

It is owing to this commentary on the MaMbMshya that Bhartyihari is called ^ikdk&ra. But

Bamahhadtadikshita (ITth century) of Tanjore, says : ^ JlRfSTlI^ giving, as

his reason, Bbartrihari’s self-conceit.

^ W.e leam from Vdkyapadiya, tliat Vy&di* •wrote a volumiuLOtis oo-mmentary on PtliDiini, called BaHigrdhai

extending over two lakhs of lines, of which MaMbhdshya is an abridgment. Of. Vdhyapadiya, p. 283 f. (Benares

Sanskrit Series).

2 Patafijcdi-charii^a, canto yiii, stanzas 14 and 15. A fragment of Bhartrihari’s commentary on ilfahd-

bhdihyuip^ovLnd in the Boyal Library at Berlin {vide Weber’s Catalogue 720 ; Oamber*s 558h
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Another set of commentaries arose on the same aphorisms of Panini, in KdsiM and Its

commentaries, of Fadamanjart of Haradatta and Vrittinydsa or KdstJcd-vivaram-panjikdol Jinen-

drabuddhi. As with the previous set, commentaries again arose on these commentaries; e, g.

Anunydsa or Tanirapradtpa by Maitreya-rakshita. This work has been wrongly identified by some^

with Bhdiupradipa by the same author, owing to a mistake in the following verse which oc curs

at the end of the latter work:

\

?TmT rTT^^JT : 1

1

Here is a mistake for tfspTSTfrT The verse reads correctly in the copy of

Dhdtupradipa belonging to the library of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (No. 87] 8). Tantrapra-

dtpa is therefore a different work and is noticed by Rajendralal Mitra, in his Notices of SansTcrit

Manuscripts, No, 2076, It is really unfortunate that so valuable a work is not found in any of

the public libraries of India or Europe. In these two sets of commentaries there are slight

differences of opinion.

Any one, wishing to master the grammar of the language should study completely

either of these two sets of works dealing with the Bhdshyamata and Vrittimata respectively and

spend much time in doing so. In fact, it is said that the complete study of the grammar of the

Sanskrit language requires a dozen years. Hence arose an impulse to simplify matters and make

the people comprehend the grammar of the language in a shorter period, We hear of such an

impulse as early as the Kathdsantsdgqra :

Ij 142 1|

• • • • f •

TTSrsT
I

st\: n 144 n

sr: ^s[f 1

?i^ll 146 ii [I. vi.]

This impulse was met in two ways. Some of the scholars began to prepare new books, which

were very concise, and they composed new aphorisms and glosses thereon. Thus arose new schools

of grammar, comprising Kdtantra, Mugdkabodlia and others. Others, on the other hand, did not

like to compose new aphorisms, but retained those of Pacini alone, and proceeded in another

direction. They classified and rearranged the aphorisms of PHnini in the order of their precedence

of application with regard to the different sections of grammar. Then they were commented upon

and linked together a chain of rules to be applied to the formation of particular words. Thus

a number of aphorisms became associated with a particular word and with each other, and enabled

the reader to memorise them easily. In this way a new school of grammar arose, including

liilpdvatdra, Prahriydkaumudt, SiddMntakaumudU etc. Among the greatest of the scholars who

worked in this direction was Sesha Hpishi^a, who composed a commentary, Pralcriydpralcdsa,

on the Frdlmyd'kaimudu Sesha is the family name, and Krishna the author’s own name.

5 Oix Prof. J. Egpgeiiiig-, on p,age i82 of the Catalogue of Sanskrit of the India Office library (No. 687).
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It is of this family of Sashas, whose members are scholars for six or even seven generations

that we shall speah in the following pages. The family has a peculiar claim on our attention.

Every student of Vydkarana-sdstra, nowadays, is ultimately a sisJiya of this family, for he will

read the Siddhdntakaumudt by Bhatfoji Dlkshita, who was a pupil of VireSvara, son of Krishna,

mentioned above. He will also read the ^abdenduselchara^ etc, of N^goji Bhatta, pupil again of

the grandson of Bhattoji Dikshifca. We may, therefore, look upon theSesha family as the ultimate

source of the present school of Vydkarana-sdstra,^

II.

TheSeshas were D^kshimltya Brahmanas, and belonged to the Advaita sect. They were

at first the inhabitants of the banks of the Godavari, but seem to have subsequently changed

their residence, and, ever since, to have lived at Benares. They formed a very respectable family,

and were* called BhaUa-hhaUdrahas, Descendants of the family are seen even at the present time

at Benares, and are very much respected, though they are not equal to their ancestors in scho-

larship. In every meeting or sabhd which they attend, they are offered two sambTidvands while

others receive only one—a mark of great respect and esteem. They are even now called

Bhatta-bhattas, The exact time of their removal to Benares is uncertain. In a drama entitled

Murdrivijayandtdka by Krishna, it is said that the author is composing it at Benares while his

father lived near the Godavari.

«T>rf^TSTC^r'TC’rra'r frT»r |

But Warasimha says in his Gomnddrnava that he is composing it at the orders of king

Govindachandra of T^ndava. We may, therefore, conclude that Karasimha was first living near

the Godjivari, and subsequently removed to Benares. The Seshas might have removed to Benares

in the first half of the 16th century, since Karasimha belongs to that period, and they have

remained permanently there ever since. Probably it is from their residence at Benares that there

arose a school of grammar called the Benares School of Sanskrit Grammar.

III.

The genealogical table given at the end requires a few words of explanation. It is

based upon facts contained in the works of the members of the family itself. I had traced the

line as far back as B&macliandra, when from a work entitled Govinddrnava by Karasimba,

I gathered another name, VislirLU, who was not the immediate predecessor of E}xtnachandra, but

was some generations removed from him. This Yishnu must have been a very distinguished

* The following table will make the statement clearer :

Krishna

Vire^vara (son)

(1) Annam Bhatta (2) Bhattoji Dtkshita (3) Panditar§.ja Jagannadha (pupils)

(1) VtreSvari Dikshita (2) Bhfinuji: Drkshita LR§i,myraina] (sons)

Hari Dtkshita (son)

TV^goji Bhatta (pupil)
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personage, as he had attained proficiency in and wrote treatises on all the Sdstras. The most

important of his works is an elaborate commentary on the Mahdhhdshya

;

:$5r>Trf^»T?r»Trsjrrr5N'Tr?irfamr

sailer sFiT 3Tmf% li

r 5=Ni^ .s«T

»fr*iraT3*r% 5r©rr^%^f?rNt: i

^W^»i^cr»rn'%^r°t^»*Tnfi%r»Tr^r

^rsTajhtfrarr f?rfNr^ II

Vishnu seems to hare been a specialist in the science of Vydkarana

:

"irfSrNrfSirPTrraRN [ v. 1. ] %i% i

^ scTcfftrs^^ sTr?^r^j^ »3R:^rrT5f li

This verse is quoted by Sasha Govinda in. his commentary on Sarvasiddhdnta-samgraha^

At the same place it is said that some attribute the verse to Krishna, reading ^ in the

place of .

Vishnu, therefore, is the first member of the Sesha family as yet knowu. He was a great

scholar and author, and we do not meet with any other member of it until we descend to

ISTarasiihha. This Narasimha was a great scholar, and composed the Govinddrnava^ has been

said above. He it was who gained for the family the title of Bhatta-bhattarakar even before he

removed to Benares. It was conferred upon him by the pandits of the court of the king of

Vidyunagara (now identified with Bijapur).

This Govinddrnava was a dharmasdstra work. The author says it was composed at the

request of Govindaohandra, of the Srivastaka family, king of Taa(Java, opposite to modern

Benares.

[ T. 1. stptnI* ] 1

1

aT>t?r ^Tt^sir

There is, however, a difficulty as to the authorship of the Govinddrnava, In the introductory

terses, it is stated that llfarasimha was the author. But Krishna, in his hudrdohdranromani^

claims Govinddrnava as his own larger work on law: 3?^ f^qf I

Mr. S. K. Belwalkar, late Assistant Professor of the Deccan College, Poona, says that “if the

statement in 'SadrdehdraHromani is of any value, it can only mean (a) that Sesha Krishna, per-

haps at the request of his father, completed the work left incomplete by Uarasiriiha, whatever be

the cause that prevented him from completing it himself, {h) Sesha Krishna may have written

a running commentary on the work.” lA the Govinddrnava^ Narasiihha’s father is said to be

one Ramachandra, and beyond this the work states nothing about him. We cannot therefore

say bow Ramachandra was related to Vishnu. He is spoken of as a great scholar in

the following verses from Govinddrnava

:

:ll
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We hare ia the Bodleian Library a commentary on U'aishadhahj one Sesha Ramachandra
and a commentary on. the 14th canto only of the same work in the Deccan College Library, Poona.
But it is said that this Rimachandra was the pupil of Sssha 1^'Ar^yan.a.B If this were correct,

this Ramachandra must be a different personage from our Ramachandra, and I am unable to trace

his connection with the Sesha line giyen at the beginning,

iN’arasimha had two sons, Krishna and Ghint^binan.i. Krishna too was a great scholar—in

fact the greatest scholar of the family. He composed a large number of works. Ten of them
with short notes on some, are given below :

( 1)

(2) (Printed in the Kclvyamdld, No. 6,)

(3) — On the authority of H. T. Colebrooke, it is said, in the catalogue of the

India Office Library, that this is a Sanskrit grammar— chiefly based on the Sdrasvata-prakriyd

But the extract from the work given at the same place clearly shows that it is based on

P^nini only. Moreover, the phrases and on folios 29 and 33 respec-

tively of the M.S., and the rejection of some forms as ST'Tq’^frn" because they are in contradiction to

the Bhdahya^ support the above statement that it is based on Panini.

(4) qrH5rRrrTf?7r=^g;; (Printed in the Kdvyamdld, No. 14),

(5) !Tf^3ETr?r^nor*- I
A commentary on Fralcnyd-lcaumudt^

(6) —This is a grammar of the Jaina Prakrit dialects in metre. The dialect

Prakirta, the first of the six dialects, is termed ifrsha in this work, and it does not treat of

Apabhramsa as it is an unimportant dialect:

»ir*i'fr rr«TT I

Os. C|

and at the end of the work we have ^ 1

0 )

(8) is a commentary on the Yahluganta portion of Frakriyi^

kaumudt, as is evident from the following pratihas,— STff— ff^ |

1
There is not much difference between this work and the portion of

Fralriyd-prahdk by the same, treating of the same subject. Only the latter is more concise. The

author here and there criticises Prasdda, the commentary on Pralriyd-'kaumudt.

(9) —An extensive work on grammar of which Frahriyd-prdlcdh is an

abridgment, as is evident from the following verse of the latter work :

^Tcqff w f^fl# I

(10) The authorship of this work is still open to question.

(11) It treats of the philosophy of grammar in 22 verses with the author’s

gloss thereon.

PTT^^t sr^rf?jrrq[ i

« Vide Catalogus Catalogorumt VoL I, page 306 h The name of the commentary is given as BMvad/yotanikd
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The work ends as follows:

xrr^ [ !TT=fKar ] ^5?irmr rtpst f6or^:?r^r i f^^rnirt^r >n5ram?rr^ll

2i5H^(=(i3g?fir i ^ sr^^tnnRT scr^ffrerfr^f H^ II

sjrsfsrirrt'^T ^r^U^T^INr ^'K'r?5r^ 1

1

f^f^: €?Hf5rr%5i>rrer^= 0rcfrr<r‘>!:i «f^ll

The various authors to whom he refers in his gloss show his extensive reading in Sanskrit

literature. The author quotes nnder verse 4 ; ^r*5n?TmPPiTr:

>T§-qT|; under verse 6 ;
?fRf^rar%^5frr^ffr’iTr:, under stanza 7 ; sp^r^K^T^,

under stanza 8 ;
under verse 13 ;

under verse 14 ;
under

verse 17
;

under verse 18 ;

rwr^j under stanza 19.

Some more works, such as ^^PTr'TTTft^r^TJTr?^, and g'c3PTr*Tr^r6* have been

given in the Catalogus Gatalogorum as having been composed by Sesha Krishna on the authority of

Dr, Oppert, but one cannot be sure about these works till one sees them or gets extracts therefrom,

Krishna had a pupil named Jayantabhatta, son of Madhusudana, a native of Prak^s^puri on

the river Tapti. He composed only one work, from which I quote the following few verses, relat-

ing to his history:

aTi-^rfTrt^?r5C5rrf II

5|5r5 ?m??r^r rr^ tr^r^dm \

%f^ II

!T^r3crri^®ftfr ^rw f^c5 II

Jayantabhatta’s Tattvachan^ra, from which the above verses are taken, is a commentary on the

Frakriyd-'kaumudi. It is au abridgment of Frahriyd’haumudi-Uhd called Frahriyd-prahdka by

Sesha Krishna, his guru,

Krishpa had a brother, Ohintamani. But it is curious that they never mention each other in

their works, though if Ohintamani were the elder, there is some justification for their not mention-

ing each other. We cannot on that score definitely say which was the elder, Ohintamani does

not seem to be as great a scholar as his brother. Had it not been for Ohintamani’s own work, it

would have been impossible to know that Narasimha had two sons, Ohintamani was the author of

Rasamanjari^jgarimala and many other works mentioned in the Catalogus Gatalogorum,

Krishna again had two sons—VlreSvara and ITdrayana, These two members of the family

were also persons of extraordinary talents. N^rayana wrote a commentary on the Mahdbhdshya

called Sakii ratndkara. This is a very rare work. Even where copies of it are found, it is in-

complete in the beginning. The only known copy that has the beginning is in my Arsha Library

and so I give an extract from the work at the end of this paper.

Of the two brothers, Yireavara was the elder. He does not seem to have composed any works.
Probably all his time had been spent in giving instruction to his pupils Perubhatta^ and Peru-

• vTiif*!’
1 H; ig xmneoessarily oorreoted into 1

1

’ Vide commentary on jRasagangMTiara.
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bhatfca's sons Panditar^-ja Jaganna.tlia, BhattJoji DiksMta and Annambliatta who make up for

the deficiency of their teacher in literary composition. But some are of opinion that Panditaraja

Jagannatha says that Bhattoji Dikshit was a pupil of Krishna. He does not, however, clearly say so.

His words are :
I

Here the word

qtJsfiT betrays the truth. It is usual to call a pupil his guru's pdduTcd, and since Viresvara was

also his father’s pupil, Panditaraja Jagannatha used the term for Krishna’s son, Yiresvara. More-

over, the present writer is of opinion that the fact of Bhat^ji Dikshita’s naming his son

Viresvara (evidently after his teacher) goes strongly in support of his view.

Vlresvara’s name is given as Vthesvara in South Indian roanuscripts, but it can be

easily asserted that Viresvara is the correct name for the following reasons. Panditaraja

Jagannatha, who was his pupil, says in his Manoramd-Jcucha-mardana

Further it has already been pointed out that Bhattoji Dikshita, to show his gratitude to his

guTUf named his son after him, and we know full well that Bhattoji Dikshita’s son’s name was

Viresvara Dikshita only. He seems to have been called Visvesvara in Southern India by mistake.

On this point Mr. S. K. Belwallar, who has kindly supplied me with information on certain

points, and to whom, therefore, my thanks are due, concurs with me, and says “ Visvesvara, to my

mind, appears an emendation for which some scribe or other is alone responsil le.”

It seems that Viresvara alone of the two brothers had sons. They are Purushottama and

ChakrapSLiii. Purushottama does not appear to be an author. At least, I have not met with

any one of bis works. His brother Ghakrap^ai wrote a work Paramaia-Tchandana in answer to

Bhattoji Dikshita’s Manoramd, in which he also criticised the latter work.s He wrote another

work called Kdralcatativa, Chakrapani refers in many places to ** my Prahriyd-pradtpa,** But

that work is not now forthcoming,

Chakrapani had a son Gopinfttlia, who had a son named Rtoa. This last was the author

of Pharmdnubandhislokavydkhydna-i in which he says 2

IV.

Now, as regards the time when they flourished, we have not sufficient evidence, and it is really

unfortunate that whenever we wish to deal with the dates of the poets of our land we have to confess

the want of external evidence. In such cases, we have to rely entirely on internal evidence and

probability, Narasimha in h.is Govinddrnava says that he composed that work at the orders of

Govindachandra, king of Tandava.

« • • « • •

*frf%?r'TW!Tr»T^

® In his oommentary on Amarakosa, 'Bhlknnji Dikehit says that he wrote a work called Mitnorarndmai^^ma

and defended his father against Chakrapani,
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f%#sr?T:|

Hf-is^ra'r II®

And Krishna says in his Padachandrihd that he is composing it at the orders of king Narot-

tania (brother of Govindachandra):

8»r|?5N‘ sRT’fnrflrm'it: =«fHf«r^^|5Tr I

So it appears that they were the protegees of the kings of T^ndava at that time. But unfortu-

nately we can neither identify the town at present, nor can we give the dates of the kings. We,
therefore, have recourse to another method of determining their date. Krishna was a contemporary

of Giridhara,^® son of Raja Todarmal, the financial minister of Akbar the Great. Raja Todar-

mal died in 1586* So his son must have lived in the last quarter of the 16th and the first quar-

ter of the 17th century. Krishna thus fiourished at the beginning of the 17th century.

In his Praleriycl-praMsa^ Krishna gives the genealogy of the kings of Antarvedi^^ (the

portion of the land lying between the two rivers, the Jauina and the Ganges) for five generations,

the last being Kalya igia. At the orders of the last mentioned, the author says, he composed this

work. The capital of Antarvedi is given as Patrabhunja. Again Krishna, in his SMrdchdraH-
romani, says that he composed this work at the request of Pilajl, Karayana tells us that he
composed his commentary on the Mahdhhdshya at the request of Phirinda (see the extract given

below). The Sesha family, therefore, seems to have been patronised by different people at diffe-

rent times. But we are strangely ignorant as to the dates of any one of these patrons. Further
research may throw greater light upon the Sesha family..

V.
While hunting for information about this family, I came across the following works by

persons bearing the surname Sesha. But I have not been able to trace any connection between
these authors and the renowned family treated of in the above pages. All these works are com-
mentaries on the originals of other authors. They are:

1 . A commentary on Gita-^Govinda by Sesha Kamaiakara, son of MenganStha..

2 . by Sesha Batnftkara.

A commentary on PadcirtTia’^chandrikd (called S»ptmpaddrthz) by Sesha Ananta.
4. A commentary on Nydya-siddhdnta-dtpa-prabhd by the same.

5. A commentary on Amaru-htaica by Sesha Bamakyislujia.

6. A commentary on Sarva-siddMnta-saikgraha by Sesha Govinda.

7. JyoHskabhdshya by the same^

8. Agnishioma-prayoga by the same.

9. Commentary on Saptapadd7'tM (called PaddrtJia-chandriled) by Sesha SS^rngadhara.

10. Commentary on Lakshandouli (called Nydyjmukidvali) by the same.

11. Erauta-sarvasva .

12. MntarnmmU I
mrayaija. soa of Sesha Vasudeva. aad

13. Bodhdyantya-AgmsTitoma-prayoga f
grandson of Sesha Ananta.

14., Laghunydyamdhd by Sesha Pai;L(Jita.

15. Commentary on VeMhgajyotisha by Sesha WSga,

MahamabopMhyUya Pandit Haraprasad Sastri, on the authority of T. H. Colebrooke, says in

the preface to his Kepal Catalogue, that the author of the Prakriyd-haumudi wag of the Sesha

* ® Tlie following genealogy ia given in the previous*
verses:

Sivad&sa
I

Gang^d^sa

HaheSad^sa

HStdhaya (descendant)

Govinde.ohandra Efllirtja Narottama,
Fide Prologue to KaJUaavadTia by K^shnai

The genealogy is given below:
Etipadhara

Nk&jrana

Ganged ^isa m. AnabhS

TIravara

Kalydna
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family, Colebrooke got the information from a Birefivara Sesha, reputed to be a descendant of

the author of Prdkriyd-leaumudt, who stated hie own genealogy as follows ;

“Ramachandra pandita, Nrisimha pandita, NSrayana pandita, OhakrapSni pandita, Bireawam
pandita, Sambhu pandita, GopSla pandita, and the Bireswara pandita himself.” But I cannot

hold this to be authentic information.

VI.

Extract from Bdhtiratndkara of Sesha Narayana :

It II

I

8T<nvTit srnf^ apir>r? »T5rn^ II v ii

^rtTsr

3Tessfr5>K'TR»rr?sT^^rfr®T^rf^-w «tirr^r 11 Ml

fr®>T= #«rfrer?^cR?r: ^r^tvsTrsTr II ^ li

^UT: Sfrf35KB?^WlI5r?^r tf^W: 1

srra: ?rl^55TPrr%?RfV-

^fNlsRPcra^T: II « H

sTrq:^r^g(Tf%iTr^?;i<T^'l’»rv?r
air^srtn^ v- i

?r 3?3rr »TfT-

*n«5!re^r5i?r^r ssifirjjrm RifHt H ^ H

Genealogy of the Seshas.

Vishnn

(descendant)

BUmachandra

Narasimba

I

KrishnaIhc Ghintflmani

Viresvara

1

Furnshottsma

N^rayana

cliakrapani

^ J .

’

Gopindtha

BSma
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CONTRIBUTION TO THE STUDY OP ANCIENT HINDU MUSIO.

BY RAO SAHIB PBABHAKAB R. BHANBAEKTAR, B.A., L.M.&S.; INDOEE.

^Continued from p, 195,)

The ‘ grAmas. ^

In the Bh, only two grdmas are mentioned, the shadja and the madhyoLmaf^ The*

gdndhdragrdma came into existence and fell into disuse before S^rngadeva, who says that' it is

described by Narada (a writer on music) and that it prevails in heaven and not on this

earth. 56 This grama is mentioned in the Panchatanira in the well-known verse ^
I

This work was translated into Pahlavi in the reign of the Persian king

Ghosru Nushirvan (A. D. 531-579). If the verse belonged to the original work and was not

introduced at the time of a later recasting, the gdndhdragrdma must be considered as having

received recognition before the sixth century A, D. It may also be pointed out that the above

verse quoted from the Paucluitaiitra occurs in the HdradUSLhshd I. ii. 4, which, though it be not

the original work of Nu -ai t mentioned by Sariigadeva, is evidently based upon it.

Though the Bk. does not define a grdmas it plainly indicates' that the seven notes in

particular relations constitute a grdtna. The octave being divided into -22 equal intervals, called

kutis^ the relations of the different notes in the two grdmas is as follows

:

Shadjagrdma — sa ri ga ma ya dha ni [sa]

3i 2s 4i 4i 3i n 45

Madhyamagrdma — sa ri ga ma pa dha ni [s«]

8s 2s is 3i is 2k 45

Or more accurately, ma pa dha ni sa ri ga \_ma’\

Bs 2i is 8s 2i is

For, as the typo of the sJiadjagrdma begins with-sa, so the type of the madhyamagrdma begins*

with ma. This is evident both from the order in which the different notes in the two grdmas are-

mentioned, and aLo from the ‘ first ’ murchhand in each. The Samgiia-pdrijdta also says that ma

is the note produced by the open string in the madhyamagrdmaf^^ though the evidence of this work

in matters not personally knjwn to the author is usually of but little value and ought not- to be

accepted in the absence of corroboration from other sources.

The following are the values of the notes in cents in the two grdmas:

Shadjagrdma— sa ri ga ma pa dha ni $a

Cents 0 164 273 491 7-09 873 982 1209

Madhyamagrdma — ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ma

Cents 0 164 382 491 709 873 982 1200

Before we proceed to discuss these scales farther, it is absolutely necessary to know which of these*

Botes was taken as the keynote. All modern writers on ancient Hindu music have committed the

error of supposing the shxdja to have been the keynote of the scale, being misled by the present day

65 BK p, 422, is likely to make the reader think that in this one place at least the- gCmdhiXragrSi,ma

is referred to ; but the word gdndhdre in that verse is a misreading, as is shown by a comparison with other

aannseripts- G. reads which is evidently a mistake for

; a. reads ^r^rr?cr^5Crr^^r I

6* S. B. p 43, iloha 5.

6’ Bh. p; Soli, Uokis 23-29. It may be noted, however, that these sloJcas occur only in the Ms. G.., and not im
A., which, as a rule, is more reliable, nor in the Beooan College Mss.-

6* iS.F,-g. 9f sLoJca 101.
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xisage. Bat it is easy to see fc lat no note bac the milhyana joalJ. have been the keynote in the days

of the For, if we examine the hexatonio and pentatoiiie ytos or modes, we shall find that they

are prod iced by the omission of one or two notes respectively from the complete scale
;
and all notes

are in turn thus omitted except the maAhyima, “ The omission of all notes [in tarn] is allowed in

t\iQjdtts (modes), bat the madhyami, should never be omitted. For, in the ordinance of music and

also in the sdm'ins the m'ldliyam is said to be the chief of all notes and non-omlssible.”®® But it is

just possible that this may ou\y be a repetition of an old rule which bad really fallen into desuetude

for we meet with such instances in Sanskrit works on music, as will be seen hereafter. We may also

consider it possible that though the malhyama might have been the keynote in the madhyama*

grdma, the shjdja might have been the keynote of the shadjagrdma^ But on a careful examina-

tion of jdtis we find that even in the shadjagrdma the skaija is at times omitted to obtain the

hexatonic and pentatonic varieties. It is thus certain that the madhyama, which is in no case

omitted, must have been the keynote of both grdnias, exactly as at the present time the shadja,

which is omitted from none of the rdgas, is the keynote of the scale in use. This fact of primary

importance being once grasped, we can proceed to discuss the two grdm,as in succession.

For the sake of comparison with modern scales, which are made to begin with the keynote, let

the shadj igrdmci be re-arranged with its keynote, the madhya7na, as the lowest, and we have the

shadjaLjrdma commencing with its keynote.

Table I.

ma pa dlia ni sa ri ga wa
Cents 0 218 882 491 709 878 982 1200

It becomes immediately evident that this scale is practically the same as

c d f 9 H ^

Ratios ^ 9

8

5 _£ £ £ 16

T 3 2 3 "g

Cents 0 204 386 498 702 884 996 1200

which is the European major mode with the exception of the leading note 5^, instead of which we

have The differences between the corresponding notes are 14, 4, 7, 7, 11, and 14 cents, the

greatest being 14 cents or two-thirds of a comma, affecting the second note, which is sharper by

this amount in the classical Hindu scale. But the fifth is sharp only by 7 cents or one-third of a

comma, the fourth is flat by the same amount, and the major third is flat by 4 cents or one-fifth

of a comma nearly. Criticising this scale Mr. Bosanquet says®i:—‘The system of 22 possesses,

then, remarkable properties
;

it has both fifths and thirds considerably better than any other

cyclical system having so low a number of notes. The only objection, as far as the concords go,

to its practical employment for our own purposes, lias in the fifths
;
these lie just beyond the limit

of what is tolerable in the case of instruments with continuous tones. (The mean tone system is

regarded as the extreme limit
;
this has fifths J of a comma flat). For the purposes of the Hin lus

where no stress is laid on the harmony, the system is already so perfect that improvement could

hardly be expected, ' He then proceeds to point out the deviations of other intervals,* some of

which, as noticed above, are large. But it is incorrect to look upon the system as

exactly representing the Hindu scale. The European scale is described as consisting of twelve

Bh p. 310, 72-73. sTrf^s I 'T sTi^

ITfCf ?r*TrrfI l ll II The last halt Ma
ie the reading of the Doooan College Ms.

60 For the notation used Vide MehnhoWs Sensations of Tone, Engl. Transl., 2nd edn.

61 On the Eindu division of the Ootaue ^Proa, of the B. S. of London), reprinted in S. M, Tag-ore's

Mindii Mmiofrom Vs^fims Author’s, 2nd edition.
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semitones to the octave, with the intervals of 2, 2, 1, 2, 2, 2, 1 semitones between its successive

notes. A scale constructed according to these data would be

c d e f g a b c'

Cents 0 200 400 500 700 900 1100 1200

Here the fourths and fifths are more accurate than those in the 224riiti8 scale, but all other inter-

vals show the same or greater deviations than are found in that scale.®^ But on that account we

do not say that in the European scale the major thirds are wrong by f-comma, etc. The only

legitimate remark that can be made would be that the expression of the European scale in terms

of twelve semitones as given above, is not an accurate one. Similarly, it is quite as probable that

the expression of the Hindu scale in terms of 22-srutis is only an approximation.®^ The question

then arises— Do we possess any indications which will enable us to make an accurate determina-

tion of the Hindu scale, of which the cycle of 22 srutis might simply be an approximate

expression?” To which the reply is, “ Yes, for some notes at least.
”

In the Bh, we are told what notes are consonant or sanwddins. * Two notes with an interval

of nine or thirteen srutis between them are consonant with each other. Thus, in the sTiadja^

grdma^ (1) shadja and panchama, (2) risTiahlia and dhnimta^ (3) gdndhdra and nishada^ (4)

shadja and madhyama. So also in the madhyamagrdma with the exception of shadja and

panchama. Here [in the madhyamagrdma] there is consonance of panchama and rishabha.''^^

This at once enables us to write the exact values of all the notes except two, since it is evident

that the interval of nine srutis represents the just Fourth, and that of thirteen the just Fifth

Thus we have

4i 3i 2i 4s 3s 2s

f^Notes ??ia pa dha ni sa ri ga ma

(
Ratios 1

9

r
4

3

3 16
2

2 9

\ Cents 0 204 498 702 996 1200

Only two notes remain, viz,, dha and n. They are mutually consonant, but neither of them being

consonant with a note of known value their own values cannot be determined by this method. But

before considering any suggestions as to their probable values, it is necessary to note the difference

between the exact values thus obtained of the various intervals, and those calculated from the

cycle of 22, which was brought into existence in order to express them.

Interval®.

Major tone of 4 srutis

Minor Third of 6 srutis.,.

Just Fourth of 9 srutis ...

Just Fifth of 13 srutis

Exact value in oeut®.

204

294

498

702

Defective expression of the value
by the cycle of 23.

218

273

491

709

ea This is the well-known equal temperament scale of Europe, and though in extensive use, is not the ideal

Just scale.

•* Indeed, this ought to be evident a priori. Thus, for instance, a note and its fifth or a note and
its octave are the actualities presented to us first, and afterwards comes the idea of measuring and comparing
them. How, it is easy to see that we may be in possession of two definite magnitudes, but for various reason®

may not be able to express one exactly in terms of the other. The intervals of an octave and a fifth are examples
in point. Hence the various cycles proposed, such as those of 12 and 22, It would be putting the cart before
the horse to treat the semitone or the huti as the primary notion and to seek to establish the fifth of a note by
going up 7 semitones or 18 irutis,

JSh, p. 803. The 8. R, means the same thing when it says * that those notes, in the interval between which
there are twelve or eight irutis, are consonant with each other.* But this mode of expression is objectionable
for the same reason that it is objectionable to say that between the Isfc and 14ith of January intervene twelve
days, and between the 1st and the 10th eight.
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The interval of 8 krutis is of no value for our present purpose, being simply composed of two

intervals of 4 krutis. Similarly other available intervals being only defects of these intervals from

the octave of 22 sruiis, need no separate consideration. From the above table it will be seen that

the system of 22 krutis is capable of introducing an error of as many as 21 cents or nearly a

comma in an attempt to express by means of it an interval, the value of which is known beyond all

doubt by the method of consonances. We can now proceed to discuss some values for the undeter-

mined notes, which offer themselves for consideration, remembering that a deviation to the extent

of about a comma need not by itself stamp them as improbable:

—

(1) The first value we shall consider will be that suggested by Mr. Hipkias, who holds that

the 3 krutis interval must be taken as a |-tone. We have seen that on the 224ruUs scale the

calculated value of the A-irutis interval is 218 cents but that the real value was 204 cents. A

I tone, therefore, must be equal to 153 cents, an interval known to be used in the East. But the

substitution of this value leaves 141 cents as the value of the 24ruiis interval between dka

and nit or between ri and gat and it is impossible to believe that the two intervals of 153 and 141

cents, differing from each other only by 12 cents, should have been expressed by 3 and 2 krutis

respectively. We cannot, therefore, look upon the B^knitis interval as a |-tone. The same fact

may be put in another light. The two intervals of 1 53 and 141 cents are so nearly equal that

each of them may be looked upon as equal to B-krutis, and it will be found that the whole scale can

then be more accurately expressed by means of the cycle of 24 than by means of one of 22, thus :

N'otes • • • • ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ma

The scale to be expressed ... 0 204 357 498 702 855 996 1200 cents

Values expressed by means 1

of cycle of 22 ki'utis
^

1
4k Zk 2i 4i Zk 2i 4k

\ 0 218 382 491 709 873 982 1200 cents

Values expressed by means
\

of cycle of 24 krutis ..
J

» 4i Zk Zk is Si 4s

>
0 200 350 500 700 850 1000 1200 cents

A glance at this table shows the greater accuracy of expression obtainable by means of 2i-3rutis

scale, if the 3-srutts interval were intended to be a |-tone as Mr. Hipkins supposes. But since

the Hindus fixed upon 2^4ruUs only, it is evident that they did not intend the 34rutis interval

to be a f-tone.

(2) Secondly, we shall consider the value of the 3-srutis interval calculated on the basis of

224rutis to the octave, which is 164 cents. In the first place let it be noted that if this value has

a claim on our consideration, that claim is shared to an equal extent by the value assignable to dha

by a calculation on the same basis, vi%.t that of 7-iritifs=382 cents, and this we shall proceed to do

in the next paragraph. In the meanwhile if we take 164 cents as the value of the Z‘srut%s

interval, the value of the neighbouring 24rutis interval becomes 180 cents, and the same objection

presents itself as before, 2;ia.,the improbability of taking the two intervals of 164 cents and 130

cents for a B4tutis and a krutis interval respectively.

^3) Lastly, let us consider the value of dha obtained by calculating on the same basis as in

the last paragraph, which is 382 cents. This gives very remarkable results. The 34rutis and 2-

irutis intervals have n ow the values of 178 cents and 116 cents respectively, which are almost

exactly in the ratio of 3 : 2. An additional argument for accepting this value is the consideration

that the Hindus in choosing the cycle of 22 were more likely to have aimed at securing a greater

accuracy in the expression of the relations of the fourth, the fifth and the thirds than that of

smaller intervals like the seconds. It will be noticed that this value of the major Third, mu,, 382

cents, differs only by 4 cents from the value of the just major Third which is 386 cents, and there

is nothing against the supposition that probably this was the actual value of that interval; the
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small difference being due to the uiia7oidable defect of the system of 'l2-srutis, selected for expres-

sing the relations of the notes in the scale. This defect is shared* by all systems, and it can be

diminishe I only by admitting a greater number of degrees.

Finally au express statement in the S, gives a death-blow to the |-tone notion, and in.

directly supports the value which we must assign to the ^4rutis interval as a consequence of the

value we have found for the 1-smiis interval. With 386 cents for the latter, we have 182 cents

(a minor tone) for the former, whereas the |-tone is only about 150 cents. From the data given

in the S, P. for t;ie division of a string the ratio of the 3‘$rutis interval between sa and n is | or

204 cents (a major tone), and of that between pa and dha is f or 231 cents. Even allowing for

the errors inevitable in determinations of the values of notes by the division of a string in a

fretted instrument like the Hindu it is evident that a minor tone may be confounded with a

major tone, but it is not easy to believe that a |-tone can thus be confounded. On the other hand

it would be quite legitimate to bring forward the objection that originally the ^-sruHs interval

might have had a different value from that which it came to have in the days of the S, P.; but

there is no evidence to support this hypothesis.

Inserting the value we have found tor the 1-h'iitis interval in the Table A, we have the

complete sca’e as follows :

4s Ss 2s 4s Bs 2s 4i

ina pa dha ni sa ri ga ma

B S
Ratios £

4 3

B

2
£
3

16

LCeuts 0 204 386 498 702 884 996 1200

From what has been said above it will be evident that the values of all notes given in this table

are perfectly c<"rtain, except those of dha and ri which may be looked upon as almost certain.

It is now necessary to notice the following remarks of Mr. A. J, Hipkins : The Indian

scale intervals ought to be understood as they are explained by native writers—namely,

as a tone, a |-tone, and a |-tone, composed of 4, 3, and 2 srutis respectively. With this

conception of intervals, and it must be borne in mind the |-tone is still approved of in the East, a

division of the octave into 24 equal quarter-tones becomes impossible. For as it was essential to

sejure an approximately perfect fourth with 9 srutis^ and a fifth with 13, the division of the octave

by 22 was the only one available. The error in the fourth of 9 equal srulis of a 22 division is no

more than |-comma, in melody scarcely noticeable, but the error in a 21 or in a 23 division could

not have beeu easily tolerated.”®® At the outset, in this connection let me ask the reader to* recall

what I have said above, about the system of 22 srutis being called into requisition to express the

relations of the notes in an already existing scale and the inherent inability of all systems to

express accurately the so-called natural scale unless the octave is subdivided into a very large num-
ber of degrees. But this is not’ all. Mr. Hipkins is actually in error when he supposes that

.Hindu writers explain the intervals of their scale as being * a tone, a f-tone, and a i-tone.’

Hindu writers have never sail this
;
they only say that there are three sorts of intervals, consisting

of 4, 3 and 2 srutis respectively—in other words in the ratio 4:3:2, This is very different from
what is understood by European writers by ‘ a tone, a f-tone, and a ^toiie.’ Consider the intervals

200, 150, and 100 cents. European writers will call them a tone, a |-tone, and a ^-tone respeo-
tiyely, which is correct. But now take the well-known intervals 204, 182, and 112 cents, or a major

< tone, a minor tone, and a diatonic semitone. These ihey will forthwith describe as a tone, a tone,

•5 See below. Oapt, Bay’s The Music of Southern India, pp. 20-21.
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and a semitone respectively, which is only an approximation and not accurate, for, the exact ratios
are 1*8214 . . . : 1*625 : 1, and not 2:2: 1. The approximation may be justified thus : 1*8214
... is nearly 2; and 1*8214: 1*025=: 1*1225 : 1, i. e,, 1 ; 1 nearly. But there is another way
also oE looking at these ratios : 1*8214 : 1= 2 : 1 approximately, as before; but 1*625 : 1= 1*6 ; 1,

more nearly than 2:1; in other words, the three intervals are in the ratio 4: 3*: 2 approxi-

mately, It is this approximation which has been used by Sanskrit writers. It will be seen that
the two approximations agree as regards the ratio between a major tone and a semitone

;
and if the

European approximation is more acearate as regards the ratio of a major to a minor tone, the
Hindu approximation has the advantage of greater accuracy in the ratio of a minor tone to a semi-
tone. ihe latter possesses the further advantage of indiciting that there are three kinds of intervals,

whereas the former reduces these to only two. It was probably owing to this European custom
of calling the major tone, the minor tone, and the diatonic semitone by the terms a tone, a tone,-

and a semitone that Mr. Hipkins overlooked the possibility of the Hindu approximation being
quite as good, if not better, for the purpose of expressing the actual ratios, and was led to misinter-

pret the intervals of the Hindu scale.

Having thus determined the values of the intervals in the Hindu scale, it will be interesting

to consider now the converse problem of what cycles can possibly be employed to express the same..

The conditions of the problem evidently are:

(1) There must be three kinds of intervals.

(2) The octave to consist of three intervals of the greatest magnitude and two of each of

the others.

(3) Integers only to be used in expressing the intervals.

It is easily seen that no cycle of less than 15 degrees can satisfy all these conditions. The
cycle of 63 with tiie three intervals in the ratio of 9:8:6 can express the scale with remarkable
accuracy. If we now examine all possible cycles consisting of 15 to 53 degrees, which satisfy these

conditions, only the following ones make
pression t

an approach to the scale for which ^

Table 0.

we wish to find an ex-

Degrees ia Ratios of the three Degrees in the Cents in the Degrees in Cents itc

the oyole. intervals. Major Third. Major Third. the Fifth. the Fifth.

22 4:3:2 7 382 13 709
29 5:4:3 9 372 17 704
32 6:4:3 10 376 19 712*5

34 6:5:3 11 388 20 706
41 7:6:4 13 380*5 24 702
46 8:7:4 16 391 27 704
68 9:8:5 17 385 31 702

Scale tinder consideration 1'8214 . ; 1-625 : 1 ... 386 « 702
Thus the cycle of 22 is the smallest that can be used for expressing the given scale

;
that of

29 gives the fifth more accurately, but the third is much worse
;
that of 32 is decidedly worse

;
the

rest are all better, that of 53 being the best. We thus see that assuming the value of the scale,

which we have found from other consideration,, to be correct, it could not have been better express^

ed than by means of a cycle of 22, unless the ancient Hindu writers had resorted to 34 degrees

or more. This consideration, therefore, gives further indirect support to the value we have as-

signed to the scale. Why cycles of 34 degrees or more were not used so as to secure a greater

accuracy will be discussed presently
;
but we must first consider an apparently formidable objection;.

In the section On the svaras and srutis it has been mentioned that, according to Bhafata;

in order to convert the shadjagrdma into the madhyamagrdmaj the pau^chama must be lowored^
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by a kruti so as to make it consonant with the nsJiabha, But according to the values

which we have come to assign to the different notes (see Table B), the necessary lowering

amounts to only a comma or 22 cents, which is less than even half of the average value

of a krutii which is 54 cents. It is not this discrepancy, however, which is the difficulty

in our way, as it is really of no importance* For, it is easy to see (and the reader may convince

himself of it by actual trial) that it must necessarily occur in all cycles, whenever it is sought

in this manner to find the value of one particular degree, nnless indeed the cycle chosen is such

that the difference between the major and the minor tone is represented by one degree, and

that the value of each degree is as nearly as possible 22 cents, consistently with its giving

good values for other intervals. Such a cycle is that of 53 in the Table 0 above. Why this

cycle was not adopted by the Hindus to express their scale, if the latter was really the same as

that I have arrived at from other considerations, will be discussed further on. It is sufficient for

my present purpose to make the reader understand that the fact of the difference between the

major and minor tones being only 22 cents (t. i?., very much less than the average value of a sruii) in

no way goes against the value we have come to assign to the Hindu scale. Indeed, we can even

go further and say that whoever might have originated the cycle of 22 to represent the Hindu
scale, Bharata and Matahga were misled into straining it in an unjustifiable way, when they said

that the amount of flattening necessary to make the pancJiama of the shadjagrdma consonant with

the risJiahha was the measure of a kuti. It will be seen that this error is quite natural, since

with the adoption of the cycle of 22 we are forced to represent the major tone by 4 and the minor
tone with 3, and the just Fourth and Fifth with 9 and 18 respectively. Now in the shadjagrdma
the paTichama is not consonant with the vishabha and the interval between the two is expressed by
10 or 12 according to the direction in which you measure. In order to make it consonant (as in

the madhyamagrdma), it must be flattened by a certain amount
;
but no sooner this is done the

interval must be expressed by 9 or 13 (according to the direction in which you measure), since
those are the numbers by which we must denote the intervals of consonance in the cycle of 22.
In other words, you are obliged to say that the panchama has been flattened by one unit, however
much the necessary amount of flattening may actually differ from the average value of that unit*

This apparently correct but really erroneous statement then can in no way go against the value
we have come to assign to the Classical Hindu Scale. But the same cannot be said of the experi-
ment described in the Bh, in connection with the exposition of the srutis (see the section “ On the
svaras and srutis ” above). In this experiment, it will be remembered, we have, at starting, two
i^tnds in unison tuned to the shadjagrdma. The tuning of one of them is subsequently changed
to the madhyamagrdma by lowering panchama by the requisite amount, which with our present
values for the notes of the scale will only be a comma or 22 cents. The remaining strings are
now lowered so as to have the shadjagrdma tuning once more. Supposing this can be accurately
done, every string of this ^i}d ought to give a note lower by a comma than the note of the corres-
ponding string of the other. Performing this double operation once more, the difference in notes
of corresponding strings will be two commas or 44 cents only, and the gdndhdra and nisUda
strings of the changing vind cannot possibly give notes in unison with the rishahha and dlaivata
of the other. But Bharata says that they do

;
and there will be the same discrepancy in the rest of

the experiment. Now if we believe that this experiment was actually performed by some musician
with the stated result, we are forced to give up the values we have assigned to the notes in
the Hindu scale and to admit those found by actual calculation on the supposition that the

cycle represented the scale emctly (see Table I). But this necessarily leads to the
consequence that we must admit that the Hindu year was so peculiar that when it declared two notes
to be consonant they were not so according to our present notions, but that the just Fourth was
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consistently flatter by 7 cents and tlie just Fifth as consistently sharper by the same amount. When
we further note that the values of the Fourth and the Fifth as given in the S. P. are exact, we

must make the additional admission that this peculiarity of the Hindu ear had disappeared by the

time that that work was written, I think this to be beyond belief, and consider that when the Hindu

musicians declared that there was consonance between two notes it was exact consonance as given in

the 5. P. and as understood at present. The necessary result of this view is that we must look upon

the experiment in question as only a paper or imaginary experiment, based on the excusable

error pointed out above, viz,^ that the amount of flattening necessary to make the 'panchama

consonant with the risAaMawas taken to be really equal to one whereas it was so only in name,

one being forced to call it a kniH owing to the exigencies of the cycle adopted, w., that of 22.

In confirmation of the imaginary nature of the experiment I may draw the attention of the reader

to the fact that in the Bh* we are asked to take two vtiids tuned to the same mllrchhand and

having strings and danda (the wooden bar proceeding from the body) of the same dimensions.

It is easy to see that a real experimenter ought to perceive that it is not essential to have the

strings and danda of the same dimensions. Farther, since there are only seven strings in the

ptndi the tuning of which is kept fixed, a real experimenter would have discovered that as he

proceeded with the successive lowerings of the strings of the other vind, there would be no strings

in the fixed vind with which some of the lowered strings could be in unison. As an illustra-

tion, suppose that the two vtnds were tuned to the first murchhand^ viz.^ sa, ri^ ga^ ma, pa^ dha

and the procedure of lowering the second vind by a sruti was repeated four times, then the*

ma andpa strings of this mnd would be in unison with the ga and ma strings of the fixed mnd
;

but the sa string of the second vtnd could not be in unison with the ni string of the first, as

stated in the PA., the latter being an octave higher. A real experimenter would have certainly

noticed this.

Having thus disposed of the only objection of some real importance, we must now try to find

out why the Hindu musicians did not employ a cycle like that of 53 so as to be able to give an

accurate expression to their scale, if it had the constitution which we have found for it. And

the reason is not far to seek, if we keep in mind how the h'uti interval was determined.

Mr. A. J. Hipkins®^ confidently says that < There can be no doubt about the origin of the sruti in

the measurement of a stretched string,^ but has omitted to give the grounds for his assertion. At

first sight this assertion does look plausible. For, if we divide a stretched string into two, and

subdivide one of the halves into two again and continue the subdivision in this manner, we shall

come in due course to the fraction xV ;
and if the string be damped at this distance from the nut the

remaining portion of the string = ||. ought theoretically to give a note which is 55 cents higher

than that of the whole string; and 55 cents is almost exactly one smti ( = M-j-V cents). But

if the experiment be performed, it would be found that-the result is far from accurate.

It is improbable, therefore, that the sruti interval was arrived at by the measurement of a stretched

string. There are other considerations also which go against this notion. In the PA., which

mentions the s?miis, there is no reference to the production of higher notes by stopping a string.

.The Hindu ?jtnd in its oldest form had no finger-board which occurs only in more recent forms,

and the frets were added at a still later period. Even in the S.R, though fretted instraments

were in existence at the time, the 22 srutis are demonstrated not by means of subdivision of a

string, but by means of a srutivtnd with 22 strings, each having a pitch slightly higher than that

er Oapt, Day's The Music of Southern Indian Introduction, p. xi.
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o£ the preceding one BO that the fourth gave the note and the last the nisUda,^ rrom

all this it is clear that the kmti interval could not have had its origin in the measurement of a

stretched string. But even supposing that the value of the interval was thus fixed by subdmd-

ine a string into 32 parts, for obtaining the value of 2 irutts we must take 31 of these parts

and divide this again into 32. and so on for larger intervals, with the result that every such

successive operation must increase the error, which unavoidably attends the experiment as noticed

above This makes it more probable that the relative values of the different notes in the scale

were actually determined by trial by means of the ear with the help of strings rising in pitch

step by step, as conceived, for example, by gdrhgadeva. This I think may also account for the

nameinift- isometUng Aeard) given to the unit of measurement which resulted from such a

process. Now. since equal rises in pitch have to be determined only by the ear, it is easy to

see that the greater the number of degrees in a cycle the smaller is the value of each degree,

and consequently the more difiSoult it is for the ear to appreciate the equality of each step in the

pitch. We need not wonder then that the Hindus could not resort to a cycle like that of 53

and had to stop at one of 22, which, by the way, as pointed out above, cannot be excelled by another

of less than 34 degrees.

To sum up, the values of notes in the Classical Hindu Scale (the shadjagrdma) are as

follows ;

4i Bs 2i U BS 4i

fHotes ma pa dha ni sa ri ga ma

1 9 6 4 3 5 16
B Ratios 1 “8 4 3 2 3 9

2

l^Cents 0 204 386 498 702 884 996 1200

As previously remarked, the values, given in this table, of all notes except dha and ri are

absolutely certain, and I believe the evidence I have given is sufficiently convincing as regards

the correctness of the values of the latter two also,

How* we arranged the shadjagrdma thus, with its keynote at the cemmencenaent, to enable

a comparison to be made with the modern European major scale, from which it differs only in

the seventh note being flatter by a chromatic semitone 4- a comma. The correct way, however, of

representing it, is this, to., with sa as the lowest note

:

The * sbadjagrftma.,

.Si 2i 4i 4i 3i Si 4i

ri ga ma pa dha [saj

i. i. i. 1 ~ 1. ^ ±
4 69^84T 2

S, R, I. iii, 12 et se^. experiment is not as aconrately described as one would wish. We aye
asked to tune the 22 strings each a little higher-pitched than the preceding so that between two successive notes
prodmed ly them there should not essist an intermediate note. These directions are evidently defective, for we
cfls» have notes o£ intermediate pitch. Then again, it would have been better to have 23 strings with
2 intervals, so that at the fourth lowering of the strings it would have been possible to show that the sa string
ef the changeable vind was in unison with the ni string of the fixed A similar inaccuracy of expression
of the author I have noticed above. But the experiment was probably not quite imaginary like that in the

referred to above. At any rate we are not asked to have the strings and of the same dimensions
but are

<g^^q.uiied to construct two similar the similarity oonsistmg iu their producing identical
sounds—t'

I think Simhabhfipkla’e explanation of this verse is correct,
and Kamn&tha’a is not. The Uttei says ; the forme* SEHTPr 1 aTR5n?OT*af

rfif
^ ^ ^ one nrigbt almost think that the OTthor

the expression of the JBh. and wroteW HIT. wH
f

uotcd that this experiment does not go against the values wo have cometo assign to the Classical Hindu Scale, rememhering that the intervals are to be judged by the ear.
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This arrangement at once makes clear why the go, oi tha Classical Hindn Scale differs from,

the ga of the modern Hindn scale. In the former, the first tetrachord is really a descending one,

whereas in the latter it ascending. It will be noticed presently that in the Bh, we are told that

if the note antara ga (which corresponds to modern go) is to be used, we can do so only in going

tip the scale.

It will be noticed that the arrangement of the shadjigrdma as given above is such as to

tempt one to think that it consisted of two disjunct tetrachords
;
and this is indeed the way in

which it came to be looked upon by later writers. But at the time we are speaking of, the octave

was not recognised and the grdmaB consisted only of seven notes.®® This leads to the conjecture

that the original descending tetrachord ma, ga^ ri^ sa was, in the first instance, extended not

upwards as dha, ni, sa, but downwards as a conjunct tetrachord sa, dlia, pa, the common

note being sa; the three new notes jijoe, dha, ni were subsequently transferred (as octaves) above

the keynote mx, thus producing the heptachord shadjagrdma. Some further support is given to

this view by the quotation from the Ndradi-hiksTid given above {tinie, Yol. XLI, p. 162). Indeed

the matter wonld have been beyond all doubt, if in that quotation the nislidda had been spoken of

as the fifth note and the dhaivata as the sixth.

ni'

dha!
1

1

pa!
1
Shadiagrdma.

fma ( ma y (The accents

Original J ga
tetrachord

i
n

—

Y
1

indicate oc-

taves.)

)• Added teirachord

pa J

(sa J

The madhgamagrdma seems to have been a later development in ihe evolution of Hindu

music
;

for, in defining it, the Bh[ tells us how the shadjagrdma must be modified in order to

arrive at the former, vi%,, by flattening the padchama by one sruH, In this grama the keynote ma

was placed at the commencement (see above). We have, therefore,

The * madhyamagrama.’

Zs 4i 31

ma pa, dha "rii

10 ^ £
1

9 4 8

sa r%

3 i.
T 3

ga

11
9

[ma]

2

The reader will at once notice that this grdma is the same as the Seventh of what are known

as Ecclesiastical Modes, whereas the shddjagrdma is the Eighth and related to it as a pl^al to

an authentic one. In India, therefore, it would appear that the plagal mode preceded the

authentic one in order of time {Sdma» chants, of which we know but little, being kept out of con-

sideration). The contrary, it is stated, was the ease in Europe.

Other Notes in the Bhftratiya-nfttya-hS'Stra.

Besides the seven notes discussed above, the Bh. recognises four more, under the name

suara-sddMranam (‘ common note ’), which is explained to be sn ‘ antara-svara
’

(• an intercalary

note’). These are (1) kdhali-nishdda, (2) . antara-gdndhdra, (3) $liadja-sddhdrana, and

(4) madhyama-sddhdrana.

The values Of kdkaU-^ishdda and antara-gdndhdra can be easily fixed from the datum in

the Bh., vi»., that they are two sruHs sharper than nishdda and gdndhdra respectively. The

former note makes the intervals between dha and kdkalt ni, and between Mkali ni and sa a major

0* It is for this reason that I have placed the 8th note in brackets.
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tone and a diatonic semitone respectively ;
similarly, the latter makes the interval between ri and

antara ga a major tone, and that between antara ga and a diatonic semitone. These notes,

however, were used with great restrictions : (1) They were to be used only in going up the

scale, and even then in a passing manner without dwelling on them
; (2) they were to be used only

in the three jdtis—madhyamd, pamliamiy and shadja-madhya and even then only if the amsa-

Bvara was or pa in the first and third, and pa in the second.

The shadja-sddhdram and madhyama-sddhdrana were notes intermediate between nishdda and

and between and a, respectively
;
and the difference between them and

the corresponding natural notes was so minute that they were designated also by the name hainha

(‘ hair-like ’)• Further, the sTiadja-sddhdram could be employed only in the shadjagrdma, and

the madhyama-sddhdrana in the madhyamagrdma. We have no data in the Bh, to enable us to

determine the values of these. From the 5. 22., however, we see70 that according to later writers

they were produced by the following relations of notes ;

Shadja^sddJidrana

Ma Ihyama-sddJidrana

Further, it would seem that though, as in the madhyama-sddhdrana was confined to the

inadhyamagrdma, there was no corresponding restriction on the skadja-sddhdrana.

A change had also occurred in the mode of employing hdhaU-niskdda and antara-gdndlidra.'^^

Firstly, one could descend thus :

sa hdkalUni dJia (c B A)
ma antara-gdndhdra ri {fed')

Secondly, one could follow this procedure :

6a JcdhalUni sa the next higher note available

ma aniara-gdndhdra ma the next higher note available

By the words * the next higher note available ’ is to be understood, * the next higher note,

making allowance for such notes as are required to be omitted in the particular mode to be played

or sung. ’ It will be observed that though the second procedure may be looked upon as in

accordance with the teaching of the Bh., the first goes directly against it^ It is impossible for us

to find out when and how the change came about, as no works on music in the period between
the Bh, and the aS. 22. are extant. The author of the S,R. himself, it must be noted, is not

writing from his own knowledge, but on the authority of the writers who preceded him, and whose
works were then available. The ancient music had already passed away in the time of Sarngadeva,
the author of the S, 22.

The ‘ gramas ’ according to later writers.

The structure of the two grdmas as given in the S. 22., which is a compilation made from
previous works, is exactly as given in the J5A.73 But in the S. P., which is a work of a much later

period (see above) an I when the old distinction of the grdmas had been completely forgotten,
though there is agreement in the structure of the shadjagrdma, that assigned to the madhyama^
grdma is as follows with ma for keynote :

*

ma ]ia dha ni sa ri ga

*S’. E. p, 64, §lokas 7 and 8.

oiiyuxu uubu cnae uue
in App. iv of the 8* E» Anandashiatna

8. P, hxnda i., sloka 100.

- P’ Mokas 3, 4, 5 and 0.
The reader should note that the arrangement of srati& in the madhyama and gfhndMra grO^masy as drawn unLasniama senes, is not according to the text. It agrees with that given in the 8. P
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This must be looked upon either as having its origin in the imagination of the author, an
occurrence by no means very rare, or as having been quoted from a previous writer, equally

imaginative. According to the S. however, this was the constitution of the gdnihdragrdma
of Narada, which had already fallen into desuetude (see above). For, this authority gives the

following arrangement of smtis in this gr&ma.

The ‘g^ndh&ragrama/
ga ma pa dha ni sa ri [^a]

3i 4i 3i 2s 4s

Here it would seem that ga was the keynote, and in that case it is not very difficult to attach

apbusible meaning to the scale. For, on comparing it with the sliaijagrdma it will be observed

that it is identical with it except for the fact that the interval between the second and the fourtli

notes, which amoniits to f or a minor third, is sought to be equally divided. If this conjecture be

correct, it reminds us of a similar division introduced by Zalzal (8th century A. D.) in the Arabic

scale and said to be still in use.^s la India, however, it fell into disuse, which probably gave rise

to the myth that ‘ it was prevalent in heaven (svarga) and not on the face of the earth.’?® It ia said

to have originated with Narada, a writer on music, but there is no inherent improbability in its

having been borrowed by the Hindus from the Persians and Arabs, like so many other things in

music (see below).

The S. P. having thus given a constitution for the m^d'hyam'igrdma^ which according to the

B, U belongs to the gdndhdragrdma, proceeds to define the gdndhdragrdma as follows with ga for

the keynotes

ga ma pa dha ni sa ri [^ya]

3s 3s 3i 4s 3i 8s B$

No other Sanskrit treatise on music, available- to us, mentions a grdma with this structure.

If we examine, however, the original gdndhdragrdma as given in the S. P. (which is the same as

the maihyamagrdma as defined in the S. P.), we find that the seventh note is the just Fourth
of the fourth note but is not the just Fifth of the third. In the gdndhdragrdma

,

according

to the S. P., it would appear, the seventh note is made the just Fifth of the third note, sacrificing

its relation of the just Fourth to thj fourth note, the other relations remaining the same.

{To he continued,)

KALIDASA AND THE HUNAS OF THE OXUS VALLEY.
BY PROF. K. B. PATHAK, B.A.

; POONA.

KshirAsv^mi, the well-known commentator on the Amarahosaj who belongs to the second

half of the eleventh century explains vdhWsa^^ meaning saffron, thus:

I so

In order to enable the reader to understand the view of Kshirasvami, I shall quote the

following three well-known verses of Kalidasa :

I r

grTNyrrggrrtttr RaghumAsa iy.

74 li, p. 46, slokas 3, 4, and 5.

In the I3th, 14th and 15tli oentnries, however, ZalzaPs neutral third not in favour. (Prof. Land’s
Gramme Arabs),

76 S B. p. 45, iloTca 5.

77 If we are to believe, however, that this grdima was in existence in India at the time when the Panchatan-

tr(( was first translated into Pahlavi (see above), the Hindus could not have borrowed it from the Arabs*
1 He quotes Bhoja and is quoted by Vardham^na, the author of the Qanaratnamahadadhi,
2 Mr. K. G. Oka’s Ed. of the KsMrasvdmt, p, 110, _ -

* Some manuscripts of YaUabha’s commentary read
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Kshirasvanai tells us ttat Raghii encouafcered the Hunas in the Vahlika-desa, where the

saffron plant was onltivated. If this view is accepted, the reading adopted by

a commentator of the fourteenth century and a native of Soirthern India,

mast be abandoned. Before examining the other reading I shall try to settle the

date of Vallabha, who gives this latter reading. On the word dsa occurring in

*n*Ts {^Kumdrasotnibhava I. 35), Vallabha remarks s

JT'irfsr: !T«Tf»fr fNim^ ?rr|-

^ faa-sdflN- I

^

These remarks are thus reproduced by Vardhamana ;

5 Rra's=cf!iT?re:v# ?f?r ^ I ?nf5cr^ Rrs^^pnf [

Ganarainamahodadhi L 13. Benares Edition, p. 16.

Mallinatha says

:

i '’nil’ll-

Yallabha, who is quoted by Vardhamana, mentions Bihlaua in bis comments on the

last verse of Magha’s Kavi-vaihia-varmna in his ^isupdlavadha. On these grounds we may

safely assign Vallabha to the first half of the twelfth century. It is a well-known fact that

he was a native of Kashmtr. These facts invest his opinion with exceptional importance.

In the above passage cited from Kalidasa, Vallabha reads explains it thus

5r^r^cfK.® According to Ksbirasvam!, Vahlika-desa or Bactria was the country

where Raghu encountered the Hunas, and this region was, in Vallabha’s opinion, watered by

the river Vankfi. In the fifteenth canto of the Ragkumnisat verse 89, the towns of Taksba^ilfi

and Pushkal^vati are mentioned. The last named town was called by the Greeks Peukelaotis.

In the Greek form of this word the letter s is superfluous, and the letter o corresponds to the

Sanskrit va. According to this rule, the Greek word Oxns, the name of the celebrated river,

would be in Sanskrit; and in Prl-krit it would be spelt and pronounced

TO- The sign for doubling being mistaken for anusvdra, the word would be pronounced

Vahku. The Sanskrit form Vakshu, with a superfluous nasal, would be pronounced Vahkshu.

It is thus plain that the Vahku or Vahkshu river is the Oxus river. It is interesting to not©

here that the famous Chinese traveller Yuan Ohwang calls this river Pochu or Foehn. This

Chinese name is only a phonetic transcription of the Indian form of the name Vakshfi or

Vakku. Ya answers^ to the Chinese po pr fo, as in Molopo for Malava, or in ISTa-fo-ti-po-ku^lo

for Navadevaknla, while the Indian ksha or hJea corresponds to the Chinese ch, as in

Ta-oha-shi-lo for Takshasila or TakkasiU. Thus the Chinese form of the name of the river

Oxus, Pochn or Foehn, presupposes the Indian original Vakshu or Vakkfi, mispronounced

Vankshu or Vahku,®

We have thus seen that in the opinion of Kshirasv^rai and Vallabha, Kalidasa makes

Raghu invade the norfchern country and conquer the Hunas, who had already established

themselves on the banks of the Oxus in Bactria. General Onnningham® says: “ According to

the Chinese authorities the white Huns first appeared in the countries on the Oxus in the

beginning of the fifth century and then gives a list of the Huna kings who ruled on the Oxus.
Mr. V. A. Smith, in his Early History of India^ p. 29?, says that the Huns were in the Oxus

* Bead 0. MS. No. 72 of 1883-84,

6 Some manusoxipts o£ TallabWs oommeutary read
6 S. P. Pandit's Ed. of Ea^r^u, notes, p. iii. ’ Walter's Yuan Chwang, Vol. II, pp. 312-18.
* Four D. 0. MSS. of BaghmathSa and its oommentaxies read Vankfi and two read Vankskd,
® Eplithalites or White Huns, TramMtions of the Nwih Congress of Orientalists.
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valley between A. D. 455-84. The first invasion of India by the Hunas was repelled by Skanda-

gupta-Vikramaditya in A. D. 455. From these facts the conclusion is inevitable that Kalidasa

composed the verses quoted above when the Hunas were still in the Oxus valley and shortly

before they invaded the Gupta empire in A. D. 455. At this time Kalidasa appears to have

been very young, as he speaks of his poetical efforts with extreme diffidence and in such

depreciating terms as

H??: i Baghu 1. 3 .

His masterpiece, the immortal Sakuntala, must have been a later production of his genius.

He was thus contemporary with Yikramaditya II of the Gupta Dynasty. This view rests

upon the identification of the Vahku or Vahkshu with the Oxus river and upon the fact that

the Huqas first appeared in the Oxus valley in the beginning of the fifth century.

In the last verse quoted above, Mallinatha reads and explains 'TT5T%-

alluding to a well-known Indian custom:

Vdsavadattd, HalPs Ed,, p. 42,

On the other hand Vallabha^o reads and explains )^nfntir

.... Charitravardhana and

Sumativijaya adopt this reading, and say

In Thomas Watters’ work on the Travels of Yuan-Chwang, describing the social

characteristics common to the tribes and districts between China and India, we read:

** They burn their dead and have no fixed period of mourning. They flay (?) the face

and cut off the ears.” Watters, Vol. I, p. 40

“Among some tribes it apparently was the custom to tear or gash the face at the funeral

of a parent or chief.” lAem^ p. 41.

“ We find it recorded, moreover, that when the death of T’ang T’ai Tsung was announced,

the barbarians sojourning at the capital expressed their sorrow by wailing, cutting off their

hair, gashing (?) their faces and cutting their ears, until the blood washed the ground.”

Idem, p. 42.

From these extracts it is evident that KMidasa must have written hapola-pdtana, * to tear

and gash the face,’ and not Tcapola-pdtala^ the latter reading being substituted by the Southern

commentators like Mallinatha in accordance with Indian notions.

From the two verses discussed above, we learn that Kalidasa was contemporary with the

Hunas of the Oxus valley, who were defeated by Skandagupta-Yikramaditya in A. D. 455 and

who killed the Sassanian king Firoz, in A, D. 484, and that it was the custom, among the

Huna women, to tear and gash the face at the funeral of their husbands.
*

In my paper on Buddhamitra, the teacher of Vasubandhu, I have shown that Dign^ga

belongs to the latter half of the fifth century. It is thus clear that K^lidSsa and Dign%a

were contemporaries and lived in the time of Yikramaditya II of the Gupta Dynasty. This

confirms the tradition preserved by Mallinatha.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO PANJABI LEXICOGRAPHY.
SERIES III.

BI H. A, BOSE, I.O.S.

(Continued from p. M8,)

Tfiola: a bowl for keeping sugar, etc. Karnfil S. R., 1872-80, p. 121.

Tfiola, tanla : quickly. KSngra Gloss.

Tap, tapfili: the duct or passage by which water enters a field. 0pp. to paindf

Kfingra Gloss.

Tapri: a small shed or thatched house. Kangra Gloss.

w D. 0. MS. No. 160 of A. 1882-83,
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T&rkS. p&nS : the upper stratum of water of z^Jiachcha well. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 178.

Taraji: a poll-tax on Ohaniars. Kuthdr.

Taras: the sarus crane (^Qrus anXigoni)^ Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 12.

Taren : a high stool on which a man stands to winnow corn. Kangra Gloss.

Tarophla : thick or tangled. A word used to describe a division of land by which each

party gets a separate share of each field, so that shares are much intermixed. Fattu vand and

gddu vand mean much the same thing. Tela vand means division into large blocks. Kangra Gloss.

Tarota ; a hole in the ground or in a bank where water has forced a passage
;
darddh is also

used for same thing. Kangra Gloss.

Tasri : the heads ol jowdr, Karnal S. B., 1872-80, p. 187.

T^t :
goat. Bauria argot,

T&t : the pods of the gram plant. Jullundur S. R., p. 127.

Tataii3.i = Panji alth.

Tatani ; s.f„ a fire-fly#

Tatiala : a long thong. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 172.

Tatta : fast. Bauria argot,

Tatti: it consists of four earthen jars pierced and tied together and hung up by a string in

the bride’s courtyard, and is struck by tbebridegroom with a sword. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p, 167.

Tehman : a loin-cloth worn by Musalmans, sometimes not passed between the legs, but

usually worn in the Hindu fashion (though they preserve their own name for the garment).

Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 124.

Teinta : a term applied in Kulu and Lahul to a grassy slope or up land above the clijffs or

precipitous hill sides which form the sides of a valley. Kangra Gloss.

Tel talwai : a present given to the barber’s wife for rubbing a lock of the bride’s hair with

oil, Jullundur S, R*, p, 65.

Tela-vand: see taropMd,

Teli : the man who scutches ginned cotton. Of, pumha, Karnal S. R., 1872-80^ p. 183.

Telia : an oily kind of water.

Tera tin; all any how. KarnUl S, R., 1872-80, p. 155.

Thaeii: a plain or level space on the top of a hill or in a high valley. Simla.

Tha : to be born. Bauria argot. Ex, Damhera thdhe = a boy is born,

Thaiya: hide, imperative. BskXixis, argot,

Thaili : the handle of the plough. Of. arli, Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 99.

TMk : prohibition (of grazing) : KSngra S. R, Lyall p. 24.

Tbakna : to forbid, stop from. Kangra Gloss.

TMkuri ; a weight = 6 chhitanks. Jubba.

Tlidil : a vessel made of pottery, flatter and smaller than the daggd {q. v.) with a very wide
mouth. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 121,

Thali; very sandy soil. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 170.

Thamba : a subdivision of a tribe
;
a group of villages bound together by common descent.

Of. thaga. Kariifil S. R., p. 74.

Tliamba; the connecting rod fastened to the beam to which the oxen are fastened in a sugar
press. Of. mdnak. Karnfil S. R., 1872-80, p. 161.

Than : a small mtid representation of a temple. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 144.
Thanapatti: a cess; a fee of Rs. 5 paid at each daughter’s wedding. Of. mudhhhera,

Ferozepore S. R., 1889-91, p. 10 ,

Thanh : a long log of wood. Simla Hills.

Thand?: search. Bauria argot. Ex. hapdki thandolo lewan awe. The policeman is
coming to search the house.
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Thaiidi^i, thandidi : also ghi or any other grease.

Thtogeri : a bird. Probably from its feeding on thdngi or hazel nuts. Pangwal,

Thapa : a subdivision of a tribe, a group of villages bound together by common descent, Of.

thamba. Karnal S. R., p. 74 and 75.

TMpa ; a bloody mark of a hand, which the bride’s mother with her hand dipped in henna

leaves on the bridegroom’s father’s clothes. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 132,

Th^pa: the heap of clean grain. Cf. 7'ds and hoML KarnM S. R., 1872-80, p, 173.

Th^pa : a flat wooden dubber, Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 200.

Th^pa khalineha : a conical basket open at both ends which is suddenly plunged to the

bottom of a village pond with its big end downwards, any fish that splashes being taken out through

the small end, Karnal S R., p. 7.

Th9.pl : a small block of wood used for breaking clods, Jullundur S. R., p. 108.

Thapun; a secular clergy. Hissar S. R., p. 12.

Thathe : a press. Ludhiana S. R,, 1878-83, p. 105.

Thek : a sheaf of wheat made up for carriage from the field. Kangra Gloss.

Thekma : a petticoat or wrap with red spots. Karnal S, R., 1872-80, p. 124.

Thekna: to spot. Karnjll S. R., 1872-80, p. 124.

Thelu : a block of wood which is fitted into an irrigation channel, so that the water

flows evenly over ib. The water is then divided into several channels by pegs which fit into the block.

'

Kangra Gloss,

Theni: deposit of an article left in trust with another. Kangra Gloss.

Thih9,n: these. Bauria

Thika : a chief village. Karnal S. R., p. 76.

Thilaul : the money given to the bride’s mother at a betrothal used in Kilar and Darw^s.

Pangi. Called gudmi in the Sach Pargana of Pangi. Pangwal,

Thilia': a vessel made of pottery, smaller than the ghara, for dipping water. Cf. gJiana and

ddm. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 121.

Thimi : a measure of 8 sirs kacha, Kdngra Gloss.

Thimbi : a measure of capacity = one-eighth of a dharun. Kangra S. R. (Lyall), p. 32.

Thula : a subdivision of a panna (ward of a village community). Karnal S, R., p. 92,

Thuladar : an assistant headman, not officially recognized. Karnal S. R., p. 92.

' Tiba bangar : the fiat tableland on the tops of hills. It requires much rain, but is slightly

better than bhet. OL ^anga. Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 69.

Tik9wal: a necklace of fourteen coins, one a gold mohur and the rest rupees. Karndl

S.R., 1872-80, p. 125.

Til : a complete suit of female clothes. Of. ttwaL Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 125.

Tila: a wooden stick. Giirddspur. Of. Uld, stalk. P. Dy., p. 1138.

Tilkin: shoes. Ludhiana S. R., 1878-83, p. 150.

Tilla : an effect of cold which attacks buffaloes only. Cf. ha,llu. Ludhiana S* R., 1 878-83 j

p. 134.

Tini : s. f., top (of a tree).

Tind : the pod of cotton. Karnffi S. R., 1872-80, p, 183.

Tindar : the earthen vessels tied to the mdl of a Persian wheel for raising water. Karnal

S.R., 1872-80, p. 160,

Tingra ; a fish. It rarely runs large, yet specimens of 5 lbs. or so are sometimes caught by

the fishermen. Ludhiana S, R., 1878-83, p. 17.

Tingra: a fish {Macrones lamarrii), Karnal S. R., p. 8.

Tingra c]ihot9» : a fish (Macrones tengara)^ Karnal S. R., p. 8.

Tint ; the buds of the kair tree.
.
Karnal S- R., p. 11.
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Tilla; (1) the peak or point of a hill; (2) the ptarmigan; also called dMr chakru.

Kangra Gloss.

Tira; niche. Sirmur

Tiratli
;
properly a place of pilgrimage, but used for the place for burning the dead, which is

also called martalt : in Kulu, manton^ Kangra Gloss,

Tirchioka: see under 5?}* hattdr.

Titaina ; s. m,

Tithun; in that place
;

in the place which; othun^ in that place; Uthun^ where
Kt^ngra Gloss.

Tiun : still, yet.

Tiwal: a suit of clothes, Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p, 156.

Tlwal ; a complete suit of female clothes. Of. HU Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 125
Toba ; a small pond. Cf. clajpri, Jullundur S, R., p. 58.

Todar : a bracelet made of a cylindrical bar of metal. Of. hangan. Karnal* S. R., 1872-80
p. 125,

* "
’

Tokha : a masonry pillar. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 318.

Tokna : a brass pot larger than a tokni. Sirmiir trans-Giri,

Tokna : a large narrow-mouthed cauldron, made of metal for storing water and oooV:n,v .t
feasts. Karnal S. K., 1872-80, p. 121.

' « ooojcmg at

Tokni: a brass jar. Sirsa S. E., 1879-83, p. 166.

Tokni ; a large narrow-mouthed cauldron, made of metal, for storing water an,! •

feasts. Karnal S. E., 1872-80, p. 121.

Tokoni : tokni a large brass pot. Sirmur trans-Giri.

Tol ! a big boulder, Kangra Gloss.

Tolah. : a weighman. Cf. modi. Ludbidna S. E., 1878-83, p. 8l.
Tondi : spring, U, the three warm months before the barsdt or rains. Kfingra Gloss
Topa; a measure of grain

;
of rice seven manuds and ten sSrs kaoJm, or of wheat ten maund.

]cacha» Kangra Gloss.
^ ®

Topi l&nl ; name of ceremony for widow remarriage in Pdngi and Labul. Pangwal Mono 10 7

83 ^105 S. E., im’.

Tor: the irrigation of land by delivering water above the fields. KarnSl S. B., 1872-80,

Toran; the wooden frame of a door. Sirsa S, R,, 1879-83, p. 168,
Tori: then. Banria argot,

Toria: an insignificant oil-seed. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 191,
Tos, tonas ; a pine

;
{Abies jpindrow), Kangra S. R., p 2L

Tota : a cone of odiU (grain parched and ground, eaten with* water mixed with it! +
weddings in P4ngi (Sach Pargana) and Ohamba Lahul. Pangwai Mono . 107.

^ **

Towat : a he-goat—see under hakrt,

Trangari ; a small bridge over a rivulet, called dipt in Labul Kangra Gin.

«

Tren; three. Sirsa S. E., 1879-83, p. 124.
woss.

Trihftna : a tenant who farms land with plough and oxen furnished by the landhoM.. nv
chantequ^ and athold. Kdngra 8. E. Eeview, p. 8.

^ landholder. Of.

Tri^gol: the ibex: in Lahul and Spiti called Un. Kangra Gloss
Tooghftr : the great bustard (Eupodoiia edwardsii). Ludhiana s" R 1878 88 io

Tukkal ; a kmfe used in threshing suear-canA Pf t ii

1872-80, p, 124.
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TAm : gold and silver ornaments. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 157.

Ttimbi, tumbjrl : a small cucumber or gourd. Kumlri is an earthen pot, a small utensil in
which ghi is generally kept, Simla Hills,

Tting ; balcony. Sirraur.

Ttlnt: a tree [Moms alba). Karnil S. R., p. 9.

Ttis : chaf . Karnal S. R,, 2872-80, p. 178.

Tuari : the heads of the great millets. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 173.

IJMrau : the plonghing after the seed of charri has been sown broadcast. Jullandur

S. R., p. T-24.

TJbatna ; a mixture of barley flour. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 165.

Ubha thai jana : to stand. Bauria argot,

Hd : a heavy wooden roller. Cf, girri. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 162.

TJddar: an otter. Kangra Gloss.

IJdliai: white-ant. Bauria

IFgabi : collection of revenue. Karnal S. R., p. ]10.

Ugahna: to collect revenue. Karnal S. B., p. 110.

TJgMr: see Tioglidr,

XJgilan : the plough in which the boot and the curve of the bal are near each other.

Jullundur S. R., p. 109.

XJjaia: general withering up from any reason. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 180,

TTjeli : above
;
see under hunh,

tJ'khal : a mortar made of stone or wood in which grain is ground by a wooden stall

called musal and its husk separated*

XJndra : rat. Baurai argot,

Upr&lions : banjar land attached to a field. Hissar 8. B., p. 25.

tJpridft ; to go up; see under hunh,

Ur : see or,

Urbur : buckwheat [Cajanus lioolor), Cf. hundi and dhingra,

Urni : sheep. Bauria argot,

Urni : a fish (Mugil corsula), Karnal S. R., p. 8.

Urnfl : a lamb under six months of age
;

see under bhed^

frt : the man who dies without a son. Of. gydl, Karnal 8. B., 1872-80, p. 149,

Ut na-put jana: to die without a son. Karnal S. R., 1872-80, p. 149.

Utar: unirrigated land. Kangra 8. R. (Lyall), p. 32.

Utkarb : (1) fixed rent or assessment, generally used where it is paid partly in kind, partly in

cash. Chahota is another word for the same thing. Kangra Gloss. (2). a tenant-at-will,

Vadanak : a tall red kind of wheat. Jullundur 8. R., p. 125.

Vabal ; the bed of an old drainage channel. Of, vdl and johaU Sirsa 8. R., 1879-83, p, 12,

V&l ; the bed of an old drainage channel. Cf. vdhal andjokal, Sirsa 8, R., 1879-83, p. 12.

Vaim ; a noose made of milnj rope. Sirsa 8. R., 1879-83, p. 112,

Vand : an allotment (Nurpur) ;
see hbier i in Bara Banglhel = jeola, Kangra S. R#,

(Lyall), p. 32.

Vangat ; see hangat„

Vikh : twenty. Sirsa 8. R., 1879-83, p, 124.

Vil : a kind of rheumatism that is rarely fatal
;
the auimal affected gets stiff and unable to

walk. Of. vildya, Sirsa 8. R,, 1879-33, p. 301.

Vil&ya ; a kind of rheumatism.

yoti ; wife = swdni, used by Rajputs
;

see

Walina ? to-morrow. Bauria argot.
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Wali ; again, Bauria argot,

: tlie force which pursues the raiders. Sirsa S. R., 1879-83, p. 3],

W§*rna : the waving of the offerings for the malignant deity over the patient’s head. Karnal

S.R,, 1872-80, p. 346.

W^rpiier : a ceremony of marriage performed by waving a pot of water over the bridegroom’s

head and then drinking a little of it and waving a rupee round his head. Karnal S. R., 1872-80,

p. 130.

WatrS-n : a broadcast sowing ;
to sow when the moisture has sufficiently subsided to allow of

ploughing and sowing, Hoshiarpur S, R., p* 88.

Watri : cotton sown in June or July. Hoshiarpur S. R., p. 87.

Welila : soon
;

as wehla do t come soon. Bauria argot,

Ya»mu (Kulu) : the sar^o deer
;

see god,

Ziri : fine rice. Of. dhdn, Karnal S. R., 1880, p. 178.

MISCELLANEA.

ON ‘SITABHAGAYAT-A’ IN PATANJALI’S
MAHABHASHTA.

Much has been written by eminent scholars

about the ancient sect of Bh^gavatas. The ear-

liest inscription making use of the word *Bhaga-

vata ’ as an attributive of a follower of a particu-

lar sect is that edited by Dr, Fleet in Jour. R,

As. Soc., Oct. 1909, in which Heliodoros, son of

Dion, of Takshasila, a YonaMta of king Antial-

kidas at the court of Tr^b^r Raj^ KdMputa
Bhagabhadra, is described as a Bhdgavata,

Evidently he was a Vishnu-bhagavata, for the

inscription commemorates the erection of a

Garuda-dhvaja to devadeva Vdsudeva,

I wish to draw the attention of scholars to the
fact that ^iva-bhagavatas can claim the same
antiquity as Yishnu-bhagavatas. From the very
earliest days there were two sects of Bhagavatas
who believed Bhagavat, conceived either as
Vishnu or Siva, to be the supreme cause, and
hhakti or devotion to him as of more importance
than ritual or sacrifice.

This inscription mentions Antialkidas Nike-
phoros who, according to Vincent Smith, was a
contemporary with the early years of Eucratides
circa, 170 B.O. Menander’s invasion took place

i

about 150 B.O,, only a few years after, and his
siege of Saketa and Majihamika is alluded to by
PataSjali in words which leave little doubt that
the events took place in the lifetime of the great
grammarian,

STow. Patanjali mentions tie word Swa-hhdga-
mta while commenting on Psinini V. 2. 76. The
passage is as under:

i5fr

?r^frp^<i>.s?rjrss?T;
|^

I «ir ll^rfr^r%?5jn^i6r>i%;r^'Eicrt
551

1

An explanation of the context is necessary.

Patanjali takes pains to explain that words
formed by Pdnini V. 2. 72, 75 and 76, are not to be
taken in a literal sense, but only in a metapho-
rical one. Thus Sitaha^ ushnaka (Pdnini V. 2. 72)
do not mean ‘he who does cold,’ or ‘he who does
hot,’ for then they might be applied to snow or
sun, but they respectively mean ‘ a person who
takes a long time over doing a thing which has to
be done soon,’ and ‘a person who does a thing
betimes.’ Similarly,

( Panini V. 2. 75.)
does not mean ‘be who seeks his ends by the side,
for then it might mean * a king’s servant’ but it

is taken to mean ‘ one who proceeds to perform
in a roundabout way things which can be per-
formed in a straightforward manner.’ We now
come to Panini V, 2. 76,from which we get the word
Ayah^ulika* Patafijali asks if this word is to be
taken in the literal sense of one * who goes about,
or seeks his ends with an iron dart’ ? On this he
asks, what would then happen ? The reply is that
then the word would apply to a Siva-lMgavata,
Evidently, the members of that fraternity must
theu have been in the habit of going about, or
seeking their ends, with an iron Siila in hand.
Finally Patanjali says that the word is not to be
taken in the literal sense, and, therefore, cannot
®'pply to a ^iva-hhdgamta^ but it is taken to apply
to express one who has recourse to extreme or
harsh or rash measures to seek an end which
can be secured by milder methods.

Patanjali s denial that the word does not apply
to Siva-'bhdgavatas is a proof of the existence of
the class in those days. They must have used an
iron spear as a distinctive mark like modern
Jogis who carry an iron trident, diva’s weapon
is SiUa or irMla, whence his epithet BMu

Chandeadbcar Ghlebi,

Ajmer,
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THE RAMACHARITAMANASA AND THE RAMATANA.

BY L. P. TESSITOEI
j
UDINE ( ITALY ).

[ The present paper on the connection between Tulasi Dasa’s Rdmacliaritamdnasa and

Yalniiki’s Rdmdyam was first published in Italian in the Gioriiale della Sodetd Asiatica Italiana

(Yol. XXIY, 1911), and is now republished in English at the kind suggestion of Sir G, Grierson

^d Sir R. 0. Temple. The subject is indeed a most interesting one^ as it involves a question

which has remained sub judtce up to the present day.

Many different opinions have been advanced as to the principal source from which Tuiasi Dilsa

derived his Rdmackaritamdnasa, but they have all been mere conjectures, rather than inductions from

a sufficient quantity of positive evidence, and, being also very unlikely, have only helped to make

the question more intricate instead of^ solving it. The two es:tremes have been represented: (a) by

the scholars who, being not directly acquainted with the Rdmadiaritamdnasa^ have almost necessarily

tended towards conceiving it as a poor and close rifacimento of the Edmdyana, bearing no stamp of

originality
;
and (b) by the scholars who, being more or less acquainted with the Rdmacliaritamdnasa^

have allowed themselves to be misled by its outward appearance and by the different meaning of the

facts in it, and have arrived at the conclusion that Tulasi Dasa had availed himself of other sources

and was not at all or very little indebted to his great predecessor. It is important to determine

the right course between the two exaggerations and to give the Rdmdyana its proper place amongst

the sources of the Rdmachantamdnasa*

The solution of the problem can be reached only by freeing ourselves from any preconcep-

tion, or misleading infiuence of general impressions, and confining ourselves to the impartial-

examination of positive facts. It is chiefly a work of patience. The Hindi poem must first be compared

verse for verse with the Rdmdyana, with the object of ascertaining all points of agreement with the

Sanskrit text. Then, by placing agreements and disagreements in the same scale, it must

be ascertained whether the former outweigh the latter to such a degree as to permit us to classify

the Rdmdyana as the principal source of the Rdmachantarndnasa, The way is however, made ardu-

ous by the fact that Tulasi Dasa does not confine himself to only one recension of the Mmdyana.

This makes it necessary to carry on the same inquiries into both the principal recensions, and ascer-

tain in which places of the Rdmaohariiarndnasa either of the two prevails. Another difficulty is that

of distinguishing between real and apparent discordances, L e,, between particulars derived from

sources different from the Rdmdyana and particulars derived from the itself, but modified

either because of their incompatibility with the religious principles of the new poem, or for some

other reason. The reader will judge whether the present study covers all the above points and

proves sufficiently that Tulasi Dasa availed himself of the Rdmdyana as a principal source for the

particulars of Rama s life, but at the same time strove with all his power to keep as clear as

possible of Yalmiki’s art, so that on the whole the Rdmdyana can only be called his source of

information, never his artistic model.

Of course, the fact of having taken into consideration only the Rdmdyana gives the above

conclusions a temporary character. We know Tulasi Dasa availed himself also of the

rdmdijana, a mystic rifacimento of the Rdmdyana, which is included in the JBrahmdndapurdna.

When inquiries are brought to bear on this source, too,—a task which the author of this article

may possibly carry out in the near future—then only can the priority of the Rdmdyana amongst the

sources of the Rdmacliaritamdnasa be definitely established.. Rut on
,
the whole, even if some
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restrictiioa is still to "be made on tlie priority herein assigned to the Rdmdyana, our general conclu-

sions are absolutely definite and the present article will always retain its value as a collection of the

best proofs in favor of Tulasl Ddsa’s having largely and directly utilized Valmiki’s poem.i—L. P. T.]

"Sdudyurdnanigarndgamasammatam yad 'Rdmdyane tiigadiiam Tcvacid anyato ^pi
\

svdniahsukMya Tulast RaghundthagdtMbMsJidnihandham atimanjulam dtanoti 117 1|
*

In the above stanza in the Sanskrit introduction to the RdmacharitamdnaBa Tulast Dasa

himself informs his readers of the sources from which he has drawn. In fact he does here avow

most explicitly that he has derived from the Rdmdyana, and partly also from other works, all the

matter that was conformable to the Furdnas and to the Holy Scriptures. Leaving aside for the

present the question how far the words Jcvacid anyato should be extended, the fact remains

that in the above passage Tulasi Dasa himself does quote the poem of Valmiki as his chief

source, and does declare clearly that he has drawn from it the bulk of that material which he has

brought into harmony with his own spiritual ideas and clothed in a pleasant form of poetry. Such

is after all the meaning hidden in that testimony, which on the other hand gives us but super-

fluous information, for every diligent reader of the Rdmackaritamdnasa would reach for himself the

same conclusion. Tulasi Dasa has followed the path formerly trodden by Valmiki, placing his feet

upon the very footmarks left by his great predecessor.

If looked upon superficially, such an assertion will no doubt strike one as the absurdest para-

dox. A bottomless abyss lies between the two poems: in each one breathes a different air,

sees different people living in a world quite apart ; the impressions which each makes on the

mind of its readers are so unlike that one cannot see at a glance anything but a fancied depen-

dence of the one upon the other. But one must not ignore that objective facts, not sestbetic im-

pressions, are the best criterion for settling any question regarding the dependence of any one work

upon another
;
and it is in the light of that positive criterion that our assertion is to be viewed.

The fact is that, as far as Emma’s life is concerned, the thread of the narrative is mainly one and the

1 At the moment of rerising the proofs of the present article, I am kindly informed by Sir G. Grierson that

Bhalbhadra Pras&d Snkul of Ballia, U. P. and three other yaTj^^its are publishing an edition of Tulast B^sa’s
'Rd.mackaritam&nasa, together with another poem of the same title in Sanskrit ilokas, which bears such an exact

correspondence to it, that it must necessarily be concluded that cue is a trauslation of the other. Sir G. Grierson,

has seen the and SundarahO/i}^a of this edition, and has found that both the versions are practically

line for line the same. The editors consider the Sanskrit version to be the original one, basing their opinion
on what Talas! DS,sa himself says in the introduction to the Hindi poem concerning the origin of the story, and
particularly on the passage, in which he states that he heard the story from his guru, but owing to his being but
a child, he could not understand it, and only afterwards, when he understood it better, he put it down in bhdfiM

:

maim puni nija guru Sana suni kath& su Sfikara-kheta
)

samujhi hahtm tasu b&lapana taba ati raheum aoeta )l . . . •

tadapi kaht guru b^ahim hkvh J samujhi par! kachu mati-anusW
|

bh&kh&-baddha karabi maim so! 1
more mana prabodha jehi hot j (I, 30-31)

The editors promise a full account of the Sanskrit MS. in the preface to the ** Till then-writes
Sir a. Grierson—we must wait in patience," That one version is a trauslation of the other is perfectly certain, but
which is the original it is impossible, at present, to say. The impression conveyed to my mind is that it is the
Sanskrit version that is the translation, as it is not so compact as Tulast Dfisa. The author has to fill tip his
Slohat with unnecessary words to make them agree with the Hindi . But, on the other hand, it may be argued
that Tulasi I>4sa took a Sanskrit original and improved it by condensing it. In the latter case, it is this
Sanskrit Mma^haritamd^nasa that we onght necessarily to consider as the first, and perhaps the only, source of
the Hind! poem. But, even so, our general conclusion that Tulasi D&sa’s poem is chiefly based upon the
BArndyaua would by no means be impaired. The only difference would be that the correspondence of the former
to the latter ought to be explained simply as a consequence of Tulast Dasa’s having translated a work that was
chiefly based upen YMmlki, not as having been intentionally brought about by Tulasi D^sa himself.

« The present and all following quotations from the E6.machariiam$,nasa are taken from the edition of the
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same in both the poems: Tulasi Dasa derives from Valmiki all the larticulars of the story, shortens

or amplifies them as he likes, explains them according to his creed, clothes them in a new fashion,

but hardly ever alters their objoctiveiiess, their succession, their historical value. One might be

induced to think Tulasi Dasa firmly bcdieves in the historical trustworthiness of the Bdmdycm and

therefore makes it a point not to mistake the truth, at least so far as that truth does not strike too

openly at his ethical and religious ideas. This is why Tnlasi Dasa retains some particulars, which

were quite in accordance with the reduntant epical style in Valmiki’s poem, but seem mere, and

e7en strange, superfluities amidst the habitual conciseness of the RdirKicTiariiamanascu This is why

Tulasi Dasa always applies the greatest attention to giving unicuique suum', Le,, to attributing every

action or speech, however insignificant it may be, to the very persons whom Valmiki has rejire-

sented as authors thereof. This is why Tulasi Dasa always makes it a point ‘ never to alter the

succession of events^ and. goes so far in his scruples that he never fails to replace by a short

allusion any episode or important passage of the Rdmdyam^ to which he could not give room in his

poem.

This general rule of fi.delity to his source finds its greatest exception in Tulasi Dasa’s

sixth hooks where the succession of tho facts is wholly subverted, the particulars of one combat are

often mistaken for those of another, and the deeds of one champion are attributed to another

;

but in this case the exception does not weaken the rule and can be easily explained, if we

only suppose that Tulasi Dasa could not always find his way amidst the bewildering intricacy of

Valmiki ’s YuddhaMnda and often lost himself in the labyrinth of events,—which supposition is

greatly corroborated by our own practical experience of the difficulty of thoroughly mastering by

heart the subject of this most intricate book, though nowadays the scholar can reckon upon handier

editions and greater helps, than were available to the mediaeval poet.®

But, leaving aside the LahMhdnda and the few other divergencies from YMmiki, which

are interspersed in the other books of the Rdmacharitamdnasa and not always without a

reason, the fact remains of Tulasi Dasa’s strict fidelity to the historical and chronological

data in the narrative of the Sanskrit Rdmdyana ; a fidelity of such a nature that, were there no

other testimony, it would perhaps be sufficient to show that Tulasi Dasa, whilst writing, always

® This rule admits of a few exceptions, which are mainly found in the IJdZa® and Ayodhy&kdn^a, I quote the

three which are the most striking in the above two books

•

(i) . Tulasi B^sa places RSma Jlimadagnya’s episode immediately after the breaking of the bow and oonse-

quently before Da9aratha'’s arrival at Mithil^. [Valmiki represents it as taking place during Ba^aratha’s and

Kama’s return to Ayodhya] ,*

(ii) . Tulasi B^isa makes Yi^v&mitra start from Mithil^ along with Bajaratha and sojourn in Ayodlyfi for

many days. It is in Ayodhy a that Viyvlimitra’s story is related by Yasishtha andV^madeva. [VMmiki makes

Yi^vfimitra start from Mithil& before Bajaxatha and has his story told in Mithil^ itself by ^at^nanda]
;

( iii) . Tulast B4sa makes Guha cross the.Gang& along with the three exiles and accompany them one or two

stages farther. [VAlmfki makes Eslma dismiss Guha and Sumantra before crossing the Gang^].

It is most likely that alterations in the order of succession, like the above, crept into the R.C,M. from

some of the other sources, which were utilized by Tulast Dasa, But that is not perhaps the case with all

alterations of that kind. Take the following example ; In the R. O.M, Lakshmana hears of Bllma's banishment

only as late as If, 70, i-2, namely after the permission given Sit& to follow her husband into the exile. Now it is

simply absurd that Lakshmana, Kama’s inseparable companion, should have heard the news later than the

citizens, whose grief had been described by Tulasi BIsa long before. It is obvious that Tulast Btsa, in his

overdrawn laconism had quite forgotten to make any mention of Lakshmana at the proper place, and had to repair

his omission when he had to relate how E&ma, after giving Sitt his consent, gave it to Lakshmana too.

* The first half of the and nearly the whole of the UttaraMt^^'a, as they have no correspondent in the

R6itn6/yanai but are a mere addition to Emma’s life, are of course beyond the scope of the present article*

® Possibly the change in the title of the hook from Tuddha^ to £aMidT}^a was not without its reason.
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kept this source at hand and referred to it whenever his memory was failing him.® Any diligent

reader, who is patient enough to compare stanza for stanza the two poems, will easily be able

to trace back the whole path trodden by Talasi Dasa through the forest of VAlmiki’s Rdmayara

and to get a clear idea of his way of proceeding. To prove my assertion let me quote the

three following passages of the Rdmaohantarndnasa, in which Tnlasi DAsa, for accnracy's sake,

retains some particulars found in Vrilmiki’s poem, which, though they have their sufficient reason

in the Sanskrit original, are not justifiable in the Hindi version, and look stiange, or at least

superfluous:—'

1. In Book II, 10, Tulasi Dasa, after having told us that Vasislitha, in obedience to

Da^aratha^s orders, went to Bama’s house, in order to make him devote himself to the holy

practices preliminary to consecration, adds that, having given his instructions to Eama,

Vttsishtha ret to the king (guru sikha dei rdija pakim gagau |, If, 10, <a). This particular,

whilst corresponding exactly with Valmiki's narrative (C ^ II, 5,2i and following), looks quite

superfluous in our poem, and is not in accordance with Tulasi Dasa’s continuous effort towards

being as concise as possible.

2. In Book IV, 27, Tulasi Dasa relates that the monkeys, having failed to get tidings of

Sita, do not dare to return to Sngriva, but sit down on beds of huga spread on the shore of the

Oce&n (baithe kapi sabadarbha dasdz
| 1 ,

IV, 27, 105 ). It is obvious that Tulasi Dasa has here

in mind the prdyopavegana described by Valmiki in the c)5th BUrga (C and of the

4th Book, and, as he cannot afford himself to relate it fully and does not wish to omit it

altogether, he contents himself with so imperfect an account, that is quite incomprehensible

without a direct reference to his source.

S. lu Book VII, 15, after having described RAma’s consecration, Tulasi Dasa introduces

even the phalastuti^ which in Valmiki comes immediately after it (C, VI, 128, i05 and

following = B, VI, 112, 12 and following), without perceiving that such a pkalastuH^ whilst

being in its place in the Edmdyana, which originally ended with the Yuddhakdnda^ is quite out

of place in his poem, which is to end only with the Uttarakdnda»

Many other examples in corroboration of the above assertion, could be drawn from

all those passages, where Tulasi Dasa indicates by a most cursory allusion a Valmikian

episode deliberately omitted. Such allusions are often so incomplete and obscure that they

seem to bear no meaning to any one who has not in mind the corresponding passages in the

Rdmdyana^ and we cannot understand why Tulasi Dasa should have thrust them into his

poem, unless we attribute to him the scrupulosity of a diligent historian, who feels himself

bound to represent the facts in their full completeness and entireness. Here also I shall

confine myself to only three examples :

1. The Vievamitra episode is wholly omitted by Tulasi Dasa and the following allusion

is substituted for the story ; muni-mana-agama Gddhisuta-karant
|
mudita Basistka bipula-hidhi

iaraTitlb I, 350, 6, which we find repeated after a few stanzas: Bdmadeva Raghuhula-guru

jmni
I
bahiLri Gddkisuta-kaihd bakhdnt

|
I, 361, 1

;

« SirQ. Grierson, in his notice of the Italian edition of the present article (X "R.A.S., 1912, pages 794-798),
finds my assumption, that Tulasi Disa had a manusoxipt of the Pdjmd^yana by him and that he consulted it as he
went along, not altogether inatifiable. For, he observes, it cannot be thought that an Indian poet would labour
on snob lines. I feel I must heartily agree with him. My assumption was simply founded on the fact that I was
unable to conceive Tulast Disa’s exactness in reproducing step by step and in its right arrangement the entire
succession cf incidents in Vfllmlhi*s poem as a mere case of memoiy.

’Following Jacobi’s example {Das J?dmAyaT?a, Qesch.u. Inhalt, etc., Bonn, 1893), I represent by C tho
northern (or commented) recension, by B the Bengalee, and by A the western one.
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2. The episode of the blind anchorite’s son, whom Da9aratha killed in his youth, is

thus alluded to in passing by Tulasi Dasa : tdpasa-andha-s&pa sudhi at
|

Kausalyahim saha

Jcathd sundt || II, 155, 4
;

3. Sugriva’s detailed narration to Raraa of Ysiliu’s feats on the Dundubhi asura and the

seven palm-trees (0, lY, 11) is omitted by Tulasi Dasa and the mere statement is made instead

that Sugriva showed Rama Dundubhi’s bones and the palm-trees : Dunduhhi-asthi tdla

dehhardye
|
IV, 8, 12a,

Many examples of this kind, as well as others, could be easily drawn from the

Bdmachariiamdnasa as further arguments in favour of Tulasi Dasa’s strict fidelity to the

Bdn%dyar\ai but it would be superfluous to dwell any longer upon this point here, as the leader

will find plenty of such arguments in parallel passages quoted later on.® Having thus

set the general rule that Tulasi H^sa, as far as possible, closely follows Valmiki’s data without

altering them, it remains to formulate exceptions and to ascertain out of what motives,

extrinsic or intrinsic in the poet’s mind, these have sprung. In what cases does Tulasi Dasa

alter Valmiki’s narrative ? and why ?

As regards a good many of the alterations we can give these questions a prompt and most

positive answer, Tulasi Dasa does no/ write as objectively as Valmiki did. On the contrary,

there is a moral ideal to which all his poetry is subjected, and a particular result which he

wishes to bring out by means of bis poem. He has to relate facts in such a way as to convince

his readers of Rama’s divinity and bo inspire them with faith and devotion. No wonder then

that he alters Valmiki’s facts, when these do not prove conformable to the tenets of his creed,

as in that case alterations were an impelling necessity and quite justifiable from his particular

point of view. This accounts for the total disguise of Rama’s personality from the human in

the divine
;
the continual effort towards exalting his greatness and enhancing his virtues

;

the omissiou or justification of all the particulars which would seem unbecoming to his majestic

power
;
the exaggeration of the devotional feelings of all the people, who surround him or happen

to come in contact with him, and the promotion to the rank of Rfima’s fervid votaries of all those

who in the Rdmdyana either do Rama some great service (Hanumat, Sugriva, etc.), or, being

his enemies, refrain from fighting against him, be it out of righteousness (Vibhishana), or be it

out of fear (Mariclia, Kdlauerai). Particulars incompatible with the principle of RIma’s divinity

are not always silently passed over by Tulasi Dasa, but in some, indeed in most cases, they are

maintained, but softened or explained as being mere illusions brought about by the Lord’s mdyd;

and this is another argument in favour of our assertion, that Tulasi Dasa as far as he can

avoids altering the source.^ In some other cases, where both Rama and Laksbmana are concern-

ed, unbecoming particulars are attributed to Laksbmana only. The same is the case with Sita,

who—just as Helena never went to Troja according to Stesiohoros’ palinode—never went to

Lanha, but was absorbed by the Fire, leaving on earth a void image of herself, and was given

back by tbe Fire pure and untouched to Rlma, after his victory over the rdkshasas, Sita’s

repudiation and her being swallowed by the Earth, her mother, are quite naturally wanting

in the Rdmacharitamdnasa,

There are other alterations, which are of a different nature. and are not so easy to explain.

In many instances it is difficult to make out why Tulasi Dasa has varied Valmiki’s narrative

* Let me add only the romarls: that such a oorrespondenoe of the two poems to one another ia all the more

significant, inasmuch as Tulasr H&sa is by no means a poet wanting in imagination, so that he wonld not have

hesitated to overstep the limits laid down by VAlmtki, had he d<*em6d it permissible and wise.

® To confine myself to a single example of facts of this kind, I mny cite KishUndh&hU^ay 10, 4 and following,

where Tulasi D^sa maintains the partioiilar of Valin’s reproaching Efima for having killed him by treachery, but

takes caro to justify it by the remark V&Un, though full of affection in his heart, yet with his mount uttered

harsh words ..."
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when there was apparently no reason for doing so; and we cannot suppose he did it out of mere

lo7e of noTelty, since the facts examined above bear irrefragable testimony of his respect for

the Yalmikian tradition. In my opinion these variations, which do not seem to have sprung

from the necessity of removing some points in the old epic as being in open contrast with the

moral and religious spirit of the new poem, have crept into the Rdmackariiamdnasa in sundry

ways and are partly voluntary and partly involuntary. I would therefore distinguish

() The innovations, which Tulasi Dasa knowingly introduced, conforming himself to

other sources than the RdindycLiict, A clear allusion to those sources is made by the poet

himself with the phrase Jcvacid anyato ’pi in the couplet quoted at the top of the present

article

() The innovations which Tulasi Dasa introduced unconsciously without having any in-

tention of swerving from Valmiki’s path. These innovations, which, looking at their origin, ue

might more properly term mistakes or oversights, may be explained
:

(cr) partly by supposing

that the poet when composing those particular passages had not an exact vision of the Sanskrit

text, but wrote from memory without perceiving that this was wrong; and (i) partly by considering

that, in consequence of his continual effort to abridge and condense, when striving to constrain

into a few verses the subject of several sargas of Valmild, the poet may have involuntarily altered

the appearance of the facts by relating them too concisely and defectively.

Let me give an example illustrative of this second class of alterations. In Ayodhydhdnda^

156, Tulast Dasa, just after having described Da9aratha’s last moments, enters immediately into

the description of the bemoauings of the queens, forgetting to remark that they took place only

in the following morning, and then goes on to relate the grief of all the servants and citizens, as if

all this had taken place during the very night of Dajaratha’s death. Then he says: “In such

lamentations the night was spent, (till in the morning) all great and learned sages arrived” (1^6, 8).

Now, according to this description, it would seem that the sages had arrived in the morning subsequent

.

to the night of the king’s death, whilst according to Yalmiki they arrive, or rather assemble, only

in the morning of the second day. That Tulaa Dasa, when wilting this passage, had in mind and

was closely following the corresponding passages in the Bdmdyana cannot be doubted, as it is

sufficiently proved by No, 31 of the parallel passages quoted later on. It is clear that Tulasi Dasa
simply forgot to mention the breaking of the first day.

In the same class of alteratiors is to be reckoned that which I would call the omission of the

intermix and this is little short of a rule in the RdmacJiantamdnasa, Whenever in Yalmiki’s

narrative there are two analogous events separated by an interval of not much importance and having

the only effect of retarding the progress of the facts, Tulasi Dasa passes over the interval and
merges the two events. A few examples will explain the matter better

:

(a) In the AyodhydMnda (C, 4 = 13, 8) Yalrmki relates that Da9aratha calls Rama into Ills'*

presence, and after having informed him of his intention of consecrating him yuvardja^ enjoins on him
the performance along with Sita of the fast preliminary to the ceremony {first event), Rama takes his

Tracing these sources is rot within the limits of the present article. Let me only point out that they are to
be looked for especially amidst the Purdnas, and the Adhydimardmd'yan^t and tbeFasiVi^/iasam/iitdareprohabiy two
of them. Sir O. Grierson calls my attention to the fact that several commentators point to a BhugiiT^^irdmdyar^a
also as having been largely ut.lized by TnlaslLasa, but this probably refers, as Sir G. Grierson himself seems in-
clined to suppose, only to the Kkka-Bhufx:rdi episode in the VUnrakd'tAat which being not inolnded in Emma’s life,
lies outside our subject. On the whole my opinion concerning all these extraneous sources is that Tulasi D^sa
availed himself more of their spirit* and in some cases of their artistic form, than of their substanoe. In reference
to art he utilized also to tome degree K&lidtsa’s BayTiurompa, as is proved by the three quotations follow-
ing: 2=:E.a 2,7; Ragh

, XII, 5 = i?. 11, 25 ;
^o-n

; XIT, 80= iJ. C.
YL 7.
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le»ye and goes in search of Sitd and Kansalya, and finds both of them praying for him in the

divatdgdra. After haying spoken to them, he returns to bis own house {interval)^ Then

Da9aratha sends Yasishtha to R^ma to prescribe to him once more the performance of the fasting

(Cy 5 = R, 4) {Becond event). In Tulasi Dasa’s poem we miss eyery trace of the interval and find

the two events blended together, inasmuch as Da^aratha does not himself inform Rama of the proposed

oonsec ration, but from the very beginning sends Yasishtha to give him the information, as well as to

prescribe to him the customary fast (J2. C, AT., II, 9-10);

(5) In Y^lmiki’s Aronyakdiida (C, 19-20 = R, 25-26) (Jurpanakha, after having been

mutilated by Lakshmana, goes in tears to her brother Khara and, being asked the reason of her grief,

tells him of the insult she has suffered at the bands of the two Raghavas. Khara commits to

fourteen rdkshasas the task of reyenging her
;
she leads these champions against the Raghayas, but

R^ma destroys them (first event). Then ^urpanakha returns back to Khara and keeps on weeping

till he requests of her for a second time the reason of her tears. She tells him of the defeat of the

fourteen rdhshasa^ and for the second time begs for reyenge (C, 21 = R, 27) (interval). Then

Khara sends against Rama fourteen thousand rdkshasas at the command of Dushana (C, 22 =s R, 28)

(second event), Tulasi Dasa omits the interval and makes one event of the two: the two expeditions

are reduced to one, and this one of course no longer corresponds either to the first or to the second

of the two, but is a mixture of both. So Tulad Dasa describes his unique expedition as being led

by purpanakha (like the first one in the Rdmdyam) and as composed of fourteen thousand rdhshaeas

(like the second one in the Rdmdyana) (R, C. If., Ill, 20)

;

(c) In Yalmiki’s YuddJiakdnda (C, 68=R, 47) Ravana laments Kumbbakarna’s death

(Jirst event). Then comes another terrible fight, in which Narantaka, DevSntaka, Mahodara,

Tri5iras, Mahapar^va and AtMya lose their lives (C, 69-71 = R, 48-51) {interval). This gives

Rllvana the opportunity of making other lamentations and getting into despair, till Indrajifc com-

forts him with blustering promises (C, 73 = R, 52) (second event), Tulasi Dasa passes the whole

interval over and makes Rivana lament only once, after Kumbhakarna’s death, and at this

particular moment be consoled by Meghanada {R, C, Jf., YI, 72).

In the same otder of alterations are to be included all the anachronisms proceeding from Tulasi

Dasa knowing already from Yalmiki the result of every particular event, and anticipating by

ascribing to the will of his personages facts, which in the Rdmdyana happen only afterwards, either

bj a mere chance, or as a natural consequence of previous occurrences. Thus he makes Agni himself,

when handing to Da9aratha the impregnating nectar, direct him to divide it into the proper

portions (5. C. AT., I, 189,8); Yicvamitra demand from Da9aratha not only Rama but also

Lakshmana (R, C, Af., I, 207, 1<^)
;
Rama promise Sugriva that he will slay Yalin with a single

arrow (R. 0. AZ., IV, 7, 15), etc.

Turning to the rhetorical and artistic side of the RdmacTiaritamdnasa, we shall have to

notice the very contrary of what we have observed in regard to its contents. The fact is that

Tulasi Dasa, whilst conforming himself closely to Valmiki as far as the particulars of Rama’s life

are concerned, directs on the other hand all his efforts towards acquiring an absolute independence

from Yalmiki’s style and expressions. He displays the strongest aversion to availing himself of

Yalmiki’s artistic resources and continuously takes the utmost care not to slide inadvertently into

any image, simile or phrase used by his predecessor. Whether it be the natural pride arising from

the poet’s consciousness of his own worth and, his consequent abhorrence of lowering himself to the

humble position of an imitator, or whether it be the necessity of giving vent to bis poetical genius

and to bis rich imagination, or even the desire of giving his poem an appearance more in harmony
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with the taste of the new times and making it more easily understood and appreciated by the

illiterate masses, the fact is that Tulast Dasa continually tries his best to keep clear of any

imitation and to establish his own independence and originality. And he generally succeeds in this

effort, so that in this respect he appears as the author of a new and original workj not of a

rifadmento, and every one must acknowledge that however much Yalmiki has been his source,

Y&lm!ki has not in the least been his model.

No doubt a great part of the appearance of originality, which, makes the Edmacharitamdnasa look

so different from the Rdmdyam, is due to the different religious principles with which it is wholly

infused and to the different genius of the language in which it is clothed. I do not mean

by this to refer to the general impressions one may derive from reading the poem. I have already

pronounced myself in favor of a positive criterion for solving any question of dependence of one

work upon another, and accordingly I avoid general impressions here also and confine myself to

the comparison of parallel passages of the two poems. It is such a comparison, carried on

patiently for the entire length of Rama’s life, that has led me to the abovementioned conclusion :

vtz.y that it is Tulasi Dasa’s deliberate wish to keep himself as independent as possible from Yalmiki^»

expressions and that he tries continually to represent the facts in a new light, in order to make new

impressions on the minds of his hearers and readers. This conclusion is chiefly deducted from

the following observations:

(1) Tulast Dasa, though generally bent towards summarizing and condensing, dwells, often

intentionally, on particulars hastily dealt with by Yulmiki, and passes over or refers to by

a simple allusion particulars which Yalmiki has treated at some length. As an example illustrative

of the first series of cases, I quote the episode of Angada’s embassy to Ravapa, which is circum-

scribed by Yalmiki within a few sloTcas (C, YI, 41, YI, 16, 60 and whilst

Tulasi Dllsa enlarges it enormously (22, 0. M., VI, 17-36). The second series of cases is

sufficiently illustrated by all those Y^lmikian episodes, which Tulasi DRsa omits or mentions

by a hurried and obscure allusion, and these have been already dealt with in the antecedent

pages

;

(2) Tulasi Dsisa makes a constant endeavour not to reproduce YMmiki’s similes and in

parallel passages always replaces them by new ones, mostly of his own making

;

(8) Tulasi Dasa generally disdains to utilize words, appellatives or epithets used by

V'almiki in parallel passages and substitutes synonyms for them.^^

la spite of his continual efforts to keep clear of any imitation of YalmikTs art, Tulasi Dasa
nevertheless falls at times inadvertently into the very traps he wishes to avoid, and reproduces

some turn of expression from the Rdmdyana in the very words used by Yalmiki, or appropriates

to himself some of his predecessor’s similes. However scanty may be the number of these

Yalmikian reminiscences interspersed within the Rdmacharitamdnasa, and however difficult

His aversion to dwell upon particulars well known or largely and magisterially described by others is

openly avowed by Tnlasl D&sa himself in more than one passage, Por example, after having rapidly related
SatPi snioide, he says: yaha itihdsa sakala Jaga jdnAjiA Urn maiifi samchhejpa bakMnd (This story all the
world knows, therefore I have described it briefly) {R. 0. A similar remark may be seen after
the aUnsion to K&rtikeya’a birth and deeds (R. C. M,, I, 103, 9-10). Tulasi D&sa’s tendency to give
descriptions a different length from Vt,ljniki’s had been already noticed by Qrowse: “ In other passages, where
the story follows the same lines, whatever V&lmlki has condensed—as for example the description of the
marriage festivities—Tnlasl Dksa has expanded

; and wherever the elder poet has lingered longest, his .successor
as hastened on most rapidly*’ (Jatrodncf»on, to his Translation, page iv).

Though apod many of such aubstitutiona by synonyms maybe explained as prosodial necessities, yet
t cannot be »o in all oases, A few instances illustrative of the different cases are ; BraHma-daita for aw-
bhudma (tee parallel passage No, 79), $ahodara for sodarya (see parallel passage No. 77), ^dvaka-sarator astram
agmyum (see parallel paissgt No. 7), Qhandramd for mgakara {R. Q, JJf., lY, 29), Meghandda for Jndrajit, eto,
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may be the task of recog’nizing' tlieni, owing to the great change they have undergone in

being transferred to a language so different from the Sanskrit and to a style so different from
the rich style of the epic, yet by diligent inquiries they can still be brought to light

; and are

important in so far as they supply us with the surest evidence that Tulast Dasa did actually and
directly draw on the Sanskrit Rdmdyana.

Before entering on the exhibition and illustration of the most striking of these Yalmikiau
reminiscences still to be found in the Rdmacharitamdn<isa^ and thereby adducing the proofs of what

I have been affirming up to now, I deem it necessary to solve the question as to which
recension of the Rdmdyana was used by Tuiasi Dasa.

A careful analysis of the Hindi poem has enabled me to coiiolude that Tuiasi Dasa did not

always follow the same recension of the Sanskrit poem, but that, though he usually followed JB,

he knew and largely followed also C (and may be even A)

.

Tuiasi Dasa’s inconsistency as regards a model recension becomes apparent at a first glance, if

we only look at the limits he has assigned to the single books. After the pattern of the Rdmdyana,

the RdmacJiariiamdnasaf too, is divided into seven IcdndaQ, but the lines of the partitiou within the

Hindi poem and within each of the three recensioas of the Sanskrit poem do not coincide

with each other. Tuiasi Dasa, however, does not follow an independent course generally, but

conforms himself either to the one or to the other of the recensions, as can be seen from the

following synopsis:

Bdlalcdndai Ends in the Rn C . M, as in C, A, and in the main as in B also, for the substance

of sarga'i 79-SO, which B adds to the Bdldkdnda thereby differing from C, A, has not been

introduced by Tuiasi Dasa into his poem.

Ayodhydkdndmi Ends in the R. C. M. as in J5, A ; whilst C adds to it five other sargaB,

Aranyahdnda

:

Ends in the R, C. M. as in A ;
whilst C falls short of a sarga,

Kishhindhdhdnda : Ends in the R, C. M. as in 0; A adds to it one more sarga^ whilst B ends

the lednda four sargoB before C,

Sundarahdnda: Ends in the iZ. C. M. a sarga before than in A concords with B but

adds two sargas which fail in C
;
C ends the kdnda a score of sargas before.

Lahhdkdnda : Ends in the R, C. M, as the Yuddkahdnda in A, B, C,

UttaraMnda : Differs entirely in the R, C. M,

By comparing single passages in the Rdmacharitamdnasa with their corresponding ones

in the Rdmdyana, and chiefly by examining the particulars, exclusive either of B or of (7, that

have been accepted by Tuiasi D^sa, I have been able to conclude with certainty that Tuiasi D^sa

follows C and B alternately, and to fix the limits and recurrence of these alternations as

follows

:

(1) Tuiasi Dasa follows C from the beginning of Rama’s life (C, I, 18) till R^ma^s arrival

at the Chitrakuta ((7, II, 56);

(2) Tuiasi Dasa follows B from Sumantra’s return to Ayodhya (B, (Cf), II, 57) till the

end of the Aranyahdnda and may be even further on for a good part of the KishUndhdhdnda
;

(3) Tuiasi D^sa follows C from the beginning of the Sundarahdnda till Ramans ascension on

the Suvela after bridging the Ocean (C, VI, 40);

(4) Tuiasi Dasa follows B from the beginning of the combats with the rdksTiasas (B, VI, 17

== 0, YI, 42) down to the end of the Yuddkahdnda.

Each of the above items represents a conclusion from a series of evidence drawn from examin-

ing all passages which are found in only one of the two recensions of the Rdmdyana (B, (7,) and

either have no correspondence at all with the other or differ greatly from it. All this evidence

IS invariably unilateral within each of the four partitions, i. e,, within the limits of the first and
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third partition, Tulasi Dasa follows C exclusirelj, and within the limits of the second and fonttb

partition follows B exclusively. These deductions are chiedy derived from the following points

of examination r

1: T. D. follows O.

(1) R. G. M., I, 191, 1“ = C, 1, 18, 8^ (B wanting),

[Rama is born on the ninth day of the Ohaitra-m onthj. See parallel No. 2, below
;

(2) J2. C. M., I, 210, 4^ = G,l, 30, 18*(B differing).

[Maricha is struck so forcibly by Rama’s shaft that he falls a hundred yojana^ awayj

In B we miss the number. See parallel No. 6 ;

(S) B. C. Jf., II, 6, 1-4= a, II, 3, 6-20 (B wanting).

[Vasishtha in compliance with Da9aratha’s request enumerates the customary things

required for R4ma’s consecration^ ?

(4) E. G. M., II, 37, 2“ = C, II, 18, 17^ (B wanting).

See parallel No. 17 ;

(5) B. C, Jtf., II, 38, —39, 1 = C, II, 14, 55^-64« (B dijBfering),

[Sumantra goes to wake Da^aratha and is commanded by Kaikeji to fetch Eama at

once]. In B, not Kaikeyi but Da^aratha himself, spurred on by Kaikeyi, gives Sumantra the

order to fetch Rama

;

(6) B. 0. M.y ir, 83, 1-8=0, II, 47 (B wanting),

[The citizens that follow Rama to the woods get up in the morning and noticing

Rama’s disappearance hurst iato lamentations ; then, being unable to find out the tracks of his-

chariot, return to Ayodhya], See parallel No.. 25;

(7) B. 0. AT., II, 124, 6 and = II, 56, 16-17 (B wanting).

[The three exiles reach Valmiki’s hermitage].

2 : T, D. follows B.

(1) B. (7. M. ,
II, 152, 3® aiidff.=B, II, 58, 22 and ff. (0 differing).

[Sumantra relates to Da^aratha the messages of Rdma and Lakshmana], C (II, 58, 21

andfP.) says the same as B, hut the reference to B is more persuasive. See parallel

No. 28;

(2) B. C. Af., II, 155, 9-10= B, II, 63, 67-68 (C differing).

[Da^aratha breathes his last invoking : “ Rama ! Rama ! ” ].

(3) B. C. M„ II, 133, 1 and ff:= B, II, 77, 6 and ff. (0, II, 78, 5 and ff.)

[patrughna illtreats Manthara], This takes place in the B. C. AT. as well as in B
after Bharata’s reproach to Kaikeyi, whilst in G it takes place only thirteen days after Dacaratha’s-

obsequies

;

(4) B. U. AT., II, 139, 7-8=B, H, 79, 89-40 and 80-81 (U wanting).

[On the morning following the day of Bharata’s arrival, Da9aratha’s miaisters congre-

gate the assembly and in that meeting Vasishtha consoles and admonishes Bharata]
;

(5) B. C. If., II, 281, 6^ =B, II, 80, 15 (C wanting).

See parallel No. S9
;

(6) In the B. Af., the Ayodhydhdnda ends at the same point as in B (C adds to it also
the five sargas with which the Aranyakdnda begins in B : C, II, 116-119)

;

(7) B. (7. if., Ill, 1-3= B, II, 105 (C wanting).

[Description of Rama’s and Sltd’s pastimes on the Chitrakuta and episode of the crow].
This sarga B, II, 105 is quoted by Ramavarman in his commentary as a prahshipta after sarga
C,II,95;

^ ^
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B, bui makes Hattumat meet firstly KHanemi and then Bharata, and represents him as being

aetnally brought down by Bharata’s arrow 03 5

(&) R. C. M., TI, 61, 7-8^ = B, VI,24, 7*- 8“ (C wanting).

See parallel lifo^ T7;

(4) R. 0. M., VI, e3» 5-S = B, VI, 40, 3o aud S. (C wanting).

Kumbhabarna declares to Eavana N4rada’s prophecy ] }

(5) R. C,M., VI, 106, 9-10 = B,. VI, 92, 74^-76 (C wanting).

See parallel No. 82 *

(6) R. C. M., VI, 108, 11 = VI, 99, 82^ aiid£f.(C wanting).

See parallel No. 83.

I regret that the absence of an edition has prevented me from extending my inquiries to the*

A recension too. The only work on A, that has been accessible to me, is that by Hans Wirtz,

which exhibits tables of concordances between A and the two other recensions, but these are too

concise and vague to serve for any detailed comparison and to lead to precise results. The only

point of connection between the RdmacJiciritamdmsa and A, that I have been able to ascertain,

refers to the sarga A, VI, 82, (wanting in JB and C) which has its perfect correspondence

in R, C. If., VI, 85. The substance of the pa>s3age'is as follows : “ Rama, informed by Vibbishana

that Eavana is performing a sacrifice that will make him invincible, despatches Hanumat with other

monkeys to interrupt it. These enter Ravana’s palace and try in every way to distract his attentioa

by provoking him with all sorts of insults, but they do^ not succeed. At last, seeing no other means,

they seize the queens by the hair and drag them away, till the screams of the poor women crying

for help induce REvana to interrupt his sacrifice and run to their rescue.^^ Such is Tulasi Dasa’s.

narrative, which is in perfect conformity with the summary of the sa?'ga A, VI, 82 as given by-

Hans Wirtz, pages 85-36, Since this sarga on the Mandodarthegagrahana is wholly unknown to

both B and 0, it is beyond doubt that Tulast Ddsa has derived it either from- A directly or from)'

some other source proceeding from A.

Having thus smoothed the way by removing these q^uestions, let us proceed directly to a close

view of those Valmikian reminiscences, which can be still found within the Rdmacharitamdnasa^ and

which, considering Tulasi D^sa’s aversion to imitating his predecessor’s art, are the surest proof in^

favor of the proposition we have been advancing and maintaining. Of course, it is not so much
the single coincidences, which might often be quite casual and insignificant, as the whole of thena

taken together that may be expected to lend the most forcible argument in elucidation of our
assertions.

giri-tara;-nakha4yudha saba .

£drlakd>i^da.

(1) The monkeys, Raima’s future helpmates, are described with the same epithets in th«“R. aa
in the R. C. iff,

;

0, 1, 17, 25“^6* CD, I, 20, l8^-w“):
I

JR. c. M„ I, 188, 4?

:

fildpraharariah sarye sarve parvatayodhinah
|| 25 ffnakhada-

mshtrayudhat sarve. . • .

and are represented as having resorted to the mountains and to the woods

:

C, 1, 17, 82“ (J5, I, 20, 20®)
:

[

R. G. M., I, 188, 5

:

.... naaSvidhaiL chhail^n k&ianani ca bhejire I .
giri kanana jaham taham bhari p&i I

rahe. . . .

(2) Rama is born on the ninth day of the Ohaitra or Madhu month

:

C, 1, 18, {B wanting) :

tatag ca dvadape mSse Ohaitre navamike tithau
i| 8 H.

B. a M., I, 191,

navam! tithi Madhu-m^sa punit^
I ..

14 Pie wesiUch$ Rmnaion de» « iJdmdya^a, ” von Hans Wirtz, Bonn, 18^4.
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(3)

Rama is always ia company with Lakshmana, With him he goes huating:

C, 1, 18, 8l*'-82“ (B, I, 19, 24) : 22. C. M., I, 205, 1 :

yada hi hayam arudho mrigayam ydti R%havR^
|| 81 ||

bandhu sakha sanga lehim bol^t I

athai ’nam prishthafeo ’bhyeti , . , . bana mrigaya nita khelabim j^l
| ;

in company with him he takes his meals :

C\ I, 18, 31 « (i?, I, 19, 23«) : 1 R. a M., I, 205, 4« :

mrishtam annam np^nitam a9n^ti na hi tarn vina
| I

anuja sakha saihga bhojana karahith
|

Rama is always obedient to his parents :

C, I, 18, 28 (B wanting) : R. C. I, 205, 4^ :

, . , . pifcnh 9U9rushane ratah matu pita ajn^ anusarahiih
1

This last coincidence, which at first sight might look quite casual, becomes important if we

consider that it occupies the same and identical place in each of the two poems. Upon the whole

there is no doubt that Tulasi Dasa directly knew aud largely utilized Valmiki’s sarga C, I, 18*

(4)

In the 22. 0. M. Vicvamitra tries to persuade Dajaratha to give him Rama and Lakshmana,

and protests that this will be beneficial to him and to his sons too. Both these arguments can

be traced back to the R :

C, I, 19, (B, I, 22, 16) ; 22. c. M., I, 207, -a

:

yadi te dharnialiLbhaiii tu yafa^ cha paramatii bliuvi || 15 || dharma sujasa prabha tama kauni.

sthirain icholihasi rSjendra Raraaip me datum arhasi
1

C,I,19, 10

:

yreya^ cM’smai piadasySmi . . . inlja kaham ati kalySna ||

.

(B. I, 22, II :

Tidye oha’smai prayaohchbami . . ,)

(5) Tiidaka’s attack is depicted with the same stereotyped expression in both the poems

;

C, I, 26, 8* (B, I, 29, 7^) :
R- C. M., I, 209, 5® :

prutva cha ’bhyadrarat kruddha . . .
suiii Tadaka krodha kari dhai 1

The persuasiveness o£ this particular parallel is intensified by the fact that suni and krodha

kari are not so well justified in the 22. C. M. as grutod and kruddhd are in the 22. In the Sanskrit

poem Tadaka hears the terrible twang {jydghosa) of Rama’s bow and, feeling herself provoked by

it, gets into a fury ; but in the Hindi poem suni has no direct object, and the only obvious object

of which it admits, viz., the voice of Vi9vamitra who was pointing out Tadiaka to Rkma, does not

seem a suffielent reason for the rdkshasi’s fierce wrath.

(6) Maricha, smitten by Rama with an arrow, is driven a hundred yojanas to the other side of ^

the Ocean (in the 22., into the Ocean) :

c, I, 80, 18^ :
B. 0. M., I, 210, 4*

sampOrnam yojana^ataip ksiptalj sagarasamplave || 18 || )
sata jojana ga sagara-para 11 .

(In B we miss the number).

(7) In the B. C. If. (!» 210, 6“) Rama slays Snbahu with a pdvaka-sara, which corresponds

to the astram agneyam mentioned in the parallel passage of the 22. (C, I, 80. 22
; B, I, 83, 19“).

(8) The chief lines in the description of Rlma Jamadagnya are identical in both the poems

:

C, I, 74, 17“ (B, I, 76, 18*) ;

jatSmandaladh^rinam 1

C, I, 74, 19 (R, I, 7fi, 20) s

skandbe cha 'sajjya para9ain dhannr vidyudganopamam 1

pragnbya 9araia ugram cha , . e

E. 0. M., I, 268, :

sisa jat^ . . •

, 22. C. AT., I, 268, :

dhanu sara kara kuthara kala

kamdhe |l
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In the E, Rama tells Para9urS.ma that he spares him only on account of his being a Brahmana

;

in the R. C. Jf. we find the same words uttered by Lakshmana :

C, I, 76, 6 (R, I, 77, 40) : R. 0. M., I, 276, 6^ :

brShmano ^si’ti pujyo me ...
|
tasmach chhakto na bipra bichari bachad . . .

te Rama moktum pranaharam ^aram || 6 ||

.

(9) On the morning after the marriages of his four sons, Da^aratha gets up yery early and

bestows upon the Brahmauas 400 thousand cows :

0, 1, 72, 21^-23 (J5, 1, 74, 27^-29) :

prabbate kalyamutthaya chakre godanam uttamam
|| 21 ||

gavEm 9atasahasram cha brahmanebhyo narildhipah
|
ekai-

ka90 dadau raja putriln uddi9ya dharmatah || 22 || suvar-

na9ringyah sampannah suratsah kamsyadohanah
|
gavflm

catasahasrani chatvari purusharshabhah || 23 ||

.

E, C, M., I, 330, 2^
:

bade bhora bhupati-mani j%e
|

B, C. M., I, 331, 2-3

:

chari lachchha bara-dhenu mamgai|

Kamasurabhi sama sila suh^i
|| saba

bidhi sakala alambrita kinhi
|
mudi-

ta mahipa mahidevana dinhi ||

.

{To he continued^)

AJIVlKAS.i

BY D. E. BHAHDARKAE, M.A.; POONA.
iT^has beea long since recognised that the Ijivikas of Asoka’s Pillar-edict VII were the same

as the IjiTiyas of the Jaina scriptures and the IjiTakas of the Buddhist canon. And Prof. Kern
was the first to contend that they were an ancient ascetic order, worshipping Nfirayana i.c. a
subdivision of the Vaishnavas, This view he has set forth in Der Buddhismus und seine Geschi'chte
in Indien, Vol. II. .It was countenanced by Prof. Biihler, who in his paper on “ The BarSbar and
NSgSrjnnt hill cave inscriptions of A^oka and Dasaratha”® says as follows : “ As Professor
Kern’s work will not be accessible to the majority of Indian readers, I shall try to give a brief
exposition of bis arguments, regarding which he has kindly furnished me some fuller information.
Assuming, as must be done, that the Ajivikas of our inscriptions are the same as those named in
Aioka’s seventh Pillar-edict, he translates the words 1.4-5: ASm-Sva hdbhanisu Ajimkhu-pi-mi
Tceti ime viyapatd k6himi-ti by ‘ Likewise I have arranged it that these imarma maMnidtras) will
be occupied also with the Brfihmanical Ajivikas.’ With the information thus elicited from the
Pillar-edict, he combines the statements of Utpala regarding the Ajivikas, who are mentioned in
VarShamihira’s Bnhat-Jdtaka, XV. 1, together with the Vriddha^rSvakas, the Nirgranthas or
Jainas, and other ascetics. Utpala says in his commentary : djiviha-grehanam cha mrdyan.
dsritdndA, “and the nse of (the term) Ajivika refers to those who have taken refuge with
KMya^a,” and in support of this explanation, brings forward two Prakrit passages, introducing
them mtb the words: tathd cha vadt [read tathd ck=®Vo] Kdlcdedchdryah—" end thus (says) also
Kfilafcachfirya.” In the first of these passages the term, iaiandid, i,e., ekadandin, “(an asceiic)
carrying one staff ” (instead of the usual triple staff) is used for Aftvika and in the second a longer
explanation is given, which Utpala renders by Keeavamdrga-dtlcshiiah Msambhaktah Shdgavata
Uy-arthak:’ Prof. Buhler further adds that Prof. Kern’s » confidence in the statements of Utpala
^pearsjastifiable, because the latter are supported by so ancient a writer as KfllakdchSrya. The
Kalakaeharya, quoted by him, is in all probability the famous Jaina teacher, who is said to have

> In June 1903 I oommunioated a note on the iitvikas to the Jow. Bomb At Sob .
"

in its Vol. XXI, p 899 ff. tMb paper, thongh it has attracted the attention oif some of the reputed achIL

* Aboye, Vol. XX, p. 362,
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changed the date of the Pajjusan festival in the year 993 after Vira, or A, D. 466. The identifica-

tion is suggested by the fact that Utpala’s Kalakacharya is the author of a Tvork on astrology and

that the Jainas ascribe to their latest Kalakacharya an innovation which presupposes the study of

astronomy. If thus the author, quoted by Utpala, belongs to the fifth century, his statements

deserve to be treated with all due respect.”

It will thus be seen that, according to Professors Kern and B’dbler, the Ajivikas are

Yaishnavas. This view rests on two passages from IJtpala’s commentary on Varahamihira’s

Brihajjdta'ka, The first passage is : Ajtviha-grahanaih cTia ISdrayan-dsnitindm, which Prof. Kern

renders by “ and the use of (the term) Ajivika refers to those who have taken refuge with

Narayana,” The second passage is a quotation from Kalakacharya, which Utpala renders by the

Sanskrit Keiava-mtlrga-dilcshitah Kesava-lhaMaK Bhagavaia-ity-arthah and which, Prof. Kern

supposes, shows that the Jaina teacher regards Ajivikas as Bhagavatas. Now, in the first place,

the translation proposed by Prof. Kern for the first passage is not correct. That this is the case

will be seen from the following extract from Utpala’s commentary on BnhajjdtaJca XV. J :

^nrr spswfir: il

jTsr^fjiW II I n5i?i *ifr‘

qr^ SR. ?rsr ^ >T^f55T i srrfrw ststw 1 %«rr

?iV gsTsgn i srftt i

1 ll ?mr II 3«T»Cr§*r!

I ^r'retrr i sgrrg^iRrfsTr II ?msrr II

i grrgCr i arq- 'srgrrflsrr

*p>aTTaTgr 5fr fg}' ?ifr arniTit^ifr i arnfrf^^gig'^ I gt ^Nf gi5grs^fr

»Tg<% ?igr i 5j5=aira'r 1 ?Tgr gt^gni: ggr f^sairggn- Hgnr i

arrggnijsff 55^= i gpnrjr I "g^gfr »TgRr I “gw ’wgrvr^;4 1 ^
g^r% f^jfwT: gfT: grg'Tgr: JTrgi<7rft»:^g: 1 arrrf?^ g??gi% g?3in(jgr ngRr I g^ »Tg gnr

?rgainftit g^gncrg: 1 ?pt^^ gr^qror^jg: 1 gg gfgfcJTsrggrTgrar: I gS "g giTPsgrggrfsgpsgrgr; 1 g«rr n
grrwgrr'gn^: 1 1 grgf^^ R:>ggrf "gg grrgn%3T ggr Hf^rat I g^rg^f garg**^ ar n gg^g-

gf^of ^-=gTaT-«ggoi7t || arw^; I grgr%aTr grgfirgr: 1 f%°r'grt I g't^ igjrgr^

^rgn^gfs 1 g?r g«ir i gqijgs! 1 gf%€^ i ^frg^ I
gargo;^ sr qrgtf-

o^'r 'g I %g*jgff^gfirs |5T^: ^gf! I gfH: gri%: I g!^ 1 srt gf^: I "gtar 'ggg?! I ^ggrf grgggr: I

arg- f^arrggrggg gf’g^n^grgr ggr^gRigg^s^g I aTrafff^^^g g gncRml^rgr 1 ggr g gfr«gi-

giltgrgf I grg'T-gg-ggar-lf^rg-^-g'g-'gR-g^ "narsgrg^rg-ngr-gi^ggTf

gg? II ar^^rr^! grwg sgwg:
| ^rtf^gig^g^: I fg f’ggg'gr! I gsrggr: I

^ag
1 | %^rg

^scrgggg! I gnigg papf ! I iff ajf^ifTSTgg: I #Trgg> : 1 ggigqgt
| grggggr: I g”r gn: I gr^Tg!* i

gwr^ grarj I ^giigr 1 -graisgr gngagr.* |gfrf*rfr^gfRgt!T:| gr^sR^ I gr? nag gm ggs i

Now, with regard to the first passage ’AjiviJca-grahanaih eha Ndrdyan-dsriidndih, it is plain

that the word cha indicates that it is connected with the preceding sentence, and that consequently

the words ^ravraj2/dndm=upala]c$hanam from the latter, require to be understood after Ndrdyai^

dsritdndm in the former passage. Prof, Kern, however, not perceiving the force of cha takes

Ajiviha-grakanaih cha Ndrdyan-dintdndth as a sentence distinct in itself. Evidently, therefore, he

cannot be right in translating it by “ and the use of (the term) Ajivika refers to those who have

taken refuge with Ndrayana, ” The true rendering of the passage ought to be : and (the term)

3 Another reading

;

* Another reading;
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Ajivika is nsed as a mark to denote the monastic orders seeking refuge with Nar^ana/’ Here

the most important word is uj^alalsharia, which Prof. Kern has entirely lost sight of. UjialaJcshana

means a mark indicative of something that the word itself does not actually express. Sanskrit

commentators often employ the word tipalaksham, when they want a certain word or expression in

the original to denote things, not, truly speaking, signified by that word or expression. And

p)recisely the same practice is followed here by Utpala, To understand this fully and also the

real significance of the two passages, on the misinterpretation of which Prof, Kern s view is based,

it is necessary to comprehend the gist of Varahamihira’s stanza and Utpala s commentary thereon,

quoted above. According to Yarahamihira, a man turns a recluse when four or more planets are

clustered together in one and the sam3 zodiacal division at the time of his birth and at least one

of them is powerful. And according as this powerful planet is the Sun, Moon, Mars, Mercury,

Jupiter, Venus or Saturn, he becomes 2ivanya}dna, Yriddha[-sravaka], Sakya, Ajivika, iMcsAu,

Charaka or Nirgrautha, Utpala tells us that Varaha-nihira has made this enumeration on the

authority of Kalakacharya. The latter’s verse Tdoano dlnandhe, etc., is then cited, which tells us

that a man becomes a Tapasika, KapMika, rahtapaba, Ekadandi, yaii, Oharaka or Kshapanaka

when the predominant planet is Surya, Chanira, etc. The Tapasika, Kapalika, etc., of this verse

are taken by Utpala to correspond to the vanydsdm^ Yriddha-sr^vaka, etc., of Yarahamihira.

How far this pro'^edure of Utpala is justifiable I leave it to scholars to determine. But certain it

is that he would have us take Yriddha-sravaka and Ajivika to mean Kap^lika and Ekadandi,

NoWj there is another verse of KMakachaiya, which also informs us what kind of recluse a man

becomes under precisely these astrological conditions. The list of ascetic denominations mentioned

in this verse agrees with that previously given except in two points. These exceptions are

Harabhaleta or Makeivar-dsnt

a

and Keiavahhalcia or Hdt dyan-dsrita, and, as this second verse of

Kalakacharya says, a nmn becomes one of these according as the pow’erful planet is Chandra or

Budha, But it has been just stated above that in the same astrological conditions he becomes a

Yr'ddha sravaka (=Kapalika) or Ajivika (=Bkadandi). Hence arises the necessity, says Utpala,

of nnderstanding Yriddha-sravaka and Ajivika of the original stanza as marks (upalakshana)

denoting Mahekar-dsrita and Kdrdyan-dsrita, Thus, according to Utpala, Ajivika does not

signify Ndrdyan-dsrita, Kesava-hhahta, or Bhagavata, as Prof. Kern supposes, but simply
indicates it

;
and it is equally incontrovertible that KAlakachArya also never held such

a view. The theory propounded by Prof. Kern and upheld by Biihler that the Ajtvikas are

Yaishnavas has, therefore^ no grounds at all to stand upon.

It will not be out of place, I think, if a short account of these Ajivikas is given with a view to

point out who they were. My work here will be principally that of bringing some of the scattered

rays to a focus. The founders of this monastic order were Kanda-Vachchha, Kisa«Samkichchha,
and Makkhali Gosala, of whom the last is by far the most famous, as he is one of the six well-
known teachers mentioned in Buddhist scriptures, Buddhaghosha tells us that an Ajivika is

nagga-pabhajiio.^ Ajivikas are also described as aoMa% unclothed. And, in confirmation of

this, there are at least two stories forthcoming from the Vmaya-pifaTca, According to the first,

whieh is in the Malidvagga,^ while the Buidha and the Bhiksbus were once staying in the
Anathapindikasrama in Jetavana at Sravasti, it began to rain all over the world. The Buddha
informed the Bhiksbus that that was the last mighty storm over the whole world, and consequently
asked them to let themselves be rained down upon. The Bhiksbus accordingly divested them-
selves of their robes, and exposed their bodies to rain. On that very day, Yisakha, mother of
Migira, was engaged in preparations for a feast to the Buddha and his Bhiksbus. .When the
preparations were over, she sent her maid-servant to the Buddha to intimate that dinner was ready.

« Jour. Tt. As. Soc. for 1S98, p. 197. e MtaJca 1. 390. i MI Till. 15, 2-6.
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Whea the maid-servant approached the Anatbapindikasrama, she saw the naked Bhikshus, but
concluded from their being naked that they were Ajivikas. The other story, which is from the

Nissaggzi/a,^ is, that, while a few Bhikshus left Saketa for Sravasti, they were waylaid by
robbers, who deprived them of their robes. Being forbidden by the Buddha to ask for another

garment, they went naked to Sravasti to meet the other Bhikshus there. But the latter instead of

recognising them as mendicants of their order, mistook them for Ajivikas as they were unclothed*

The Ajivikas covered their bodies with dust, and ate the ordure of a calf.® They were noted for

ascetic practices of the most rigorous kind. Some of the austerities they practiced are mentioned

in one Jdtalaa to have been “painful squatting on heels, swinging in the air like bats, reclining

on thorns, and scorching themselves with five fires.i® Again, as first pointed out by Prof. Biihler,

they branded the hands of their novice with a heated ball.ii Their doctrine has been admirably

summed up by the Buddha in the words n=attM Jcammcmi n-attU Uriymh n-atthi viriyan^ti}^

They were thus complete fatalists.

The Ajivikas appear to have been in existence long before the rise of Buddhism* The most

celebrated exponent of their doctrines in the time of the Buddha was Makkhali Gosala. But he

was only the third of their teachers, the two preceding ones being Nanda Yachchha and Kisa

Saihkichohha. They seem to have been of some consequence diiring the Maurya period. The

Barabar and Nagarjuni cave inscriptions^^ show that these caves had been excavated and dedicated

specially to them by Asoka and his grandson Dasaratha. The Ajivikas are also mentioned in

Asoka’s Pillar-edict VII, in connection with the religious sects y^hiQhiheDlarma-mahdmdtras had

been instructed by him to concern themselves with.i^ Then we do not hear of the Ajivikas till the

-time of Varahamihira {circa A.D. 525) who, as we have seen above, refers to them in his Brihajjdtaha^

An allusion to them also occurs in the Jdnalci-haram of Kumarad^sa (A. D. 725). In chap. X,

V. 76, Rdvaqa is represented to have approached Sitd, in the guise of an Ajivika monk. Some

iiiscariptionsis, found in the Madras, Presidency and belonging to the first half of the thirteenth

century, speak of a tax on the Ajivikas which it appears to have been customary in those days to

impose on them. It is not clear why they were so much looked down upon. Prof, B!ultzsch,

who has edited the inscriptions, considers them to be Jainas, but specifies no grounds in support

-of his position. He is probably led to hold this view because he thinks that there is no evidence to

show that the Ajivikas were existing so late as the 13th century. But, as has been recently

‘Shown by Prof. Pathak,i® tj^^y were well-known to the Digambara Jaina authors of the later

Chalukya and Yadava periods and are mentioned as living chiefly on Mmji. They, however,

mistook them to be a sect of Buddhist Bhikshus. The Buddhists, in their turn, have mistaken

«them for Nirgranthas, for the latter have actually been once called Ajivikas in ihQ’Divydvaddna^'^'^

The truth of the matter appears to be that they were neither Buddhists nor Jainas even in the

later times, but formed a distinct sect.

N. VI. 2.

° Jdt. I. 390; the reading vckohohhak^^ noticed in the footnote is obv^nsljr the correct one, and not

mac%chhaka^ adopted in the text.

Ibid. I. 493 ; other ascetic practices to which they resorted, have been set forth in the Majffdma-Nikdya

I. 238, and BtgJia’Nikdya. For the translation of this passage, see Ehys Davids’ Dialogues of the Buddha, I,

227 n.

11 Jdt. III. 542.

1* Anguttara^Nikdya, Vol. I, p. 286; see also Rhys Davids' Dialogues of the Buddha, VoL I, p. 71 ff, and

Hoernle’s Uvdsaga-dasdo, Appendix II.

18 Ante, Vol. XX, pp. 169 and 864. Fp Ind, Vol. II, p. 272,

15 South-Indian Inscriptions, Vol. I, pp. 88j 89, 92 and 168. ^8 Ante, Vol. XLI, p. 89.

Divydvaddna, by Cowell and Neil, p.247.
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The Amarahosha^^ speaks of five kinds of sminyauns, among whom. Maskarins are mentioned.

It is worth noting that the word mmlcarin occurs also in Pdnini’s sutra
;

According to Pdnini, Maskarin was thus a Parivrajaka. Patanjali’s

gloss on this sMva is as follows ; I f% i *FF «FF*TfF^

^^ same sutra, the KdHkd has the

following : «Tf^3r%>sR' »TF^^TT^ *• ’TF^F
^
f ^ |.

Kaiyata’s Pradijpa on Patanjali’s MahdhJidsJiya gives the following : ?rr ^rFM 3?^ *IT BT^.»

»Fr f%^*T^gF ^F^^I«rKfFF'^5®TF5fv 1 ’=Tr^^f^fr%I?F'^:

^^F^TTF *TF^ II
1*lwis, according to Pataiijali, a Maskarin was called Maskarin,

because he said ^ ^fTTpr etc, %.e,, “ don’t perform actions^, don’t perform actions; quietism

(alone) is desirable to you.” l^ow the only sect* of ascetics who believed in the inefficacy of action

was the l.jivikas. Their precept: n-aithi hammani n-attlii Uriyaih n-atthi viriyam has been

quoted above. The same doctrine has been set forth at greater length in SdmaMa-phala sutta of

the Dtgha^Nikdya, from which the following may be cited: “The attainment of any given

condition, of any character,, does not depend either on one’s own acts^or on the acts of another, or

on human effort. There is no such thing as power or energy, or human strength or human

vigour.” It will thus be seen that the Maskarins as described by Patanjali can be no other than

Ajivakas. This receives confirmation from two sources. First, Gosala,one of the founders of the

iijivaka sect, is in the Buddhist texts called Makkhali, which undoubtedly is the Pali form of

Maskarin. Secondly, the verse from the JdnaM-harcimy to which allusion has been made above^

runs thus

:

n

Here Ravana who approaches Sitd in a disguised form is called both Ajivika and Maskarin^

which must, therefore, be taken to be synonymous terms. lu the Bhatti-kduya^^ also REvaua is

represented to have come to Sita in the garb of a Maskarin, Among the various characteristics

mentioned, that of his being a sihhm is specified. From this the commentator Mallindtha argues

that he was a Tridandin, and not an Ekadandin, as the latter has no- matted hair, Bnt this does

not agree with what IJtpalasays, for, as we have-see'n above*, he gives Ekadandin as a synonym of

Ajivika. The word sihhin of the BhatMadvya, however, agrees with the uttuhga-jatd^ of the

JdnaM-harana, and as the latter calls an Ajtvika a Maskarin, it appears that an Ajivika was really

a Tridaq^in, and not an Ekadandin as Utpala supposes.

THE ADITYAS.

KT B. SHAJIASASTRT, BX, M:.B.A.S.j BAITaAIiOBB-.

The Adityas play an important part in the Yedic sacrifices and seem to occupy the foremost

rank among the Yed’ic gods. Their exact nature is, however, little understood. Sometimesh

they are said to be six.^ in number, and at other times seven^ or eight®, the eighth being described

as * half-born.’ In the Brahmanas they are said to be twelve month-gods^. Whether six, seven,

or eight, they are undoubtedly very ancient Yedic gods, for some of them, Mitra, Yaruna, and

Indra, for example,, go as far back as the Indo-Iranian period, and are the gods of the Zend--

Avesta. Hence an attempt to find out their exact nature will not be useless.

Oap.. TII. V. 42. Bhys Bavida* Diahgus8.of the Btiddha^ Yol. I, p, 71 ff. Canto V. vs. 6^1-63.

1 U. T. id. 27, 1. ? B. T. IX. 114, 3.

tB,T. X. 7^ 8, 9 j Tai. Be. 1. 1, ^1. * Sat. Br. XI. 3, 3, 8..
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The conception of their being month^gods does not seem to be unfounded. But the months,

of which they are said to be lords, are not ordinary consecutive months, but intercalary months of

the five-years cycle. To prove this it is necessary to know the nature of the five-years cycle, as

explained in the Maitrdyantya Samhitd itself. The passage (I, 10, 8) in which it is described runs

as follows :

—

jiftf ^ fl %^rrr

nw sn^-srr 5r srrsjf’rrnr grf^^'r 2rsn%. f%r?r^r
I srsrrqf^s • srsrr ^ srsrr^.

f%?irr%5rl ^rra"!. ir«rnrf%:- ?r?ir5rrq%5=^ ^
^ff^ftg'srrirsriTrsT! !Tsrnr?rr. trW^rr 3Tri??tr rrff ^ ®rr^: ?it^s

g^'r^rwrlr:

rrr^^ sgfsTr*ft ^ sT?;^’gTfTr^srartsaFg:. ^rr T^^-sgrssnf^ir-

^nrcT ^ aT?T ’rproPraisr^ ^ '^r^Jr'pFJr^irar.

SIC?, sr 'Rr ?ff ^ ^rft^RgjT'trRTJ.

?rr^«tr =^5fl^52ir2'TR7r?2rr% irsr JTRrt

?r»if^?T5r%. ^ w Rr?Cr

aiT^’TR^f ir^Rff ^ ssrfRrsr gr J??r?T«rt nm n^awnt.
5r at?r R?5r'RtRr?^'Tt^i??t5ri%. M. s. i, lo, 8.

From vital breaths are those creatures born. Vital breaths are these nine oblations, for

nine are the Vital breaths. Atma [the inner man] is the deity. From him (the deity) is (the

sacrifioer) born. Nine fore-o&rings, nine after-ofiferings, two butter portions, and eight oblations,

he puts together for Agni. He makes the oblation of curdled milk (ydjina). That amonnts to

thirty. 5 The Yirat metre consists of thirty syllables. By means of the Virat, he has a firm foot-

ing
;
for Prajapati created the creatures from the womb of VinU. From this womb of Virat is

also the saorificer horn. Thirty and thirty nights are a month. That which is the month is the

year. Prajapati is the year. From the womb of the couple, Prajapati and Virat, is the sacrificer

born. With each oblation he inserts twelve and tvvelve nights. There are, when counted, as many

oblations as there are nights in a year. He separates® the year from the enemy. With the

Vaisvadeva sacrifice he inserts four months; with the Varunapraghasa sacrifice, the next four

months; with the SakamSdha sacrifice, the next four. These are the months which he has

separated from the enemy. He who sacrifices for the seasons is one, w^hile he who sacrifices for the

four-months is another : he who sacrifices for the reason that that which was the spring has become

the rains, and that which was the rainy season has become the autumn, is a sacrificer for the seasons..

But he who gains a thirteenth month, and sacrifices for that thirteenth month, is the one who

sacrifices for the four-months. Having sacrificed for three regular (months), he should omit the

fourth
;
and then having sacrificed for the next two regular (months), be should omit the third.

What are counted as three years, there are in them thirty-six full moons
;
what are counted as the

next two, there are in them twenty -four. Those (days) which exceed (an intercalary month) in

thirty-six full moons, he puts in (the next) twenty-four full moons. This is, verily, that thirteenth

month. This is what he gains and sacrifices for. He who is desirous of cattle should observe the

VaisvadSva sacrifice, but neither the Varunapraghasa nor the S^kam^dha. All the Purusha

amounts to a thousand when counted together as far as the flesh-oblation (Tarasa), The oblation

made in the VaisvadSva sacrifice is, verily, the birth (of creatures). The reason for which he

sacrifices with the Vaisvadeva is the birth of creatures, for which be sacrifices with the thought

5 It is only twenty-eight or twenty-nine if milk is included. The Tax Br&hmaria (I, 6, 3) counts two Ighdras,

portions of clarified butter to make up thirty.

6 The root means both miirana and ami^rai^a, * insertion* and ‘ separation.
*
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that he may attain Ms own measure. When he comes by a thousand cattle, then he should

sacrifice with the Varunapraghasa. When he comes by a thousand of this, then he gets rid of hi»

sin by means of sacrifice/’

Omitting the sacrificial technicalities with which the above passage abounds, we may confine

our attention to that portion of the passage where a distinction is drawn between the Season-sacri-

ficer and the Four-monthly sacrificer, and where the nature of the three Four-monthly sacrifices,

the Yaisvad^va, the Yarupapraghasa, and the Sakamedha is clearly defined. It is clear from this

passage that during the Vedic period there were two important schools of priestly astronomers,

the Season-sacrificers and the Four-monthly sacrificers. Of these two schools, one seems to have

been observing the lunar year of 354 days without adjusting it to the solar or sidereal year, and

to have allowed it to fall back by 11^ or 12 days in every year and to regain its original initial

point at the close of 82 or 30 years, making a full rotation through the seasons. This is what is

meant by the expression that what was the spring became the summer, and that what was the

summer became the autumn. The priests who were sacrificing for such rotating seasons are called

Eitu-yajins, ‘Season-sacrificers’. The other school of sacrificers called the Chaturmasy^ajins,

‘Four-monthly sacrificers’, did not like the Season-sacrificers, allow the year to fall back for

want of intercalation, but adjusted their lunar year of 354 days to the sidereal year of 366 days

by adding two months in five years or four months in ten years. From the reference made to

twelve days in the beginning of the passage, it is clear that it is the sidereal year of 3G6 days that

is taken for adjustment with the lunar year of 354 days. Accordingly the extra days in three

lunar years amount to thirty-six days, «.e., one month and six days. These six days, says the

author, are to be added to the twenty-four days of the subseqaent twenty-four full-moons or two

years. From the statement that whoever gains a thirteenth month is a Four-monthly sacrificer,

it is clear that the three Ohaturmasyas or Four-months are undoubtedly three intercalary periods

of four months each. I have pointed out in my Vedic Calendar how the vedic poets regarded

tte intercalary days or months as enemies and as sinful periods infested with demons. This is

what the writer means when he says that the sacrificer has to separate the Ohatarmasyas, the

Four-months, from the enemy. The meaning of a thousand cattle seems to be this :—In ten

sidereal years of 366 days each there are 120 months of 30 days each and four intercalary months

of 30 days. Each ordinary month was made to consist of five week-periods of six days each. The

days in each such week, except the last in each month, were called g6, Ayus, Ayus, g6,

mdjyoHs, Of these names, the Word go means * a cow i,e., ‘ cattle.’ Since there are two cows in

each ‘ week,’ there are eight cows or cattle in each month. Hence the number of cattle in 120

ordinary months will be 120 X 8 = 960. In the intercalary months even the last ‘ week ’

appears to be counted, as well as the first four ‘weeks.’ Accordingly, in the four intercalary

months there are 4 X 10 = 40 cow-days. Hence the number of cow-days or cattle in ten years,

when the Yai^vadeva or first Four-monthly sacrifice was performed, amounts 960 + 40 = 1000.

This appears to be the meaning of the expression that when the sacrificer counts a thousand
cattle after the Yaisvad^va period, he has to perform the Yaru^apraghasa. What is meant by
the expression that Purusha amounts to a thousand will be explained later on.

It appears that when the three Four-monthly periods were got rid of by intercalation, the
Yedic poets used to renew their sacred fire by churning anew. This idea is conveyed in the
following passage of the Maitrdyantya Sanihitd (I, 10, 7)

Three are the Four-monthly sacrifices to be performed. To a year (amount the ihree^ Four-
monthly periods. In such a year once in thirty years] the sacrificer churns the fire [t.e.,

s^ts up the sacrificial fire again]/’
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It is not to be understood that the Vedio poets were adjusting the lunar year to the sidereal

year by intercalating four months once in ten years alone. Since a thirteenth month is frequently

mentioned in the Vedas^ we may believe that they were adjusting the years once in two and a half

years, when one intercalary month occurs. It is, therefore, likely that whenever a thirteenth month

is mentioned, half a cycle of five 1 uni-solar years is meant. The following passage of the

Maitrdyaniya Samhitd (I, 5, 6) refers to a thirteenth month and the form of the sacrifice

performed in it :

—

“ When once set up, he becomes old
;
for Agni is (lihe) a beast. Hence he should offer, year

after year, these oblations of the Agnyadheya rite. He does not thereby grow old. The sacrificer

renews him thereby. This (way of renewing the fire) is not well-considered. The sacrificer should

simply praise the fire with the Yajya and Anuvakya hymns called Agn^ya-pavamani, used in the

Agnyadheya rite. Thereby he does not become old. Thereby the sacrificer renews him. The

sacrificer praises him with twelve verses, for there are twelve months in the year. Thus he

catches hold of the year and keeps it^ He is to be praised with a thirteenth verse dedicated to

Agni and S6ma, for there is the thirteenth month also. With this verse he catches hold of that

month and keeps it.”

The last line of the passage given above leaves no doubt that there was also the custom of

observing or intercalating a single month. I presume that the Darsa and Ffirnam^sa or new and

full moon sacrifices, described in the beginning of the YajurvMa, are no other than sacrifices

performed during an intercalary month, for the gods worshipped in those sacrifices are the gods

that are worshipped during the intercalary month.^ The following passage of the Mait7'dyaniya

Samhitd (I. 5, 7) confirms this view ;

—

“The light half of the mouth is to be worshipped with the verse dedicated to Agni and Soma,

for the light half of the month belongs to Agni and Soma. Thereby he transfers the light half

to the dark half of the month. With the verse dedicated to Indra and Agni the dark half of the

month is to be worshipped
;

for the dark half belongs to Indra and Agnh Thereby he transfers

the dark half to the light half of the month.”

According to the passage of the Maitrdyaniya Samhitd (I. 5, 6) previously quoted above, Agni

and Soma are the chief gods in the sacrifice of a thirteenth month. According to this other

passage (I, 5, 7) Agni and Soma e-re the gods in light half, and Indra and Agni in the dark half

of the month. It follows, therefore, that the month referred to in the above passage must be one

of an intercalary nature. Since the same are the gods in the new and full moon sacrifices, we may

take these also to be sacrifices performed during an intercalary month. Since the Atharvaveda

(V. 6, 4) assigns the thirteenth month to Indra the thirteenth month is

the home of Indra we shall not be wrong in considering Indra also as one of the chief deities

worshipped in a thirteenth month. The following passage of the Maitrdyaniya Samhitd

(II. 1, 3) furnishes additional evidence about the same fact :

—

^ See AivalAyana ^rauta I. S, 9 and 10 ; and Sdn-Mdyawa Brauta Sdtra I. 3, 14 and 15,
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indra killed Vritra ^ith the power of Agni and Soma. Hence he grew with brightness and

strength. He saw the power of Indra and Agni also. Thereby he kept brightness and strength

in himself.”

The connection of Vritra with Agni and Sdma, the gods of an intercalary month, will be

explained later on. That intercalary months were being observed, either singly or in sets of two,

three, or four months, is clear from the following passage of the Samhita (I. 11,

10);-

“ Tlie'^Vasus conquered the thirteenth month with a verse of thirteen syllables. The Rudras

conquered the fourteenth month with a verse of fourteen syllables. The Adityas conquered the

fifteenth month with a verse of fifteen syllables. Aditi conquered the sixteenth month with a verse

of sixteen syllables.”

Since in this passage a year of 12 months is referred to before speaking of the thirteenth,

fourteenth, and other months, I take them to be of an intercalary nature. There is no reason to

believe that the Yedic poets were counting thirteen or sixteen ordinary months in a year, though

they were acquainted with the luni-solar cycle of 5 years, as pointed out above* The following

passage of the Maitrdyaniya SamMid (I. 10, 5) leaves no doubt that Indra is a god of an

intercalary month :

—

^fr-siKr5=!ii^Sf5T srsrr sig'sra-- ct^t sr

ST srsfJtr 5rrat%. srP^isTfiil^i^ 5r»rf7f^t sr^rr aT^?r.

s?i^sKH irw ^SrfiiTnrfar^- fspr?!!:* ^srr ^ ars^n JTstn

aTRRT^srr ar’^^TTs srar k ^ ^rg-: mnqi^s 'raRfr

^ ^r?i ®t%5TrMit %^rii»-?rT <T5rn% ?frf®r *rnt Jrsrr ar^^Eftr. afipf I ?tp

Jmrs 5ITa(T4?r. ^
M. S. I. 10, 5.

The Devas and the Asuras were in this world together. Praj^pati desired that he might

drive out the Asuras and create children. He looked to the * Four-months
;

’ for it is by the ‘Four-

months ’ that he drove out the Asuras and created children. Whoever, knowing thus, performs

the sacrifice of ‘Four-months,’ will drive out his enemy and get both children and cattle.

“ Creating the Yaisvadeva sacrifice on the model of the Agnishtoma, Praj^patl created

children
;
and creating the Yaruna-praghasa sacrifice on the model of the Ukthya, he put these

children under the clutches of Yaruna. Creating the Sakam^dha sacrifice on the model of the

Atiratra sacrifice, Indra killed Yritra. The children that were created became of one kind, while

those that were not created became of another. Then Prajapati desired that he might create

children. The year is the sacrifice, and sacrifice is Prajfipati. He kept in himself this pair, the

year and the sacrifice, (lihe two hinds of) milk, that which is produced from the udder and that

which is external. Then to these gods he offered the following oblations as a share
,
and created

children from them: from the seasons were those children born. The seasons are the five

oblations.”

From this passage we can understand the technical sense in which the words De?Mf
Asura, and Frajds^ are commonly used in the Yedas. In the terminology of the Yedic poets
the name of the ordinary days of a year is prajdh^ ‘ children, ’s I have pointed out in

my notes in the Vedt^ Calendar, ante, p. 52, how the Yedic poets regarded the intercalary
months as Asuras, demons. It follows therefore that the word Ddva as opposed to Asura

“ K y. I.,164
; A. T. IX, 8.
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must mean an ordinary month or days. Accordingly, we may interpret the conflict between

the DSvas and the Asuras as denoting some inconsistency between the ordinary and the

intercalary months. That the words, Deva^ Asura^ and Frajd, hare such meanings as the aboTe,

is confirmed by the above passage : We are told in the passage that Prajapati or Father Tim'e

repelled the Asuras by means of the Chaturmasyas, a period of four intercalary months, as

pointed out above—and that having done so, he created children. This evidently means that

Prajapati got rid of the extra months by intercalating four months in ten years, and, adjusting

thereby the lunar to the sidereal year, brought the Seasons and days to their usual position which

was four months behind before intercalation. We also learn that Indra is a god of an intercalary

month, and that the oft-repeated destrnction of Yritra by Indra is an act of getting lid of the

sinful and demon-like intercalary months through the worship of Indra and other gods
;
for we

are told in the passage that Indra killed Vritra by the Sakamedha, or the sacrifice performed

during the third period of the four intercalary months, i. at the end of 30 or 60 years.

Prom a consideration of the passage explained above, we learn that Prajapati is Father Time,

that his children are the ordinary days of the year, that the Asuras are the sinful intercalary

months, and that Indra is a god of an intercalary month. We know from the story of Aditi that

Indra is one of her sons. Accordingly, we may take Aditi to mean the cycle of five luni-solar years,

bringing forth Indra periodically along with her other sons. The other sons also must necessanly

be the gods of intercalary months. This idea is, as clearly as the sacrificial terminology of the

poets could permit, conveyed in the following passage of the Maitrdyaniya Smhhitd (1.6,12) i

fr fr wrtt- ^ ^ ^

^^rgTrvrr^^. ft ft ^ ff%

^ Itf^TRFwr^qrr^ii^

^^iTPsr^ ^ f% f*Tr%f f^ I smrn^:.

M. S. I, 6, 12.

“ Daring that night on the morrow of which he is going to set up the sacred fire^ he should

eook four dishes of rice and present them to BrahmanS' as fresh rice. Desirous of getting children,

Aditi cooked the rice. Ske ate the remnant (ofwhat remained after the gods partooTe of the dish).

Two sons, Dhati and Aryama, were in consequence born of her. She cooked another (d4sh),

and ate’ the remnant. Two sons, Mitra and Varuna, were in consequence born other. She cooked

another (disA), and ate the remnant. Two sons, AmSa and Bhaga, were in consequence born of

her. She cooked another (dUh). She thought that in consequence of her eating the remnant, two
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and two sons are being born ot her
;
and that it would indeed be to her advantage if she would eat

it {preseniing it io the gods). Accordingly, having previously eaten it, she offered the

remnant {to the gods). The seeds, still remaining in the embryo form, said : ‘We shall become

what theAdityas are.’ The Adityas on the other hand looked for a murderer of those two,

Amsa and Bhaga struck them, Hence sacrificers worship these two in their sacrifices. Amsa-

prasa became the portion due to Amsa in sacrifices. Bhaga went to the people. Hence they say

that if one is desirous of getting wealth, one should go to somebody among men. That Indra,

however, got up and recovered his breath. The other egg appeared as dead. He is, verily, the

Martanda (brohen egg) whose children are men. Aditi then went to the Adityas and said : ‘Let

this one be to me, but not the other which has fallen lifeless. They said : ‘ Then let it be to our-

selves, as we say ; do not despise us.’ He is, verily, the xiditya, the Vivasvat, whose offspring

are Mann, the Yaivasvata, and Yama, the Yaivasvata. Manu is in this world, and Yama in the

other. These are the Adityas who guard the paths through which gods move. They drive away

that sacriideer who sets up his sacred fire without calling upon them : they drive him away from

the heavens. The Adityas are, verily, the portions of the remnant. When a sacrificer puts the

sacred sticks into the fire after rotating them in the remnant, then he may be taken to have spoken

to the Adityas of his setting up of the sacred fire. Him they do not throw away from the heavens.

He who is going to set up the sacred fire should omit a year (i. e., intercalate a year). He should

not bring his fire from a household or from any other place. Embryos [due to the remnant, i, e,,

the twelve days at the end of the sidereal year of 366 days], developed in the course of the year

are born. When the embryo is born and fully developed, the sacrificer sets it up (.while setting up

the sacred fire). Twelve nights he has to omit (in a gear)
j
for twelve nights are the index (pratu

tad) of the year. Embryos p. e., the twelve days] developed {in the form of months) in the course

of (the cyolic) year are born. When it is born and fully developed, he sets it up [g. <?., intercala-

tes while setting up the sacred fire]. He should omit three, for three are the worlds
;
these world’s

he will thereby attain. He should omit one, for one is the Prajapati.”

(To be continued.)

MISCELLANEA.

A NOTE ON AJIYIKAS.

I read, ante, pp. 88ff, the article on Ajtvikas by

K, B. Pabhak, who opines that they are a sect of

Buddhist Bhikshus. D. R. B.’s bracketed note

at the end of this article that they are neither

Buddhist Bhikshus as^Mr. Pathak says^ nor Jainas

as Dr. Hultzsch understands., but they form a

distinct sect, seems to be borne out by other

evidences. We have one given, ante, Yol. XSIII,

p. 248, 1894 (which I have quoted in full on

page 960, Jour. K. As. Soc., October of

which the following extract is to the point:

—

“The essentials may, however, be stated. They
are (1) that the recovery of the YaikhSuasa Dhar^
ma-Sutra permits me to fully prove the correctness

of Professor Kern’s (or rather K§.lakdcbarya’s

and Utpala’s) identification of the Ajzvikas with
the Bhdgavaias, and (2) that the sacred books of

the Buddhists contain passages showing that th-e

origin of the was traditionally believed

to fall in very remote times, and that this tradi-

tion is supported by indications contained in

Brahmanical works.”

One such passage contained in an orthodox
Buddhist book, the Saddharma-Fundartka,^ as

showing the remoteness of the Blidgavata {i. e.,

Jjiuika) cult, is that where MaSju-^iri is com-
pared to Ndrayana. The woi'ds run thus;
“ and a body compact as N^rllyana’s.”

A. Goviivdachaeta Svamiit, M.R.A.S.,

M.R.S.A., M.M.S.

[Who the Ajivikas really were was shown by me
ten years ago in a note published in the Jour.

Bomb, As. Soc., Yol. XXI, p. 399 ff. The same
note has been reprinted in a slightly altered form
in this ntimber on p, 286 ff.—D-R.B.]

^ B,, p. E. Series, Yol. xyi, chap. XXIII (Gadgada Svara), translated by H. Jlern, see p, 397.
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MAPS AND ATLASES OF INDIA.

That we have no reoeat Atlas or Map of

India on a scale safliciently large to be readily

aseful in locating most places mentioned in

history and the daily newspapers is somewhat

strange. There are small maps, as accurate and

full as the best cartographers can produce, but

on scales too small to afford satisfactory ideas of

distances and areas, or to include hundreds of

places to which reference may be required.

Among those of recent date, Thacker’s

Reduced Survey Map of India,” edited by

Dr. J. G. Bartholomew, was issued in 1891. The

sheet measures 30 by 36 inches and is also

available in folded form with an Index to the ten

thousand names appearing on it and representing

every place mentioned in the second edition of

the “ Imperial Gazetteer of India” (1880-87;. It

is a fine piece of cartography to a scale of 69

miles or one degree of latitude to an inch
;
but

the crowding of so many names in so small a

space requires so minute etching that it often

strains the eye to locate and read them. If we

reduce the map of England to the same scale, it

measures only 6 inches by 5, and how many of the

place names could be entered upon it in legible

script? But much of India is more densely

populated even than England; hence the inade-

quacy of so small a scale for a clear and satisfac-

,tory map of India, yet this is one of the best

of the hind published.

Constable’s Hand-Atlas of India”, published

1893, together with some forty-two small maps

of physical, ethnological, meteorological and other

features, and plans of towns, prepared by Dr.

Bartholomew, gave the foregoing map in eighteen

sections, together with the Index adapted to

them. These sectional maps measure little over

6 by 8 inches each, so that, on the scale of 69

miles to an inch, each of them represents an area

of about 660 by 420 miles, or 236,000 square miles,

an area that would include the maps of both

England and Ireland on the like scale. This

volume is so compact and full of valuable details

that it is the best as yet available to the student

;

and the * Hand Gazetteer ’ of the same publishers

supplies the geographical positions of over seven-

teen thousand place-names.

In the “xxth Century Citizen’s Atlas”, the same

map is again utilized in three ' sections ’ and a

map of Farther India, each map measuring 16 by
12 inches.

An “ Atlas of India ” containing sixteen maps
and an Index of nearly ten thousand names

appearing on the maps, with an Introduction by
Sir W. W. Hunter, was nextpublished by W. and

A. K. Johnston, 1894, The volume measures 12
by 8i inches and the maps 9 by 12 inches within

the borders, providing for a scale of 1 to 3,225,000

or 50*9 miles to an inch. This larger scale gives

about twice the area for the same number of
names as in the preceding, and district boundaries
are well defined. The fourteen principal maps
(omitting the Index map and the plans of cities)

are not simply ‘sections’ of country, but repre-

sent separate provinces and groups of adjoining

states.

Following this was the ‘ Map of the Indian
Empire ’ by the late E. G. Ravenstein, on a scale

of 1 to 6,000,000 or an inch to 79 miles nearly,

and was published by G. Philip and Sons. The
sheet, with insets, measured 33 by 39 inches, and
was finely engraved, the number of towns u,nd

villnges entered being considerable. The same
publishers also issued * Philips ’ Gazetteer of India
(I90U) by E. G. Ravenstein, containing a list of

about 13,500 names of towns, villages, railway

stations, v^iie}£-, hills, tahsils, etc., with the

approximate geographical positions only to tenths

of a degree. This ‘Gazetteer,’ we are told was
“ intended as a companion to the .4 ^Zas of India.^^

But this projected Atlas was given up. This map
has quite recently been re-issued in two sheets

with Index of about 4,000 place names in folding

case, as one of Messrs. Philips’ Travelling Maps.

Tne new edition of the Imperial Gazetteer ”

was naturally expected to be accompanied by an
Atlas planned on a scale more adapted to the area
of so populous a territory. Sir W, W. Hunter’s
“Statistical Account of Bengal” was accom-
panied by nineteen district maps—some of

double size—on a uniform scale of 16 miles to an
inch. As many maps on half the scale would
have supplied an atlas of all India, showing most

towns of importance or historical interest. But
instead of such a boon, and simply to make the
Atlas range in height with the octavo volumes

of the Gazetteer, the eighteen provincial maps are

on a scale of 63T miles to an inch or one to

4,000,000 and measure only 9 by 7i inches. To
avoid overcrowding, the names on these eighteen

and a map of Afghanistan are reduced to scarcely

6,700,—or hardly two thirds of the number in
the Gazetteer. With the twenty-eight small
physical and other general maps and sixteen

plans of towns, no fault is found : they are

admirably executed and serve their various pur-

poses instructively. It is the general maps that

are altogether disappointing. As a map of

England on this scale wonld measure by SJ
inches and proportionately might contain only

about 200 place names, it would be comparatively
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aseless,—of what general utility can a map of

India be on so very small a scale ?

For so vast a territory, a very large scale map

or series of maps is nob here advocated. For

most European countries, maps on a scale of

between 30 and 35 miles to an inch are most

satisfactory. And so long ago as 1836 the Society

for the Promotion of Useful Knowledge had

published on a scale of 34'4 miles to an inch—

'‘India in eleven parts with an Index Map.’’

These were * sectional ’ maps, engraved hy the

brothers James and Charles "Walker, and were

beautifully clear and useful. The work seems to

have been well received, for a revised edition was

issued by E. Stanford, 18i2-45, containing some

twenty maps—including surrounding countries;

and again, a last and carefully corrected and

improved edition, containing twenty-six maps

was published by the same fiim in 1861. This

useful work continued long in use, and it is to be

regretted that such a work was not kept up to

date and reproduced. The maps varied little in

size from 13 by 10 inches inside borders, and so

had double the area of those in the new Gazetteer

Atlas; and the thin bound volume was about 14

inches high hy 9" wide.

Decimal scales are now the fashion for maps,^

but with our units of the inch and mile, they

afford no facilities for estimating distances.

The Indian Great Trigonometrical Survey sheets

are on a 4 miles to the inch scale, and any map
on this scale, or its subdivisions of 8, 16, etc.,

miles, affords a ready means of estimating dis"

tances. Making tbe scales as measures of a

degree of latitude is similarly inconvenient,

whilst it is slightly inaccurate, since these degrees

vary with the distance from the equator—from
68' 7 to 69*4 statute miles.

It is now understood that the Indian Survey

has agreed to proceed in preparing a map, or

series of sheets covering India, on a scale of one-

millionth,—that is of 15 miles 6 furlongs b7i

yards to an inch. But this will take years to

complete, and though most valuable for certain

purposes, it will fill sixty sheets or thereabouts

of 20 by 16 inches and rather expensive and
cumbrous for general use. Meanwhile a less

ambitions bub practically useful work is much
wanted in the libi’ary and at the desk—for the

general reader, the traveller, the secretary and
the district oliicial.

Now such an atlas could be constructed on a

scale of 32 miles to an inch
; the maps w^ould be

on the scheme of Johnston’s and the Gazetteer

atlas,-—not mere sectional, maps, but of provinces

or halves of such in some cases. They would
fill only eighteen or nineteen double page maps
of a size that would bind in a volume about 11

by ]6| inches. The space for names, etc., would
be double that on Johnston’s and four times

that on the Gazetteer maps, thus providing for a
very large increase of their numbers. The work
might be accompanied by useful small maps of

physical, meteorological, ethnographical, and
other features, plans of towns, etc., of which the

largest would go two on a page. Shall we see

such an Atlas ?

J. B.

BOOK-NOTICE.

History or Bengali Language and LitEeatueb
by Dinesh Ohandea Sen. Printed by the Oalontta

University, 1911.

This is a large work of more than a thousand

pages, based on the lectures delivered by tbe

author as Reader in Bengali Languag’e and

Literature at the Calcutta University during the

months January to April 1909, and deals with

the literature of Bengal and the language in its

literary aspect dovvn to the middle of last cen-

tury. It is clear on every page that the work has
been one of great devotion on the author’s part,

and he has made diligent enquiries to trace out
all particulars, whether great or small, that might
help to increase or elucidate our knowledge of the
literature.

One striking feature that he discloses is that

the early literature was not the expression of

poetical ideas by the then cultured classes, nor
was it composed by them for the people at large,

because those classes were enthralled by Sanskrit

learning and fell afterwards under the influence

of the Arabic and Persian literature of their

Mohammedan patrons ; but it was the welling up
of the poetic feelings that swayed the hearts and
minds of the populace, feelings that did not flow

within classical channels, but arose generally

from and mirrored home life and daily interests.

In the first chapter the earliest conditions in

Bengal are idealised in the belief that pre-historic

Bengal was Aryan, a belief for which the author’s

devotion may merit pardon. Ancient Bengal

1 Scales in millionths are related to the metrical system,—the metre being supposed to be exactly the ten
millionth part of the quadrant from the Equator to the Pole. This is now found to be very nearly 10,001,776

pietrea, so that the metre is shorter than was intended.
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really came but partially within the pale of

Aryan iafiueuce, and that was no doubt the rea«

son why it was treated as foreign iu Manu’s Code,

and its language regarded as a Paisachi Prakrit

unfit forlite»ary use. The author shows that it

was largely through the interest evinced by

Muhammadan rulers that the great Sanskrit epics

were traushAted and appeared in Bengali verse

in the 14-th century. It was not to Brahmans

nor to Hindus versed in Sanskrit classics that

Bengali was indebr.ed for early feivours, but the

earliest Bengali compositions are attributed to

the zeal of Tautric Buddhists to popularise their

creed in the 10th and 11th centuries, and they

enunciate homely proverbial philosophy in Bud-

dhistic form.

Among early compositions are the Dliarma-

mayigal poems, songs recounting the exploits of

Lau Sen and extolling the god Dharma, who

represented originally the popular idea of

Buddha; but when those songs achieved a wide

popularity, Brahmanism, after it overcame Bud^

dhism, recast them so thoroughly that they

appear now to be devoted to the S’^kta cult. The

high moial discipline of Buddhism gradually

degenerated into general half-sceptical self-indul-

gence, and indulgence when stimulated by

Yaishnava views of religious love turned to

extravagant courses of licentiousness. This

phase in its idealistic and spiritual aspect is

illustrated in the poems of Chandi Dds (end of

14th century) which express homely fervour in

pastoral guise, and in those of Yidy^pati in

Behar in the 15 th century. On the other hand,

Mahayanism conduced to the worship of local

deities, and popular feeling turned towards the

minor deities and especially goddesses, that were

esteemed locally, from about the 9th century, so

that their worship soon grew i popularity and

found expression in songs that sprang from the

people themselves. Many poems were composed

in their honour in and after the 12th century.

Chief among those deities were Manasa, the

snake-goddess, who is extolled in the touching

story of Behula in the Manasd-mangal composed

by Haridatta; ^nd Ohandi Devi, to whose power

two well-known stories bore testimony, which

were narrated in many forms and especially in

the 16tb century poem, the ^handi^mangal, by
Mukunda Ram, whose poetry vividly portrays

the domestic life of rural Bengal.

Brahmanism aided that revulsion from Bud-

dhist degeneracy by adopting those local deities,

and stimulated it by reviving the old stories of

the ancient Hshis and kings with their glamour

of semi-divine ideals. The two Purdnic gods,

Vishnu and Siva, thus regained popular adora-

tion; and the Brahmans inculcated also the
importance of caste. This great change the
author calls the PuiAnic Renaissance, because it

expressed itself in the revival of Epic and
Puranic stories recast in new poems composed in
the vernacular tongue to suit popular taste,
Such poems were recited through the country by.
professional singers, the Mangal-gayaks, who
a;nplified them at times with their own verses.
From this period, it seems, may be really dated
ohe rise of Bengali literature.

The Edmlgana with its story of Rama and
Sita, and che Mahablidrata with those of the
Pandavas and Krishna, were of course the tz’ea-

sure houses; and those stories were thrown
afresh into Bengali verse in many poems from
the 14th century onwards. The poets, while hand-
ling their themes correctly, yet narrated them
with new vitality and embellished them with de-
scriptions and comparisons borrowed from their
own land and associations. Among such versions
of the Edmdyana the most famous were Kritti-
vasa’s and Raghunandan’s poems, while Sanjaya's
and Kasi Ram’s concpositions best repx’oduced
the Mahibhdrata. Two other Sanskrit hooks
freely drawn upon were the Bhdgavata-Purdna
which described the exploits and majesty of
Krishna as an incarnation of Vishnu, and the
CJiandi-Malidtmya in the Miirha7id6ya-Puvdna
which excited the admiration of those who
revered Chandi. Siva did not attain the same
prominence as Vishnu, because, as the author
explains, the popular conception of this stern

deity did not credit him with any keen interest

in his worshippers personally, and in the poems
that extolled him he appeared rather with pea-
sant traits amid rural home life.

The author narrates all these stories and gives

extracts from the chief poems with English

translations, which being in prose naturally lose

the spirit of the old Bengali, for the old poetry

composed in short rhyming lines often carried

terseness to an extreme. He also adds valuable

notes, explaining how the Puranic Renaissance

enriched the old Bengali by introducing and

vernacularising many Sanskrit words, and
pointing out grammatical peculiarities and words

that have since become obsolete. Much of that

old literature fell into neglect and often MSS.
were lost or perished; still many poems have

been rescued from oblivion and published by the

Battal^ Press.

It is remarkable how closely the old literature

is bound up with religion, for it followed and

expressed popular religious sentiments as they

varied through the centuries; and indeed the*
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autlioi* classifies it mainly according to its reli-

gious aspect. Thus he passes next to the

YaishnavdS, who exercised a widespread and

deep influence among the people, for Mahay^nism

encouraged religious devotion and facilitated

the conversion of many to the worship of Vishnu,

and Vaishnavism infused new vigour into the

doctrine of hJiakti or loving faith. Chaitanja

was the great exponent of this in the early part

of the 16th century, and it involved a revolt

against the strict system and oppressive ritual

which Brahman ascendancy had imposed.

Puranio ideals lost ground and htiahti became

the great vivifying influence. He iuspm'd such

veneration in his followers, that many accounts

of his life were written in prose, which were the

first biographies in Bengali; and among them

the greatest was the Chaiianya-charitdmrita by

Krishna-das, His teachings with Krishna as

their subject were popularised in the padas or

songs of the Vaishnavas, which portray human
actions* feelings and even questionable passions

and yet often suggest a spiritual import. The
greatest composer of padas was Gobinda-das in

the 16ih century, and he wrote in the Brajabnii

dialect, which holds a middle position between

Hindi and Bengali, and in which vernacular

words were preferred to strict Sanskrit forms.

The later writers of the PuiAnio Eenaissance

marred the freedom of their poetry with classical

Sanskrit phrases, but the new poets gave utter-

ance to natural feelings in simple Bengali, with

which they were more familiar than some of the

older writers, and captivated the ear of the peo-

ple with their new Manoharsahi tune. This

leads the author to discuss the origin and history

of the Mrtan songs, and the great importance of

the kathiks or professional reciters who have
existed in India from the earliest times. Their

recitations could give a poem wide publicity and
permanent fame, and created also a demand for

written copies even among rustic folk.

Vaishnava freedom was adverse to Brabnjanic
formnlarism and permeated the people with
subversive ideas; yet its influence is found" in all

the literature after Chaitanya’s time and even in
the later conceptions of Saivism and Saktism.
Vaishnavism, however, declined in purity the
more it overspread the country, because the pas-
sionate expressions used in the songs could arouse
human nature without imparting a spiritual
meaning; and in the reaction against immoral
tendencies Brahmanism re-asserted itself when
the Mufiammadan power decayed in the 18th
century. Learning then found patronage at two
Courts, that of Eaja Krishnachandra ot Nadiya

and that of Raja r^jballabh of Bikr^mpfir near

Dacca; but at both poetry fell under the control

of courtiers and schoolmen who imitated San-

skrit and Persian models, and it became highly

artificial with ornate diction and elaborate con-

ceits. Bharat Chandra obtained great fame with

his Annadd-mangal, in which the old-time story

of prince Sundara was retold in depraved taste,

Jaynar^yan and his accomplished niece l.nanda-

mayi were distinguished at Bikr^mpfir; and the

Muhammadan poet Al^ol, who worked mainly in

the field of translation, gained the applause of

Muhammadans as well as Hindus in his poem,
Padmdhatif notwithstanding its strong Hindu
proclivities.

Rural poetry is discussed in its four divisions,

the kirtan songs, the songs of the kaviwdlds,

which grew out of simple episodes in the ydirds,

the religious songs about Krishna and others,

and the songs of the ydirds or popular drama.

The author thus reaches the period of English

rule and discusses the influences, which affected

Bengal, directly from the Government and
missionaries, and indirectly by its contact with

the West, and the effects that have been produced

tliereby in the elaboration of the language, the

altered outlook of the leading writers and the

many-sided character and tendencies of the books

written. He bas endeavoured to weigh all these

matters without prejudice and impartially.

This book is the outcome of great research and

study, for which the author deserves the warmest

praise. He has explained the literature and the

subjects treated in it with sucb fullness and in

such detail as to make the whole plain to any

reader; and the book would probably gain in

usefulness by some compression. The folk-lite-

rature, the structure and style of the language,

metre and rhyme, and many miscellaneous points

are discussed in valuable notes; and specimens

of old decorated book-covers and handwriting

and some portraits are displayed in coloured

plates. The tone is calm and the judgments

appear to be generally fair, though it is well-nigh

impossible to estimate aright the period of Eng-

lish influence, since the changes have been vas-

ter and profounder than in any earlier age and

are still in progress. One noticeable blemish

appears in the transliteration of Sanskrit and*

Bengali words and names ; no uniform system is

observed and the same word even is not always

transcribed in the same way.

F.E.P.












